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On your marks. Get set. Bang! They are off in a cloud of shucks. The fastest

cc~n huskers in the State, pitting their skill, speed and stamina against eaCh other

to decide the championship. Thump, thump, thump--every second and a half each husker

has fOUIld an ear, held it with both hands, pulled off all the husks and sent it in

the general direction of the bangboard.

Behind the wagons trail the multitude, several thousand of them. Referees keep

l 1rgj.Dg the crowd to, "Stand back and give the boys a chance." Some loyal adherents

of their county champion stick to his wagon and boast to all and sundry that if their

man has any kind of a chance, he will take this easily. Others dart back and forth

from wagon to wagon, timing the ears, estimating the dockage for shucks, questioning

the gleaners as to how much has been missed, and freely predicting who the winner

will be.

A groan goes up from the crowd behind one wagon. A nice big ear went over the

bangboard. The harried husker begins to wonder whether he should go and pick it up,

or try and pick three ears in place of it. While debating the matter, he missed an

ear and a nubbin which the gleaners seize and put in the bag to weigh for deductions.

T~e husker frowns, dismisses all trouble from his mind and concentrates on getting

corn in the box. How hi s hands fly!

Sweat rolls down the husker1s face and gets in his eyes. It soaks the shirt

on his back, even though the crowd shivers in sheepskin coats, heavy overshoes and

mittens. Saw-edged leaves cut face and hands, so that blood stains the ears he

throws in the wagon. Oh well, it will weigh more!

(more)
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The pace is increasing. Time is almost up. The husker steps from hill to hill

wi th a quickened r~thm. Hands move too fast to be seen. An ear on the ground gets

a twitCh and starts for the wagon. A nice ear five feet from the ground is follow-

ing before the first one hits. Bending, twisting, leaping, striking, each husker

would arouse the envy of a Sioux in his war dance.

Bang1 The husker mops his face, draws a long breath and leans against the

wagon. Now it is allover but the weighing, the sampling and computing the results.

The crowd tramps back to the farmyard, drinks coffee, eats pie, and waits before

the huge score board for the final figures. Cheers go up when the big gross loads

are recorded, and groans when gleanings or husks call for deductions above the or-

Iinary • Finally the winner is declared, Dan Wallace of The Farmer, presents him

with a check for $100 and congratulates him on his Victory.

Those who have never attended a state Corn Husking Contest, have missed the

Jig Minnesota Farm Classic. This year it was held at Owatonna, October 31. In

addition,. the winners from nine state contests will compete at Fairmont, November

8, for the national championship. Better put on all the warm clothes you have,

and come along. It's great sport.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Shredding Corn

The joys of corn shredding--if there are any--have this year become apparent to

mere Minnesota farmers ~han ever ~efore. In Waseca coun:y we have had trouble to

find a field for a corn husking contest, because everythir~ was cut a~d shocked.

Thi~ year the shredders have had more of a run than the threshing machines.

It is easy to sit down and write an article telling just how the shredding

"hOl.'..ld be done, but, like making hay I written instructions are of little value be-

:;aude help, equipment, conditions and particularly the weather, never seem to Yiork

out ac~ord~ng to the rules.

The fodder is best if cut when the corn is ripe but while the leaves and stalks

~:0 still gre~n. Thi~ is easy to say, but sometimes hard to do. HybriQ corn ha~ ar.

ad.·an'oage here over normal varieti8s, in that it is vigorous and usually more free

f~'om root rO,ts, so t~"l.t the stalks stay green longer and the ears ripen uniformly.

Ao least, obsbrvation indicates that thebybrids stay green longer than most normal

varieties of equal maturity.

The next difficulty is to decide when the corn is dry enough to pile up s~fely.

Moldy fodder may not be dangerous for cows, but it is certainly unsafe fer horses.
U~ually it i3 safest to leave it until after a hard freeze has helped with the drJinb
~~d steadY celd weather has set in. Even then a big pile is apt to heat and cause
Jor....;iderable spoilage. With the good weather we have had this fall, most of the
s~redded fodder should go in in good shape.

The shredder does the best job of husking when the bundles are damp and tougl.•
Those who do not like husks in the crib should be s~e to order a cloudY, misty day
for shredding, or else do the work early in the morning when the frost is on.

Shredded fodier is not hard to store--with the blower-··and it is easy to ft:ed
unless it has to be moved a considerable distance. It means lots of har1 work-
shocking and hauling--but the coarse parts refused as feed make better bedding than
straw and the man who cleans out the ~rards next year will be thankful for the
shredding.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent.

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Guineas

1. t..

Several years ago, the kids found some eggs in the field. An old hen was en

trusted with the job of incubation and she was as much surprised as we were when the

"chicks" turned out to be guineas. Since then, the progeny have run loose about the

farm, taking care of themselves and raising enough young each year to maintain the

population, in spite of accidents and an occasional dinner.

At daylight, a bunch of them delight to congregate under our window yelling

"buck wheat, buck wheat" until friend wife begins making remarks to them and to me.

She doesn't say "buck wheat" either. At dusk, we may hear them again from the ridge

role of the corncrib or the track over-head in the barn, shrilling defiance to all

they look down upon.

One clutch of fifteen were hatched by a hen and roosted with her in the chicken

house. The guineas were half grown When, by mistake, the hen found her way into our

even. The little flock mourned her for a day and then adopted a big old rooster. It

was as good as a circus to watch him scratch for his family and try to hover such a

multitude. Big as he was, the young guineas would fairly lift him off his feet, all

trying to get under at once.

VThen the bunch went to roost, they and their "patron"pre&npted the two top roosts
and woe to any hen that dared to get inside their terri tory. No more did the old
rooster dare to leave his family. Th~ would not allow him to even look at a hen, ~1d
his despair gradually settled into a bored attitude which was a continual source of
amusement to us. The following year a flock of youn.g guineas adopted a hen and stood
in a row on the manger every morning waiting for her to lay her daily egg.

Oldtimers sometimes say that guineas will drive away rats. We do not know
whether this is so or not, but we seldom see a rat now where they were pretty thick
several years ago. The guineas certainly do a lot of good in the garden. They do
not scratch like chickens, and their appetite for bugs is enormous. At least th~

have given us a lot of fun, several.meals (they taste much like pheasant) and have
never cost us a penny. They! have been no bother--here the better half of the
family puts in several question marks--except for the noise. I like them and con
sider them a "sound" investment, friend wife to the contrary notwithstanding.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experime~t Station, Waseea
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Better Bree.diDg

My brother at one time paid $1,000 cold cash for a boar pig. He was crazy with

the boom as was the man who later bought a son of this pig for $1,500. Both of them

went broke when their high priced stock suddenly went down to market value. The

$1,000 boar was sold for $45, the bubble burst and the ground came up and hi t them as

it did hundreds of others.

Because of stories like this, some men say that purebred livestock is all a fad

:01' getting money from the poor farmer. Purebred livestock never ruined any man, bu·~.

Jusiness conditions, poor financing, mistakes in management and contagious diseases

l-ave cost bankers and business men as well as farmers, their life earnings.

It is just as ea~ to gamble with cattle and hogs as with stocks and bonds. This
coes not merol that an investment in bonds returning a fair rate of interest is not
L~md. and as safe as any investment can be. It is also true that money paid for
l::'-ces;;ock, when based on their productive ability, is a sound investment.

If Ol1e bull sires 30 heifers that produce only 150 pounds of butterfat pe:..~ year,
he is not worth as much as one which will sire heifers capable of producing 350 pound~
(of hutterfat. .A neighbor once bought a bull at what he thought 'JVas a high price. Two
yaars later he told me he saved the cost of the bull on one year's crops of calves.
~1~ too~ a better finish than his old stoCk, sold at a higher price, and did it onless feed.

The difficulty in buying a sire, is to KNOW what he will do. We hope some dQY
there will be a better w~v of estimating what the potential production of the get of
& c~rtain animal will be, but until then, the best guide we have is to inquire what
his dam and sire have done. If their parents also can be rated, so much the bette~.

Too malW animals have been purchased because they had some one outstanding
cllaracter, such as a pink nose, a dished face, or a pretty color. Frequently, men
wri te in and want to buy a red bull at a low pricel They would gamble 3 years I feed
and labor for a $50 saving in first cost and the pleasure of looking at a RED bull.
I have seen breeders sell bulls of equal quality at a difference of $400 because
f color! Real improvers of livestock put productive ability first. .A pretty face
s not necessarily all indication of a good cook.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Thanksgiving

I'm thankful for more work than I can do
For hard-won leisure has an added zest

And many tasks bring with them problems new
So one mu.st either quit or do hi s best
To grow enough each day to meet the test.

1 1m thankful for a chance to help along
The worthwhile things that seem to come my way,

To lift my mite, together with that throng
Who stI'"Uggle upward toward a better day
And deem their satisfaction ample pay.

I'm thankful for a family and friends
Who tolerate my faults and stubborn will;

Forget the wrong I've done, when daylight ends,
And, in the morning, say they trust me still.
Such faith's more stirring than adventure" s thrill.

I fm thankful for the troubles I have had;
They seem so small compared with other I s woes.

For lessons they have taught me, I am glad,
Humility, and sympathy for' those
Who feel the thorns, but do not see the rose.

1 1m thankful for the land in which I live
And hope that from her travail, something new

Will sprout and grow and fruit and sometime give
A world at peace, where men are trained to do
The things God would consider fine and true.

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

l
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Wint er Pi ctures

The words December and Minnesota, especially when combined, bring to some minds

the thought of howling blizzards, frozen lakes, cold and miser,y. It is true we have

such things, but the winter pictures which flash through ~ mind, are quite different.

I remember going after the cattle one morning when the ground was white with new

snow. Every blade of grass, every twig, every wire of the fence, wore a coat of frost

that sparkled until nw eyes hurt. The cattle liked to browse around in the thick

woods, but at the crunch of snow under nw feet, a hundred coal-black heads were lifted

and a hundred smooth, black Angus hides made a picture so beautiful that it was etched

on nw memory.

Have you ever seen Itasca Park in winter? We drove in from Park Rapids through

a blizzard, but next day it was so still and magnificent, it seemed a sacrilege to

make tracks through the woods. Eleven deer, hunting the dr,y grass beneath a giant

spruce, made a moving picture in color. The dark pine trees, each holding in its arms

a load of snow, the balsam thickets, and near the lake bare tamaracs, made insignifi-

cant the trouble of a winter camping trip.

Then December brings memories of clear, cold days spent with axe and saw, getting
out wood. The zip of the crosscut, eating through oak, the ping of an axe as willing
muscles and more or less true aim made the chips fly, is music I can understand. Then
home on a big load of pole wood, chores, supper and pleasantly tired, sitting next to
the glOWing fires, soaking up heat until bed time.

Sometimes a big pan of popcorn, apples from the barrel in the cellar, a game 0:
che·ss, checkers, or all gathered around the piano making a joyful noise, helped to
dely the win~ howling outside. These are the things I remember. These are the piG
tures brought to mind when December weather in Minnesota is the subj ect of discuGsion.
Some people seem to remember only the unpleasant things, but it is much better fe'll to
t~~nk over the experiences that bring back a thrill of pleasure. I like Minnesota
ir. December as well as in June.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Wasec~

till· _
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-----R, E: Hodgson, SUperintendent,

Farm Records ~ Accounts

One of the hardest jobs I know of is to come into a warm house after a busy day

outdoors in the cold wind, eat a hearty supper and then try to do some bookkeeping.

Figures won't add, accounts won't balance, everything goes haywire. Yet the job must

be done somehow, especially in these days of corn-hog contracts, income taxes and

alphabet i cal farming.

One man I know of persuaded his wife to let him keep a little stand with a book

and a pencil near his place at the dining room table. Then while waiting for dinner

to be put on the table, he jotted dorm the day's figures. Another man carried a small

notebook in his pocket, where he put dmm each purchase or sale as it was made. There

are perhaps easier ways of making the original records. The important thing is to get

them made.

Inventories are not as hard as th~ sound. I find that the kids usually like to
help. It is mighty good training for them to figure how much corn is in the crib, or
how much hay in the barn. This should not be very difficult this year. It is also
good training for the kids to estimate the pounds of pork on the hoof and figure its
present value. When it comes to horses they will probably value old Molly at a
thousand dollars because she will let them ride or drive her.

On machinery, buildings, etc. there is no need of calling in an expert appraiser.
Just so the values are lowered enough each year to take care of wear and tear, the
year's business vnll not be affected very much. It is usually best to list equipment
at what it could be sold for at an auction where everybody was sober.

A complete inventory once a year, including the bills we owe and what others owe
us, will tell what happened to us financially. A list of salen and purchases will
give us a little more information. If we divide these up into items concerning Iive·
stock, crops and general farm. it makes the picture still more clear. Only a very few
farmers go further than this. but occasionally one is found "ho keeps tab on every
f.;.eld, every class of stock, and dividea general expense such as fencing, among the
s~ock which made the fencing necensary.

Farm records can be very simple or very detailed, depending on the inclination
of the operator. MaII¥ men are making use of the cooperation offered by the Divi sion
of Agricultural Economics at Univ~rsity Farm. George Pond, at University Farm,
thro~h his helpers and the various county agents, is helping "farmers all over the
state to keep records. If you want his help, write him and ask for it, or nee your
county agent.

Southeast Experiment Station~ "~eO_, "
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Christmas

11 'Ring out, ye bells of Christmastide, Ring out, ye bells of Christmastide, Ring

out'--oh heck, Mama, what's the next line? I can't learn this old piece to speak by

tomorrm;" nit,ht, ~J.d why do they want me to say it anyway? I wanted to be a wiseman

and they had to go and make me carry a taper in the pro--pro--the first part a~way.

I'll look just like Effie Peters. Shels an a.'1gel, and does she make me sickl She

walks this way--ta-ta-ta-"

"Richard! Do stop your mincine:. around here and get busy on that piece. Look up

the last line, I've told you often enough. Don't you see I have 20 times what I can

do to 5et all these things wrapped up and the package mailed to Aunt MYrtle so it will

bet there 011 time? I don't see why your father always puts off his shopping until tJ:..e

last possible minute and then expects me to help him out.

"Just as if I didn't have enough to do without taking care of all his relatives
~.d ru.~ing all his errands and feeding all his friends--I wonder if the men folks
\ ould prefer cranberries or red apples cooked with those cinnamon candies? The cran
QRrries are so Christmassy; but the apples are a little different,--What is it Elmer?
las, that

1
s a good boY--'The stars shone on that natal night, the shepherds wakened ut

:he sight'--That's it, now study the next line.

"Vlhere was I? Oh yes, I believe the apples will go better with the goose--or
sbould we have goose? Last year Uncle Amilcar said the goose was greasy and reminded
~l~ of the time he had such a cold in his chest. Thank goodness, HE isn't coming this
;: ear.

"Flora. see if you can find some more of this red string in that box of things
frOm last year. Almost a.ny--Ri chard , can you soy that piece yet? Yes, you cn..""1. 'Thai:;
~'Illlthe Im11y mar.ger wide, I now you bet busy and study it.--Letty Lou, are you prac
ticing or just drummir.g on that piano? liow get your Christmas piece all learaed so yo:.;.
don't make allY mistakes. You know your teacher will be there and you want to show he!:'
rJ)'v nicely you can--Elmer--now take the next two lines--'and joined their voices in CJ

r~·ilm. to herald Christmas peace and calm.' Peace and calm! If I don't go crazy
1'ulore this Christmas is over, I'll be surprised."

Somehow the children learn their pieces, the church exercises all go off nicely,
/wkages are all mailed, cards all sent, Christmas dinner planned and prepared, so thrt','
'chen the family bather around the tree on Christmas morning, there is peace and a senS0
vf complete satisfaction. A new benediction rests on the family, and as father puts a
(lumsy arm around her shoulders and holds her tight. mother murmeru. "Isn't Christmas
the best time of the ~ihole year?" -----R "' H dg S . t d t

.~. 0 son. uperln en en I

~outheast Experiment Station. Yaseca
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Our teacher is a jolly egg
She knows how kids ore I"UI.l.

Vlhen she says, "Now," we shake a leg
And yet she's lots of fun.

She sorta smiles and kids along
Vlhen Vie all do our stuff,

But when some gW gets goin' wrong,
She can be plenty tough.

Sometimes I stay when school is free
To help clean everything

And yesterday, she let me see
Her brand new di'mond ring.

I'm not so dumb. It's plain to see
Our teacher has a man.

1 always hoped she'd wai t for me
But don't suppose she call.

She said it merolt she had a job
When school let out next spring,

And then she gave a sorta sob
And kinda kissed the ring.

It burned me up. 1 loved her some,
But now I'm sick because,

When I asked who she got it from,
She said, "From Santa Claus."

I've read love stories in a book
And they came out all right,

But she's a woma.' and a crook,
I don't blOW how to fight.

She simply can't bet by with that
It isn't fair to Ma,

I'll tell her right straight off the bat
Thn.t Santa Claus is Pa.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Statioll, Waseca
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Anyono who likes to work with wood and iron will almost pray for a stormy

da:l nov: and then, if he has a cozy, convenient nnd fairly well-equipped shop in

which to make things. Also, it is easy to show that this is good economy on the

farm, es~ecially if the Shop is large enough to bring in Dachinery for repair.

The pleasant roar of the fire in the stove, the ~ell of wood ShaVings, the

fun of making things are all the more pleasuro becaUB0 of tho storm outside. Tho

dog curls up on Do corner of the bonch and yawns contentedly. After tentative

advances, the ba.rn cat gathers courage and finally snuggles do\m. beside the pup

(on the side next to the stove) and sings his song of satisfaction, dreaming of

wllat he did to that mouse this morning. ~T.ho cares about blizzards?

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent.

Southeast ~xperiment Station, ~aseca
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Farmers and Homemakers Week

Most of us travel in ruts. We do the same things over and over until they

wear a path in our mind, and unconsciously perhaps, we resent anything which

requires a change. We hate to do things any way except our way, because it re-

quires energy for thinking. Most of us will walk a Ulile--to avoid thinking.

We go through our daily routine, mostly without seeing ourselves doing it.

A stranger coming in can see things we never notice. My brother climbed a cer-

tain fence eight times a day carrying feed to his pigs. One day I put a gate in

the fence. and he climbed over without seeing it! Such is habit.

The old phrase "Keeping his nose on the grindstone ," is no joke. Most of us

are too clOBe to our work to see what is going on around us. Most of us are

surprised to see that others are doing the same things, facing the same problems.

Perhaps their way is better, perhaps not so good. It is interesting to see how

we line up.

The annual Farmers and Homemakers Week at University Farm, St. Paul, is a

Hne chance to take stock of ourselves. Those who like, may attend classes on

almost every subject connected wi th the operatlon of a farm or a home. There

are no entrance fees, no schedule which needs to be followed, and one may go

from place to place, hunting the interesting things, or sit in some quite corner

with congenial spirits fromother parts of the state and just visit.

Some people work out a schedule of classes, taking crops one year, econo-

mics the next, animal husbandry the third year and so on. Hundreds of people
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have the "short course habit" and attend year after year, meeting old friends,

making new ones and keeping up-to-date.

Some folks go for the community singing, the free movies, the entertainment,

the speeches by prominent men and women, the breed association and livestock

meetings, the Farmers and Homemakers banquet on Friday night, or the crops banquet

on Wednesday. The fact that so many are members of the Ten Year Club, shows that

they must figure it is worth while.

This year the Short Course begins January 14 and the program sounds especi-

ally good. Detailed information can be obtained from your county agent, from

University Farm or from this Station. The University invites you to look over

your own Experiment Station and see what it is doing. I'll meet you there.

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Animal Breeding--01d and New

1935

The story goes that a certain man employed an artist to paint pictures of a

perfoct bull and a perfect cow on tho side of his barn next to the cattle yards.

His idea was to influence a better cnnformationon his unborn calves by having an

ideal for their mothers to look at.

Most cattlemen will laugh at such folly, but many of thorn still believe that

because an animal is superior in appearance, it will therefore be a.b1e to produce

superior offspring. Bulls are ijtill sold on looks a1'me, and all too often some

rich man buys the grand champion male and female at some big stock show, expecting

to develop a superior strain of animals upon such a foundation.

Accidents happen, both good and bad. In some cases, tho splendid beast in

first place owes his superiority to tho accidental meeting of certain factors or

genes, and his parents IllD.y never again be able to produce such a physical "genius ll
•

When the top animal comes from a long line of winning stock, thore is probably an

accumulation of good ~alitios in his inheritance, and he in turn may be able to

transmit those good qualities.

The modern concept of broeding is that eaCh animal inherits characters good

and bad from all the preceding ancestors. Some of these Characters may lie

dormant or "recessive", for gonorations, only showing up whon combined, accidentally

or otherwise. with certain Characters inherited from the other side of the family.

~en animals of similar inheritance but not too closely related are mated, the

good characters generally dominate or cover up most of the bad ones.
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On the other hand. ve~ close breeding tends to intensify und show up all tho

characters inherited, whother they be gond or bad. The stoCkman can then select

the animals which show the best inheritanco and discard tho others. In tllis way

it may be possible to eliminate the weQknesses and strengthon the good qualitios of

our animals, so that evontU£l.lly stock may be producod ;currying only the good "genos".

If inbreeding has roduced the vigpr, this may be restored at once by crossing un-

related lines and still rotain tho positive ussurance that only the qualities

inherent in the selectod stock will be produced.

This method has been followed wi tIl corn and proven highly successful. It has

been tried with hog; at the Waseca Station an~ tho indicutions arc that it can be
)-~-'~-_.

done. A progrum of the Same nature is being s~arted with-ei:,ttlo and, shasp. In-
, 'f' - /

breoding seems to offer great possibilities to the livestock breeder, but it is too

expensive for the man who mcltes his living fr m the fam. The pioneer work should

be done At public expenee andth. results ha ded over to the men who emn use them.

In the mea.ntime', the pI'&l.ct1cal breeder lJill usually find it moat economical
\

to select sires from fD.I!lilies of proven qU&li"t;y, getting as much 1nfonnation o.s

possible on the ancestry. Animals of siI:l:Uar blood lines usually llnick:" better

than those entirely unrelated and in general, no bad effect is noticed when cousins

or more distant relatives are mated.

The problem is difficult and complicated. but in the next 15 years, research

should clarify many of tho obscurities which now hamper un anir.lal breeding program.

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast ~xperiment Station, :aseca
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Dispositions

Are optimists born or made? The cheerful individual who looks on the bright

side of things and intelligently helps to make things better is an asset to any

community and is certainly more pleasant to get along with than a grouch. The

question is "How did he get that way?"

Perllaps it is a long jump from people to pibs, but the inbreeding of hogs may

help to answer the question. At this Station we have three families of pigs, each

decended from an unrelated sow. Tnese families are the result of brother-sister

matings for six or more generations. Within eaca family, all the members look and

act alike, though between families there are great differences. Apparently, dis-

position has been fixed by inbreeding.

Line 1 is wild. All the pigs seem to go baCk to some prehistoric ancestor

that was hunted in the big woods of China or Northern Europe and no amount of

handling will create a friendly good will. In pasture and pen they dislike men

and run away whenever possible. Even tiny fellows an hour old will try to hide

and will fight if they are cornered.

If sows of this line are allowed to go off by themselves, they will raise al-

most every pig farrowed, being exceedingly careful where they step and how they

lie down. Confined in pens at farro\rlng time, they resent any strangers or noise,

even with the feed bucket. They will fight savagely any intruder, thinking thus

to protect their babies.

Line 2 is stupid. They seem to lack interest in everything except feed and

sleep. When a swatter, weilded by a strong arm makes it uncomfortable to turn
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one way, they turn theother. The ~ows are good mothers if "their stupid pigs get

out Of the way. Many of them don J t.

L1ne 3 is good natured and fun to handle. Any stranger is a new expe~ience,

and pigs of this line come right over to get scratched. Little fellows are always

under foot, chewing shoe laces and aSking for attentiarti Old ladies always talk

to the herdsman and get jealous if too much attention is paid to others. They

consider everJbody a friend and welcome "admiring visitors" to the maternity pens.

Animals of this line are so good-natured that if a pig squeals they express

their sympathy by loud grunts--but never do anything about it. The pigs are

always under foot, getting stepped on or squeezed, to the distress of the mothers

who never seem to know what to do until half the pigs are killed.

The disposition of these pigs is so uniform for each line that it is obvious-

ly inherited. This leads me to guess that people inherit their dispositions too.

------- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Tommy the Cat

Shorty is in bed with a hard cold, and Tommy the cat, is curled up beside her,

to their mutual satisfaction. For 4 years they have been pals, with differences

of opinion at times to be sure, but almost inseparable companions. A living doll,

Tommy has allowed himself to be clothed in dresses and wheeled for hours in the

tiny buggy. When his small mistress went off and forgot him out in the yard some-

where, he would come squalling to the house, tripping on his long clothes in a

verJ agony of embarrassment.

Then there was the time Shorty tried to put square pants on him. Tommy

resented that as an insult to a well behaved cat. It also presented difficulties

to Shorty. After considerable excitement, Tommy asked to go out of doors. Co~

ing in a few minutes later, he crept to an open crack in the play room door, saw

Shorty still fussino v.~th doll clothes, apparently decided loneliness was better

tl1an humiliation and ran to the cellar door, threshing his tai~ indignantly.

It was a great blow to Tommy when Shorty went to school. He wandered around

disconsolately for a while and finally found a place on the sewing machine where

he could look out the window and see her coming. He spends much time there,

watching the birds outside at the suet post, seeing people come and go, generally

super<visin~. For amusernen t, he 11aS learned to h00k spools of thread out on the

floor and play with them as he does with his ball.

Tommy has almost unlimited privileges about the house, but he knows and res-

peets certain taboos. He must not sleep on the davenport, or even sharpen his
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claws on it. He mus t not touch things on the table--though he does love to sit up

in a chair like the rest of the family and eat popcorn. He has a profound dignity

at times and seems ashamed when detected in some kittenish activity unbecoming to

a cat of his years.

Pets carry germs, but so do doorknobs, telephones and sidewalks. At least

the pets provide endless entertainment and teach the kids many valuable lessons

which they might not learn otherwise. Cats, dogs and ponies seBm a valuable part

of our equipment for raising a family. Personally, 1 1m strong for 'em.

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The W'ork Shop

It takes only a few minu',es of discomfort to wade through the drifts and, buck

the wind and snow on the wo.y ",0 the shop. Soon a roaring fire in the ol<;l stove

makes it possible to peel off D. few coats and get the day's work started.

First there are some hurdles to build for additional lambing pens. These are

made in two sections. one 6 feet and the other 4 feet long. :Both are 3 feet high

and hinged at the middle. \Then set up against Q. wall, they afford private rooms for

the old ewes where they will not be disturbed and lamb No. 1 will not wander a'IIQY

bofore the advent of lamb No.2.

The next job is to make a cover for the water tank to help prevent freezing

during the night. 1'e use kerosene lalnps under the tan.1<:s. but a tight cover during

the night saves kerOllCn& and oceaslonnl trouble. It is fun to watch the shaVings

~lrl up from the sharp plane as the boards are fitted tight. The litter is soon

swept up and put in a box, handy for lighting fires.

Next are some new hog troughs. ~e use a 2 x 8 and a 2 x 10. Roofing cement,

warmed over the heater and smeared on one edge helps to malte a trough tight and

prl.vonts rotting. The ends are also put on after daubing with the thick goo.

Long troughs often become broken apart in the middle when the old sows climb

over them, so we put a handful of shavings in the forge, find a piece of strap iron

from the scrap pile, bend the ends to fit, drill holes for lag screws and there we

are, D. trough fit for any hog and tight as a fiddle.
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Boy Scouts

Allover the United States, boys and men are celebrating February 8 as the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the day Congress approved the charter of the Boy Scouts of

America. The organization was encouraged ~J Theodore Roosevelt and he would be

pleased if he could see almost a million men and boys standing at attention Friday

evening at the stroke of 8 and repeating their promise to do their duty to God and

country j to do a good turn daily and to keep themselves "physi cally strong, mentally

awake and morall;}!" straight II.

Who can calculate the good this movement has accomplished? It is natural for

boys to form "gangs" and to do as "all the ~Sll do. Undirected, the gang may go

wild, choosing as their ideal, the most notorious mob leader of the moment. On the

other hand, the gang may be influenced to direct their energies toward constructive

enterprises with Daniel Boone, Theodore Roosevelt or Abraham Lincoln as models.

Healthy boys have an urge to exercise their muscles, develop their lungs and

idolize some older person. In doing this, they can become a nuisance ~1d a liability,

or the,ycan.become a tremendous asset to the community in which tpey live. Some

ci ties ]Jut on extra police officers, build larger jails and complain of "the crime

wave" •. Some put a little money into organizing prospective hoodlums into first aid

units, safety experts, conservationists and helpful citizens.

A community can only prosper as its individual members work together for the
common good. Selfishness can break up a f~nily, a community, or a nation. Education
without a proper moral bacY~round is dangerous. Churches are trying to solve this
problem by their religious teachings, but sorry to say, they do not reacll all the
yo~g people. Some schools are placing special emphasis on good citizenship, but
t~eir chief job is to teach facts. Scouting is intended to supplement these agencies
and home training, Qy organizing and leading gangs of boys, directing their energies
along useful, constructive lines for the permanent good of the boys and their con
muni ties.

More power to the Boy Scouts of Americal
-----R. E. Hodb~on, Superintendent,

Southeast Ex~eriment Station, Waseca
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Plant Hibernation

Some animals, such as bears, gophers and woodchucks, have the enviable ability to

go to sleep when the weather is bad and food hard to find. Trees, grass and our peren

nial flowers have the same happy faculty. Just now, when snow covers the ground and

every twig is coated in ice, it is pleasant to think of our summer friends qUietly

snoozing away, waiting for the hot sun to make life worth living again.

These pl~!ts are not dead. The,y breathe slowly, and use up moisture and food

'stored for the purpose last s~~er. That is why an ice sheet so often kills alfalfa.

It ~lutS off the supply of air and smothers the plants. If old stems and stalks stick

up through the ice, sometimes enough air can be obtained thrOUgh them to keep the

plant alive. It also explains why trees die during the winter when they do not have

enough fall moisture to care for their winter needs.

All last summer, plants were preparing for next March and April, so that they

would be able to jump up and grow just as fast as possible when the long sleep is over.

All the leaves and blossoms are formed and packed away in snug buds, just needing

fresh sap to swell them up and start their normal functions.

This is where man has a chance to shape the trees he calls his ow~. ~ nipping
off the buds on the tips of the undesirable limbs, most of the spring growth will be
diverted to those branches which are properly placed. Of course the tree can make
new bUds, but meanwhile the undisturbed twigs will stretch out during the most favor
able part of the growing season.

The art of hibernation solves a lot of difficulties for trees and some animals.
Wouldn't it be nice if people could just curl up and go to sleep when the going ~ets
tough! Perhaps some day we will learn how to suspend animation. Then we can just
pack ourselves ~w~ on a shelf until better conditions come along. ~ the time we
learn that much, perhaps we will also learn to control our public and private affairs
so that no one ~ill want to hibernate!

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Twenty Minutes at Mount vernon

The story goes that English ships, visiting the American colonies to carry home

great loads of valuable goods from the new land, used brick for ballast coming over.

At an;y rate, brick must have been cheap when George Washington built the great walls

around his Mount Vernon estate. He did a good job of building, and when the walls

were covered with ivy they were certainly attractive.

Most of the trees and shrubs were new to a Minnesota hayseed, but the arrangement,

great age and size could be duly appreciated. The great box hedges and the formal

gardens were beautiful, and it must have given the general a lot of pleasure to plan

and plant such a stately and orderly bit of landscape in the wilderness of the new

country •

The slave quarters were not open, but it was easy to imagine the long low build
ing crowded with men, women and of course lots of children, for it must have taken a
big staff of skilled workers to operate the spinning house, the laundry, the black
smith and carpentry shop, the coach house and to keep up those grounds.

The kitche..--). was separate from the house, with a fireplace capable of using 8-foot
logs. A long iron crane suspended cooking utensils over the fire and a huge rough
hewn table must have furnished a place for several cooks to work. How hot it must
have been to cook over a roaring log fire with the thermometer over a hundred in the
shade.

The house has been left in as nearly the origi~~l condition as possible, sheathed
with wide pine boards c~t to resemble stone, painted white and sanded. The floors in
side are of wide pine plrolks, deeply worn in places. Upstairs was the cnnopied walnut
bed, supposed to be the one in which Washington slept. Every room had a fireplace and
was filled with priceless heirlooms of the early ~~s. Ceremonial swords and pictures
of friends and relatives hung on the wall. Homemade equipment of all sorts showed in
genuity in conception and skill of the highest order in execution.

In the drawing room were what looked like small kerosene lamps. These occasioned
some curiosity, since coal oil was unknown at that time, but a white haired civil war
veteran assured us that they were operated with oil taken from sperm whales.

It was on the bro~d veranda that one discovered why Mr. Washington chose Mount
Vernon for his home. The peaceful Potomac spread a mile or more in either direction,
finally hiding behind neighboring hill s • Aero ss the river, the high banks were covered
with timber and it was easy to imagine a party of Indiw~s coming dovnl to their canoes •.

Sitting in the shade, drinking in the view as Washington must have done, brought
a closer sense of kinship with the man who did so much to direct the destinies of this
country. It was with solemn thoughts that we went down the walk to the tomb where
re~ the mortal remains of the great man. Here we paused a moment with bared heads to
dedu~n.te ourselves anew to the service of his country arid ours.

-----R. E. Hod5son, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment St8.tion, Waseca
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Plcnning ~ Spri~

Spring is just around the corner wld the indications are it will come with a rus~

What can we do now to save time later when everything needs to be done at once? The

harness is nll fixed up, the seed grain is cleaned and ready and sO far as I know, the

ITk~Chinery is all set for big business, but it might be a good idea to go over it and

check up. Grease cups can be filled, oil holes cleaned out, plows and disks sharpened.

My guess is, it will be muddy this spring. We have had more snow than for several

years and it was welcome. Still, when the ground is wet, it is all the more important

to get things done in a hurry when a good ~~ comes along. One thing that helps is a

planting plan. Somehow it is easier for me if I have a map of the farm hung up where

I can see it, and every plot of ground mnrked to show what nnd when to plant.

FolloWing this planting plan, we can have just about the right amount of eaCh kind
of seed weighed out, grass seed mixed, and the drill calibrated•. We also have time to
treat the seed. It is usually good business to treat the oats for smut, using a dust
whiCh will not injure the germination, even if it is sacked up for a month before
planting. The copper carbonate dusting for wheat is also good, but we don't grow muCh
spring wheat. One big advantage of winter wheat is that it is all planted and out of
the way.

:Barley treatment is more dif{icult. Dusts will get the covered smut, but as a
rule it is the loose ~t that cuts the yield. The spores of loose smut are lodged in
the barley at blossoming time, and the seeds grow around them. It is easy to see why
this type of smut is not killed b.Y treating the outside of the seed. The only way to
get these spores is to heat the barley, hot enough to kill the disease but not quite
hot enough to y~ll the gena of the seed. It can be done.

Then we try to spread a bit of paint on the machinery. Someone has to stick
around to watch for lambs and pigs, so in between times they can swing a paint brush
in the shop. :Beside helping to prevent rust, the paint helps the looks of things, and
I have always believed that a man will do better work if his equipment is efficient
and pleasing to look at. Usually, the man who fails to keep the nuts tight on his
machinery, needs tightening himself.

As things begin to thaw out, we can possibly get a Chance to move a few loads of
homemade fertilizer to where it will do the most good.. If we had to buy it, we
wouldn't pile it out in the yard to leaCh awoy into the cr.eek. At least we Cf'.n clean
elp around the hog pens so as to get better drainnge, and put a load on the garden so
as to raise some melons next yeDr.

There is no end o~ things to do, but I have found that if I can see them coming
and keep at least on7 Jump ahead of the job it is good fun. If the work gets one jump
ahead of me, everythlng seems to get tangled up, we all get tired and lose our ambi
tion. It tnkes plans, pep and punCh to farm or play football successfully.

-----R. E. HodGson, SUperintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Spring Again

Vllio doesn't give a big sigh of relief when the long winter is over and by all the

time tested signs, nature tells us that her snow clothes are about worn out and a new

green ensemble is in order? One can just feel the tension, as every bud strains to

burst out of its winter covering, every blade of grass pushes at the snow banks above

it, and the air is filled with that electric exhiliration which makes us feel like

breaking out somewhere, just because Spring is coming.

It affect s people in different ways, depending on age and di sposi tion. The kids

like to make ditcl1es for the water to run in. (So do I.) Rubber boots are in demand,

and of course it is necessary to see how deep the puddles are. It is certainly sur~

prising when the water runs in over the top or a slippery spot causes a major catas-

trophe!

Older boys and girls are apt to put on their best clothes and wander about
absent-mindedly, meeting lI acci dental lyll , and staging a great demonstration of pushing
and shovil1g each other with much loud and unnececsary laughter. One day the young
man brushes his hair and carefully inspects his jaw in hopes of seeing a sprouting
whisker. The next, he gets out the old baseball and starts to toughen up his lI wing".

Those of us who have graduated from these afflictions have different symptoms,
but they are just as marked. City men are apt to get out their golf clubs and prac
tice a few trial swings. Others begin oiling their rod and reel in anticipation of
getting that "big oneil. Vre farmers begin to get ready for the big runh of spring
seeding and play nursemaid to the pigs and early la~bs. Evenings, we ntudy need
catalogues.

The past winter has been especially tough for mar~ of us, so that there is more
than the usual thrill in anticipating grass for the stock that has been on short
rations and a new corn crop just around the corner. The harder the winter, the more
welcome is spring.

Things have been no unusual and uncertain, that most of us are fed up on patent
"cures" for our difficulties, and have about come to the conclusion that we will have
to quit talking about it ~~d do Gomething for ourselves. ~ith the coming of spring,
we will bucldc the old belt a notch tighter, spit on our hands, if necessary, and
go to work.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SuperinteLdent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Friends have kidded me a bit for talking about ll airJ nothings II , such as winter,

birds, and spring, so this time I'll try something concrete--feeding floors. Perhaps

the subject is trite, but when the snow '~1d rain soften the yards and one has waded

almost knee deep in mud for the greater part of his working hours, he is apt to talk,

fluentlJ7 , about all sort s of things.

Many llave learned to their sorrow thnt ordinarJ-' livestock cannot pay for elaborate

~1d fancy bUildings with steam heated apartments and gold plated handles on the manur6

carrier. I am rather unorthadox in recommending cheap buildings, but where clay is as

sticky and as common as it is i~j, most parts of Southern Minnesota, I believe pavement

~f some sort is a paying investment.

There is first, the saving in feed. It makes me ache to see dollar corn tramped
under foot, even by 8-cent hogs. ~nen self feeders are used. there is bound to be
some waste unless there is a floor in front of them. If your hogs are following
cattle, just watch the waste for a while when the mud is deep.

Second, floors can be cleaned, while dirt lots cannot. Fertility is wasted, lots
tecome unsanitary, germs and parasites thrive and cannot be successfully combated.
Foot rots, skin infections, wo~ms and necro are much less prevalent where stock is
kept on concrete which can be scrubbed with lye and boiling water.

Third, is the matter of comfort. Some people would not care much about the com
fort of their stock, except that the comfortable animal makes better gains or produces
more milk. Even the caretaker does a better job if he does not have to wade in the
mud of the barl1Yard. Ask any one who has a feeding floor what he would take for it!

I have waded out into a sea of mud and sat dovm on a muddy stool to milk a muddy
cow who wrapped her muddy tail around nw neck, so perhaps that is why I take such
pride in little patches of concrete where the cows ~ld hogs can stand or lie ~"Y time
of the year without losing their :;elf respect and nw temper. As you may have
gathered b,y this time, I am in favor of smaller barnyards, with at least a corner,
mud proofed.

-----R. E~ Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Sta,tion, v7aseca
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Pastures

Vfuen a cow is first turned into a fresh lush pasture in the spring, I imagine she

gets about as much pleasure out of it, as I get in sitting beside the radio, smolting

my pipe ~ld fooling with the kids while a blizzard rages just outside the window. The

trouble is, some cows liever }~ow what a fresh lush pasture tastes like unless they

succeed in breaking down a fence and getting into an adjoining grain field. iTThy not

bive them a 6rain field in the first place?

Permanent pastures were hard hit last year both by the drouth and by over grazilig.

It will take them some time to recover and they will need lots of encouragement. O~

the other h~ld, half starved cattle will go crazy at the first si6ht ~ld smell of

Green.

Probabl;y the old pasture will have to take it, and do the best it can real early
~"n the season, because sad can stand trnmping while the bround is soft. However, if
&n emergency pasture Can be planted early, it can be used to give the old pasture a
I"est during June and a chance to catch up.

i7hat makes a good emergency pasture? Like getting married, it depends on a lot
of things. If you only want a little feed early in the spring, winter wheat or rye,
either fall or spring sown, is tip top. Usually they can be pastured both fall and
spring without decreasill6 the yield of grain. A good supplemental pasture for early
spring and late fall is small grain 3 or 4 bushels with about 10 pounds of clover (we
uce sweet clover) and a couple of pounds of timothy. If no milk cows are in it, 2
rounds of rape in addition will make an abundance of fall feed until snow flies.

v7hen the emergency pasture is ready for use, the old permanent pasture should be
:ejuvenated ~ld given a beauty treatment. First, a good disking or spring toothing
(if possible) and then a thorough job of dragging. If the pasture is real bad, some
grass seed before the dragging may help. Then, best of all, let it rest and grow
until the gra.ss is over 6 inches high.

Ralph F. Crim at University Farm, st. Paul, has prepared a lot of dope on
emergency pastures and will be glad to send it upon request.

-----11.. E. Eod[;son, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Painting Picture~

Only a few are gifted with the ability to paint pictures on canvas, but all of us

color our surroundings with our personality. As we drive alollb the road, one farm-

stead looks like a place ~here people exist. Perhaps the next looks like a home. The

difference is due to the personality of someone who did or did not take pride and

pleasure in matdng a picture of his surroundings.

Anyone--wi th pI enty of money--can llire a 1811dscape architect to paint his picture

for him, but I wonder if he gets as much pleasure and profit from it as those of us who

have to make our orm. Any'one who loves plants Can paint some kind of a picture around

the house with almost no expense except for elbow grease. Vie have over 1,000 trees,

some of them over 20 feet high, which were set out from seed and seedlings picked up

here and there without one cent of cash outl~r.

A miscellaneous planting of trees and shrubs about a house may perhaps offend the
aesthetic taste of a landscape artist, but if it expresses the ideas of the one who
does the planting, it is sure to have some merit. If we wait to hire it done, He may
die of old age without a tree left to remember us ~J. Further, when we get interested
in such a job, there are al~ays books and friends to help.

Speaking of friends, I have made many friends by asking permission to dig up some
little seedlings growinc in the woods or to obtaiL some seed from a particularly nice
tree. This leads to discussing trees and shrubs, with the result that I go home with
a load of stuff to plant and a new acquaintance, interested in plants. It is good fun
to grow trees from seed or increase a bit of spirea root into a hedge~

~~ mother always tried to bring home from every trip, somethil~ to plant as a
constant reminder of her good times. Wherever She lived, there were alway3 a lot of
)dds and ends growing, and each one had a story. Souveniers from Woolworth's get
dusty and are thrown away, while a tree, a bush or a vine becomes more and more in
teresting as the years go Qy. Come up some time and I'll show you ID~ collection!

-----R. B. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast E;~eriment Station, Waseca
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I By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station
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------_.__._--
Prayi3 vs Spraying

There is plenty of evidence to show that prayers are answered, but none to show

that the man who sits in the shade and implores the Lord to keep the worms away from

his apple trees, is really praying. If the Lord has already allowed some man to dis

cover the life history of the insects, another man to find out what chemioals will

kill them, and some one else'to know how to produce the chemicals, He has about done

his shar~.

If the local drug store stands ready to furnish the materials and the University

will furnish free of cost printed directions about when and how to use them, only a

human being would expeot Divine Providence to squirt the dope on the trees.

If a man is too lazy, too indifferent or too obstinate to do all he knows or can

find out about the SUbject of his request, how oan he expe~t the Director of the

Universe to spend much time and effort over individual problems? It may not be good

t~eology, but I know it is goed husbandry to anticipate as many of the insects,

di~eases and weeds as we possibly can, and prepare in advance to minimize the damage

they will do us.

For example, fruit trees should have a dormant spray to kill oyster shell scale,
and the lilac bushes too, so as to prevent reinfection. Potatoes will be much easier
to peel next winter if the seed is dipped itlthe proper solution. Smut in oats and
wheat can be prevented by a simple dust treatment. Hot water will control the smut
of barley. Nicotine sulphate will kill many of the aphids on roses or currants, tape
worms in sheep, phicken mites, lice and leaf hoppers. Paper collars will protect
cabbage and tomato plants from cut worms. Poison bran will get the grasshoppers and
so on and on. The list seems almost endloss.

Practi~lly every ceunty in :Minnesota has a county agent who keeps on hand bulle
tins which tell all about how to combat most of the parasites and common fungus di
seases which attack farm crops. The University maintains a staff of experts to find
out how to kill worms, bugs, flies, gnats, moths, weevils and rodents. In this caso
at least, elbow grease and spraying is likely to be far more effective than indolence
and praying.

··---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, ~~soca
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Tree Plant t¥

VIe"Only God can make a tree," but we humans may help or hinder tremendously.

can whack down the timber God has spent a hundred years growing, and then turn in the

cattle so that none of the seeds left in the ground will have a chance to get up over

a few inChes. Of course we may have to spend a lot of effort and mon~ later to stop

erosion, conserve moisture or grow the timber we need, but thatls the way we humans

do t.hings.

On the other hand, we can do our bit to help b,y seeing that seed or sprouts are
put in likely locations and protected from stock, weeds, rabbits, and vandals. It is
not a big part, but exceedingly helpful, and only requires a little intelligent
cooperation.

The nut producers are usually best propagated by planting sprouted seeds. Yle
may either pick up what the squirrels overlooked last fall, or sprout the seeds ac
cording to our own ideas. Instead of taking the kids out in the woods to tear up the
few remaining wild flowers, why not organize them to look for sprouting walnuts,
butternuts, oaks, hickory nuts or horse chestnuts? The "finds" can be packed in the
"treasure chest" - a box of wet peat, sawdust, dirt, bran or what have you, carried
home triumphantly and planted in likely locations.

A bit of hardware cloth will keep out maraUding squirrels until the tree gets a
s·vart and even protect it from rabbits for a year or two. Picked wild flowers wilt
an";. die before they can be brought home.. A tree may outlive the children. Why not
teach them to be constructive instead of destructive?

Later in the season, basswood, maple, elm, hackberry, catalpa, and locust trees
will be found in their first leaf. Most of these can be taken up with a handful of
dirt and the "hope chest" filled again. The kids will have Gome losses and disap
pointments, but the boy who has a funeral with all the llfixinl G" over a dead tree, is
a1)t. to be more II conservation conscious ll than the ruffian who thinks young caplings
are only good as weiner sticks.

A plot of ground 6 by 10 makes a good IInursery" for the Children. Let them plant
tree seeds they find and then discover what comes up. Before the "babieo" are set out,
it will be interesting to find out what the trees will look like when they are grown
up and what they will be good for. Why does a hard maple make a better lawn tree than
a trembling aspen? What disease is killing white oaks in Minnesota? VThat eats the
leaves off the walnut trees? What bark can be made into rope and how? What bark makes
good chewing gum?

It is a big field and lots of
friends eve17where he goes. These
story.

fun. One who gets a~quainted with trees, has
friendG are all different and eaCh tells a new

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,
Southea~t Experiment Station, Waseca
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I By R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent I

I Southeast Experiment Station '
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Cake Eaters

When Bill married Elsie, his father deeded him the old home farm with all the

buildings, livestock, maChinery and feed then on the place. Bill thought his father

was rather 8.L"1 old fogey who spent too much of his time I1puttering l1 , as Bill called it.

The new manager at once decided he would show the old man how to make money.

Bill put in twice the usual corn acreage because corn paid more than small grain.

'lhis increase made it necessary to buy a new tractor and plow, another corn planter,

G~O new cultivators and hire an extra man to take care of the extra work, while the

drill and binder were hardly used at all. Bill didn't like to milk cows, so he sold

the good herd his father had built up and bought some thin feeders. These were kept

in the feed lot, so Bill could plow up the old pasture and put in more corn. The

"i';odlot his father had carefully tended, was on pretty good land, so Bill cut off all

the timber, grubbed the stumps, and put in more corn.

Bill did big things for a while, but as the years went by he found it more and
more difficult to make ends meet. He began to borrow money to carry out some of his
rig schemes, but luck was against him and things just didn't pan out. The side hills
:,H.;'I corn for a year or two, but then the top soil washed so badly the crop didn't pay.
~~he::e was not enough manure to properly cover all the corn land, and purchased ferti
~jzer took money. The soil baked and didn't seem to hold moisture as it had. Yields
went down and costs went up. Bill took two or three good lickings on feeder cattle
~d soft corn. Now Bill is renting one of the poorest farms in the county. He is
stiJ.I talking big, but it is hard to get anyone to listen anYmore.

I wonder if the state of Minnesota is following something of the same plan? We
ll&VP cashed in our forests and iron ore, drained our swamps, polluted our lakes and
~ivers, killed off our fish and wild game with no thought for the future. Now we
face huge expense to dam rivers, plant trees, stock our lakes, introduce and feed
new game birds and prevent soil erosion.

These corrective measures are just and timely, but more people should be inter
est8d in conserving what resources we have left. It hurts to see the trees still be
ing cut from the hill sides, woodlands pastured so as to prevent any reproduction and
no cover left for game. With more meadows and pastures, more well tended woodlots
~nd windbreaks, more thoughtful planning for the future, we in Minnesota C~l leave a
pleas8.L"1t ~ld productive state for our Children. In addition,we must teach these
youngsters how to use, enjoy and appreciate the natural resources of our state.

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Planting Another Crop

b

In Southern Minnesota, hundreds and hundreds of farmers are drivine; teams or

tractors back and forth, from daylight to dark, over countless acres of fertile black

soil, preparing the land and putting in the seed for another crop. Only one who has

plowed and planted, year after year, can properly appreciate the stubborn persistence,

the weary toil, the endless vexation and, with it all, the high hopes that go into the

src~d with the seed.

Sver,y farmer must be an incurable optimist to put expensive seed into ground he
llas spent so much care and cash in providing a."1d preparing. He hopes that the seed
will grow, that the weather will be favorable, that insects and diseases will leave
at least a part of the crop and finally that the price may be sufficient to pay the
ca~: investment and leave him enough for his labor to buy a pair of shoes for the
ba0! and a new drill for next year's crop.

~ne instinct to plant things WId watch them grow seems to be inherent in most
lJ80ple. The weary mother in a tenement room delights in a geranium, potted in a tin
<-:&n. The business man has a: little garden, or a few rose bushes in his back yard,
.ehe big executive has a country estate where he can walk about and direct the gardener
or farm superintendent.

The only reward any of us Crol have is the satisfaction of our wants and desires.
vJl8 of the most wholesome satisfactions is to plant something and watch it grow and
!!\2;jUre as we have planned. The results may vary from the crude efforts of the kids
wi:b their first little garden patch, to the artistic triumphs of the master flower
hr-::(eder, but the satisfaction is fundamentally similar.

Farmers have this instinct to the superlative degree. No hours are too long, no
laDoX' too hard, no inconvenience too acute, to keep the farmer from putting in the
crop each year to the best of his training, equipment and ability. He only begins to
~0a X'ed when years of effort by himself and his whole family, with all their livestock,
J [1.).0- and machinery t fail to return enough of the current medium of exchange to pro
':LiE:; the simple comforts and cor~veniences he feels entitled to.

The farmer has the satisfaction of growing things, but he has other modest WWlts
w.n:,-ch he is entitled to realize. Just now everything seems favorable for a good crop.
Pr:ces are fairly good ~Id perhaps this is the year when nmbitions will be realized.
rapt' is being planted along with the grain on Minnesota farms.

----H. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Stntion, Waseca
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-----------
Minhybrid Corn---------

..._.--!

The reputation of the mule for ability to take hard knocks is a classic example

of what scientists call hybrid vigor. This unusual" snap" results from the stimulus

provided by combining the inherited characters of unrelated individuals through cross

breeding. The wider the cross or the more unlike the parents, the greater the "kick"

in the offspring. This unusual pep may show up as rapid growth, extraordinary strength

or more than normal resistance to unfavorable conditions and the rule applies to plants

as well as animals.

Animal breeders get "new blood" by studying pedigrees and buying stock not close
ly related to their avm herds and flooks. Plant breeders have a more difficult
problem in some ways. They try by inbreeding to develop pure strains with different.
characters which prove to oombine especially well. It is a long, discouraging job to
produce good corn inbreds, but it is relatively simple compared to the task of cross
ing all possible combinations, to see which ones "nick" and give the best results.

Hundreds of inbred strains have been grown from the corn known as Minnesota 13.
So far, two seem to have unusual value. These are strain 11 and strain 14. As corn,
these two inbreds look like something the rats refused, but in all combinations they
seem to put real vigor and quality into their offspring. When one is detasseled and
forced to cross with the other, the seed produced has, for convenience, been called
E.

The E cross produces fairly good corn, but the expense of growing the seed is too
great to make such seed practical for commercial planting. On the other hand, if E is
planted, detasseled and forced to oross with an unrelated inbred oalled B164, the seed
can be produced without prohibitive oxpense. Such a cross has been recommended for
Southern Minnesota under tho name of Minhybrid 301.

This hybrid corn is a pure yellow, does not lodge, and produces high yields of
very uniform ears. These qualities, and the high market value due to uniform ripen
ing, have won wide favor for the new variety. In 1934, the state and national corn
husking contests wore held in fields of Minhybrid 301.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southoast Experiment Station, Waseca
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~_e~~ Soybeans

This past winter, most of us have fed up everything in sight, trying to keep our

stock alive. Now that grass, like prosperity, is just around the corner, we can give

a sigh of relief and begin worrying about what we are going to feed next winter.

Reports indicate that much of the alfalfa and clover has suffered from the de

pression or something, and cannot be depended upon for a full crop. Sudan seed is sky

high, millet hay is little better than straw, and corn stalks are discouraging to any

caw trying for a 400-pound butterfat record.

Farmers who "know beans" have a chance to meet this dilemma by growing an annual
legume hay crop to piece out in the pinch. Soybeans are nothing new in Minnesota -
we have raised them for 16 years at Waseca -- but many feeders have never felt well
enough acquainted with them to risk any considerable acreage.

On our heavy black soil at Waseca we havo had the best luck planting soybeans
with a beet drill, one inch apart in 20-inch rows. A grain drill will do just as woll,
and 24-inch rows will probably be easier to cultivate. This will take about 90 pounds
of beans per acre.

When the beans come up -- actually the whole bean does poke its way out above the
ground, or else dies in tho atten;>t -- the new sprouts are very tender. Later, when
true leaves have developod, they will stand rough treatment, particularly on a hot
afternoon when they aro wilted and limp. The beans can be dragged until they are 4
inchos high, after which two cultivations with a beot plow or a one-row walking out
fit should hold back the weods until the closoly-planted rows can shade the ground.

We try to ostimate when tho beans have mado their greatost growth, and then hope
for sunshine while wo make hay. In August the weather man is usually accommodating.
We use the mower and curo boans just as we do alfalfa. Some folks prefer to uso a
binder and sot tho bundles in pairs to dry. Either way, it takes a little more time
than does alfalfa.

We have fod lots of soybean hay which we and tho cows think is just as good as
alfalfa. Wo figure the bean hay costs more por ton to produco, but with butterfat
selling fairly woll and no alfalfa in sight, soyboans are likoly to be popular. I
wish I had a barnfull right now.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintondent,

Southeast Experiment Station, WaS()oa
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Grolving Sudan Grass

We forgot about the first small patch of Sudan grass we had planted until we

noticed something that looked like a tropical forest over on the far side of the field.

Upon examination we found a jungle of weedy-looking stuff over 6 feet high.

First we tried a corn binder to cut it, but since the seed had been drilled in

solid, the corn binder left the field looking like an ocean wave after a big spree.

Next we tried the grain binder, cutting high, taking off the windshield back of the

platform and putting the butter as far forward as possible on the binding table. Then

by taking half a swath, we did make bundlos.

Since the bundles looked like corn, we made fairly large, round shocks. Next day
they were too hot to handle, so we tipped them allover and when thoy were cool enough
to move, set them up side by side against tho fence. They went clear around one 5-acro
lot and took up one side of another. Wish I had a nickel for oach question the
neighbors asked!

After 2 weeks of good drying weather, we hauled our bundles to the yard and
stackod thom liko corn foddor. Thoy heated and then rotted, so as we put the remai~

in the spreader noxt spring, we decided VT0 had made a mistake somewhere.

The noxt Sudan gras s we.s planted May 8. The land was roady, we had haIf a day
when tho team could be spared, tho weather was warm. Why not get it seedod? That
year most of the seod rotted or tho plants froze off, so thero was no crop on which to
try curing oxperiments. We decided that early planting was not tho way to handle it.

The third year, wo plantod Juno 1 and cut tha hay with a mower when about 2 foet
high. It lay in tho swath 2 days, in tho windrow ovor a week and thon rotted when
stacked outside.. We were afraid to put it in the barn. The second cutting made fine
pasture.

Sudan grass makos such a tremendous yield and is so willing te grow during hot,
dry weather that it seems to fit into an omorgency need for hay or pasture better than
almost any other crop. It has some drawbacks, like all of us humans, but we do not
blame the crop because we hllVO not handled it properly. Now that we have learned
some of the things~ te do, perhaps wo cnn make botter progress. At lellst wo expect
to try again this year.

-----R. E. Hedgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experimont Station, Waseca
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War to the Finish

A weed is a plant growing where it is not wanted. It is also the most effeotive

means yet devised for keeping farmers and gardeners on their toes during the growing

season. Everyone who tries to grow plants (and animals too for that matter) must wage

a continual, vigorous and evorlasting fight against weeds. Those who even stop to take

a long breath are lileely to loose the battle.

Weeds make things interesting, an;YWaY, and we probably appreciate our crops the

more, beoause they arc hard won. The greatest stratogy is required in planning how to

hit weeds when and whoro thoy are vulnorable. Each particular olass of weeds has

worked out a moans of defonse, and if we arc to win tho woed war we must spy out their

intrenohments and fortifioations.

Some woeds put most of their trust in seod. If just one of thoso woeds survives

to maturity it makes onough seod to flood tho oountry and then puts the seed in a hard

capsule so tha.t it can stand all sorts of tough going until tho chanco comes to grow.

A purslane plant in tho gardon oan produce enough seed to grow a orop on an acre of

land, and Indian mallmv seed will still germinato nicoly aftor 50 years of vmiting.

French weod is said to go ahead and make maturo seed even if plowod under while in

full blossom.

Then thoro are tho woods that live under ground, storing vmr supplios in fleshy
root stalks which can send up loaves to got air whilo the furmor sloops. Quack grass,
Canada thistlo, and fiold bindwood or croeping jenny are oxamplos. Thoso plants sap
tho ground of moisturo and then climb all over tho usoful plants we want to grow,
smothering thom abovo and below ground.

Thoro arc hundreds and hundrods of different woods, oach lying in wait to choke
out our crops if givon the slightost chanco, some attacking in ono way und some in
anothor. A few of the worst onos soem almost impossible to orudicate by any known
moans. At u wood mooting hold at Windom last fall, plans woro laid to wage a state
and national war ugainst those worst onomies. Money has boen roquestod with whioh to
try and find some way of outwitting theso publio enemies bofor0 they chaso us out of
businoss. Wo must kill tho weeds or tho woeds will kill us. It is war to the finish.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southoast Experiment Station, Wasooa
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Magic Remedios

Doc asked George, tho pharmacist, if he had ever heard of Harlaam Oil. George

asked Paul, who had spent years in a drug store, and Paul asked his dad, who had spent

almost a lifetime at the business. Dad didn't know the formula, but he remembered

hearing of it, so he went to an old book kept by~ father and under the date 1881

found a list of' the ingredients. Beneath the formula was the note l "Used either ex-

ternally or internally. Good for everything."

This reminds me of the time the men at the circus told the admiring kids that con-

tortionists were able to do their stuff bec~use they massaged their joints with angle-

worm oil. Next day we dug up a quart of angleworms, washed them carefully, hooked a

fruit jar from mothor and set them in the sun to "make" according to directions. After

a week of sunshine, there was a gooey mess in the jar, but the odor was too much, even

for small boys, and we decided to be tight rope walkor s instead of acrobat s.

Snake oil, pink pills for pale poop Ie, oil wells, stock market speculations, gold
bricks of all sorts, always seem to find a ready market. It is human nature to want
something for nothing which will cure all ills and achiovo all dosired ends, quickly
and painlessly. The fat man wants to take a magic pill which will reduce his weight
without tho trouble of exorcising. Advertisements offer nostrums which will eliminate
all the evil effects of over-eating, ovor-smoking or ovor-drinking. Even though our
teeth be decayed, our stomach sour, our solf-indulgence complete, if we usc certain in
expensive garglos, our breath will be sweot, our friends invariably truo, and our jobs
secure -- if we shave with a certain soap.

Even the government and social agencies have caught the fever. Fantasies I pipe
dreams and cure-aUs, seem to be the order of the day. It is even unpopulnr to men
tion the things our fathers considered most valuable. We know that angleworm oil
never made a contortionist, but perhaps Harlaa.m oil will. Some day we may quit kid
ding ourselves and go back to the old standard remedies for our economic, social and
political ills. May I suggest a good application of unselfishness, integrity, thrift
and industry as being the surest, although not the easiest remedy to apply?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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F.2rm. Eunni es

The so-called "funny" papers which grace our sunday news sheets appeal to most

of us only as they point out the comic inconsistency in the things human beings may

do and still claim they possess the power to reason. We on the farm often see our

doubles or cal'icatures and sometimes those of our friends and acquaintances in animals.

The other daY a few small pigs adventured under the pasture gate and out into the

yard. With care-free indifference they disregarded the warning grunts of mother and

the shrill calls of more timid brothers and sisters while they satisfied their

curiosity as to what were the edible portions of the great outside world. Inside the

fence, the old sow grumbled away to her remaining youngsters, and finally let them

persuade her that it was indeed lunch time.

Vfuat an uproar, what a racket, what a noisy complaint against the machinations
cf man who placed a wire fence between starving pigs and their legitimate source of
sustenance. There, within 2 feet of the Wildly-protesting wanderers, were two long
rows of nipples, each attached to the most delectable and delightful bosom a little
pig ever nuzzled. Each inviting spiggot fairly dripped warm sweet milk, which the
well-behaved home stayers were rapidly consuming with great glee and noisy gusto.

Did the stray pigs hurry back to the gate and crawl under where they came out?
Oh no! They banged their noses on the fence, ran wildly hither and yon, and set up
a squealing protest that brought all their human neighbors to the scene. In vilest,
pig swear words, they condemned the fence, the times, the government and the sow for
being on the other side of the fence. In fact, they blamed everything except their
.Q.Ym. misconduct and lack of intelligence.

A couple of barn cats were havillb a rouGh and tumble family argument, to th~ ac
companiment of S141dry yowls, spittings and other expressions of discord. Chunie, the
pup, stepped on the gas and speedily arrived at the barn door to put a stop to the
murder apparently about to be committed.

The cats, like their human contemporaries, immediately forgot their specific
differences when they sensed approaching outside interference, and presented two
highly arched backs, two erect tails of huge size, eight clawed feet, four rows of
sharp teeth and two warning snarls of unexpected ferocity, as the pup's head entered
the door. It was allover in a second. Chunie put on her dydraulic brakes--or some
thing--and assumed such an air of studied indifference to things in general and cats
in particular, that a catastrophy was averted.

It was just like the town which put on a widely advertised drive against crime,
especially bootlegging, and then chased out the investigators when 10 of the leading
citizens were arrested. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Wat er Systems

An old timer I once knew kept his stock in the barn and carried 60 pails of water

every day a distance of 50 feet or more. On another farm where I was the hired man,

the w~ll was more than 20 rods from the house. Here the stock was chased out to the

tank but the housewife had to lug every drop of water up the hill to the house.

How any woman could raise a flock of babies like stepping stones, cook for her

large family and tote tons of water to the house, always seemed a miracle to me. Talk

about slavery -- She knew what it was. No screens on the house, she had to rustle

most of her fuel, help with the milking, feed the calves and interminably carry water.

No wonder I slept in the barn, ate sparingly and quit when my agreed time was up'

It seems so useless to spend energy carrying water in and waste out, when pipes

and a little ingenuity will do it so much better. One place where I lived, the wind

mill pumped water into a small tank in the house, the overflow going to the barn and

stock tank. On another farm, a small cistern beside the back steps was filled by the

windmill and a small pitcher pump in the kitchen was almost as good as a tap. Vlhere

there's a will, there's, a way to get water in and out of the house without the eternal

carrying.

On most farms, men have the say as to how the always inadequate income shall be
expended. They see the advantage of good machinery and conveniences for their work,
but IIla.IV do not realize a woman's difficulties. Since I was the youngest kid in our
family, it fell to mw lot to help in the house, so perhaps that accounts for a little
different slant on things. I have done big washings on a scrub board in a tin tub
and now I appreciate a power machine. I have ironed beside a hot stove in July and
appreciate electric irons and mangles. I have waShed di3hes in a dark sink that was
too low and hope it will never have to happen again.

Farm work, indoors and out, can be made more pleasant, if a serious and consis
tent effort is made by the whole family to work out improvements. It is good business
to smile at a hard job or tough going, but it's lots easier to keep cheerful if a
machine c~~ be made to lighten some of the drudgery. Ever since I froze my hands to
the pump handle filling mother's tea kettle, inside water supplies have had a warm
advocate.

---#---

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

So~theas"ExperimentStation, Waseca
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, By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
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Waseca. Minnesota

Alfalfa HAY.

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

Wednesday. June 19, 1935

It is necessary to v~ite these weekly wanderings a considerable time before

publication. so as to allow for all the processes they have to go thru. This one is

being written on a rainy morning in early May, while waiting for the sun to shine so

we can plant corn. It is intended to be published late in June when we should be

putting up alfalfa. It will probably be raining then, too.

Dad used to say IIAny fool can farm when the weather is just right." He must

have had me in mind. At any rate I find littl e trouble with making hay in dry hot

weather. but 50 acres of alfalfa is a. problem v1hen it rains every other day •. If the

time ever comes when I learn to put up good hay under such conditions, dad might ad

mit I had the makings of a real farmer.

There must be some way to do it. but how? Can some mechanical drier be devised

Ylhich will handle hay in quanti ties, cheaply enough to be practical? Must we use more

labor and cure hay on pol es, gradually working it into larger and larger units as it

dries? Can we leave in enough sap to make brown hay without danger of burning up our

barns?

This brings up the question of what makes hay palatable. Sometimes we think we
have an especially fine job of curill€. and the hay comes from the mow green and leafy.
'but the cows do not like it. Again we may have some pretty tough looking stuff that
the cows seem cra~ for. It Was a great consolation to me when such an eminent au
thority as the late Dr. Eckles of the University Farm dairy division admitted that he
didn't know why the cows acted this \1ay. They must know more about it than we poor
humans.

We have found one thing which seems to help. If we plant about 4 pounds of
timotlw' and 10 pounds of alfalfa per acre, the first cutting of hay may have more tons
of feed and cure more readily because the timothy keeps it more fluffy in the windrow.
A e;rass is easier to dry than a legume. The second and third cuttings will not have
aII¥ timothy, but they us~ly come during better weather than the first cutting. Vie
have not been able to see anw difference in production when we change from straignt
alfalfa to the timothy mixture.

Does anyone know how to cure alfalfa without 36 hours of drying weather? If so.
I would greatly appreciate the information. We could use it in our business~

---://--

-----R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent

southeast Experiment Station. Waseca

------
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Wednesday, June 5, 1935

I :By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Greet the Graduates

Allover the country, grade schools, high schools, colleges and universities are

busy this month turning out lIgraduates" in such numbers that, laid end-to-end, thew

would reach from here to somewhere- else.

Just think of the new shoes, new suits, organdie dresses, ensembles, permanent

waves and bath salts. Think of the masses of flowers, the graduation orations and

the heart flutters of the speech-preparing class orators. Think also of the romances

~hich bud, burst and sometimes bloom, because of the spring weather and the excite

ment of "finishing."

How confident these "finishedll graduates are! How sure of their own ability to

solve all the world's problems. How their imagination pictures an eager world, fairly

Fanting to welcome their vast wisdom and superlative abilities as a panacea for all

economic and social ills which others have been too dull to see in the proper per-

Gpective.

Vlho would wish it otherwise? Who wouldn't like to be again in that rosy state
of self-confidence, when everything was simple and all questions could be answered
yes or no? What a fine thing it is for the world to have this annual crop of young
nopefuls, who recognize no barriers or limitations, are impatient of restrictions and
ambitious to smooth out all the little bumps they suspect m~ need leveling! It is a
good thing for society, but oh, how hard on the graduates.

In a few years almost all of this year's graduates will be too concerned with
making their income equal the outgo, to bother greatly how the rest of the world is
run. Each will find some spot on the treadmill and spend their remaining years trying
to keep up with the crowd.

On the other hand, there are surely some few among the crowd who will see further
and more clearly than most of us, do. Certainly our future leaders are among the
group. Vlhat kind of leaders will they be? Has each of us done hi s bit to show them
a vision of the future in proper perspective? Have we started them right or v~ong?
Have we strengthened their ideals or destroyed them?

,
It is a heavy responsibility which rests on each one of us who has "fini shed"

school, be it the local high school or the University of Hard Knocks. Youngsters
judge the whole world by the standard of the few people th~ know. Vlhat kind of a
world do you and I represent?

Our hats are off to the 1935 crop of graduates. Thew are as we made them and on
the whole,. we like them pretty well.

---#---
-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Wednesday, July 3 1935

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Visitorl s Day

We have our roads graded, plots all planted, cultivated, and everything set to

entertain co~any next week, Wednesday, July 10. Once in a while, someone tells me

he reads these weekly yarns about the Waseca Branch Station and things in general.

If so, perhaps enough curiosity will be aroused so that folks will want to come and

see what is going on.

Of course, visitors are welcome at any time. There are roads all up and down

between the rows of plots and it makes an interesting drive on a Sunday afternoon

or a nice evening. However, I cannot promise always to be on hand to Show folks

around and tell about the different tests and experiments under way. Except on

Visitor's Day you take your chances on finding a guide, unless you let us know you

are coming.

Next Wednesday we will have all our own staff and several of the men from

University Farm with whom we are cooperating on various projects. All will be glad

to make your visit interesting and as profitable as possible.

Soybeans, small grain, pasture crops, sweet clover, sugar beets and corn cover

most of the experimental plots. Then there are inbred hogs - the only ones in

Minnesota - milking Shorthorn cattle, sheep and horses for those interested in

live stock. We also expect to have a nice display of flowers and fruit. There is

a nice place for a picnic lunch in t he grove, for those who care to eat out doors.

It is less than a mile to several restaurants for those who donlt.

Guides will be on hand at 9 o'clock to answer questions or discuss particular
crops. At 1:30, prominent visitors will be introduced and nlans for a tour of the
place will be explained. From then on, the place is yours:' Weill be expecting
you.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Rojja.tions

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

Wednesd~, July 10 1935

I,
I,,
I

.A. boy once told me, IIA crop rotation is when you put something else where some-

thing was before you took it off." Perhaps it was my error in not asking what a

good rotation was. Just alternating crops is not enough. A good rotation Should

have a grass crop or legume, a cultivated crop and a grain crop, or something similar.

For example, wheat. followed by corn, then oats and sugar beets would not be a

good rotation. While small grain with sweet clover to plow under the next spring

before corn, would have the essential elements of a good rotation.

It is lots of fun to plan rotations, because, like a stout woman's dress, it

:!lust be fitted to the subject for best results. We try to divide available crop

land into four or five fields. approximately equal in size. and then grow about the

same amount of each crop year after year, moving them around in a regular sequence

or rotation.

For instance, starting with small grain on Field 1 we will raise hay or pasture

on Field 2, corn on-Field 3 and alfalfa on Field 4. The next year Field 1 will be

hay or pasture, seeding being done with the preceding grain crop. Field 2 will be

broken up for corn and Field 3 will be seeded to grain.

The advantages of a definite, regular, planned rotation are so numerous it

would take a small book to explain them properly. Most of them are obvious to an

e~erienced farmer, who undoubtedly uses a rotation of some kind, but is it a good
one? If it is good, could it be better? For the man tr;Iii'ed in farm management
it is just as much fun to figure rotations as for an engineer to plan a new machine•

.
This is the time of year to observe what could be tmproved in present cropping

schemes, and plan for the future.
------R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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, BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS
I

'By R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
1 Southeast EJP eriment Station
I Waseca, Minnesota
I

A Sunda.y~

I,

I like to go to ChurCh on Sunday and hear a good sermon. Sometimes it is

restful. a calm after the week's rush and resistance. Again, it is stimulating,

inspirational, and gives me a new determination to be more effective in the work

that needs to be done. In any event it is a change, and I feel better after

"taking" the weekly service.

Sunday afternoon is something different. Unless there are interruptions, I

like to lie on the couch and look at the paper, Which usually puts me to sleep for

an hour. ·Then if the weather is nice we go out to the woods and cook supper over

a camp fire, or just go for a walk around the place.

Perhaps the garden is the first stop. The kids must show me all the things

in their gardens. Dodie's flowers are growing nicely and we are all interested in

the 'fpeculiar peanuts" she planted last spring. Usually we can find something to

nibble at, even if it is only pieplant. and we have a contest to see who can find

the largest leaf. Shorty wants to know, "What is the difference between weeds and

the garden things?" Bud says he bets Shorty will find out when she gets big enough

to weed onions and run a hoe.

Next we walk out to the hog pasture and all the pigs say. "Woof, Woof." and
scamper to the far end of the lot. As soon as they see we won't walk 1~ there after
them, they all come back and try to untie our Sunday shoes with their nuddy snouts.
Oscar. Elmer and Nonsense. the cripples mother raised on the bottle, all come over
and want Shorty to play with them, even though they weigh a hundred pounds now.
Some of the pigs are getting scurfy. Tomorrow we had better get some old cylinder
oil and g ive the~ some "liair tonic".

The next stop is to see a pheasant's nest in the weeds along the fence row,
and then we get to the horse pasture. Topsy comes up and wants to shake hands with
everybody, but keeps away from big old Dell and her baby. Bud and Shorty let Topsy
and lhud out of the gate and get the saddles for a horseback ride.

A Sunday afternoon walk is a good opnortunity to get the kids interested in
the wonderful things around them. and find out how much they have learned to seo.

RIE. Hodgson. Superintendent. Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca.
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Four-H Clubs
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OBSERVE RELEASEl DA':E

Wednesday, July 24 . 1935

If a carbohydrate met a protein, would a vitamin act as a catalytic and make a

good stock judge? .Allover Minnesota. boys and girls are waking up to the fact

that raising stock takes as much skill and energy as football, and that foods and

.:;Jothing can be an art as well as a science. Boys and girls are beginning to see

that the common everyday things can provide the same challenge as a knight in

armor -- the same rooance as Prince Charming. They know their proteins!

Some farmers act as though a cow was simply a source of milk, a crop of grain

just good luck and their children a necessary nuisance until big enough to drudge.

Deep underneath. though, I believe most farmers worthy of the name, have a sublime

wonder at the mysteries of nature, stand in awe of the God who performs such

miracles under their very eyes, and a deep app~eciation of the part that thoy as

~en are allowed to have in this great system.

Most men are afraid or ashamed to admit such feelings and cover them up as

deeply as possible. The 4-H Club program is designed to try and help boys and

girls realize the pleasure and the beauty of everyday things while they are yet

young. Most of them would get it when they grow older, but what a lot they would

have missed.

The 4-H club program is an attempt to put the wisdom of age into the language

vf youth, so that young men and women may t est their mettle, earn their spurs, ane.

~et a glimpse of the big things which make the daily grind a game and achievement

a reward worth more than wealth.
------R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

ABloodless Battle

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

Wednesday, July 31, 1935

Jerome T. Guzzlegut - J. T. for short - is a wily old woodchuck who has taken a

lease on a basement apartment in our brush pil~. Bud is afraid old J. T. may violate

the game laws by taking, out of season, some of the little pheasants that scamper

through the tall grass of Eden, the acre we have fenced off for birds and trees.

Hence war has been declared.

One forenoon Bud sat with a rifle across his lap, waiting to shoot the Ilvarmitll.
When old J. T. came out, Bud got so interested watching him eat, he forgot about the'
rifle, and just named him instead.

The other day, J. T. was a considerable distance from his front door, when Bud
and Chunie went out to see how the Il s tockll was coming on. The Il s tock ll consists of
two club pigs, a nest of thrashers, 14 little pheasants the old white hen hatched,
sundry other birds and a colony of rabbits which have learned to multiply and add to
the grief of our young trees.

Chunie, the pup, always chases the rabbits ~ not with a:ny idea of catching them,
but largely from a sense of duty.

Old J. T., seeing the dog, sat up and whistled. Apparently, Chunie thought he
was a rabbit, and over the fence she went, to try and get in six jumps and a bark
before he disappeared. Old J. T. didn't run. He just sat up and chittered madly,
making such a vicious appearance that Chunie slammed on the air brakes. She knows
the difference between the yellow barn cat that runs and Tommy who attacks with sad
resul ts.

Chunie barked. J. T. chittered and beat his chest like a~. Bud, the other
side of the fence, yelled and grabbed a stick - which broke as he lifted it. En
couraged by the yells, Chunie dashed at the enemy and snapped as she flashed past 
collie fashion, J. T. took advantage of this to run a few yards toward horne, but he
was strictly on the defensive by the time the pup got turned around.

This process was repeated until J. T. thought he could make the door, but Chunie,
in a burst of courage caught his caudal appendage, just as safety seemed certain. In
the tug of war the pup was victor, but when J. T. was pulled from the brush pile, he
swung his sharp teeth to the pup's nose and the music changed from Bow-wow to Ki-yi.
In the confusion, J. T. escaped, but Bud and Chunie declarethey will get him lInext
time".

No matter what trouble may come to us in the future, nothing can take away the
pleasant memories we will always have of our "adventures" \vhile the kids were growing
up. What could be more fun?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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, By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Hilk Goats

In an ~~ded moment, I let a stranger sell me a trailer for hauling horses.

With the deal, he threw in a couple of goats. The trailer cost $40. Repairs, after

lending it, cost $7.50 and licenses cost $5, so when it was sold for $25, wife, child-

ren, relatives and friends all assured me that their estimate of my business ability

was confirmed. The only possible comeback was to point out that we still had the

goats.

Nina had triplets the next spring and Nanny had twins--Tim and Tina. The old
ladies gave about a gallon per day each and were soon sold to fathers of h,~ry babies.
This spring, Snowball, one of the triplets, had three kids of her own ~~d now Shorty,
our 8-:,rear old daughter, is running a dairy, milking her goat night and morning, feed
ing her kids and learning a lot about stock. Tim is a big husky wether and makes a
lot of fun for the boys and girls who drive and ride him. Tim seems to get about as
much enjoyment out of it as the children do.

7his is my first experience with milk goats, and has been a lot of fun. True,
the kids will dance on our car top if we givethem a chance and they can walk the edge
of a 2 x 4 to get where they want to go. They go to sleep on a 4-inch window sill,
or hop over a 3-foot fence. They will walk on their hind feet to reach tree leaves
or ratse havoc in a garden, but still their play and antics are worth the damage they
have done.

Goats are no harder to keep in a fence than are sneep, and properly confined
they are no more trouble than any other stock. The wethers and does have no objec
tionable odor; they are fastidiously clean animals and easy for the children to
handle.

Goat's milk tastes just like COWlS milk, but the fat globules are smaller, so
it takes the cream much longer to rise. It never gets thick and skummy. I was sur
prised at how much milk they had and how easy it was to take it away from them. We
built a bench and as their names are called, the nannies jump up to eat a handful of
grain and be milked.

r found them lnuch easier to milk than a cow and they have no long tail to wrap
around the milker's neck. Their kicking--if one ever should kick--doesn1t amount to
much, and if they step on Shorty's toes it is nothing serious. Our goats, having no
horns, are timid rather than pugnacious, but love to be petted and played with.

Even if I did loose a few kopecks on the trailer deal, the kids and I have
learned enough from the goats to ma~e the deal about even. Besides if we ever sell
the stock on hand, we may even be able to show a profit.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Threshing

The odor of freshly-threshed straw or grain always brings back memories of the

days when I used to break up coal for Fred, who always threshed our oats with his big

60-horse Avery Steamer and Yellow Fellow separator. It was a great privilege to sit

on the tender, or climb over the big drive wheels--6 feet high-and 3 feet wide.

One small boy felt pretty big when he could call the engineer by his first name

and get away with it. That was after he sent me up to ask Sam, the separator man, for

the left-handed morucey wrench. Years later, Dad let me take old Snip and Val and

drive Fred's tank wagon all fall. Three dollars a day, with five big meals and horse

feed thrown inl Rockefellor, Morgan mld Jim Hill had nothing on me.

We had 16 bundle te~~s, four spike pitchers, four to eight grain wagons and lots

of extra5. The engineer always had grease on his face; the separator man was cased in

dllst, with a red bandanna around his neck. We slept in straw piles or barns, worked

from daylibht to dark, were hard as nails, and happy as larks. Four thousand busllels

of oats was a good afternoon run. There was always r~sh and excitement with the

threshing crew.

Nowa.days there is a small macnlne for every three or four farms. Extras eat
breakfast and supper at home; one luan runs the machine instead of three; and the water
boy is extinct. There is still dust, but part of the glamour is 50ne. Gone also is
the back-breaking work of the women when they had to feed up to 30 extra men for two
or three days. Gone is the trouble of getting t06ether enough men and wagons to keep
the big outfits &oing. Gone is the old bunk s~qck, with its bugs and smells.

I'm glad it's gone, but threshing is still a time to gloat a bit over a good
harvest safely stored. It is still a time to be happy over a season's ,lork accom
plished, and above all it is a time to thiru~ back over some of the fun, some of the
grief, and some of the exci teme:1t that began when we saw the big steamer corJIing down
the road and ran ip to tell mother, "Fred-'s pullin' lnll.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment StaUon, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent ,
I Southeast Experime~t Station

Waseca, Minne§ota

Dad loved to show his stock at the fair, and as an 8-year-old, it was considered

wise to start my education in the business. That fall I helped build crates, scrubbed

pigs 'till their pink skins shone, exercised the lazy, fat matrons and patrons, and

rode in the box car to St. Paul.

The thrill and excitement of the big state fair was almost too much for one small

boy, with the rushing crowds of people, the strange sights, the side shows on the Mid-

way and the "Fall of Rome" at the Grand stand. After the novelty wore off, I spent

most of my time in the barns, as did the "other stockmen", exchanging experiences,

stud;ying pigs and emibi ting our wares to prospective buyers or curious city "dudes".

For many years we showed hogs and horses, until it became almost a habit to go

throL~h the mill year after year, always vowing at the end of the show season that no

power on earth could ever drag us away from home again ~~d the next fall being as

eager as ever to match our best against whatever the other fellow would bring out.

That is why I always get a thrill when I see a youngster grooming his or her pet
for the big exhibition. Watching a boy handle his pig or calf, tolls volu~es as to
his inheritance and his training. Some kids tackle their job of fitting and showing
animals as though it was just something to do when they were not otherwise Occ11pied.
If the calf doesn't get fat and lead nicely, the,yblame the calf.

Others try to give their animals a sympathetic understanding, treat them as
they would treat their o\m children, firmly but kindly, always thinking what is best
for the calf, not what is easiest for the boy. Show me a lad who does a workmanlike
job of fitting and showing an animal e~d I will bet on him to make a success of almost
any work for which he is adapted.

At the same time, it is well to remember that showing is a geme. It may be
played as a pastime by breeders and producers, but it is only incidental to tIle man
who is trying to build a productive herd of cattle or improve the breed of stock
in which he is interested.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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I By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent I

Southeast EJI..-periment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

Pig Pastures

There is a vast difference between pig pastures and the exercise lots one so

fre~lently sees when driving through Southern Minnesota. One essential of a pig pas-'

ture is an abundance of palatable, succulent green feed, easily obtained. The other

is that the pigs be not confined to the same ground until it becomes contaminated

witn parasites and disease.

One farm had good success by giving the hogs the run of 40 acres of alfalfa.

What the pigs ate hardly affected the yield at all, so hay was cut as usual, the pigs

had plenty of range, and the feed never becmne woody. It did spoil the looks of the

field, at least in spots. AnotIler mffi1 had several small lots af alfalfa and moved

his pigs frequently.

Our plan is to have two fields fenced for hogs. On field 1, rape and a little

grain are planted. about May 10. This is ready for use about June 15 and the hogs are

moved in from field 2 which is then plowed and seeded to rape. About August 15, field

2 is ready and the pigs are moved e~ain, so that field 1 can be plowed and seeded to

rye. The late-planted rape is good until snow flies.

As soon as spring pigs are ready to go out, field 1 is ready with clean rye pas-

ture which will furnish good feed until rape can be gro.vn in field 2, and the whole

process repeated. This would .not do so well for white hogs, because they often blis-

ter in rape, but perhaps soybeans could be used instead of rape.

We usually seed Ii to 2 bushels of rye for pasture, and use from 6 to 10 pounds
~f rape. We find that 4 pounds of rape is enough if it can be put on evenly, but tllat
1S hard to do with such small quantities. It does not do to mix small grain and rape
for seedir~, as the rape all runs out first.

A good pasture makes cheap feed for healthy pigs.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Ey R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
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Waseca, Minnesota

Winter Wheat

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

Wednesday, September 4, 1935

After her cat had had a successful encounter with a mouse, Shorty was heard to

say, "There sat Tommy all peace and calmlY, with a smile on his face." Most of the

men who grew Minturki winter wheat this year are in a similar condition.

Three times we have had severe stem rust epidemics at this Station, and each

time, Minturki has come thru with top yields. In the laboratory, Minturki shows no

resistance when rust spores are injected with a hypodermic needle, but in the field,

this variety is seldom injured. Only recently it was discovered that because the

stomata, or breathing pores, opened late in the morning, rust spores had difficulty

in gaining entrance to the stems of Minturki. Apparently, the early bird catches the

WD~m, but the early stomata catches the rust - another argument for not getting up

early.

Since Minturki winter wheat was introduced, this crop has become one of the most

dependable small grain crops in southern Minnesota. It is winter hardy, rust resist-

aut, stands up well and yields considerably more than most spring varieties. It is

not as good as Marquis or Thatcher for milling.

We like to seed our winter wheat not later than September 10, on well-prepared

bat firmly-packed ground. Six pecks per acre has given us the best yields. Light

pasturing in the fall and even early in the spring has not seemed to hurt the crop, but

of course this can be carried too far.

For those who grow wheat as a feed or cash crop, we feel that the Minturki winter

variety offers the greatest opportunity to southern Minnesota farmers. It gets part of

the spring work out of the way in the fall, helps to control certain weeds and on the

average - at this station at least - makes a higher income per acre than any other

small grain. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Pleasure

A large part of the lives of all of us is occupied with routine duties which soon

become drudgery if we do not train ouxselves to avoid it. The city cou.sin visits the

farm for a vacation and the farm boys seek the city for a "big time". The business

executive thrills over the annual fishing trip while the wood~lan lives over and over

the things he saw in the city last winter.

We all enjoy the unusual, but why not train ourselves and oux children to enjoy

al so the common everyday things we havo to do aIJ.Y'rvay? Plowing was druc4;ery Ulltil I

learned a little about chemistry, and the ro1imal and plant life of soils. That put

plowing in a new light. Is there anythir~ Iuore distasteful to a boy than cleaning a

lousy chicken house? Mother made that interesting by allowing me a. percentaGe of the

8ggS bathered. Less lice, more eggs, and I worked without protest.

Pleasure is a funny thing. It is what others are mad with and of which we never

have en01.16h. When we do some idiotic stunt, it is a harmless pleasure. When others

de it, it's a cause for sCaIldal. The pet antipathy of friends rold relatives is pro-

cably the one and only thing you CaIl do to have any fun. What an interesting accurnu'"

lation of indefeasible idiosyncrasies we humans are.

Some can get active pleasure and Inental stimulation from gazing at a flower, a
picture, or an architectural triumph. Some enjoy struggling among a mass of moist
hurnanity on a slippery floor in a hot building, while a jazz barld blows, blats and
~811ows in an effort to keep up flagging interest. Some like golf, some like fishing,
some like Coney Island. Some like a book and a quiet corner, some like a crowd. and
perhaps some fizz to fluff things up. The search for pleasure and the quantity ulti
mately enjoyed, depends entirely upon the individual. Children trained to depend en
tirely on outside forms of amusement will never get as much fun out. of living as those
who know how to get their pleasure from a great variety of sources common to their
daily life and work. This ability depends on initiative, ingenuity and inherent re
sourcefulness which must be developed and trained.

~4re we helping our children to enjoy and appreciate the world they live in, the
everyday tasks, and the satisfaction of accomplishment? Life is largely what we make
it. Games are more fun than drudgery, so make a game of drudgery. Pleasure is a
state of mind, not a comnlodity. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Inbred Corn

I'm willing to make a wild guess that within 10 years, from 50 to 75 per cent of

the corn grown in Minnesota will be from seed produced by single, double, or three-way

crosses of inbred strains now growing in experimental plots. The advantages seem sO

obvious and the disadvantages relatively SO insignificant, that farmers will jump at

the chance to take some of the gamble out of their business.

Even in its present state of development, hybrid corn has many advantages. Most

strains have been bred for strong stalks and big brace roots, SO that it almost takes

a steam roller to pull it up or tip it over. With ordinary varieties, one sometimes

reeds a compass to follow a row across the field. A second advantage of hybrid corn

- properly made from good inbred strains -- is uniformity. Ears are born at the same

height on stalks all alike. Each stalk bears an ear as long and as good as all the

:rest, if pollenation and cultural practices have been good. It all ripens at the same

time, with less d~1ger of late Boft ears to start spoilage.

The yields of hybrids, at least those grown by the University, have been widely
tested under actual farm conditions. Compared with varieties prized by the best corn
growers, the hybrids have in almost every case equalled the yield of normal corn and
in general have made from 5 to 25 more bushels per acre. Even last year, when the
going was tough for all corn, 42 trials in southern Minnesota showed Minhybrid yield
ed around l5per cent more corn than normal varieties.

Experience has shown that normal corn does not like to be moved. Silver King,
which yields 90 bushels per acre at Waseca, made 40 bushels of nubbins in Rock county.
~7hy? I can make a lot of guesses, but I don't know. Experience has sho'wn that normal
CO:':'H is very sensitive to changed conditions and that hybrids are hardly affected at
all.

Naturally, farmers dislike the idea of buying seed each year, but even at $8 per
bushel, seed is not over $1.25 per acre, and it is u~ally considered good business to
invest a dollar if there is a reasonable certainty of getting $5 in return. The work
of detasseling and making the hybrid seed is exacting and must be carefully done, but
there are farmers who will do it and do it right if properly paid, to the mutual ad
vantage of themselves and those who grow hybrid corn.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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.ADj.rnal Friends

Shorty's eyes come just above the old mare's chest, so it is necessary to find an

elevator of some sort to reach the hurricane deck. Not long ago she led old Maud up

to a convenient stump just outside the office window, but after climbing up on the

perch. found that all she could touch was a head and neck. The back was completely

out of reach.

Time after time Shorty climbed down, led Maud up to the stump, climbed up and then

couldn't get on. Like most human beings she became aggravated. Her voice rose in

pitch, her commands became incoherent, and finally she just stood on the stump and

gl3Xed at the horse--almost at the tear point. Old Maud had been enjoying the fun sO

f'ar, but when her little friend gave up, the sly old lady took one step, allan her

,wn hook, and there was a nice back, all ready to mount. She was just giving Shorty

2, lesson in horsemanship.

Those who love animals often feel that their four-footed friends are no more dumb
than the general run of humans. Horses, dog,s·-yes, and even cats and cows--can make
tnernselves understood by those who understand their language. They enjoy a good joke,
they take an interest in their work and their faithful loyalty is almost proverbial.

Topsy was an old bronc who gave me a lot of horse education. She could run like
a deer in the pasture, could never see the gate to the barnyard unless she was inside,
and could open barn doors like a burglar. When hi tched or saddled she creaked in
every joint and won the sympathy of everyone who saw her. Did you ever see a boy like
that? '

One-eyed Sadie was an old cow pony of unknown antecedents, but with fast and will
ing feet. I was a "Smart Alec" kid who swung up to the saddle like a greenhorn cow
boy before a movie camera. Just at the top of one swing, Sadie took one little step
toward me and as I sat up on the ground and rubbed my head, she turned to view me with
her good eye and gav~ me my first horse laugh.

Old Ned was a great pal and when Sis or I drove or rode him. he shied at autos
and trains, traveled like a racer, and nearly pulled our arms out. When mother drove
him, he took a steady jog trot and a train could run ove~ him before he would notice
it. After I had been away for almost a year, old Ned came at .~ whistle and when I
got a good hold on his mane 1it out for home, leaving me to get on if I could. Just
like old times, but what actions for a plow horseJ At least he told me in the most
expressive of horse language that he was as happy at the reunion as I was. Who could
forget such friends? -----R_ E~ Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Hunting Season

This month and next, men and boys exercise the ancient urge to get out in the

open and hunt. Some measure their success by the number of dead birds or animals

they can show as a result of their prowess. Some enjoy the tramping, the searching

and stalking, but care 11tt1e or nothing for the kill. Some "hunters" seem to be

afraid of taking cold, and require much medicine from a bottle.

There is still another gr.oup of hunters who consider this the open season. These

men and boys are hunting for extra nice ears of corn to fill the classes at harvest

festivals, fairs and corn shows, ending up with the big state show at University Farm

and finally the International.

One man searched thru 10,000 bushels of corn to find 10 ears almost exactly alike

and nearly perfect. That's hunting. Most of us are content to pick some nice ones

from the seed as it is put away to dry or save outstanding ears as the husking is

d,ne. It is a great game, with lots of interesting sidelights. experiences and memo-

rable triumphs. Furthermore, tho threats and counter threats have been numerous, I

have never read of any casualties to the hunters.

As a sporting proposition, the showing of 10-ear corn samples has many features
to recommend it. but as a means of showing the adaptation of corn, its yield under
normal conditions. its moisture content at harvest time, etc., the 10-ear sample tells
far too little of the whole story. In a group of a thousand girls. there should be a
few beauties. and SO with corn. but would you call Miss Minnesota (if there is one)
representative of all the women of the state? Some specialize in other qualities
which wear longer than a pretty face.

In order to permit at Qorn shows a more complete and representative picture of
what farmers are actually growing, the Field Run Corn Contest has been devised.
Space is too limited to give all the details, but in this type of show, competition is
between samples just as they come from the field, with yield, moisture. quality of
shelled corn and uniformity of size and maturity as the deciding factors. It is a
'contest of usefulness rather than of beauty alone.

The University Department of Agriculture has published a little pamphlet telling
all about this contest. County agents have or can get plenty of copies. Anyone can
send for them, addressing the Bulletin Offico'at University Farm. St. Paul. The pam
phlets cast nothing. but the contest means some work. much information gained, and a
lot of fun. It is a dandy project for high school classes in agriculture and will em
phasize the essential features of profitable corn ~roduction.-----R. E. Ho~son. Superintendent

Southeast ~eriment Station. Waseca
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Corn Harvest

Everywhere in southern Minnesota, farmers are thinking corn just now. 'iVBE;ons are

in the field, ears are thumping on bang boards and the loads that go in the crib

measure the ability, the Skill and the thoroughness of each individual operator. The

man, the soil. and the weather, determine the size of the corn crop, yet some men crib

90 bushels per acre and some have only a third as much. Why?

High yields require care all along the line. Stand is of first importance, and
if farmers would figure out the proportion of perfect three-stalk hills in their
fields~ they would be surprised, and next year would give more attention to strong
seed, even planting, and careful cultivation.

Speaking of cultivation, we have a splendid example at the Waseca Station this
year. A small patch of sorghum got pretty weedy and the boys started to clean it up.
Half the rows were hoed when other work crowded and the job was never finished. As a
resul t, there is at least twice as much sorghum on the clean rows. One hoeing doubled
the yield. With this in mind, take a look at most cornfields and estimate how many
bushels of corn are represented by weeds.

Last but not least is the question of variety. On our corn test plots, where all
conditions are kept as uniform as possible, there is a wide variation in the yield of
different varieties. I have been partial to a strain of Silver King bred at this
station for 16 years. It has made 90 bushels per acre and we that it was good, but it
did not do SO well in other parts of southern Minnesota. This year we grew 20 acres
of Minhybrid 301 and 5 acres of Silver King for silBE;e. The 301 stood up perfectly,
while the Silver King was about 50 per cent lodged. The 301 all ripened evenly and
was almost ready to crib by September 20, while some of the Silver King ears were
still in the milk. The estimated yield of dry shelled corn for the 301 was 90 bushel~

while the Silver King made about 75. The stalks and leaves of some of the Silyer King
plants were dead and dry while the 301 was uniformly green and in perfect condition
for silage. We are completely sold on 301. It is far ahead of the best we have been
able to produce by 16 years of careful selection.

This confirms me in the belief that within 10 years, most of the corn grown in
Minnesota will be crosses of inbred strains. These strains will be carefully selected
for useful characters and Skillfully combined to give desired results under specific
conditions. The present hybrids look good, but one of the men working with corn hy
brids at the University has made the statement that, in his opinion, some of the new
hybrids now being tried are twice as good as 301 and four times as good as normal
varieties.

Think of the possibilities ahead for corn growersJ Corn that will stand up in
anything but a hurricane. Corn that can be depended upon to ripen uniformly at a
date which can be predicted with far more accuracy than at present. Corn that will
make yields which sound fabulous at the present time.

But there will always be men satisfied with 25 or 30 bushels per acre. Seed alone
cannot do everything. Perfect stands require careful pl~mting and big yields call for
clean fields. Some men will prefer to spread their efforts over 50 acres when the same
labor on 25 acres would mwte more corn and release 25 acres for pasture. No seed im
provement will ever take the place of good farm management.--R. E. Hodgson, Supt.

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Nature's Pictures

All summer, plants have put every possible effort into making the maximum growth
and the most careful preparation for propagation next year. Now, as frosty nights
warn of approaching cold and rest, nature retouches her plant children to provide a
last overpowering burst of beauty worth remembering until the green of another spring
arrives.

Dumb animals seem to appreciate the fall dars, hunting for the last bites of
green grass, munching acorns, or lazily dozing in the bright ~Sh1ne of Indian Sum
mer. They have put on a layer of fat to protect them from the cold winds coming
(they have if their owner s gave them a chance) and the sun' s heat seems to be a
sedative.

October weather seems to affect me about as it does the cows and sheep. At
least I have put on the extra layer of fat, and crave to roam about, up hill and down,
searching for the countless interesting things which will soon be covered up with
snow. I also crave to lie in the sun and soak up as much as possible while it is
9till hot and bright.

Everyone senses nature's laviSh fall beauty to some extent. Appreciation ranges
from the lady who thot the farmers were sO thotful when they planted pumpkins to
decorate the cornfields, to those of us who wish to hike day after day, "soaking up"
as much as possible of the breathless grandeur displayed by naturels exquisite paint
ings. Stately trees, a riot of daring color harmonies. big splotches of fall flowers
'around glazed lakes, fiery sumac I gorgeous hard maples. the grey-white trunks of
naked trembling aspen, stripped for winter -- what an inspiring panorama is summer's
iterorati on!

Then there is so much to see among the "little people". Fuzzy caterpillars
madly speeding here and there looking for sui table building sites. Egg masses tucked
away for safe-keeping, ants scurrying to finish the fall work, occasional crickets
trying to be cheerful in spite of impending doom, spiders spreading elaborate filmy
nets for what may be the last catch of the season, whole populations fighting, win~

ning, losing, surviving, or dying around our feet, if we stop a moment to watch the
drama.

And while all this is going on, we have to harvest corn plots, thresh soybeans,
plow for next year's crop, and get buildings and stock ready for winter. We have our
own little spot in which we rush around perhaps as aimlessly as the "Iittle people".
I sometimes wonder if they ever take time off to go on weekend hikes, or to sit in
the sun and \7atch us run here and there while they wonder what \7e think we are doing.

So now please excuse me, I don't want to write any more, because there are un
doubtedly many things doing in the patch of woods down by the lake that need my im
mediate attention. I'll probably come back muddy covered with various types of
II 'catch your pants" weeds, and scratched from the brush, but October only comes once
a year and we have to make the mo st of it.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Fall Feed Lot s

A trip to the South St. Paul stockyards is a mixture of pleasure and grief. In

some pens, one sees smooth, even, well grown calves waiting to go out to country feed

lots for a corn finish, to come back fit for a royal feast. In others, one sees

undersized, hungry looking mi sfits sadly awai ting the next turn of the whp.el which

can hardly bring them any more misery.

It is reassuring to see the "good ones" that are being grown in such numbers,
but it is a pain in the neck to realize that many breeders have SO missed their call
ing as to tolerate the type of cattle all too often sent to market. Feeders of~en
make a good profit on this class of trashy cattle, but the grower must show a big
loss on each one.

The University has published bulletins, sent specialists to every corner of the
state, and in every available way has made public the essentials of gOQd livestock
management. The farm press has devoted generous space to this subJect~ County agents
are located in almost every county, ready to give advice if it is asked. Why does the
trash continue to be raised in such numbers? Why do people spread their efforts over

;too many acres of corn and small grain, giving their cattle exercise lots instead of
pastures, while more grain on less acres would leave plenty of room for grass?

Lets visit a feedlot where an experienced man is working on a bunch of good
cattle. He starts them slowly and when the feed begins to "take hold" lets them have
about all they will eat. Good sound corn or corn and cob meal, alfalfa hay, silage
perhaps, and linseed or cottonseed meal make up the usual ration. A few are trying
tankage as a protein supplement, apparantly with good success. Others use soybeans,
either ground or in the bundle. The principles are the same.

As the calves begin to flesh up. they get lazy and tame enough sO the feeder can
put his hands on hides and backs to judge condition. Now comes the need for skill,
to crowd the last mouthful of feed into the animals without throwing them off feed,
causing bloating, or bringing on other troubles. It takes eternal vigilance, a quick
eye, and experience to get the best results with fattening cattle.

During the feeding process, some animals do much better than others. The feed
~aten is the same, but some will make gains much faster and more economically than
others. Further, some will lay on meat where the mast valuable cuts come from, while
others get fat inside, their muscles remaining lean and stringy. Here is where good
breeding shows and animals will do as their ancestors have done.

A smooth and well finished beef steer is the result of good breeding, good feed
ing and skillful management. It is a product to be proud of, but as wi th growing
~ood crops or almost any job, it is the man behind the process who produces the final
result by hi s skill, energy and good judgment. It takes good men to make good beef.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Bob Hodgson actually got some letters from both editors
and readers. Not only more letters than one could really expect,
but all were unanimous in wanting his articles continued. A lot
of editors that didn't write, indicated their interest by pUblish
ing the box to readers. Some of the letters from editors came to
this office. They are being pasaed on to Mr. Hodgson. Here are
excerpts from a few:

"Please -- don't stop it." --- W. G. Brown, Emmons Leader.

"He is supplying by far the finest and most readable articles
we have seen anywhere." --- H. C. Day, Community MagaZine, Albert
Lea.

11 The se articles have an interest and charm that is quite un
usual." --- Carl L. ~leicht, Northfield News.

"Mr. Hodgson not only has a good practical twist to his arti
cles, but he presents them i~ such a#,~aY as to cause people to
read them and to be interested in more~ This is a talent of which
we have no surplus." --- A. J. Glover, Hoard's Dairyman.

"We have enjoyod his articles and would not like to see him
retire from the field." --- G. E. Tuttle, Winnebago Enterprise.

"Since the articles hQ,ve appeared. I have heard numerous com
ments on them by readers with whom I have come in contact. I am
a Hodgson fan myself•••• Tell him that no single issue of our
paper in the futuro will miss a single release, so help us Hannah."
--- John M. Barron, Okabena Press.

That Bob got a lot of inspiration goes without saying.
when you read his current releases, You'll especially like
"Lighted Windows" and "Christmas Shopping". See if I'm right.

Very truly Y.<?~7

)/ ~9Iu~~
H. L. Harris
Extension PubliCity Specialist

HLH:PiA
Enclosure
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A diffident young man approaches cautiously, and blushes as he whispers to the
clerk. Callously, she tosses on the counter and exposes at full length, pair after
pair of ladies I stockings, of all colors and degrees of thinness~ "What size, please?"
she says so loudly that everyone can hear, and again the young ~n's face becomes rosy.
He is plainly stumped. and in panic points to a small pair, sheer Silk, with lace tops.
The light of a conquering crusader is in his eyes as he hurries away with his purchase.

Christmas Shopping

Most of the larger stores are so arranged that there are few out-of-the-way cor

ners, butthis past week it has been fun to hang to a post somewhere and watch the

madly-milling crowds surge past.

Here comes a little old lady, scrupulously scrubbed but patched, mended and a
little out of date. She is jostled and pushed about by the crowd, but her shining
eyes are hunting, hunting, for something within the limits of her means~ She, rather
timidly approaches the modernly painted and bedecked Circe behind the counter and asks
the price of a pair of nice woolen blankets. "Them are 7 dollars and 89 cents,
dearie," says the pride of the party as she puts her hands on her hips and stretches
the waist she is trying to keep thin, meanwhile eyeing the dapper floorwalker who
winks at her.

A tired-looking, plainly-dressed girl from the next counter sees the distressed
look in the old lady's eyes, and quickly slips over. In a moment the old lady is ap
parently telling her story to sympathetic ears and I sigh with relief. That nice old
lady might have been my mother~

Sharp words again turn attention to the snippy siren, who has now met her match.
A matron with an enormous chest, a beautiful mink coat and a hard eye is disdainfully
poking at merchandise the girl is offering. "Is that the best you got? Why, I
wouldn't have that for my scullery maid! You just cater to the cheap trade, don't
you?" and the prospective customer creaks away with her attendant aroma of Parisian
perfume, bad manners and arrogant ignorance.

In and out thru the crowd darts a small woman with a thin, hard face, meekly
followed by a bewildered man twice her size, carrying both arms full of parcels large
and small. The woman snaps at clerks, snaps at her husband, and elbows her way, re
gardless of obstacles. It makes me wonder if she has a shell and can pull her neck in
under it. The patient worm following, makes no protest as the hook is forced thru his
self respect.

Meanwhile, a boy about 12 years old has been searching thru the whole store, ap
parently taking an inventory. He instinctively avoids the overbearing clerk with the
many bracelets who is not very busy and waits until the tired-looking woman is free
to smile at him. His face lights up at that smile, and soon he is looking at an array
of ladies' gloves, apparently for his mother. Then the real task begins. Such an
important purchase! He handles pair after pair carefully, standing on one foot, then
the other, trying to decide. A dozen people are waiting for the clerk, but she
patiently talks it over until at long last, a selection is made and the young man
stalks proudly away with a song in his eyes and a tightly clutched bundle under his
arm~

\
I

)

Such is the spirit of Christmas
family~ Who said that actions speak

as it is reflected by specimens of the human
louder than words?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Lighted Windows

As we d.rive home from the city on a winter I s night, the wind howls and blows

flurries of snow against the windshield. Roads are deserted except for a few belated

cars hurrying to get in out of the storm. Farms show no sign of life, all the stock

being snug in their barns, but from the windows of each house, a gleam of .light indi

cates that someone is inside, and we get to wondering what goes on in these homes we

are passing.

Perhaps in this one, a young couple is seated at the table going over their ac
count books, or planning their business for next spring. Full partners, they are pull
ing together with every bit of strength and intelligence, trying to make their farm
pay. As they look at the sleeping baby beside them, a new and fierce determination
shines in their eyes. They will get out of debt, and make theirs a farm that the
little boy can be proud of.

Perhaps in this next home, pa is reading his paper and rna is mending the endless
socks, while a whole roomful of children study their lessons, eat pop corn and apples,
or romp noisily allover the place. Brothers and sisters, growing up in an atmosphere
of peace, competence and achievement which will affect their whole lives. True, they
have their little arguments and spats, but these are soon forgotten in the realization
that they are all one family and because of that, each has certain responsibilities
and certain benefits.

This house is quiet. Perhaps this is the home of the male despot occasionally
found i~ all w~lks of life. ~ selfish, overbearing man, feared and despised by wife
and children4 No carefree romping here, but a studied effort to be neither seen nor
heard. A hopeless, worn-out woman, going about her endless tasks, far into the night.
The older children have probably left home.

We hurry past another window., with a dim yellow light, indicating a small kero
sene lamp. It may be that here two elderly people are huddled by the small fire, each
trying to be bright and cheerful so as to encourage the other·. Perhaps their road has
been steep and rocky, but they have climbed together. Now each regrets, not his own
discomfort, but that of the life-long partner.

Possibly their children are all far away, and they bravely await the end, their
bent forms and caloused hands, no longer able to earn the interest which will allow
them to keep the little which seems to them so much. Battered, overwhelmed, bewilder
ed, they still struggle on to the last gasp, trusting that God will take care of them
aIld, tha.t~ometh1ng will turn up".

Then we turn, and lights from our own house welcome US4 What a pleasure to come
in out of the cold and storm to a warm, cheerful home! We tiptoe around to see if the
kids are all safely in bed, and then while mother sorts and hides the Christmas pack
ages, I settle down in my own favorite chair to warm cold shins and just be thankful
for a cheerful and comfortable home, full of heal thy and happy children.

Old Tommy, the cat, stretches, yawns and finaliy seems to say, "It isn't a ques
tion of money, furniture. or the kind of lights. It is the spirit of Christmas in
everyd8¥ use that makes the difference between a house and a home."

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S F.ARM TALKS

, By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent '
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

More Weekly Letters

It seems strange to me, but apparently some people want these weekly rambles con-

tinued. So far, (November 15) 8 editors and 17 readers have asked me to keep on

scribbling. Cards and letters came from some friends whom I never suspected of read-

ing my stuff. It makes it seem that perhaps it is worth while. The letters have

given me new energy and ambition.

One schoolmate wrote that "Supposedly sane people actually like this material",
and from him, this may be considered as effusive commendation. At least it tickled
me allover to get a rise out of him. A school boy wrote to say that he was particu
larly interested in the yarns about the kids. They will probably be up to some more
monkey shines soon, and you III hear about them. Even one of my former boy scouts,
who is now editor of a paper outside the state, said he wanted to use the letters.
At one time he worked here on the farm, so perhaps he is partiCUlarly interested. I
remember how sick he got one hot afternoon from drinking too much cold water.

The only disappointing thing is that so few suggestions were offered. Outside
of the one about the kids, few said what they wanted. Really, the hardest job is to
think up something to write about. Occasionally an event occurs which just seems to
fit, but usually they have to be "dug up". Of course they all have to be written a
month or six weeks in advance, so it is not always possible to make them exactly fit.

The papers are full of big doings. Wars, crimes, politics, movements and
governmental expenditures. Perhaps there is a place for the little cownon things
that center around a farm home and that after all, make up mosefthe daily routine for
those of us fortunate enough to live in the country. Few of us will help to spend the
four billion dollars we have heard so much about, but most of us have chased wood
chucks or helped things to grow.

If I can write anything which will help folks to see and appreciate something of
the wonderful world in which we live, can give anyone a more optimistiC view of his.
daily work, can give an extra laugh or even a smile, it will have been worth the ef
fort. Sometimes we take things so seriously that we miss the fun and the laughs whicl
clear the cobwebs from our brains, give us a clearer viewpoint and help to make life
worth living.

At any rate, I'll try, and if any of you who read these articles have ideas or
suggestions, please send them in. Just imagine you had an uncle or something and you
wanted him to write you a letter. What would it be about? If you feel like sending
me a few "raspberries" now and then, "that's all right too. I'm no pansy and can take
it. 1 111 try to send you back a nice ripe peach or a bunch of bananas. Letts have
some fun.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON I S FARM TALKS

I :By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent '
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

This is a funny time of the year to talk about seed corn, but in 3 months most

all farmers will be thinking about it pretty seriously •. Perhaps a bit of calamity

howling in advance will be helpful.

The night of October 3 our thermometer registered 15 degrees. That is a hard

freeze and some people found their cars and tractors pretty solid next morning. Few

of us thought, however, that corn in the field would be damaged, since it seemed ripe

enough to stand cold weather. Most of us wanted to leave the seed corn out as long

as possible so as to let it dry out. Apparently it did, but that one freeze killed

the germ in so many kernels that most of us will have to do some tall hunting for seed.

We had planned to do big things with corn this year. We grew 42 acres of
Minhybridcorn, going to a lot of trouble to plant each parent at just the right time
to get good pollenation. Then 18 of us spent every forenoon for about 2 weeks, pUll
ing tassels from the female parent and were proud of the w~ we did the job. Hardly
a tassel got aw~ from us.

Then we rigged up a corn dryer with furnace ,blowers, a dr-ling tunnel, ..trays,
etc. ,and the corn was dried to 12 per cent moisture, shelled and cleaned. So far, so
good. We thought we had almost 1,000 bushels of the choicest kind of seed, but now
we find that the germination is so low as to make it almost useless.

~e have orders for about 200 bushels of hybrid seed corn. What are these people
going to do? Is their own corn any good? Will the big seed companies be in the same
fix? Is there any crib corn that can be used? Where will we get seed?

It was the fall of 1917 when somewhat the same thing happened, and I won't soon
forget the mad scramble for see~ in the spring of 1918. Bulletins, published too
late, urged everyone to pick seed corn before the twenty-fifth of September - and we
did for a few years. Then nature was kind, and for 17 years we had nice fall weather
and forgot all about picking our seed corn early. We forgot once too often - and now
see where we are!

The man who has seed on the ear can ear test. This is a job, but it can be done.
Two of us have put as many as 4,000 ears on test in 8 hours,. taking three kernels per
ear, but I wouldn't want to do it every day, because my fingers get sore. Neverthe
less. a lot of rag dolls will be brought out and a lot of corn tested next spring.
I think I have learned a lesson•. Will I ever get caught again?

-----R. ·E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGS ON I S FARi~1 TALKS

By R. E. Hodgson, S~perintendent

Southeast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

Thanksgiving

The hillsides sing a color symphony,

While lakes reflect the stirring harmony.

The bounty of the fields is now in store,

And cattle doze contented, on their floor.

A scene where peace and comfort reign supreme,

And I a cog in this majestic schemel

A glacier ground a mountain range to clay

To make a knoll whereon my children play;

A field where I may plant my grain and corn

And watch the wonder of recurring morn.

A million years from mountain range to loam--

Thus God hath wrought, so I may have a home.

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent.

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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, By R. E. Hodgson, Superintende~t t

Southeast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

A Minnesota Blizzard

During high school days, I went one afternoon to call on a "lady" and it was

about 9 o'clock when I started home across a section of hay meadow. As evening ap-

proached, the snow had come down and the wind had come up, the mixture forming a

feathery smother, especially distasteful after the bright li5ht and warm friendliness

of the farm fireside. However, it did not seem difficult for a "man" to hike a mile

in a straight line by keeping the wind always on the quarter .

.An hour of stiff walking brought me to a haystack and another hour br:lught me

back to the same place. The third time the stack suddenly stopped my progress, it

was a great temptation to dig in and wait for morning,but it was getting very cold,

and freezing was almost certain. This time I started out, carefully shortening each

tenth step with the right foot.

The stack didn't stop me again, but even a husky boy gets tired of tramping in-

definitely through deep snow. At last I fell down, and wondered if it was worth

while to get up. It seemed so nice to lie in the snow and rest. Finally, getting to

my knees, the air cleared near the ground and I saw a fence just ahead.

The next question was, which way to follow the fence? Fortunately, I chose

correctly, and in half an hour was in bed, none the worse for my 5-hour hike.

As I watch young people today, SO many seem to be lost in a blizzard of emotional
cross currents, floundering around and around, falling, struggling up and going on,
but getting nowhere. They recklessly expend their health and energy on things which
do not count, and the loss to the world's progress is stagGering. It seems a pity
that older people have not found some way to help the youngsters to an objective of
some sort.

Perhaps if older people were not themselves SO busy following uncertain clues
and bowing to sects and systems, they might be able to do a better job of guiding.
Good judgment, balance and understanding seem to be needed now as much as in any era
of history.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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'ByR. E. Hodgson, Superintendent I

I Southeast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

Snow Sculpture

The kids have lots of fun rolling up big snowballs and making them into men.

They can make these men big or small, cross-eyed or fat, as they see fit. Those more

skillful make animals, or carve statues to suit themselves. It must be a lot of sat-

isfaction to carve a statue from snow, stone or clay, but the best sculptor who ever

lived never made an image which could say a kind word, or plan a fine building.

It has always seemed strange to me that more people were not interested in human
sculpture. Instead of patiently working with knife or chisel to make a block of
stone look like a man, why not take some freckle-faced, bright-eyed, awkward kid and
try to make a man of him? So many boys (and girls) need a little s~npathy, a little
comradeship, a little explanation of things, a little guidance. The material seems
as plentiful as snow, but there seems to be a scarcity of sculptors.

For years I have experimented on boys, and had a grand time doing it. The
first step is to "analyze ll them, to gain their confidence and find what key will fit
each individual head and let in ideas. The next job is to find the right idea and
dress it up SO the patient will like the medicine. If the right idea gets into a
suitable boy, no one can tell what wonderful things may sprout. It is thrilling to
watch a boy when he sees a vision of usefulness and puts all his restless energy
into his attempt to accomplish things.

Sunday school teachers are afraid to tackle classes of boys, because they are
SO unruly and bad, punching each other, throwing spit balls, whispering, and what
not. Public school teachers sometimes have the same experience. My sympathy is
mostly with the boys, because I have been there. We chased out one Sunday school
teacher after another, until a 98-pound girl only 10· years older than we were, tamed
the lions and for years had a class of 20 high school football players eating out of
her hand and behaving like lambs.

I like to take the IImeanest" class in Sunday school, or the gang of kids that
is the terror of the neighborhood. Unless they have inherited criminal instincts or
wooden heads, the most restless kids are usually the IIgo-getters", if they are given
something to go and get.

Shaping snow is a game for children, but shaping boys and girls is a game for
men and women. A snow man melts into soft water and runs away, but an intelligent
boy or girl. headed in the right direction and given an inspiration will give years
of most useful service as a citizen.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, ~aseca
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House Husbands

While judging a crop show at St. Charles last November, I saw a one-act play put

on by a 4-H club, which had a lot of humor and a sound idea behind it. It seems the

man of the house complained because his wife complained about a worn-out washing

machine. He told her she didn't know what real work was, which seemed to arouse her

resentment, SO she offered to trade jobs with him for a day and the challenge was ac-

cepted.
John piled all the dirty clothes into a tub, poured in a boiler of hot water, got

some soap and a scrub board and began. In a few minutes, little Jimmy came in and
wanted breakfast. Then he wanted his torn shirt repaired and a button sewed on,
Leaving the washing, John wielded the needle with neither speed nor skill, and while
he was laboring, the oatmeal burned.

Soon twin girls entered and wanted breakfast, wanted their hair curled &~d wanted
clean dresses to wear to school. About that time, papa wanted to be somewhere else
and to cap the climax, a neighbor lady dropped in. She seemed to notice that some
thing was wrong and didn't hesitate to point out some of the errors, such as the burn
ing food on the stove, the hot iron burning a hole thru dress and ironing board, and
the fact that overalls and white dresses should not be washed in the same water at
the same time.

Of course the play turned out all right. John admitted he was licked when Mary
came in to report the milking done and the stock all fed. He promised her the new
,vashing machine and anything el se she wanted. It always ends that way in a play, but
how does it work out on an ordinary farm?

Of course I would never admit that a man couldn't do a woman's work if he put
his mind to it] His superior intelligence would soon have brot order out of the con
fusion, (~ustnlt let my wife see this), but I did agree that the wife should have the
new washing machine. You see John had to pay for it, not I.

Seriously, it might 'be a good thing if men had to do some of the housework oc
casionally. Think of all the improvements there would be in the house if men had to
do the work! Any mrol would be too smal~t to carry water from the pump if a pipe would
do it. No man would scrub clothes on a washboard, if gas or electricity would do the
job for him. I have washed, ironed, baked, and scrubbed as a bachelor, and as a man
who swings a wicked broom and makes a mean bed, I say men can do housework, but what
a lot of improvements they would make!

Why is it that farm homes do not have all the modern conveniences? In some
cases it may be lack of cash, but they have binders, tractors and automobiles,do
they not? I believe there are two main reasons. First, women hate to make a fuss
about their own inconveniences. Second, people are creatures of habit, and when they
are accustomed to doing things a certain WaY, simply do not see the urgent need for
doing them more easily. Perhaps it would be a good thing to trade jobs once in a
while.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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House Cats

Some people refuse to have pets in the house and some people seem to build the

family life around an overstuffed dog, but in between is a big group who use pets as

a means of teaching their children kindness, patience, tolerance and biology. In

the process, many amusing things are likely to occur.

In our family, the pets have been numerous and varied. At one time we had two
little pigs, five lambs, a cat, four kittens, two dogs and eight pups in our basement.
Whenever we have weak lambs or pigs we bring them in and mother takes care of them
for us. She is patient and long guffering, but when the above inventory was taken,
she threatened to move out to the barn.

Since that time, the numbers in the house have been kept at a minimum, but out
side pets from goats to horses would be introduced to the family circle if the kids
had their way. Our present coterie of house pets includes Chunie, the dog, who
sleeps in the basement but gets into the kitchen occasionally; Tornmy, the old white
cat, who sleeps right in front of the ki tchen range; Shaddy, the ki tten, ,.ho sleeps
with him; tb~ee goldfish, a turtle, and 26 snails which Shorty found somewhere last
fall. Oh yes, there are also the four kids; Scotty, in charge of our animal breed
ing work; mother, and I, who keep order and lend dignity to tGe men<?gerie.

It is seldom quiet around our house, but we do have lots of fun, with all kinds
of entertainment available from dancing classes to catching flies for the fish -
that is, we did catch flies when flies were flying. We have tumbling exhibitions,
wrestling matches and very amateur theatrical performances with appropriate costumes.
The last time mother put on her overalls and tried to put Bud on his back it didn't
work, SO now she is dignified and refuses to scrap any more.

Our two cats are a continual source of amusement. Tommy is 5 years old, but he
plays intricate games with the kitten who was, after days of discussion, named Shadow
Smart, but is called ShQddY-, except when he goes to sleep on the davenport, or tries
to hook the goldf~sh out of their bowl.

'fonnny gets up on a chair, but leaves his tail hant~ing over the edge, Sha.du.y
S')8S it waving back and forth and grabs it with teeth and clRws. Tommy at once makes
a swan dive for his tormentor, but Shaddy is somewhere Alse by that time, perhaps
peeking around a corner. Tommy starts a careful stalk, creeping up on the enemy with
all the caution of a jungle cat seeking prey. Then Shaddy tears across the floor,
hiding under the rocker.

So the game goes. Towny a bit ashamed to be SO kittenish, but Shaddy and the
rest of us enjoying the fun. When they finally meet and rollover with deep fierce
growls, only to curl up together and go to sleep in a fond embrace, Scotty remarks,
"The boys of the village are out having a time".

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Growing Old Gracefully

°He no sooner get the habit of writing 1935 without having to rub out a "411 , than

it becomes necessary to erase the 115" and write 1936. This means that we are all a

year older. Some resent the idea and chafe under it, while others accept it grace

fully as a natural concomitant to human existence and try to increase their useful-

ness as they increase their years.

I have walked 10 miles on Michigan Boulevard in Chicago and watched faces. Most
of them looked hard, disillusioned, disappointed, disconsolate. A few looked desper
ate. Frowns were common, smiles were rare. An appearance of health, satisfaction,
sanity and kindliness was an exception. It must be that the noise, the rush and con
stant strain of life in a big city puts its mark upon those who live there •

.
Perhaps it is because the faces of rural people are more familiar to me, but the

folks from the country and the small towns seem to get more satisfaction out of life
than the inhabitants of large cities. ~n the rural atmosphere, smiles and laughter
seem more ready, optimism seems more prevalent and people seem to feel that life is
more worth while.

For example, I have had the priVilege of knowing many people who have grown old
gracefully in country surroundings. One lady in particular, now almost 80, is still
living on the farm to which she went as a bride. She has worked as hard as anyone,
raising a large family, caring for garden and poultry, helping with the milking,
carrying water, making butter and all the innumerable tasks a farm woman finds to do.
In addition, she has been active in church work, a good neighbor, and always ready
for an extra job when anyone ha3 needed help.

•
Now her feet and hands refuse to do her bidding, and she rarely gets out of the

house. Does she complain? Not nearly so much as a millionaire kicking about his
taxes. W~th her own efforts and those of her husband and son, she has fitted her
farm and home with all modern conveniences, built up a splendid herd of cattle and,
above all, raised men and women who are a credit to the community. She still is
p~oud of the certificate stating that her butter won first prize at the St. Louis
exh~.bition, and loves to tell about all the good things that have happened to hero

It is to people like this, who have been thru all the grief and hardship of a
long life and have come out smiling and confident, that the rest of us may look for
an example. They have taken their added years graciously, enjoying the good things
of life as they came along, but building on a foundation which has left no regrets.
There are many such in city as well as country, but wherever they are, we may look
to them for inspiration to do our present job better, to make our new resolutions
more soUnd, and ~. view the future more hopefully.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Waste Land

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

Wednesday, March 25, 1936

Almost every farn has SOCle land which it does not ~ay to farm. It may be

wet, rocq, hilly, or fJn odd corner whicl:. grows weeds--an eyesore and a nuisance.

In sooe cp.ses this waste land, even if it is only n few square yards, may be l':'lade

useful _ not from the dollars c.nd cents stendpoint, perhaps, but bec0use it mRY

interest some young people in growing things.

Sunuosing the kids on the far~n are [tHawed to hnve "exclusive rightsn on a

bit of waste land, to see wl1at they can do with it. Perhaps tho first thing will

be to plant grnpe vines. Beta grapes may be grown from cuttings, with no particu-

lar care, and will furnish fr\lit, juice, jelly, or bird feed for years And yetU's.

Grapes along the fence lines look well in sunmler, furnish shelter for birds and

cost onlY a few minutes time to set th&l out.

Perhaps a tree or a grove may be planted on waste land. This will necessi-

tate Bome study to find out what is likely to do well on that ~articular location.

Poplars, willows end elr.ls seeo to stand wet fcr·t uretty well. Black walnuts are

easy to grow from seed. Perhaps an apple tree will do well all by its self, or a

wild crab, a plum, or a cherry. Even a thornanple, or 8. lilac bush, will be

beautiful when it blossoms and at all times far more sightly than a bunch of weeds.

Well planted corners also mnka cover for wild life on the farm or even in

town. What fun the kids can get out of watcl... ing the biris which nest in their
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II own tree". Not all yo'UIlg folks will be interested, of course, but some will start

to learn about trees and birds, if they a,re allowed to have even a tiny corner

for their very own. It may oake tl.e difference between staying on the farm and

leaving for town.

We need the best brains we can raise on the farm, if pressing agrarian

questions are to be worked out in a manner permanently satisfactory to producer

and consumer alike. If the Most intelligent boys and girls are to remain on the

farm, it must be made more attractive than the bright lights of the city. Usually

~t is not poverty or hard work whiCh drives young folks from the farm; it is

hopelessness, cheerless drudgery, and the feeling that they are only valued for

the work they can turn out. It takes so little to make Children feel that they

are a part of the firm, with some voice in the direction of at least a small

part of it.

Sometimes a garden patCh, an acre of corn ground, or even a waste fence corner

will make a tremendous difference in the yourg folks t atti tude toward farn life.

I come from a long line of farmers, and probably couldn't be driven froD the farm,

but still I think that mother1 s interest in my first "cater-pi lIar farm" and her

efforts to show oe the teeming plant and animal life about me have helped to make

life on the faro a fine adventure. It is my big ambition to help others see

through the clouds of drudgery and get a glimpse of the silver lining - even in

odd corners of waste land.

-----R. Eo Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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sance.

Same farm o~erators seem to take the attitude that weeds are a necessary nui

They go through the routi.ne motions of "cultivation" and "cleaning uP". seem-

t
t
t
t

ingly satisfied if'the weeds leave them a little cro~, and do not get much worse fram

year to year. When things get too bad. it is customary to move to another farm.

A real farm manager regards his weed enemies in the same light that a general

regards an opposing army waiting for a chance to at tack. A good commander studies

his opponents, seeking out their weak points, and studies his own strength. so as to

know when and where he can deliver the most telling offensive. With his detailed

plans well in mind, the general then makes a smashing advance with his strongest

forces at the enemY I s weakest point, having because of his knoWledge, far more

chance of success than if he simply folded his hands and hoped that "something would

hs.p-oen" to give him the victory.

It does not do to under-rate the persistence and skill of our weed enemies.

They have had to fight for their lives for generations and have learned the game

thoroughly. Some' of them produce seeds which will live in the ground 50 years or

longer. waiting for a good chance to grow. Some weeds can plant a million seeds per

square foot per season - and then the farmer hopes to grow a crop on the landl Same

~eeds can mature seed in such a short time that they get their dirty work all done,
literally before the farmer has a chance at them. Same weeas can make new plants out
of any little pieces that ha-open to be left in the ground. Same weeds have worked out
methods of sending their seeds far and wide by wind. by water, or by animals. Same
weed seeds can go through the digestive tract of animals and then grow if they have
a chance.

Considering the tremendous reproductive powers of weeds and their endless per
sistence, it is amazing that any crops at all can be grown in competition with them.
Yet some froom managers are able to clean u-o weedY fprms pnd keep them clean. Each
plant ~,s a weak spot. canada thistles can't stand the frequent cutting and root
competition of alfalfa. but quack grass isn't injured at all. It is necessary to
learn the life habits of each bothersome weed and then hit it hard when and where' it
will do th~ most good.

, ';;", : ..., -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Terminal Twigs

!lvery tree has prepared buds which will o~en u"9 and stretch out with the cOOling

of warm \*leather. It' the tree is in an open spot, the buds on the tip of each

b~anch will grow faster than the others, so as to enlarge the tree uniformly on

all sides. If the tree is crowded, the most energy will be devoted to the top-

most bud on the main trunk, and this will make a big effort to get high enough to

reach sunlight. If the tree 1s crowded on one side, the growth will be stunted

there and the tree wi 11 grow lopsided.

It is relatively easy to make a tree grow in any sha-pe we please. Nipping

the terminal buds in one ~lace will set that side back until the other catches

up. Weak crotches in the scaffold may be eliminated by judicious pruning. If

the ten bud is injured, the main trunk of the tree will be thrown out of line and

ioVill alWays be crooked. If heln is given soon enough the crook may be small and

the tree will almost entirely outgrow it. In many cases, the form of the tree

will be snoi1ed, and what might have been a fine useful tree will be misshapen,

unsightly, and good only for firewood.

If one gets acquainted with each of his young trees, it is lots of fun to

encourage them to cake the best possible growth. A few snips with the pruning

shears each spring and a little hel~ and encouragement through the suomer will

make the trees a continual source of pleasure and profit to the owner. Such work

is another one of the many things which nake farm life interesting. In this case

the man in town wi th a few trees on the bouleVArd can have good fun ('.lso.
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If training trees is interesting, training kids is more so. The princinles

are exactly the same. A little encouragement in same directions, and a little

~runibg in spots, helps boys tC' gro;,' strF..ifll~ u:-.r' bec')r:le useful. Foresters say

i t p~s to go through stands of you.1€>' tiotx.,r I t.h:!.nning out the undesirable trees

so as to give the most ~rOQising all of the roam. We don't do ti1at with children.

~n!e dump theI:l all into one school where the~r spend 12 years of the hardest kind of

~7,)rk, trying to merJorize a more or less unrelated mass of material supnosed to bE'.

facts, laws, and what not.

,en these schools, tee good, bad, and indifferent puoils are all herded

r,ugetber under "teachers" who mayor nay not care a hang for the:"r own morals

or those of the children in their charge. The wonder is that any come through

w~tho~t cankers, heart rot and even more serious deforoities.

~ame fine and inspiring teachers are found in most schools and perhaps

these are rosoonsible. Sometimes church influences help to keep the boys and

girls straight. Sometimes their home training helos, but the fact reoains that

~)oys E'nd girls in every community are getting warped and crooked I because their

elder;; are too busy seeking a good tice to be botr..ered wi th the young folks.

':Ve boast of our "educational advantages", but what kind of timber are we grOWing?

----~. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Galt: 0apers

It is tough on a c('l.l+' to arrive in Minnesota when the thermcmeter stands

around 30 'below, unless tho barn is unusually snug and warm. A little Red Danish

bull found it pretty chil~' lfl.st January and didn l t seem able to t1take it tl •

rn fnct it looked for a while Ds though he might return to the "Hay,rpy Pastures" ,

or wherever cplves go, p.nd oorha.ps come bEl.ck when the wenther was WlU1Iler. To

-prevent this, we took him in tho house and turned him over to mother.

Tho custom on thi s fnrm is to bring fr, f'ny newborn ~.nim(\l thnt looks as

though it might die, ~.n(! turn it over to mother. She hps raised lots of pigs

and lronbs, but this w~s hor first CF'.l!. She got out hor bottles and nipples,

hC'EI.ted the milk just right and soon hn.d t1Denmnrktl on his feet. She had the boys

fix up Cl. pen in the br.sement nOPI tho furnaco, ~nd in a little While the calf

decided to stay and try rnlt this new treatment.

A bull in the basament is unusunl, even on this farm, but it hEl.s been fun too.

He took two bottles of milk nt n feeding, and that's where P~It of the fun come in.

Mother sat on the chopping block to pour the wille into the bottle, And Shadow, the

ki tten. snt up and laqoed !l.t the strerun of milk, making some few splashes and

getting his nose as well as Lis Bouth full.

Chunie, the pup, hEld to help, and in tr~e excitcr;lent stuck her nose into the

pen to sniff at Mr. Denmark. The calf perhaps tLDUght that t4is black nose was

another kind of ni~ple, took a good hold and started the suction punp, much to
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Chuniels disgust. Interested in the nirk-pouring, cather got too close to the pen,

and a wet couth closed over one el'\r, while a rough tongue threatened to take the

skin along with the ear.

It is dangerous to cove a calf from heated to cold quarters while the tempera

ture hangs way down below, below, below, so Dencark stayed in the basement for 3

weeks. He got so he could kick his hind feet a~ost as high as the sides of the

pen and gave rea.l bulliSh bellows at feeding time. Shorty occasionally let hic

out when she had canpany and it looked like a wild west show or sOOlething, when

four girls, two cats, one dog, and the calf all raced around the basement, with

much noise and great satisfaction to all the participants. Denmark was even

intrusted with a doll tied on his back, end Shorty said he was alma st as r.mch

fun as a goat.

Of course a calf in the basement is a nuisance, bat mother, like the rest

of us, hates to see the young things die if she can save them. The calf re

sponded by adopting mother, and showed in every way possible for a calf, that he

a~preciated her care. He always got up like a gentl~n when she cace near the

pen, and leaned over to have his ears scratched. We are all glad mother saved

the valuable calf, but it goes further than that. Farming is not only a bUsiness,

it is a mode of living, and animal friends help to r~ke it interesting.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Expericent Station, Waseca.
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Treat Seed Grain

George hauled us a load of corn the other day and ,we got to chewing the fat.

(That's a good excuse for not doing any heavier work.) After the pipes were drawing

well, and the hard winter had been duly criticized and compared, George came to the

peint he had in mind.

'~-1 read in the ,papers about treating seed to improve the germination. If a seed
is dead, hew can any little bit of dust make it grow? That sounds like the ads that
tell you to use mouth wash and all the girls will want to kiss you. Who believes it?"

"Well," I replied, "I have tried both. I spent a dollar f.r mouth wash and at
tended church amongst a whole swarm ef nice girls, but not one even offered to kiss
me. Then I spent 70 cents for mercury dust. Game up to the house, and I'll show you
what that did."

"So far as r knew, no treatment has been invented which will make dead seed
grow. Mercury dust is a pOison, and it kills - not the seed, which is pr.tected by
a tough hull, but the little "bugs" sitting outside and waiting for the tender sprout
to appear. Here ar8 some untreated oats that have been in the germinator 5 days. See
how the molds have grown on most of the kernels, killing the sprouts. Only 18 out of
100 were able to get going. Here are 100 more from treated seed. There is no mold
here and 75 are growing strong. Some of these others are starting, and apparently
will make it about 85 per cent germination. There's the answer."

In previous years we have treated seed to control smut, leaf stripe and certain
root rots, but r never had much faith in the idea that it would help germination.
This year we sent a sample of Thatcher wheat to the Seed Laboratory at University
Farm and they reported only 85 per cent germination. I t~ld Al Larson that looked
lousy, so he offered to,run another test. This time he reported 72, and suggested
seed treatment. We put half an' ounce of Improved Ceresan in a bushel of wheat and
sent him another sample. We alse kept a handful and ran a test of our own, getting
91 per cent. Later, Al reported that the treated seed germinated 91 per cent, and we
were satisfied that HE was right.

When we got the oats and barley cleaned, we sent in samples, but have not yet had
a report. The seed lab is rushed to death just now. Our own test showed a germina
ti~n of only 18 per cent for each. Seed treatment brought beth up above 80 per cent.
These results convinced me that there must be something to it.

Apparently, the grain we grew last year is just full .f mold spores waiting for
moisture to start operations. The seed looks good, and we have never before had a
poor germination without some-condition that we could blame for the trouble. The boys
at the laboratory say that almost all seed seems to be affected this year.

So tar, I ~avenlt had any returns on the mouth wash, but I do want a good or9p td
harvest 1f poss1ble, so all the small grain we plant and all that we sell for seed~
will be treated. -

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Living on the Farm

.All day I have been wading around in the slop. slush and mud, trying to make the

stock more comfortable. Barns are wet, water pipes leak. mud accumulates until boots

are almost too heavy to lift. Everything about the barns or yards is slimy, dirty

and disagreeable.

We try to haul some straw from a stack. The "valleys" are still frozen, the
drifts have to be shoveled out to get near the stack. The pick axe and iron bar have
to be operated for almost 2 hours before we can get any loose straw. Finally the
team struggles home thro~h the mud wi th a little jag of bedding, only to have the
hay rope break whpn we try to get the straw in the barn.

It's almost dark when chores are started. There is silage to put down and carry
to the bunks. Grain to be measured and carried to cattle, sheep, hogs and horses.
Little pigs to care for, all the stock needs dry bedding. a 2 x 4 comes loose from
the manger and has to be nailed up before some cow gets hurt. Then there are the
milking, separating, and the calves to feed. Slop, slip, slop on tired legs, in the
dark, through the mud from building to building, until at last everything is com
fortable, and the day's labor ended.

Finally we come in to supper. Wet, dirty clothes are changed, soap and water
make us feel human again and as we sit down to rest, we really appreciate our home.
Here everything is clean, dry, bright and above all, cheerful.

Followin~g a h€~rty supper, the easy chair, a pipe and the paper seem to afford
the height of enjo~3nt. Crime, world affairs, even politics, seem far away;
security, rest ~~d contentment close at hand. The troubles of the day slip from our
shoulders and we feel that tomorrow will surely be bright and sunny. Mother, coming
in from the kitchen, looks like a million dollars. The children, poring over their
books, seem to be an achievement well worth the years of effort. Life is good.

Every jeb worth doing has some hardships and some satisfactions. The lI easy"
tasks do not develop strength and our capabilities lie dormant or decay. Simple
measures lose attractiveness unless contrasted with hard labor. Heat. food and
cheerfulness are most appreciated by those who have been cold, hungry and dispirited
Further, there is the consciousness of worth while work well done.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Exp8riment Station, Waseca
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Spring

In the spring, with brush of sunshine,
Nature paints her world with green.

Hagic gives the trees and grasses
Every shade of verdant sheen.

Cattle in lush pastures revel,
Lambs and pigs bask in the sun,

Birds are busy nesting, singing,
Summer action has begun.

I would like a sunny corner
Where no chilling breezes lurk,

There to stretch and sleep for hours
But - I have to go to work.

Busy, busy, busy, everything is busy when spring comes. How do the leafless
trees and dead-looking grass know when to start growing? Where does their green color
come from, and why are they green anywa:y?

It is awe inspiring to study under a microscope the infinitely small, but ac
curate mechanism by which the life processes are carried on. A cross section of an
ordinary leaf shows a la:yer of tough protective cells allover the outside. Just be
low these are other cells that appear green. A powerful microscope will show that
there are very tiny green bodies (chloroplasts) seemingly floating in the cell liquid.

If a microscope were powerful enough to make an ordinary leaf appear to be 21
feet in thickness, a single cell might be about 2 by 7 feet and a chloroplast almost
2 inches in diameter. A micron is l/lOOOth of a millimeter, and a chloroplast is
about 2 microns in diameter. That is small, and yet it is probably the most import
ant factory kno~vn. Practically all life depends on those minute chloroplasts. They
take the carbon dioxide (which would smother us if not removed from the air), and
with water and the energy of sunlight, make first formaldehyde, a poiso~ and from
that make sugar and starch which furnish food and fuel for the world.

Every plant has a circulatory system, bringing moisture and soil salts up to the
leaves and hauling gugar and starch wherever it is needed to make repairs, promote
new growth or store it up for future use.

The whole economy of the plant is designed to keep the little chloroplasts racing
around and around in their cells, changing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen into new forms.
When we burn these compounds in our muscles or in the stove, they give off heat which
we use, and the waste products are returned to the air and earth, where plants can
again rearrange them for our use. ..

Sometimes we use the products secondhand, after other animals have used them to
make meat, milk or silk. When you buy gas for your car, gas or coal for the stove,
or lumber for the bouse, when you put on a new dress or overcoat, when you sit down
to a table loaded with good things to eat, remember that it is all possible because
the tiny green chloroplasts, under the influence of the sun, did th~ir work well.
Incidentally, they turned the world green and so we say, "Spring is here."

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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~ :l!Tiend, the Cow

My friend, the cow, lives in a barn, and I live in a house. She sleeps on

straw, while I sleep on a mattress with springs under it. \Vhen she gets too old to be

useful in her present position, she will complete her life work by giving her remains

as food to satisfy human hunger. I may be allowed to si t in the sun and watch others

do my work.

At present, we are both working on the same farm. It is my job to provide her,
so far as I am able, with plenty to eat and drink, comfortable living quarters, pro
tection from flies, disease and accidental injury. In return, she gives me her off
spring each year, and as much milk and butterfat as her inherited ability and my care
and intelligence can arrange for. It is a reciprocal arrang~ment to our mutual ad
vantage.

Most of the time we cooperate fully, but she reflects all of my shortcomings.
Every mistake I make, causes her to retaliate in the only way she knows how, by re-

.ducing the salable product she puts in my pail. If the feed I furnish her is not to
her need and liking, she reports it on the milk scales. If I get cranky because of
lack of sleep after a night out, she denies me a quart or two of milk. If her living
quarters get uncomfortable, my pay is docked again.

She is a demanding taskmaster, expecting no holidays and allowing none. At the
same time, she tries to be as agreeable as possible under the circmnstances. She
offers no objection when we take away her babies or adjust the milking machine. She
comes at my call and takes her place at the feed manger without protest, as long as
her customary routine is maintained.

Both of us represent all the ancestors who have gone before us. She traces back
to some form of wild cattle found in Europe, and I trace back to some form of equally
wild men, who probably lived in apprOXimately the same region. For hundreds of years
and generation after generation, my kind has been learning how to improve her kind
and make it more useful to us. We both represent the latest model, developed after
thousands of generations of trial and error.

I wonder how much of an improvement we are and what our primitive ancestors
would think of us. Probably we couldn't live under their conditions or they under
ours. I can see lots of room for improvement in her, and undoubtedly she can see
tremendous possibilities for improving her hmnan caretakers. Nevertheless, we get
along nicely as a rule, and I have the greatest respect and admiration for my Friend,
the Cow.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Your Green Pastures

A tall cottonwood tree looked down at a small spruce nearby. "I suppose you

think youlll be able to crowd me out pretty soon now. You live down there where

there is no wind to twist your cambium or crack your crotches. I do all the work

around here and you little fellows sit by and take it easy.1I

".Are you talking to me, Big Boy, II the little spruce retorted, in modern tree
vernacular. "You get all the gun, most of the water, plenty of fresh air, no cow can
tear off your terminal twig, and no ravenous rabbit can chew off all last season's
growth. You're sitting on easy street and then you babble because we young fellows
try to keep alive. II

lIyou may learn, in time," the old cottonwood sighed. "There have been great
changes in my time. Why. when I was your size, this whole country was covered with
trees. Those were the good old days. There were no dust storms, because the trees
never let the dust get started. There were no droughts, because the tree roots held
the mOisture, even on hills. There were no great floods, because the trees made the
snow melt slowly, most of it going right into the ground where it was needed. We had
real trees here in those days. Now my grandmother ••••• "

"Oh phooey, on you and your grandmother both,1I and the impudent upstart spruce
imitated a Bronx cheer. Your grandmother lay out here and rotted because cottonwood
is not worth the effort of cutting for lumber or firewood. All you soft old fogies
are good for is to fill up space. Now spruce wood is used for aeroplanes. ships.
masts and all kinds of things where lightness and strength are required. Real
lumber will be grown if you'll only blow dovm and give me a chance. II

The old cottonwood quieted the spruce with a condescending sneer. IIAnd how long
would it take you to grow big enough for any use? I have experienced 90 winters, and
can remember the Indians, the deer, the elk. I have now grown to my mature size.
You're lucky to have me to protect you. In 90 years you'll be only half grown. Per
haps by that time men will have succeeded in cutting do\vn all the trees and this
country will be a desert of blowing s~"1.d. II

Just then a couple of men came with saws and axes. The spruce was killed with
one swipe of the axe. The giant cottonwood took longer. but it finally crushed to
earth. IIJust leave her lay,lI said the older man. It ain't worth cuttin l up. She'll
rot soon. We cm1 get another quarter acre of corn in here now, because she will not
shade the ground any more. 11

IIWhy cut out the little spruce? It doesn't take much room,lI said the boy.
II Well , who wants to wait a hundred years for a tree to grow? I won't be here then.
You'd better hook up and go to town after that coal."

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station
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Construction

We are doing some building here at the Southeast Experiment Station this spring.

and it is hard to get the regular work done because it is more interesting to watch

things go together. Digging was the first job~ and the oak trees had taken every bit

of moisture out of the soil. so that, below 4 feet. every clod had to be chipped off

with a pick.

While the boys sweat and strained on the shovels. I wondered what the mountains

of northern Minnesota looked like before they were all ground up by glaciers. Where

did the "niggerheads" come from and how did they happen to be placed right where we

decided to dig a ditch? What did this country look like when running water deposited

those li tt1e poclcets of gravel where our new laboratory is going up? How did running

water get up here on the top of a hill? Why aren't the gravel deposits larger. SO we

could put some on our roads?

Undoubtedly human beings have 11ved here for the last thousand years at least.
What would some of these early inhabitants think if they could see a white man in the
bottom of an8-foot trench laying "Single strength. salt glazed. vitrified clay sewer
pipe. truly round in cross section and free from cracks, checks. and blisters"' They
would marvel at the care with which each tile is laid precisely like the one below it,
at the cement soaked oakum calked into the bells and the mortar used to finish the
joint and make all tight. Probably the old chief would say, nThey never did that
when I was a young man. He is crazy. :Bury him."

Buildings are something like plants. They grow rapidly, reach maturity, serve
their purpose and then disintegrate. A builder and a farmer have in common. the
pleasure of making something useful or ornamental which will do good for themselves
or others. It is an art to take the materials at hand and with them create new forms
of greater service.

It is this creative instinct which keeps this old world of people and things from
going entirely to seed. A stiCk of dynamite or a war will destroy the accumulated
constructive efforts of many people, but fortunately there are so many instinctive
builders that the few who enjoy wrecking things are held in check, and some progress
is made in spite of monkey wrenches in the cog wheels. In fact, some wreckers are
needed to criticise and cast out the worn, outmoded and useless customs, theories and
practices which are treasured. not for their worth, but only for their antiquity.

Just the same. it is more fun to build than to tear down. When my efforts are
inspected and appraised. it is my fervent wish that the Master Engineer will find it,
"True work. square work, done in a workmanlike manner".

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Spring Showers

Black clouds begin to roll up in the west during the middle of a hot, hazy, humid

afternoon. The boys in the field glance up from the monoton~s succession of small

corn plants marching under their plows, and urge the horses to step a little faster,

SO that the end of the round mEq be reached before the rain arrives. .An ominous

stillness indicates that nature is holding her breath before the big blow. The traCe

chains, swinging against the singletree, sound like hammers.

The clouds roll up, higher and higher, driven by terrific winds, and a puff of

cold air causes a chill of foreboding to drivers now urging their teams to step faster.

In a neighboring field, a driver reaches the end of a round and heads homeward at a

trot. Off to the west and south, grey streaks indicate that rain is falling, and

strq drops spatter on the backs of dusty shirts.

Just a few more rods to the end of the row when the sky splits with a flash and
a roar, dumping a deluge of water on men, horses and corn. Dust becomes mud and
sticks to cultivator wheels and shovels. It is almost too thick to see when the fence
is reached, and the old mares turn for home a mite too soon, rooting out the last hill
of corn. Th~y sense that their dq's work is ended, and with heads high they step off
like a span of colts, aiming for the barn.

All of a sudden, the rain stops, the sun burns the clouds from overhead and chases
them off to the east and north. Ruts are rivers, and the earth fairly steams.

In the yard, with the horses put away, the wet shirts feel comfortable in the
heat. Every green thing has straightened up, turgid with the welcome moisture. The
cattle and sheep scatter out over their pastures, gathering the wet grass in great
mouthfuls. Chickens come from more or less well-chosen shelters and chuckle as they
scratch for the bugs coming out to see what it is all about. Birds fill the air with
"Thank yous" for the sun after the rain.

One can almost hear things grow, and there is a certain odor from sod after a
rain that is almost as welcome to a farmer a.s the smell of frying beefsteak. Thea.1r
is clean-washed. Plants, insects and animals feel an exhilaration which must be ex
pressed by activity. Only 1 am idle - daydreaming, until mother comes to the door
and brings me back to earth with the commonplace, "Did you get wet 1"

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station,Waseca
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lences

It requires art. science and a lot of hard work to put up a good fence. It also

takes cash, if quality materials are purchased, capable of long years of use and good

appearance. We have many miles of fence on this farm. some of which has been in for

20 years, affording a good opportunity to observe lasting qualities. We have con

cluded that good materials and good workmanship are more expensive in the beginning

but cost less per year of service.

It is hard to find a substitute for good wooden posts, preferably cedar or oak.
Steel posts are satisfactory for sheep, hogs, or even for larger animals, if they are
only turned in occasionally, but in regular pastures, they do not stand up. We tried
to economize by using three steel posts and then one wooden, but the fence went to
pieces in about 10 years as compared with 20 years where 5-inch cedar posts were put
in every rod.

We have also tried light wire, but find that No. 9 top and bottom with No. 11
filler and 6-inch stays, is none too stiff for heavy use. We like a 32-inch web with
four heavy barbed wires on top. It is eaSier to put up and serves the purpose just
as well as a 48-inch web. For hogs, a barbed wire at the ground line helps a lot, but
is dangerous for horses. Once old Topsy stood all night with her foot over a wire,
never getting a scratch, but most horses will fight until they saw a foot off.

N' matter how good the material, it will not stand up unless the fence is built
right. Corner posts tell a lot about the man operating the farm. We thiIik the best
thing is an B-foot cedar post. 8 inches or more in diameter. A couple of 3-foot,
2 by 6 "footers", well spiked or mortised to the bottom, help to keep the post from
heaving. Tamping around the bottom of the post is more important than tamping around
the top.

We think the best brace is a double arrangement, the first part an 8-foot, 4 by
4 set slightly below center on the center post and a bit above center on the first
brace post. The Second brace, 12 feet long, goes from about a foot above center on
the first brace post to a foot above ground on the second brace post. This puts all
the "lift" on the first brace post, with the wires to hold it down. The rest of the
fence just takes a good eye to line the posts and plenty of elbow grease to set them
solidly.

We expect to try a new wrinkle this summer. The junk dealer sold us side mem
bers from old automobile chassis at 60 cents each. We intend to use these for braces
in place of 4 by 4 timbers which cost 75 cents each and often rot at the ends. Cer
tainly car frames are plentiful tlIttld they are made of good material.

We hope that a new fence, with all the wires tight enough to sing, will turn even
old Dick when he reaches his long neck over to mow the grass on the adjoining field.
He wouldn't intentionally hurt a thing, but he does bend over steel posts like baling
wire. A ton of horse pushi~ on a fence, gives it a real test.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment station, Waseca
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~ Traged.y

Shorty grabbed my hand before I was entirely out of the car. "Daddy, Max found

a bird and its wing is broken, it has been hurt or shot or something, and it is bleed

ing and I shut it up in a box until you came to fix it. We fO'Wld it. so I think I'll

call it 'Flounder'. Wouldn't that be a good name and can you fix its wing so it will

be all right and can fly and then we III let it go and what does it eat ill

The young Upland Plover in Shorty's box had a bad wound at the base of the wing

whioh ~agged helplessly. There didn't seem to be much we could do, but a strip of

tape was applied to hold the wing tight and the bird was put back in the box to let

Nature cure the hurt, if possible.

At lunch, a full report was obtained. "He drank some water and I put three mos
qui toes in his mouth and he ate three half angleworms I dug in the garden. They
stretched out thin when he -----." Here Peggy requested that the subject be changed
until after lunch. Just then I noticed out the window that ToImllY, the cat, had made
a capture. He almost never catches birds and gets spanked if he does, bIlt gophers
~efair pre)'_

Shorty and Doris dashed out to make a rescue, came back for the flashlight, and
soon were under the porch, separating Tommy from his game - a young rabbit, badly
scared, but not hurt. This was promptly named "Bit's" and put in the cage with
Flounder. III called him 'Bitts', because he waS bitten", Shorty elucidated.

A sudden shower came up, and Shorty, in her stocking feet, dashed out in the rain
to rescue her hospital. As mother peeled off the wet clothes, Shorty explained, "I'm
sorry I got all wet again today. This is the second time, but Bitts and Founder were
getting wet and it might not be good for their health, and I didn't have time to put
my boots on when I noticed it was raining."

At night the unfortunates were put in a wire cage in the basement and carefully
covered with a sack from the seed house, bIlt Tommy and Shadow also sleep in the base
ment. Next morning Shorty came into our room with the tears streaming. IIFlounder
and Bi tts are both gone, and the door of the cage is open. Those nails I put in
didn't stay and the door came open and they are all gone and Tomny is licking his paws
and isn't it just terrible?"

One of the hardest jobs is to explain to little children why God permits s~Ch

things to happen. Why should a gentle playmate have savage instincts which indi1ce him
to kill and eat a helpless creature with no means of defense? It waS an hour before
the sobs were quieted and the tears wiped away.

"They were just getting to eat good too, and I think they would have recovered
all right. There isnlt even enough left for a funeral. The Johnson girls would have
liked to help us have a funeral. Oh well, we'll have to do something else. I'd better
go help Bobby feed the little goats. They are such a care. II

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment station, W~~e-a_
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The Glorious Fourth

"In the Good Old Days." said Grandpa, lithe Fourth of July was a day set aside

especially for boys. Some of the boys were little fellow of 30 or 40 pounds who shut

their eyes and squinched up their faces when the little 'Lady Finger' firecrackers

exploded. At the other extreme were broad-shouldered huskies whose hair was turning

white since they heard the roar and rumble of big guns at Gettysburg and Bull Run.

"For young men and old. It Grandpa continued, "it waS a daY of noise, conviviality
and adventure, to be anticipated and planned long in advance, then remembered and re
counted for months and years following. We heard speeches - yes, with fiery oratory
which made the planks of the speakers stand curl from the heat. At crack of dawn we
heard the old CaJL~on on the court house lawn roar its welcome to the great event.
We heard the last tired twitterings of the more enduring celebrants as the next dawn
approached. What a daYJ

"One night Demo, Dewy and I stayed in the haymow so as to get up early and miss
nothing. The horses below, crunching their hay, seemed to make an unu~l racket.
Stray heads of timothy were forever tickling our ears or getting on our blanket s.
Occasionally we did drop off to sleep, only to waken with a start when some horse
blew his nose or groaned as he lay down.

"We had borrowed a watch, and when 1t said 4:00 we decided it was time to get up
and do the chores. MY duties consisted of feeding sundry cattle, palling our two
milk cows and picketing out their calves. With lots of help, it went fast, especial
ly milking old Rosy who let the three of us pull at once. Then off to town, to see
the cannon fired and wake up our friends with firecracker salutes and much vocal en
eour8€ement.

"Each of us, by dint of long saving and heavy labor, had accumulated a dollar.
Pop, ice cream, candy, soda water. firecrackers. torpedoes and peanuts prevented the
unusual wealth from burning our pockets, but it did cause a slight agitation in the
mid-section. Brand new, bloo~red sport oxfords distracted attention from digestive
disturbances, but the ensemble was an expected part of the Glorious Fourth.

"Came the dusk. and with it, the lady who received most of my attention at that
sta€e of maturity. The gang all voted to attend a sho\V and have an ice cream soda
after. True, it would only require 30 cents for the two of us, but with only a thin
dime left of the morning's munificence, what could be done? A canvass of the other
boys offered no relief, but the kind damsel, sensing the situation, offered to loan
the necessary 20 cents. EurekaJ

"After midnight, with burning feet. growling stomach and aching legs, a bliss
fully happy boy dropped thankfully down on a corn shuck mattress and slept the sleep
of the Just. A perfect day.

lip. S. - The loan was duly repaid. II ---R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent,
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Visitors' ~

Every once in a while a remark is heard which leads me to believe these weekly

yarns have been read. If so, the readers may be interested in what kind of a place

this Southeast Experiment Station is. Some may even have a vague idea of looking the

place over, possibly to check up on my stories, and possibly to see whether any use

ful ideas can be gathered from the experiments and demonstrations which are being

conducted.

The place should show to good advant~e next week, because the small grain will

be about ripe, and we will try to have things "slicked up" a little for company. On

Wednesda-Y, the 15th of July, we are holding open house for all who care to find out

what an Experiment Station is for and how its work is carried on.

Of course visitors are welcome at any time, but this one day we will devote all

of our time to explaining our work and shOwing people about. We will even have some

of the specialists from the Central Station at University Farm, to explain the pro-

jects which are carried on cooperatively at Waseca and the other stations.

Most people will want to come in the morning and bring a. picnic lunch. We have
a nice grove near a 11ttle lake, and tables are available. About 1:30 we will have a
short program in the grove and then dri ve around the farm, looking at Milking Short
horn Cattle, Shropshire sheep, and the inbred Poland China hogs, some of which have
been inbred for eight generations. In the field, we will see new and standard
varieties of wheat, oats and barley. Corn variety tests, inbreeding plots and de
tasseling fields for producing hybrid seed can be inspected. Soybeans will not be
mature, but variety tests and spacing trials can be seen and discussed•

.All of us are creatures of haM t. We become accustomed to doing things a cer
tain way, and because we are so close to the job, it is hard to see how it may be
done in any other manner. Sometimes it pays good dividends to spend a day observing
how the other fellow does things, as it may indicate helpful ideas and Shortcuts.
'e have had Vi sitors' Day each year for a long whl1 e, and some men come back year
after year to see what is ne.w.. lTe haiMordered &- Ja1ce day for July 15th and hope to
see all of you here at the farm, which is located just at ~e outskirts of Waseca.

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Cheap Music

lhen we bought our present radio, it was a supersensitive, semi-intelligent

seventh wonder, equally good for delivering police reports or speeches from London.

Now it is an obsolete model, and would bring about 10 per cent of what it was intend-

ed to sell for. It has my sympathy, because I feel obsolete too, at times.

Still the radio continues to report what it gathers from the ether. ~e hear all

the latest data on pale pills for pained people, cigars, chewing gum, soft drinks and

bottled goods, interspersed with political speeches, canned music anG some that should

be canned.

One hunts up a program featuring a jazz orchestra or a blatant tenor singing,
"Love me eternally, just for tonight. It It all sounds like blah-blah-blah to me and I
can read or go to sleep in, spite of it. The little girls like the bloody, hair-raising
continued dramatics designed especially for children. consisting largely of shrieks,
yells. gasps and gunshots. Often! come in from outdoors and find the market reports
or a recipe for Mrs. Snodgrass' superb slumgulIi on, being howled at high frequency to
an empty house.

Of course we get fine things, too. Occasionally a good quartet or soloist
brings back memories with a program of the good old favorites. Sometimes a real
musician or a group of them stir the emotions or somebody gets off a new joke we can
chuckle over. Then, too, we all gather round when the football season is on, or
listen occasionally to a hot baseball game.

We get out of the radio just about what we select, and we get out of life just
about what we choose to get. It is not the number of tubes or the trimming on the
cabinet that counts. It is what program we connect with. We can get all blah-blah
out of life if we listen only for that. ~e can get drudgery out of our jobs or live
above them, as we choose.

Just outside our window we put up a little box and Jimmy and Jenny wren began
housekeeping there, almost before the pai;nt was dry. Oddly, that rough little box
which Shorty daubed \nth red paint, produces music I like better than most which
comes from the polished walnut of the radio. Jimmy told all the world about his
home building, and even when Jenny discarded the choice sticks he struggled to bring,
he sang her praises~ Why worry whether your radio brings a program exactly to your
liking, when master singers will perform day after day, saying, "Thank you II , for a
tin can or an old box?

---a. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Autobiography Qf ~ Cornstalk

"Once upon a time there was a nubbin in Mr. Greenwood's corn field. He had a big

circumference but less than normal length and was, to tell the truth, a little moldy

on the tip. He was affected with both Diplodia and Fusarium and his parent stalk had

tumors of Ustilago zea. In spite of this, he must be highly regarded, because he was

my father.

"No, children, of course Mr. Greenwood did not plant seed from a nubbin. He
selected very carefully, the best-looking ears from the best stalks, but the parent
stalk upon which my father was grown, devoted most of its energy to producing pollen,
and some of this carried allover the field by a gentle wind, fell on ~ mother's
silks, spread to catch the pollen grains. It so happened that a grain of pollen from
this particular disease-susceptible stalk fertilized the egg which became me.

"My mother was a grand person, tall, strong and healthy, so that when Mr. Green
w00d picked his seed corn he did not hesi tate to keep the fine-looking ear of which I
was a kernel. We were dried, shelled and stored away in the dark for a long cold
;vinter, but when the weather turned warm again, we were dusted with some evil smelling
ntuff and poked into the ground.

lilt was fun to sprout and get up into the air again, but almost at once my
troubles began. First a rabbit nipped off my growing tip and I had to make another.
Then a cultivator came along and almost completely covered me up. Just one leaf could
'I'<3Mh the air, and by working overtime in this one part of the factory, I was able to
ke\:lp alive and get up above ground again.

"One would think that this was enough trouble, but the covering had set me back
so much that the surrounding weeds were larger and more vigorous than I and took most
of the moisture before my roots could reach it. Then Mr. Greenwood came through with
his tractor cultivator and cut off most of ~ feeder roots on all sides, because he
plcwed too deep. In spite of this he didn't kill the weeds which grew right between
.no and the other stalks in my hill, and they continued to abuse me.

"Now it is getting hot and dry. I am too big to cultivate now, but my best
feeder roots were cut, the surface weeds keep the rain from getting down where I can
use it, and I fm di scouraged. My weakened condi tion has made me susceptible to the
diseases my father had and Mr. Greenwood should not be surprised to find that I will
;):'1.1y produce a nubbin for him. Oh \vell, it I S his loss."

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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~ Mines

Much excitement! Bess has a colt, and the kids all troop out to the barn with

me to see the new arrival. It is a mousey black with a few white hairs for a star

and its new legs seem stuck on helter-Skelter as an afterthought. Shorty gets a big

laugh as she watches its attempts at locomotion.

It seems that each leg is a separate entity, made up of knuckle joints which

operate in different directions$ This gives the impression that each leg is apt to

go wandering off by itself, leaving stra..."'lded a surprised baby. He seems to concen-

trate deeply upon the proper placing of each leg, and even then, some of them are ap-

parently aimed at random. Still, he gets over to us, and pushes his velvety nose out

h~fore him to discover whether we smell like warm milk.

The arrival of a new colt always reminds me of my fa.ther. How many times I have
seen him come in to breakfast, ,vi th a big smile and say, "There I s another thousand
dollars in the barn." He was so proud of his fine Percherons and liked to show them
at the fairs. Of course not all of his colts brought a thousand dollars, but some of
them broUtght even more.

Father made more than a comfortable living from his purebred horses, cattle and
hogs and had a great deal of pleasure from his stock. As a rule, he was pretty hard
headed, but once he listened to rosy dreams related by a preacher whom he trusted,
and signed up for some stock in a gold mine. Even he was intr1gl1ed with visions of
easy money.

It was the old story. The mine was "salted", and dad had to pay $10,000 for
boma pretty engraved certificates which proclaimed that he was a sucker like the rest
of them. Thirty horses were sold at auction, and most of the proceeds went to the
preacher and his confederates. Dad said his horses, his pets, his source of income,
might just as well have been led out and shot.

I have "bitten" mildly at times on various schemes which "looked good", but all
have ended up by being a total loss. Perhaps I will get caught in some "gold mine"
or similar enterprise, but at least I have been warned. I never look at a new colt
wi thout thinldng of father, his horses. hi s "gold mine" and his conclusion that the
farm was his gold mine and held better spend his energies working it, instead of
chasing rainbows, even thO'U.t;h they gave pretty shadow pictures of "easy money".

---R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent.

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Curiosity Killed A~

OBSERVE RELEJ.SE D~E

WednesdaY. August 5, 1936

Without informing anyone of her enterprise, Shorty went into the poultry busi-

ness. She found some obliging clucks in the hen house and. transferred them to an un-

used A-shaped cot, where they s~tt1ed down on elaborate "nests" constructed after an

entirely new pattern. Next the hunt began for "something to set" and eggs were

collected as opportunity offe~eac

The wild mallards contr5.buted eo few specimens they 1ef'~ lying around the yard.
The tame ducks left a !ew more within reach. Out by the garcen fence, a guinea was
surprised when 20 speckled beauties diSappeared from her carefully concealed cache.
Hen eggawere used to complete the three clutches, some being found here and there
about the barn, in various stages of anti qui ty, and others being "lifted" from the
hen house at the rate of two or three a day as occasion offered•

.
The hens were set and the eggs accumu.lated, but nothing happened. Then began a

cautious quest for information. "Daddy, how long does it take eggs to hatch? Is it
the beginning or the end of the week: when they hatch? Are the chickens alive inside
the eggs?" This sudden and continued inquiry into hen habits aroused suspicion and
finally led to the baring of the whole dark secret, followed by a visit to the seat
of operations.

Three weeks is a long time for a little girl to wait, and so we were amused but
not greatly surprised when Shorty announced, "There are chickens in my eggs, because
I peeled some of the shell off of one and it kicked." She didn't see why the chicken
died, because she patched the shell with adhesive tape. She took the loss philoso
phically however and next day was heard to remark,"Well, curiosity killed a cat and
this time it killed a chicken."

Some of the eggs hatched. Others might have been productive if Shorty hadn't
shaken them so hard to see if they said "plunk, plunk" like some George had. Four
biddies arrived first and were named Sunshine, Moonlight, Midnight and Four Spot.
Midnight caught cold or something, and passed away, thereby causing some sorrow and
a gorgeous funeral. Later three ducks and 16 gtlineas came to pick the fingers of
their little mistress and cause her endless worry over pens; feed and water.
"Chores are so inconvenient, sometimes." Labor requirementll were reduced somewhat by
leaving the door of the rabbit hutch open so the young jacks could "Escape back to
their mothers."

Shorty's attempts at "poultry IIla.Ilaf!;ement ll seem rather crude. She made so many
mistakes that could have been prevented if she had only asked those of more experi
ence, or even followed all of the good advice she received gratis. Several times I
have been on the point of "telling her a few things." and then didn't, because after
all, perhaps she runs her business better than I do mine•.

-----R. E. Hodgeon, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Strip Farming

/

Some of us who were raised on the prairie sections of Minnesota were rather

amused at our first view of "strip" farming. It looked as though the man on the corn

planter might have been "out" the evening before and let his team wander allover the

landscape. In and out. twisting and turning. the corn rows seemed to start wherever

it was convenient and end up where the team got tired.

More careful examination showed that the driver had simply kept to the same

level on a side hill, turning wherever necessary to keep on the same level of the

slope. On the next level, below the corn. grain was seeded, with a good stand of

sweet clover promising to stay over winter and make hay next spring. Below the grain

was another strip of corn. and alfalfa filled all the odd corners.

On some of the steeper slopes. the strips were terraced, some ground being
shoved over to make the strips more level. leaving ridges or dykes on the lower side
to hold the water and make it soak in. rather than to chase merrily down the hill
taking the best of the top so11 with it. Where nature had folded the land. leaving
draws between the humps, the "gutters" were sodded down with grass. or stone spill
ways were built to slow up the water and make it stop cutting gullies too deep to
drive across.

The United states Department of Agriculture 1s demonstrating how crops ~ be
grown on side hills and still keep the fertile top solI in place. The cce boys are
doing the work and learning various trades while doing it. Progressive farmers are
adopting the ideas so as to save their farms and raise profitable crops, in spite of
the extra labor.

It looks like good business all around, since it is based on cammon sense which
seems to be one essential for the successful operation of most productive enterprises.
At the same time, 1t made the level fields and thrifty crops on the prairie farms
look pretty good, in spite of the drouth. Most of us could remember back to the
days when it used to rain regularly and we decided that if the men on the hills
north of Spring Valley could ~ce a living by strip farming, there was still a chance
for us here on the prairie land to earn at least bread. butter and blackstrap
molasses where we grow crops lion the North 40" instead of on the "third terrace of
the west slope".

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Large Scale Farming

It takes 175 mules and 22 tractors to operate the 42 farms rented by one canning

comp~ in Minnesota. Necessarily, these farms must be close enough together to per

mi t moving equipment as it is needed in emergencies, so that the operations are large

enough to have a considerable effect on the community in which they operate.

If this were an isolated case, it would not arouse much comment, but a little
investigation shows that there are a large number of outfits in the state operating
from 1000 to 40,000 acres of land. Some of these large holdings are operated by
landlords and a few, particularly those owned by the canning companies, are run
largely by tenants. It brings up the question whether the farming of the future is
to be done by huge outfits who employ all their help, or by owner-operators who
depend mostly on their own labor and that of the family, to prod:u.ce an income from
land and equipment which they own.

It is a big question, and books might be written on the subject--probab1y wi th
out affecting the situation much. The big outfits usually have plenty of capital,
and the most modern machinery and can afford to hire experts to direct their various
operations. The small operators have to meet all problems themselves, often without
adequate training. and have to get along as best they can with such power and tools
as they are able to provide. The big advantage of the small farmer, operating on his
own. is a personal interest in every phase of the work and the absence of a:ny strikes
or labor troubles.

It all simmers down to a question of men and their inherent ability. Some ac
complish much more if they are under good direction and supervision. A visit to any
community will disclose farmers who are not getting the best results by their own
efforts. On the other hand, able men are making more income and attainiDf; much
greater personal satisfaction, by owning and operating their own farms. They put in
personal study, continuous drive, and in some cases business ability which it is
hard to secure from men working on a salary. Farms will be operated as long as food
is needed. The method of operation will depend on whether we can rat se enough men
who have the ability and initiative to run their own business. We need to breed
more efficient men as well as more efficient crops and livestock.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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fl.g Pastures

Two prime pigs met at the stockyards. They lay in the shade and rested after

their journey by truck, and after proper introductions had been made, they began to

visit. Miss Ethelene Duroe from Steele county was just a bit inclined to yawn as she

'grunted out the story of her life. "I was raised in the most sanitary surroundings."

she said a trifle arrogantly. "Our family waS farrowed on the most approved and dis

infected of cement floors. All of our feed was brought to us, and all we had to do

was eat and sleep. You can readily see how I achieved my present form. which is

commonly considered to approach perfection."

Mr. Polan D. China from Freeborn county seemed to approve of Miss Duroc's form.
but he was less certain that her home environment was all that it might have been.
"No wonder you are snooty if you have had a bunch of men as servants all your life."
he said. "You have never had to struggle in this world. and wouldn't know what to do
if you found a hole under the fence. There were 11 of us. born together in a winter
wheat pasture. We had great games in the tall grass, and learned to root for choice
grubs at an early 88e."

"Imagine rooting On a cement floor. II said Ethelene. wistfully.

"We were kept on the wheat pasture until it began to get tough and woody I and
were then turned into a new field of rape." continued Polan. "By this time we had
been weaned and uere big enough to get a considerable part of our living by grazing
on the r ape, mornings and evenings. The man who worked for me was lazy. He didn't
like to carry water so he put a pipe from the tank to the pasture. which sui ted us
all right because we always had a fresh drink when we wanted it."

"Didn't your man give you a:ny slop?" inquired Miss Duroc.

"He did for a 11ttle while before and after Mother left us, but when we learned
to lift the covers on the self feeder and find the corn and tankage, he seemed to
think the slop was too much trouble."

"Your man must have been lazy. Didn't he even come and clean out your pen and
look after you every da¥?" M~ss Ethelene was almost shocked at such negligence.

"Oh he came and looked at us once in a while. and when the feeders were empty.
he brought more corn with a team of horses. I know he worked sometimes, because he
was seeding another patch of winter wheat or rye just when we were taken to market.
Miss Duroc, do you suppose he was getting ready for pigs 'next spring? I never thought
of that. Perhaps he wasn't just lazy. Perhaps he was making us do as much of the
work as possible. That was rather clever of him, wasn't it. Ethelene?"

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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!!!J:. Plowiy

Every year. hundreds of thousands 01' acres of land in southern Minnesota arc

turned upside down. What a task! Methods have changed fran a crooked stick to the

modern tractor outfits, but we still feel it 1s necessary to plow, Most of us put

tive horses on the old l4-inch gang and send one of the boys out to do his 5 acres a

day.

Dad always seemed to know just how many furrows I should turn in a day, and it
left little time for dreaming, or for such adventures as chasing gophers, watching ant
hillS, or catching nice fat garter snakes enjoying the last warm sunlight. Plowing
seemed an endless job, turning over the narrow strip of ground, just dirt - and yet it
was rather pleasant when the weather was good. The easy effort 01' the tive big
Percherons. the creak of the harness, clink of trace chains and the subdued rip and
crackle as the coulter cut the brittle stubble and the lay pried the black dirt out
of the furrow.

I can't remember what I thought about all day as the team walked steadily back
and torth. Probably my mind was mostly a blank. Certainly the team required little
attention as I can remember plOWing five rounds with the lines tied to the level'.
Plowing was just a job, to be accomplished With as little physical dlscamtort as pos
sible.

Now I look at plowing from another angle. What can be done to insure a good
crop next year? First, I think that when moisture is at a premium, it 1s best to
plow early so as to prevent run-off, getting every drop of rain that falls deep in
the ground where it will do the most good. Second, early fall plowing makes it pos
sible to level 01'1' the ground and sprout a crop or two of weeds before Winter. Weed
seeds are hard to kill, but if we can start them growing, it is easy to muss up their
life history.

Third, fall plOWing gives the turrow slice a chance to settle and reestablish
contact With the ground below. If we get a dry spring it may be enough moisture can
be brought up from below to keep the seedbed tran drying out before the roots get
down. Besides, we want to rot the stubble, weeds, manure and roots plowed under, so
that the plant tood they contain will be available for next year's crop.

Fourth, soil turned in the fall freezes and thaws more often, improving the
flocculation or tilth, so that it works nicely.

Fifth, early fall plowing kills many insects or destroys their egg nests. Sixth,
it allows earljer spring planting and distributes the work. Seventh - but shucks, I'd
better quit this pencil pushing and get to work. There are reasons for spring plOWing
too, and everybody will do just as he pleases anyway.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Almost every farmer has his own pet method of getting in his seed corn. For 16

years, I picked seed fram healthy stalks in full stand hills and tried to elUninate

disease through careful ear testing. We got some good corn out ot it too, with

yields of 90 bushels per acre--and then discarded it in favor of hybrids.

Hybrid varieties are not so much better in yield than the corn we developed, but

they are outstanding in their ability to stand erect at harvest tUne and in the uni

formity of ripening. Immature nubbins often start spoilage in good corn and hybrids

have tar less than the normal number of these big-cobbed, soft ears.

Our present method of selecting seed corn is to husk all of the detasseled rows

into a wagon box and then get it in the drier as soon as possible. Many of the ears

look tough, but we know that the crossing has far more effect on the next crop than

the appearance of the seed, so it is all shoveled into the sheller.

I have shelled each ear of seed corn separately and looked it over carefully

before adding it to the ''No.1" sack. I have tipped and butted by hand as Dad did,

and now wonder what he would say if he saw us shoveling scrawny little, ill-filled

ears into a sheller, to be planted for field corn.

It has been hard to give up sane of the old ideas, but after years ot trying both
old and new, I am convinced that the hybrids are here to stay. The problem will be to
get good hybrids properly made. Just because two strains of corn are crossed gives no
assurance that the progeny will be worth growing. Most of the stuff tested is in
ferior to normal corn. but a few have "it" and give outstanding results.

Corn growers will do well to locate, right now, hybrid seed fram inbreds which
are known to be productive, grown by men who have proved that they are careful and
capable of turning out choice seed. Barbed wire does not provido adequate isolation
for crossing plots. Certification by the Minnesota Crop Improvement associat ion .ans
that a trained inspector believes the corn to be as represented.

Whether seed for normal varieties or the new hybrids is to be harvested, it is
still good judgment to pick it early;" dry it thoroughly ann store it safely. Even Dad
could not grow the bost corn in the county unless he had good seed.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast ExperUnont Station, Waseca
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Sweet Clover

Excessive heat and no rain left cattle little else but fresh air and sunshine if

they were in an ordinary bluegrass pasture last month. It almost drives a man crazy

to see his stock going hungry, and he usually dishes out anything he can find to fill

them. up - leaving nothing in store for the winter months:'

OUr cattle were lucky because they had green sweet clover, knee deep, all through

July and most of August, even after we took the first cutting for hay. Why does sweet

clover do so well for us and not so well for others?

Most farmers offer two objections to using sweet clover for pasture. First, they

are afraid of getting sweet clover as a weed in grain and corn fields. Second, they

may have had losses from bloat. We have had almost no trouble from either after 12

years of use, but I don't know why.

We once set up a "time of plowing" experiment to see when we could best kill
sweet clover, and for 2 years made a complete eradication by plowing 8 inches deep,
fall or spring, late or early. It is our general practice to plow sweet clover in the
early fall of the second year, then put the land to corn for two seasons. We had a
few survivors this year in a 25-acre field of Thatcher wheat, but not too many to pull
by hand in a short time.

Our .freedom from bloat is even harder to explain. We have never lost a cow and
only one or two sheep out of over 60 head of stock pastured day or night, wet or dry,
tall or short, lush or woody, for months at a time, year after year. Others just
can 't seem to use it under any condition. We have lost stock fran bleeding after
minor operations when fed sweet clover as either hay or pasture, but not fran bloat.

Why do some animals bloat and not others? Why do they bloat on some days and
not on others? "Why do animals bloat? I have never found satisfactory answers for
these questions. A veterinarian once told me cows bloated from gas in the rumen.
Anybody who has relieved a bloated an1mal is aware of this, but why?

Some people have pet preventives. Soda, salt, methods of feeding and watering,
all have their advocates. We would like to test than. out but we haven't a chance.
We don't get bloat. We keep the cattle on pasture day and night except when they
cane up and ask to get in to water, shade and salt in the barn tarde We keep straw,
corn stalks, or poor hay in a rack since they crave some dry feed and it helps to
prevent scouring. Is the tendency to bloat, hereditary? We need to find out more
about it.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Disconsolate Ducks

Same of our little ducks dawdled away dozens of days before they had an oppor-

tunity to learn that water didn't always came from a faucet. A sudden shower one

morning found them far from shelter, and we who peeked through the window enjoyed

their discomfiture, as humans are apt. to do.

At the first deluge, the old white hen humped her back and "took it". The

youngsters tried madly to get in under her wings, but it is physically Unpossib1e for

15 half grown ducks to get under one hen. In a minute or two, the ducks began to

realize that water wouldn't even wet them; in fact it was something they liked, and

how they splashed and kicked, straining every tiny puddle through their bills, with a

tut-tut-tut-tut, like an outboard motor on a distant boat. Except to the stoical old

hen, the expected disaster turned out to be a picnic.

To all except one duck with an irrational idiosyncrasy who seemed to believe

that the sky was surely falling. He ran hither and yon, stretching his head up to

see where it was coming from, and getting hit wit):! rain~ops every time. In the key

of C he wailed his disconsolate dissatisfaction with everybody and everything. He

yelled, he cried, he screamed, he scolded, until the other ducks oou1d no longer ig-

nore him, in spite of their pleasure in the puddles. One after another, they cocked

an"'-ear and listened to the broadcast. Then they too, became excited, ran around in

circles, flapped stubby wings and finally lit out helter-skelter for the chicken

house.

Of course the ducks were silly to leave their most enjoyable puddles and steam in
a close hot chicken house, just because one of their number didn't like it, but are
ducks 'so different than people? Haven't mobs often been incited to violence because
somebody "started things"? Aren't people always leaVing happiness and contentment and
ge~ting into all kinds of hot water just because same hair-brained spellbinder told
them the sky was falling? Haven't--I'd better quit this before the lady of the house
starts reminding me of several occasions where I have acted like a duck. Anyway, I
still think they were silly. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast ExperUnent Station, Waseca
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Niggerheads

When a big heavy plow, pulled by a powerful tractor hits a ton of granite which

nature buried in hard clay several thousand years ago, something bas to give. Our

soil is nice black loam with a deep clay subsoil, and very productive (when it has

just enough rain). One of its few drawbacks is niggerheads.

I have no idea where the name originated and I can see no resemblance to any

colored gentleman of my acquaintance, but the comnon name seems to stick and the

rocks are so called in polite society. Their designation in the field is another

matter, and most of it had better be left out of print.

The boulders vary in weight from 100 pounds to as much as 6 tons, and a new crop

is harvested every time the land is plowed. We used to dynamite the big ones, but

now use an old plow beam, a log chain and the big tractor. A small opening is made

beside the pebble, the point of the plow beam is dropped in and the tractor rolls

them out onto a stoneboat unless they weigh more than a ton and a half.

We have taken on scme new land this fall and have a wonderful crop of nigger-

heads. First a crew of six men, three spreaders and 11 horses cover the stubble with

"gold dust". Next canes the big tractor pulling a 3-bottom l6-inch plow. Whenever

the driver strikes a rock he sets up a white stake, and two men "mop up" the stones.

The little tractor handles the ordinary ones and the big ones are made ready for the

.. plow puller on the next round. Does anybody want a thousand tons of niggerheads?

Perhaps the stones are put in to make the job interesting. Life would be just
too easy if we didn't have a hard jolt oooasionally. Sometimes we can go around the
rocksr but that spoils the field. The best way is just to put on sufficient power to
move obstacles as we ccme to them. Perhaps they were put in our path to test our
temper, our power and persistence. As Mother used to quote, "Of course it's right to
be happy and bright, when life moves along like a song. But the man worthwhile is
the man who can smile, when everything goes dead wrong".

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Pickin' Taters

Do all a.."'lts have the instinct to store up food for winter, or does lithe organi-

zation" see to it that every member does her bit for the common good? In humans, some
,

do not seem to have the instinct to store away things in the fall, depending on ti~

cans and restaurants for the winter's sustenance.

Most farmers like to get the grain in the bin, the corn in cribs, mows full of

hay, stack yards piled with straw and fodder, ready for cold weather. Similarly,

most farm women are justified in a bit of gloating over their well filled fruit

cellars - lots of hard work put up in cans to keep their folks well and happy when

cold winds whistle through bare apple trees.

Saturdays are precious to school boys and I can remember missing several foot-

ball games when Inother needed help to get in the fall garden truck. Under her close

superVision, tomato vines were hung up in the cellar where they continued to furnish

ripe fruit for at least 2 weeks. Squash, pumpkins, melons, onions, carrots, par-

snips, all had to be lugged to the basement and stored. Apples had to be picked and

wrapped, bushels of them, and then the worst job of all - picking up potatoes.

I never had any objection to eating all the good things mother put on the table
and even some that were "snitched" before they got that far, and no particular ob
jectitn to packing the things away for her, but why did it always have to be done on
a Saturday when a football game was arranged? W'h.v couldn't I have stayed home fDom
school a few days and done the necessary work?

Time has changed the picture. Now the storing of winter supplies seems far more
important th&"'l a pick-up tussle over a ball on some back lot. The kids spend all
week in school, why c~~lt we get a little help from them on Saturdayo? It's all a
matter of viewpoint, and the difference of opinion will probably continue as long as
there are pa:cents and boys.

Anyway, it gives ~e a fine comfortable feeling to see the cellar well filled as
well as the barns and feed bin. It is one of the satisfactions worth worldng for.

-----R. E~ Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Balanced Fanning

A good farm manager is one who can choose enterprises most suitable to his con

ditions and then operate these enterprises in such a way as to secure the largest net

returns from the farm as a whole. Every mistake he makes cuts his income, so it takes

thinking, figuring, skill and hard work to make things come out right at the end of

the year.

A friend of mine qUit farming a.p.d went into the machinery business. This se_ed

strange and I asked him why. "I ca...."1 make money rai sing crops," he sai d. "My yi elds

were alw~s high and I kept my cost's down, but I couldn't more than break even on

livestock. I couldn't ~ trouble coming until II AAPpened." He was wise enough to

see this, and went at something he could do better.

Another friend is a good example of a farm manager who balances his operations.

He rents a farm because that is cheaper than owning it. He has figured out how many

acres of each crop he can handle to best advantage, how many hogs, how many cattle,

how much hired labor, and then devotes his energies to growing the best of everything

and getting top prices for what he grows.

"I turned down orders for 75 boars, II Phil told me. "Well, why not raise 200
next year instead of 100? Won1t you make more money?" I .. inquired. "If I raise more
hogs, I~ have to raise more corn or buy it, and that upsets my whole plan. I raise
100 pigs each year, sell the 35 top boars, and send the others to market. They are
Usually spoken for a year in advance and I'm sure I can sell that many at top prices,
any year."

Sometimes his neighbors think Phil is too conservative, but he made money - even
in recent years. Isn't that a. good test for any farm manager? His farm always
seems to run itself, because every operation is studied; systematized and fitted into
the whole plan sO nicely that two men can handle it, even in bad weather.

October is a good month in which to check up on the summer's mistakes and list
them for attention during the winter.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca.
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Seed Shows

The judge came back and gave sample No. 27 another careful examination. .All of

the ears were of the same length, and had 16 rows of uniform yellow kernels showing a

nice dimple dent. Each ear was heavy, the corn was solid on the cob~ ~1d the row of

kernels laid out above the sample showed no wrinkling or discoloration about the germ,

All but one had come out clean, indicating maturi ty.

Turning to the secretary of the sho \'1 , the jUdge announced hi s deci sion. "I will

place sample Ho. 27 in first place, because it is more uniform in kernel type, in

size of ear and maturity. It is not as well filled on tip and butt and is therefore

a trifle less showy than sample No. 14 which will be n.laced second, but No. 14 has

one ear which is somewhat light and chaffy. II

"No. 6 will place third because some of the ears shown have too many rows for
the variety. No. 18, placing fourth, is mature, but the ears differ in length, and
the kernels show various degrees of indentation. The other samples are placed lower
because of the lack of maturity in Rome cases, irregularity of kernel type or
variations from varietal standards. One sample of yellow corn has one white cob
which disqualifies it. Several samples show wh:He kernels, which would make it
di ffi cuI t to rank: them any higher. It

So said the jUdge, and Jim Murdock was tickled pink. For 7 years he had tried
to learn what the judges looked for in a la-ear sample of corn. Last year he had won
third, and this yeax he had spent mornings, everdngs and Sundays, hunting, SOL'ting,
selecting, discal~ding, until at last he had picked 10 ears that won the first prize
of 2 dollars.

Was Jim after the money? Not particularly. He had won a coveted honor, become
acquainted with a lot of fine folks who ~ere interested in better crops, learned a
lot about corn and played a good game. Jim decided it was f~ in spite of the hard
work and beg~i wondering where his corn would place at the state show.

JUdges do net alw8Ys agT~2 on what qv.alification~ should place ~ sronple in first
"0:a~e. 13ei:ng hUl.lan, t~1e:' al se l'lalce m:' Sta}:d3. How6ver, showinb' corn or 1ivestock is
[',n interesting game and has its aruE;:':.'G de\otees. It is too bad. that the rules can
not be rearranged so as to keep the interasting features of tho present crop show
and yet place some emphasis on economical production.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
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Halloween

The wind seemed to be full of icicles that cut faces and hands and penetrated

through sweaters and coats. It was 10 P.M. and the scattered street lights seemed

frozen within their globes so that around each, only a few square feet of blowing snow

were illuminated. .A. shrill whistle was answered twice, and from all directions,

skulking forms drifted to a dark corner where 20 conspirators stamped their feet and

planned nefarious projects.

One group broke away and went up the alley at a jog trot. Other groups received

instructions and faded away until only the bare branches of the old maple offered

resistance to the sleet.

Half an hour later, the bleak darkness of the schoolhouse lawn showed darker
blobs which converged before the front steps. Coming closer, one might see a variety
of inanimate objects never intended for a schoolhouse lawn. These were packed with
ingenuity, skill and much effort where each would do the most good. Finally, a big
haYrack was upset and all hands were lifting it to the top of the pile, when, "Bang,
bang, bang," flame split the dark:.'1ess.

Forms scattered in every direction, falling over obstacles, jumping fences,
dodging behind hedges and buildings; the c1 ty officer with flashlight and gun in hot
pursuit. One figure fell in ~he gutter, convinced that he \vas mortally wounded, only
to find later that there were no scratches except those made by ,the frozen ground.

Generations of boys have piled things on schoolhouse steps and in the old days
even upset sundry small buildings, expecting leniency because it was "Hallowed Even"
and boys were expected to do such stunts. Young men with energy and ambition crave
adventure and will find it in some w~. Few seem clever enough to plan real fun
which will not cause any loss or discomfort to others. In the excitement of a big
gang, it is hard to always draw a careful line between good fun and plain meanness.

Some towns and cities make an effort to prOVide their boys and girls ~rith whole
some adventure under adult guida..."'1ce. All sorts of organizations and plans have been
wC'X'kei out, wi th "good sense ll "tS an objecti. 'reo Other tOllms simply increase the size
of t.heir jails, hire more polic8men to briJ.1f; in the culprits a:.ld more judges to
sentence them.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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'Thanksgiving

It is fall, aJ1Q the breath uf the Northland i~ c.hill
Searing down summer's gorgeous display.

And the garden looks bare ror the flowers are still,
All their beauty is taken away.

~e have planned, we have planted, and watched with a thrill
As the SUl1 showed what pictures could be

lith a riot of color beyond painter's sill,
ITith fragrance a blind man could see.

But flowers fade quickly. Their spirit departs
When the cold of November arrives.

Only memory treasures them deep in OUl' hearts
Dhere the picture they made, still survives.

May we be humbly thankful for pleasures we've had
For our loved ones, our homes, and our friends.

MaY we cherish the good and forget all the bad
Be our best, ere our short journey ends.

-----R. E HOdgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, rraseca
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Thrift

Webster defines thrift as, "Care and wisdom in the management of one's resources]'

Since 'ilebst~r is the authority, no one can dispute the definition, but every Tom. Dick

and Harry considers himself tha fi:lBl arM ter as to just what should be done about it

and how. rie commonly SE:.;{ that the ma.n who has accumulated large possessions is

thrifty, but all too often we regard possessions as money and goods only.

I know a miser who started with Lothing and died wealthy. He worked himself and

hi s family to the limi t. allo'.'red hiLl~elf no pleasure, 11ved in squalor and died un-

mourned. His children spent years squabbling over the est~te, so that their lives

were futile and embittered. At the other extreme is the "modern" youth who holds up

a pool hall with his back and fills his head with a "burnned" cigarette. He is too

lazy to work, too shiftless to save, and too reckless to take thought for his future

or that of others.

Too few people take stock of their resources and use them wisely. Some think,

because they had no chance to go to college, they can never aspire to knowledge, but

some of the finest minds the world has known were self trained. I knew a woman who

had only 4 years of schooling, but she knew English literature and had memorized

countless passages which gave her inspiration. A busy farm mother, she learned the

spelling, pronounciation, and meaning of the words used by the great speakers and

writers of her day. She knew more than a little about the stars, the birds, the

crops, and the animals of the farm.

She was thrifty and ~ad possessions, such as a keen appreciation of the things
around her, a host of warm fri~nds, eT'.d the ability to live above her humdrum days of
hard work. Rer childr£:1. coulCl. not s<;'.la~ble over the inheritance she left them of high
ideals, a desire to be 0:1: serVJoGe to rJthers, and loving memories of her kindness.

A thrifty person is neither a t1tightwadJl nor a careless spender of time. ability,
heal th, energ'.1 or money. He prepares for the future by 1iving and learning to the ut
most. in the present. He makec a vrise division of his zffort in s8l"ring himself and
serving othel's~ H,:' may ';r may not accumulate mOlluy, bu u in 8~.ther c£.se he will learn
to live effectively and ~heerfully. Just for fU:1, co~n(. ove~ :he ~hrifty poople you 0

kno'.Am·I • lIow o:).g. are they!... lfuy Pore. theY thrifty? I.s tb:C':.ft. hel d up 'ut;) Y0J: people as
an erJ.can J.a.eat o( Is ~ u taugnt J.n tIle sChools1 t~ow C"::l 1 t be a~au.l:red·-----R. ~. ho1gson, ~uperln~en ant

Southeast Experiment Station, ITaseca
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Tree Farming

When a bushel of corn goes over the fence into the pig lot I wonder if the hogs

realize how much labor has gone into that feed. On every farm, horses and tractors

are pulling plows, day after day, turning the top few inches of soil upside down.

Next spring there will be disking, dragging, planting, rolling, cultivating and har

vesting if nature permdts us to grow a crop. Being naturally lazy, I wonder if there

is any easier way to accomplish the same results.

The next 10 years will prObably see a much greater percentage of our farm land

put to hay and pasture. Thi sis one way of reducing labor on the farm and at the

same time conserving fertility. My own guess is that we could make just as much net

re~ in southern Minnesota if 20 per cent of the present corn and grain land were
r

seeded down. Perhaps there are other ways of getting feed with less labor.

A recent article by some investigator stated that honey locust trees produced up

to 10 bushels of seed pods per tree. These pods analyzed 33 per cent sugar, were

high in protein and when ground were eagerly consumed by all classes of livestock.

Think of a fine stand of "feed" trees on a steep side hill, where all the acorns

or seed pods would roll down into bins at the bottom, ready for fattening the stock.

Nothing to do but catch the crop in the fall, while the trees grew into valuable

timber. In the case of locusts which are legumes, the trees would also store up

nitrogen to enrich the soil. No expensive machinery, no pulling rocks, no gasoline,

no expense! I'm looking for a side hill farm~

Seriously tho, there are tremendous possibilities along this line. Undoubtedly a
little search would discover trees of more than ordinary value for quantity prOduc
tion of seed, and trees can be grafted. Methods could be devised for harvesting,
storing, and feeding these crops so that farmers - or would they be foresters - could
make milk, beef or pork at less expense than we now think is necessary. No strip
farming, no terracing, no plowing---just soil improvement, water contrOl, shelter
belts, lumber supplies, wild life refuges and plenty of hog feed. Guess I'll go
puild an aCorn bin. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Eighteen years ago I was getting ready to enter the ar~ and save the world for

Democracy. I was all ready to go a year before, but as a County Agent, I was in

government service and my registration application was refused. At last a man was

found to take my place and after all sorts of examinations had been passed, permis-

sian was received to take the train for camp on November 11. Just an hour before I

reported for duty, orders were received to stop all further shipment of cannon fodder,

so the "enemy" must have heard I was coming and stopped the war right then. I just

missed being a hero by one hour!

It doesn't seem so long ago, rold yet there has been time to get a little glimpse

of what the war did to us. The poison gas has been busy for 18 years and its effects

will probably be felt for at least another generation. One would think that human

beings, with the advantages of our vaunted "civilization", would carefully avoid

another war, but no, the bands are plaYing, bright uniforms marching and nations

bleeding themselves white to provide armaments for the "next war".

I'm not an extreme pacifist, and object to having my face used as a doormat. but

my small e~erience indicates that noses which are pointed for trouble, usually get

punched sooner or later, while those backed by a smile, may retain their natural

shape to a ripe old age. What gain can possibly come from war which will compensate

for what it costs?

The election is over now, and the politicians can quietly forget all the wild
campaign promises which their imaginations devised. In the final analysis, we will
have wise or foolish leadership, depending on the character and training of the lead
ers we have selected. Generally, the leaders fairly represent the character and
training of the men and women who sel~ct them.

How can we keep out of trouble Yil.';n prize fig:1ters, ball players, gangsters and
movie stars are the ideals of almos~ 0very child? These professions receive the high
est pay, the greatest publicity, and the most discussion in practicallY every house
hold. Boys know more about Dillinger than about Edison. Girls rave over. Gable or
Vallee. but have never heard of Kel1o~g, Mellon or Morrow. The professions of educa
tion, religion rold statesmanship are most important fro~ the standpoint of public wel
fare, but what glamour do they offer to attract the most intelligent young men and
women? Will we ever learn? -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, waseca
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Christmas Stirs the Best in Men

Picture, please, a Christmas morning
And a scene pure white with snow,

Not a 30und to break the silence
Ag the sun begins to show.

In the background is the woodlot,
Bare black trunks and branches laced,

SllUgly resting since the snowflakes
Summer's scars and grime erased.

There's a house, thick-furred with rabbit,
Peeping over drifts of down,

Smoke ascending in a spiral
Makes a halo or a crown.

Slanting r~s of sunshine gli tter
As they touch the barn and shed,

Paint wi th gorgeous golden glory
Walls we know are just plain red.

Tips of fence post, capped wi th milk foam,
Silver wires, set with gems,

Even weeds along the fence row
Boast their pearl-encrusted stems.

In the house a sleepy baby
Wakes to older children's noise.

He can't understand the reason.
But he smiles to hear the boys.

Little sister hugs her dolly,
Jim and :Bill can hardly wait

'Till with chores and breakfast over
They can run aw~ to skate.

All the children form a cluster
Round the big four poster bed

So that mother can admire
Everything from caps to sled.

Dad's surprised to see the presents,
Wonders Santa knew the size!

Such enthusiastic rapture
Brings the moisture to his eyes.

Then, to hide his own deep feelings
He must hurry out-of-doors.

Too much jay will suffocate him
But he sings while at the chores.

Vlho can understand why Chri stmas
Moves emotions hid so deep?

Children's thrills, their smiles and chatter
Make the pictures we would keep.

Why does Santa Claus bring presents?
Why are carols sung once more?

Why the tinsel. stars and candles
.All a part of Chri stmas lore?

Who cares why? It is accompli shed.
Christmas stirs the best in men.

Wipes out grim despair and trouble,
:Brings back childhood fai th again.

Christmas pictures tell a story
Memories may long retain,

Always bringing back the feelings
We are happy to regain.

Thank Thee, Lord. for Christmas Spirit,
Open wide our eyes to see.

May we emulate ~hy precepts
Love, as we'd be loved by Thee.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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New Year Resolutions

It is an old American custom to make up a set of New Year's resolutions about

this time of the year. It is also an old American custom to forget them almost i~

mediately and go ahead following the old habi ts which have laid their tracks across

our minds.

Many of the good resolutions made remind me of the boy who told me what he was
going to sacrifice during Lent. 1. He resolved to give up chocolate candy (he didn't
like chocolate). 2. He would not go to the movies (he was broke). 3. He would not
smoke cigarettes (they made him sick). Ridiculous, isn't it, and yet, knowing the
boy, I feel he sincerely believed that he was duly observing Lent.

Thi s made me begin to wonder if my o\vn resolutions were on a par with his. For
a change, I'm going to try a new stunt this year. Perhaps it won't work, but at
least it will be different, and it seems to have possibilities. I'm going to aSk
each member of the fandly to make five resolutions for each of the others. There
are 6 of us, so each Should have a fine list of 25 things the others would like to
see changed. It probably won't· affect any of us very much, but it maY provide some
amusement.

It is often the little things which irritate most. How many families agree as
to whether a tube of tooth paste should be squeezed on the end or on the side? How
many arguments take place between Ifside-squeezers ll and "end-squeezers"? I once saw
two full grown men, one a college professor, almost get sore over a tube of tooth
paste. Finally, I let the "side-squeezer" (that's my faction) use my tube. and peace
wae restored.

The other members of the family all have deep fundamental faults which should be
corrected, but I have small hope of changing these. The faults are part and parcel
of their identity, and as such are accepted without much question, but perhaps they
will do some of the little things which will help. Perhaps friend wife will quit
"end-squeezingll my shaving cream so that it pops out allover me when I take off the
cap. Perhaps Shorty will not interrupt my deep and weighty expositions of wisdom.
It 11183 be that Dodie will do things "right now" instead of "in a minute"; Bud may
talk a little louder so I can hear him. Peg may - Oh what's the use? None of those
things amount to fiddlesti ck9. I think: my folks are just about all right as they
are, but perhaps I can learn something.

One resolution I'm going to keep right now, and that is to wish a very Happy New
Year to all of you who take time to read these rambling observations•. I've had fun
wri ting them, and if they have given you a laugh or a useful idea during the past
year, I am well repaid. If you think: of any changes that would help, let me knO\'l.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca



Carlo. the Farm Dog

Carlo certainly had few idle moments. Upon him rested the supervision of a whole

farm, with all the livestock, children, adults. and vi ai tors usual to a large Southern

M~lnnesota pork and butterfat factory. In the summer, cows and horses must be brought

in from pasture night and morning. Children must be accompanied on picnics, as well

as on fishing and swizmning expeditions. Gophers must be chased and dug after, visi

tors and their cars must be carefully inspected and the sign of approval or disap-
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proval left on the conveyance.

As the weather turned cooler, there were mice to catch when shocks were loaded,
rabbi ts to chase, and an occasional hunt to manage. Carlo was well aware of :hi s
duties when guns were shouldered and the boys set off through the cornfield. He would
chase madly through grass, brush. or cornstalks, occasionally scaring up a bird, more
by accident than by cunning. If the bays dropped him, well and good, Carlo brought
back the game proudly. Once when the boys missed too many. times, Carlo caught a
wounded pheasant all on his own hook.

In the vnnter there was little let up in the duties of a responsible dog. He
paced sedately about the barn during chore time, making sure that all was well. When
the horses were turned out for a drink, Carlo made sure .they went straight to the
stalk field instead of running allover the place as they felt like doing after a fill
~f cold water.

Topsy. the black broncho, was the worst problem because she had no proper respect
for dogs and put up a fight almost every day. Sometimes barking alone would keep her
on the .st~aight and narrow path. but frequently it was necessary to snap at her nose
and dodge her forefeet - or nip her heels and then crouch to avoid the resulting kick.
If Topsy ever got loose, the horses would scatter allover the place.

When stock was driven to market, Carlo was all important, keeping the lambs,
steers, or pigs on the right of way and out of lawns and gardens, turning the proces
sion at the proper corners, and getting the last maverick into the gate at the yards.
Enough work for two good dogst Why shouldn't he act proud when the job was done?

Then 1'1; was necessary to meet the kids when they came home from school, and if
Ghere was time have a romp with them in the snow. Usually, chores were being done and
there was no opportunity for any frivolity. After the milk was separated, the calves
fed, the horses bedded down, and the sheep shut in their dog-tight corral, came the
most pleasant hours of the day. when a tired dog could relax.

It was a simple matter to "work" the woman of the house. One didn't pay much at
tention to her as a rule, but she was part of his family and occasionally useful. For
example, an appealing look from the eyes, accompanied by tail wagging, usually earned
a hand-out anytime of the day. In the evening a whining bark signifying extreme cold
and lonesomeness would almost always secure entrance to the ld tchen.

What more could a dog ask? A rug by the warm fire, the kids chattering around
the table or poring over books. the boss reading his paper and the Mrs. doing the
mending - a cheerful, comfortable, safe, and satisfying atmosphere, where a good
steady dog could put his nose between his paws and peacefully dream of broncos con
quered, rabbits caught, dangers averted and bones chewed. On the whole, Carlo was
fairly well satisfied with his family. ---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, ITaseca
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]inter Vacations

About all of the fall work which will get done this year should be out of the

way now, and farm folks have a little breathing spell before beginning operations in

1937. December is an easy month on the farm. Nothing to d~ but milk the cows twice

a day, feed the calves, pigs, horses, chickens, sheep, steers, and the family, haul

feed and manure, shovel snow, thaw out water pipes, and stoke the fires. Practically

a vacation!

Nevertheless, it is sometimes possible for mother and father to trust the stock
with Jim and the house with Katie while the business managers of the enterprise
change pastures for a few days or even a week. Most farm mer.. and women couldn't be
happy sitting idle in a big chair, but a change of occupation is a rest.

The results of next year's business depend, to a great extent, on the choice of
enterprises as well as the careful planning and skillful handling of land, labor, and
capi tal. Before starting to make next year I s plans, why not try and see what new in
formation can be had which will help to make the farm more profitable? Knowledge is
8.·~CU!lIUlated experience and sometimes it is cheaper to find out what experience the
0~her fellow has had, so as to avoid mistakes or take advantage of new ideas which
·Turk out to advantage.

This year Farm and Home Week will be held at Universi ty Farm, St. Paul, December
28 to January 1 inclusive. Here the professors of your agricultural college will try
~~d tell all they know which may be helpful to you. Better still, there will be a
~n.ou~and or more other farmers there, and almost as many farm women. The majori ty of
~hese will be folks who are making a go of their own business in spite of drought,
~olitics. and taxes; and their accumulated experience is about the best information
~::. the world concerning Minnesota farm problems.

Those who wish, may go to University Farm for a day or the whole week. They may
~0 to classes or just visit around. They may stay at the School dormitory, or with
friends in the city or at a hotel. They can just go for fun or to dig up all the in
;..'ormation aVailable concerning the things they are interested in. There is a library
..>111 of agricultural books.

At any rate, it is a useful change of occupation and it is the common experience
~f those who attend each winter, that they return to their homes, feeling that the old
place looks better than ever, but fired with new ideas, new plans, and the ambition
~o ~3ke it still more comfortable as a home, more profitable as a factory, and more
s~tisfactory as en occupation.

-----R. E. HOdgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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"Just Wiohin l II

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

The little kids all write you letters, telling what they want for Christmas, so

wh~r canl t a Superintendent write and tell you what he wants for "his ll h'1leriment

St~tion7 Of course, I know that the Experiment Station and the University of which

it is a part belong to the people of Minnesota, and that through their legislators

they decide what we can have to work wi tho Still, it doesn l t do any harm to ask,

does it?

Well, first, Santa Claus, we need a granary. We are operating 590 acres of the
best land in Minnesota and have cattle, sheep, hogs, and horses, but there is no
building in which to store and grind feed. There are small feed bins in the barn,
but we canlt find room to store our seed grain and corn, let alone seven or eight
kinds of feed. Please, Santa Claus, we need a granary and corn crib.

Then, Santa Claus, we could make mighty good use of a hog house. We keep from
30 to 50 sows each year for e~erimental work, and have one hog house with six pens
and a dozen little shelters on skids to cover all the multitude. Itls hard to find
a place to put all the fall pigs and "old ladies" during the winter, and mean busi
ness taking care of pigs in the spring. Please, we want a lot of pens with outside
lots and straw 10ft to keep it warm.

Another thing· we need greatly is a place to dry, shell, and store seed corn.
We have small lots of a dozen or more varieties, Santa, and are trying to get the
best hybrid seed into quantity production as soon as possible. The farmers want corn
that will stand up, Santa Claus, and we need a building in which to handle our seed
stocks. Please lea.ve out any rats and mice if you bring us the corn building, Santa
Glaus. Welre trying to use the lecture hall for a corn drier now, and the mice at
tend every session.

Those are the buildings we are most in need of, Santa Claus, but we would like
to have you give us a deed to the land we are now renting. We can rai se our own
feed if we have this land, and can find clean ground for pigs, and lambs. It all
lies together in one piece and 1 1m afraid if we donlt buy it someone else will and
then our Station will be 'cramped for land again. Please, Santa, weill try and pull
~ll the rocks and kill all the thistles on it, if youlll put all that half section
in our stocking.

Land and buildings won I t do us much good, Santa, unless we know how to make pro
peruse of them. Please send me a big electric light to hang over my small brain,
so I may be bright enough to see more of the story Nature is trying to tell us. I
need at least a bushel more patience, a ton of tact, an acre of ability, barrels of
wisdom, and a thousand kilowatts of energy, if I am to do all the things which seem
worth doing. Please tuck in a handful of helpfulness, a keg of kindness, and fill
the rest of your sleigh with understanding.

With best Christmas wishes to you and Mrs. Santa Claus,
Very truly yours,

:Dab
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The Farm La,yout

I'm lazy, and hate to think, so the more I can organi~e the farm to run by

routine, the better. Take the matter of cropping plans. for instance. I have talked

wi th farmers who apparently didn't decide what to plant or where to plant it, until

they were ready to go in the field. This would get me all balled up and make too

much work all in a.bunch. I like to make plans during the winter, so that I know as

accurately as possible how much seed will be needed and what work each field will re

quire.

When a farm is once laid out properly and a rotation adopted which is suited to
the needs of that particular enterprise. all of these questions almost answer them
selves. and needs can be anticipated by knowing what was required last year. It is
a great aid in getting things done if one knows exactly what needs doing first.

Now I have the interesting job of laying out the 350 acres we are renting .. and
hoping to add to our present 246 acres. First, I must decide what feed may best be
grown and what may best be purchased for the livestock. If any acreage i~ left over.
what cash crop will be most profitable. With this estimate at hand, it is possible
to begin making adjustments.

For the economical operation of the land. it is best to have fields as nearly
the same size as possible. Long, narrow fields are best adapted to tractor work, but
require more fencing than the same acreage in square fields~ What is the best com
promise? I want to plan it so that during each 4 or 5 years, the land will grow a
legume of some kind, a cuI tivated crop, and a grain crop. It should also have an
application of barnyard manure or commercial fertilizer during each rotation.

The fields must be so arranged as to make the shortest possible haul to the
farmyard so as to waste the least land in lanes and save the moet time going to and
from work. Odd-shaped fields mean extra turning on the short lands, so it may be
necessary to square up pastures or drain a pot-hole, just for convenience.

Corn is our most profitable crop, so if we have five fields it may be best to
put two in corn, two in small grain, and 'one in grass. If we can use the rough feed,
it will reduce labor to put the land in hay or pasture 2 years out of the 5, reducing
the small grain. We may have to split a field, with an imaginary line or a temporary
fence.

Sometimes it ie necessary to work out a major and a minor rotation. the latter
pieing in small fields of perhaps 5 acres so as to provide clean ground for pasturing
pigs or sheep. In our case we will need about 10 acres per year for hogs and the
same for sheep, so we'll use two 5-acre fields for sheep this year, the same ground
for hogs next year, and then grow corn before repeating the process.

One can spend a lot of time and have a lot of fun laying out a farm. Make a map
to scale, showing sloughs, pot-holes, etc. and then let the boys have a try at it. It
will be better than a jig-saw puzzle and will make all next year's work more interest
ing. It will save a lazy man lots of work in succeeding years. I hate to sit down
and think the thing through, but it is lots easier to study a map spread on the dining
room table while the blizzards howl outside, than to turn short corners with the trac
tor when the field is almost too wet to work ~d the spring rush ia pressing.

---gou~e:g~~~r~~~{i ~t~~~gg, tlaseca
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All Breeds ,Are IlBest II

Sometimes a man asks me, IIWhat is the best breed of cattle?1I I have to answer

him, lilt's like a gally-ga-wumpus. There ain't so sich animal-II Each breed has its

own strong points and its weak points. Each has been IIbuilt up" by years and years of

careful selection to do some one job more efficiently than any other animal, so the

breed to use depends on what the owner wants done.

Tnen there is the matter of personal preference. I have a friend who wouldn't
be happy if his cows were any color other than black and white. Another friend
thinks his Guernseys are the only cows worth stable room, while I have red, white,
and roan hair in my eyes. All of us recognize the good points of the other's cattle,
but we wouldn't admit it' for worlds, and have a peck of fun kidding each other.

There ~'e good animals and poor animals in every
farmer can become in selecting the animals which will
wants done, the more chance he has to make a profi t.
or keeps inferior animals, he may have to support his

breed, and the more skillful a
do most efficiently the job he
If he chooses the wrong breed
livestock instead of the reverse.

How can a man get good livestock? Some folks might urge him to get a start in
purebreds, with the idea that this would insure profitable production. I only wish
it were as simple as that! Unfortunately there are about as many scrub purepreds as
there are scrub grades, and they are even more efficient at losing moneyJ

Sometimes a man who has had sad experience with purebreds points out that grade
animals often make better butterfat records, grow more wool, or make more pork than
purebreds in the same herd. How did the good grade get that way, except through good
purebred ancestry? Purebreds are the safest animals to keep if they are selected for
efficiency and not because they have "papers ll which show that the great, great grand
dam made a good record.

For those who are interested in ralslng only market pigs or lambs, it is possible
that cross breeding will be more profitable than pure breeding. Hybridization brings
greater vigor in animals or corn, and vigor means faster gains, less susceptibility to
adverse environment and probably more resistance to disease. At least, recent exPeri-
mental results are worth thinking over. -

Whatever stock is grown, it is essential that they be given a IIcorncrib cross ll

if they are to be profitable. Plenty of feed, with the correct proportions of carbo
hydrates and proteins is essential for profit with any anima1. Roughage is usually
cheaper than the concentrates, so there is room for much study and skill if livestock
is to make maximum returns.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast E~eriment Station, Waseca
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Armed Neutrality

Tommy is a most dignified white cat of many pounds who has been catching gophers

for six gummers. He is the oldest pet in the household and as such, ranks secoad only

to the children in the matter of privileges. Tommy was resentful when Bud brought

home the pup we named Chunie, a couple years ago and as occasion permitted, gave the

pup to understand that no familiarities would be permitted, and that the armed paw

was ready at all time to enforce discipline. Many times Tommy was chastised because

of his uiUriendly attitude, and when the law wa.s at hand, he would permit Chunie to

snooze on an adjacent kitchen rug, ~till making it perfectly plain that dogs must keep

their distance and maintain due respect for white cats.

With the advent of the kitten Shadow a year ago, Tommy was much upset, but as
the little fellow grew, he was accepted almost as an equal, being allowed to eat from
the same dish, sleep on the same rug or chair and, upon occasion, use his tongue on
that difficult place to wash, the back of Tommy's neck. On special occasions, Tommy
even played tag with Shadow, until suddenly he would recall that such antics were un
befitting the dignity of his age and position. Only in the matter of attention did
Tom begrudge existence to the kitten, so all the family were soon trained to pet
Tommy first as befitted his rank.

It's a long worm that has no turning and one day when Sport came over from the
neighbor's farm to visit Chunie, it so happened that old Tommy was basking in the sun
by the back steps. The terrier ran up to bark, and Tommy's back rose at such imper
tinence. Just when all of his resentment, indignation, and disgust were devoted to
putting the intruder in his place, Chunie jumped up behind Tommy, intending, apparent
ly, to go and play with the caller.

The sudden noise behind his back, completely upset Tommy's mental equilibrium.
With a wild screech he dashed for a tree with both dogs in hot pursuit. Tom made the
tree, as cats usually do, and there he hung, using such language as would shock the
tender sensibilities of a mule skimler. At the foot of the tree, Chunie squirmed
with delight to see her ancient enemy sO completely discomfited.

Of course, the racket brought "Law and Order" to the scene, and Chunie was sent
to the basement in disgrace, ~ut at the door she turned and gave a most expressive
and defiant dog laugh. "Did you see me get the best of him that time, and di dn' t he
look dignified, hanging on that limb? Haw, haw, haw, II and Chunie took her punishment
with head and tail up, a look of ineffable satisfaction on her face.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Cropping Plans

The amount of money we take in or spend during the year does not give ~lY idea

as to whether our business' is profitable or otherwi see It is the difference between

the two which decides whether we put a new coat of paint on the farm buildings or a

mortgage on the homestead. ffe grow crops in the hope of making a good income and

often our winter planning decides fall profits.

There are just about so many operations which we think are necessary for growing
corn. Plowing, disking~ dragging, planting, cultivating, all cost the same, regard
less of whether the yield is 40 bushels or 100. It is obvious that if 40 bushels pay
for growing the crop, 60 bushels would make a profit and 80 bushels just twice as muc~
The last step-up in yield is always the most profitable, unless we spend too much to
get it.,

Why do we sometimes see a man on one side of the road get 75 bushels per acre
and his neighbor across the way get only 40? It may be in the handling of the land.
A legume crop, such as clover or alfalfa, once in 5 years helps to keep the land in
good shape. Plovnng under cornstalks or clover helps to supply humus. The time of
plowing may be of great importance in killing weeds or keeping the soil in good tilth.
The best practices vary with the soil, but the best farmers in each communi ty usually
have found out how it should be done.

Seed may be the weakest link. If one variety yields better than another, get the
best, even if it costs a little more. On most varieties of corn and grain, informa
tion is available as to whether they are adapted fur light or heavy soil, their rela
tive standing ability and their comparative yield under given conditions. Farmers
help pay for Experiment Stations, Extension men, and County Agents. Why not use them?

Time of planting often affects yield, but strangely, some varieties are affected
more than others by early seeding. Weeds take the plant food and moisture needed by
crops, so they are always detrimental.

In planning what crops to grow it is a good plan to arrange things so as to dis
tribute the labor. If a large acreage of oats is to be grown, it may be convenient to
grow two varieties so that it ,rill not all need to be cut the same day. For the same
reason, a diversity of crops may be arranged so as to avoid too big a rush at planting
or harvest time. Winter wheat often helps in making such plans.

There are innumerable "tricks of the trade" in getting maximum returns from
crops, and it is the possibility of continued improvement that makes farming such an
interesting game. It provides all the thrill of gambling, ,rlth the manager putting
his skill against known factors such as soil, seed, and time, and against the big
unknown factor of weather. Almost anyone can raise a good crop when all the condi
tions are favorable, but it takes a real farmer to make good returns when the weather
goes against him.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment StatioJ, Jaseca
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Labor Plans

More and more farmers are planning things so as to reduce the labor needed to

produce a crop. It is hard to get good farm help and sometimes wages are out of line

with farm income.

Because of these things, there is a decided tendency to eliminate as much hired
help as possible, or to distribute the work so that good help can be kept the year
round. SOmetimes it works out best to provide a house and use married men. This has
the advantage of permanence, but with some combinations it is hard to keep peace be
tween families .. '

In general, it is worth while to do a bit of planning so that the work load is as
evenly distributed as possible. It mi~lt help to estimate the labor required for each
month and then see whether the peaks can be moved over to fill up the hollows. For
example, 40 acres of Thatcher wheat, all ripening the same day might ca~se a jam on a
two-man farm. If half of this was \nnter wheat, it would not need to be done all at
once. The same thing may be done with oats by using two varieties of different ma
turity.

Corn, sweet corn, soybeans in rows, and alfalfa are competing crops and ~e a
peak labor load in June. There is not much chance of distribution because they all
depend on the weather, but by starting the haying as soon as first bloom appears, it
may be possible to keep one team in the corn field all of the time except when the hay
is ready to put in the barn. Generally it is necessary to limit the acreage of these
crop's to what can reasonably be handled.

Once I made a talk on alfalfa and must have done a good job, because a fellow
came up and said he had never grown it before, but he was going to plant 40 acres
that spring. He was puzzled when I suggested that he start wi th 5 acres and increase
as he could see hi s way clear. Such a change in cropping plans might upset his whole
scheme of operation and by creating a labor jam, lose more money than he could make
from the better hay crop. Radical changes should not be made without careful consid
eration of how all the other farm enterprises will be affected.

One of the ways of cutting down on labor is to put a larger acreage to hay and
pasture. When stock can harvest their own feed and spread their own manure, it saves
the work of hauling both ways. If electric fences prove practical, it may be possible
to "graze off" field dried hay during mos t of the winter and make as much net income
per acre as though the land were "worked" at an added expense of $20 or $30. I t cer
tainly doesn't pay to hire help unless it can earn more than the wages paid. It is
a problem which meets a different set up on every farm and conditions change so rap-

idly that constant adjusbnents are necessary. On many farms labor - either too much
or not enough - causes one of the biggest "leaks" in the business.

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca



A neieftbor b,')ut,ht a bunch of western lambs and succeeded in betting them s taj.'ted

on feed. One Sunday morning as he lO'1ked ,')ver the fence and estimated his profi ts

the brioht thoU6:11t occurred to him that tne sheep should have some salt, so he dumoed

a whole -pail full in the end r)f a feed bunk and the lambs seemed crazy for it. A day

or two later his largest lambs began to die and a lot 0f the others were sick and off

feed. He spent $5 to have the veterinarian come out and tell him the salt had killed,
his lambs. Ju~ing from some remarks he made to me, his wife told him a lot more

thiues - for nothin~.

Almost every year someone re-Pdrts that -pigs or sheep have been killed fr0m sal t
poisoning. We all know tl~t salt is essential for all f~rm a~imals, but a mistake in
its use can knock the profi ts in a hurry. Undoubtedly the safest ·P8.Y is to allOW the
stock free access at all times, then they will take just what they need, but if the
salt box goes empty for a week or two - watch outJ

Henry and Morrison l s "Feeds and Feeding", says that both sodium and chlorine
(that1s salt) are essential for animal life. Tney have an i~ortant function in main
taining the osmotic pressure in the body cells and chlorine is needed to make hydro
chloric acid in the gastric juice. Either one alone is a deadly poison, but as salt
they can be spread on eggs'lI' potatoes with nie,hly desirable results for most of us.
It is only when a good thing is misused that it is harmful.

The same authority states ~hat horses require 1-3/4 to 2 ounces 0f salt :,Jer day,
cows 1 to 4 ounces, sheep ~ ounce, and hogs only one-tentn of an ounce or less. There
is a. wide variatLm in the needs of individual animals, and nature seEms to tell them
how much they need, so if salt is mixed in the feed, it sn."luld not be more than 1
pound per 100 pounds of all the feed fed, and the animal given a cha.~ce to get more if
needed. Even hObs should have free access to salt, if they are used to it, but start
them in gradually, and see tba t the z tronger animal s do no t eat too much at the start.

The Iowa Statlon found that cows deprived of salt for a year went all to pieces,
and that hogs on a ve~etable diet gained 1.07 pounds per <1.".y ',vi thou~ sal t and 1.47
pounds per day with salt. If tankage or milk IS fed, there would n0t be this differ~
ence, because both contain a fair supply of this materiRl. Cnws, h0rses, and sheep
need the most salt when on lush spring pasture, because they take in such quantities
of green materia.l. Horses and men need more when at hard work, because salt~is elim
inated thr0ugh the sweat glands.

Any farmer who has had trouble with hairless pigs or goiterml1ambs or calves will
do well to use iodized salt or make his own by mixing an ounce of potassium iodide
purchased for a few cents at anf drug store) with 300 ~ounds of common salt. Some_peo
ple believe" that iodized salt WIll even help to prevent navel ill "and weakness in Ioals
lf fed to ~regnant mares. At any rate it costs little and may be good insurance, so
we "iodize I our salt and keep it in f:-ont of all the stock during the winter months.

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, W~seca
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George Washington

Some people who have no constructive ideas or effort to offer as an excuse for

for living, call themselves "modern reali stsll and go hunting for fly specks on the

I. pictures of our national heroes. They hunt around in all the dirt they can .find and

t.hen blossom out in print with the astoundine; fact that Washington drank whiskey, that

he used a wooden peG for a tooth, ana other items tending to prove that he was only

human after all.

Perhaps they are right. Perhaps he was lousy at times when he slept in an army
barracks, but I'll bet he cleaned up when he could. At any rate, he went out and
"fit the British" instead of sitting in an easy upholstered cbair, thinking up nasty
things to say about his betters.

It reminds me of some of the advertisements I have seen such as, liMen who chew,
are men who do", inferring ti1a t all a man had to do to accomplish great things in this
world was to masticate a mucilaginous mess of their pai'ticular bra:ld of bushwal My
small experience indicates that a man must be able tc 0.0 morA than chew and spi t, or
even smoke a cigarette ~racefully, if he is to be a first class athlete, general, or
statesman. Those thin6s may be a part of his personal habits, but why magnify and
gloat over the non essentials?

I always supposed Washing·lion was human, and probably he did a lot 0: things his
mother and my mother pointed out as being, wrong, but still I look up to him and what
he did, ·as heroic. Certainly we can afford to ignore some of the minor fai linbs ()f a
man if he can accomplish the big things, but what of a man whose big moment in life
is to publish the fact that Washington cursed and swore? Just let him try to drive
an army mul e for a weekS

Men like Wa3hington and Lincoln are heroes to me. They got things done when the
going was tough.. ry.lhey :c;tuck to the big issues in the facen' aD ')pposi tion and ..
they;re still PiA+.t;y go:>d exa.r~1ples of '.vhat red-blooded Lmeric:ans :.:ar.. be.. My hat is
off to men who C~JJ. unselfishly keep the f-undamenGal issues c:'sarly in sight when the
mosqui toes are bi ting and a thousand "helpers" are trying to pull wool over their eyez.

It reminds :l1e of a picture showing a man and woman on their way to market behind
a runaway horse. Under the circumstances. the good l~dy was willing to concede a
point. .As ·~he e~:;b b8.sk)"\j lef~. the bouncing bUf,~.:y she s~rec.~.:::d, "Hold him, Henry.
Hole. him. Swear if i01.l bave~0, b"l:. ';; hold him. II

---R. E. HOQgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Countrl3ditors

Will Rogers expressed the common experience of American people by stating, "All

I know is what I read in the papers". perhaps few of us realize how our opinions and

reactions to the world around us arA influenced by the papers we read. Undoubtedly

the men and women who prepare the material which goes into those papers do more than

any other group to mold public opinion, yet how seldom we think of them as individualsJ

On the same principle that an old maid is always an authority on raising children,
I am in an excellent position to discuss editors and their business, because I have
never had experience with either. At the same time it has always been fascinating to
watch the presses roll and see the Glean paper go in at one end, coming out at the
other all covered ~:. i th local happenings, murder stories, divorce scandals, semons,
funnies, and the fact that Helen Agus~~ wore a peach colored ensemble with accessor
ies to match. It must be worse than a jig saw puzzle to make all the columns come out
even on the sides and stop at the bottoml

The country editors I know are mostly mild, unassuming, hard working men who lis
ter. a lot and say little, trying to give a fair unbiased. picture of world events and
local happenings without offending anyone a~d watching all the time for tender toes
which had better r.ot be stepped on. The ed.itor may think I I~ 3. ni t-wit, a moral leper,
and a crook, but if he puts it in his pap0r, hels liable for a damage suitl

:Besides the labor of lluni.. :i.ng U;J all i;he happeningr.' in thG com-lUni ty, which looks
like a staggering jib ·cc me:, ;~h8 ee'1::. tor i~ expec+'ed to join "~,ll orC'mizations and so
cieties and aCCe1)1; app::>intmE:nts as i;plbli,:ity cbL.irmanr in K,cn. :aegardless of his
own opinions in the matter, he is expected to write up a big bally-hoo for overything
and anything which somebody thinks will boost flOur FaL" Village". All this must be
set in type interestingly and correctly, using perfect grammar and flawless spelling,
or the local school malam will demonstrate her erudition by correcting him. He must
verify every fact by unimpeachable wi t,nes:~es ana. never make a mis take in r;pelling a
name or he will :war from it.

In the midst. of these troubles ~ th8 l;Oun tr~7 editor is cons tant::'3T be::3iBged by in
dividuals, groups, and corporations whc ~\ood him with "copy" purpcrting ·lio be news,
but which is in reality a bid for f1e3 ~8ace in his paper to boost some private inter
est which should pay the regular rate~, Even friends bive him a slap on the back,
tell him he l s a tSJ:eat fAllow, and then b>.~c\ach the mlbjec."j C"':' t~.pir uersonal chestnuts
whL"t they want hin to l'all fr()m the :i'~re. "

lncidente.ll;:.:; i:W" >-'d.itor is suppo3edo pay h~g help. keE:;~ .;fT' the "plwlic relief
rolls: and b3.lance r.is ~ndgetl -0y persuadL.1~ loce.l st')res that adver';ising in his
sheet will bring them more trade. I t must be fun to try and make up the last fom for
the press, read galley proof, answer the phone, fix the linotype, vi sit with two idle
visi ~ors, .and thAn have ·:>ne (If the lccal 5tores call up and say, I;Fix me a quarter
pe.ge ad, stating t.l1a;~ '·,a,.!'.7'\ed. :-J8,.nS ",iU ":)8 18¢ on Satu.rJR.y" ~(ou fix it up, will Y011,
·Hill ( I 1m too b'H7::'

The editors I laloW are doing a difficult job, and doing it well. I dontt euvy
them their work, the least little bit, but I like them and admire their ability. It
must take the skill of Sherlock Holmes, the patience of Job the wisdom of Solomon'
the philosophy of Socrates, and the business ability of a M~rgan, to run a country'
paper and make a living at it. My respects to the edi torol

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Wa~eca
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Vi 51 tors' Day

Come up and. see us some time! It doesn't cost anything to look around and you

might pick up a useful idea. We won't charge you anything for that, even if you

want to take it home and use it. Perhaps your own farm will look better to you after

you see ours. At a:ny rate, it will give you a 11ttle change and a breathing spell

before harvest and threshing begin.

We don't have any gold-plated handles on the manure spreader at this Experiment
Station. We have to keep everything as practical as possible, but since our busi
ness is to tryout new ideas which may be of value, we do some things which may not
seem sensible, just to observe what happens. Of course, opinions will differ as to
what is practical and as to the best way of going about things. We don't know it
all and always appreciate suggestions as to what needs doing and how it should be
done. Perhaps we can help you and perhaps you can help us. Let's get together.

I don't expect to be back from the Boy Scout doings in Washington until the
13th or the 14th, so we're setting July 15th as Visitors' day and hoping that it
will be early enough so everybody won't be in the harvest field. Our plots of grain
varieties show up best just before they are ready to cut, so we like to show them at
that tim8. You may also be interested in the work with corn, soybeans, and sugar
beets, although they will not show to very good advantage until later in the season.

The pasture work we are doing may appeal to you. We seeded a mixture of
grasses and legumes on fall-seeded rye before the ground thawed last spring and then
pastured it. We'll see what it looks like next week. We also have plots of all
kinds of grasses which may be of value for pasture in Southern Minnesota. Which one
do you like best?

We have inbred sweet clover plants for several years and developed strains show
ing considerable differences. Which one do you think will be the best for'pasture
and hay purposes? We also have pure strains of bromus--both the spreading and non
spreading types. This grass seems to be very drought resistant and may become of
major importance as a pasture plant. Are you familiar with it?

Those of you who wish to bring a picnic lunch will find a nice place to eat in
the grove On the Station grounds. At 1 olclock we will start for the fields and men
will be on hand to explain all of the things we are trying to do. Pigs, cattle,
sheep, crops, we'll try and tell you what we think they have told us in answer to our
questions. Then we want you to tell us whc'1t you have found out so we can learn
better ways of doing things.

Thursday, July 15th, is the day---just west of the Waseca city limits on U. S.
highway 14 is the place, and I P.M. sharp is the time. WeIll be seeing youl

--#--

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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stomach~

How would you feel if the inside of your stomach was full of worms, their heads

fastened to the stomach wall and their thread-like bodies so thick that the interior

of your principal digestive organ appeared to be fur lined? Then suppose that these

worms, like mosquitoes, secrete a fluid into the blood so as to thin it, making it

easier for said worms to gorge themselves on your life fluid!

You would likely feel pretty puny and peaked. Well, so do thousands of lambs

who are just beginning to feel the full effects of stomach worms. They must think

this is a tough world they have arrived in, when the luscious grass they eat proves

to have these encysted pests, which cause such a belly-ache. They try to eat more

grass to feed the worms and themselves, too, but then they get more worms. Finally,

they hang their heads, too weak to eat, and the farmer decides the sheep business

isn't all profit.

Our own lambs have had their share of grief from this Cause and a lot of them
have given up the battle because we let them out on this 30-year-old pasture. We
didn't know what else to do, because there didn't seem to be any other place for
them. Finally, we learned how to treat them with copper sulphate and got along much
better. Once in a while we got the dope down a windpipe and had to skin a lamb, but
this was not very often.

The poi son--strong enough to kill the worms but not quite strong enough to kill
the sheep--made it possible to raise lambs if we used it about once a month from
June to October, but it was a nu.i sance. Last year we rented some more land and were
able to put the little fellows on clean pasture, moving them two or three times to
fresh fields. They did much better than on the old pasture, and what a relief not
to dope them!

This year we had rye for early pasture, followed with rape as soon as we could
get it started. Then we plowed up the rye and planted more rape, oats and Sudan
grass. Now this is about ready to use and we will plow up the first rape lots, kill
a few weeds and seed winter wheat or rye again for sheep late this fall and for hogs
next spring.

Clean pasture is the best, but if old grass lots must be used, treatment for
stomach worms is essential if lambs are to make decent growth. Your county agent or
the Bulletin Office at University Farm can furnish a pamphlet that tells all about
it. --#--

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Some boys seem to use their heads only to keep their spines from unraveling,

but most of our modern conveniences originated in heads which were used to figure out

easier and better ways of doing things. A boy or man may be justified in being lazy,

if he figures out some way to get the job done without so mud! effort.

One boy hated to get out of bed to
he rigged an alarm clock to do the job.
he brought in an armload of wood, so he
the outside. such examples are v7ithout

turn on the lights in the chicken house, so
Another had trouble opening the door when

fixed a woodbox which could be filled from
number.

Recently, a friend told about a 4-H club boy who wanted to feed grain to hi s
steer four times a day. He fixed an extra container above the feed box and set an
alarm clock so that when midnight came, the buzzer wound up a string, which tripped
a catch which opened the door, which dumped the feed into the steer I s feed box, and
presto, he was fed, while his smart master slept the sleep of the righteous. The
calf is reported to have made the fastest gains of any steer in the county.

An interesting game can be made of lISuggestions ll • Each member of the family
can be asked to try and find something about the home or farm which can be changed
to advantage. Certain rules may be made to keep the game wi thin limits. For
example, sister may want brother to quit inhaling his soup, but this is ruled out as
personal and not material.

Jimmy may see the need of a new gate to save a long walk in doing chores. Dad
may see that a pipe laid just underground would save carrying water to the pigs all
summer. Mother may see that a rearrangement of the garden would make cultivation
easier.

The older members of the family should be expected to work out a set of facts
and figures, proving that their suggestions are practical and economical. For
example, Jimmy would have to show the time saved per day and the value of that time,
so as to convince the others that the cost of building a gate was justified.

Even the little folks can play the gMne. After 30 years of doing things a cer
tain way, it is very difficult to imagine any other way it can be done, but children
are not so limited by habit and tradition. Often they see more clearly than their
elders. "Every II Suggestion ll should be brought up for fa.."Ilily di scussion--perhaps at
meal time, and each "s'l.l.ggester ll should be prepared to defend his case.

~fust people see very little. How many men can accurately describe a certain
tree on the lawn, for instance? Can the boys tell the size of the rooms in the
house? The height of the ceilings? Can they draw a map of the farm? The "suggest
ing" game is a means of encouraging observation, sharpening wits, and incidentally
offers an opportunity for some practical arit~~etic, logic and oratory.

--#:--
-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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~ the Bearded Barl eY

In the sixth grade we used to sing a song describing the joys of farm life, and

the refrain of each verse was, "Among the bearded barley", implying tha.t that was

the acme of beauty, bliss and beneficence. How that song irked me!

I lived on a farm and we raised barley. The fall term of school opened just a
few weeks after we finished stacking, and memories were still vivid. Shocking the
stuff--i t always lodged, bundles were all which-wa-Y and dad insi sted that they be
shaped up, set down hard and the shocks capped. We pulled out our shirt tails, but
the beards scratched hands, arms and faces. The crawling fr~ents worked under
sweaty collars, leaving itching red welts wherever they traveled. Loading bundles on
the T'acks was pure misery when callous brothers threw the bundles on so fast they
cove:red me up. Riding home on a sweaty horse from the binder, the salt got in the
scratches covering my bare legs and made me say ouch.

Among the bearded barleyl Hooey! It was hard to understand why a professing
Christian should raise a crop which caused such intense discomfort to his little boy!

And now 1 1m raising barley! Why? Well, the principal reason is the price per
buShel. It's a grand crop from a number of standpoints--now. It's the best of the
small grains as a nurse crop, it gets off the groUl1d early, it yields nearly as well
as oats and feeds nearly as well as corn. It distributes the labor required at har
vest time--oh yes, it's a fine crop to grow. It just depends on the viewpoint.

Other people have suffered in barley fields too, so the plant breeders thought
it would be a good stunt to take off the beards. They tried all sorts of things. In
the west a variety is grown where the beard gl'ows into a sort of hood which is not
objectionable at all, but so far, no variety of beardless barley has been discovered
which will make as good yields in Minnesota as our bearded varieties. As in wheat,
the beard seems to affect the growth of the berry in some way.

If the beards couldn't be taken off, someone thought it might be possible to
take off the saw-tooth edges which made the beards crawl and cut. A variety was dis
covered in Africa which had smooth beards, no worse to handle than wild hay. By
crossing, selecting and testing, a new strain was produced which combined all the
good qualities of domestic varieties with the toothless beards. Presto--there it was~

This variety was just ready to put out, when an epidemic of Helminthosporium
(spot blotch) hit it and nearly wiped out the new stock. The susceptibtli ty of the
African barley had crept in with the toothless beards. All the work had to be done
over and the new strains tested under tents where the disease spores could be sprayed
on the plants and given every opportunity to kill them if possible. Seed which sur
vived this treatment was then increased and handed over to the farmers.

After the seed went out, it was discovered that loose smut was able to cause con
siderable losses, so the hot water treatment was devised, whereby barley could be
heated enough to kill the spores inside the seed, without materially injuring the ger
mination. Now the plant breeders are \'9'orking to get still better var! eties which have
greater ability to stand up on rich ground, are resistant to all known diseases, have
high yields and good malting quality.

While doing so much work on barley beards, the scientists made famdliar the more
technical terms, and the beards became awns. So now we grow smooth awn barley, and
at last I could sing heartily about the joy of farming, "Among the bearded barley"-
only I've forgotten all of the tune and rest of the words.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent,
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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&n l!n: };!asture

!

What f s the easiest wEq to move a ton of hq? Would you rather pi tch it on a

rack and haul it with horses, or let it walk up from the field when you stand iJl the

barn door and call? Aren I t we so in the habi t of hauling things that we forget to

watch for chances to let the wagon rest? Why shut our cattle in the barn and care

for them with pi tchfork and scoop, .hen they would mu.eh prefer to walk out in the

field and take care of themselves?

We can save a ton of h8¥ and 3 tons of 'silage per cow if we can lengthen the

pasture season by ohe month. By this, I do not mean our CaDman exercise lots where

the cattle eat tree sprouts and grass roots. I mean ho~e8~-to~goOdnes8 pasture where

& cow can fill up in le~s than an hour and have ample time to chew her cud before

dinner is served. 'e Just don't have many real. pastures in this countrt.

Would you like to turn your COws into lush grass 6 inches high on the first of

May next year? Would you like to keep your cows filled up with good nutri t1ous
.

grass until November or December? Then put in a few less acres of oats, a crop which

seldom pays the cost of growing 1t. and plant some winter rye, or a mixture of winter

wheat and rye. Plant an acre per cow the middle of thi s month on a good firm seedbed

and roll it after planting.

You will be surprised at the feed it will make this f@.ll. ,Tll.e cows will think:
d. .";'" , ' .,~ '\. 1._, .'

it i 8 spring 'and sholl' their pleasure by filling the milk ~a;1~." It w1~1~,~!" ~ee per

manent pasture a muCh-needed rest so it can store a 11ttle somet~~.in the roots

for next year. . ,
Next a~ri "1g the rye should be big enough by ~ 1 to give you real feed. not

jLl;:1t a faint-g!'een color. Let the cattle have it until the'middle of June,~ .heir 'the
old bluegrass will have made enough growth so a cow doesn't have to sharpen her teeth
to get a mOUthful. .. ","'.,;:,':

"'J If you want to work up the rye field, it isn't too late for some .s~b~,~.
'sane corn fcddar, or Su:d:an grass., .You m~ have planted some grass on the rye early
in.'the aea~n -and'can·uH·..it','again· for fall pasture. Therearelot·s ,o.f possiJ>ili~ies,
but the main essential 1s to get some fall grain planted as soon as possible so as to
furnish a lot of feed you don't have to haul.--R.E.HOdgson, Superintendent '.'_

Southea.st Experiment Station, Waseca
t
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B.1 R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca. Minnesota

~ Old Swimrnin l Hole

These are the days which seem interminably long to a boy on the farm, and al

together too short to the man who has to get everything done before the rain catches

him. I wonder how many men stop for a minute in the heat and rush of threshing or

harvest, to think back to the time when they were boys and the old swimmin I hole

seemed the only place worth going to while the heat was on. If they do, perhaps

they III give the ld. ds a break and 1et them have an hour off now and then.

Before I was big enough for heavy fi eld work, the garden seemed to be my parti
cular Waterloo. Every time it was a nice day and the town boys organized expeditions
of one sort and another. the potatoes got weedy, or something else had to be done.
It was a hard world.

I alw~s preferred to work on the "stint" basis, with mother or dad s~ng how
many rows should be done before I could leave. When the rows were specified, how
the hoe flewt Perha~s: could get through before the gang came past. Sometimes they
pould be induced to ,:i't in the shade and eat our apples until the rows were fini shed.
~hen off we went at a dog trot, heat forgotten, stampeding for water like thirsty
cattle.

"Last one in is a rotten egg" and the smell of water took us back a few thousand
years to our wili ancestors. Clothes were shed on the run, regardless of the public
highw~, the railroad, or possible picnickers. Plunk. plunk, splash, and the whole
gang was in and under. Oh what blessed relief from all worries, cares, doubts,
f ears and labor. t Just to soak in that tepid trnld hole.

After the fir~t ecstasy had passed, further activity was essential. Water tag,
stink base ~nd pull-aw~. churned the mud hole to the consistency of batter. Then it
was fun 7.0 ~e "angels" by waving arms and legs while lying prone on the warm mud
flats. Lverybody rolled over and emerged with a swell black suit of clothes. The
more artistic washed off some of this and applied the color in patterns.

Sides were chosen, amid much raucous argument, and the "entirely black" chased·
the "partially black ll through the woods. Some women peacefully picking \vild goose
berries were startled, but not speechless, when a band of muddy savages inadvertantly
dashed into their clearing. Probably they held an indignation meeting.

Reluctantly, as stomachs warned that suppertime was near, the caked mud was more
or less removed, chawed clothes were untied and pulled on and we wandered leisurely
home, stopping occasionally to investigate natural phenomena such as turtles, snakes,
gophers, grasshoppers, daddy longlegs and even butterflies. What a wonderful sense
of well being we had on those return tripst

Modern boys in bathing suits, diving in a cement pool of chlorinated water ~
be more sani tary, but they seem to mi ss something we boys had. Perhaps they mi ss the
sense of escape from all supervision, all restraint and hence all trouble and care.
It was a great experience, and while I couldn't be induced to get into that mud hole
todl\Y, the memory of it from a di stance is stimulating. The best w~ to enjoy hours
of play is to balance it off wi th a goodly proporti on of hard work.

-----R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Sllendioo Hours

Each one of us has 24 hours in every day. For most of us these uni ts are bud-

geted into a regular routine. So much for work, so much for filling the fuel tank,

SO much for dressing, Shaving, chores, or what not. Usually we try to save a few of

them for sleeping.

Everyone has exactly the same amount of time to spend, but there is a wide
variation in the way we spend it. Some are in a mad rush every waking hour. Some
are bored and lIkill time" as best they may. Some carefully and calmly plan ahead sa
as to use each uni t most effectively. The difference between the bum and the highly
paid executive who worked up from office boy, is the accumulated difference in the
way they spent their hours.

Last fall, Jim walked into a pool hall and handed the proprietor' a slip of paper
stating that the Idle Hour pool hall would give 50 cents in trade for the second best
lO-ear sample of corn at the local corn show.

"So you won the prize, eh?" said the gray haired man, looking Jim over carefully.
"Where do you live?"

"W'ny I 1ive wi th dad, a mile north of town. I I ve always lived there."

The pool hall propri etor scratched hi s head. "Forty years I I ve run thi s re
creation parlor, and thought I knew every man and boy in the comrmmity, but this is
the first time I ever sa.w you. I went to· school wi th your dad. II

Jim took candy bars for his 50 cents. He had never had time for pool and bil
liards. He had devoted his spare hours to 4-H projects, learning to feed and judge
stock and crops. He was interested in so many things that he had no need of a place
to kill time or 1021' after school or evenings.

Perh~~s Jimmy will never be rich. He isn't the kind who regards money as the
ul timate C:::,ol. To some people his life will be drab and uneventful and they may
call him a h2ck and a haysh~ker. Probably Ji~ay won't even notice. Helll be too
busy having a good time in his own way to worry over what others may tlunk of him.

Since this is a true story, Jimmy hasn't grown up yet, but my guess is that 20
years freDl ~ow he will be operating a good farm, paying his taxes and raising a fine
family of boys and girls who in their turn will be interested in the world about
them, using their hours to good advantage, busily and happily doing something con
structive all of the time. Jim may never go to Congress, but helll be a power for
good in hi s own communi ty and probably get as nmch sati sfaction out of life as any
mortal can have.

The same principle applies to grown-ups. The men and women who are actually the
busiest are usually most willing to do the extra jobs which are payless, often thank
less, and yet are essential to the welfare of any cornnmnity. The farm housewife with
eight children and a nmltitude of outside jobs, who adds to her burdens the leader
ship of a 4-H unit, may be contrasted with the futile neurotic who couldnlt act as
examiner for a few girl scout tests, because "I belong to four bridge clubs and it
simply leaves me no time at all for other outside activi ties. II

I have great respect for those who have learned to spend their hours ~1sely and
effectively. -----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Wa:~eca. Minnesota

laJJ. PIonn,g

Every business is about 90 pEir cent routine. The merchant buys goods. sets them

on his shelves. sells them and buys more. The steel plants send out their products

aJ,lCI_ 'buy them back again as scrap. Doctors. lawyers. even detectives. do the same

operations over and over. Similarly. the farmers spend the summer growing crops and

hauling them to the barn. They spend the winter feeding the crops and hauling them

out again.

Now the grain and most of the h83 are in the barn or soon will be. and it is
time to prepare for next year's planting. It would be terribly monotonous if there
was not the element of hope. Hope that the next crop wtll be better than t his and
thdt prices will be good. Hope that next year there will be enough left over to
clean up the mo!"tgage, paint the buildings, put in that water system. or buy the new
car. Hope is What makes the whole thing worth-while.

If next year's c~op is to be the best ever. preparations should be made right
now. The best time to kill weeds is August and September when their root storage is
usually at the lowest ebb, and the hot sun saps their vi tali ty. The operator knows
best what is needed for his farm. what weeds he is trying to kill. and what his plans
are for the future. On this farm we like to plow as early as possible, and then disk
and drag, so as to make a ni ce seedbed. The weeds all think thi sis their chance and
they come up like weeds will. When they are just nicely sprouted, we can kill them
with a drag and wait for the next crop.

Of course (', drag won't get such weeds as quack, thistles, milkweed and rose
bushes. (Probably you don't have them on your farm. but we do.) When these get a
good start, we use the disk or springtooth again arid crack down hard when it hurts
them most. The last crop of weeds we leave for Jack Frost and he usually does a
good job for us. because the weeds are young and weak, not well enough rooted to
stand the winter.

Some speci es of weed seed will Iive in the ground 50 years and sti11 sprout
vigorously when the opportunj, ty comes. Usually thi s happens just when we have the
ground all planted, and it is too late to do anything about it. :By working the land
in the fall, we sprout them and have an excellent chance to eliminate millions of
seeds economically.

For many years it was recommended that land be plowed and left rough over
winter. That h"",., its c9.dvantages, because it is less likely to blow, and gives
freezing and th~r.ing a better chan~e to improve the soil texture. We started fall
disking very c..autiously, but so far, all the trials have given good results. The
land has worked nicely in the spring and we certainly have hit a lot of weeds.

Is it more work? Yes, and most of us are trying to get out of as much work as
P?s~ible, but I don't object to working if I'm paid for it. I'd gladly sit up all
:i~J-gnt to ~oot. a sheep--killing dog, or Catch a chicken thief, so ~1hy not put in a
:t U'l days C.Leanlng up the weeLls which steal a big share of our crop?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S F~i TALKS

By R. E. HOdgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station :

Waseca, Minnesota

Honey lOCUst and black locust seed may be planted in the fall outdoors, but for

Basswood seed must be kept warm for four months, then just above freezing for

what makes it fun to find out how to beat their game by meeting the necessary re~

come over me, and I itch to plant something. It's too early to start garden truck,

so I fix up a box of dirt and sand for the window and plant some tree seed. That's

water, 12 of them will be up in no time. Other tree seeds are as particular as a

Of course it's rushing the season, but when February is gone an urge seems to

quirements so that they can't keep from growing.

Boxelders (if anyone wanted thom) grow like radishes. Oatalpas come readily

Some tree seeds are like radishes. If you drop 10 al~~here near some soil and

prima donna, and some just won't grow - apparently out of pure cussedness. That's

refuse to grow if they get dry. They should be kept moist from the time they are

picked. All that we didn't get planted last fall are packed in wet sawdust in the

,rhen planted in the garden. Nuts, such as acorns, walnuts, hickory, etco, will often

some little seedlings in the woods. When they first come up, little basswoods have

acid for an hour before washing and planting. Usually it's easier to go and dig up

seed leaves that look like two hands joined at the wrists.

:News Bureau
University Farro
St. Paul, Minnesota
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five months, then warm a.gain. Another way is to soak them in concentrated sulphuric

starting in a window box, it is best to cover the 'seeds with boiling water~ then let

them stand for a couple of days before planting. Kentucl~ coffee trees are interest-

ing, making the best of posts. Their hard seeds can be handled about tho srune as

locust.



menta

and see what happens.

Just no\., I'm trying to grow some \'1hite birch. After fooling around with it

Wednesday, March 5. 1941-2-

most of the winter. the seed still hasnlt sprouted.• Oh well, 1111 try SOhle new ways

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

For a quarter, some firms sell a big package of mixed seeds from various kinds

That I s why I like to fix up a box of dirt or some flower pots in the ,,,indo\.,.

Little trees, especially evergreens, can often be purchased from nurseries more

at a nice thrifty tree and say, "Yes, I grew tha.t from seed. ll It's an accomplish-

and have an extra long season to get ready for their first winter. It1s fun to look

If the trees get a good start inside, they can be set out when warm weather comes

and bad qualities, likes and dislikes, habits and characteristics.

cheaply than they can be grown at home, but when one has nursed them along like

babies or hunted them up in the woods, they seem more like a part of the famil;>r.

Besides, half the fun of growing trees is to find out more about them, their good

Itls a lot of excitement to see what comes up and try to guess what it might be.

heat treatment, acid or commercial disinfectant, to prevent damping off disease.

Junipers have done the best for me, but a lot of others have been started that way.

of evergreen trees. They must bo disinfected and planted in sand made sterile by
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Clean Grain

..

One of the tasks dad's little boy detested most was turning the fanning mill.

It wasn't hard, but it was tedious to turn, turn, turn. Now it's one of the most

pleasant jobs, with a motor to do the turning, especially because I can better under-

stand the reason behind it. It's fun to sack up all the weed seeds that thought

they were going to be planted, and assure them that they will never have a chance.

Sometimes we grind them fine and mix them in the sheep feed, but often we burn themo

My friend Bill used to argue that a fow weeds in the grain didn't matter be-

cause there were so many in the ground already, that a fow more made no difference"

Possibly that is true, but it makes mo mad to think of hanli 'lg '....eed soeds out to the

field and driving a drill to plant them. I don't think he really believed it either.

We try to induce the weed seeds in the field to sprout early so we can kill them

before the grain goes in. In fact we try all kinds of stunts to get the best of

weeds. Cleaning the grain is only one of them, but it's highly essential. Even one

weed seed can do a lot of damage. It crOi'lds out the good grain and seeds down ever'y-

thing around it if allowed to mature. A crop of weed seed in the ground means

tirouble for many years to come.

One could spend a fortune buying cleaning machinery. There are many makes and

mills on the market, and most of them will do well the job they are designed for.

Some pick out the seeds of a certain size and shape, leaving others to run over in

the tailings. Most of them have wcreens of various sizes to save only the seeds

which go through the top screen and over the bottom one. Many of them provide an

air blast to t~ce out the light stuff.

(more)
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No one machine will do a perfect job under all conditions, but usually a com-

bination of good sieves and plenty of wind will be fairly satisfactory. There are
I

many good makes available, but they are not ahrays properly used.

Every weed has a weak spot somewhere. The job is to find the weakness and

then hit it hard at the right time. ~ack grass will thrive on ordinary spring

cultivation, but it canlt stand a lot of disturbance in hot, d~y weather. Cana.da

thistles just ~ultiply if hoed in May, but mowing just before they blossom weakens

the plant a great deal. That's why they canlt live very long with alfalfa~ Field

bindweod or CreGping Jenny thrives on the cultivation given corn, but is weakened

if a tall thick crop like rye or Sudan grass gets the start of it, shading the

ground and using the moisture.

Certainly planting weed seeds is a poor way to get rid of them, so good farmers

clean their grain carefully before seeding. It's just one of the jobs that help to

cut down the compotition with our productive crops.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experimont Station, Waseca
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By R. E& Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Making Tracks

We wanted to seed alfalfa and brome grass on winter wheat while the ground was

still frozen; but seemed to encounter a lot of difficulties. In the first place;

the brome seed wouldn't feed down through the drill. It was too much like wool or

straw. We fixed that after a day of trial and many errors, by mixing 2 pounds of

coarsely cracked corn with each pound of brome grass. That gave it weight enough

to feed down fairly well. The alfa.lfa was put in the grass soeder attachment.

The next trouble was that the drill didn't leave any tracks on the frozen

ground; so it was hard to cover the field evenly. We tried dragging a weight and

we tried the corn planter marker, but the ground was too hard to show a scratch.

It looked as though we were stumped-

But farmers have to be ingenious and do things with the e~lipment they have.

Some old timers can fix almost anything from broken harness to hayracks with pliers

and baling wire. Someone finally suggested that we should have one of the machines

that they use to paint strips on the high\~ay.

Paint would be expensive and bad for the stock if anything happened to eat it,

SO finally Shorty suggested that ~~e scatter lime to show where we had'been. This

worked well~ We put a little lime in a gunny sack a.nd stuffed it into a piece of

old 6" pipe from the silo filler. One end was hooked to the drill and the other

was allowed to drag~ This shook the lime out of the sack and left a white mark by

the outside drill wheel which was all that we needed.

Seeding alfalfa and grass on the frozen ground without covering has given good

results in several trials. Last summer the winter wheat was so heavy that it

smothered the young plants in spots, especially where lodging occurred, but there

was a good stand elsewhere. Tho seeding cannot be blamed for what happened latero
(more)
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It is our conclusion that tho most common causes for failure of new seedings is

,.. loose ground and planting too deep. Neither of these is apt to occur on frozen,
, ground. The freezing and thawing of early spring has never seemed to hurt the young

plants.

We have also had good success planting grass in the early spring with grain

and grazing the field as soon as there was growth enough to eat. The grazing and

tramping didn't seem to hurt the young plants as we thouGht it would. Of course

when the grain was gone we gave the grass a chance to recover.

:But this was supposed to be about me.king marks in the field. Pretty soon ,.,e 1n

all be ma'dng tracks in the soft dirt, back and forth across the fields as the

ground is prepared and tho seed planted. ~f anyone needs a better mark to follow

he might try a sack of lime in [l,n old pipe. It worked for us.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southe~st E:~erimont Station, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Olean Grain

One of the tasks dad's little boy detested most was turning the fanning mill.

It wasn't hard, but it Was tedious to turn, turn, turn. Now it's one of the most

pleasant jobs, with a motor to do the turning, especially because I can better under-

stand the reason behind it. It1s fun to sack up all the weed seeds that thought

they were going to be planted, and assure them that they will never have a chance.

Sometimes we grind them fine and mix them in the sheep feed, but often we burn themo

My friend Bill used to argue that a few weeds in the grain didn't matter be-

cause there were so many in the ground already, that a fow mor", made no difference"

Possibly that is true, but it m~ces me mad to think of hauli~g weed seeds out to the

field and driving a drill to plant them. I don't think he really believed it either.

We try to induce the weed seeds in the field to sprout early so we can kill them

before the grain goes in. In fact we try all kinds of stunts to get the best of

weeds. Oleaning the grain is only one of them, but it's highly essential. Even one

weed seed can do a. lot of damage. It cro\'lds out the good grain and seeds do,'lll eve!'y-

thing around it if allowed to mature. A crop of weed seed in the ground means

Grouble for many years to come.

One could spend a fortune buying cleaning machinery. There are many makes and

mills on the market, and most of them will do well the job they are designed for.

Some pick out the seeds of a certain size and shape, leaving others to run over in

the tailings. ~ost of them have wcreens of various sizes to save only the seeds

which go through the top screen and over the bottom ono. Many of them provide an

air blast to t~~o out the light stuff.

(more)
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No one machine will do a perfect job under all conditions, but usually a com-

. bination of good sieves and plenty of wind will be fairly satisfactory. There are
\
• many good makes availab1e, but they are not alvTaYs properly used.

Every weed has a weak spot somewhere. The job is to find the wee~ness and

then hit it hard at the right time. QQack grass will thrive on ordinary spring

cultivation, but it canlt stand a lot of disturbance in hot, dry weather~ Canada

thistles just ~ultiply if hoed in May, but mowing just before they blossom weakens

the plant a gr8at deal. That's why they canlt live very long with alfalfa~ Field

bindweod or Creeping Jenny thrives on the CUltivation given corn, but is weakened

if a tall thick crop like rye or mldan grass gets the start of it, shading the

ground and using the moisture.

Oertainly planting weed seeds is a poor 1~ay to Get rid of them, so good farmers

clean their grain carefully before seoding. It1s just one of the jobs that help to

cut down the competition 1~ith our productive crops.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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. ~y R. E. Hodgson. :Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station
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After a hundred miles, we stopped to stretch. Shorty took the cat for a walk,

Kids who are usually active soon get restless sitting in a cramped position

on, in front of and behind the back seat. leaving scant foot room for three people.

At last we were off, three in front and three people, one cat and the luggage

Getting the car ~oaded for a family trip is an experience. How can ~rone

think of so mnny things to take along for a few days away from homo? Now ml baggage

camera, films, field glasses and a few odds and ends which t~ko littlo room, But

when six of us go, ~pile of luggage is tremendous.

We piled it all up beside Camcl~ the Car (she \'!ill carry most Mything) , and

Then mother decided she'd take a kitten along for her sister, and so a sand box was

have never added the last straw and broken her back. The roads were good but wet,

News Bureau
University Farm
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February 21, 1941

so we couldn't drive very fast.

behind. It made the springs groan, but Camel was accustomed to that. So far we

could one cat be so numerous? It seemed as though she took special delight in

It was also kitty's first ride and she had to e:~lore everything and everybody~ How

and older folks donlt improve in disposition or tolerance under such conditions,

my nose, ca~sing frequent sneezes~

climbing over my shoulders and wrapping her big black tail around my neck and under

while Bud and I tried to buy some flowers at a greenhouse which was locked~ Then

we all got back in Camel and started eating miles aga:n,Just as we reached the top

of a hill, one hind wheel began to thump, indicating a flat.

(my':-,:: )
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What a. time, what a place, what a situationl The cold wet wind whistled as it

blew through us and our hands were soon numb. Bud and I had to unload that trunk,

~ setting all the family belonging in rows and heaps along the highway, in order to

get at the spare tire. Bud thought the eat's pan added the last touch to our

domestic scene.

Cars whizzed past in a steady stream. Some people just looked and 1aughed~

Some tooted their horns. Most of them just went past~in a hurry, as I do when some

one else has tire trouble. Of course. if we had been fair damsels in distress,

there might have been more solicitude, but two husky men need no help in changing a

tire, and it was just our hard luck to pick the coldest spot in the road to do the

job.

Eventually the nev! t ire was in place and the trunk repacked - 1,11 th only a

little more overflow, Even the eat's pan was tucked in and we were on our way again.

We were all tired and BUd and I were cold. Only the cat could sing as she

perched on my shoulder. A little discomfort and delay nearly wrecked our disposi.·,

tion2. But nobody lost his temper and we all participated in a discussion of how

our grandparents had made the same trip in a covered wagon behind oxen. i'le finally

Goncluded that our journey wasn't so bad after all, since we could cover in 5 o~ 6

hoars a distance which would take Buck and Bright about 10 days or tN'O weeks.

When a little trouble bumps us, it usually helps to compare it \lTith roal trou-

ble some one else has laughed at. Finally we all joined the cat in singing and had

a lot of fun from the trip.

--R~ E. Hodgson, Superintendent
SoutheA.st Experiment Stat ion. 1vaseea
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The Little Kernel Wasn't There

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota
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off the excess corn were rusty and sometimes pushed out a kernel instead of running

disappointed in t-mr stand when it came up. He blamed it on pheasants, gophers and

it was buried too deep. Then the plates were just a bit too small for this particular

Pete was proud of his nice straight rows and his fancy corn but he was a little

The field wasn't as level and mellow as it might have been, and occasionally the

(more)

poor germination, however, and told the neighbors his corn would show them when it

Peter studied bulletins, attended meetings and read all the advertising on hy-

He had been so busy reading about corn that he didn't get around to the extra

As soon as the buds on the white oak trees were as big as gopher's feet, Pete

size of seed, and sometimes all of the notches were not filled. The dogs that pushed

difference. He had been too busy to check over the planter before he started plant-

dragging the field should have had, but with such good seed that shouldn't ma~e any

shoes on the planter hit a hard spot, leaving the seed uncovered or a soft spot where

ing, but it had been faithful for many years, so he just gave the wheels a squirt of

put his pet team on the planter, stretched out his wire and began to drop the pre-

the best ever for his particular farm. He paid plenty for that seed and kept the

cious seed in the moist ground.

sacks in the house until time to plant. It was too valuable to trust in the granary.

brid corn before he purchased any seed. He was sure that the kind he got was just

News Bureau
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good seed this year.

Wednesday. May 7. 1941-~

Pete's hired man did most of the cultivating with a tractor. The first time

At picking time, Pete was disappointed. The corn didn't pan out the way it was

Now Pete is studying corn literature again, and says he is going to get some

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

over, he covered up some of the corn that was planted too deep. The third time

through he went too close and too deep, trying to cover weeds which should have been

just as much time and gas on those as on the hills where throe stalks survived.

didn't offer to refund his loss or evon send a man to look at his field and sympa-

killed earlier. He did a good job though in aultivating the missing hills •.. He spent

advertised, oither in yield or in quality. Pete wrote the seed company, but they
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Planning to Break the Wind

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE
Wednesday, Ma;)r 14, 1941

...

The man who oPerated the farm before we bought it had planted a windbreak, but

stock, drouth and more stock had killed most of the trees. The stumps left do not

keep out much snow or wind in the winter, or add to the appearance of the place in

the summer, so weIll have to try again.

The first job is to plan where to plant. We want to keep the snow drifts away

from the buildings, so weIll put the first row of trees about 100 feet away from the

barn on the north and west sides. Now we have a start, and weIll set stakes for the

first trees like two sides of a rectangle enclosing the farmstead.

While welre dOing the job of keeping wind and snow under control, weld like to

make a place which will attract a lot of birds to eat our bugs, as well as grow some

fence posts, fire·wood and possibly some poles and saw-logs. This should give an

adequate return for the use of the land and make the farm more interesting as a home.

We want many kinds of trees, so weIll plan for a shelter-belt 125 feet wide.

After staking out the ground, the next thing is to get the soil ready. We have

decided to remove the stumps because they arc small and that will be less work than

to cultivate around them. Big ones could be left, of course. Then weIll plow and

harrow the ground and about June 1 sow Sudan gra£s.

~he next job is to put a good tight permanent fence all around the proposed.

planting. Posts 8 feet apart and 4 barbed wires will keep out horses and cattle.

Then when the trees are planted, wolll add pOUltry netting 2 foet high all around to

keep out dogs, rabbits or sheep. Sad experience has taught us that trees make expen-

sive fodder.

(more)



That's about all we can do this ~7ear, except to plan what trees we want and

where they will be placed. Now comes the fun. We want the inside two rows to be

-~ Wednesday, May 14p 1941

spruce because they start right from the ground and are so thick the wind gets dis-

couraged trying to find a way through.

I'm going to plant the rows 10 feet apart and the trees 6 feet in the row. That

will leave room to cultivate the ground between the rows and when the trees get big

enough to touch. perhaps we can sell a nice bunch of Christmas trees as we cut out

every other one. In choosing spruce we'll probably use Black Hills and Colorado Blue,

though \f.hite or Norway will do about as well.

The next two rows should be taller varieties, and I'm figuring on a White Pine,

then a Norway, then a Jack Pine and so on for each row. If the Jacks live they will

get up in a hurry and can be cut for poles when the others begin to need more space.

The two rows outside of the pines will be long-lived, useful trees, mixed for

the sake of variety. We'll want some Black Walnut, Hard Maple, Green Ash, Hackberry,

Kentucky Coffee trees and Buckeyes~ Elms would be approprate, but they're not good

for muc~ but fuel and shade. The others are more interesting.

Then the outside rows are to be quick growers, to get protection in a hurry.

Every other tree will be a Carolina Poplar, Norway Poplar or Cottonwood. Between

these will be Black Locust, goney Locust, Black Cherry and Basswood, all of which have

their uses. If there is room just inside the fende we'll put in some brush for looks

and bird feed. These will be Choke Cherry, Russian Olive, Wild Plum. Pin Cherries,

Tartarian Honeysuckle, Wild Crab Apples; Lilac, Wahoo, Highbush Cranberry, Dogwood

and anything else we can find in the woods.

Whew1 This is too long. My pencil has run away again. I'll continue next week

with how to get the trees and plant them.

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast ~periment Station, Waseca
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Trees for the Windbreak

Last week I described our plans for a windbreak. The next thing is to got the

treGs. The Spruce and Pines can usually be purchased for less than the cost of grow-

ing them here. Nurseries usually sell little transplants 6 to 10 inches high at less

than 5 cents each, and that's cheaper than getting all the equipment needed to grow

them. (Besides, it is more certain.) Small trees cost less and transplant more

easily.

For Black Walnuts, we'll locate a good tree this fall and get a sack of nuts

with the hu1ls on. These can be planted as soon as they are gathered, or llla.yered ll

for use in the spring. Walnuts are hard to transplant. Hard Maple seod ripens in

late fall and can be planted immediately in close rows in the garden. Next Mayor

June they can be set out in the ~indbre&c or left in the' garden for another year.

Green Ash are easy to move if you have a woodlot handy, or the soed can be han-

dled like Hard Maple. We can find plenty of tiny Hackberries in the woods, just 2 or

3 inches tall, and easy to move. They're ~~rder to gro~ from seed. I know of an old

Kentucky Coffee tree which sends up shoots allover the place, and that's where 1 ex~

pect to get some trees. Others will be grown from seed~' They should be picked up

from the wet ground in the spring and planted. If they have dried out, it may be

necessary to scratch the seed coat or treat them with hot water or acid to get them

started. Buckeyes or Horse Chestnuts are oasy to grow from seed handled most anyway.

The big job is to get ahead of the sqUirrels.

The Poplars and Cottonwoods are easiest to plant. Find a good thrifty tree of

the kind wanted and cut up branches from t to I inch in dio.oeter and 10 or 12 inches

long. Cut these in February or Ma~ch, tie them in bundles and pack in ~et sand or

(more)
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sawdust in a cool place. When you're ready to plant, just stick them in the ground

on a slant,leaving li or 2 inches above ground. Tramp them hard to pack the dirt

around the butts and most of them will come.

Elack Locusts send up sprouts like quack grass and they're easy to transplant.

Honey Locusts can be planted in the ga~den and easily moved at any time. Black

Cherries can be grown from seed or little trees moved in from the woods. They're as

easy to grow as weeds, but Basswood seed is a tough job to germinate. It is better

to find seedlings in the ,.roods or bUy young trees.

The brush we intend to plant along the north and west fences, gives us a chance

to put out the interesting things we find while hunting for other trees. Choke cher-

ries are easy, either from seed or sprouts, Russian Olive seed grows like radishes,

Honeysuckle roots can be broken up and any scrap will grow, or cuttings can be rooted.

Most of the other things are easy to get - or at least I have found it so.

Anyone who likes trees will find that others with a similar hobby are glad to

help out with seed, roots or cuttings. Of course all the nurseries will be glad to

supply anything needed and very reasonably too, but half the fun of growing things

is the learning how. That way, each tree is a personal triumph and a lot of satis-

faction.

Extension Bulletin 196 from University Farm, St. Paul, or your county agent,will

tell all the facts about windbreaks. These ideas are just my own way of going about

it. The main thing is to get the trees in the ground and keep out the livestock -

including rabbits.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Harrowing Soybeans .

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE
\'1ednesday, May 28, 1941

Weeds may not bother tho crops on other farms, but here they start early and

stop late, making such a prolific and luxuriant growth if left alone, that we have

had to grow soybeans in rows so they could be cultivated like corn. i{hen we seeded

solid, no matter how we worked the ground before planting, the weeds got a start

which crowded the beans badly before fall.

A sugar beet plow has proved to be an excellent implement for cultivation be-

cause the rows could be planted 24 inches apart and the beans covored the ground more

quickly than when they had to stretch 3 feet or more. Besides, they yield more.

However, cultivation with a plow is slow work and it takes men and horses which should

be in the corn field. We always ~ve a big race with weeds in June.

Last year we tried a new stunt ~ at least it was new to us. We used a boss

harrow and dragged the beans beyond all reason - but they came through even better

than when seeded in rows. The neighbor who told us how to raise beans knew what he

was talking about, though I was skeptical when he told me.

For fear we would drag out a lot of plants, we drilled some at 120 pounds per

acre, some at 240 pounds and some at 450 pounds, but the lightest seeding was plenty

thick. Three or four days after planting, we found that the beans were swelled and

almost ready to put out roots, so we gave them a good working with the harrow, so

that weeds and beans would have an even start. Then we ordered a nice shower and the

beans popped up in a hurry.

There wasn't anything we could do, until the plants were well rooted as indi-

cated by the growth of from 4 to 6 leaves. When this condition approached, we

(more)
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dragged again on a hot afternoon when the sun had wilted the stalks making them

I limber and tough enough to stand rough treatment. It looked as though the boss

harrow would tear every plant out of the field, but apparently it only took the weeds,

because in a couple of days the beans looked better t~~ ever.

After this we gave the plot a thorough going over every week until they were

17 inches high. Of course the drag did no good when the beans vere this big. It

didn't even touch the ground, but we made one round to see what would happen. The

field looked as thOUgh a steam roller had gone over it, but in a few days the plants

recovered so well, that no effects were visible.

We took yields on the 3 rates of seeding by cutting 6 square yards of each when

the seed was ripe. They all had about the same yield of seed, from 35 to 37 bushels

per ncre, while our beans grown in rows yielded from 32 to 34 bushels. The beans

seeded solid had less weeds than those grown in rows.

Of course one trial on a small plot doesn't tell the whole story and this year

may be different. However, it convinced me that soybeans would stand more dragging

than I ever thought possible, and we may have our neighbor to thank for showing us

how to grow beans more cheaply than before.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The House We Live In
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: By R. E. HOdgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Boys and girls build the houses they will have to live in the rest of their

Other houses are so staunchly built, so neatly trimmed, so stored with treas~

owner constantly seeks entertainment away from his mental home. Generally crowds

framed that they are easily pushed out of plumb and so scantly furnished that the

Judging by actions, some folks have built miserable tar paper shacks, so weakly

but they Crol guess at its substance b1 the owner's actions.

list the things it contains. No one else can ever see inside this mental residence,

low or blue, but it is not so easy to describe what he has built in his head or to

Almost any boy can tell whether the building he lives in is painted white, yel-

thing wortlMrlhile to do. They can be perfectly happy alone or wi th companions capa-

ble of appreciating the things which are a source of constant pleasure to them.

They have pride in their houses and constantly seek to improve them. It is the in-

ures, so brimming with interests that the possessors are never at a loss for some-

fluence of such minds which makes people build. construct, invent, repair and wllce

-------~~-

cess determines whether they are to be serene, competent, happy and constructive or

News :Bureau
University Farm
St. Paul, Minnesota
July 25, 1941

selfish, empty, wanton and neurotic. Good environment is helpful and good inherit-

lives. Hen and women furnish the houses they have built. The degree of their suc-

ance is essential, but no one has ever made the most of his own possibilities.

Poise, appreci~tlon and contentment are a condition of mind, not of body.

(more)
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It is this knowledge which makes parents wish for some means of helping their

children to build correctly, avoiding costly blunders. Running in packs, jazz living

and thoughtless entertainment may not in themselves be particularly. harmful unless

carried to the point where they exclude quiet thought. originality, constructive

effort a~d independent decisions.

Doing tr..ings with the hands, such as se\Oling, \J!hi ttling, growing plants, caring

properly for pets, craftwork, cooking, camping, music, knitting or even fancy work,

help to develop attitudes conducive to well-built mental houses. PI~~ing a project

and carrying it to cOD1:-f)letion in spite of obstacles a..'1d tedious details developes

concentration, ingenuity, persistence ana. an appreciation of ....That is involved in the

process of building and keeping society at its best•.

Any plan is worth the greatest effort which will help young people to attain

staunch mental. houses in which they can Iive happily and peacefully in spi te of l)over-

ty or wealth. misfortune or success. Moneir. station, influence, power. book knowl-

edge, or the lack of these, are not the deciding factors. Good examples of mental

houses well-built or otherwise can be f~~d in any environment.

If older people could somehow show youngsters the importance of the things they

do every dalf, the vision would set them so on fire that the elders would need to make

way for successive waves of progress. We need the power to inspire and enthuse the

greatest asset our nation possesses. our boys ~1d girls, and lead them to the promised

land within their own minds.

•--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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SoUtheast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

Picking Berries

Because of a conformation acquired by twenty odd years of living with a good

cook, it is uncomfortable for me to bend over sufficiently to pick strawberries from

the plantse The first q~t isn't so bad, but continued stooping seems to cause a

stuffy feeling, a shortness of breath and a keen desire to do something else for a

while.

Why should I pick berries any\.,ray? "'ith two slim young gals in the family who

just love to pick fruit in the garden, there should be no necessity for mother and me

to do any picking. Still, occasionally they callan me to set a good example - or

share their misery - depending on the point of view, and unless it is possible to

think up some other job right away quick, Pop finds himself in the berry patch.

Some people saY that cows give milk. We have alwaYS found it ''I7as necessary to

take it away from them. Likewise with the berries. They look so nice in the garden,

but what tedious effort it takes to get them on the tab1el Rasp, black and goose-

berries have their thorns and mosquitoes. Strawberries grow in the most inconvenient

position and when an especially red one is overripe, it goes squish allover the fin-

gers.

While welre in the patch I regale and comfort the girls by tales of prowess

among berry pickers when dad was a little boy. liOn stra\'Tberries we were paid 25 cents

for picking 24 q1,l&rts and one girl in the crew earned as much as $4.00 a day, which

~Tas good picking. II That yarn is a nistake, because Shorty politely inquires how much

I made. Admitting a 5O-cent gross is rather ecbarrassing.

Then Dodie pipes up, IIIf you have had all thnt experience and enjoyed such a

wonderful chance to perfect your technique, why is it that we fill our boxes faster

(more)
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than you do?1l This modern generation is most impertinent at times, and has no re-

spect for old age and physical debilityl

Somehow. by hook, crook, persuasi0h or by doing it herself. mother gets the

berries picked. Some gp on the table tb meet a sudden termination of their existence

as fruit, while others are canned for future reference. Somehow we readily forget

the discomfort of picking in the pleasure of eating the fruit from our garden.

In fact, most everything is more or less that way. The more effort we exert in

getting a thing done, the more we will probably enjoy it. The rewards which come too

easily are seldom appreciated.

-R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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:By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, MUL~esota

Shearing Sheep

·•

··

Last fall we clipped our lambs which were to be kept over for breeding stock.

They hadn't been doing any too well, but when the wool was peeled off, they ran,

jumped, ate and grew as lambs should. Another year it may not help a bit, but in

this one case it seemed to do a lot of good.

It was the middle of,October when we got the bright idea from a neighbor who

thought it had helped him. That left the wool pretty short at the time of the armi-

stice blizzard, but it didn't seem to do any harm. So~e of the lambs were pretty

well snowed under too, but they didn't even catch cold. This year we want to get

them sheared about the 1st of September.

We don't think that shearing twice a year will necessarily make us more wool.

We may even be docked for short staple, when we get the grading sheets from the wool

pool. but the sheep seemed to do better without heavy fleeces. We have to shut them

up nights for fear of dogs, and with light overcoats they don't mind it so much.

When long wool gets wet it is slow to dry and we have had more colds preViously t~~

,,,e did last year.

The lambs grew better than usual during the early winter. Sometimes they seem

to gain up to about 100 pounds and then stand still until spring. Last year their

weight continued to increase right through the winter. They were't so lazy and

their appetites were better.

Another unusual thing we did was to shear the whole flock just before the first

of March. The sheep shivered a little when it got down well below zero a few hours

after their coats were off, but they were in a fairly good shed and the doors were

(more)
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shut. No bad effects were observed and colds seemed less prevalent than ~sual.

It is certainly nice to have the shearing done before lambing begins. The ewes

with short wool hunt the sun instead of the shady spots which is duly appreciated by

the lambs~ The ewes also hike for shelter if it rains or snows, so that the lambs do

not need to be watched so closely.

Shorn ewes warm the building more than those with long fleeoes and are not SO un-

comfortable when shut up in close quarters~ Clean udders are also more convenient

for newborIl~ambs as they first search for the lunchroom. We like the early shearing.

When we have followed the practice of shearing twice a year for a little more

time, we will try and compare yields of ,.,001. One trial might be misleading due to

special conditions. Besides, we she~red only the lambs last fall. This year \'/6 will

try out the ,,,hole bunch and see \'That happens.

--R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Fall Weeds

BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

137 R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

:

helping to keep up nature's balance where we might otherwise have barren wastes. It

A weed is a useful plant. It grows, dies and decays, enriching the soil and

them from going to waist.

is also noted for keeping farmers busy, makes their job interesting and prevents

the sunlight without any help and in spi:te of the weeds, but I want to hurry the job

tive to locate the trees among them.

shelter.. In the rush of field work the weeds had grown up so high it took a detee-

Weeds are only weeds when they are in the way of something more useful. My

care of themselves and raise feed for a hundred birds which may be born under their

nature to select more promptly the best species to produce - that is, the best

The occasion was a weed pulling spree on a free evening. Last spring we set out

trees, being more persistent and longer lived, might eventually win their ~~ up to

rosin weeds, prickly lettuce, catnip and a hundred relatives get to crowding my

(more)

"Aha, me proud beaut~. Ou.t you come. Oh, you will hang on, will you? We'll

I admire the colors and the grade of fall flowers, wild or tame, but when the

see who's bossl Woof, that was a tough one. Hello, little stranger. How do you

along and make them grow fast. That means a little labor now and then, assisting

a lot of small trees and shrubs which we hope will one day get large enough to take

and give the babies a chance.

keep your color. ~lear down here under all this brush? Rip, rip, rip. Now you can

Nelts 13ureau
University Farm
St. Paul, Minnesota
JUly 25., 1941
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How would the wild life fare without \'1eeds? Our \'linter birds depend on them to

a very great extent for fobd and shelter. Bees fill the last cells with honey from

the fall flowers ... the little bit extra that may .:1,,1:e the difference between plenty

and starvation. Weeds decorate the road sides (and some of the fields) With their

splashes of vivid color add make the waste places beautiful' Weeds so affect certain

people that they weep and sM.rne•. probaply with joy Qver the abundance of pollen

which will insure a good .aed crop.
- . I \

We must admire weeds~ their persistence in the face of difficulties. their

clever adaptations which permit them to exist in a difficult env~ronment. their

aggressiveness and their ability to make a big growth so quickly. Still when they

get into corn fields or crowd my little trees, ~t's a pleasure to hold a massacre

and tear them out root and branch without mercy.

-R. E. HOdgson, Superintendent
Southeast ]lXperiment Station, Waseca
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By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

The Last Hay Crop

:..

A stranger came up to me in the barn at the County Fair, where I was tying up

the horses tails, ready for showing. "\'lell, at last I've found you, :Bob. Drove 60

miles and paid 50 cents to ~t into this Fair, just to get some sound information on

alfalfa. If

"The first question is, should I cut the third crop or leave it for winter cover?

Now my experience has been - If and on he went for half an hour, while I braided hair

and tried to put in a yes or no at approximately the right places. Suddenly he ended

his alfalfa story, shook hands very cordially and thanked me for all the good advice

I had given him. It was just what he had been looking for - and away he went.

It has alW8\YS seemed to me that this was the best job of "advising lr I ever did.

The man got just the information he wanted, as he wanted it, and believed every word

of it, because it was his own idea. I was not committed in any way and couldn't be

blamed if things went wrong. But all people are not so accommodating.

If I knew enough to run my 0~1Il farm perfectly, it might then be possible to

branch out and tell others how to do it, but I'll freely admit my ignorance concern-

ing crops, livestock, land and people. Now navigation, war, foreign policies, avia-

tion and large scale production are another story. Having never had any contact with

them, it's easy to see how simple such subjects are, and it's perfectly obvious what

should be done. It's like a book on raising children, written by a maiden lady.

There may be some good ideas, but they are not the result of experience.

Mostly when anyone asks for advice on subjects associated with farming, I try to

tell him what I have seen and if possible what has happened when such and such was

(more)
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per acre he will have in the bin if he plants so many acres of a certain variety of

not satisfactor,y to the one seeking information. He wants to know how many bushels

tried. Even this may not be reliable because my experience is too limited, and it is,
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oats. SODe even want me to give the weight per bushel.

Many questions are asked regarding the last crop of alfalfa. The University

of Wisconsin advocates taking only two crops. The University of Minnesota reco~ends

three. Which is right? Perhaps both are, for they are not talking about the same

land or rainfall. Two crops might be best for my neighbor, but after due trial lIm

convinced that three is best for us. Like the number of hens from a hatching of

eggs - it all depends.

On this particular farm, we have decided that the third crop of alfalfa should

be cut no later than September 10th. Some years it has been cut later without injury.

We have even pastured it all winter and had a good crop the following spring, but

then again it has winter killed. After much trial and many mistakes we reached the

conclusion that a third crop was best under ordinary conditions on this farm, and

that September 10th was a safe date for the last cutting. lIm not telling anyone

what to do on other farms.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station
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By R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Plant Propagation

...

•

"1 111 never buy any more plants or trees from that nursery," Ernie said. "They

skinned me once and that's enough. We bo~ght a rose bush - of some kind or other

that the wife wanted. The first year it was all right and had one or two roses as

pretty as you could ask for. Then the next year it was just an ordinary wild rose

like we have along the roadside. It makes me mad to pay for something I don't get."

"Did the rose freeze down during the first winter?"

"Yes, I believe it did. I forgot to cover it the way the directions said. and

it froze to the ground. but it came up all right from the root."

"Probably it froze down to the graft."

"Well that nursery is a graft and no mistake. What's a graft on a rose bush?"

When plants are produced from seeds, the progeny will have a combination of in-

heritance from both parents. If the parents are burr oaks, their acorns will produce

burr oaks. If the parents are peonies. the seeds will produce peonies. But there

are differences in burr oaks. Some are great stately trees with straight tru~~s,

fast growing and SO resistant to disease that they will live a long while. Others

are scrubby trees, short lived and of no particular value except for firewood.

Peonies vary in color, size, pattern and vigor.

If we happen to get seed from superior parents, the offspring are likely to

have at least some of the qualities we wish, but they may throw back to a scrub

grandpappy. and not be as good as we expected. The same rule applies to open poll-

inated corn.

People have always wanted to propagate the things which meet their particular

needs. When a seedling apple tree happened to have extra nice fruit, there was a

~. (more)
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wish to have more trees of the same kind, but the seed didn't breed true. Then some-

body found out that if a branch from this extra good tree could be induced to grow

• on another tree of inferior quality, the fruit produced from the grafted limb would

all be the same as that on the tree it came from. Soon they learned to grow most

any kind of apple trees from seed and then by "grafting" on new wood and cutting off

the seedling stem, any desired variety of apple could be had, regardless of the roots.

All the wealthy apples in Minnesota are direct descendants, by grafting, from

the original wealthy tree. All standard varieties of apples, plums, pears, peaches,

oran~s, grapefruit, walnuts, roses and a hundred other things are propagated by

grafting the knollm material to an unknown root.

In other cases, slips of stem or leaf fro~ plm1ts of known quality are induced

to take root. This is propagation by cuttings. Potato seed is seldom used except by

plant breeders. We cut up the tubers, which are really stems, and each piece pro-

duces a plant like its self, without getting inheritance from two sources as in sex-

ual reproduction.

Dahlias, gladiolus, tulips, peonies, etc., are propagated from tubers or corms

instead of seed. Strawberries are gro~m from runners; currants, grapes and some

trees from cuttings; quack grass. field binfuqeed and Oanada thistles from under-

ground stems. and so on through a host of plants. It's a fascinating hobby, espe-

cially for youngsters, to "discovern all the possible plans for propagating plants.

When the tender grafted wood on Ernie's rose froze and died, the wi}d rose

root sent up some replacements of its own - and Ernie blamed the nursery.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S FABM TALKS

What's The Difference?

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota
·•
·•
•·

·•
•·

News Bureau
University Farm
St. Pa~, Minnesota
August 29. 1941

No two animals or plants are exactly alike, though identical twins come mighty

The steers were run on pasture and in the corn fields for 100 days and then

We figured it wasn't worth while to put feed into cattle unless they would pay

the feed lo~. After 120 days of associating with corn and hay the cattle were again

Last fall we bought 50 feeder steers from the South St. Paul market. They

(more)

People are about the same. It is impossible to tell what they are good for by

sent to market at a nice profit - but some paid a lot more for their feed than others.

steer had gained 275 pounds and the poorest only 137. The average for the lot was

appearances. Sometimes the most unprepossessing individual will do the most remark-

weighed again to see what they had done. The results were surprising. The best

able amount of good and then someone who seems to have everything that could be de-

for it, so we turned 2 head back on the market at a small loss and put the rest in

dirty, tired and hungry, they looked pretty tough. Just for the fun of it. each of

Varieties and races of special merit can be built up.

dividuals and propagating them while the inferior ones are restricted, that breeds,

graded IImedium ll at the market, but when they stumbled down off the trucks, thin,

Thus about 10 of the steers had special sponsors, but none of the 10 won highest

honors. We just couldn't tell by looks what abilities in meat making had been in-

us picked a steer which we thought might make the most gain during the feeding period.

close to it. That's a fortunate thing, because it is only by selecting the best in-
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.
I Thousands of skillful men have spent a lifetime of effort attempting to pro-

~,,. duce stock or crops of superior merit. Some were seeking cattle which would produce

more milk or butterfat than was ever believed possible. Some bred up cattle which

would qUickly turn rough feed into the choicest meat. Some sought a variety of corn

or grain which would make great yields and meet all competition.

They have done their job well •. as is indicated by our fine breeds of dairy and

beef cattle. hogs,horses, sheep and poultry. Our crops now are greatly superior to

those our fathers thought good. We have learned to grow alfalfa instead of timothy

and a cow isn't worth keeping unless she pays her w~r.

All of this we call progress. and it is very fine, but what has been done

about improving the human race? We have just as great differences in people as in

animals B.J."1d crops, but they are allO'1rled to run as they please and if they can't make

things go, someone more capable takes care of them.

I don't advocate killing everyone who isn't up to snuff. Who knows enough to

decide such questions? But we have done wonders by encouraging the reproduction of

our best stock and crops. Sometines it seems to me we are doing just the opposite

with people. Certainly the b~sic intelligence of mankind has not been much improved

or we could find a more satisfactory means of settling differ'3nces than to wreck our

vaunted "civilization" with war.

--R. E~ Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

: By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

: Waseca, Minnesota
·•

Do It Now

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 1941

.•

A story was written by a man who went to see a friend with whom he used to hunt

a great deal. As they stood in the yard talking, an old dog inched out from his bed

under the porch and with painful steps staggered over to greet his former hunting com-

panion. The dog was all crippled up with rheumatism so that every step was agony,

but he finally got near the man he had served, and looked up for recognition with a

feeble attempt to wag his tail.

All of this was noted by the visitor, and his impulse Was to drop on his lenees

and sho'" his affection for this old pal of field a.nd gun. But he was "busy'f visiting,

and before he could respond to the dogls greeting, the old fellow despondently dropped

his head and tail and st'll.D1bled slowlj' back to his bed.

That night when the writer went to rest, the memory of the dog came back to him.

He could see those big bro\~ eyes, alight with recognition of an old friend and the

wish to renew acquaintance. He remembered days in the field when the dog was young;

the miles he traveled through brush, water and weeds, seeking birds; the point, flush-

ing the oovey, retrieving the dead birds; the joy of the dog in long and arduous serv-

ice and his anxiety to please his friends and masters.

Then the writer remembered the dog's hurt feelings when he failed to give him

recognition_ Just a thoughtless delay, because he was "busy", but how could a dog

understand that? He remembered how the light went out of faithful eyes, the tail

drooped, and the disappointed setter limped painfUlly back to his drea~J loneliness.

What did the dog thiru{ of him? hnat did he think of himself? He tossed and

tumbled, unable to sleep, and on his first free day he again drove out t9 the farm,

determined to correct his mistake. But the opportunity had passed. The old dog was

dead.
(more)
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This story came pretty close home to me. How often I have had an impulse to do

a kindness. give someone a lift or inquire whether help "'as needed" and then Ilput it

off ll because I was Ilbusy ll just thenl!

What is it that keeps us so ''busy''? Most of it is not so very important~

Another row of corn cultivated, another load hauled in or out~ a story read, big talk

about little ideas - these are the things that keep us "busy" most of the time. Some

men achieve greatness because they devote their energy to things which count. They

recognize opportunities, even if they are dressed in overDlls. Two minutes petting

the dog would have saved hours spent in regretting a mistake.

Yielding to good impulses is an art which helps to sweeten our lives and those

of others_ The time to do a kindness is right now, before it is too late. One of

mother's favorite sayings was, "If you're going to do it, do it !!.QJ!'"

--lie E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON' 5 FARH TALKS

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

vlaseca, Minnesota

News Bureau
Universi ty Farm
St. Paul Minnesota
September 23 1941

There should be same turning from our own labo~s to watch the toil of the little

The tenth month of 1941 is ours to be enjoyed, with all the glory of fall

Harvest is over, silos are filled, plowing is well along, cattle getting their

month to be a1iveand happy before cold weather settles down. The sunshine feels

This month there should be a little time to appreciate the fall weather. A

weather, colors, football, frost and fatness, getting rea~p for winter. A splendid

machinery, stack or shred corn fodder, prepare quarters for fall pigs, teach new

nothing to do but pick corn, finish the plowing, haul manure, clean up the yards, re-

garden, take down electric fences, eat three big meals a day and relax.

calves to drink, haul slough grass to cover the strawberries, top dress and plow the

pair buildings. replace broken glass, put on storm windows, bank the barn, put away

sunrise drive over the hills, where each summit gives a view of new beauty, new

intimate association with special trees, hurrying streams, placid lakes, lush grass.

ture along Winding byways with unexpected, breath-t~t1ng excitement just beyond the

early wild fowl from the north. When each road and path is an invitation to adven-

color, new arrangement of nature's grandest display. Where each valley gives an

people, scurrying to prepare for the long cold ahe&l or just loafing in complete en-

joyment of the good things now at hand. Squirrels m~dly dashing to load their

larders with walnuts and acorns while the su?ply is ~lentiful. How can they tell

which nuts are good? Caterpillars, with fur coats of many colors, inching along

(more)

. good. The tang in the air puts snap in the heels, appreciation in the mind and new



warmth of the afternoon.

Southeast Experiment Station. \'!aseca

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Wed•• Oct. 1. 1941

It's a great time for picnics, and ~ thick steak. broiled over good oak coals,

October is a month of peace and plenty--at least for us here in this favored

Falling leaves disclose deserted nests, their usefulness over, the nestlings

of wit, easy laughter and good fellowship.

their seed as far as possible. Attractive berries wait for hungry winter birds to

out for display. Stick tights stick and seeds of every description are on the move.

they held so carefully gone miles away where the sun is still hot. All the curious

country. War, with its bombs, starvation and senseless slaughter seemsfoolish and

smoke and gazing at the pictures in the flames, there is a vast contentment, a flow

portions and yet makes us impatient with such limited capacities as we possess.

world could join in our enjoyment of October and Peace.

contrivances plants have developed to keep alive and propagate their kind are spread

has a flavor and aroma on pleasant evenings that stimulates appetites to unusual pro-

far away. Pomp, power, conquest, all seem insignificant. Here we have a vast satis-

carry them away.

concern. We are close to Nature in her most generous mood and wish that all the

faction in just being alive. well fed and warm. The past ~~d the future are of small

hunting favorable locations for next year. Tall jewel weeds ,op their pods, throwing

siege. A browsing bumble bee, sipping the nectar from late fall flowers in the

Ants, proud of their cooperative efforts, bringing in last supplies before the long

Later, around the campfire, wrapped in warm blankets. smelling the perfunle of wood

with fixed purpose. to find suitable locations for the cocoons they plan to spin.

October
Page 2
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BOB HODGSON'S FJJU~ ~LKS

, By R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseoa, Hinnesota

Winter Is Coming

It is instinct fo~ people in oold olimates to prepare for eoming scarcity by

hoarding up a supply of food and fuel. Shelves in the vegetable cellar are brimming

with oans full of summer's abundanoe. Potato bins are full and fat squashes, pump-

kins, onions, oarrots, parsnips and a dozen other vegetables are on the floor or

piled in boxes, waiting their turn at the table.

Some folks are fortunate enough to have cold storage faoilities. Others have

pits under ground where things can be kept without freezing. A recent University

publioation (Extension Bulletin No. 226) gives directions for building various types

of storage struotures. But most of us have only the oellar under the house in which

to keep the things which must not freeze.

Most cellars are too warm or too poorly ventilated for best results, but we

have to use them until better arrangements can be made. We have a couple of stunts--

not new--which might be used by others. For insta~ce, we have wrapped apples in

paper so that if one spoiled it would not contaminate the rest. Last year we ob-

tained some barrels, put in a layer of sawdust and then a layer of apples. In an

ordinary cellar they kept well and we were eating Haralsons until the middle of May.

. We tried to cool the apples in wire baskets over night before packing, &1d had

the sawdust cool and dry. Perhaps some kinds of sawdust would flavor the apples.

Ours was redwood, I believe, and didn't seem to taint the fruit at all. It was

certainly a lot less work than wrapping each apple and seemed to us more effective.

Just before killing frost we try to get in some tomato vines. We pull them up

by the roots and hang the vines with all their green fruit from the cellar ceiling.

(more)



a bit shorter.

effort. - At least we think so.

and stay frozen.

Wed., Oct. 8, 1941

Another w~ to reduce the time between fall and spring is to force some rhubarb

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

When the first root is worn out, the stalks get spindly and we b~ing in another

After New Years, we bring a root into the warm basement, and when it is well

one. Of course that means setting out a few new hills each year, but that should be

done anyway and the novelty of fresh garden produce in mid-winter is worth the

on top of the ground and cover with straw. Sometimes we go further and pack them in

thawed out, give it plenty of water. In a little while it sends up tender pink

a blizzard and pick a mess of rhubarb, but it surely tastes fine.

boxes or kegs with moist dirt. In either case, the roots are allowed to freeze hard

They taste mighty good in late October and early November and seem to make the winter

stalks which make fresh rhubarb pies or sauce. It seems a bit odd to come in out of

- -----------------

Winter Is Coming

Page 2

For a month or so we usually have all the fresh tomatoes we c~l use on the table.

roots. Before the ground freezes hard we dig two or three big old roots, lay them
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disturbing the peace.

attitude which makes it hard to find a crabby, discourteous railroad freight or

That's Railroad property and I can

Common Courtesy

Wednesday, October 15, 1941

OBSERVE RELEASE DATE

BOB HODGSON'S FARM 'nALI{S

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent 1

Southeast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

"Hey, kid, what do you think you're doin'?

I tried to explain that we wanted to ship a pig and he finally let me back the

send you up for 20 years for unchainin' that truck."

All that was many years ago. Perhaps it's because I'm now in the hea~Jweight

shipment and let their customers know it.
(more)

wagon up again and tug at the heavy crate alone while he stood and glared at me for

back to the Station. Remembering that the Lord helps those who help themselves, I

Finally, I drove over to the elevator across the road, tied the te~~ and went

Dad sent me to the depot to ship a pig, and how I dreaded it. Our Station

I backed the wagon up to the platform and waited for the Agent to bring his

The Agent heard the chain rattle, though he couldn't hear a team and lumber wagon.

express agent these days. Most of them are glad to see a load of merchandise for

class and look able, but I like to believe it is different training and a different

was no place nearby to tie them.

to be busy, but he didn't come near. I couldn't leave the team standing, and there

truck. Twenty minutes went by. He could see me through the window, he didn't seem

unchained the Station truck and started to haul it out where I could unload the pig.

the Agent. On several occasions Dad had come home from the depot, almost fighting

else. At the time, I suspected that Dad sent me on the errand because he so disliked

System, was a dour man who always snapped at little boys--and practically everyone

Agent, who was also Express Agent, Telegraph Operator and King of the Railway

lTews :Bureau
University Farm
st. Paul Minnesota
September 23 1941



An incident which occurred the other day brought the pig episode to my mind.\
I

Common Courtesy
Page 2 Wed., Oct. 15, 1941

The kids planned a trip to visit Grandma and wanted to go by bus. I took them to

the depot, they bought tickets, and were ready to get on. Some buses carry the

luggage in side compartments. and others on inside racks. I started to ask the

driver where he wanted the bags, but he was talking to someone, so we all waited

until he was through. Then I asked him. "HOl\T \-lOuld. I know? That's not my bus."

And a\·;ay he went.

The next driver I tackled was telling a story to his companion so I waited

again. 1fl1en they were through laughing, I asked where he wanted the luggage. Some-

how the wa:y he snarled, "Inside", made-me \\Tant to grab him b:r the scruffof his neck

and push his teeth in. Perhaps I'm touchy, but it costs SO little to be civil and

pleasant.

I certainly felt like teaching him a lesson, and think I could have done it

without too much trouble, but that wouldn't have helped, except to relieve my feel-

ings, \\Thich are unimportant. If his parents, his teachers and the company he works

for were unable to impress him with the importance of giving a civil answer, my

efforts would surely be wasted.

The kids can ride the bus if they want to. Personally, I'll take the train. --

Not that it will make a particle of difference to either of them.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast ]L~geriment Station, Waseca
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:BO:B HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

, :By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent I

Southeast Experiment Station
tvaseca, I-Unnesota

Electric Fence

The steer stood with his head over the fence, calmly chewing his cud. He Imew

the wire was hot, so he was careful not to touch it, but he forgot the chain and

number hanging about his neck. A stray gust of ,~ind moved the chain a fraction of

an inch and the steer moved quickly to a safer distance.

We have found electric fence very satisfactory and economical. It should not

replace woven wire and heavy posts around barn lots and permanent pastures, but it

does enable the farm manager to use aftermath, odds and ends of fields, corn stalks

and similar material which would not justify a good job of fencing.

For rotation pastures, electric fence does nicely for cattle and horses, but we

have not found it so satisfactory for sheep and hogs. Usually one of the smaller

animals learns to take the shock for the pleasure of getting out, rold if it's a

sheep, the whole flock must follow regardless.

We rigged ~p some lots with electric fence for pasturing sows and pigs. It

worked fine except for one strong-minded old lady. Every morning after her regular

feed and a nap, she would decide to go foraging. ~~owing what would happen when

she touched the wire, it was necessary to stir herself up to a high pitch of excite-

ment before making the dash for freedom.

She ~ould tramp up and down beside the fence, faster &~d faster, lashing her

tail, shaking her head and champing her teeth. Finally she would back up to the

house, start a long drawn, agonized squeal, put her head down and run under the

wire. Once through, she would stop short, call her babies who were too small to be

hit and with the greatest satisfaction, wander off in search of adventure. Each

evening, at feeding time, she would return and repeat the performance.

(more)
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Wed., Oct. 22, 1941

We took visitors up to see the show and give them a laugh, but every morning

when we heard that high-pitched squeal, we knew the old sow was out and no telling

what mischief she would find to occupy her unusual talents. Finally we quit using

electric fence for the hogs.

For small animals it is usually necessary to use two wires. The lower one is

so close to the ground that weeds and grass can easily reach it, and unless extreme

care is used, the wire may be shorted and the battery run down. A trip with a

scythe every few days will prevent this trouble, but it takes considerable time.

Cattle and horses have learned to respect the hot wire and have given us little

trouble. When we bought a bunch of steers and turned them in the pasture, they had

some great experiences. Some of them went on through the fence the first time it

hit them, but gave us no further trouble. If we had arranged to train them in the

yard it might have been a little easier.

We use an electric wire around the bull pen, to protect the fence from playful

activities, divide the stalk fields to prevent overeating and increase our pasture

yields by rotation grazing with little expense and few weedy fence rows. We like

the battery outfits, but the high line sets are just as good if juice is convenient

and a dependable controller is used.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

, ~J R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent I

Southeast Experiment Station
Waseca, Minnesota

Captain or Convict

Ed showed the man in the office the machined parts he wanted to make and asked,

IIWill your machine do this for me, and if so, hOW?1I The expert's eyes lit up.

Something new for his machine to do! Instantly ne had out his pencil and began to

figure what tools would be necessary and what steps most economical. After 40 years'

experience with the machine in question, he was as keen over a new problem as a boy .

with his first electric train.

Some farmers are like that. They look on the constant battle with weather,

land, insects, diseases and prices as a big game, their farm and equipment as a team

of which they are the captain, with a good game alwa:.rs being played.

When one of these farm captains ~s penalized for being off side, he plans to

get the job done at the right time next year. When losses occur because of disease,

he hunts around for a crop resistant to that disease rold adds it to his team or

works a little harder on the defense with seed treatment or sprays.

The captain does not spend all his time r~~ing with the ball. He uses every

opportunity for "skull practice" and with a sharp pencil, maps out the pla.ys which

promise the most advantage. Then he tries these plays, watches the results closely

and devises changes which may nake thel:1 I:l0re effective.

New problems do not get him down or discouraged, but stimulate his fighting

spirit by offering a challenge worthy of his best effort. After a touchdown he

doesnlt relax and figure the game is over. He puts all his energy into running back

the next kickoff, deteruined to score again. If he should get backed up to his min

goal line, he only thinks, plans and fights that much harder.

(Illore)



It's interesting to watch people's attitude toward their jobs. So~e are grim

Captain or Convict
Page 2 Wed.., Oct. 29, 1941

and stick to straight line bucks. Some are always ready to laugh at fun or trouble

and get a big thrill out of planning open plays or forward passes. Some regard

their jobs as hard, deadening toil which fate decrees they must endure. Others are

having a fine time playing a game, taking the bumps and the hard work as incidental

to the big thing they wish to accomplish. One may work just as hard as the other,

but one soon goes stale and 1s worn out, while the other keeps on playing and enjoy-

1ng it, to the final down.

I have in mind a man past 80, whose boys do most of the running, but the old

man plans the plays with them. They have excellent teamwork and cover the ground

effectively. They combine the captain's experience and the boy's energy to such

effect that touchdowns are frequent and the game is on ice for all of them.

It's a pleasure to meet the men who regard their work as an interesting game,

whether on the farm or in a machine shop. It lends zest to life, makes lots of

friends and rewards the captain with things more valuable than worldly possessions.

---~-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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:BO:B HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

: :By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Long Rows of Corn

O:BSERVE RELEAS~ DATE
Wednesday, June 10, 1942

••

Hands, feet and eyes are busy, but plowing corn is a mechanical operation which

permits the mind to wander at will for at least part of the time. Today the questkn

for debate was horses versus tractors for farm work. If gas is rationed, we may have

no choice, but is it wise to raise more colts which won't be ready for work until

19477

Of course when it comes to money outlay, horses are far cheaper. Hay, oats.

straw and pasture are relatively inexpensive unless they have to be purcbe.sed, while

gas companies are more and more demanding spot cash for oil deliveries. Sometimes

that cash is bard to come by until something is ready to sell. A horse cen do some

work for quite a while just on grass if necessary, but a tractor quits cold the min-

ute the tank runs dry.

When the rain maker gets too enthusiastic and fields are wet, it is too soft to

use tractors effectively for hauling manure and other odd jobs. Horses will pull

through a lot of mud. On the other hand, field work should not be done when it is

too wet for the engines. Tractors leave packed tracks which make fields uneven,

especially on wet ground. It's bard to get corn planted at an even depth when the

~~ound is ridged by tractor wheels. Sometimes horse tracks don't help to keep the

ground smooth either.

Machines wear out, and they don't have little machines every spring for replace-

ments. A horse will generally last twice as long as a tractor, and mares can raise

a colt in addition to doing the field work. Now with parts and repairs hard to get,

it may take just as long to get new tires as to raise a colt, and the latter is much

more fun. On the other hand, in normal times, a tractor comes from the factory

(more)
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ready to use and doesn't take 3 years of care and teaching before it can go to work.

Of course a tractor can work longer hours, especially in hot weather, and pull

larger machinery than the usual 4 horse hitch. But who said that more than 4 horses

couldn't be used by one driver? It's just about as easy to drive 6, 8 or 10.

Tractors don't tire, but drivers do. Besides, when the going gets tough, in a soft

spot or up a hill, the horses can rest a minute and then put on an extra spurt to

get through. A tractor just bas so much power for all conditions. It bas to eat

extra gas all day on ordinary going just to have a little extra power when it's

needed.

The greatest argument for the tractor is speed. Sometimes it's worth a lot to

get things done in a hurry. A tractor mower can cut a lot of alfalfa, just when it

is ready. Then it can plow the corn faster, allowing more time for other jobs, such

as haying. If the grain is all seeded before a rainy spell, it may mean a big dif-

ference in yiold due to the early planting. The tractor hours cost more than horse

hours, but if labor must b. hired, the saving in the driver's time may offset the

extra cost of the tractor.

It's easy to think up arguments on both sides of the question, but it's almost

noon and time to eat, when this round is finished. Perhaps it will be best to try

to earn enough money with the old team to support a tractor and then raise enough

oats and hay with the tractor to feed a team. I can't give up the horses entirely 

yet - but I do like speed and power in the emergencies. Conditions on diff~rent

farms call for different combinations of power, and each farm manager must decide

what is best under his particular circumstances. I'm not sure which is supporting

which, but on this farm we seem to need both the tractor and the horse.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOB HODGSON'S F!EM TALKS

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

Waseca, Minnesota

Plant for Pleasure

June rhymes with moon and spoon so it has been worked to death by the writers

of "popular" airs. Then again it has been extolled as a month of picnics, ball

games, vacations, fishing, golf; and recreation of all sorts; but to the farmers,

June means weedy corn, alfalfa to put up, fence rows to mow, cows to milk and plain

hard work, even in normal years. This year, with the boys gone, it means more work

than ever.

But even farmers get dull on the job if they do nothing but routine tasks.

Everyone needs change ocoasionally and with bum tires it's harder than ever to get

away for a little trip over the week end to break: the monotony. Our pleasures will

need to be closer, perhaps within walking distance.

Ideas differ as to what constitutes work and what is pleasure. For me, crowds,

meetings. and llgolng to townll are work, to be avoided if possible, while planting

things and ",atching them grow is real pleasure. I like to plant something different.

It may be a tree or a vine which will never have any value, but just tickles my fancy

to see it grow.

Sometimes I plant things just out of cussedness. I know that a landscape artist

would be horrified to put this particular thing in a certain place, but I donlt have

to take orders from hin, so I plant it there just for meanness. It eases my spirit

to do something just because I want to, not because I should. I'll never be rich or

famous or noted for anything in particular, but Mister, I'm a big guy when it comes

to moving a lilac bushl

(nore)



It rests me to take a walk around the yard, down by the lake or over past the

gully to see how things are growing, where the brown thresher has hidden a nest,

peek at a pheasant hen or her big clutch of eggs, watch the pup chase a rabbit (no

damage done), or Just sit and watch things happen among the little people who inhabit

such places. They work so hard at their respective jobs that it makes mine look

Plant for Pleasure
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easier.

Here's an ant struggling home with part of a cricket. :Bet my \dfe would be sur-

pt"ised to see me come home lugging half an elephant! There's a bright eye perfectly

s~ill, and then a small garter snake goes on about his business, catching insects

,lith his long, red tongu.e. A grumpy fat toad hops by, plunk, plunk, plunk. I'd
,

hate to land that bard on my belly! Guess I'll take him up in the garden to eat

bugs!

The bittersweet is running riot on the fence and will make some nice bouquets

this fall. Here's a little oak starting up all alone in this tangle of brush. I'll

open it up so some sunlight will get in. A hundred years from now that may be a big

tree, while Itll be sitting on a cloud playing a harp. Wonder how long it will take

me to learn? Probably be in the beginners' class for the first 1,000 years.

Time goes too fast With so much to see y and soon I hear :Bud blowing mess call

on the ~le. They know I won't come home until dark unless notified, so the bugle

comes in handy. I'd rather wander than eat, but of course - just to please the

family - 1111 go. l~ature has lavishly planted for my pleasure.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca.
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Stack Covers Protect Hay

We usually stack: our first cutting of alfalfa and brome because it takes less

time and labor than hauling to the barn. Just at this time too, we need men and

equipment in the corn field, especially during baying weather. Then too, we can

stack hay a bit greener than we dare put it in the mow. While it may not be best

tor others. stacking seems to work out for us.

:But alfalfa doesn't shed rain like wild hay. It t S easy to wet in unless other

hay 1s used for a cover or great care taken in topping out. This again takes time,

and we want the ~g done in e. hurry. For this reason we have tried various means

of covering alfalfa stacks.

One way was to top the stacks with reed canary grass or wild hay. That is good

except that the grass is usually at. some distance from the alfalfa and bas to be

loaded, hauled and put on the stack. It makes considerable trouble and in the rush

the job was sometimes put off until later. Someti~es it didn't get done.

Another thing we tried was,paper covers. Lumber yards sell material made for

this purpose. The paper was 7 feet wide and we lapped a foot. It was held down

with poultry netting. We fastened the edges of the netting together with hog rings

and tacked 1 x 4 boards to the ends of each strip. Then weights were hung on the

short boards and this held the paper tight to the stack. Longer boards we figured

would ~ot make as good allowance for uneven settling.

This worked fine, but if the paper was out very long, it became so brittle it

could not be used a second time. We had paper on a straw shed roof and after stand-

ing all winter, a big spring blow tore the paper out through the netting, so we

figured this was rather expensive except for occasional use.

(more)
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The next attempt was a metal cov~r, made of light flat sheet iron. The sheets

wete 3 feet wide and 6 or 8 feet long. Each sheet had 2 holes punched near one end

and these fitted over bolts s~ot welded to a light piece of strap iron which served

as a "ridge pole". When the stack was finished, the ~ on top put a sheet from the

left and a sheet from the right over, the bolts, covered them with a short strap iron

and put on nuts to tighten them down.

The sheets were lapped about 2 inches aild laid like scales on a fish. It didn't

take long to do the, job but we wondered what it would look like if a hard wind got

under that tin rooti Wire was tied around some old concrete bloCflts weighing about

20 pounds each and one end ot the heavy wire bent to form a hook~ Small boles wE;'re

punched near the bottom of the iron sheets and 2 weights were hooked on each end.

On a stack 40 feet long this took 52 blocks weighing together over 1,000 po'Ul1ds.

As the stack settled, the iron sheets shifted a bit and a few cracks opened up,

but they were not large enough to let in much water. The covers stayed on better

than we expected, throU&h some pretty hard blows. When wo use the stack, the tin

is taken off and piled flat ready to use again. The hay has come out as green and

fine as when it was stacked.

These covers look as though they would last for at least 10 years. Of course

sheet metal is hard to get now, but when it is again available, it might be worth

trying. --R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast' Experiment Station, Waseca
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Odd Color Combinations

When a red cow with a pink tongue eats green grass and blue flowers 'to make

white. milk: and yellow butter to feed a black baby, all must admit that the farm is a

colorful place. From the delicate pastel shades of early spring wild flowers to the

vivid heat of autumn's Tiger Lilies, Indian Paint Brush, Brown Eyed Susans, Golden

Rod and Asters, each season is a succession of colors.

Winter scenes are in stark outlines with black and white contrasts, deep shadows

and sparkling brilliants like sequins to reflect a Lizy sun. Then spring dips her

brush in green and begins to daub the hillsides and sunny nooks. At first the color

is weak and watery, but day after day the paint gets thicker, until in June the whole

barrel is tipped over and the world is a mass of green.

If an artist used so much of one color. his picture would be dull and monotonous,

but nature has subtle contrasts which make the whole thing interesting. The dark

leathery green of Poison Ivy and Myrtle has a thousand variations before it reaches

the grey of the Russian Olive, the yellow of the Syringa or the deep red of Norway

Maple leaves.

Red barns, .white houses, grey tree trunks and the bright colors of flowers bloom-

ing in masses, blend with the green background and make it more attractive. Then in

the pastures livestock lend animation. Black and white cows on one hill, yellow

Guernseys on another, occasionally a herd of Jerseys or Brown Swiss, blending from

faun to black, or down in the hollow' a group of shiny black Angus cows, looking a1-

most as though they had grown there.

A string of Shorthorns follows the leader along a grassy bank, their reds,

whites and roans like drops of bright paint dripped from a careless brush. A comfort-

(morE' )
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able herd of Herefords chew cont~nted cuds with their white faces which hardly seem

a part of their sleek red bodies. On the ridge a sorrel horse makes a striking sil

houette, while below him a pair of s~rawberry roan Belgians, enjoy the lush grass as

they have a day free from the collar.

Nature paints her June landscape with green, but she dashes in spots of odd color.

just as a hint of the real paint job she is preparing for the fall festival. Then is

when the whole box of pigment is upset and undll ute!, cO'Vers.trees'end meadow;·,

The farmer usually likes the June colors best and the cattle just gorge them-

selves with great mouthfuls of the tender succulence and then recline in comfort

while they attend to the important and pleasant job of masticating the wads of grass.

In every direction it is beautiful and only man is dissatisfied.

He's dissatisfied with the pretty yellow dandelions in the lawn and the green

grass in the garden. Be roots out the pretty purple thistles and mows the lacy

leaves of ragweed. He rearranges plants after his own ideas and draws patterns of

conventional design on the fields, until he fancies himself of considerable import-

anee, but he can't. of his own efforts, make one single green plant cell.

~-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

•
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Come and See Us
#

In spite of the May and Ju...·1e rains, we have some crops growing at this E::cyeri-

ment Station, and folks may be interested in coming to look them over. On J1U1e

first we guessed that most of the small grain would show up pretty well about July

eighth and set that for our Visitors I Day. It is earlier than usual this year be-

cause we want to have it before fo'lks get 'busy with their own harvest.

There is considerable interest in new oats varieties. Some farmers are trying

Canadian seed, ~~d some are testing the new Iowa productions. Our plots offer an

opportunity to see Vanguard beside Tama ~~d Vicland which we consider the best new

varieties from Iowa and Wisconsin. All were planted the same for the purpose of

comparison.

There are some new barley varieties, too, crosses of Wisconsin 38 \<!i th Peatl~~d

in which an attempt is made to combine the high yield of the 38 with stiff straw and

disease resistance from Peatland and other smooth awn types. Last year some of the

new barley strains looked very promising. Others are interested in flax and will

want to see Biwing compared vvi th its parents, Red\l'ing and Bison. '''inter wheat and a

new variety of rye from Wisconsin will also be ready for inspection.

Grass plots will attract the attention of livestock growers. Parkland non-

creeping brame, pasture timothy, Canadian rye grass, big 'bluestem and birdsfoot

trefoil are being tried out to see whether they will prove useful in southern l'Iinne-

sota. Alpha sweet clover, an alfalfa-like plant with fine stems growing from a

crown, is being increased for more extensive trials •

.Livestock men will also be interested in the rotational grazing of pastures by

means of eleotric fenoeS and the new series of pasture plots which have 'been seeded.

(Mol'e)
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Our main pasture crop is alfalfa and brome grass, and the same mixture is used for

hay. Please notice the hay stacks with metal removable covers.

Another field day will probably be held in September to discuss the work with

corn and soybeans, but we will be glad to explain what is being attempted in that

line of work. The same holds true for the livestock,- inbred and hybrid hogs pro-

duced on the same plan as hybrid corn, a sheep project where an attempt is being made

to select bre~ding stock only on the basis of their ability to turn feed into

saleable products, and the Milking Shorthorn herd which is intended to be a start in

the same direction.

Occasionally someone comes to call on us who wants to see the trees we have
I

started. At our Visitors' Day last year, almost 100 wanted to look over the nut

orchard, the bird jungle, and the arboretum, none of which are very showy as yet, but

where little trees have been started with the intention of restoring some of the

varied forest cover native to this part of the state.

The Southeast Experiment Station is a workshop, not a showroom. We have no

gold-plated handles on the manure spreader, but we do try to find the answer to

questions which bother Southern Minnesota farmers. Everyone interested is welcome

at the annual Visitors' Day - July 8, 1942. The field tour will begin at 1:30 P.H.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Lazy Grain

Why does grain lodge? An answer which would enable farmers to prevent this com

mon loss in the future would be worth a million dollars to Minnesota, but I haven't

any answer worth ten cents. Some years it all goes down; some years it all stands

up, but on the average, the greatest difference is in varieties.

Of course there are many theories, but so far I haven't found any which always

work out. Usually lodging is worse on ground where an abundance of nitrogen is

available, but this is not always true. HeaV"'J rainfall, favorable weather--anything

which causes very rapid growth and soft stems may make lodging easier, but tllen some-

times it lodges when the opposite is true. Some folks tell me that grain will stand

better on disked corn 9Tound than on fall plowing, but I have never been able to

prove it to my own satisfaction.

Of course rust epidemics weaken stems and help the grain to lodge, and sometimes

the heads get so heaVily loaded with seed that the culms get tired holding them up

and the whole business lies down to rest, which doesn't add to the farmer's peace of

mind or body. Fertilizer which increases the yield of grain helps to m~{e the heads

hea~ier, but doesn't strengthen the straw enough to compensate. On the other hand,

when conditions are favorabl~,stems have held erect over 100 bushels of barley per

acre.

Once we thought perhaps the thickness of stand or rate of planting might be a

factor. We drilled two varieties of barley and two varieties of oats at the rate of

1, Ii, 2, ~., 3, 3i, and 4 bu. per acre. There were 3 plots of each variety at each

rate of seeding. When the grain matured, all of the plots lodged about 40% and the

heads were halfway to the ground, which we call 45 degrees of lodging. Incidentall~

(l-iore)
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the yields were the same except for the lightest and the heaviest seedings which made

a little less crop than the others.

The most helpful thing I have seen is the breeding of strong tough stems. We

have successfully bred grain for high yield. disease resistance. color, smooth awns.

thin hulls, milling qualit~ and several other inherited qualities; but non-lodging

seems a hard nut to crack. The difficulty is to find any variety which is outstand-

ing for this quality to use for parent material.. In spite of this, some progress is

being made.

For over 20 years I have gone up and down the rows of grain of all kinds, taking

notes on lodging. Hundreds of selections have been observed. None of them were per-

feet in this respect, but some were much better than others and there seems to be a

gradual improvement. Gopher oats has for years been outstanding in this respect,

but some of the material now being tested is both earlier and stronger. None of

these have as yet been released.

Pentland and Minsturdi barley have not yielded as well as Wisconsin 38, but

they stood up much better. Some new crosses between these varieties seem to have a

combination of good straw and high yield. Wheat usually stands better than oats or

barley, but even with wheat, some varieties go down with almost no encouragement.

Thatcher has an unusually stiff straw, but is practically out of the picture in

Southern Minnesota because it is susceptible to leaf rust.

Like many other problems which have stumped us for years, this one will

probably be solved when some bright individual comes along who is smart enough to

add up all the data and get the right answer. The soils men are working on it from

the fertilizer angle, the crops men from the breeding standpoint and farmers try to

find cultural practices which will help. Perhaps when we learn to control the

weather, we can control the lodging of grain.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Certified Seed Grain

Thirty years ago it was practically impossible to assemble a carload of any

variety of seed, with reasonable assurance that it would be free from mixtures. The

E~eriment Stations developed new varieties and sent them to the farmers, but there

the trail usually ended.

John Doe secured a bushel of the new oats and planted it in one corner of his

field. There were a few kernels of his own oats in the drill, but not enough to

matter. His own oats were cut first and then the new variety. A few heads of oats

lay on the cutter bar or were stuck under the canvas slats, but not enough to matter.

In threshing, a little of Mr. Doe's oats, Mr. Jones' wheat, Mr. Swenson's barley, and

some weed'seeds from Mr. Kublitziski's farm up the road were in or on the threshing

machine, the bundle wagons, grain sacks. wagon boxes, or grain bins.

None of this was "Enough to matter," but in 3 or 4 years, Mr. Doe didn't have

the variety of oats he originally purchased. He had a composite of a lot of things,

and perhaps even the original name had 'been changed. \1ho cared, anyway? It was

good oats.

Years ago Prof. Andrew Boss saw this situation clearly, and in cooperation with

the Minnesota Crop Improvement Association, a plan was drawn up, whereby the latter

organization, through an inspector, verified the origin, purity, variety, and quality

of seed meeting their exacting specifications.

Certified seed sells for a little more than just "seed" so it pays the grower

to meet the requirements. Certified seed is less risky than seed of unknown origin

or qUality, so it is usually cheaper for the buyer to use. ~eryone is benefited.

(Hore)
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Growers of Certified Seed must ask for field inspection by the Minnesota Crop

~ Improvement Association and pay the costs. A man who has had training in identifying

varieties, calls just before harvest and goes carefully over each field, checking for

mixtures, weeds, uniformity, and probable yield. Certain tolerances are allowed, but

they are so small that they can hardly be seen. Sometimes growers can make a field

pass inspection by hand pulling of mustard, mixtures, or some other disqualifying

plantse In fact, this hand "rogueing" is almost alwa¥s necessary to pass the test.

Then after the grain is threshed and cleaned, samples must be submitted to the

Crop Improvement Association and these samples are tested for weeds, mixtures, ger-

mination, and variety. If these are satisfactory, a blue tag is attached to each

sealed bag. This is the buyer's assurance that the seed is just as it is represented.

The Central Experiment Station and the various Branch Stations all working to-

gather, try to maintain pure stocks of the various seed varieties on the recownended

list. Experiment Station fields are inspected Just as carefully as those of any

other grower and several times fields grown for seed have been rejected and used for

feed.

It's a good system. Perhaps there is room for improvement, but at least it is

possible by this means to keep varieties from being lost. Carload orders for pure

Minnesota seed are now relat~vely easy to fill because every lot of certified seed of

a given variety has passed exactly the same tests and requirements as every other

lot. It works.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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A :Baby Shower

lIEighty-five pound baby arrived this morning. !J!other and son doing well. Con-

gratulations, Topsy." This was the telegram we sent :Bud when the latest arrival in

his horse family appeared a few days before it was expected. That evening the tele-

phone rang and when I answered, a familiar voice said, "So I'm a fatherJ. HO\-T can I

study for examinations when so much is going on at home? I'll be down Friday night

to see him. Tell me all about it."

That was the beginning of a lot of fun. Bud told some more when he got here.

Elated at the news, he went to class. "I stuck out my hand to the Babe who sits

next to me in Taxonomy and told her to congrat\1.late me. She shook hands and asked,

'Why?' I'm a father I told her, and you shOUld have seen her eyes bulge."

So we had a little family party for "Papa" when he came home, with a big pan of

popcorn for refreshments. Saturday, he and Shorty played with the new colt and then

took a ride around the lake (it rained and they got soaked). When they came back, a,

friend from town drove up with a big package, all tied up with pink ribbon and a neat

gift card addressed to "A Kind and Loving Fat21er. 1I Of course we all gathered around

to see what was in it, because when Jake springs a joke, it's a good one.

It reminded me of the time when Bud was about 12 and he asked for a box of

cigars. I couldn't figure what he would want them for, but at that time he was

raising milk goats and he thought, "A father w1th 6 kids ought to pass the cigars

among his friends."

Now he has gone through the range from guinea pigs to rabbits, to goats,to

horses. He got Topsy as a weanling colt 9 years ago and she has presented him with

Tango and Tally-Ho, now 5 and 3. He has done all the training, and learned more

(More)
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from the horses than they learned from him. Now hels in college hoping to learn

more about horses, cows, and crops; but it' a tough to live in the oity when there IS

so much of interest on the farm.

Wetll have to have many a deep conference before the new baby is named, but hela

certainly a smart youngster, with a tiny white spot on his forehead and a partly _white

foot. Bel a light brown just now, but will probably be about the same color as his

mother and sisters--black with brown trimmings.

Hals half Morgan and half Kentucky Saddler and the way he handles those pipe-

stem legs is a caution. His expression is SO serious as he sticks his little tail

straight up in the air and lines out across the yard as though he was out to win the

Derby. Then he stamps his foot, gives a big baby snort. and poses for his picture

in the hall of fame. Just about that time he feels an inner urge and. meekly seeks a

snack from the waiting lunch counter.

Naming the new baby will be a problem for a while, but with the assistance of

all and sundry, the proud IIfather II will probably choose a good. one. He thinks a lot

of his "horse family, II and hasnlt found. any attraction in the city to compare with

it.

What was in the package? Oh. I almost forgot that. Mother had. to sew the

buttons back on my vest and wetre still weak from laughing. It was a diaper bag--

waterproof.

-----R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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Horse Thieves Bomb the Japs

It is something of an honor to be called a Horse Thief, if you live in Waseca

county. At any rate, it means that your honesty and character have been vouched for

by members of the oldest organization in that locality and that when y~~ attend a

meeting or a picnic of the "Horse Thieves." you're in darn good company.

Of course the "Horse Thief" part is just a short way of designating the "Waseca

County Anti-Horse Thief Detectives," founded in 1864 for the very definite purpose of

keeping horses where their owners could find and use them. Gangs of organized

thieves just took what they wanted. when they wanted it, and isolated settlers, with

no telephone. could only report the loss a day or two later. By that time horses and

thieves were beyond the reach of officials hot always eager to catch them.

But the pioneers didn't sit down and cry. There was no one to comfort them if

they did. They didn't even complain to their congressmanl They had learned to do

things for themselves, so they banded together, raised some money for expenses, ap-

pointed riders and arranged means of passing the word when suspicious characters were

suspected of too much interest in stables not their own. It was a rough and crude

vigilante group, not too particular about the obscure phraseology of the law, but

powerfully efficient in action.

At one time they assembled a suspect, a rope, and a cottonwood limb all at one

place in one evening. Most of the riders wanted to finish the job and the suspect,

but cooler heads prevailed, and he was committeed to the county jail. He escaped, as

was more or less expected, but an itching sensation in the region of the neck must

have been an inducement to start traveling for his health, and he has never since

been heard from.

(Hore)
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Later. the organization was enlarged in scope to protect property of any kind,

even including automobiles_ It is the boast that not a member has lost a horse by

theft since the Anti-Horse Thief Detectives first signed the agreement for mutual

protection. Cars have been recovered. chicken thieves punished, and the present

members - some the fourth generation of descent from the founders - still stand

ready to make things hot for any one who molests their property.

At the last annual meeting. the "Horse Thieves" as they are often called.

decided to enlarge the scope of their operations and take a jab at the Japs. The

treasury seemed to be in excellent shape. and so it was voted to purchase a $1.000

defense bond in the hope that it would defray part of the expense incidental to

chasing the thieves out of the Philippines. Burma. China. and India. Furthermore.
f

the members are all willing to get out their horses and saddles to ride again. if

that will help.. The Anti-Horse Thief Detectives of 1942 are ready, as were the~r

grandfathers of 1864. to fight for the right of the common man to possess in peace

the property he has justly earned. whether it be in Greece, :Belgium. China. or Java.

-----R. E~ Hodgson, Superintendent

southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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Fif\h Oplumn Stuff

Heil Hitler~ Yeah, why don't you yell it, you pernicious potentialities, as

you follow the leader down the chute the chutes? There you go, thousands of you,

fat and slim, big and little, round and angular, each after his own kind of cussed-

ness, see~ingly unconscious of the fact that you're headed for destruction. Had you

noticed that you were all alone in your misery? Do you realize the grain you depend-

ed on for your support has disappeared, and that your tares are hea,ded for the fire?

They say I'm too old and fat to tote a gun in this war. Probably I can't run

fast enough to catch Adolf or dive deep enough to pull Tojo out of the water, but

11m a mean hand with a fanning mill and a whole lot of weed seeds are going to say

t1Heil Hitler" from some place where they can do no further damage. Every weed next

summer will cut the yield of gr~in, and it looks as though every possible pound of

produce would be needed to feed the boys who will be dOing the active chasing, sup-

ply the folks who have been too busy fighting to raise their own grub, and some ex-

tra for the pOor, miserable souls whom the eminent Herr Schickelgruber has been try-

ing to starve into SUbmission.

It's going to be tough going, and I don't see how it can ever be done without

our boys who know how and never get tired, but we'll manage somehow. Things that

must be done usually find a man smart enough to do them. The thing I'm most afraid

of is the millions of weed seeds all hidden in their "fox holes," trenches, and

fortificAtions, waiting until we get the good seed in the ground before they pounce

on all the water, fertility, air and sunshine needed for the useful crop.

Most of us kept only one jump ahead of the weeds when labor, machinery and gae

were unlimited. Now we have the rationing board hung around cur necks, our best

(more~
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jumpers busy elsewhere, and more ground to cover than ever before. We can't tear

crops out of a book like coupons, and some of the Iluni ts" the housewives' will turn

in won't cover many groceries unless we can somehow figure to keep the weeds out of

next summer's corn and grain. Perha~s it will help if we regard every weed as one

of the little yellow boys who shot up our lads in Manila and Bataan.

Great guns~ Is the basket full again, Who would have thought there were that

many weed seeds in the grain? It didn't look bad at threshing time. Wonder what it

would have yielded if every weed had been eliminated? Wow, this sack of weed seed

is heavy~ Oh, you're little Schickelgrubers, eh? Look out, ceiling, a fat sack is

coming your way~ Tied, tagged and destined for destruction, you C?n st~y right here

in this corner until you1re all together and ready to be hauled to the deepest hole

on the farm. Then we'll pour on kerosene - no, we won't, we'll use some brush from

the wood lot - and ,set you to frying in your own grease.

I know you weed seeds will stink to high heaven when you burn, but you will

smell like incense when we realize that one more step has been taken on the long

path toward a bumper crop next summer. Clean seed, good seed. seed of the right va-

rieties, properly processed and treated, is the first re~irement. We can get that

done now and tackle the enemy in the field after the snow is gone.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Star or Sponge?

Our Minister used as his subject, "The Morning Star." It sounded like somethiQg

a long ways away until he compared it with the decorations warri~ have always re~

ceived for exceptional valor or merit in battle. Then he went on to tell what a

star was, and when the noon whistle blew to stop him, he was beginning to get per-

sonal and to wonder how many of his congregation were stars giving off heat, light

and life, and how many were cold, like the moon, only reflecting back a little of

the energy received from other sources.

Somehow the analogy stuck in my mind and generated some cogitation. I'm not an

astronomer and know little about stars, suns, moons, etc., but every fprmer knows

what the sun does in summer when it's aimed right at us, and what it doesn I t do in

the winter when we're slightly out of the line of fire. Outside of our solar system,

our sun is only a star--one of the smaller ones, so it is easy to think of people a.s

We have all known or read about folks who acted like stp~s, similar to our sun

--people who just radiated 'energy all around them. Some were great lights like

Lincoln and 'ofashington. whose personali ties shone so effectively th8,t they effected

reforms and improvements which touched nations and continents. Then some were very

'small stars, but stars, nevertheless, who make their immediate surroundings orighter

and better than they would otherwise have oeen. It is these stars, big and little,

which generate progress, make improvements and help a groping humanity toward the

goal of perfection.

But sad to say, all people are not stars a Some are like the moon, which is

beautiful at times and may have aesthetic qualities, out whose fair face covers a

(more)
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cold, unresponsive and inert mind, which never grew a blade of grass or thawed a

~ frozen lake.

" Most of our universe is just space. It is cold beyond our imagination, and only

high flying aviators who have suffered in spite of electrically heated suits and

oxygen tanks Cfln comprehend the immense, bleak loneliness of space. What a relief

it must be to come down to earth, where the sun's warmth is felt and where people,

like little stars, radiate friendly, helpful interest. People in the mass are like

space. We have to get acquainted with them to appraise the warmth end light they

generate.

Even a tiny candle makes a, 11ttle hole in a cold black night, and each one of

us can add our bit to make this a more pleasant and hospitable world if we just keep

on trying. Soldiers don't receive distinguished service awards for holding grudges

against their officers or for bawling out the sergeant. Probably none of us will be

rewarded for carrying chips on our shoulders or trying to get even for some fancied

slight or affront. There is so much space that is cold and forbidding it seems

ridiculous for atom-like humans to worry, fuss and fight over the little things which

make no dl.fference one way or the other.

If we could grasp the immensity, even of our own little solar system, we would

be so awed by our relative insignificance as to huddle together for warmth, light and

what comfort might be had from our frightened fellows. Instead, we magnify the im-

portance of our own gray shadows, and like to think that we are something special in

the human race. Then we feel hurt, because others fail to be impressed with our

idee.s, and soon another feud. is begun.

And so I've done some interesting thinking about the st2rs around me and had

many humble misgivi~gs about my own weak little candle light. The conclusion is

that, generally, those who shine the brightest are so intent on giving, they are

much surprised at any credit or decoration which may be awarded by appreciative

associates.
~R. E~ Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Brother Basswood

The big city was a lonesome spot for a Minnesota farmer, who knew not a soul in

all the masses of humanity hurrying somewhere like ants when their nests are dis-

turbed. Finally, his wanderings brought him to a small park where real trees were

growing. ~t was almost like meeting Aunt Jennie and Cousin Julia in a big depart-

ment storeL

Here was a grand old oak, which had somehow survived through more than 100 years

of ch~nge from fores t mould to pavement. "Howdy, Oak." There is a row of elm trees

--tall, balanced, self-satisfied, just a bit on the snooty order, because of their

metropolitan associations, but under it all realiZing that their wood is not espe-

cially useful except to warm the man with. the axe, who tries to do the splitting.

There was even a box elder. "How did you get in here, my bug-bearing friend?"

II Oh, I jus t grew fa.s t and no one happened to take me out. Then along came a Canadian,

who called me a 'Manitoba Maple,' and since then I've been generally accepted in the

best society. Have you met all my cousi~s here? There are Silver, Red, Sugar, Nor-

way and one little pet Tartarian. There may be others, too, but I don't get around

the park very much. The tree surgeon says I have fallen rootlets and must not travel

far tr often. lI

"Thnnk you, I've met your cousins, Iwiiss Ma.ple," I replied, tipping my hat poli te-

ly as mother taught me. "It will be a pleasure to stroll along and bring greetings

from their Minnesota kin. It is a happy surprise to find so many old friends here

in this great city."

After respects had been paid to ~11 the ~umerous Eeple fDmily, it was pleasant

to find a bench near a big old bnsswood e1Ump rnd settle down for a real visit with

a well known neighbor.

(more)
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"It's a fine day with the sunshine and all,1I I remarked as a starter, feeling

that the weather was always a safe approach, especially to one who so obviously had

J his roots in the soil.

, "I must agree, sir, that the weather is far from disagreeable, And who, may I

ask, in this day of rush and excitement, has time to talk tree 1anguage?1l The bass

wood raised his limbs gracefully and would have put a monocle in his eye if he had

had one.

"Oh, corae down to earth," I answered, "Save your persnickity tricks for stran-·

gers. I know you're not so old and wise. You've shot up here in a hurry, and in

your neat gray suit with bright red bud trimming you look like a city dandy, but I'll

bet your heart is hollow and you're liable to blow over in the first hard storm.

You're no better than you ·should be. I like your family, but don't split your cam-

brium trying to impress me,1I

These were hard words, but they brought the response I wanted. Brother Basswood

became real chummy and told me a lot about his family tree,

11 It's no use denying my heart is hollow," he said. "It runs in the family as we

grow older_ Just the sp~e we have our good points, and welre proud of them. Where

would you get such soft, easily worked white wood, except from the Lindens, as we

city folks call ourselves? Where else can you find wood for honey boxes, which is

tough, won It spli t easily and is odorless?"

"Many an Indian has managed to live on basswood buds when all other sources of

fqod fdled. If he needed a rope, my inner bark, twisted and braided, was strong and

tough when wet, With my limber withes he used to snare small animals. iihat other

tree produces such fine honey and sets the worker bees crazy each spring? Who fur

nishes so many homes for birds, sqUirrels, coons and owls? ifJho, I ask you, burns

with less heat and more smoke, thus teaching Boy Scouts what materi?ls to avoid when

bUilding cooking fires?1I

IlWho"--but just then a sleepy owl stuck his head out into the early evening and

s e.id "Whooo ."Then they started an argument, and I tried to remember the name of the

hotel where I had left my toothbrush.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Horse Sense for Hogs

Hogs and humans are very simila.r in many ways--fr'om the ears back. Instances

have even been known where they compared very well from the ears up, but we'4 better

not go into that. I'm thinking principally about how we ca.ll raise the most meRt pos-

sible this year with the animals, fee~ and labor availoble. We're not so much con-

cerned just now with the lowest cost per pound, because there is still a fairly wide

margin between feed and pork, so the" most pounds with what feed we have and can get

is the major interest.

Since hogs and humans have about the same digestive apparatus, our own likes and

dislikes can give us a hunch about feeding pigs. We know that men who are calm,

phlegmatic rold easy going, who laugh a lot Lmd eat heartily, have a tendency to get

fat. That's poor form in the human, but the height of efficiency in hogs.

Temperament is transmitted by inheritance so it's too late to do anything about

that now as far as our spring pigs are concerned, but we cen do a lot toward keeping

them happy, free from worry and nervousness. A big business has been developed out

of "r·lilk From Contented Cows, II and perhaps someone will now get out a slogan about

"Pork From Happy HogS." It's just as logicRl as the other.

Perhaps a dog needs a few fleas to keep him busy and active, but it would be

cheaper to feed lice in a special pen (if"you must have them) than to breed great

colonies of them in the hog families. The poor pigs have to eat feed, digest and

assimilate it, change it to blood and then give it away to the bugs. In addition,

there is the energy wasted in scratching so ~s to keep the vermin well distributed.

Lastly, there is the constant worry as to where the buggers will bite next. Just

(:nore ~
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imagine the mental perturbation r~quired to keep track of 36 louse colonies, all mul-

1 tiplying like the government debt~ How can a shote devote his best efforts to get-

~ ting fat?

.And then there's the matter of comfort. Those of us ,..ho try to conceal a big

bay window know what a gratifiCfltion it is to stretch out on the couch after a big

meal, just enjoying a few minutes of solid comfort and a wink of sleep before we

tackle the old job age,in. Maybe that I s why we don't keep thin like more energetic

men. Well, pigs like to stretch out and snooze too, and with the same results. In

the s~er time they enjoy lying in a cool mud hole, but in winter they like a nice

deep bed of straw.

I have seen farmers shovel off a load of ear corn in an open yard where the wind

whistles past faster than we're allowed to use our four g~llons a week. Pigs are ex

pected to eat frozen corn from a snow bank in 2cP below weather, drink a sip of ice

water before it freezes, huddle on the lee side of a barbed wire fence until time to

eat again and be happy~ Sometimes they have a wet hole in a draughty barn as an al-

ternative, while a stack of straw is carefully fenced so that they ean't get at it.

Sometimes I'm tempted to think that it might be more profitable to let the hogs

enjoy the comforts of the sofa and put the owner in the hog pen. I'll bet he'd do

some tall hustling to keep warm, and vhe result might be fat hogs and lean farmers.

Surely it must take about all the carbohYdrates in the frozen corn just to keep

Mr. Pig from passing out of the picture, and he'll have to wa.it for warm weather to
-

gain in weight. Usually, a load of straw costs less then a load of corn and there

are cases where it would do almost as much good.

I even believe it pays to warm the drinking water on cold days, because wood,

coal at even kerosene produces thermal units more cheaply than corn and tankage.

Horses may be out of date but horse sense is still useful in prOViding the pork chops,

which will push our guns on to Berlin and Tokyo.

-~R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southea.st Experiment Station. Waseca

l -.-..__
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Immediate ReleE..se

Pointers for amateur and veteran gardeners will highlic;ht the
..
twenty-second ann1.],a1 horticulture short course to be held ~Iarch 24, 25,

and 26 at University Farm, it VIaS announced this week by W. H. AlderY:1an,

chief, horticulture division.

Making garden soils productive, growin~ root crops, tomatoes and

vine crops, and control of garden pests will be amone the subjects dis-

cussed in the sessions on l~ednesday, March 24. Talks on ornailiental

value of fruits and veGetables will be featured in Thursday's proGram

which will be divided into sections on victory gardening and fruit erow-

ing. Practical information on storine, drying, freeZing, and other

methods of preservinc garden crops, as well as instructions for bUilding

a storage room will be c;iven on Friday. r.Ien~)ers of tIle University home

economics department will discuss and demonstrate home canninG methods.

Victory garden exhibits to be featured will include apples suitable

for winter storage, dried and dehydrated fruits and vec;etb.bles, home

canning and drying equipment. A ~mall-scale model of a vecetable stor-

age room will also be displayed.

Speakers for the short course will be C/. R. Leslie, superintendent

of Dominion Experiment Station, Motden, Manitoba, Canada, who will talk

on 'ivartime gardening in Canad.,r; -~nry w. Leid31, president of the Min-

nesota Fruit Growers' association; }~rs. William ~hiteford, past presi-

dent of the I£innesota Garden Flower society; Arnold Ulrich, Rochester;

an~ members of the University staff.

A2230-JB
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It Was My Mistake

Last year about this time, all of the Experiment Stations were busy handing o~t

literature about home dehydrators. Apparently one could toss a few leaves of spin-

ach, slicedonions, berries or apples into these wonder machines, go to the movies,

come home, stir and shift trays, go to bed, and in the morning there would be an in-,
destructable residue which would l:eep indefini teJ.y.

Later, when winter brought energy to a low ebb, these dried products could re-

absorb their original water 8..'1d ...rhen served on the table would ron talize the family

wi th vi tamins. One could. easily imagine that the luscious v~f-l.nr'.f, :J.1-.J1 ju.st been

brought in from the gard9n and ?~ would even compliment Ma on her winter menus 1 Of

course, no literature w8nt qUit3 th~t far, but it was like reading 8 seed catalogue.

Wishful thinking helped lower the sales resistance.

Anyway, Pa persuaded George to build one of the contraptions and the battle was

on 1 Sweet corn looked like a good starter, so 'bri~t and eariy Pa came in 1roJith a

whole wheelbarrow loan of ears ana soon it was shucked and in the kettle. It was

steamed a little to set the milk, cut from the cob and spread on the little trays

where it was to dry.

So far so good. It was relatively simple. The fan was started, the lights all

lit and the thermometer watched for signs of fever. At this point, Fa left for

points unknown after giving Ma strict instructions about tUl'ning off lights if the

temperature got too high.

Reluctantly, Ma took over the responsibili ty and faithfully rel1,d the tempera

ture every 10 minutes. After three or four hours, the he~t was properly adjusted,

and when Pa came home to "hift traus, everrthing was lovely except that the corn
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seemed no drier than it had when spread on the trays. At midnight it still showed

-little inclination to harden.

Next morning. the corn was s till wet and. the fan was burned out. On top of

that. the corn had a sour smell and Ma suggested that it wasn't drying fast enough.

Pa scoured the town and couldn't buy another fan but finally borrowed a large one

which necessitated remodeling of the fan chamber. ['he corn ,,'as still a wet, sticky

mass and the odor would never be mistaken for attar of roses.

Eventually the corn was dry and the product from a l'Thole ...,heelbarrow full of

ears was stored in 3 pint Jars. Ma started figuring the cost pAr pint, but Pa said

she was not experiment-minded. Some sacrifices should be made in the interest of

science. Various opinions were expressed, and the matter was again opened \"hen the

corn was served. Pa had to eat enthusiastically, Ma,ate a little to be polite, the

kids wouldn't touch it.

The conclusions were: 1. The first fan was too small. 2. Ordinary fans

couldn't stand the heat. 3. The trays were filled too full. 4. Canned corn was

better (and cheaper). Pa wants to try again this summer. Ma says some people learn

very slowly.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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If I believe all of this, why do I fondly polish my old pipe, tamp it with metj

culous care and light it wi th obvious pleasure? It is hard to explain. Perhaps it

is like a wayward son. We know his faults, but still find that he meets e. certain

Think of the fires which could be avoided if smoldng were unknown 1 Carelesslr

tossed butts, pockets full of loose matches, hot embers spilled unintentional.1y 

all have contributed to loss and disaster. Even forest fires are often set by

iura'ble. When things go wrong or worry tries to tie every muscle in knots, the olr.

Furnishing a draft for the slow combustion of a poisonous weed is not a smart,

When I'm cold, hungry or tired, the old pipe seems to make discomfort moro ej~

p:l.pe is a symbol of stability and relaxation. ~en lim try~ng to dreem of things

natural distaste is overcome by continued training. The smoke, the tarry residues

and the nicotine have never improved manls mind, muscles, wind or winning personalit~

brave or noble thing to do. Even a monkey can be taught to perform the act if his

ies and hair. It blackens the teeth, and the constant irritRtion of the lips is a

possible invitation to cancer. Smoking is also expensive, especially in wartime.

cently masticated. It creates an aura which permeates clothing, furniture, ·dra.per-

Smoking is a dirty habit. Ashes are always falling on the rug or spilling on

the !urni tll.re unless one is constantly alert to drop them in a trousers cuff or un

less, miraculously, an ash tray appears at the psychological moment. Disposal of

butts, burnea matches and I or bug juice from a pipe is always a problem when inside.

Smoking has about the same soothing effect on the breath. as a large onion, re-

News :Bu.reau
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a good old pipe.

formed the attachment find other means 9f solace and comfort which may be better.

any other thing it is harmful if used to excess. It is certainly a detriment to

Wed., Aug. 9, 1944

When 11fe seems a dreary road and because I'm downhearted, all friends and 81D-

But for fat old grandpas whose rosy dreams are faded, who can only play foot

ball from the sidelines~-it is lots of pleasure to sink down in an easy chair after

a basy, trying daJ and burn the cares of yesterday with the worries of tomorrow in

youngsters.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca .

the gloom. I tasks 11 ttle but 18 alway's a companion in fun, labor or relaxation.

So Icontinue to puff. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. Those who have not

bitions seem to have turned bitter, the old pipe is still faithful and tries to 11ft

A bitter weed is not essential to health, wealth or the pursuit of happiness. Like

It's Bad
Page 2

shead which might be accomplished, the acrid smoke seems to help form the picture.
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Viye le Sparrow

t

I

t,

1he English Sparrow is a bird of many virtues which we humans would do weU to

emulate. but because they are so common and because their numbers are so overwhelm-

ing, every man's hand is lifted against them. Are they downhearted? No 1

Think of the weed seeds which will never germinate because a hungry sparrow

hunted them out. Think of all the insects that a thousand sparrows will remove from

a Victory garden or an orchard' We should dearly love the cheerful. hardy and enter-

prising little fellows--but Who does? They are more universally disliked than crows.

As with humans. a couple of faults can easily offset a hundred vir~ues. We

think of sparrows as always qttarreling, over-aggressive and never house broken. His-

tory records that millions of men have been slaughtered for less, B.nd most of us

would cheerfully murder a few sparrows--if we could catch them.

Some years ago we found that a building with four plain walls looke~ rather

bare. so we undertook to correct the matter by planting sundry roots of ivy in likely

places. Yes. you know the story. The painter cussed because the vines covered the

wood work. "They rot everything and tear it to pieces and spoil a pai~t job with

the roots. II The sparrows thought we had built a summer resort for the~r special use

and called in Aunt Seraphina, Cousin Prolific and all their shirt-tail relations.

Still we thought that the improved appearance offset the disadvantages.

We couldn t t hear the 'Wood rot. so 1t bo thered us li ttle, but the sleepy voices

of the twittering birds. settling down for cozy slumber, was about as soothing as a

fi~~ siren. Pa ran aroun4 'h~ ~iatng 8Ten1hgs, ehatihg spar~owl until his tongue

il'nnr,; ''':1.t. but while he flailed vitUt8 01'1 the rto~hl ~liie. spRl'r::'J's ettiea "n 'lih~ south,

~bei~ st~t~a 6utla~t.d 'also
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Much meditation finally conceived a cheesecioth net, moUnted on a pole, which

could disturb and capture the miscreants when d.arkness and sieep made them unwary.

With much ot Pa~ labor and Mals unnecessary comments and needlework, the contraption

was completed and persecu.tion 0'1 the sa.ints was 'begUn. An evening's catch varied

from two up to 75, but the numbers in the vines seemed in no ~S.y depleted, Reproduc

tion Just about equaled the daily loss.

So the battle continues, but a legend is growing among the feathered friends

that sleeping in the vines is a bit dangerous. Little biro.s are cautioned by their

mamas and often choose the ha.v mo,., in preference to the more airy vines. Pa thinks

he has the problem well under control as long as he nnd the net can devote three

evenings a week to the project.

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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To Plow or Not to Plow

Numerous articles have recently been published suggesting that turning so11 up

side down \"i th a plow is poor agricul tural practice. Most of the results quoted

were obtained in Nebraska and the assumption that they apply in Minnesota may be

dangerous. COl!Iparison between turning under all the trash Hnd leaving it all on top

has been in favor of plowing in this state.

Where wind erosion is a serious problem, crop residues will cheek soil loss and

crop damage when left on top. They may also help to preserve moisture, but in most

cases these conditions are unusual wi th us. The ben~f1 ts of thoroughly stirring our

so11 and burying the trash for rapid bacterial action out weigh the advantages from

leaving it on top. In semi-arid areas, the reverse may be true.

Plowing is the most expensive tillage operation, and any means of eliminating

this demand for labor and power would be welcome if yields could be maintained with

out it. New implements probably will be devised to cut seedbed preparation costs

when war requirements no longer demand all available man power and 'materials. Sev-

eral devices designed for once-over tillage have already been promoted, but so far,

none have met with general approval. Most of the "once over" machines require too

much power to effect any considerable saving.

While the engineers are busy with plans for new farm e~lipment to sell us, the

problem should also be attacked from another angle. Can we change our crop plans

so as to require less frequent plowing? More acres in hay or pasture save labor and

power. Perhaps we can get along with plowing say once in four years. That would

help. Perhaps the plant breeders can prod.uce some perennial grain crops. The Rus

sians claim to have a perenniEl,l wheat.
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Another angle worthy of consideration, especially on rough land, is the possibil-

i.ty of growiilg more food for humans or animals on trees. Fruit ~ ()f course; is lin

example. Nuts of various kinds could well be increased but there may be other tree

products of possible usefulness.
I . '

Acorns mAke as good hog feed as corrt, h~possibly

sweet acorns could 'be discovered which "'ouid make acceptable human food. Honey

Locust pods arid seeds have great possibilities as food, according to some investiga-

tors~

If crops could be raised on trees, the saving in labor should be important. It

is very likely that in the new era we are entering, remarkable progress will be made

in learning to produce food more cheaply. Somewhere, the brains, ability and ideas

are waiting to get started on a new and productive project.

-----R•. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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BOY SMll ! Build'

Normal construction of farm buildings has been held up b1 the war and when

labor and materials become available, the demand will be enormous. Through cashing

war bonds, money will be on hand for needed improvements, but this combination of

circumstances makes it almost certain that costs will be sky high.

It takes a lot of milk to pay for a $7000 barn, and if farm prices break before

the cow palace is paid for, the operator may lose barn, farm, stock and all. It

happened before under similar circumstances. Good shelter for stock is essential

and careful arrangement may save labor or make work more pleasant, but the question

of "Will it pay" must be thoroughly considered.

Undoubtedly new and possibly cheaPer building materials will eventually come on

the market, but for several years the standard siding, dimension stuff and wood

shingles will predominate. How can one possibly keep the cost doVIl am still pro

vide adequate protection and comfortable stablest

The Dean of Agricultural Service has h8d many years of experience making thou

sands of farms profi table in many states, and they estimate that cows can pay about

10 per cent of their gross income for shelter, feed stor~. milk rooms, milking

machines and all the other items needed for their care. As a rough average, this

permits an investment of $125 per cow in dairy barn and equipment.

It takes close figuring to keep within this estimate. Many barns cost $250

per cow and from there on up to $1000 for the fancy ones. Then we milk the cows for

nothing so they can pay for the barn. It wo~dnl t be much flUl to work that hard to

support a cow in luxu.ry.



All kinds of plans are being made on paper in an attempt to save labor and keep
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costs within the cow's ability to pay. Pen type buildings, where the cows run loose

save greatly on equipment. Barns set on poles. with no cement floor or foundation

have been tried successfully. one&.ostory structures wi th hay stored on the ground re

quire less hea;vy constructHm material and offer less reslstahce to the \.tiM.. Care

f~ planning on dimensions ID&CeS the most efficient use or standard sizes of mater-

1al with minimum cutting~

So far, little proereAs haB been made tOWard cheapefting the roof: but perhaps

that will come in due time. Oerta.in it is that the farm bu.ildings of the future will

be quite different from the barns of the past. A big, fine barn is grand unless it

means no running water in the house or a grinding. burdensome debt that takes the

joy out of life. It should be no more costly than the cow~ can afford.

-----R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Worry. Worry. Worry

Perhaps curiosity killed the cat,' but worry is more common than cats on most

farms. The list of things to worry about is endless. A farmer worries for fear it

wonlt rain enough and when it does come down, he worries because it m~ not stop

before the hay on the lower forty is spoiled. He worries because it's too hot or

too cold, too windy, too wet ,too dry, too early or too late. He I s seldom satisfied;

but if such a condition does occur, he worries about how long such a happy state of

affairs can last.

Beginning with fresh worries each spring, there is the unoertainty whether

seed will grow, whether the seedbed has been properly prepared for prospective

weather conditions, whether he can get everything planted on time.

Next he starts to worry about plant diseases, insects, the neighbors' cattle,

filling, lodging, ripening, cutting, threshing and the labor therefor. Be worries

about the bay and grain stored for winter. Was it dry enough? Will it keep? Will

there be enough? Should he sellar buy? What will prices do?

Livestock provide another whole series of things to worry about. Breeding,

feeding, parturition, disease, fencing, accidents, housing, care, costs and prices

all can be broken down into separate worry subjects, each worthy of individual

spasms of mental perturbation. How does he survive?

Just now all of these interesting worries are crowded out by consideration of

the corn crop~ Will it get ripe? When will frost come? Will the weather be hot

enough. to hurry it along? What will 1t yield? What can be done with it if it

doesn't ripen1 Row much should be cut wi th a 'bind.eJ:t and shock? It the corn is
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soft, how can it be stored? What will he feed the hogs next summer? Round and

round the questions go while he takes the weather Nature hands out. thankful for

present good fortune or hopeful for tomorrow.

Yes, a farmer's business is a never~ending series of worries. On top of the

uncertainties connected with crops and livestock, he has the common worries of

expenses, bills. interest on the mortgage and the inevitable taxes. Some even hunt

up family worries to add the last straw to the camel's back. And yet as a rule,

farmers don't get thin and crabby or spend sleepless nights turning over their

worries to invent fresh angles of uncertainty.

Mostly, they are fatalists, humping their shoulders when the going is bad,

thankful when things work out to their advantage, always planning to avoid repeti-

tion of previous mistakes and, above all, hopeful that the sun will shine on their

efforts in the future. Without that hope. farming would be pure drudgery.

But most of all, farmers are too occupied with the daily tasks to spend energy

uselessly in profitless worry. When they finally finish the chores and tumble into

bed, they're too tired and sleepy to worry. They just tuck it awar with the other

numerous jobs they are going to get at when they have time. They're too busy to

worry.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Cowo10g;v

Years and years ago, when I was a student at the "Cow College." our friends on

the Minneapolis campus of the University occasionally aSked us what subjects we

could possibly study which would be related to practical agriculture. Of course. we

were very polite and went to some trouble to enlighten their vast ignorance.

It wouldnlt have done much good to mention chemistry or entomology. Their

ideas of any connection between these subjects and agriculture were too vague to

make any impression. so we obligingly invented a whole new curriculum for their

benefit.

"I 1m ta.ld.ng Cowology III thi s quarter, along wi th Milking II, Horse Harnessing

VI and an advanced course in Pigs VII. Then we have a two-credit course in Wagon

Greasing, Pitchfork Management and Hoeing. Next year we'll get Hay Cutting, Silo

assistance of our friends. we satisfied our city nitwits that these subjects were

actually offered by the University and that we were entitled to a degree after four

years of such study. That's the kind of stuff they wanted, so we gave them a nice
,

big dose to swallow~ It was fun.

:But now 11m not so sure we shouldn't have taken some of those outlandish sub-

jects. We thought then that they were too simple to require any study. We put

them in the same claas as walking, skating or playing "One Old Cat." .Any dumb cluck

could-milk a cowl Now, 30 ye~s later, I ~ve taken a course in Milking and found

some very valuable information in ~t •., .
(Mor~)

...



With an udder from a dead cow, a pail of milk and some rubber hose, Bill

pi

Cowo10Q:
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Petersen and his assistants showed us hO~1 to milk. He ,explained how the cow makes

milk, running a ton of blood thru the udder to make 25 bottles of Grade A. The

rattle of the pails. some welcome feed, an udder massage or some other sign that

milking is about to begin appeals to the cow's sense of propriety. She sends a

message to her pituitary gland, which releases a hOI'll).one into the blood stream.

When this material reaches the udder, it causes the muscles to contract on.a few

million alveoli so that the milk squirts out into the milk ducts and cistern ready

for removal.
.

Milk stools applied to hip bones. a dog fight in the alley or a strange lady

exclaiming over a cute little calf interrupts the process and the cows won't 1I1et

down. "

Next Bill Petersen showed how a teat cup on a milking machine might climb up

high enough to shut off the milk by squeezing the top of the teat 'so the milk can't

come down from the cistern above. Pulling the cups down for a minute before

removal gets the last of the milk and it shouldn't take over four minutes to get it

all. with no hand stripping necessary.

It was a clear demOnstration of how and why proper methods of milking will get

more production from a cow, save labor and keep her udder heal thy, Anybody can milk

a cow, but it takes skill and an accurate knowledge of bovine anatomy to to the job

well.

So I did take a course in Milking at the "Cow College," af'\;er all.

---~-R. ~. Hodgson. Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Selecting Seed Corn

Dad was a crank on picking seed corn. When he first came to Minnesota they

told him the only corn he could grow up here in the fro zen north was a litt le squaw

flint. He lived to raise 75 bushels per acre of nice yellow dent corn in Rock

county and earned a good reputation as a corn grower. What would he thi~ of our

modern methods?

As soon as I was big enough to lug sacks, helping pick seed corn was one of my

regular jobs. Dad wouldn't let me take the ears. but he carefully explained what he

wanted, and when I found one just right, he would come and look at it. It was good

training, and soon I learned not to call him unless the ear was a good one.

When we got the sacks of selected corn home, we boys had to hang it on strings

so that no ears were touching and suspend these 50 ear strips from the rafters of

the granary. There it dried and hung until after Christmas wheIl- Dad shelled each

separate ear by hand so as to discard any which failed to meet his high standards.

All of this was considered the most modern and improved method up to about 1918,

when ear testing'for germination was added to the list of laborious jobs required to

produce the best of seed. When I came to Waseca county in 1919, a survey of some 20

top corn growers indicated that almost all of them followed these ~neral practices.

Many of them dried seed corn in the house, in some cases hanging it behind the

k1 tchen stove.

Of course we did all of these things. too, and sometimes ear tested 7 or 8

thousand choice ears, selling our surplus seed a.t $5 per bushel. Then we began to

grow lv'br14 OOrti, and. what til Qhange that made in htuld11t1,t seed cornJ When corn all

(More)



little, it makes no difference. We know it must be crossed with the strain or

well the next year as would mature corn.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Wed., Sept. 20,1944

So now we pick seed corn clean as we go from thedetasseled rows. ~ig or

thru the whole business until the moisture is down to 14 per cent or less. Then we

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

he saw the results in the field the next year, hetd say O.K.

seed corn. I often wonder what Dad. would say if he could watch the process. When

run it thru a power sheller, grade it to fit various planter plates and it's all

stringing it up, we shovel it into a bin, turn on a fan and furnace to blow hot air

stage it would grow better than 98 per cent if properly handled and produce just as

variety left for male rows, and its inheritance is all equal. Then instead. of

corn breeders who developed and tested the inbred lines.

Next we discovered that when seed corn was properly dried and piCked before
I

has the same inheritance, an ear which is small because the cuIt1vator shovel cut

frost, there was no need whatever for ear testing. Even if it was only in the dough

the roots is just as good for seed as an ear which is especially large because it

had more room to grow than its neighbors. That left all of the selection to the

Selecting Seed Q0tA
Page 2
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Nuts About Nuts

Some people SB\1 that anyone who likes to work with sheep must be half crazy.

Certainly anyone who is foolish enough to mess around with bees must be in that

conditionl Then it's easy to see where I stand, when I like both and, in addition,

get a lot of fun out of growing nut trees!

Folks who get interested in trees are "queer" beyond all question. What fun

can there be in planting something that takes 20 years to make a showing? Why the

world might come to an end before the trees got big enough to make firewoodl

Nevertheless, a lot of us keep on planting and we get a big thrill out of wading

thru brush. swamps. mosq~utoes or heat to see what the other fellow has done or to

show otf our own small ~nccesses. It must be a diseaseD

.A,nother pecul:i,a:~' th:i.~).g is t:b.at "fIe want to infect all those around us \'lith the

same virus. Any tree pla~t,er will will~ngly give away seed, plants or advice to

brother or sister nuts. Trading stock is lots of fu.n.. I heard of a man in Utah who

was trying some new things, A letter from a perfe~t strange~ brought a nice reply

and a big box containing all the different seed he haa av'ailable. Now we have

pecans and English walnuts from his place. The almonds and figs 'were not so success-

ful.

A friend sent me a tree from New Jersey and a scout sent holly and yew from

North Carolina. They couldnlt take our winters, bu.t osage orange and some cypress

trees sent from Illinois are still alive. I have sent tree seed to 13 different

stat,~~ and had soms nice correspondence over the subject. Aek any amate'UJ' tree

fancier. Helll g1ve you anTthifli bP hal if yO'U. cop.vince' him fou're a. fraternal

brother.
(More)
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We have some shagbark hickories which have attained the enormous height of

five inches in five years! A friend gave us the seed from his home in Wisconsin.

Another lot of hickory trees was transplanted without My losses and did so well I

was all puffed up with pride. Next winter they all died. Now weIll have to find

out why and try again.

Sycamores are unusual in southern Minnesota, but a neighbor brought seed from

Indiana and now we have same very thrifty trees up to six feet high. Grafted stock

of new black walnut selections make cataloglles a temptation which cannot be entirely

resisted. Large and prolifio hazel nuts seemed worth a tria.l. So far. they are

still trying. Tulip poplars and redbuds are sti;t.l struggling to keep alite.

English walnuts from Russia are still promising bnt haven't had a nut yetI
,

When one hears of a new tree or a new strain tit nuts which might be made to

grow, there's a fascination in the hunt, the' capture and the struggle of the new

comer to fight his way upward. :Beech has been one of the hardest so far. Four

years old, two inches high, but still aiive~ Itt s almost as exciting as a horse

race! If you're nuts about nuts, or even about just ordinary trees, come up and

see me sometimel

----...R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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:Breeding :Better Bacon

For years we have been trained to judge an animal as good or bad by its appear

ance. Undoubtedly beautiful livestock is a pleasure to the eye, but unless they can

also show a profit, their presence is not an unmixed blessing. A horse which con-

sistent1y wins races looks good to the owner, regardless of conformation.

It takes a long time to change commonly accepted idease We used to believe

that prize winning seed corn would actually produce more than ordinary ears, tUltil

the corn breeders showed us that the appearance of the seed had little to do wi th the

yield of the progeny. We have changed, and now hybrid seed is sold, not on its look~

but on its ability to beget big bushels of sound feed. Perhaps we are about ready

for a similar change in our attitude toward livestock.

There are about five factors which decide how profitable pigs will be at a given

price:

1. The size of litter - pigs born alive.

z. Survival - the number of pigs raised to m&.rket weight.

3. Rate of gain.

4. Economy of gain.

5. :Body conformation or the ability to satisfy market reqUirements.

It is obvious that pigs which excel in all five of these factors will make a

greater return for feed and labor than individuals which have beauty alene to rec

ommend them. Still we select breeding stock by eye. It is more fun and far less

effort -than to keep and examine detailed records, but the man who wants to get ahead

must be sure 1118 :p1g$ Are Els.%':lihG their wa'l/ ..
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The University has inbred a number of lines of swine. The purpose of this is to

take the inheri.tance apart t? see what itis made of. Many lines begun with animals

of outstanding appearance show 'lUlsuspected weakness when inbred,. Others are strong

enough to stand up under .such difficult treatment. The inbreds are weaker than out-

breds as a rule. and yet 11nes have been developed which are as good as the average
,

for tne breed in all five factors. When these good inbred lines are crossed, the re-

sults are remarkable. How far they can be carried is a question for the future.

One inbred line developed at the Grand Rapids Station is especially good and

has made outstanding records. When crossed with other inbred lines, the pigs give us

something to shoot at. A litter with four survivors, which is about the state aver-

age, weighed 802 pounds at 140 days. The heaviest pig weighed 221 pounds. We are

accustomed to think that a pig making this \'1eigh't at six months is pretty good. They

did this on 337 pounds of feed for 100 pounds of gain. We think that 400 pounds of

feed is pretty good economy. For the stat~ of Minnesota, the average feed required

is probably 500 or 600 pounds per 100 pounds gain and some hogs have to eat 1,600

pounds of feed before they are ready for market.

For those who like pigs for their looks, it is comforting to note that the fast-

gaining, economical hogs also please the eye and especially please the packers.

-----R. E. Hodgson, ~perintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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"Peace. :Be Still"

From a distance. the October woods seem to be on fire. All of the colors from

yellow thru scarlet to brown are clamoring for attention ~d admiration. It is

Naturels dress parade before she shuts up shop for the winter and she invites us to

linger. look and learn from her book of life.

Within dense timber the busy world seems shut out and our feet. scuffling thru

the first fall of dry leaves, make the only sound. There is a solemn majesty about

trees, which makes even the crunching of their discarded ornaments a sacrilege, and

it seems appropriate to perch on a fallen log as in a pew and lose our little cares

in the vast stillness and grandeur of Nature I stemple.

Here is Peace. War, With its hate, its tears, and its destruction is far away.

The constant rush. struggle, and competition of daily existence vanish. HOurs and

minutes seem hardly worth noticing and even days are of small consequence. :Big wor-

ries grow small and fade away in the presence of a mighty power which can be felt

but not entirely comprehended. "What is man, that Thou art mindfUl of him?"

Then as we sit quietly with our seases focused far from our own narrow ru.ts, we

begin to see and hear the little people of the woods, completely absorbed in their

personal activities even a.s we are 'Wont to be. Squirrels resume their hoarding of

winter supplies. A blue jay desecrates the stillness with his ra.ucous resentment of

our intrusion. A nuthatch runs silently down a tree trunk after an incautious

insect.

At our feet a fuzzy caterpillar ripples and measures his way over a rough path,

hurrying aimlessly with a great urge but no seeming direction, He laboriously

climbs over a great obstacle. then turns and struggles back again. From our

(More)
, '



storms. Their work is finished. They can rest.

often we have followed his example.

r.

Wed., Oct. 11, 1944

our brief sojourn in God's Temple.

A few' dead leaves flutter down from the canopy above. There is nothing sad

And so as the chill of evening falls, we return to the race it is our lot to

Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

We may regret that all the brilliant di splay above us will soon be crushed and

broken under foot, but we would not wish them to stay and be \fhipped by winter's

returning to the earth, so that their small allotment of mineral can be used again.

run, quieted, strengthened, with a better sense of proportion and direction from

efforts to the building of a tree. Now their task has been completed and they are

superior intelligence we jeer at his useless efforts until we begin to remember how

about it. They have served their purpose for the little time allowed, adding their

I~eace. Be Still"
Page 2
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Growing Old

Chunie, the pup, has managed her family well and faithfully for a dozen years.

Bud was in the sixth grade t-fhen a bewildered little puppy. roaming the strange

streets of our small city. found a friend in a little boy coming home from school.

Soon the boy appeared at oUr door, holding the hungry collie in his arms. "Mother.
\i

you wbuldh t t let a. good. dog starve. would. you?"

The stray pup had tOtilid a boon compattionl an ample larder and a lifetime job

managing a farm and a family. Thus we wet'e adoptedl The foi-mer incumbent, a pedi

greed aristocrat, had proved to have little sense for a collie" and manY bad habits,

so the new pup was soon in full charge.

No one knew "/here :Bud found the name Cmmie, but it met "lith general approval,

and the pup was duly christened. with Bud officiating and three sisters as assist

ants. School was a great trial for both boy and dog. but they bore the hardship

bravely and made up for it between times. Their adventures together would fill a

book.

The next year :Sud became the owner of a rifle and a Morgan colt which only

served to widen the range of Chuniets activities. ~mny long tramps, overnight camps

by the river and local hunting expeditions were shared. with small injury to wild

friends but increasing devotion between the partners.

Chanie helped to care for the white rabbits gravely and with perfect decorum,

tho'Q.gh she frequently caught and ate their wild brethren. She lea:rned it was im-

proper to kill chickens. but when :Bud fa.iled to shoot a pheasant, she caught an

unseen wounded b;~4 and brought it to h~m. Her manners were perfect in the house;

l CM_O_re_) _
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she never barked at cars but would raise a rumpus if stock got out during the night~

When :Bud went away to school, she grieved and hunted for him from bedroom to

barn, but she didn't mope. She adopted the old man as a substitute and gave him

the major part of her attention: but when :Bud came home, her rapture knew no bounds.

Later he went away to a war she couldn't understand.

Now she keeps an eye on :pop from breakfa.st to bedtime. It's a hard scramble

now to get in the truck, so sometimes she is permitted to ride in the seat. In and

out of the yards, among the stock, beside his desk or stretched on the floor near

his easy chair, she never willingly lets him out of sight. She would gladly go to

church and to every "meeting, II but never makes a fuss \1hen her anxious request is

refused.

:But if :Bud came home, she would desert in a flash. He is her real responsi-

bili ty. She raised him, didn't she? We only hope her heaJ. th and strength remain

until that joyful reunion can be arranged.

Continued next week - - -

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Hunting Pussy Willows

There used to be a big patch of pussy willows down along the railroad track, so

let's go that war. Be quiet as we come up to this rock pile. Do you see him?

There, stretched out on the rock! It's old Jerome T. Guzziegut himself, taking a

last sun bath before he hibernates for the long winter. Donlt worry. He sees us

and if we make a quick move or go any closer, helll vanish underground.

Isn't he a whopper? So fat he can hardly waddle. Once when Bud was little, he

took his rifle and pup on a big expedition to settle accounts once and for all with

this old woodchuck--ar it might have been his grandfather. Towards evening the boy

and dog came home without any game. "I got so interested watching him that I forgot

all about shooting. II That's when he was named, and he has been watched many times

since.

Hear that noise? It's the Chucker Partridge family, gathered for the winter.

There were 21 in this covey last spring. Maybe we can see them. There's one,

stripping seed from the big weed by the woods. There's another one. If we go a

little closer, they'll fly. There they go. How many did you count? Either they're

not all together yet or a number have met with misfortune.

We've hardly seen them all summer except for a flash now and then as they hopped

thru a fence or ducked into the grain. The wet weather must have been terribly hard

on the chicks. Well, weIll Imow all about it \'1hen cold weather comes and they flock

to the hog yard to clean up around the hog feeders. Some of them even slept in one

of the hog hOUSed last wintsr,
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Wha.m& Did that startle you? I alw~s jump when a pheasant takes off like that,

almost from under my feet. I'm glad to see the old boy. He's been calling, off and

on, all summer; but the wet weather was tough on his family, too, and we haven't

seen them very often•. Usually, the yard is full of them, but this year we didn l t

find a single nest, even when we cut hay.

Let t S go do't'm by the slough and see if we can see the wild ducks that nested

there. I don't know what kind they are. We saw a drake and tlllO hens last spring

and 11m sure th~ were nesting. There they go, way ahead of us. Three, six,

eight, and two more make ten. That's a poor year's work, if they only raised seven.

Wish I could get close enough to study them so the book could tell me what they are.

Here I S something more familiar. Wuff, wuff--there they go, apparently scared to

deathl Now they turn around and come back, grunting theil1 pleasure at this unex-

pected visit-or hoping that we will have something special for them to eat. They

just run to show how spry they are, and it's a sign they're feeling good. Weill

feel good next spring if they all come across \'li th large and active families of

little piglets.

Well, here we are home again. Oh, yesl we went out after pussy willot-1S,

didn't we? Well, they make a good excuse for a hike, and we can try several more

-~ times before we're likely to find any.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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Chunie Has a Chill

Last spring Cromie couldnltseem to shed her undercoat, causing discomfort on

hot days and distress to Ma when bits of fur adhered to rugs, clothing, and the

kitchen floor. The clipping of dogs is not generally recommended, but the family

council decided that in t'his case it was imperative. Ac'cord1ngly, on a warm after

noon the old la~ mounted the work bench in the shop, Pa oiled up the electric

sheep clippers and the fun began. ,
Ma prepared to hold her if she objected, but Chunie is a dog of discrimination,

and while it was evident t~t she didn't enjoy the proceedings, she offered no

protest except a couple of accusing "yips'" when Pop pulled her hair.

Chunie is no strip tease artist·, and her nude condition was most embarrassing.

The family were too polite to laugh at her odd appearance, but strangers who had .

less consideration for a lady's sens~ of propriety were avoided whenever possible.

She also took considerable pains to keep out of the cameral s range. Did she under-

stand its meaning?

Shorty fixed a tub 'of warm soft water and gave her a good scrubbing wi~h anti-

flea soap. This was another indignity which she endured to satisfy her family.

Q;u.eer what odd ideas some people haveJ

The next day was cold and Chunie shivered without her warm fur. Mother

probably felt 'worse than the old dog until she had fixed a coat out of one of :Bud's

old sweaters and some safety pins. A blue sweater on a yellow dog struck everyone

as funny and Chunie was 8elf-ooneolous. but the adde~ warmth was a comfort. She

soon l."ned to lrl.nt "hen (/he wantfd. her wra-pSI
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Her new coat grew rapidly and soon the sweater was apparently forgotten until

a fall day when she, Pop and Shorty were all caught in a cold rain and soaked to

the skin. Pop and Shorty changed clothes, but dogs haven't found a way to do that.

The old dog was muddy and so Mother instructed her to stay on her mat and not

track on the kitchen floor. She lay down but shivered mournfully. When her feet

were dry, she was still shaking and apparently asking for something. Was it the

sweater?

Human beings are pretty dumb, 'bu.t if a smart dog has patience and persistence,

she can usually make them understand. Shorty fixed a hot water bottle and Ma got

out the sweater. Then all had .to go in the other room end laugh. The old dog did

look so strange, with her front legs '!1"apped around the red rubber bottle, her

chest tight against it and a rug to cover her. We debated whether to get her a

wheel chair or a pair of crutches.

Next morning Chunie was as well and bright as ever. Not even a trace of a

cough was noticeable. We've all had lots of fun wondering why she went thru all

the performance. My guess is that she just wanted attent'ion and was smart enough

to insist on having it. Mother thinks she wanted her sweater. Those are questions

she cantt answer, but most of her requests are understood, even by a family of very

ordinary intelligence.

--~-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

/
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We .Feel Sheepish

Do you see that stately. dignified oid ewe with the hook nose and th~ big

bustle, leading the li~e out to pasture? She must have elected herself president or

something, because she alwa.ys leads the parade and seems to decide where to go.

This morning s_he 1s heading for the old rape patch on the off chance of finding a few

green stubs worth chewing.

It always makes me wonder to see how easily but firmly she rules her little

world. Apparently the other ladies accept he~ intelligence, good judgment, and wide

experience as gospel, because wherever she leads, they follow blindly. What she

does, they will imitate, even to eating poison ivy. She sets the style, decides

what is correct, chooses the time and place to start grazing and pre-empts

prominence, apparently by divine right.

It makes me ponder whether she actually knows more tItan the others or just

takes that ~ift for granted. How does she earn this responsibility? 11m too dumb

to understand her language and can't see a~r reason why she deserves such leadership.

Perhaps she is a good speaker, possibly she can sing like ~ing or else she is just

a good actress.

Once in the field, her authority is divided. The members of her flock seem to

form committees, probably led by aspiring young matrons, who wander off with their

particular cliques, wherever the grass looks more inviting to their particular fancy.

Some youngsters are individua.lists and go off by themselves probably with the idea

that any choice morsels they may discover will not need to be shared with others.

(More)



Older sheep sticlc more closely together as a rule, taking poorer pasture, if

We Feel Sheepish
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necessary, rather than risk missing a bit of scandal or being ostracized for con-

duct not authorized by the leaders.

One or two of the sheep are not content to stick with any group, but want to

get in on everything. They run hither and yon, dash1;ng up to grab a bite of some

tid-bit here. listen to a good story there or carry some news from committee to com...

mittee. They usually get there just as the last clover blossom is eaten. hear the

laugh after the story or find that their news is old. They are not popular and wear

themselves thin trying to be everywhere at once. By striving so hard not to miss

anything, they succeed in missing almost everythingo

Finally the leader gives a signal and every group falls dutifully in line for

a return to the barn. How does she do it? Well,why do humans follow the same

pattern?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Expe~iment Station, Waseca
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Nature I S Camou.f].~

One or Nature's pet methods of protecting her wild children is protective

coloring. It's hard to see how the brilliant colors of a cock pheasant can be hid

den, but just try to see one when he's standing still! The wild things must laugh
\

at the poor perception of their human neighbors who can't even s~e a woodohuck until

they stumble OVer ito

Most of us have had a rabbit jump up, almost from between our feet, as we walk

thru the woods. Do you ever wonder how ruany eyes are watching us go past, patiently

.waitlng until this queer blind animal gets out of the way so that important affairs

of the little people can continue? We stumble thru life seeing little of the

interesting animation around us.

Sometimes contrasts serve Nature's purpose. Coco, the black cat, can't keep

out of sight on white snow. but by sitting perfectly still she may entice some

curious cottontail or mouse to investigate this charred stump in a. white landscape.

At least, she seems to have fair success in finding meat. In fact, I would have

been eaten up long ago if she was a leopard. I was curious, too.

"Freezing, II or total immobill ty, is a trick all ~1i1d creatures know and depend

on. They just sit still and we can't see them. Sometimes it's fun to try to turn

the thing around. If we can have the patience and control cOrnp1on to the wild things.

they forget that we are dangerous and go on about their business. Then we can see

their antios. even with our untrained eyes. A half hour of perfect quiet beside a

stump is often time well ~ent for a Nature lover.

(More)



Even cows know the trick. At one time we had a large wooded pa$ture. We put

bells on the cows, but when they didn't want to be found, we were in trouble. A

l
Nature's Camouflage
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scouting expedition disclosed the fact that the belled cows held their heads to the

ground--just about milking time. Our old dog could find them by scent and bring

them home; but when someone poisoned him, the hired man Q.uit. It seemed to me that

he had little reason, because it \'las usually my job to hunt the cows in the wet

grass and brush.

We miss so many things of fascinating interest, because we have not trained

our eyes to see. We exist in a world of routine and habit, dulling our perceptions

by our "civilized" way of living until the entertainment and pleasure which Nature

provides is ignored and unappreciated. Instead of our learning to read the vastly

more exclting record which Nature spreads before us, our thrills and experiences

are taken second hand from printed books. Love, danger, courage, tragedy, mystery

and self-sacrifice can all be seen in a park, a bit of woods or evon a back lot, by

those who have trained themselves to see thru Nature's simple camouflage.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendant

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Butter Ducks

,,
1

I

1

The day before Thanksgiving Mother made
A butter duck for each prospective guest,

And then as 1eader for t he proud parade
She shaped a two-pound hen complete with nest.

The wings and feathers, moulded with a stick
Carved by her father, years and years ago,

Seemed to appear by some magician's trick
As skillful fingers helped each bird to grow.

A careful boy might help select the eyes
From cloves and allspice. Watching for the least

Disparity in pairs and as a prize
A curly tail on his duck at the feast.

The brood complete, arranged on platter large
Was set outside to chill in spite of pleas

That baby ducks, become his special charge,
Should be kept warm and not allowed to freeze.

Now butter comes at twenty points a pound
And children grown and scattered wouldn't care

To see an awkward old man mess around
With shapeless butter ducks. His mother's where

She can no longer toil. But still she seems
To be with him on each Thanksgiving Day

When facts are fused with memorios and dreams
Of times when all were here to laugh and play.

Another boy, on bleak Aleutian isle,
Will think of home and wish that he were here.

A baby, too, may see his mother smile
As she remembers d8¥S which she held dear.

Two still are left, and we will all be gay,
For absent ones would wish to have it so.

They will be with us for Thanksgiving Day,
Appreciating all the fun, we know.

In other homes, where little children play,
May parents know their priVilege and trust.

In circles broken by the men away
May pleasant memories anesthetize the thrust

Of loneliness. Grant that the men who serve .
Us all, in ships or planes, in tanks or trucks

iGnew the1rta1th. and gteel again their nerve
~ith thoughts Of home and things like butter duoks •

•---.R.E, Hodg~on, Sttperintendent
Sou~heaet Exper·im'n~ statton, Waseca
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Cold Winds Blow

In spite'of what Arthur says, it always seems colder when the win4 blows.

Undoubtedly Arthur is right and always tells the truth, but \'1e have to get out in

the open and he doesn't. (Arthur, by the way, is our fSllUy designation for

arthurmometer.) We're cold, but sometimes it lessens our discomfort to hear of

others who have worse weather, so here are a few bits from the bleak Aleutians,

where a lot of good G.l. Joesface weather far more rugged than ours.

"Last summer the sun came out one day and my nose got sunburned! Can you beat

that?"

"The popcorn and the glue arrived--each in their respective containers, thank

goodness. Popcorn is a mighty expendable item around our hut. By the time you can

send another bag, this one will be completely devastated. I've fashioned another

popper, to see can I improve the finished product. ~he combined efforts of the

multitude up here are, I think, going to prove quite satisfactory. Of course, I

don't expect to achieve the delicate shade of palate-plea'sing perfection. Pop pops,

but it shore is good."

"Had a lot of fun watohing a seal play with a fish it had captured. He'd come

up and flip it into the air and then catch it aga.in, finally gulping it down. The

poor gulls would swoop down after it, but when they'd get there, no fish. A seal's

head looks a lot like a Spaniel's, without the ears. Big brown eyes. -- All this

thru binoculars.

( More)



get very disgusted and try sitting on a rock for a while. They can look SQ disdain-

I

his wings and try to scramble out on his tiptoes-~or claw toes, if you like. He'd

"A crusty old eagle paraded up and down the beach, lO,oking for tidbits. Ever

so often a wave would come in too far and he's get his feet wet. Then held spread

Wed., Nov. 29, 1944Cold Winds :Blo)1
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ful and arrogant-but they should stay in the air. To see him waddle down the sand

like an old duck sorta creates a disillusionment, when he is so graceful in the air."

"Extral Extra! Local G.I.s have private U.S.O. Show. At last the traditions

have been shattered and this is no longer a 'For men only' institution. The unex-

pect~d has come to pass. Three gals and three fellows got off a ship and played to

a packed gallery at the mess hall. Yes, even the dogs were there. The show was

very good, but we w9uld have laughed at anything. A guy gets hungry for entertain-

ment of a more personal nature than movies and, of course, especially that of la

femme. I've seen a few nurses in at the base but non~ to talk to. take pictures of

or listen tOe There weren't very many of us, and if you had a front row seat-well,

there they were!

liThe visitors didn't like our climate although it was one of our best days--

almost hot. I even took another crack at Old Man Neptune. It wasn't quite so

rugged this time and I had time to take a few strokes before freezing. 1I

There you have a few notes from a locality where weather is really rough. Not

a kick in six months of letters. What have we to crab about?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Confucius Says

One son of a Chinese silk merchant became interested in agriculture, graduated

from college in China and was sent to the United States for graduate stud:; in Plant

:Breeding. He earned his degree as Doctor of Philosop~ from the University of

Minnesota. but because of the war found it impossible to take his wife and dmlghter

back to China. so he went to work on corn research. For the past two years hS. has

been in charge of t:le -corn breeding program here at this Station. He is a most in":"

teresting chap and ~J.a.s been in considerable demand as a speaker at various meetings.

One address he gave at our Lion I s Club seemed particularly appropriate. and

with his permission I am ,handing on some of the material taken from his notes. His

name is Dr. Tsiang Yien Si. and th~ list of his experiences would fill a book. I

quote--

liThe genius. wit and spirit of a nation are discovered in its proverbs. Thi,s

is particularly true in China, where proverbs have become almost a la.nguage. Many

of its people cannot read and write. but they pass on their wisdom, history and even

geography by proverbs which are memorized. They show China's unique racial experi-

ence, mode of thought and expression. Many of them have special meanings and allu-

sions which are hard to translate.

"A proverb is ti.le essence of long experience, expressed in a few simple words.

The proverbs of China show a truly democratic heritage because of their scope. their

wide applica.tion and their hold on the people. They are the popular gems from the

literature of the race. During 7 long years of terrible war, proverbs have served

to strengtJlen the spiritual insight and the moral fortitude of the people.

(More)
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IIIf a man puts forth effort equivalent to a piece of brick, Heaven will match

it with a piece of jade. Human nature is approximately the same everywhere. It is

training which makes the difference. Many good people are found under shabby hats.

To a ·full man,. even honey is not sweet.

liThe Chinese people have always shown. the deepest respect for their language.

On every hand the cllild begins to meet the beautiful and meaningful characters and

proverbs--on his cbopsticks, doors, scrolls, musical instruments and bank notes.

The farmers of Ohina, though they cannot read or wri te, hold learning to be more

precious than wealth. They memorize thousands of pro~erbs from the Olassics and

pass them on to their sons.

liThe clothes may change, but not the man. One cannot expect to enjoy the

landscape if he is unwilling to climb the hill. Not having tasted the bitter of

bitterness, how can one appreciate the sweet of sweetness? If you work long enough,

you can grind an iron bar into an embroidery needle. One kind word may bring forth

enough warmth for throe winters. Onets age ~ be great: His mind may not be old.

One's status ~ be low: His conduct may be noble. To save one life is better

than building a seven-story pagoda. Forbearance is a treasure of the household.

IIA full bottle makes no sound, but one half empty is noisy. The sacred moun-

taius are majestic because they refuse not even one small rock. Let us agree to
I

differ in our views bu~ respect each other and unite to resist the common enemy.

The commander of 3C',000 men can be captured. The will of a single individual ca.n-

not. Man may have ten thousand schemes. God's law only is eternal. 1I

----~R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment .Station, Waseca

•
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The Genus Homo

The Little People of the woods and fields furnish endless entertainment for

nature lovers; but when the ground is frozen and cold winds blow, most of them are

out of sight. sensibly sleeping until April wakes them to new activity. Human be-

ings do not know how to hibernate; and while some of them seem to sleep a great

share of the time. they t~r to eat regularly.

It wns in a rest,'-',urant near the University during a lonely meal that a fine op-

portuni ty occurred to watch modern youth and middle' age. during an hour of relaxa-

tion. It was far moru comfortable than many field trips have been and the observa-

tions were not lacking in humor when freely mixed with imagination.

Girls predominated. The place was full of college lassies, dressed in all de-

grees of chic from blue jeans to fluffy ruffles. There were a few civilian boys.

very popular. and numerous trainees in various military branches. aloof and serious

under intensive stua~ and the weight of imminent responsibility. Their neat and

shining uniforms made a dignified background for the incessant chatter and hopeful

glances of the femi~ine salad and coke brigade.

Three girls had )ammed themselves into benches beside two civilian boys, com

peting shrilly for attention and laughs. They seemed to typify a considerable group

who appeared to be loitering on the beach by the sea of matrimony, waiting impatient

ly for an invitation or even a little push before they took the plunge. Another

fair damsel, wearing :'. boy's shirt wi th the tail flapping behind. was leading her

man back and forth Urough the crowd. apparently giving him a cold shoulder, but

worrying le,st her diE:dpline be taken too seriously.

,Mor",)
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Across from me sat a school ma'am of about 35 winters, in a severely tailored

suit, every hair in I,1ace, her nails and ~akeup .perfect, and scholarly eyeglasses

perched o~ a generous nose. Wouldn't it be fun to clap her on the shoulder and S8¥,

"Hi ya, Babe. How's about a little company?" I'll bet she'd scream bloOdy murder.

Or would she?

Ahead of the lady sat two brothers. Both were short, stocky, powerful,

middle-aged: one a~parent1y a prosperous business man and the o~her in a sailor's

wide collar and black tie. They conversed in amicable silence as they ate, ex-

changing hardly 10 "lords but both obviously enjoying every minute of i t~ As they

went out, the businessman paid the check and them bummed a cigaret tram the sailor.

I liked them.

Their place was taken by COrPulent Mrs. Henpeck and thin Henry, her husband.

·She hung Ius coat and hat on the hook she chose, though he seemed physically com

petent. She ordered the dinner for both without consulting his wishes in the

matter. She fired a 50-caliber stream of words at him and he politely seemed to say

"Yes" or "Noll at the appropriate times when she stopped for the purpose. If he was

a bit tardy, she gave him a terrifying glare. No need to pass the ammunition.

It makes me 111 to see even a dog or a horse with a broken spirit, so I quickly

left the restaurant before yielding to an almost uncontrollable impulse to upset

her soup in her lay.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Christmas. 1944

Christmas is a joyful occasion at our house, but now that the children are

grown up, it is only natural to think more of Christmas past tha.n of Christmas

present. Most of the memories are pleasant. Snow, sleighbells, parties, the kids

and their doings. but there were occasions when tragedy almost obliterated the

Christmas spirit.

Years ago it ,ms the custom at our church to have a program on Christmas Eve,

even as we do 'today. It was generally a tiresome affair where the Sunday Sahool

superintendent got ".p and announced, "The next number will be a reading by little

___II until he ran out of names. For many years I was one of the lambs, carefully

trained and herded to the platform at the proper time.

I can remember the time when Sis would drag her baby brother to school on

special occasions and the cute little boy with long curls and a starched "Lord

Fauntleroy" collar would point a pudgy finger at the High School and pipe, "A."1d the

Goblins will get you ifyau don't watch out. 1I There were compensations. Generous
J

applause was gratifying, and a feeli~ of satisfaction in acting a little smarter

than conditions would justify fostered a sense of importance.

:But as the boy grew older, his baby ways and ideas were crowded out by ~ in-

creas,ing interest in things mascul'ine, and the opinion of "the fellers" became more

impressiV'e than the cajolery of mother and sisters. He began to shy away from speak

ing pieces and was reasonably successful, except for the Christmas programs. This

was a thing he must d.o e

(More)



mass of faces.

ing stock of his friends.

So matters stood on Christmas Eve. The lines had been memorized, but the boy

Wed.. Dec. 20, 1944

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

He lived throu.;;h it, and the whole episode seems funny now. but the horror of

that moment comes back even yet at times. and he often shUdders with fear before a

feat and utter dejection, he took his seat, a disgrace to the family and the laugh-

but couldn't remember even one word of the "nice piece." At last, in' complete de-

"The angels on that starry night," but that was the end. Six times he was prompted

"The angels on that' starry night, n his mother prompted him, and he repeated,

mouth seemed filled with cotton, and his mind was a total blackout.

oratory. In rebellious embarrassment he faced the church filled with people. His

At last his name was oalled and a push from Mother indioated that the ordeal

was upon him. He mounted the platform, walking carefully so as not to split any

thing, and arrived there safely. but his mind was occupied with pants rather than

ment of an uncomplimentary nature from his fellows.

too big and too old to speak along with the little kids and knew it would cause oom-

nored as of minor importanoe and, besides, there might be a sale after the holi~sA

Matters were co;aplicated by a difference of opinion regarding raiment.. The ,boy

thought his Sunday pants were too small and should be replaced. He was growing

rapidly. particularly in an east and west direction,' and the too short pants were

skin tight. He dema,nded a new suit. but in the Christmas rush his pleas were ig-

Christmas' 1944
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was still resentf'ul, obstinate and deeply hurt by the impending indignity. He felt
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No More '44

I

Probably the only ones who will be sorry to see 1944 slide into history are

those rare .individuals who enjoy war because it gives them big pay for little effort.

There are a few such, but it wouldn't be wise to tell that to a Marine. He might,

open a new front immediately, especially if he's spent a few months in the mud and

seen his buddies go West.

On the other ~~dJ the vast majority of workers are· putting every ounce of

energy into production so as to win the war qUickly, allowing loved ones to come home

again. With them it has been a bard year of tremendous effort and strain, and theY'

only hope they can keep up the pace until peace arrives. All of the miracles of

human endurance are not found on the battlefield.

~ There has been a bitter election squabble with fierce threats and accusations

on both sides, but now that a majority has decided it is best not to change ~orses

in the middle of a war, almost all have settled down to serve and support our legal-

ly elected leader wholeheartedly and without reservation, in the good sound American

way.

Old 1944 will be noted in hist.ory as a year of production. In spite of floods,

mud and drouth, farmers produced a record crop of food for ourselves and our Allies.

Factories have turned out an unbelie~able quantity of planes, ships, guns, ammuni

tion, the ten thousand items that war demands and destroY's. We have fed the war

machine so hugely with men and material that in spite of some indigestion it has

grown to proportions never before imagined.

(More)



In the ring we hc.ven't done ~o badly. Several of the less important. opponents

have been bocked out and the two ;principals are getting groggy. Our armies and

navies grow stronger as they grow weaker and the ground work is laid for Victory in

1945. Once more the American people have done a necessary job which they didn1 t

like to start, but which they Will finish effectively.

None of us who have written '44 for 12 months will ever use it again, except by
/ .

mistake. 1 111 do that and some of you will, too, but soon we'll get used to 145.

the young hQpefUl. Perhaps history students will not have to memorize 1944, over-

shadowed by more spectacular events, but we who have sweat at our jobs and held our

breath over radio announcements, won1 t forget it. We hope we'll never again have to

11va through anything like it.

Some people who will never forget 1944 are those who have received the dread

telegrams, 'We regrot to inform youlf--It does seem that mankind should some ~ learn

to live peaceably with each man *ee and equal. May this be the final ~tep in our

evolution or education, so that never again will such sad news be necessary. May

all of us devote our best personal efforts to finishing this war during 1945 and

lend our full support and intelligence to some sensible plan to prevent its recur

rence. Without regrets that 1944 is no more, ~ your satisfaction and happiness
I

thrtve in 145.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Sk8J.

•

It's a Happy New Year ~fm wishing everyone of you. Brand new calendars blos-

Bom in every home and office, with bright pictures of bathing beauties on some and

more sedate scene;ry on others. There' B a whole new year ahead of us. Whaf will it

bring?

The pessi~1~ts will find plenty to pessimize aQout. Perhaps the election did

not go to suit them, so of course the country is going to the bow-wows. They will

believe that the war will last indefinitely, that tlle younger generation has .%"e-

verted to the dark ages and that death will be preferable to taxes. They can't see

a gli~er of light on any front and don't have to grope far to find plenty of hooks

on which to hang their ·crepe.

The optimists have a much more pleasant prospect. Teey hope mighti~ that the

war will be over or nearly over before 1946, that the C~E.D., the X.~.Z. or some-

thing will find agreeable jobs for all returning servicemen and that the wheels of

industry will continue to hum at full speed ahead. They hope that Congress will

solve all of their problems, reduce taxes and win the peace effectively.

The majDrity are somewhere between these two extremes. They~ everything is

getting better every day in every way but a.re still skeptical encugh to think that

it won't happen by magic. They figure that a lot of money will be needed to run the

government, even after the guns stop throwing 1 t at the Japs, and tllat every last

one of us will have to hump to pay his share.

(More)



They suppose that the peace terms will be arranged by duly constituted authori-

ties but feel they have a personal inte~est in seeing that the decisions are fair

and lasting. Consequently, each one wants to put in his two bits worth of advice

SkSJ,
Page 2
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and counsel. Every last man, woman and child is responsible to see that this mess

doesn't happen again.

The people who have won this war wi th sweat and tears look forward to peace,

not as a holiday from responsibility, hard work and heavy burdens, but as an oppor

tunity to rebuild their nation,their hopes and their aspirations on a more stable

'foundation than ever before. They wont t roll down their sleeves and call ita day

when the munition lines are quiet but will pitch in with all their might on the vast

accumulation of things which need doing.

We cantt trust our government to professional politicians, our children solely

to paid teachers or our religion to a few struggling preachers. If the United

States is to remain the land of the free, it is up to every individual to make ita

part of his business to work at the job. We'll get gloom or sUnshine, crepe or

bunting, just as we earn it by personal unselfishness and civic service.

May your new year be full of hard work and honest endeavor. May your goal of

public service and a better world make the struggle exciting and worthwhile. Then

I know you'll have a. Happy New Year.

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeas~ Experiment Station, Waseca
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Dewey

One might think that six small children would generate sufficient excitement

for any family, but the kids wanted a. dog. They had numerous cats, rabbits,

chickens,. and other pets; but little folks seem to realize, sometimes more clearly

than their parents, that a generous part of juvenile education centars around the

co~anionship of a canine friend.

So one Saturday night Pa came home from work, loaded with groceries, and oal1ed

the kids to relieve him while he took off his rubbers. A little miss of seven took

the biggest sack from his arms and started for the kitchen, but the package wiggled!

Unmistakably, that sack of groceries movedl She was startled, astonished and

finally just a little bit apprehensive, so instead of putting it on the table with

the other bundles, she put it on the floor, and a little black cocker pup wagged his

way out into the light. Then it was his turn to be scared, for a whole roomful of

youngsters dived for him with a mighty shout-~al1 wanting to pet him at once.

Supper was delayed that evening, because even the baby had to feel his soft

silky fur, admire his tiny red tongue, stroke his floppy ears and crow with delight

when the stubby tail went back and forth so fast it set his whole body in motion.

Right then and there the :puppy adopted a whole family and earned a life-long job.

At table, the important matter of a name was discussed. Perhaps fifty were

suggested: but since this was 'way last October when the papers and radio were so

full of kind. words to voters, one of the boys suggested Dewey--and that was one pre

cinct where Dewey won the election by unanimous approval. He has grown enormously

(More)
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and there's no more important dog in town, er one with a finer family of kids tor
Dewey
P~e 2
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raise. Dewey seems to realiz~ his responsibilities very keenly.

Another family has twin boys--a little over 'two years old. They have a sister

to help manage them, but it would take a regiment of trained nurses to' keep up

with those exponents of perpetual motion. Among other strategic maneuvers, they

often plan a mass demonstration of inherited cussedness around nap time.

On one particular occasion they tore all the stuffing out of a cotton mattress

and had a snowball fight. When Pa came home, r-1a sent him up to the boyst room to

ge'~ something, and then watched the expression on his face. How in thunder could

two small boys do such a complete and thorough job? In telling me about it, the

best part was the mother's remark, "It cost us a new mattress, but it was lots of

fun .. "-

It seems to me that these two families are enjoying their children while they

ha"Te a chance. All too soon they are grown up and gone and we wish they were little

again. ~ all of us have the, philosophy of this young mother-- IIIt cost us a little

something, but it was fun."

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Oil the Wheels

Lou decided that after seven years of hard use, his manure spreader needed an I

overhaul!) I happened by just when it was all pulled down and ready to reassemble.

I!YJU know, n Lou said, III found four oil holes on this machine that I never suspected

",cr'" "Chereo" Sometimes, when I examine my hearl, wondering why it doesn't work

better, I suspect that it's in about the same condition as Lou's old spreader.

Probably the hardest job some of us have on the farm (it may apply to city

folks, too-I wouldn't know) is to think things through. It's usually put off as-

long as possible and then interrupted on the least excuse. Per~ps one reason we

iislike definite step-b,y-step planning is that so often weather or conditions over

which we have no control smash the nice plans we have made.

:But we know- that's no excuse for not planning again. A general can't qui t be-

cause his first charge was a failure. He has to try something else, and the manager

of a business is in about the same positlon. Some do and some don't. The figures

at the end of the year tell how well it was done.

The more I see of business in operation, the more important management seems.

It isn't enough to know how. Getting the right thing done at the proper time is

\<rI1;.,t counts. Farm management figures on southern Minnesota farms show very clearly

th~t the men who come out near the top in returns on hogs, returns on cows, and

l).~')or income, do so year after year, while those near the bottom usually st~ there.

Ma:agp,ment, or the lack of it, seems to make the difference.

(More)



man across the road can doi t on 4001 The answer is almost always management. The

Why does one man need 800 pounds of feed to make 100 pounds of pork when thet
Oil the Theell
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first man ha.dn1t "fixed" to keep his pigs on clean ground, so he fed the corn to

parasites and wondered why he didn't make money. Of course he has a perfect right

to feed a big crop of worms if he wants to, but his poor income shouldn't be blamed

on Wall Street.

The good manager gets things done and done on time. Some folks can accomplish

this with little effort and some with a lot, but both are better off than the man

who races around at a lope all day and still doesn't catch up. The greatest dif-

ference I can see is the amount and quality of their headwork. Miles traveled,

~otions made and good intensions do not necessarily produce an income.

I'm not criticizing anyone else. I'm just examining my own head aut loud. In

January we usually figure up the bad. news from last year and resolve to do better.

It's a good time to overhaul heads, find the stiff bearings, loosen them up with a

li ttle "Think oil" and make a list of the mistakes we hope to avoid the next time.

r'IIi sure I lmow more about farming than I ever practised, so here's a belated re

solve to get more done this coming year by carefully planning each move to make it

effective.

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Splicing Rope

When there are just two more loads-of choice hay to put in the barn, when rain

threatens and it's getting late, the old rope seems to feel its importance and lets

go with a bang. Then the farmer wishes he had spent time last winter brushing up

on splicing. It's ~ handy thing for anyone to know and could be used a lot in place

of clumsy knots.

Joining two ropes is so simple that anyone handy with their fists can learn in

an hour to make a splice and a couple of hours should be enough to learn the long

splice~ short splice, side splice. eye splice, back splice and a few fancy ones for

good luck. It's lots of fun to splice rope, and for years we have fixed all the hay

ropes brought in, just to keep in practice.

One thing to remember is that you can't ever tie a knot or make a splice with-

out shortening the rope. A short splice is just as strong as the original rope, but

it won't go through a small pulley. The long splice doesn't enlarge the rope very

much but it brings the far ends closer together. The general rule is to allow 10

times the di~eter of the rope for a short splice and 100 times the diameter for a

long splice.

Sometimes people expect too much of a rope splicer. One neighbor wanted me to

put a new end on a hay rope and bought a nice piece of three-quarter inch manilla

three-strand. The trouble was that the old rope was a seventh-eighth inch four-

strand, and putting those two together was just about like trying to hitch a ton

, hors~ to a teddy. wagon. We had lots of help, though. It was a hot, sticky summer

(More)
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night when we got at it and the lantern invited all the mosquitoes in the township

to the-party. The splice wasn't anything to take a picture of, but it held for two

years.

It's hard to describe the steps in making a splice, but with the. aid of pic

tures it can be done. The University has a good bulletin on ropes and splicing

(Special Bulletin 192). Probably your county agent has copies on hand. A good

entertainment for a winter's evening is for Pa and the b01s to get pieces of rope

and practise putting them together. Then they'll probably get interested and

clutter up the kitchen all winter, making rope halters, fancy splices and learning

a hundred different knots.

From there on, they will want to make some rope from twine or perhaps learn to

braid' four strand round, flat and square. Two pairs of leather boot laces will

make an excellent bridle rein or a fancy braided belt. There isn't any limit to

what one can do with r~e, cord or leather laces. I have a book with over 7,000

drawings, illustrating 3,900 knots and hitches which will keep me busy for several

winters.

Every farm boy should know at least four knots: the square, bowline, clove

hitch and the reef knot for tying a small rope to a large one. With four knots and

four splices learned, he will naturally want to go on and learn some more for the

fun of it. It's surprising how many times they come in handy, especially in these

times when rope is hard to get and generally of poor quality. Making rope halters

and halter ties from binding twine is a useful and pleasant occupation for a stormy

afternoon.-

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Thieves. Help, Police!

•
I

I

I

I

I,

Looking out the window across the snow, we see an ear of corn hopping and

bouncing along as though it was some sort of an animated toy. After a while it

comes to a tree and scoots right up the trunk. I
Then we 'can see the marauder,

hustling his booty up to his pirate's nest. It's just old White Ear, the squirrel,

making another ~aid on the corn crib.

Should you ask White Ear, he would probably explain that the crib was built

for his special convenience and he would probably have a long list of complaints

about his landlord and the inconsiderate treatment accorded his family. 1. wny

was the crib built so far from his hollow tree storehouse? 2. Why wasn1t the crib

kept full the year round, so he could depend on it, instead of having to lug it ear

by ear to his granary? . 3. Why weren I t the trees closer together. so that he could

use an upper highway instead of having to lunge and struggle through the deep cold

snow? At least I suppose squirrels are like men--the easier they have it, the more

they complain!

We think old White Ear and his kin live with considerable comfort in our yard.

They are furnished with numerous good sized oaks and their usual crop of acorns.

They eat the sunflower seeds put out for birds .in winter and often get some walnuts

--either With or without our permission. Still, like most tenants. they probably

t~ink we are skinning them because we only redecorate once a year, in May, and

sometimes fail to have the corn crib full.

(More)
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of feed to have some animation in the winter woods. Home wouldn't seem the same

a nice crop of young trees coming on.

certainly gave him a workout.

Wed., Jan. 31, 1945

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

between us. He lets me live to grow corn for him and I think it's worth a bushel

His ma won't let him play with me because ,I'm too clumsy to run up and down trees.

Still we have lots of fun watching each other and making believe we have a feud

My ma won't let me play with him, because he uses such terrible language.

it up and run on. Perhaps he was bringing an anniversary present to the Mrs. We

He'd run for all he was worth, 18\Y' down his ear of corn and puff awhile. then pick

raid the co'rnfield. As he came up the road. we drove behind him in the truck.

Early last fall, White Ear got hungry and went a quarter mile from home to

We Ire always trying to match wi ts with White Ear--and usually coming off

letting him steal and plant them after his own fancy. We saved our work and have

wi thout old White Ear to swipe what he wants and swear at me for disturbing him.

Shoot him? Shucks, he's lots more fun alive.

second best. Once Clarence was planting walnuts t and White Ear came aJ.ong behind

him, digging up each one and replanting it accor~ing to.proper squirrel forestry

practices. Then it was our turn. and we dumped a bushel 'of nuts on the ground,

Thieves. HelP. P~lice

Page 2
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Hemp Hunches

We were requested to plant various varieties of hemp seed to find out--

1. Whether seed production was possible in Minnesota. 2. The comparntive yield

of different selections, and 3. Whcth~r the plants will reseed naturally with the

danger of becoming a weed. Accordingly, we planted the soed in hills 5 feet apart

and awaited results.

Two days later we examined the field and found that the gophers, field

mice, pheasants, doves and possible other wild neighbors had called all their

bretl~en to the feast so carafully prepared. Some ate in the d[~tinle and some at

night, but the effect Was the sarre. We planted a second time, \'1i th more or less

similar results, but did notice a distinct preference on the part of our guests for

certain varieties.

Somehow a few seeds esaaped the marauders, and the little hemp plants

persisted. After a slow start, they prcspored prodigiously and eventually rea-

ched a neight of 8 to 10 feet with a dense canopy like the forest primeval. Not

a weed grew in such dense shade as the hemp made where the seeds were missed by

the varmints.

According to instructions, we were to cut out the male plants after their

function of fertilization was completed. This made quite a'task because we carried

out the cut stalks to keep the land nice and ele~n. In tact. before we finished,

we appreciated th~ help our alii~~ had given u~ t~ e~t!ftg most of th~ ~d~&1 ~he

mora the7' atel t~ less we' ~d.' to cut nnd carr'll~'



threshed by hand. A lot of it fell off when ~e ~ere cutting, but by whipping the

Some of the seed matured beforB a late frost. and that we cut and

Wed. Feb. 7, 1945
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itself under Minnesota conditions. It could, but since the hemp grown for fiber

This answered the question whether hemp could become a ~veel and reseed

mature in a favorable season. we figured the labor involved, at least with our

stalks on a canvas, we accumulated some seed. We found that most varieties would

crude methods, made the seed pretty expensive, and we discovered that in spite of

Hemp Hunches
Page 2

what the birds and animals ate, a nice crop could come up the following spring.

is supposed to be cut soon after blossoming and because it is recorr~ended that

grain be pmanted outside the field for turning room, uncut hemp has small chance

of getting started in corners and fence rows. It is not likely to get away from

cultivated fields, and besides, we have plenty of wild hemp already. ItIs'

marajuana.

When it was all over we had. left about a peck of hemp seed, for which

there was no demand. We hnd been buying bird seed for Hoppity, tho canary, and

knew he was especially fond of hemp--so here was a lO-year supply. t,Ve gave him a

generous' dish of it every noon--and how he enjoyod it L He would stamp and flutter

if we were slow, peck at fingal'S if we teased hiul. How he loved to crack the lea-

thery hulls and gobble the kernels t

Is it jUs~ natural· cussedness that makes doctors pick out the one thing

we best like to do or eat, and tell us, no, no? Well, be the reason what it may,

it applies to canaries as well as humans. We read in a book called, "Scientific

Car.e of Canaries" that hemp was bad for birds. It was habit forming, too some~

thing or other, and just plain bad medicine~ We gradually tapered down Hopls hemp

ration but still fail to see any remarkable change. We saw it in print, so it

must be correct. but we're beginning to wonder.

R. E, Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Valentines

Recently when attending a 4-H meeting here in the home county(gas won't

let me gas far from ~ome) I noticed two especially fine looking girls of about 8

and 13. Somehow they looked vaguely familiar and later their mother introduced

them. Of course they were familiar; they looked a lot like h0r--and thereby hangs

a tale.

It goes ba~k to the time wl~n their mother was a high school girl living

next door to us duridg a brief residence in town. Bud was a baby about 2 months

old. Experienced parients will reco~nize: 1. That a baby of that age has a mind

of his own. 2. Tha~ re~son and persuasion are ineffective in controlling tempers

of young babies. 3.
1

That lungs and vocal ol"gans are well developed for volume

at this age. 4. That young fathers are sometiii.es completelY bewildered by events

beyond their control.

That was mY situation. Mother had gone to do some shopping or visiting.

wi th the fatuous ideal that I could do some book work and keep an eye 'on the baby

who was peacefully s~eeping in his buggy. She'd be right back---but here it was
I

an hour and a half and she wasn't back yet. The baby had tired of sleeping and

decided he wanted feminine company right now. I explained to him that she would

be back soon and he should just keep his little shirt on, but the persuasive

quali ty in ID1 sale.. talk must haV& 'baeh 1a.ek1.ng sOmeWho1"e', He be~ to ;yell.
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Jiggling the buggy didplt seem to help. Examination suggested a change

might o.e iesirable and this was !:lade by main force find awkwnrdness, but who would

think such a little feller would hnve so much 'kick and squirm to him? Still the

noise continued, so he was picked up and carried back and forth. I jounced him.

turned him end for end, upside down. pntted his tummy, patted the other side

(gently. I was still afraid he'd breru{) and even lifted up my voice in song as a

counter-irritant, but no soap.

This went on for hnlf an hour. and a father was just about ready to re-

sign his position in despair when the door opened ani the girl from next door came

in.

"I could see through the ·,vindow you were having trouble." she said.

"and I I ve had lots of practi se on my younger broth8rs. Do you want me to try?"
the

Did I \ Here was manna in the wilderness \ She took/red-faced, kicking, squirming,

bellowing infant from my arms, made a few quick passes over him ~nd he just

gurgled t A few more broken-hearted sobs as he loy his hee.d down, perfectly con-

tent and went back to sleep. A miracle t How did she do it? Anyway she laid him

back in his buggy but stayed by in case of accident Ulltil the boss got home.

Needless to say. I have always felt deeply grateful to her for her timely

assistance in the hour of dire need, but we soon moved back to the farm,and later.

she married a farmer. lIve only seen her a few times since. Thatls why it was a

lot of pleasure to meet her big husky son and the two attractive girls. It seems

such a li t't;le whi Ie since she rescued me from the storm. She looked good to me

then and she looks just as good now. I suspect Bud knew what he "1'1anted, all the

time.
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Sugar Pills

...

"Keep him warm wi th a blanket and plenty of bedding, give him all the

tepid water helll drink and helll probably be O.K. in 24 hours. I can give you

some sugar pills if you like, but I donlt think it will be necessary." Doc had

been out to look at a horse with colic.

"What do you me.an...-sugar pills, Doc?" I asked.

IIOh, some people think wearen' t doing anything to help their stock un-

less we give them some kind of medicine. This horse has had all he needs and I

fib~ed you'd rather have it straight. The sugar pills are usually for the ownerU

That was a long while ago, but it has always stuck in my memory, and

whenever some one tries to avoid a direct answer by beating aroLllld the bushes, it

always reminds me of sugar pills. Perhaps other people enjoy guessing what is

intended between the lines, but it seems to me their imacinary ills are usually

worse throl the bare facts. I like to have it strai€ht from the shoulder.

A good many people are intensely interested in Winning this war as quickly

as possible. Sometimes we hear the re~~rk that we in the middle west don't know

there is a war--but donlt tell that to a father whose boy won't come home from

France or a mother whose son has found a grave in the ocean. We know there is a

war to be fought, we want to finish the dirty job at the earliest possible moment

and we don't want it to happen again. The majority of us are'sure of that much.

Since we tee1 this way, it is most irritating to reoeive sugar pills

instead ofhorie~-fj !nfb'rtnation.' ~rOb!&bi;y we do haVfI' more rehl lnformiidori i:tbouii

what i~ goi~ on thart any people e;er had before i~ :ny war, but stt!l i, isn/t'
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enough. We read about our ar~, 13 miles from an objective and advancing at top
,

speed. After days of tough fighting (the enemy is always weak or weakening or

running away) it is disconcerting to hear that our armies are now within l5.miles

of'their objective.

Here on the home front, similar things occur. Officials in positions of

great responsibility cantt seem to agree. Civilians are going to have more tires

next month--and then it turns out there are less than ever. Gasoline is despera-

tely needed for army use and civilians must be cut still further--and then other

officials, w~o should be in a posi tion to know, come out iJi th a statement that

supplies are ample and gas 1s only rationed to save tires.

The local rationing boards have their orders and an endless amount of

grief trying to live up to them. The fault probably goes clear back to washington,

but a farmer who cantt get gas or tires to haul feed, to take his cream to market.

or has to stop and patch over-age tires while necessary work wai ts, is inclined to

blame the first handy individual.

If rationing is needed to win the war, wetll take rationing. if long

hours, bum tires, scanty or no gas is needed to win the wr'r, so be it. Werll

make our sacrifices along with the boys at the front. but if all this is just done

to make us war-conscious, if Motherrs ca.nning sugar must be requisitioned for mak-

ing Whiskey, a lot of people are going to see red. Werd like to have the facts

straight and take our share of trouble DS it comes. We rre tired of s~'";ar pills.
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Trncks in the Snow

Just outside n~ window is a cottontail playing in the falling snow.

Apparently he's not hunGry, for at this particular moment he isn't eating my little

trees, though I suspect he has done his share of d~ge. He just seems to be

making tracks for the fun of it and has paused to rest, not 8 fe2.t from my desk.

His nose wiggles as he tests the air, first this way and then that. He

makes a few experimental hops,some of them straight up in the air, with a twist

and a buck which may nlake him appear strong rind graceful to SOILi.e lady friend

quietly watching. Ha sits up like a gentleman and inclines his big ears like a

movable antenna, to catch any warnings which may come by radar.

Now he picks up bits of fluffy snow nnd washes hi.s face, giving special

attention to the area behind his ears. (Small boys, please note.) Then he combs

_his fur '.-lith his "fingers" and suddenly races around in a circle, apparently to

practise some intricate manuever. Finally·he hops over to his favorite "notch"

under the lilac bush and composes himself to watch the world go by.

No one would notice brother cottontail as he sits on his warm powder

puff pillow unless he had seen him enter the little thicket, but he is in plain

view from my chair. Apparently he is settled for a nap, but a second lnter he

is racing for the woodpile, and his mate, appecring from thin air, is running with

hilli. their white terminal tufte bouncing over the snow as if on springs.
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He is none too soon, for a pl".ir of cocker spaniels cor,le sniffing ancl

wagging their way up the road, looking for sporte Their noses lead them to the

lately occupied "notch" and then the follow the fresh trail at top speed. But

wait, anoth0r fresher trail crosses this, so they bound a~ay on a hot scent which

leads thela in another direction. This trail again is crossed, until the pups are

cowpletely bewildered and just yap around in circles. Most of us would have just

run to the woodpile and safety without thinking to lay a complicated spoor by

crossing and recrossing to lead the dogs astray. I wonder if the rabbits thought

it all out?

As the dogs wear theuselves out 'J'1i th senseless circling, ! can see the

cottontails wptching them. Contewptuously they hop around in full sight, shOWing

great awusement at the canine confusion, but staying near one or more of their

nuwerous hideouts. At last the dogs solve the puzzle and get to the woodpile,

but the bunnies are playing behind it near a pile of fencing.

Perhaps half an hour goes by while the dogs keep their excitement at top

pitch and the entertaiIlL.1ent coumi ttee thinks up new COnllndrums for them to solve.

Then. perhaps because the pups think it is feeding t:i.L..e at hor.Je, they streak away

and the furry track makers settle down to rest for the ~vening program. They know

the clan will be out in force to pIny in the snow toni~ht.

SOLietiflles I wonder if we 're not like those cockers. We are so busy with

little things, followin€. tracks, spending our enargy, hurrying back and forth

from here to there, that we never pause to look up and see our objective in full

sight, right before us. Anyway, we all had a good ti~e--and now Mother says it

wight be good for my weistline if lId eo and shovel the walk.
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We All Have Troubles

DATE-

My thumb ~as sore. All I did ~as try to drive a spike in a tight plnco and hit

/ the wronG nail~ Everybody tried to co~ort Lle by telling fUllr~ stories cbout let~

ting wy wife hold the nail, or the one about using a magnetized hawmer which would

be attracted to the uetal, but they didn' t s~eL1 to help much. Each of the I~y ac"

cidental bumps reminded u.e al~ain of my lack of accuracy and ca:ution~

Just when the thumb was hurting, it was the bil"bes,t event in my existence. At

the time it made wore of an impression than the earthquake and tidal wave in Japan,

~hich killed thousands of people. Those closer things cOwe to us, the more iwport..

~nce they assume. A mosquito on the nose looks larger than a B-17 over Tokyo.

A friond had a bad case of inflnuwP..tory rheuwatism. He did a lot of ~~unting

•
~nd groaning, which was no doubt entirely justified, but when I went in to help roll

him over, it seeI.lod to we he needed a 11ttle better perspective, so I gave him a good

lecture.

I1Here you lie in a cOLifortable bed, with a doctor and your good wife to take

care of you. Think of all the soldiers ~ho are all shot to pieces and lie perhaps

for days without any shelter on the frozen ground awid the sleet' Think of the early
\

Christians who were fed to the lions or burned at the stake \ Think of the arctic

explorers, who froeze and starve, camping in the snow during a terrific blizzard \

They didn't fuss and gripe over a few stiff joints. 1I

I though(; all this exposition of horror had usda a big iwpression, as he lay

perfectly still for about five ~inutes. Then he piped up in n most resentful voice.

"Yes ~ but they di'in't have inflaLll.1atory rheumatis~ \11
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It should help a lot when we feel abused and full of trouble, to think of GO

many others who are worse off. Today1s papers are full of stories about our boys

allover the world, steawing in L,ucl~ fox holes, f~ghting insects and malaria in

addition to the guns of the ene~.

It made the chills run up ~ spine to hear one of our boys tell about being

torpedoed and floE.~ting for 45 hours in the liIlli tless salty ocean while sharks lurked

t.hreateningly in plain sight, attacking whenever vigilance slackened. lIm amazed

at the daring of ~en who fly their loads of bombs through blnck clouds of flak where

steel is whizzing in all directions. I wonder at the fortitude of boys who run up

and throw grenades into pill boxes spurtinf, death frow machine guns.

This world is full of trouble, dancer and distress, especially for those who

'1re fighting our battles on foreif.:,'n soil, but one thing may compensate for all their

iaring. They do not have to meke out an incoUle tax \

"'-R. £. Ho1gson, Superinten<lent
SouthenstGrn Exporh.ent Stntion,Nnseca
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Hunt for a Tree in the Forest

It is possible that there is growing in southern Minnesota a goose (or a tree)

capable of laying golden eggs. It is a well accepted fact that no two anil;luls or

plants are exactly alIke. We spend a lot of til~e judging and selecting our cattle

and our hogs but generally agree that "trees is trees" and let it go at that~

Our fruit growers know that apple trees differ, and many of our best varieties

~ave been found and propagated by SOI",eone kean enough to see a useful difference in

things which looked identical to the casual observer.

Honey locust trees are fairly cO~uon in southern Minnesota. They are easy to

recognize by their feathery con~ound or double cowpound leaves, very small, incon-

spicuous blossoms and the long twisty seed po1s. These pods are from 8 to 12 inches

long. SOLle mny even be longer, wi. th a ';JJidth of ",bout an inch anel a whole row of

brown. beanlike seeds arranged like the seeds in strine beans. When the pods are

mature, these hard seeds defy the teeth of ~n ani perhaps those of beasts.

When the pois nre just about ripe they are full of a glue-like jolly and fresh

or dry, they have an unpleasant taste. They pucker the mo'u.th a little and are

sOl.iewhat bitter. When dry El.nd. grollnd fine, they make one snoeze. Animals will not

eat thew.

But there are varintions in thi s fruit. SOlue trees have been discovefe(j, wp.ieh

have pods greatly relished by all 11vestock. Some are eVEln so good that they are

used for human food when dried and. ground to flour. We have read that the "locusts

and wild honey" on which ancient prophets 11ved., referred n'ot to the insects, but to

the pod.s of locuat trees. Sorillj/ tre~e prod.\l.oe pods wh.ich are very sweet, oontaining

(r..ore~
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as ~uch as 30 per cent sugar, and since the plant is a legume-like clover, it is

high in protein.

Trees which produce regular crops of edible pods have been found, and enthusi-

astic fans figure thnt a solid stnnd of such trees would yield total digestive nu-

t:ients per acre comparnble to a good crop of corn. It is certain that honey 10-

oust trees in a pasture will add materially to the feed produced. Their shade is

not so dense as to kill the grass, they furnish their own nitrogen and the cnttle

fatten on the pods ench fall--if they are edible.

We have tried growing grafted honey locusts trow the choice trees found in

the South, but so far have found nothing hardy in Minnesota. The job now is to find

trees which will stand Minnesota winters and produce regularly heavy crops of sweet

:;.J0ds reasonably free fror:! unpleasant flavor. Most honey locusts have thorns, from

1 to 8 inches long, with two big barbs near the base, Others are thornless or prac-

tically so. Of course, it would benice if thisllgoldenlltree we are seeking would be

obliging enough to forget the thorns, but plant breeders can take them off, if nec-

essary. ~1e big thing is to locate sweet pods and high yields on a hardy tree.

Do you know of a honey locust whose pods ere eagerly eaten by cattle? I'd

certainly like to locate one.

----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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the pleasure, the exercise or the aesthetic enjoyment of working in a cow barn.

4. For profit.

This is still rated as a free country. at least in some respects, and it is no

crime to milk cows for whatever reason one may choose. At the same time, it ap-

proaches a traged¥ to see some family slave at pails and cows, handling tons of

~ilk, just to pay for a fanoy building erected in an optimistic moment of enthusiasm.

Overhead, which includes interest and depreciation on buildings and equipment.

must be paid in one way or another before there is any income left over to buy new

overalls. Putting 1t another wlq, the less money spent on overhead. the more there

will be to reward the human operators. If barn and equipment cost $250- per cen1, she

will ,have to P8\Y roughly $25~OO stall rent before she starts paying for feed and

labor. Some palaces cost as much as $1000 per cow. On a 4iJ;...cow herd, the stall

rent would take a lot of butterfat.

In Minnesota, cows must be sheltered from storms and the worst winter weather.

They must be kept reasonably clean, comfortable and supplied with unlimited unfrozen

water whenever they want it. They should be handled with the least possible effort,

time and expense by the operator, if he is to make maximum earnings. Jt M,S never

been proved that lold plated hatldleB on the silage cart would boost the. butterfat

average of dnY bow ot ~ breed,



crete gutters are nice, but the cows don't care what they stand or lie on if it is

warm, dry and not too hard or rough. Old Betsy doesn't care whether you lug her

leed 200 feet in a basket or let her walk to a bunk right next to the silo.

There are plenty of arguments for steel stanchions and individuAl water cups,

bitt if the operator can figure a way to get just as good results without them, he

might as well have the money as the manufacturer of equipment. Cork floors and con-

Wed., March 21, 1945Pen-Txpe Coy !~s
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These are some of the arguments which are stirring up interest in pen-type

barns, where the cows run loose, eat ;r:oughage from bunks and racks convenient to the

feed supply and walk into a special stall beside the milking 'machine to make their

rl10rning and evening contribution to the war effort.

Pen-type barns are cleaned only two or three times a year. This might seem a

bonanza to Peter Tumbledown who seldom cleans his barn anyway. but experience has

shown that )tr. Sanitary can keep his cows clean in either building. The pen barn

"'lUst be larger, but it can be less expensive, may do without a concrete floor and

c,pn be arranged to aaveconsiderable labor in feeding. An inside tank will replace

all of the individual cups with far less plumbing.

Hay can be stored in an adjaoent shed where oows can eat their way thru the

hay mow. Grain can be fed individually while each cow is stanchioned for milking•
.

,Bedding ean be kept over the loafing room and poked thru a hole in the floor a.s

needed. Concentrates oan be binned over the milking parlor, mixed and ground at

ceiling level and spouted to the cows by granty.

Some of the men who are dai17ing for profit will be studying pen-type barns

after the war.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Planning Spring Pastures

Mr. Exercise Lott who lived on a farm in Mighthavebeen Township, alw~rs followed

hi s pappy1 s practice of, turning all of the stock into a patch of bluegrass \>li th some

rusty barbed wire around it, which he called "The pasture." He opened the gat"e every

sp~ing just as soon as old Brindle, the boss cow, stuck her head between the wires

and began to bawl that she smelled something green. He took them out when the

ground was hard frozen in the fall.

"You might just as well let them have it as soon as spring comes," Exercise

I')aintained, "because they'll bust out somewhere if you don't. I can't get my fence

:'ixiIig done very early as a- rule, and the cattle won't stay in the yard." His

neighbors 8€1"eed that the fence fixing didn't get done very early...-or very late for

that matter. But at an auction sale, Exercise somehow put a bid on a good purebred

heifer and that changed his whole program.

For the first time Mr. Lott began looking around to see what would make that

heifer produce well. "Now that I have a purebred herd, II he told Mrs. Lott, "we'll

have to feed her scientifically and see that she gets the best of care." So he be

gan stu~ing up on pastures. It didn't take long to decide he needed something

better than the old bluegrass hill for Bonny Johanna Ormsby Fobes Carnation. the

present pride of the family.

As soon as he could get in the field, Mr. Lott seeded some grain, using odds

and ends that he could find. It was a mixture of barley, oats and some winter wheat

left over from last year. so he opened the drill more than he usually did. With this

he seeded some alfalfa. alsike. brome and timothy, spreading it on the surface and

cUltipa.olq.ng it well to firm the ground .. , Then he fixed a good. tight fence to keep

(Mor~)
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the cattle out until the grain was 4 to 6 inches high. He also put some new posts

and wire around the bluegrass and, while waiting for the grain to grow, double

disked and dragged the old hill pasture.

It was fun to see the cows gobble down that young grain when he finally let

them have it. They didn't even try the new fence, but just loaded up on the succu-

lant feed and came back to the shady side of the barn to rest and chew their cuds.

~1~ had to buy aIJ,other pail and a la:rger cream can, but he was pretty proud when he

gilOWed his check to Mrs. Lott, and suggested that she buy a new hat. Mrse Lott al-

most fainted.

:By the time the grain was grazed off, the bluegrass had recovered and was tall,

\::lick, and thrifty, waiting to fill the hungry cows. About June 1, Mr. Lott put in

a patc:h of Sudan grass and had that all ready to graze during hot weather. He kept

the grain II COW mowed" whenever it got big enough and was pleased to see the alfalfa

~nd alsike trying to get ahead of the grass.

In August, Mr. Lott worked up some more ground and put in a patch of fall

,~aed--mixing rye and winter wheat this time--for late fall and early spring pastures.

He also bought a new suit, an unpatched pair of overalls and some war bonds. No use

letting all those cream checks lie idle in the bank.

The next summer, Mr. Lott cut hay from the legumes he seeded with grain, and

then pastured the' second and third cutting. He found that better pasture stretched

his winter feed so that he could be more liberal with it, and the cattle never got

thin and out of condi tion.

Now Mr. Lott is planning an automatic water system and Mrs. Lott is going to

remodel the house, just because of a str~ heifer at an auction sale. He was even'

invited to go over to t1Haventriedit tl Township to talk to the Farm :Bureau Unit about

pasture improvement.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Wat c11 the.1h!b

The basswood buds are beginning to get fat. Indians used them for early spring

greens, and farm boys are likely to munch on them as they pass the trees. The long,

slim yellow,buds of the bitternuts are much slower to come alive in the spring.

They will stay under winter blankets for at least another month•

.All of summer's leaves, fruit and the "makings" of new branches and twigs are

now securely sealed in millions of buds, patiently waiting for the rich Sgp to start
)

them on their summer's work. Their variety and behavior are most interesting for

anyone who will pause to watch the miracle develop. Most of us take buds as a

matter of course and never see the entertainment Nature provides.

On some species of trees, the flowers appear before the leaves. In the maple

family we also have the sexes carefully divided. One tree bears only male flowers

for pollen production and the next bears only the inconspicuous pistils with their

two feathery stigmas waiting for stray grains of pollen brought by the wind to com-

plete their divided chromosomes and start a possible new tree on which the process

may be repeated.

How many generations of maples have there been ahead of this particular tree?

How can these tiny flowers select only the right variety of maple pollen and discard

that from elm or cottonwood? They never make mistakes. How can the "idle" Wind,

Whipping this wav" and that, make certain that pollen of the proper sort will reach

those hidden pockets? How can the pistils in some plum blossoms discard pollen from

their own tree and choose that from another? ~le are :flooded wi th humility and

wonder.



One of the most interesting is the bud of the shagbark hickory.

and grow until they rea.ch the size of a man's thumb. Then a day comes when they

burst and unfold into a twig, complete with leaves, and one wonders how such a large

and complex structure could ever be crowded into such a small space. In a week or

Watch the :Suds
Page 2
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The buds swell

two, the season1 s growth is nearly complete and the rest of the summer is devoted to

strengthening, enlarging the diameter of the stems and setting the buds for next

year. A ,;ralnut bud starts in much the same way but may keep on adding wood until,

before winter comes, a six-foot whip marks the achievement begun by one small bud.

Buds always remind me of young animals--including boys. They are all so differ-

ent and so interesting in their development. Who can tell by outward appearance

what possibilities are concealed beneath tllat ordinary exterior, only waiting for a
-

spark, an idea or a suitable environment to set them off on a period of growth WhiCD

no one can predict?

A terminal bud can be so easily damaged or broken by a thoughtless thumb or an

idle hand. Of course the plant will continue to grow, but it may be defol~ed or

undersized and fall far short of its original possibilities. It is so much more fun

to watch trees grow straight, tall and useful. Stockmen get huge enjoyment from

showing animals which have made their maximum development and approach perfection.

Parents and friends are proud of boys and girls who grow true and clean, demonstrati~

good inheritance and environment. The rules are all written in the same book.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Expe~iment Station, Waseca
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Frogs Make Meat

Years ago it was a common sight to see lights bobbing all night long in the

sloughs and marshes around Waseca. Behind each carbide lantern or flashlight was a

boy or man with a sack and a quick eye, catching the big frogs which were still

stupid from hibernation, on their way to lay their eggs in the shallow water.

Frogging was big business during the early spring and again around late August,

when the big fellows were looking for a suitable winter resort. Early in the season

the jumpers "'ere slow and could be picked up easily. As the weather warmed, it was

handier to use a small landing net. Even after Mr. and Mrs. Frog were under water

they were not safe, because the lights would show them up and the nets would cover

them.

The live frogs were put in gunny sacks and hauled or carried to wire pens until

crates could be constructed from apple or cracker boxes and used wire screen. It

took about six good-sized frogs to make a pound or around 300 to a 50-pound crate.

The trucks at the express office would be piled high with crates every evening, and

one estimate was that around 90 tons a year were shipped from this one station. That

should make something like a million "eating frogs" a year--and the traffic was

brisk for 10 years.

Probably the business would still be thriVing except that the frogs were pro-

tected by law some 18 years ago and their shipment is still illegal. Some of the

men who were most active believe that the frog population was not decreased by this

annual harvest and that just as many frogs are at present killed by cars as ,,,ere

ever shipped for food. Some of the boys who spent the night frog catching also

caught red marks in arithmetic next day, but they didn't make manr mistakes in

figuring their profits. (More)
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Frogs were shipped by the carload to Chicago, St. Louis and Boston where they

were served as a special delicacy in the m~st fashionable restaurants, The express

men didn't like the noisy, slimy things. It must have been fun when a hastily con

structed crate broke in the express car and let 300 live croakers scatter thru the

baggageJ The price for crated frogs was l~ cents per pound delivered at the ex

press office. Ambitious boys earned big money during the season.

After the law put a stop to the frog business, the boys tried to meet the

demand for turtle meat. Their first shipment was successful for the boys but a dis

aster for the commission man. The express came to more than the mest was 1trorth.

Then the boys tried shipping dressed turtle meat in cans. They could catch plenty

of tUI'tles--some big snappers measuring over 20 inches across--but the "shellingll

didn't appeal to them and they soon qu.it. Since then, the frogs and turtles around

here have lived almost unmolested except for cars.

There are \Ifrog farms\l in the South, where huge amphibians are raised and sold.

Boys on fishing expeditions or hikes still catch and fry a mess of legs over a camp

fire occasionally, though many boys have never heard of such a thing. The legs are

gruesome things to cook, as they twitch and squirm, seeming almost alive. Cases

have been knO'iTn of a pair actUally jumping out of the pan. Probably that occasion

gave rise to the expression, \lOut of the frying pan into the fire."

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Sta~on, Waseca
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The <keen Gry. GrOWl All Around

Nature is slowll .tart11tg up her greatest factory- Just as soon as the sun gate

warm enough to melt the snow, the little green chloroplasts start their endless

journeys around oOlmtless cells, the sun turns them green and then they begin their

most important functi~n f;?f cleaning the air by extraeting the carbon and then build-

ing it into colIIPlicated chemical compounds which we know as bay, lettuce, rose

bushes, oak trees, coal 01' gasoline.

If this process should ever stop, if all the 'green" was missed for just one

year, the MimalB on this earth would perish. The procels of photosynthesis is very

similar in all plants. How can the green chloroplasts know whether the end product

ilto be C8Z'1"ots. alfalfa, watermelons 01' spruce trees? The sun is their power

plant. lap and air their materials. but what decides .1ustwhich compound they are to

manufacture or where and in what form it is to be stored?

Oows are wear;y ot winter rations_ They long to wrap their tongues around the

loft "at81'1 new leaves and seC'U1'e the .tuicr amino acids and vitamins their systeml

haye been craTing. Who planned the intricate formulas by which plants form compli

cated arrangaent. ot carbon atome to supp~ Just the nu.tr1ent. needed by the

'9'&1'10118 an:'mNI? Who uci4a1 what the proportions shall bel Man has :J.itt1e to '81

about it, b'l1t he 811D try to study out the riddle and learn to use the end products.

"&t~e coYers her.elf with gre.n and growing things. Lett alone, there will be

a 4.finite suoee••ion ot speci•• beg1nn1zag with lichena on bare rocks, wat.r plants,

ru'M' 8IlL\ .eag•• on ".t gfOtU14 b4 "at.r~en••m!1ll'latlt. on the 4"l1't. As oon

cUtt&ll tlfl1,~.; Mghjr tontl bl plaUt. tt~1&ce the latter, vMl. plant ah4 Mbal
( ,

(Mori'



activity increases in the surface soil until crops useful to man can thrive. There
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is always the constant struggle for existence between different forms of plant life.

The soil ien't particular what grows above it, but something must grow if due

progress is to be made. The soil is always trying to produce A higher type of vege-

tation. If people do not plant grain, weeds will grow to fill the gap until the

grasses or trees can be restored. If a row of beans does not cover the soil, other

plants will jump at the chance to occupy the unused space. Man must enter the

tournament and win the game if he is to produce the particular variety of plants

that please his fancy.

A small boy weeding the garden regards weeds as a curse especially prOVided fat·

his mortification, but without the force which makes them persist he would go hungry~

Nature provides all of the things we need, but we must win everyone of them Qy play-

ing the game better and more persistently than our competitors.

Most of us seldom notice the common things t~~t surround us, no matter how im-

portant they may be. Sunshine, pure air, water, food, fuel--all are everyd~

miracles which we sometimes feel are ours by the divine right of possession. We

have learned to use them, even though we do not understand or appreciate our daily

dependence upon them. The deeper we try to dig into their mysteries, the more im

pr ess ed we become with our own limits of ability and power. Hu.me.n beings are an

especially favored class of the world's inhabitants, with their own weeds and higher

plants working out the great plan of ecological succession.

-----R. E. HOdgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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SUdan Makes Pasture

Sudan grass is a hot weather crop. We have never had any luck when it was

planted before the ground and air were warm enough to make corn jump. "Then the sun

is hot, how that stuff does climb~ Planted June 1 it m~ be a foot high and ready

to pasture by early July. Then in the two toughest pasture months of the year it

will feed two cows per acre.

That sounds like big talk, but Sudan has done that for us. It's best to split

the field, so that one side m~ recover while the other goes into the milk pail.

Sudan should never be grazed too closely. What miracles it will perform if given a

chancel ''then bluegrass humps its back and wai ts for cool, \'let weather, Sudan grass

thrives.

We haven't liked it for h~. Oh, the hay would be good, if we could only get

it dryl :Back in 1936 when even concrete was desiccated, we did dry some, but

generally the hay we have made has spoiled. One year we had 5 acres of Sudan 6 feet

tall that we cut with a binder and shocked like corn. Next day it was so hot we

broke the shocks and leaned the bundles up against the fence. They went all around

that field and part of another one.

The bundles were left in the field for about two weeks and seemed to be per-

fectly dry, so we made them into a small stack, 8 or 10 feet wide, with the butts

out. In just a few days it was heating, but we were tired of handling the stuff.

First it made 'lbl'own" hay and later manure which was hauled back to the field that

grew it.

(More)
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Another year we tried cutting with a mower when the grass was about 30 inches

high. After two days in the swath we raked it and left it in the windrow until the

second crop was getting so tall it was hard to get around. I don't remember how

many times we turned it, but it was too many. Finally, we hauled it in, glad that

there was not much of it_ ]y feeding right away, we saved some of it.

Some people do make hay from Sudan successfully, but our conclusion was that

it was more difficult to cure than alfalfa and not as high in feeding value when

used as hay.

As a pasture crop. ~t shines. We have mixed rape and Sudan for hog pastures,

but the rape doesn I t have any more chance than ordinary i'leeds when there is a good

crop of Sudan. The best use we made of it for hogs was to plant half the lot to

rape and half to Sudan. The pigs ate the rape and used the Sudan for shade after

it got higher than their backs.

It was interesting to try to find the pigs in their Sudan jungle. They had

n~ths like game trails in the big woods, crossing and recrossing in every direction.

~l:' dome spots they had large spots tramped down, which were apparently meeting

-p}aces, PX' es or something. \-/'hen a stranger appeared there was one big lIWOOf ll and

+,L.en silence, with not a pig in sight. It took two men and a dog to round them up.

We thought they liked the shade, and certainly it was cheaper than building a

sun shade with posts, poles and straw. Towards fall they ate a surprising amount

of the tall coarse stalks, as the pigs and the rape grew older and tougher.

Probably alfalfa is better pasture, but when one is short of that crop, Sudan and

rape do very well for colored hogs. They wouldn't do for white pigs.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Get I t Done N.Q2l

This is the season of the year when farmers wish they were twins or triplets so

that they could get everything done at once. There just seems to be no end to the

things demanding attention and the days aren't long enough to get around the circle.

Pigs take extra time on most farms. All winter Pa and the boys have been read-

ing up on swine sanitation, care and management. They have firmly resolved that

this year their porkers shall have an environment free from parasites and diseases,

but scrubbing hogs and houses t~cestime which is needed for other jobs.

Quick milking of cows has cut down the time requirements by a few minutes, but

there is still feed to carry, often thru muddy yards. And fast or slow, the milk

has to be taken aw~ twice a day regardless of tired backs, pressure of other work

or sickness in the family. Perhaps our scientists \~illsome da~r devise a. cow 1Ilhich

can be turned off on Saturday noon and need no further attention until the starting

whistle blows on Monday morning.

In addition to the extra chores this time of the year there are ahrays yards

and barns which need cleaning. Ma wants the garden worked up, the trees should be

pruned, the yard raked, fences fixed and straw hauled to the barn. Almost ahlaYs

there is some last-minute fixing or adjusting to do on the machinery, grain to clean

and treat, grass seed to mix up and probably a tile line to fix.

Of course the main job is to work up the ground and get the small grain planted.

Some of us didn't get all the corn stalks plowed last fall, and they will trure extra

work this spring. Disks, drags and drills should be kept going every hour when the

ground is ti1:ll,11ecause each day p'lant1n~ is cia1ayedmetms a out in: the :ria1d.
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using heels instead of head to get things done. There should be a law against itl

I know men like this and have tried to learn their methods, but their ability

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, "Taseca

is not easy to acquire. Too often I find myself running here and there in a dither,

i'le always plan to avoid this rush but have never been successful. Individuals

I have always admired but have never been able to emulate the man who keeps

His every move counts, and things never need to be done over. He divides his time

so that he's not late starting chores, and everything seems to follow an orderly

ahead and brings the hammer to fix the gate on the hog yard \I/hen he carries the feed.

perfectly cool, does every job well and never seems to hurry. He plans things far

here and a promise there. half doing this task because another seems just as im-

portent, and then having to do them allover again because they were not completed.

react in different ways. Some run all day from one job to the next. giving a lick

drop in with a sample of "Doctor Donnigan's Louse Food" or a book on "Scientific

Agricult'lU"e Made EaSY."

It is when things are at the very ,,/orst that other things always seem to happen.

The cattle break down a fence, the pigs get out, the pump goes haywire or the tractor

refuses to function. Before the war, salesmen would usually choose such a day to
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1a~y's-ellppers or Poison~

We were driving past a thick tangle of waod.s, weeds and. water when I suggested.

that there must be a lot of adventure going to waste and. would.n't it be fun to hike

thru that mess and see how much of it we could find.. Another member of the party

helpfully offered some advice.

"1'11 tell you what you'll find. You'll find. wet feet. torn, muddy clothes,

scratched axms and face, a million hungry mosquitoes and some poison ivy to carry

home as a souvenir. You'll find the common trees and weeds, wood ticks, snakes and

perhaps those slimy li~ards. It will be hot, sticky, hard walking and there'll be

a lot of things to trip and. fall over. A person would be cra~y to leave a cool,

eomfortable car to fight his way thru that jungle. No, thank you. It

Of course. that was common sense but it didn't change my mind. ! knew all of

those things were there but they were insignificant oompared with the thrill of

finding some hidden jewel or witnessing some comedy or d.roma of wild life. It was

while wading tl~ such a mucky wilderness that I once came upon a clump of pink

lady's-cliIJpers in full bloom. Scratches and bi tes are eEl.sHy forgotten, but that

picture will always be wi th me.

On a cloudy, drizzly day I was all alone in such a wood trying to plant some

little trees. Kneeling in the mud, with rain pattering on my back, was not all fun,

but no Christmas tree ever gave me more delight than the discovery of a patch of

yellow lloccasin flowers just beyond reach of my hand. I still chuckle to consider

how astonished the wild things must have been to see a fat fool sitting in the mud

and rain admiring the flowers they knew were there all tho time.
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able traveling accommodations. There was no war on at the time, but he seemed to

see only the disagreeable things along his path. MY conclusion was that he might

better have stayed at home and saved h~s money, his stomach and his back. Usually

the best place for comfort is right in our own easy chairs.

On a pack saddle trip in Montana, we laid our bed rolls on the snow in a blind-

ing blizzard. On a canoe trip, we tipped over in the rapids and got all wet.

Crossing a choppy lake in a tippy canoe isn't a pleasure--at the time. I've been

scared pink, have cooked, frozen and ached from weariness, but that only adds to the

breath-taking view of a mountain forest sheathed in ice or the delight of rain on a

tight tent roof. How can. we appreciate the highlights if we donlt have shadows for

contrast?

On ~other day spent in the woods, it was sticky hot and clouds of mos~uitoes

wP,l'e pl~ing Jap :Boca :Bombers. Chunie the pup had \"lOrked hard chasing rabbi tSt

exploring sundry woodchuck holes and digging for field mice, while I had trimmed

t"~8S and mowed weeds to give some little seedlings a better chance. It wasn't very

exci tj.ng until ,.,e sat down by a log to eat our lunch.

It was breathlessly still, except for the hum of the pestiferous insects. and

we might have been a thousand miles from anyone. Suddenly a brilliant redstart

came closer and closer in his attempt to rid the world of bugs. Then there were

three of us eating lunch in amicable silence. Tne redstart put on a wonderful

acrobatic demonstration for entertaimaent, not a dozen feet from us. Chunie laid

her head on my knee and the old pipe asphyxiated some of the mosquitoes. There is

pleasure in the wilderness--for those who like it.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

Southea.atlxperimen'\ Station. l'iaseca
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Write a Letter

Boys in the armed forces value mail even above beefsteak, and it's up to those

of us at home to keep them happy. Letter writing is more or less of a lost art.

Grandma learned it in school. Most of us have had little instruction, but acting

on the theory that a maiden lady of mature years is most likely to write a book on

raising children, perhaps a few observations on the subject of letters to our ser-

vice men will not be amiss.

There is a vast difference in letters. It isn't a matter of grammar, spelling

or punotuation. Interest, thoughtfulness and a genuine desire to please seem to be

the chief ingredients of a good, satisfying message. Perhaps 90 per cent of the

1(~Lt3rs start the same we:y. "Dear Bill: I must apologize for not writing sooner,

I ;ve been so busy--Il and then on for a page or two about why you haven't \1ri t ten.

3ill knows darn well you haven't written. Perhaps he didn't expect it, so why

~~~t~ paper and effort making up an exmlse? Start right in on some breathless news

that you're sending him fresh off the griddle. Baby has a new tooth, Ma burned the

c00kies, we had a flat tire or Grandma got a new girdle yesterda¥. Something has

bsppened, and you just canlt wait to tell him.

Some of the service men have as much trouble writing as we at home. After a

page of apologies, they s~, "We've moved from where we were to where we are. The

censor won't let me tell you &lything, so I III have to wait until I see you. II

Others will write pages of most interesting things that will readily pass the

censor. They will tell about how they were boiling their sox and shorts in a

(More)



helmet, the mess call came, the helmet boiled dry and now the shorts fa.il to cover

the subject. They can tell about digging a fox hole or irritating the sarge without

,
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divulging any military secrets. All their little daily doings are of interest to

us--as our daily doings are what they long to hear.

Our lives are mostly a series of little routines just as theirs are. Anything

out of line is a subject for description, because it gives a picture of what we're

doing. If a rabbit eats up our petunias, it will bring to the service man a picture

of rabbit hunts or flower gardens, depending on which interests him most.

Whenever possible, letters should be cheerful. Everyone has plenty of worries

and grief, but a smile is always worth a 3-cent stamp. Itls mostly in the way you

tell it~ Bill once llad a runaway which smashed his manure spreader, tore dO\in a lot

of fence and put him w~ behind with his spring work. I knew how it hurt, but the

way he told about it made me laugh until the tears came to my eyes. That's a gift,

but all of us can work at it if we try hard enough.

Perhaps it will help to imagine you are the person you Ire writing to and then

tell the things you'd like to kno,,,,. "Your old dog Pepper is making a big contri'bu-

tion to the war effort. He knows the rug is wearing thin, so hels trying to rein-

force it with the hair hels shedding. He canlt understand why I clean it all up

wi th the vacUUJIl sweeper. II

Olippings, jokes, cartoons are all means of making letters more interesting.

Letls make an effort to tell the little things in a big way.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

l__....... _
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Four~Leaf Clovers

Lady ~uck seems to perch persistently on the shoulder of some people and ignore

others completely. I have always admired,. the sharp-eyed :Bu.rbanks who could stoop

down and pick up a four-leaf clover with no apparent effort. For years I failed to

find even one.

At last I discovered the secret. Four-leaf clovers never popped out at me,

but it has alw~s been possible to get down close to the earth and by persistently

counting leaf after leaf, eventually find the prize. It has never been eaSY, but it

has alw~s been possible. Perhaps in the hunting I learned something worthwhile.

Everyone has ~ecial talents of some sort. Certain things come easy for them

and they may be impatient wi th their plodding neighbors who are naturally less

brilliant, but there is always the danger that when things come too easily, there

develops a reluctance to get down and dig when the going gets tough~ The plodder is

so accustomed to hard work, he's not afraid of it,

Luck is often pictured as a fickle lady who selects her favorites and then

everything comes her w~. The trouble is, she is so undependable that just at

the time she's most needed, she may be perching elsewhere and isn't available for

the emergency. Then there is the temptation to sit down and cry because the world

is all against us.

The four-leaf clover is a splendid emblem for our boys' and girls' achievement

clubs. Luck is always there for those who hunt hard and long enough. It takes per-

sistant effort to raise a fine calf or c~ a lot of vegetables and it can't be dona

(More)
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\ in a brilliant flash of intuition. Many of the kids have to spend years trying to

reach the top, but for those who dig hard enough, the four-leaf clover is \taiting.

It's going to be a long, hard pull to payoff our war debt and rebuild this

world on a safe and sane basis. Every individual has a responsible part to play if

guccess is to be realized. It's so much easier to tear down than to build. Any

fool can destroy, but it takes brains and sweat to create. Ababy can pull the

leaflets off a clover stem, but it takes a skilled plant breeder many years to pro-

duce a strain which will uniformly have one more leaflet than normal.

Luck is too uncertain to be dependable, but if one relies on careful planning,

profits Qy experience and keeps on trying in spite of difficulties, the elusive lady

can usually be discovered and made to cooperate. The doors of opportunity are just

as plentiful as four-leaf clovers, mlt they aren't likely to come hunting for us.

They are only apparent to those who have eyes to see, minds to understand and the

ability to open them. It isn't often the easy things that count most. It's re-

sults we want, not excuses.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Sup~rintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Glorious Fourth

l

Since C. Adams, et al., took the noise out of Independence Day, the war has

requisitioned most of the fireworks and there is no rubber or gas for fishing trips

and picnics. It looks a..S though the Fourth of July will be just another 24 hours for

the kids of Minnesota this year. We used to m&c~ plans months in advance, so that

every hour could be crowded with excitement. I haven't heard the boys even mention

it so far in 1945.

Of course no one wants to see children injured by dangerous firecrackers, or

property destroyed by careless use of fire, but why blame the kids? It seems to be a

modern idea that young people are incorrigible, without common sense and lacking in

all forms of decency and respect. They may differ from the kids of 50 years ago, but

it's my own opinion that it's the fathers who have changed.

Men used to feel a responsibility to and for their children. It was Father's

job to teach Johnny to build fires and take care of them, to shoot a gun, ride a

horse, catch a fish, row a boat, swim a river, read the Bible and have respect for

age and kno\'/ledge. lTow the job is too often left to teachers, preachers, public

plavrground. instructors and other agencies designed to improve youth. Boys are per-

mitted to go to church and Sund~ Scl~ool or to the ball garoe--whichever appeals to

them most.

Anything to get the kids out from under foot. In many homes, Father and Mother

are too busy, too selfiSh or too lazy to give oonsidered answers to innumerable

questions or guide olums.v fingers toward useful ~kills. A eh11d's mind and personal

i ty are pr.'If,oud and need more oare than the body. :BrQkeu ie~s w111 heal. ~n a few

(More)
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d~s, but broken spirits and minds m~ never recover. A father has duties and

privileges beyond paying the bills; for food and clothing are secondary considera-

tiona.

I wonder what kind of fathors the men will be who are now in the armed forces?

Will they have seen and experienced enough to realize their responsibility and oppor-
.

tunity with their own children? Have they learned what "state training" can do, by

watching the Jap and German boys? Will they be too strict or too lenient with their

own families? Either extreme ~10WS lack of understanding and tolerance. Will they

be pals with their boys and teach them the fundamentals of patriotism, honesty, self

sacrifice, and unselfishness thru the medium of the gun, fishing pod, campfire and

woodland trail?

Kids are usually more keen than grownups. They discount words about 99 per

cent--because they have found them generally idle and meaningless; but actions, as

they interpret them, are most impressive. In a flash they see thru Deacon Jones who

prays on Sunday and bribes on Honday. 130ys are very likely to act out, uninhibited,

the basic morals of their fathers or the men they choose as heroes or examples.

It doesn't take firecrackers to make a Fourth of July wortb celebrating, but

the old idea of Pop watching the little feller to see that he learned how to light

and throw them safely had some good features about it. If we're going to let the

kids run wild and only learn by getting hurt, we should, of course, ban everything

dangerous from their path. On the other hand,if we could only produce a full crop

of good and careful fathers, the boys might be able to take care of airguns, fire-

crackers and even fish hooks without too much danger.

----,-R, .E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Water Is Cheap

A pig can't sweat, and the only way for her to cool off is to puff and pant

when the weather is hot. A mud hole so that moisture can evaporate from the skin

gives some relief, but a pail of cold water ponred on the body of an overheated hog

will usually mean a trip to the rendering works. It's too much of a shock.

Wnen a pig is overheated, a little water may be splashed on the head or poured

on the ground for her to roll in, but by far the safest way is to prevent overheat-

ing. Two great aids in preventing losses aJ:e sh8.de and plenty of 'Ilater. How many

men work hard in the field during hot weather for as much as five hours without

water? Lots of hogs, cattle and horses have to stay in the hot sun all day without

it. Then sometimes they drink too much and we wonder why they get a bellyache. A

man can get laid out beautifully by too much cold water when hels very warm.

In Mikelslhog pasture ll a number of shotes and their parents were trying to keep

cool. "Move over there, .you big bully. The sun is frying mj~ ba.ck," said L1 tter 3,

Pig 4, \'1ho had not yet received a name. "Keep :.rour tail curled and hunt your own

shade," said his comrade. as he puffed and I'8.nted to evaporate the ,.,rater on his

tongue, thereby easing his fever. lIW'n.a.t \'louldn't I give for a nice cool drink and

a mud hole to wallow in under a big tree111

IIYou were born on the wrong farm," said his mother, as she flopped over to cool

the other side against the earth. I~ere I was raised, the man knew his pigs and

kept them comfortable." "Tell us about it," g1"'J.nted Litter 2, Pig 6. IlWe can't

get any hotter."

(Hore)
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"Well, I was born on a small farm where the owner had to watch his income

pretty closely," said the heavy old lad,.v. "v;e had wooden barrels with drinking cups

in the shade of a. tree and they were filled every evening. Then the boss poured

some water in a hole we made so we could wallow in the cool mud."

"Did you have a tree over the wallow?" asked one of the ~oungsters.

"No, but the sides of our house opened up all aroJ.nd so the air would blow
I
I

thru, and it made a lot of shade on ho~ days. It was hard to decide whether to
I

sleep in on the floor or outside on th~ ground."
I

"Didn't the floor get dusty like it does he:.'e?1I asked Royal Gia.nt's Hinerva, a

portly matron \olho had been on the show!circuit. "The fine dust on the floor makes
I

me sneeze and cough for an hour if I g~ in there. I, too, am accustomed to better
I

things."

"That was another thing our owner did to increase his profits, 11 said Q,ueen Top

Notch, the former speaker. "He uixed oil l'lith sawdust and used it for bedding. It

kept down the dust and also those unnlentionable things that keep biting me when I

haven't the energy to scratch. It helped a lot. We also had luscious alfalfa in

o'~ lot, instead of these scrawny weeds. It was a sad day when I left his farm."

"Here comes water, ff said Runty as he scrambled to his feet. 1l~'1e for the first

drinkJ" :Before Mike reached the troug.."l it was full of squealing pigs. He etlptied

his two buckets into the fighting mess and grQaned as he went back for more.

"Sure, I break me back carrying water to the pigs and the ungrateful spalpeens

dirty it, waste it and squeal for more. It's tired I am, but they don't appreciate

that, sleeping here all day with nothing to do. They donlt even grow like pigs

should. Guess it's the hot weather ails them."

The pigs didn't ear anything, but they wore too hot ro,q thirsty to eat their

supper.
-M--~R. J. Han$sbn. Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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When Do We :Blat

Potatoes should be planted in the dark of the moon--or is it the other way

around? I seem to remember instructions outlining the futility of planting under

ground crops such as spuds, radiShes. carrots and parsnips except when the moon was

dark, and the above ground crops such as tomatoes, cabbage, peas a..'Il.d beans unless

the moon was light.

Probably I'll have a dozen letters setting me straight on this and quoting

data to prove its importance~ O.K. I'll be glad to rea.d them a.ll. Perhaps I've

missed a good bet by not watching the moon as closely as I snould, but somehow since

the preacher tied me up to one girl for life~ I've spent far less time than before,

gazing at that most interesting attju.nct to romance.

Just because I don't worry about the moon at planting time is no sign that the

whole idee. is hooey. Mr. Hoon certa.inly has a powerful effect on the ocean and may

also exert a powerful effect on radishes. U~aallY when such ideas earn profound

respect by generation after generation of farmers and gardeners, there is some

foundation for the belief. So far as I know, there 1s no s\ientific proof that the

phase of the moon affects crops. but there are many things with which science has

not caught up.

Perhaps some day a new genius will demonstrate that the old belief has its

foundation in fact. I won't be surprised or disappointed, but glad to find another

item to add to our meager store of informat1on. We lanow so little about Nature and

yet are so dependent on har ;h~t any new infdtmati~fi is ~e1oomd. We A~~ have our

own ideas whiob m!l or may not 1~ important to dtherliJ unHl oarsti:ii iba. reped.&

tests undef !ontrolled conditione prove them ttue ~r talse~
(More)



I've had fair success in growing things, from lettuce to a b~ window. Possi-

bly by accident 1 have hit the right phase of the moon--especial1~ for the latter.

~J2g We :E1at
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It always seemed to me that it was most important to have the ground well prepared

and then plant good, strong seed in the proper month and manner. From then on it

was up to the "leather and TJf3' abUt ty to kill weeds.

Whether they are properly timed or not, new potatoes and peas fresh from the

garden are good eating. There's a lot of satisfaction in collecting and consuming

tho fruit of our laborso It seems to have a special flavor when it's fresh from

the soil we stirred and tended so carefully. ~he first ripe tomato from our own

.vines is far superior to an:lthing money ca.."l 'b11y,. and the first cucumber or melon is

an event of importance.

I won't quarrel over the moon, but I still maintain that the products from our

own garden are \'/ell worth the effort. 'Host any gardener '''iill agree wi th me. It

isn't entirely a matter of dollars ~~d cents. It's more closely linked to satis-

faction and sense.

-----R. E~ Hod.gson, Superintendent

Southe~st Experiment Station, Waseca
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Use Judo on Weeds

You're not likely to wear a straw hat in December, though there is no law

against it. (I hope.) Neithe~ is there any law preventing destruction of weeds.

There's an open season on weeds and crows--but both survive. We have to keep after

our "Pesky Plants" (lvIinnesota :Bulletin 381) the year around, but the manager who

wants to do the most good with the least effort will use Judo on them.

Judo is a science developed by the Orientals which teaches a 90-pound woman how

to throw a 250"'pound villain over her head into the river. It is simply the appli-

cation of power on carefully calculated leverage at the right time. In fact, timing

is the most important feature of the art. It is essential to catch the opponent off

balance, \L~prepared, or when he least e:{1Jects it. Then the Judo expert applies his

leverage suddenly, dusts off his hands and turns to th8 next job.

So it is with weeds. We start out each ~ring with fresh enthusiasm and vigor,

determined that this year we III have clean fields. We work the land carefully and,.

well, destroy every weed we can see, plant only the cleanest seed and then pat our-

selves on the back thirucing we have them licked.

But weeds are used to this. For generations they have experienced this spring

elimination tournament. A few of the weak second-raters receive a severe setback,

but the regular veterans are all prepared for this first round with the farmer.

After his other work wears him down and he is busy 17 other places, the weeds w~ce

up, infiltrate his lines, elude his sentries and crowd out his crops. Then the

farmer throws up his hands and declares his efforts are useless.

(More)



think so, just look in the aftermath during and after the shock threshing run.

This is where the Judo comes in. The weeds expect their opponents to be busy

elsewhere around harvest time and they get in their heaviest licks. If you don't

Use Judo on Weeg.s
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Smartweed, red root, lam"os'-quarters, peppergrass, quack--all are thriving and many

a.re setting seed. In one square foot of ordinary field soil·, we founcl 1400 viable

weed seeds in the top 4 inches, all set and ready to grow when we weren't looking.

The weeds don't expect much opposition except from dry hot weather around

hatvest time.. They put all their strength into making an abundant seed crop.

Theylre unsuspectine-and off balanoe.. lvlost of them have low root reserves, because

they have been raising a family and figure there will be time later to lay up sup-

plies for winter. This is the time to hurt them most with the least effort.

A piece I)f quack stem brought to the surface in June can usually keep right on

growing, Rain splashes a little dirt on it, the ground is moist and in a week a new

plant is well rooted. We usually cultivate it just eno~l to keep it from getting

sad bound. :But spread quack out under a late July or August sun On dry soil under

a scorching wind for a fe,\y d~s and it loses its vigor. A thistle cut in the spring

just laughs and comes up six other places. Cut in full bloom, it may not Eurvive

the shock.

Now is the time to hit the weeds.- A shallow cultivation of some sort with

disc or duckfoot in stubble will keep fall weeds from maturing seed and give even

quack and thistles a severe setback. There are other things to do, but if results

are what you're after, a gallon of gas now will be worth two gallons next spring

for weed killing.

-----~. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Sabotag~ in the Stubble

OBSERVE R~LEASE DATE

Wednesday August 1, 1945

i\'hen grain is hm'vested, other plants are cut vd th it and enough weed seed

is mixed with the grain to insure a good start the next spring. :But Nature doesn1t

put all her eggs in one basket. She must have realized that men would some day

learn to separate wheat from tares and so she has another very effective method of

keeping her soil seeded down.

After threshing we soo groat fields of yellow stubble which seom to be

rosting after tho big job of raising a crop. :But Nature seldom rests. Closor oxam-

ination will discover anothor population, busily getting ahead of the farmer when

ho's too busy elsewhere to do mnch about it. Almost cver~r square foot of land lIlill

be covered with plants trained to survivo and produco sood between tho time the grain

is removed and fall plowing commoncos.

If land could be plowed right bchinc. th0 binder. it '\'lould upsot tho plans

of the weods, but it would also upset tho farm oporations. Fow poople are fixed to

plow and hnrYest at the sruno time. Flowed luncL 1tlould mrlco hnrd driving as tho grain

is hnulod from Ul0 field, nnd it might not be good for tho l~nd. Plowing in August

,.. auld certninl~r inyi te erosion and the hurd bn.l.ced clo.y would take n lot of power to

brenk into chunks.

If only the top 2 inchos could be stirred so thnt tho wOuds would bo cut

at the roots, it would sot. them back enough to prevont sooding before tho fall rains

~ado plowing oastor ttnd t1~o mora avaiiable. Sometimos d d1e~ will do tho trick. -JUt

if thg gi:'6ful;d 10 tab hntd.' 1t t1n.i'! d~ Ol'lly £" skip and jru:1!, job. IJ;hIj siimd hJ)pli.os to
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a duck foot cultivator.

Wed., August 1, 1945

On li&lter soils these implements mi~lt work, but our clay

usually resembles rock in Augu.st.

What we need is some new implement which will just skim under the surface

alld separate the weeds from their deep roots. The vleed farm at Lamberton has de-

vised some long blades to do the job, but vnlen we built one and tried it, tile blades

just doubled up as though they had struck a Jap pill box.

We are still trying to find some way to hit the weeds in early August and

still leave the trash on top of the ground. It must be fr1i:'.'J.y fast a..'1.d not too

e~~ensive because time is valuable when harvest is rushing us. WeIll also figure to

plow the ground later, and a double expense for tillage would 11avo to be charged

against the crop.

Itls just one of those things whicll we know should be done but haven't

figured how to make it practical. Almost every farmer can point out several dozen

things he knows should be done or done differently, but he has to let them slide

because something more important demands his attention and he canlt do everything at

once, or else the expense is greater tho~ he Crol stand. Few of us farm as well as

we knovl how. \'ie just farm the best we can.

-----R. Z. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southea9t Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Old Swimr.1in l Hol,e

:'.dSERv:El RELEASE DATE

Wednesday AU~lst 8, 1945

Little Johnny, clad in a proper bathing suit and taking swi~~ing lessons

from a trained instructor at the ~hL~icipal pool or beach, seems a far cry from the

naked heathen who ran wild at the old swiffiL1in t hole. iihether it was a mere wallow,

semi-solid with mud, or a clear pool beneath a huge willow tree, the wondering eyes

and vivid imagination of boyhood transformed it into an entrancing haven for experi-

ence and adventure.

"Last one in t s a dead cat, II and perhaps a quarto:' ::dle from the goal the

gang began to run, miraculously shedding shirts and overalls en route. Anyone who

wore more than two a.rticles of clothing was a sissy. Plop, plop, plop, the big kids

hit the deepest water almost simultaneously~ A little later there were splashes and

screams as the little kids flopped and rolled in the shallows. The barking of

excited d056 added to the delightful confusion.

For a few minutes the over heated youths were content to soak with sou1-

satisfying comp1~cency in the cooling liquid. ~10se who could. swim performed all of

their acquired skills for the admiration and envy of the sinkers. It was unir~ibited

exhibitionism which would have demonstrated critical mental unbalance to any psy-

chologist. There were no restraints on noise or the healthy exubernnce of young

animn.ls.

Minnows, nibbling experimentally nt the toes of the youngsters, became

voracious man-eating sharks, which had to be met and dispatched with grea.t cunning

and bravery. A couple of placid CO\fS, \\fhich came to the c.raelt to ease tlle:l.r ra\'l

legs from persistent flies b;V standing in the water, became a vast herd ot buffalo,

(Mote)



lod by a vicious old blUl whose horns were still dripping blood after gorin~ four\
The Old Swir~1in' Hole
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Indian braves and two of their ponies~

No wonder the cows put thoir tails in tho air and sped for tho safety of

the bar:1 1trhen a :relling mob of savage cavalry generals and. fierce bloodhounds arll-

bushed them from the further brulic, leapinG boldly into the raging stream with their

stick horses, dashing into tho jaws of o.e,~,th to rid the country once and for all of

tho wild beasts that endangered their homes ro:d children.

Then there were battles royal. Wrestling matches in the gooey, hot Dud

developed into pitched battles where sides were chosen &~d deployed as skirmisnes.

There was much stealth and finesse in the attack role.. furious action in preparing and

transporting aIDDunition. (Little brothers cmne in handy there.) A handful of mud

made beautiful wounds on bare backs and bellies with an occasion~l bull's eye in an

unsuspecting face.

Unsani tary? Of course it was, and painful, ivhen stone bruises and en-

COUll ters with rusty barbed vlire \V'ere added up, aut it \'/as fun. It \V'as a relief

from discipline, which in those days was something almost unheard of by the present

generation of kids. Perhaps the trip to the swimmil1' hole was a re\V'arcl earned by the

tedious hoeing of endless rows of potatoes in addition to the rebular chores. It

was a chance for self expression, self entertair~aent and self reliance, duly appre-

ciated.

Hany a man today, laboring in the heat of an August sun t pauses no,'1 and

then to wipe his face and refresh himself with memo~ie3 of the ineffable satis-

faction realized lonG years before "/hen his hot bare body sank beneath the cooling

water of the' old swimmil1' hole.

-~·-~R. E. Hodgdon, Super1ntondent
southeast ~~~erimont Stdtibhl Waseca
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~arming is Simple

Wednesday Au€;ust 15, 1945

One of Uncle Sam's ~Ul-toting employees writes from the Philip9ines where

he is stationed a.t present, lI~;ill you sene. me any pamphlet or bulletin you may have

on how to farm? I'm interested in farm management, crop breeding and livestock and

\'1ould like to learn all about it. n

:Bless you, son, so would I, but up to now no one has been able to 11Ut all

the information in any encyclopedia, let alone condense it into a pamphlet. I have

lived with crops and livestock over 50 years, spent six years in college, read

hundreds of books and mane...gecl an e:A.'l'eriment station for 26 years, all of \'lhich has

led me to a constantly increasing appreciation of the vast number of things I don't

know about farming. Nature is so intricate. so powerful and so well balanced that

mind of a mere man cannot comprehend its complexity.

I have no wish to frighten you away fron your interest. ~1e easy job only

leads to discontent and frustration. It is a great privilege to learn what we can

about this world we live in end try to understand a little more of the Plan under

which we operate. Farming is a challenge to mind and muscle. It offers great

rewards of satisfaction, contentment and pleasure for those who can appreciate the

wonders of the liVing things they work with.

Why do people clLmb mountains? It is hard, dalgerous work, but the sense

of accomplislnaent over each new hei~1t gained, the breath.taking view from the

higher levels, the constantly Widening horizon erase memory of the sweat and labor

used in making the aBent. Farming is like that. Wind, dust, mud, cold, heat, long

hours are only incident~l to rais1ng a beautiful field of grain or a market-topping

load of feeders..
(Hare)
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1;e donI t [:tll fa....lCy the SaJ1e thing. Some enjoy the exploration of a minu.te

fraction of Nature. iihole shelves of books have been written about the salivary

gl~lds of the cor.~1on fruit fly, and the story is not yet conplete. Others kill ~~e

fruit flies and get their satisfaction from operating huge acreages of crops or

great n~~bers of livestock. ~~other group chooses the mountain of orgrolizption ~d

finds its achievement in business managemont or the balancing of all factors of

production into a u-~it of unusual merit.

Farming is not ro1 easy job. but it offers a whole range of mountains worth

climbing. I have seen a dignified business man aL~ost crazy with joy when his prize

cow gave birth to twin heifer calves. Can you imagine the satisfaction enjoyed by

the man who raises and fits a calf good enough to win the blue ribbon at a big show

where competition is keen? Would it give you a thrill to t~:e a run-down, worn-out

farm and build it into a hi~lly efficient, producti~e unit with splendid buildings

and a bank account? Those things are d.one, but not in par}lllet form. yould better

figure on a library and a. lot of midnight oil.

The only person c&pable of telling all about fnrmi~g in one small bulletin

is n boy just out of school or ~l old :man "Tho has vlOrn ou·t three farms and then

retired to work for W.P.A.

-----R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast jilirperiment Stntion, "tlaseca
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Identifying Characteristics

Someone sent me a leaf and asked VUlat kind of tree it cmle fron. In this

particular case it was easy to ]Jake a fair @.less, but a trained taxonor:list ('IIlhich I

m1 not) would hardly venture to indentify many varieties from a single leaf.

Species usually follow a l)attern, but probably no t"10 leaves were ever identical.

On burr oaks I have found leaves varying in outline from those characteristic of the

species to soue which might easily l"lt':.ve come from a true \",hi te oak.

Buds. 'bud structure. leaf scars. flo"lers, seeds an,l the texture and ar-

rangenent of :fibers in the wood nre the safest guides to identification. They run

more true to the fmuily pattern ~nd tell what the specimen reolly is. Of course.

most of us do not stuc1.y trees that closely and we a!'e likely to glance at a tree and

think. nOh, that's a willa"" II ignoring the fact that even the best men after careful

study might not be too sure just which of the more than 200 species of willows it is.

've're likel~i to judge men that ''fay. too. 1.';e see a man \'lith a big nose

and think. 1I0h, that's a Je'l'. II ,vhich associates him in our ovm mind ,vith our own

particular opillion of someone we have kr:.own or hee.rd about. It's a poor way of

arriving at a conclusion. Some times he turns out to be Irish. English or Scandi-

navian. Lots of us have big noses and some Jews ha~e small ones. It doesn't mean

much.

But supposing he is a Jew~ Hi tler and his trained Nazis ll'oulcl immediatelY

say he ~1ould be liquidated, and somo people in this country are inclined to agree,

much llS I hate to adnt~t ita t1S't1b.l1~ it I rl becau.se thdV dOlI t know wha.t they are

talking abo~tl ~ey m~ swnllow ~hole some ono oiaeis opinion. d~ perhnps \he~

(Mch:'e)
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met a Jew they didnlt like. Some folks canlt see a boxelder tree without

imagining it is responsible for all the Doxelder Dugs they have ever encountered.

Racial characteristics are ~ostly on the surface and appenrances are as

unreliable as leaves in forminb all oginion of'"true worth. It I s the texture and

arrangement of the fibers that determine th~ value of the 'l:tn or the tree. Itls

their ability to do things. to serye their I,urpos6. to rJake the world D. better place

to live in because they ".ere here which determines their true worth. YO\1. may not

like boxelders, 'on t a lot of places \'lould be shadeless if all boxelders were

destroyed.

We don't agree with the Germans or the Jape that they are Master races

and are better than the rest of us. Anyone who resents ~1eir feeling of superiority

should also resent the idea that any race is inferior. just because of color, size

or shape of nose. So~e people have not beon trained just as we Americans have. but

in true value, all races have about the srone range in quality from good to bad. We

all have our share of fruits and our share of bugs.

In our m'1n bacl:: ;cmrd \..e can grow whatever kind of tree we like. so why not

concentrate all that and quit \'lorr:ring about \'lhnt the neighbors are gro1rling? Ive all

have to work with ot~ers and sane of theu msy not appeal to us as prize specimens,

but \..e can pick our O\'in intimate friends. Those itihose ch~.c<· concern is to imlJrOVe

their own \..orth and it/earing quali ty ~1ave 11ttle time to pass snap judgments on \'/hole

groups of people they have never lcno\'ln.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast E~2eriment Station, Waseca
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~le Minnesota State Fair
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Water ~s most appreciated during a drouth, so perhaps there are others

who will miss the Minnesota State Fair this year. It has had a long record of

activity, but of course it is more important to send the fireworks to Japan and use

all available transportation to move soldiers West.

:Beginning in 1901, I atten~ed the next 19 fairs, arriving early and usually

leaving after the last hamburger had been sold. As a little boy, it was my duty to

scrub hogs, bed pens and run errands for dad. From my viewpoint, he couldn't suc-

cessfull~r manage to sho\J his stock wi thout r,1Y assistance. He probably put up with

the nuisance of my being underfoot in the hope that ! might possibly learn some-

thing.

Later I graduated to the horse department and polished hooves, groomed

silky hides until they shone, cleaned the barns, exercised the horses (also the boy)

and was once even allo\'/eo. to lead a "beribboned stallion nnd show him. That irTaa a

proud mOlilent.

We had many adventures, riding in box cars, sleeping in a tent back of the

old hog sheds and eating at various hot dog stands and Ures teraunts." Sanitation

in those days was fairly rudimentary and we always e~~ected to get nore or less sick,

but the work went on.

Probably the greatest th~ill was my first fair. All summer I had saved

for the big event nnd had accurllulatod $1.45. One whole half dollar wont for Buffalo

:Billls Wild West show whoro tho old plainsman himself ro~o ~ beautiful cream-colored

horse with silver man:e eJlc1. taU (thevlre Palominos now) and shot gJ.au balls from the

a.ir \'11 th n ai;;'shdo"ter in ei thaI' h~d. %oame a"J~ faint wi th exoitet:\eh~ A.ha tlpent

(}'iore)
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the next 10 years trying to emulate the trick riders.
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The Midway of course attracted a small boy fresh from the country. Care-

fully I watched each "free and open ail' exhibition," paying close attention to the

glib barkers and believing almost every ~ling they said. Nickels and dimes dribbled

a'lnJ'Y surprisingly fast for lunches and lemonade which even then was made in the

proportion of one lemon to one 3O-gallon je.r of water. \ve wondered whether the

brass-voiced salesuen carried Uleir old lemon rinds from fair to fair.

At la.st a choice was rna.de after days of mental struggle. A vlhole quarter

was paid to watch "The finest troop of acrobats in Harth America" perform vii th their

trained animals. "In addition to this "ionderful demonstration of skill and agili ty,rt

yelled the barker, "Each and every man, woman end child \.;ho enters these portals may

have his fortune told by Mada.m Zoa.nga, \'!ho sees all and knows all."

His invitation seemed to include me, and during the tight rope, juggling

and tumbling, which reminded me very much of the circuses wo l(ids had staged from

time to time, I was consoled by the thought that soon Madam Zo&~ga would tell me all

that lay in the future. m:lC crowd \'lent out and another crone ill. The drab routine

was repeated but still no one mentioned my forttUle. At last I approached oae of the

employees and asked a.bout it. "Sure, sonn~', ;you can have your fortune told. Right

over in that tent. We'll make you a spacial price of 25 cents. 1I

I'm still ''faiting to meet Madam Zoanga and carr:" a good supply of salt

when eXl)loring the Hidway.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Sou tlleast E.."'Cperiment Station, 1!azecu
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BarS BARK AT :BOOKS

Adam TIas probably the only man who never went to school. According to the

Bible story he was full grown when first created and never had to go through all the

trials of childhood and youth, which tor everyone since has meant gathering experi-

ence either from hard knocks or the g~idance and advice of older people.

:But any boy who envies Adam should realhe that he had disadvantages which

offset the trials and tribulations of the school room. When Adam wanted to calIon

Eve, he walked--there were no jaloppies. When he wanted some groceries, he had to

hunt for them and carry the load back to his cave (there were no saw mills, carp-

enters, pLl,u,bers, stores or deliver;r wagons) and dress the meat himself.

iVhen he wanted a drir~ or a bath, he had to walk to the lake or river every

single time. He had no hot water in the tap, no scented toilet soap, not even a

bucket to carry water for the breakfast coffee. He had no morning news via the radiQ,

no corn fl~(es, no telephone and no walkie talkie. He never played baseball, or guz-

zled an ice cream soda. He nevor heard the crowd cheer when a touchdown saved the

the game in the last 30 seconds. vVho wants to trade places with Admn?

.~l of our modern conveniences are po?sible because people have learned

things. All of the accumulated wisdom didn't do much good until folks learned to

write it down.; but since printing was invented, each new explorer has been able to

put his experiences and discoveries on paper. Others have selected, sorted and

arranged these items into convenient form and then specialists are employed at public

expense to help young people scan in a few years what it has taken millions of people

thousands of years to accUIDlllatea

(l-1ore)
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In 12 years of regular ,school, a boy ~y learn the fundamental fECts worked

out by the best brains of the preceding centuries. It's really lots easier than

having to find it all out by trial and error or going without. Meanwhile he has the

advantage of using many of the big discoveries which have helped to make life easier

and more comfortable. When he crabs about an ari thme.tic lesson, it's just like

saying, "1 don't care to know an,vthing abo\J.t business, engineering, medicine or

modern liVing." They're all based on arithmetic, geometry, physics, chemistry and

the other subjects ta~ht in school.

Learning cannot be purchased. The son of a king must sweat as much as any

American boy over memorizing the m\J.ltiplication tables or the valences of the various

atows. Ne get nothing unless we pay for it in some way and the charge for our

modern conveniences and privileges'is the labor of learning the facts which have made

them possible. Most of us Wishfully think we would like to do some big thing like

Washington, Edison or Ike Eisenhower but forget that their contributions were pos-

sible because they did a lot of little things well.

Allover the U. S. boys are dragging reluctantly back to school. The

liberties of vacation always seem sweeter as they arc nbout to vanish. The kids put

up a vigoro\J.s complaint over their current hardships, but it's all a part of the

game. They don't want to be dumbbells and their bark is worse than their bite.

Lick the lessons well, boys; we need trained men.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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CRIIv.]} OOESN'T PAY

Peter Rabbit and Molly Cottontail were sitting under a currant bush which

was not in ~tr. McGregory's garden. Chunie the pup was wandering around sniffing at

this and sniffing at that, tr;ting to read the wri ting all the li tt:.o people had

made during the night. Peter e.nd IvioHy were "frozen ll -- that is, they sat perfectly

still, so that only an eagle with eye glasses could have distinguished them from the

dry grass and the shadows of the currant leaves.

Only their noses woved as they ran their wind ra~~r or possibly talked by

sign language, "There's nothing good in this garden any more,lI complained Peter.

IIE8.rl~- lnst spring it was fun to run around tes~ir~g this and tasting that, but now

the new clover over behind the lilac hedge is more crisp and tender than this stuff.

That clumsy Two-legs DI\lst hnve put something on those c£lboage leaves. Ulp!--Excuse

me, my dear. They don1t seem to agree with my digastion. lf

III saw him sha1."'ing something out of u cun on them, /I Molly replicd, "but

don't you think we should be moving" That big dog looks mighty fierce and I have

my five babies to look after. n

Peter took a contemptuous look at the dog. llShe!s about as dangerous as a

frog," he snoered. JlShe's 20 old, so stiff and so hard of hearing that I wouldntt

be afraid to run up and kick her in the ribs. I've known her all ~y life and Ilm

one of the oldest rabbits nrot.lnd here. !Wcy back when I wos f.l little bunny, I can

remember my grandfather telling how thnt dog caught and ate his first wifeo The pup

was pretty fast than, but now even a three-lagged mouse could run away from her."

Molly didn't like the subject and tried to change it. "Have you srunpled the

soybeans lately, Peter? They're not as tender as they were when they first came up,
(More)
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but they would taste pretty good in th~ winter inste2d of bark. It's getting so we

can hardly find a tree without a wire guard around it, and unless the snow piles up

so we can reach the limbs, sometimes even tomato vines would taste good. Do you

remember all those little tomato plants I bit off last spring? That was a good

joke. n

"I wasn't' in favor of that," Peter protested. IIIf you go too far, old

All
Two-legs may get angry enough to get a gun and then we' 111 have to hide. Or he might

raise some more cats. Don't forget that Coco the cat ate two of your first litter

this spring and has caught almost a rabbit a d~y most of the summer. A dozen cats

like that and W0 could hardly i~crease at Dll."

"0h, rn,y goodness me III squealed Molly as she dashed away to see whether her

babies were safe.

"Women are alwa,ys scared. II muttered Peter as he sampled buds among the

flowers and vegetables. IINow I can have the soybeans and the new clover patch I

found all to myself. She won't dare come out aguin all day. I wish I hadn't eaten

those cabbage laaves--"

And that may be why we hnppened to find a dead rabbit in the gard.on.

--R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, i}'vaseca
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SCP~TCHING MOTHER'S BACK

Ever since Bible times, farmers have been scratching 1V~other Nature Is back.

S~ue stirring of the soil saems to be necessary before seed is planted, and the

process should also act as a deterrent to the we-ad populations which limit crop

yields.

I donI t know what kind of plow Cain used, not having been there at the time,

but some primitive peoples still use a crooked stick with horses, cattle or women as

motive power. We think it 1s a far cry from the old wooden mouldboards and an ox to

the .modern two", four'" or six··bottom ti'ac~oI' 'plows with laminated steel shares and

powerful tireless tractors to :pull them. Still, the principle is similar.

The Indians were opposed to plowing. They didnlt like to see the ground

turned wrong side up. Of course ~ the whites knew so much more than the Indians that

the various dust bowls have replaced miles of what Was forulerly good grazing ground.

Steep hillsides were stripped of trees and sod, allowing the fertile top soil from

our Minnesota hills to make an important contribution to the delta of the Missis-

sippi. Some dny when the goverrunent has ~~noged to control and harness the big

rivers, it m~y ·undertake to haul this rich soil back up the hill.

We Ire just beginning to reali ze what we have wasted through our "superior"

farm practices. Floods. gullies, blowing dust and barr·en soil have followed the

plow. !t1s a useful, important and necessary tool, but weld better learn how to use

it intelligently. Some people even go so fnr as to say it should be completely dis-

carded~ but 11m from lV~issour1 on that question.

(Nore)
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Results so far indicate that on fairly level soil in Minnesota, plowing

brings better crops than stirring by other means. On medium slopes, terracing and

plowing may be acceptable. Strip cropping too has a place, but most observers agree

that on steep slopes, the plo'.''! is a spendthrift. Grass and trees seem to be the

best answer so far available for these acres. They require much less labor and make

greater returns in the long run.

Should all trash and crop residues be plowed completely under or should

SOille be left on top for protection? There are many lengthy argurloents pro and can,

but they scem to hinge on the particular conditions prevailing. Sub-~~face tillage,

leaving all vegetable matter undisturbed, has strong adVOCAtes, and yet southern

Minnesota farmers like to see a plowed field completely black.

Here again the best practice probably depends on conditions. People are

prone to make rules and then squeeze their actions into those confines whether or

not they fit. A good farm manager studies his land, his crops and the weather,

trying always to fit his operations to the purpose he hopes to achieve. There are

many things yet to learn about Scratching Mother ND.ture' s Back.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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LOCATE A LOCUST
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Someone has an opportunity to do a great good turn for agriculture. It is
est

only necessary to find the sweei honey locust tree which is lli~r~v in these northern

states. We have thousands of honey locusts which are hard,v and make beautiful shade

trees. Most of these have straight trQUks suitable for long-lasting fence posts

and their foliage let 1 s through enough light for grass to grow beneath them.

Most honey locust have thorns from two to eight inches long with two sharp-

barbs near the base, but some are entirely thornless. They all have feathery single

or double compound leaves and flat twisty seed pods a foot or more in length. The

seeds are brown and just a little smaller than a navy bean. The flowers are incon-

spicuous and rarely seen except on close examination.

The pulp between the seeds in the big pods is usually sweet before it is
it

ripe, but after maturi tyj"be comes acrid and bitter. The taste of mature pods varies

greatly. Some pucker one's mouth like chokecherries, while at the other extreme

there are sweet, bland pods, eagerly eaten by boys or livestock. Trees with sweet

pods are well known in the south, but so far I have been unable to discover a real

good one this far north.

What we would like to find is a honey locust bearing pods which are sweet

and edible when mature. With this quality, it would be nice if the tree was a heavy

and regular bearer, thornless, fast growing and well shaped. These characters may be

inherited. At any rnte we could propngate by grafting. The best test for an edible

pod is to chew it. Nature will soon tell you whot~er the dry pod tastes like more.

If it does, thatls the tree we want.

(~lore)
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Of course, we probably won't find all of these desirable qualities done up

in one package. Sweet pods seem the hardest to find, so let's get those first. Then

we'll hope to include the other qualities if possible. Even in the matter of taste,

we can't expect honeydue mellans. Perhaps if you find a pod good enough so that you

could eat the whole thing if necessary, it should be considered.

Last winter this subject was mentioned and a numbe: of people submitted

sIDuples. At least five trees se~med promising. An attempt will be made this fall

to visit all of thom and gather more complete information. We want to propagate the

best tree in the Northwest. vVhere is'it? Probably its; cOillnlercial value is not so

much, but if all our cattle pastures could have a few honey locust trees for shade,

and if the trees dropped a few hundred pods of sweet, nutritious pods in the fall,

certainly the Cattle shouldn't kick about it. Whether we can raise hog feed on trees

more che~ply than on corn stalks remains to be seen, but at least it might be fun

trying. Will you help? Boys, gals of a~y age, let's start tasting honey locust

pods. Tell me what happensl Let's find the best honey locust in Minnesota.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Brush by the.Lake

1

Ootober is a month of accomplishment. Threshing, silo filling and haying are

out of the way. Early fall plowing is done; cattle are in winter quarters; spring

pigs are sold and only the corn is left. That may be more headache than backache

this year in our locality, but at least most of the summer's rush jobs l~ve been

finished.

Fall is in the air and most of us have an urge to follow the example of the

cattle and soak up a little more sunshine against the "linter "18 feel closing ill.

It's a grand time to steal ~l hour for rambling through the weeds and brush down by

the lake. Most of the summer birds are gone, but a few procrastinators are taking a

chanoe on a little more nice weather and the winter residents are putting on layers

of fat for insulation and storage.

It's a busy place, with the squirrels laying up their hoards of acorns in case

our corn cribs should be empty. (nley donlt depend on the Government.) Still they

take time to play games and chase through the branches in jeering insolence, freely

expressing tileir scorn of clumsy, fat two-legged ffilimals who can't run up a tree •.

A sluggish garter snake is taking a. late siesta in a spot of bright sunlight.

The old woodchuck is guzzling some clover, though he is so fat now he can hardly move.

I wonder if he's thinking about February when helll come out to look around and de-

cide when spring is coming. Field mice peer out after a period of quiet and decide

the new addition to the stump is not dangerous. Then they proceed with hauling in

dry Boft grass or milkweed floss to line their cozy nests.



Out on the lake, a few early ducks are bobbing in the water. Some connection
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seems to be turned off and on lilee en animated electric sign. Ducks disappear, leav-

ing only a stubby tail to mark the spot, and I try to hold my breath until they come

up. Sometimes I can do it. lihat rule do they follow which permits all to eat, ~~t

·never leave an unguarded second when all heads are under water at the same time?

At my feet a big ant hill is a busy city. One can see the same thing on Henne-

pin Avenue in Hinneapolis. Countless individuals, rushing this way and that as

though their lives depended on reaching the scene of the accident, but accomplishing

apparently nothing. Hour after hour U1ey streaa in and out with no purpose or

destination that can be seen or determined. At least one can be certain that the·

ants are not hurrying home to Ma and the children.

Fuzzy caterpillars are inching along on journeys of fabulous distance or lazily

eating anot~er leaf from which they will man\lfacture silk thread to build a snug

house, rain and wind proof, insulated a.nd secure from most of their enemies. They

have no shortage of building ffiaterials, need no architect ro1d employ no labor but

their own. Wouldn't it be handy if we could build our houses by just spitting out

the materials all prepared and ready to slap in place? Will people ever be able to

sleep in Nylon palaces and forget all about shoveling snow?

It seems so quiet, peaceful and interesting in the brush down by the lake. Time

flies and Hother will say, "Tllis dinner was good an hour ago," if I don't hasten and

eat it. Time out to pick off the burrs and sticktights, 'but our o1tm house and table

look pretty good to me, even if they are fashioned on a different plan.

-----~. E. Hodgson, ~~perintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Trains Pass By

In clear cold air the long whoop of the morning train whistle seems to split a

path for the approaching cloud of smoke and steam. Thoughts go back to Whistling

:Bob who used to bring her in, as the black front of the locomotive grows larger and

larger. Then it roars past, a clanking, hammering, raging monster of steel, char~-

ingtoward the peaceful cityras though to tear it street from avenue.

At his window sits the engineer; one little human being calmly controlling this

tremendous, pO\'/erful, noisy, unthinking brute. One human brain and hand, starting

and stopping those tons of steel which go dashing from city to city, moving people

and things in untold quantities, so that life m~ be more pleasant, profitable or

comfortable. What a responsibility is his, ~ld yet he takes time to wave a compan-

ionable hand in response to my greeting.

:Behind him are the cars filled with people. Where are they going and why?

It's none of my business, but they'll not resent r~ guesses. There is a good

sprinkling of uniforms, so perhaps some serviceman is coming home after long hard

months of war in the heat and danger of tropical jungles. If he's a ~unnesota boy,

I'll bet he's eating up this October landscape with its vivid colors and probably he

wants his window wide open so he can flood his lungs \~th the good old Minnesota

ozone.

Probably the lady behind him is fussing and shivering because of the open windo~

She may be one of the war workers who went to California for the big wages and is now

coming home in search of a.job. Perhaps she's afraid the prospect ahead is far more

0-101"e)



work and less pay, so she can't see anything nice about the trees, the lakes, the

air or the situation. She may even be wondering why the war couldn't have lasted
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longer so she wouldn't have to spend the winter in a desolate wilderness of snow and

ice.

Then there must be on that train the inevitable family, a mother with a flock

of children, perhaps going home to visit Grandma for Thanksgiving. She is harried

by the necessity of keeping track of Albert, Gretchen, Bill, Joan, little Oscar and

the baby Karen. The older kids have probably become acquainted with all the

sociable souls in the car, particularly- some servicemen who are going home to their

families and are starved for the companionship of children. They're having a heap of

fun, answering questions and plying the kids with candy, apples and every possible

reason to keep the tots relating their innocent wisdom.

It's the usual comedy, drama and cross section of the AL1erican public common to

railway coaches. One can find a whole list of interesting things on a train.

Strangers are for the time being, forced into close association, and it is only

natural that they should react as their various inheritance and circumstances dic-

tate.

Do I want to go along? H'n.h4lh. Ho. Thank ~rou, ~ decline. It's interesting,

no end, but so are the trees I'm fixing for winter. It's just as interesting right

here all alone except for the pup and the "Little PeopJ,e" of the woods. I'll take

the fresh air in my own w~ and by the time I've worked up an appetite, there will be

no standing in line for the dinar. No, I'd rather watch the train pass me by.

---~-R. E. HodGson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

I
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Hit lEm Hard

The English have a sayinG, that their wars have been won on the playing fields

of Eaton. The U.S. can't point to any particular school as the source of all wisdom

and valor, but the Uazis and the Japanese found that the Yanks had t4e willingness.

the know-hm'l and the internal stamina to do some pretty good fighting when they were

forced into it.

Was this ability to fight and win due 'to their training in football, basketball.

tract and tennis or do the inhabitants of the U.S. foster an athletic program because

they1re good fighters? ifJhichever may be the horse and which the cart, countless

thousands of youngsters are learning valuable lessons in competition. They play to

Win, with every bit of energy and ability. But win or lose, if they did their best,

it \otas a good game.

Other nations thought we were too soft to fight. Perhaps some of us are, but

look over the crowd at a football game. Most of the men there have taken part in

at1lletics of some kind at some time. That I s why they get such a kick out of tfle

contest. Even a large proportion of the ladies have had some kind of athletic

experience. The fat old bozo who is yelling like a maniac for a touchdown looks as

though he might have heart failure if he ran 20 yards, but inquiry m~ reveal the

fact that 20 years ago he was an All-American center.

It is a fine thing that Amerioan youth can learn to take the intensive training,

the hard work and the severe bumps incidental to a good tough football game. Later,

they are all going to have need for just such practice as they dig into a hard job

(More)
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~ for which they must keep mentally and physically fit. They will all get bumped, too.

Then without any cheering crowds, it will take all of their will power to get up and

try again.

The people of the United States have just finished one game that was plenty

tough. There were about 8 million men on the team, including substitutes, and

several times that number of helpers and enthusiastic supporters. There were bands
\'Tork,

and cheering, but there were also hardl monotonous training, terrific opposition and

bodily danger to contend with. We pl~ed for keeps and won the game, but it was

costly in every way.

Now we are faced with another tough game, which m~ be even harder to win.

There is not time to rest on Dast accomplishment or seek a time out. This game, too,

is being played for keeps and if we want to keep our freedom, our independence, our

ri&lt to use our abilities as we see fit, we must win.

All around us, nations are exchanging freedom for security, avoiding the hard,

independent struggle by letting "Government" do their thinking, order their lives

and lull them to sleep with sugar-coated promises of ease and material prosperity.

But boys who take their daily drubbing on the football practice field rather

than loll in the recreation parlor are made of good stuff. I'm betting on them to

stand the gaff and keep this a cooperative org~lization of free and independent

citizens.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Worms Eat Profits

Just as weeds cut yields and profits from farm crops, so worms cut yields and

profits from livestock on Minnesota farms. Thousands of tons of expensive feed are

wasted because hogs have roundworms while stomach worms have driven many competent

men out of the sheep business.

Entomologists have given us a picture of the life history of these parasitic

forms of animal life, and we scrub our hog houses, rotate our pastures and avoid con-

taminated ground according to their instructions. Veterinarians have found and

tested various chemicals which can be given the sheep and hogs which are capable of

killing the worms without completely killing their host. In spite of all this, the

worms persist and take their annual toll by keeping our stock unthrifty.

Phenothiazine has been hailed as the wonder drug for destroying worms in sheep,

hogs and horses. The first time we used it on sheep we cmlld see the lambs pick up

and start to grow within a week. But since then, our experience has not been so

favorable. There must be something we have done "/rong, but what is it?

I am not an entomologist or a veterinarian. Sometimes I suspect I'm not even a

sheep propagator. ! have no sure fire solution to offer on this problem, but misery

loves company and perhaps others who have had trouble will be comforted by our tale

of woe. We send too many sheep to the rendering works instead of the stockyards and

havenlt yet learned why.

(Hare)
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1It W. make it a practice to dose all shsep as they go into winter quarters after

the pasture season is over. This should clean them up until the next pasture

season, but does it? We try again just before yeaning in the spring, hoping to get

the remainder of the worms before the ewes go on pasture and protect the lambs from

infection. Sometimes we use copper sulphate and sometimes phenothiazine, but we

think either works better if the sheep stomachs are empty, so we keep away feed and

water for 12 to 18 hours before drenching and 4 to 6 hours after.

We try to keep the sheep on ground which has not previously been pastured by

them for at least 2 years. We change pastures as often as possible, aiming at mov-

ing them at least once a month. We also mix one pound of phenothiazine with 10 to

14 pounds of salt and keep it where the sheep and lambs can always get it. Then we

wonder Why stomach \170rmS thrive on such tree.tment. J.rl1ey do.

Dogs have sometimes caused us more loss than worms, so we always bring the sheep

home to a dry lot and shed at night. Perhaps this is where they pick up the worm

eggs, though we thought they came only on pasture grass. Next summer we plan to fix

some shelter and a corral in the pasture, never allo\'/ing the sheep to come up

around the 'buildings. ~hat might help.

We haven '.t, so far, licked the \'lorm problem in sheep or hogs. Our sanitation

measures have helped a whole lot ~~d medication has been valuable. We couldn't get

along without the~. However, we're not going to be satisfied until we find some-

thing better, something that will be tool proof and eliminate the woms. tihen we

find something ~lat works, we'll hand it on.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Fins. Feathers and FUr

The monthly publication of the Minnesota Department of Conservation used to

bear this title and it al\'lays appealed to one as most appropriate. A few years ago

it was changed to the Oonservation Volunteer, probably for some good reason. Under

either name, the material it contains is most interesting and instructive for those

of us who like our wild friends and wish to understand them.

The .people of Minnesota have been reckless with their "Tealth of natural

resources, from wild life to soil. One of the big jobs beginning with this

generation must be to plan for their more careful use and preservation. The duck,

deer and muskrat programs are paying dividends already. Soil conservation is re-

ceiving some of the attention it deserves and a start has been made on better use

of our forest lands. ~t it's only a start on most of these programs.

Some of our destructiveness has been prompted by greed, but a lot of it is due

to pure unadult~rated ignorance. Some men go into the woods and reverently admire

Nature's products, thankfully taking the surplus and watching to improve the remain-

ing trees. Other men will hack here and there, drop the best trees indiscriminate-

ly and take no thought for the future. They haven't been taught to respect Naturels

efforts to help mwce menls lives pleasant and comfortable.

Anyone who has learned to love and plant trees does not destroy them without due

consideration and a good reason. The boy who knows wild flowers does not pick them

by the handful to throwaway because he understands how important those flowers are,

in many cases, for ne~ year's crop. Good sportsmen follow the spirit as well as

the letter' of the laws because they want to hunt and fish next year and the next.

(More)
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It is the small proportion of ignorant, foolish game hogs who make strict rules

necessary. It is they who have prompted farmers to post their land to preserve

fences and domestic stock as well as their own lives from the danger of an addled

mind, a powerful gun and fingers that are trigger happy. Understanding strangers

are almost always welcome.

I once took a troop of scouts for a hike in a woods owned by a couple of old

bachelors. Neighbors warned tl'4at the owners resented intrusion and might take a

pot shot at us, so we went straight to the house and explained that we were inter-

ested in this fine stand of old trees and would like to see how many kinds we could

find. We had no guns and there would be no hacking of the trees. The two old men

were delighted and spent the Whole afternoon showing us their treasures.

Man is naturally a destructive animal. One measure of his advancement on the

road to civilization is the extent of his realization that construction and conser-

vation are more exciting and bring greater happiness than tearing down what other

men or Nature has built up. A real ~ld sympathetic understanding of Nature will

make a good conservationist of almost anyone.

Schools, Scouts and other agencies are helping to teach youngsters the facts of

Nature so that they may appreciate the world about them. One of the best sources

of material is the little publication, Conservation VO~lnteer. It should be

available to every boy and girl who would read it care~llly.

-----R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Farewell, Su.I!llAer

Another summer is gone. Fallen leaves are windrowed in corners or tucked away

I . in odd places by the wind. The sunshine is cold and the wind has a sting in every

gust. The Little People are all snugly tucked away, many of them sleeping thru the

cold and barren months ahead. Are they. smarter than we?

There is still plenty of work to be done on the farm. Chores take a lot of

doing when the stock is inside. J~ost of us have corn yet to pick, machinery to

store and numerous other odds and ends to get ready for snow, but there is more time

for reading and thinking then during the summer rush.

The shooting part of the war has stopped. That's one definite thing to be

thankful for. No more will men lie in frozen trenches day and night, trying to mur-

der some incautious opponent who unfortunately grew up under a different boss and an

.environment we don't fancy. The war ought to be over, but is it?

Here we had visions of everyone getting back on the job, with ration points no

longer needed, overalls available everywhere, sh,irts and 1Ulderwear, even in the large

sizes, piled on store counters anc our boys all home, eager to earn regular wages.

We had even begun to look at the automobile ads, wondering whether the old bus

should be traded in on a Fbrd or a Chevrolet, whether we should splurge on a

Chrysler perhaps, or Would it be petter to wait and see how the new Kaiser cars

. woUld look and perform.

(More)



but with want.

telligence remaining in our heads?

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
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The government we get is just what we· demand and pay for with our thinking and

her golden eggs wisely.

It's all confusing to a farmer who believes the only way to get things done is

ships needed to bring the army back, more intent on killing the goose than spending

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

We have so much, it is not appreciated. \'ie think we were born sucking a silver

by hard work and honest effort, We have to ~ the bill for this war, and the only

:But the war isn't over. -The boys e~t out their hearts in disappointment over

the lack of transportation and the abundance of army red tape. ~e politicians

wrangle over what they are going to get from the. defeated peoples, like a bunch of

kids scrambling for a handful of pennies. Here at home a few self-styled

"Labor Leaders" are keeping men from producing the things we want,tying up the

means of p~1ng is labor for everyone. Are we going to be so silly as to demand

inflation with the l,nevitable big bust which follows, or do we still have some in-

our votes. Congress and the executives we elect are not magicians. They can't

P8\V for fantastic wastes by rubbing a lamp. We must pay with hard.work and common

sense. If we insist o~ fiddling a few more months before we settle dO\in to busi-

ness, the bill will be even greater than it is now, and we'll -pay not only with work

spoon, but general~ it's only three generations from shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves

and we're about due for another 1930 if we thoughtlessly ride the roller coaster,

depending on SOmeone eIae to do the thinking, planning and the hard work.
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Fences and Fence Rows

It's a fine thing to have a good hog-tight woven wire fence all around a farm.

A lot of cross fenc~ng is handy, too, so that every field may be pastured when feed

is available whioh might otherwise go to waste. A good fence is usually one sign

of a good farmer, but the fact still stands that fences and fence rows are expen-

sive.

It costs us around $1.50 per rod to put up a good fence, and it will last about

10 years on the average before extensive repairs are needed. Even this isn't all

the eJq>ense involved. Every fence line occupies land which is not only nonproduc-

tive but a refuge for weeds ~/hich require mowing. As one friend Put it, "I can It

sell weeds from a fence row or the corn I didnlt grow there."

For these reasons we are not k~eping up any but our yard and hog lot fences.

We find that an electric fence is satisfactory for cattle and horses--provided

there is plenty of feed inside the fence. A hungry animal will sometimes learn to

take a shock or jump the fence in order to find a greener pasture. Perhaps the

general use of electric fences will be an inducement to provide better forage for

stock.

Fences and fence rows are like so many i terns in any business. They make no

direct contribution to the income but are a necess~J expense. We class them as

overhead which must be paid before profits are counted, but the lower this overhead

can be kept, the sooner profits will begin to pile up. Walking from the house to

the barn, loading up with pails, cans and milker, getting things arranged, cleaning

(More)
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udders are all examples of nonproductive labor. Filling the pail is productive,

but the pail can't be filled unless it is there and the cow has her milk ready.

nonproductive work or overhead is necessary, but the manager's constant aim is

to keep the overhead down and the productive labor up. That's one reason why

farmers work such long hourse In a factory , productive labor begins with the

machine, but on a farm, chores must be done, the tractor greased, plow l~s

changed. then a trip made to the field and lands stepped off before plowing can

actually commence.

When overhead gets too big and productive labor too small, the business is in

bad shape. Perhaps that's what's the matter \-lith our national economy right now.

Our government expense (overhead) is tremendous. Idle time by workers (more over

head) adds to the defic~t. Subsidies, p~ents for unemployment, pensions, care of

the incompetent and salaries for big shots who do nothing, all pile added expense

against our national business. When this overhead gets to be more than the pro-

ductive labor can pay for, we go broke or have a depression.

I'd~ to keep the farm all fenced with woven wire, but can the business

afford it?

-~-~-R. E. Ho~son. Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Thanksgiving,

Eve~y American should get down on his knees and thank God for the privilege

of living in this promised land in spite of all its faults. Once ~ore we can turn

chastened spirits to the problems of liVing instead of studying the problems of

killing.

repeated.

M~ our les~on be effective a~d so lasting that it will never need to be ,I

Our boys are coming hamel Some are already here and others are on the way.

M~ the sacrifice of those who will live forever in cross~marked rows on foreign

soil inspire their comrades and friends to Ghow equal valor in meeting unselfishly

the problems of peace. We who survived the terrors of war can be thankful for our

preservation and dedicate our "lives, our property and our sacred honor" to insure

the continuation of the principles they paid to maintain.

Yle are thankful for material things which escaped the ravages of war...-for

abundant food, adequate clothing, undamaged houses, for fuel and transportation. We

are thankful for work to be done, ideals to be achieved, wrongs to be righted, new

knowledge to use and new goals to be reached. :.1~ we use our opportunities thank...

fully and soberly, not primarily for.personal gain or gratification but to help man'"

kind to a higher level of intelligence where personal integrity, justice and equal

opportunities for all will prevail. May we strive for a state in which rewards are

made to match contributions to the general welfare.

(More)



We are thankful for a revival of interest in the common man and his inherent
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dignity. The thesis that individuals are the slaves of the State has again been

defeated and Lincoln's definition of a "government of the people, by the peo;ple and

for the People" has been vindicated. Let us show that we deserve this privilege by

our behavior as free citizens, independent and unregimented, but cooperative,

tolerant and fair in all our contacts.

We are thankful for the country in whioh we live, the beauty and mystery of

nature, the fertile soil, the variety of climate, the tall trees for our use and

the deposits of valuable minerals which furnish all the ,material ~eeds for

prosperity and happiness. We are thankful that men have been permitted to discover

more and more means of providing for their own well-being and comfort. If these

gifts are ill used, it is our own fault.

We are thankful for the spiritual awakening which seems to be getting under

w~. We have all of the material things we need, and perhaps a revival of the old-

time religion will enable us to use them to the best advantage for the maintenance

of a permanent peace internally and on a world basis. ,A. mi.ll ti tude of laws and

officials have not solved the problem. May we be wise enough to apply the simple

prinoiples of the Golden Rule so that all m~ enjoy our material abUndanceJ

-----R~ E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

l ......:.....--.__
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Odd Inquiries

"Will you sell me a pig with 14 teats and a white nose? I don't like brockle,
faces.n~ "We saw the name of a horse on a circus "bill. What was it?" It would be

flattering to receive so many requests for information and advice except t4at--

1. Many questions are just conversation. 2. Most ot the free advice won't be used,

and 3. It might be pretty expensive for the questioner if it was followedl

A great ma~ questions seek only confirmation of an answer already made or a

course of action previously mapped out. It's a polite way of mentally passing the

buck. Of course, anyone connected \-lith an experiment statio'nia supposed to know

everything from what bug eats tomatoes to the price of hogs next year. If \'/e knew

all the answers, wh¥ should we keep on studying?

One of ~ best bits of psychological humor was the case of a man whose name

has long since been forgotten. As I remember it, I was at the county fair, braiding

the hair on a horse's tail, when an elderly stranger introduced himself. "I've

driven 50 miles to see you and even paid 50 cents at the gate to get in here because

I think you are just the man who can tell me what I need to know. How do you plant

alfalfa?"

Following this burst of confidence, he rattled on for 30 minutes, telling just

how he did the job, the good results he had had and how his misguided neighbors

thought his methods were all wet. There seemed to be no necessity or even oppor

tunity to get in a word edgeWise, so I kept on with the braiding~ showing deep in

terest in the oration Qy occasional nods of the head and a couple of un-huhs and

huh""Uhs, if you know what I mean.

(More)
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f All of a sudden he stopped, then begaA again, "Well, I lllUst be going. Long

way to drive home. Chores to do. Don't want to be late. Enjoyed this conversation

very much. ~at .was just the information I've been trying to get. Certainlyap

preciate it. Will do me a lot of good. Goodbye and good luck, "--and so the tail

was braided.

He might have been expressing sarcasm in his remarks of appreciation, but I

don't think so. He seemed genuinely pleased with the interview and certainly it

had cost me nothing in time, thought or vocal effort. In fact, I enjoyed it im-

mensely as a most interesting experience and a splendid lesson in psychology. It

was probably the most acceptable advice I ever gave any man.

Experiment stations are maintained for the purpose of answering questions, and

it's their job to be helpful in any way possible to the people they serve. Years

ago I could answer a multitude of questions, quoting some recognized authority by

page and paragraph. Years of trial and many errors have taught caution. Things

don't always happen the way they should•. ive don 1 t always see the complete pioture;

we often ignore some obscure faotor which may upset orthodox behavior.

I can't answer a multitude of my own questions and have reached a stage of

humili ty in which all I \'lill venture is to tell what happened to us when we tried

it. Still I like to talk with people and get a big kick out of the questions they

fire at me.' "Will my three-year-old seed grain gro\'l?" "Did the frost kill my seed

corn?" are easy. How would you answer the worried woman who called to ask, "How

many tons of hay are there in my stack?"

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

L..__...
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Saw ''lood

A sa\-l buck. a buclc saw. an axe and a pile of wood should be a part of every
, .

boy's training. There are few of the younger generation who CElJl boast of the ex-

perience but l'Ook what it did for the old timersJ It seems like plain hard work-

which it is--but it also exercises the ingenuity, the -Persistence and the temper of

the power uni t.

Dad wanted the oord wood in four pieces per stick. T.his meant 3 cuts~ any

wa:y I was able to figure it. Knots offe~'ed the first opportu.ni ty for fiIlesse~ If

someone else was to do the splitting it was easier to cut beside the knot~ but

since I couldn't shove the splitting off on a younger brother, it was usually

easier in the longrun to saw thru the knots, 'because that took part of the fight

out of them.

T.his began a train of investigation, which led to the discovery that a lot of

axe work could be saved by intelligent sawing. ~le nice thing was to decide

whether even an extra saw cut would be less labor than wrestli1+g with a knotty

piece. Sometimes it was necessary to ai t down and study the log carefully-

providing Dad was out of ear shot so that he wouldn't notice the saw was idle;

It was back breaking work and, of course~ a boy felt terribly abused to have

the kind of father who insisted on certain chores as a part of the daily routine~

There was some comfort in an older brother who pointed out how benefioial such ex

ercise might be for the development of a future football hero. Many evenings after

school I could, just feel those back and shoulder IlTUsoles grow--and ache.

(Hare)



Then there was the game of trying to split a big piece with one blow of the

axe. If the first crack didnlt get it and if the axe could be worked loose, it

was fun to try and hit again in the same place. Something seemed to bewitch that

f
•
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axe and, try as I might. it would be deflected at the last moment ~!d land some-

where within th~ee inches of the mark.

It got to be a game to see whether I could last longer than some of those

knots. When it was necessary to make a quick sho\oling of industry because of some

o~~er deviation from the rules, the straight pieces could be used to m&te a pile

in a hurry, The old toughies were set aside for a real argument when I was fre~~

and felt strong. Sometimes they would wear me down and ltd have a pile of un-

splittables.

Now and then Dad would do more than laugh at my efforts. Held take the ~~e

and just wave it over those chunks and theyld fly apart. Sometimes held have to

speak twice to some of the mean ones, but it looked like play. The axe always

went just where he aimed it, to the l6~~ of an inch, and each blow was just llard

enough to go on through. He pointed aut that it wasn It necessa.ry to fuzz the "rood

up on the ends so much. . It would burn anyway.

Dad liked to split wood and it seemed so easy for him that at last I asked him

why I should waste my efforts on the woodpile. He could work up wood ten times as

fast and I might be better employed putting in ~~y for the calves or something.

"Well, youlll do that, too, II he replied, "but how do you ever expect to be a man if

~rau don It learn llow to do the tough jobs? I can show you how, but youIII have to

split your own WOOd,1I .And I did,

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Stop the Wi,nd

We can't keep the wind from blowing--we W0111dn't want to--but we can keep it

from blowing on us or through us by a little planning and planting. Perhaps

December is an .dd time to talk about trees and windbreaks, but it's the time we,

miss them or appreciate them, depending on how we are fixed~

After planting a good many trees whicll have given me a lot of pleasure along

with sundry backaches and a few headaches, there are a couple of observations

which seem to stand out. (1) ~le smaller the tree, the easier it is to transplant

successfully. (2) In :.(lneral, l'esul ts will correspond directl~r with the care given

the babies.

Of course, big trees C&~ be moved sucoessfUlly. Some men make a specialty of

transplanting trees even up to 60 feet hi~1, but it's lots of work and therefore

expensive. \ihich is more valuable, time or money? In my case it has been money,

so most of my planting has been done with little fellows~spruoe, pine or fir that

cost about a oent eaoh and are 6 or 8 inohes tall, or hard\'1oods picked up in a

woodlot or grown from seed.

Tiny trees take only a small opening to make their roots comfortable and

that's easy spade work. Little fellows can be dug with rnuch less loss of feeding

roots. They seem to have more vim, vigor and vitality than their older brethern

and don't seem to mind moving so much. :But they do toke longer to make a showing

and they do require care.

(Nora)



A six-inch tree, moved to a strange soil and environment, just can 1t compete
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"without help. How would you like to be that tall amid weeds 4 to 6 feet high which

stole every bit of sunshine above you and most of the moisture from under you?

Then to cap the climax, some cow or rabbit might come along and nip off your

terminal bud which contained all of next year's growthl Little trees need culti-

vation and a good fence around them.

Conifers, which is a polite name for the cone bearers, most of which keep

their green leaves through the winter, are very particular about their roots.

Their sa:p is full of resin and just a little exposure to dry air or sunshine..

causes it to hard~n. You can see what a time the tree would have pumping water

through pipes plugged with solid resin. It's no use to call the plumber either.

Hardwoods, like maple, walnut and ash are not qui to so particular, 'but hot

sun or dry air doesn't do them any good either. In all cases, the roots should be

spread comfortably and care taken to surround each root with moist, tigltly packeu

eartlt.,An air pocket at e the bottom of the hole is just like holding a fish ul)in

the wi~d. It ~ be fatal.

A little hoeing or shallow cultivation with a corn plow will keep down weeds.

A rabbit-tight, cow-tight fence or a s~otgun will preserve the leaves and buds for

the first year or two. Then the trees can trute care of themselves and their

O'offier, too, for the noxt 90 winters. It's a good bargain and I wish you much

success with your tree planting next s~ring.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Southeast ~~eriment Station. Waseca
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A Ohristmas Part~

iihen there are little folks in a family it's easy to feel Christmassy. With

dolls and electric trains, drums, horns and new skates there is continual excite-

ment and f\Ul of the finest. :But \'/hen the kid.s are gone, it's hard to recapture

the old enthusiasm.

In desperation, the Cl~istmas shopping ends up with a gaudy necktie for Aunt

Agatha and sundry checl~s for ~~e others, one way of dodging painful selection and

crowded counters. Then if one sits down and just waits for the days to pass and

the rush to subside, it is like putting his finest impulses on ice, where they will

shrink indefinitely.

One way to avoid this catastrophe is to pick out some kids who are still

YO\Ulg enough to see Santa Claus behind every chimney and trJr to malee their eyes

shine. In other words, some personal effort to please someone who will appreciate

it makes Christmas real.

A bit of fun for anyone on Christmas is to throw a party. Not the sophisti-

cated kind where the guests have to be urged to come, but an informal feast for

those who would otherwise find Christmas just another day. Clear the snow from a

spot on the ground or, better yet, fix a board on a tree or post. Decorate it as

much as you like--there will be no criticism.

The banquet can be as simple or as elaborate as you ''/ish. :Brea.d crumbs are

acceptable or grain of some sort either cracked or whole. If you want to outdo the

neighbors, suet may be melted and mixed with sunflower seeds or raisins. If the

(l.{ore)



number of courses is important, they may be served separately without allY special
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preparation. A penny's worth of h~~burger is an appropriate item for some guests.

For dessert, chopped nuts of any kind, some scraps of fruit, a lettuce leaf or

some celery tops, even if they are frozen, may be served by a discriminating host

or hostess.

There will be no need to issue invitations. ~le guests will arrive, sometimes

in considerable numbers. ~lhite breasted nuthatches, hairy and downy woodpeckers,

chickadees or the ubiqui tous (I like that word) English sparrows. General Blue Jay

may condescend to honor the feast with his presence, cocked hat and all, but he'll

insist that it be an officer 1.s mess for the time being at least and chase all the

less brassy personnel to seats in the ga11er.7 while he eats his fill.

The guests will even pay for their entertainment. They will arrange a floor

show, furnish their own music, demonstrate the latest techniques in aviation and

stage a wonderful exl1iJition of acrobatics and tight wire balancing. ~ey may

quarrel among themselves (I wonder whether they learned that from humans); but

none of them will c~iticize the food, the service, or make remarks about their

host.

As the bond salesmen used to tell us, it's a good investment~ 'ihere else can

you get a dollar show for 2 or 3 cents? The guests are always grateful and will

pay for winter entertainment by scavangillg insects from your garden and trees for

nine months of the year, with no strikes, sitdowns or lockouts. They m~· even
.

leave a tip now and then in the for~ of a beautifUl, tntricately made feather

which appears most wonderful under a microscope or as explained in the enoyclopedia.

It1s good fun to plB¥ Santa Claus for our feathered friends.

-----R, E. Hodgson, Superintendent

Souunesst Exper1ment Station, Waseca
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reace 8~d Good Will

It was a Merry mlristmas in many American homes this year. So many families

have been united again, with service men home for the Holidays. Can you imagine

the plea~ure of turning from the grim business of killing, to the thrill of seeing

a new dolly in a baby's arms or helping Junior set up his electrical train?

A lot of men spent the first Christmas with ~leir little ones, and they'll

never forget it. What a contrast with their recent activities! Can anyo~e want a

better argument for the banishment of :fUture wars? Do those fathers want to see

their sons grow up to be soldiers - or football players? It isn't hard to choose,

but it may tw~e some effort to bring it about.

In many homes, too, there was a vacant chair which can never be filled. In

such cases there can only be memories of Christmas past. Do any of those saddened

families want another war? If we could only believe that nations and people had

learned tileir lessons, even though it was the hard way, this would indeed be a

season of rejoicing.

But what evidence do we see that people have come to realize the futility of

belligerence? Little wars, at home e~d abroad, continue. ~1ere is still the same

attitude of "Give me mine ll regardless of consequences. Oonciliation, give and

teke, compromise, adjustment, mutual understanding and helpfu~less are words only.

Everyone uses them glibly, but most factions, groups, organizations and individuals

make little effort to practice th.ose age-old requirements foreff.ective cooperation.

(More)
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this world, One can see it all around, particularly at Christmas. Somehow we just

manage to keep our shoulders loaded with chips and bristle at everybody, certain

that they are out to skin us.~ We are sure everyone else is a liar, a wastrel or a

hide bound ignoramus and whatever he says, we're lIaginlJ it. Individuals and

nations are still at war.

Perhaps this Christmas is the turning point. Perhaps the old Christmas story

and the Christmas spirit will penetrate our spiney exterior and shine clear through

to the other side. We have finally learned hO\-l to destroy ourselves coml)letely

with atomic ener~r and now must either belmve ourselves or go back to savagery,

living in caves with fear and trembling.

We can use this nm/ source of energy for the co~mon good or destroy our

vaunted civilization by wholesalo disintegration of cities and nations. Just now

we think we have the secret, but all nations will follow our lead in using or

abusing its power. Now is the time to practice the Christianity we profess or

take the consequences.

The practice of the Golden Rule begins at home and from there spreads through

communities, cities, states and nations. May the pictl~re of peace as seen in

countless homes where families are reunited through the medium of the Christmas

story, little children and the well-trimmed tree, start a flood of goodwill big

enough to drown the bickering and animosity Wllich now disrupts our nntion, so

that all may unite in honest labor to produco the things which mnke life more

comfortable. Let us enter the New Year a united people, with Faith, Hope and

Charity as our guiding star.

~----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent

South~nat Experiment Station, Waseca
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Happy New Year

The war i~ over, and this is the beginning of a year of peace. Everyone should

be happy, enthusiastic and confident of the future. The celebration of the New Year

was cert~inly wilder and more noisy than ever before; so if that is any indication,

this should be a good year for everyone.

But a lot of paople woke up after the celebration with a headache and a hang-

over. Perhaps that is about what the whole nation is experiencing. We had a big

time during the hostilities. Everyone pitched in, making war munitions or using

them, and we got the job done without regard to the cost, the waste or what was go-

lng to happen later. Now we're beginning to take stock of What we have left when

the bands quit plaYing.

For one thing, we have an enormous public debt that will be a burden on every

one of us as long as we live. We have a super abundance of red tape, regulation and

a mess of rules concocted by innumeroble alphabeticnl bureaus which rose and shone

during the emergency. Now they are so reluctant to relinquish their power and their

pay checks that it will take energetic hoeing to get the big ~eeds out of the admin-

istrativG garden.

Then we have the War ideology to o.-ercome. Government money was easy and so

plentiful tha~ waste was not only condoned but encouraged. All along the line it

was approved practice to get while the getting was good and spend it before someone

took the buck~t aw~y. The old virtues of thrift, self denial and saving for a rainy

day have been forgotten and it will taka some tough going to bring them back. We're

in the hab! t ot l~tt~ng the gQvernr~el\t tun o\U' bUsineS\1 and .pend our money, pay our



in the long run will have to "make good all the giggle water with our own la·b~r,

bills and promise security, forgetting that we as individuals are the government and

Happy New Year
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Labor and management are like two mules with their hind ends together. kicking

the daylights out of each other. So far, no one seems to have made much progress in

turning them around so they can get their hoads together and walk off with the load

we all want moved. lJleanwhile politicians ate crossing and double crossing each other

as they try to run China and Japan in all directions, soothe the Russian~e[~. thurrili

their nose at the British Lion and persuade the South hnerican countries that we love

them most sincerely,

Oh. it's a great hangover all right, but this is a great nation, and lim confi-
,

dent that we'll muddle throllgh things somehbv~ if everyone keep s a sense of humor,

works hatd and plays squarei The old U.S.A~ is like a t~ee which has had the berk

chewed by rabbits, the limbs

Still it puts out new rootsj

,
broken by horses and the trohk i.nJured by wind
i ,
develops new limbs, patches the worn spots and

,md fire,

goes on

,
It was a grand celebration ~ and now for the tough job of getting the te[~u

hitched up agtdn, mending thG hf'.thess " getting the garden plowed and the grain hauled

tb town, May I ~ash you hll lots of hard work, some measure of success and great

happiness during 1946.

~----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Pa Takes a Trip

Everyone seems to have the itch to travel this year, so pa put some unrationed

gasoline in the surrey without any fringe on top and set out to see the country. He

~egan the journey all alone, but it wasn't long before hitch hikers, male and female,

filled up the seats and added to the conversation.

The first stop was Camp McCoy in Wisconsin; where Pop waited until a homesick

boy fresh frOm two years on an Aleutian rock had kissed the Colonel goodbye and se-

Vered his connection with the ar~. Carrie the car seemed to feel her oats with her

old friend at the wheel and acted as though she wanted to cut h few Capers~ Who

could blame her? We felt that way. tool

Our second day it was snowing and blowing, not an unusual thing for Nisconsin

in November, but the heater kept the windshield clean and had enough BTU's left to

warm us comfortably. We saw a bedraggled red ~ox climbing a steep bank after a

night of foraging and felt sorry for him, he seemed so ~et and unhappy. The road

squirmed around between hills until a snake would have been beWildered; but we felt

the worst kinks must be over when we saw a sign, II vVinding Road. II These signs are

usually placed near the end of the Winding.

As we skirted Chicago, we passed some enormous factories. Their parking lots

were empty, and we wondered how long it would take them to get busy making some of

the things we ~anted for peace. There seemed to be a great paint shortage for farm

bUildings as we crossdd northern Indiana, and the farms didn't seem too prosperous,

but when we turned south in Ohio, the land looked better, yards were as neat as a

new picket fence. fields '.vere clean and farmsteads looked prosperous.

(l-'Jore)



had fixed all by herself. Her husband had been allowed to come horne for Thanks-

At Dayton we found 1Via and helped eat a great turkey which our little gal Pegr-y

Pa Takes a Trip
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giving from the army hospital where he was recuperating from a plane crash, Their

11ttle boy expressed everyone I s feelings by dancing up and down wi th pleasure at all

the excitement and attention. Next day we visited Wright Field where the army had

all sorts of planes lined up for our inspection.

On the 7-Jay horne, We 'Ncntstraight west through Et more prosperous part of In-

diana and a less attractive part of Illinois. It seemed that in some places the

farms 1I1ere operated to support a fine home where gracious 1ivlng was possible. In

other sections the dumpy, shadeless, barren, windswept buildings were the minimum

requirements for the farm family who served the brand acres. We wondered how much

of this was due to difference in income and how much to habit and local custom..

He had all jumped across the Mississippi where it leaves Lake rtasca~ but we

used a long high bridge when we crossed at Burlington into the southeast corner of

the tall corn state. A lot of this particular section of Iowa was apparently set on

end instead of being rolled out smooth like the rest of the state. Ne saw the muni-

tions plant which covers 20,000 acres of choice farm land--all lying idle now, and

the big dam at Keokuk where they raise electric currents.

We began to feel at home again amid the vast corn fields through which we drove,

but almost everyone we talked with said that yields were low and moisture high.

~Vhere are all the bumper yields the government reports tell about? We didn't find

theml

And so home again after 2059 miles. Q~ring which the old Merk perked perfectly.

No trouble anywhere until the next morning when we discovered our first flat. We

saw a lot of country, but somehow our own back yard seemed more attractive than any-

thing we discovered alonG the highway.

-----R. ~. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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" By R. E ~ Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

University of Minnesota
Waseca, Minnesota

IVJinnesota's Climate

When it's 15 or 20 below zero or vvhen a capriciolls ,,",'ind is rearranging masses

of snowflakes into new and fantastic patterns, it wouldn't be difficult to find a

man or woman on the street who would make unkind remarks about Ninnesota weather.

At such times there aI'cl even those who contemplate sOiile balmier clime with consider-,

able longing and wonder when they can reach a stage of affluence permitting their

future sojourn in Florida or california,

'NeIll havo to admit that th",re are moments when lviinnesota winter weather 1s a

trifle uncomfortable, but even the inhabitants of California DQmit that on some few

occaSions they have a heavy dew which ruay temporarily dim the constant sunshine of

which they boast so freely. Even the best weather is not perfect (b.y human stan-

dards) when considered in too much detail.

If one dosires reassurance on the advantages of Minnesota cliwato, he should

listen to its p;raises as sung by sowe of the nati V,3 sons in the foxholes of New

Guinea or Okinawa. Many reports have come in relating instances where G.I.'s from

several states have been cl~sely associDted by the necessities of combat, and in

many cases they fell to discussing the relative merits of their respective home en-

vironment. So for no case has b~en recorded in which a Minnesota lad ever admitted

that Minnesota we£ither 'WiS other than idsl1l.

Of course the boys froID other states wer8 just as staunch in defending their

own particular set of conditions, which from. that distance, at least, seamed alSO.

lutely perfect. One may gather fr~u their convorsation thet they all wanted to b6

.,\ome, wherever that wae, rag,.rt\lelU of Pflilcipitation, e.ir n.ovem~nh or sunshine.
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Human beings are perhaps even more adaptable to their surroundings than arc

other animals. The boy raised on tha dasert has lenrned to cppreciate the adv8n-

tages of sand, scenery and sunsets. Espec1all;r from a distance, he can remember all

the good things about it and easily overlook the parts which wera less plaasant.

So our boys from Minnesota boasted their fair share ~bout the fun of wint~r

sports, fishing through the ice, their 10,000 lakes nnd the infinite vnriety of the

topography, the trees, the crops and the ;venther. They made [1 good story of it, but

probably convinced no one but themselves, It's a good thing we don't all want the

same thing or California would still be a desert,

There are a lot of boys home now who will appreciate their nation, their state,

their community and their homes as never before.. They have seen the steaming jun-

gles of the South Pacific, the meager returns for labor in Europe and something of

other states in the U.S.A. Now they want only to be left alone to enjoy beil~ home.

Let's help them make that home as good as they dreamed it was while they were away.

-----R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Boys Are Coming HOlIle

v~ stacks of letters tell the story of boys in the service who have been sta~

tioned in many states and on every foreign front. Of course troop movements, engage-

ments and discussions of strategy were prevented by censorship~ but the letters re-

vealed a lot between the lines.

They told about being howesick and discouraged, with all individuality lost.

They expressed impatience with the "Hurry up and wait II methods of the armed forces

and eagerly looked forward to getting the job done as quickly as possible. There was

not one word of objection to hardship, danger. or action. T'ne fester it went,. the

sooner they could get home.

Now a considerable number of the boys are back. Their first reaction is that of

being gloriously glad to change from a number in an endless line to the status of an

indiviQual who can st~y out all night if he wishes or wear red sox and a plaid shirt.

Then the bumping begins. Civilian clothes are hard to find. He can't alw~ys get

steak when he feels in the lliood. Prices seem terrificnlly high after the ar~y can-

teen, and nobody seems to give a hang whether hels supplied or not.

Married men bump into th8 housing shortage. Old jobs look small ufter the op-

erations of which they Lave been a part. It's a little hard to make the sudden

transition from folloWing minute orders governing each necessary move to planning

everything for themselves. The difficulty of adjusting varies of course with each

man, but for all it U there to a certain extent,

Some comulunities are do1ng ~ fine Job of helping returned veterans get off to a

good st~t, that want nt) lnt111ycoq.dUng, b~t 1I0rnl,4t1met'j B ~1 ttl, halp in planning for

(Mora~



those who are at loose ends and hardly kno'Vwhere to start will save a lot of wested

effort and disappointl;Jtmt. It will prevent a lot of ex-GI's from feeling that they

:~
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are like the surplus shlps. Nothing was too good for th8ffi when there was danger of

enem,y bullets, but now that the emergency is over, they are discarded by an ungrate-

ful public to rust on the junk pile.

A great m~y returned service men want to start some small business of thdir

own. That's the good old American spirit, but our pr<3sent rules, regulations and

ritual ma.kes the going pretty tough. The red tape, the inertia of governmental set-

ups and the vague wording of our la"'18 often wear out enthusillsm before the real job

is begun. Business men who have been through the mill can often be most helpful.

This country needs to get back to t"Jork and wost people are willing and amt10us

to grease the wheels and keep them rolling. We ryant clothes, cars, machinery and

all the thousands of other things we could have if only a few parasites who throw

monkey wrenehes could be exported to some uninhabited island Hnd forgotten.

Oh. we'll muddle through and somehow weIll get going again~ but we certainly do

things the hard way. The boys won the war and perhaps they can clean up the present

mess, but we owe them a lot more than they'll ever get from a selfish America•

......---R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast ~xp~riment Station, Waseca
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Near the Road's 3nd

\

Fifteen years ago, John was pretty well fixed_ He '!\Tas r. fDrmer nbout 65 y,JDr

old who had title to more than 1500 ecres of good, productiva lJlinnesota land. He and

his wife had worked hard, raised a big family and by thrift, good management and con-

siderable skill developed a very lliodest start into what looked like runple prosperity.

But old timers will remember that around 1930 '!1e enjoyed what was called a IIde-

pression." That was the polite tarzn. It was a catastrophe, a debacle, an unmiti-

gated disaster for thousands and thousands of people, sometimes because thJY had gone

wild in speculation but often through no fault in planning or operation. Values as

expressed in dollars simply shrank almost over night. In trying to save one piece

of property, all too often other assets ware involved and the whole business was re-

duced to ashes.

SOIlle people couunitted suicide when their fortunes were washed out. Some turned

bitter and l~V on their backs with feet in the nir, squalling for help. Some few

got rich on other's misfortunes. It evas a time of trial by fire where the good and

bad inherent in mankind were stripped bare for all to see. It ~as a time of heroism.

cowardice, tears, heartache and surprises.

Old John, who had lived his life, run his farm and made a most comfortable stake

for his old age, was caught in the hurricane. His empire fell like a stack of cards,

and at 69 he was left with a wife, two daughters of middle age unmarried and perhaps

$300 in cash.

No man under like circ~s~afieee coul~ be blamed tor feeling licked, but John just

wasn1t lickable. R_ rafii.d a f~r~ in hno~~.r state and tin!llf borro.ed $2000 to buy

(More)
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80 acres, half of whicJ- was good farm land. He who had been so proud of his fine

stock, his larE"e, well kept farmstead, his modern machinery and big operations, had

a few tumble-down sheds, a tin,y hrJusa and '7'1hat looked like a big debt.

Ten years passed, while John and his daughter worked hard. His wife could

hardly move with rheumatism, but her mind ~as agile, she kept her humor and uu1de a

home~ The debt was paid, improvements made and money again in the bank. At 80 John

decided to let up a little. The farm now sold for $10,000 and John has enout~h to

let him "retire" - if such men ever do sit down arid rust. Illl bet he finds some-

thing to do, wherever he is~

As might be expected, John is full of fun, loved by his neighbors, who would do

just anything for him, a model of iunerican spirit and ideals. As one man put it,

lIJohn would rather lose $100 than beat anyone out of a nickel. II

It has been a long road and not an easy one, but as he and his good wife near

the end, they are not afraid, but happy and contented after years well spent. News-

papers are full of the ~hoop-ta-do of modern life. but it's John and his like who

keep this nation balanced. It is a privilege to salute him.

-----R. •• Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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The Q.ueen Is Dead
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It was a long tine ago when Eud came home from school with a pup in his arms

and "lith perfect assurance said, \Iyou 'tlouldn't let n good dog starve, would you,

Hother? II Someone had vwn ted to get rid of a pup.

The little collie developed into u good family dog that looked after all of the

children, took part in their games, ...lent on their hikes and hunting expeditions,
,

pulled them on their sled (under protest) and didn't bark at cars. Sheohrcsed wild v

rn.bbi ts and sometimes caught them, but patiently supervised the ct'.re of rabbi ta,

guinea pigs, goats, ponies and 811 the other pets kids collect.

Once \.,.hen the boys had trouble hitting the pheasnnts, Chunie chased up, she

found a dead one in the brush and brought it to them. She was alw~s friendly to

everyone, but roused the family if stock got loose, night or day. She was a much

respected womber of the family.

When Bud left for the Army, Chunie mopo& for a few d~~s ~d then attacllod her~

self to Pop o.nd became his shadow. i'iherever he went about the farm, she o.lvuws had

to ride in the truck or car, but onl:r once followed. tOi'Tard to\m. As she \-lent into

her thirteenth year, she showed signs of age. She became too stiff to jump into the

truck and too deaf to hc:'.r cars approaching. Even her sight begnn to fail and \'Ie

knew she couldn l t last much longer. All hoped she would be at home to welcome :Bud

w"hen he returned from his Aleutian duty, and we did enjoy tha.t reunion.

On a cold I'loonlight night, :Bud went out and shot five rabbits to give her n

supply of unrntioned meat, but Chunio didn1t go with him. ~1e wagged her tail b1rt

chose her usunl evening snooze close to Dad's easy chair. Next morninG Ghe ate half

a rabbit, .bu;rying the reat\~1nder agnin\\\ h time of futuro neod, rolled in the sno\'1 and
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"'and then went to '\the off-l: ce to find Pop.

through the froz-on ground, but sho VTaS Inid

and Het.'1er could get there.

t couldn1t rise. Dad went to help her. but she fell down,

He let her in and :;:16 lay dovln beside his desk r.1.S usu8.l. Just before noon sho

to make the sign, "Here lies Shadow.

aw~ where so m~' pets are t in the woods theJr loved to roam, besid.e the

tombstone Shorty had arranged years ago, ~b~~f a gallon of red implement paint
"

He ,;"laS a ni ce ~ ty. II Me ther, Bud and POl')

It was sorrowful work.

got up on her

had one spasm

l

felt almost as though they were burying a member of the f~~y and wished the girls

could have been home from tile University.

So passed another pet, one that has been ~entioned frequently in '~ese stories,

and we 'were sorry to see her go. At the snme time, we vlere thankful that lr€~ going
',,-

was quick and merciful, grateful for her years of service, companionship and de~~

---l
i

tion to her family.

Some people have said that th13:r do not \vnnt pets, because their going loaves

such a hard gap to fill. We have always felt that death was a part of our pot's

existence, fully to be expected nnd oven welcomed when the infirmities of old age

impaired the zest for living. Certainly our lives have b~en enriched by their as-

sociation nnd we have learned much from them. EaC:.'1 pet has given us much pleasure

and some sorrow. We only hope that they found us a Good famil~! to live \lith \ihere

they found much affection and just treatmvnt.

Two other pets went just before Gnunie. Our Coco cat went out to hunt and has

not been seen since, so we fear some accidont has befallen her. We ~~ve hunted high

and low for fear she might be shut in some building, but have novel' found her. Then

Beetle-Brain, her youngest kitten, sudde~ly bocc~uo ill and diad, so that last Christ-

mas, for the first time we can romomber, we were both cntless nnd dogless, ar. odd

state of affairs for this family. Only Hoppity th8 canary was left.

Of course, SUcl1 a condition couldn't last long, so for her Christmas prosent,

Mother roceived n ~11n, scared Siamese kitten from a Minneapolis pet shop. NoUling

could have planse he-tomoro. In dua t:t1:1e 'he new cat "Was named Nokia-because she is
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more or less coffee color and Nother lil:ed Mokie better than Nocha.

This vleek the story is, liThe Q,ueen is Dead." Next ,;reek weIll hnve ~other story

about Ilets-"Long Live the King."--Yes, we have a pup to train. Chunie 1 s successor

is on the throne-when he lsn I t in the doghouse.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Sou~least Xb~eriment Station, W~seca

.'
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Long Live the King

I twas snm-ling, blo\vine and cold, but Bud, Shorty, vThy, Bea and I \'lere "Herking ll

home from the Twin Cities. On the way we had to pass Donald Finger's collie farm

near Dundas and we needed a new dog to tru(e Chuniels ?lace. It would have been sim

ple, except that Nother had stated most em:phaticD.ll~r \'lhen I left, tll~o\'l donlt bring

a pup home with you. ~h:d t until \,fD,rm wtlather so it can run outside."

Here was a committee on selection which might not be assembled an~ available

again for who knows how long, what with ~le kids all at the U. Oh, we thought up a

hundred reasons \'Thy we should have a nO\'T pup, or at least stop and look at thorn.

Finally, the road sign came in sight, and the old Hark suddenly took the bit in her

teeth and turned in. Bud said he just couldn't hold her out in tho road.

There were collies and kids swarming allover the place. Donald said the

neighbors wore all thero, and I donlt bl~e them. ~fuat a place to spend a Saturd~

afternoonl There must have been 40 dogs barking and all the older onos, outside the

pens, were romping wi th the kids. All of Us \,rero Jlaving fun.

Every member of the committee made several choices, but fin~lly Shorty convinced

us that hers was the one and only because the whito marking on it s f~ce w~s bilat-

erally symrnetricnl. Anywrw she, Wh~T nnd Ben hnd the pupp~r in the Cm' and all read~r

to go, so tile matter seem to be settled. The new Xing of Burgerville wns fivo

weoka old, was o.,ting pablum mld eg~;s o.nd should be inoculated for distempor in n.no-

thor month or so. Thon we headed for home.

All the rest of the way to the ranch, discussion centered on how to convince

Mother that this particulnr pup was absolutely essential to her well being at this

particular time. Plans wora mad~, N1d when tho gong trooped into the kitchen, Budl _
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set ihe box on the floor, we culprits all linked nrms and sang~

"Ha-ma, do not be anGry,

MaMma, we tried to do right,

Ha...mn, 11ft u.p the cover,

See \'!hat vl0 brought you tonii.:;h t, II

February 26 1946

By that time a long slin collie nose nnd shoebutton ~.res were poeking out from

under the lid and of course Mother adopted the newbv~ir, just as we e~octed sho

Mokie, the new Siancss kitten, didn't think so mucl1 of the idea, $le growled

feroei~usly. spit in a most unladyliko nlMnOr and leaped to the back of a chair,

her hair on end, tail swollen to throe times normal size and a fierce glnro in her

eyes, . It WO,g almost a week before she and the pup \-lere rolling ~vor and ovor in

play,

Then Peggy cace home for a visit, bringing her boy, now 20 mcnths old, and his

dog, Dusty. Mokie had trouble allover again but soon accepted the situation, and

baby, dog, pup a,nd ca-t kept us all lnughing. Ttfe were hunting for a name, of ceurso,

and a hundred had been suggested. ::Bud had an idea that Mont~· would be nbout right.

M~ther started ealling him Mister] without any very spocific reason. Dad liked

Lnddie.

In due time the right name turned'up. Ric~' took the pup in his lap ,and when

the ba.by teeth begnn to chew his h<md he looked up with n. grin. "Shar.rpff WD.S his

cotm1snt. ond so now the ne,'! menber of the fa.'11ily is coIled Hister Sharp. '\~e hope

that applies te his mind as well as his teeth. Touorrow ni~ht all the kids will be

h(')t1e, nnd we III settle the argunent over a pnn of popcorn and probably nano th~ pup

with due ceremony~

Mistor Shn.rp is verI well behlwed for such a 11ttle fellow a.."ld is leO-rning fast.

He follows through the snOt'1 out to the barn but likes bGst to INl.! in the ofnco <1.S

Ohunie used to do. His fnvor1 te place is beside the desk, and just now he r s bet,.,een

LW feet, oontentodly chewing on the o\~f of my pants. He was lonesono the first

'ooup1e ~f :nights nnd er-ied. ~ome. but he ''le1g~d.at potmds on Februar.r 1 and ...Ii th
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[mother nontht's education, his nnnnors should bo beyond reproach. He'll have to be

a good dog to fill Chuniets plnee, but ~1ose who rend these yarns will probably

hear Dore of his experiences.

Long live the King of ~urgervillo.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
SoutheD.st ExporitlOnt Stntion, ~7aseca
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Planning the Planting

It's almost time to grease up the drill and start rolling in the small grain,

so each farm manager has decided or is choosing just which crops will contribute

the most to a satisfacto~~ net return next December on his partioular acres.

~ and pasture us~ly receive first consideration, with considerable room

for choice among alfalfa, brome, clover, tirAothy or combination of these crops'.

Plans can be made for some sudan grass to piece out a blue grass pasture in hot,

dry weather (in case we get some this year). The possibilities of rotational gra-

zing m~ be considered, and it might be advisable to fertilize, disk, reseed or

otherwiso improve that old sod-bound exercise lot.

Probably COrn will next be n"tl'.aled. and an adapted hybrid of mown usefulness

chosen for each field. Willit be checked or drilled.? What spacing will give maxi-

mum returns? ShoUld we put fertilizer III the hills, and, if so, what formula is

best? Whero can we get reliable seed? How much seed and fertilizer will be needed?

\~ill it be advisable to grow more or less than we had last year?

Tho rest of the land will be used for small grain. Is barley a good bet this

year? It might make some enrly hog feed if corn continues to be as scarce as it is

now, but then it shouldn't be planted on corn ground because there it is more likely

to have scab, nnd scabby barley is poison for hogs. Wisconsin 38 and the v~riety

known as ilL" are high in yield, but the 38 has n ~lea.k straw nnd "L" is worse. :Both

are good for malting. Then there is some of the new Mars which has been turned

down as a malting bafley but has the stiffest strnw of any variety so far discovered.

Almost every faro plants soue oats. and Vicland or Tama will probably 'be the

best bet. There is little or no differenco between, ther.t. Those tall heads which
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stick up and look bad haven't been entirely eliminated by any known method of puri-

ficntion, it seoas, but they do little dnonge in a foed crop. Clinton is n new ono

from Iowa that looks very promising, but it's hard to get any soed out of the state

where the taU corn grows. Ajax is a northorn variety that uay be injured by snut

or cro\'tn rust.

In the western part of the stnte, mon will be thinking about fl~~ and choosing

between Red\dub' Bb'ing nnd Koto. All b.c.·we fau! ts but perhaps not as nD..'1Y as other

vnrieties in southerr- Minnesota. Fnrther east, soybeans may tnke tho place of flax

as a cash crop bec~use they nrc less risJ~·. Hnbnro is tho old st~dnrd variety

which the fanJers like because of yield, stnnding ability nnd earliness, but the

processors cnn1t {;iye it a kind word "Docnuse it runs a little lowor in oil th~'1

does the Manchu.

A nO\'l vnriety called Otta\'la MancLtrin has boen yielding riGht up wi th Habaro,

produces nore oil, and is about 10 d,~s enrlier. Its st~1ding ability is unquos-

tioned, but it doesn1t get very tall. At least it's worth further trial. Most of

the Mandarin varieties nre even worse than Hubnro for oil, but the Ottawa strain

seens to excoll in this respect.

Spring wheo.t is not an ioportnnt crop in southern Hinnesota. A nunbor of folks

vlould like to find n variety of ~uc..'IJ. uaturit:l thn.t it could be gro1tm with Viclnnd

oats, but present selections are too l~te. If winte~ wheat is drunaged, Vicl~'1d can

be seeded on the field early and the Gaps filled with aRts instead of weeds.

So the decisions n.re uado for each field, find proparations go forward to corry

out the plN1s effectively. Soon the good seed will go into woll prepared Ground

and frOM then on. weather will decide tho scoro.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast EA~erinent Station. Waseca
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They Love the Land

Farmers are funny people.. They plug along in the dirt, ~rear after yeo.r, break-

ing their backs to raise another crop which may or nay not pay for the twine. Some

of them put up with kerosene lights and outdoor plumbinr;, a."ld Ma lugs all the water

to the house in a pail, while her city sister gossips at the cawing circle•.

. Pa often has as much investment as the "business men" he bu.ys froo, and he

risks it year after year on the weather's caprice. tVhen he coes get a crop. every-

one else does, too, and the bottom drops out of the market. He pays the other fel-

low's price when he buys and accGpts whatever the other fellow chooses to pay vrllen

he sells. It's a hard, risky, dirt~! and sometimes c1.c.ngcrous occupation. \f.ny does-

nIt he move to town and get a job?

A great many farmers have done just that. The cities DIe constantly refilled

from the farms o~ they would soon be empty. ~len so, a lot of families stay right

on the old home ~uarter and fight it out. Just why are they so foolish?

Perhaps instinct or inheritance can account for much of it. Rare~y n city boy

goes back to the farm. Most of ~e lpnd is operated by men and women who have work-

ed the land for generations and have it in their blood. They like the froedom of

being able to choose what their tasks shall be and \-,hen they must do them. They

have more independence of action and do more independent thinking than thoir bro-

thaI'S on the C shift.

Probably the cilia! reason men nnd women stay with tho farm is the old pioneer

glory in matching wits and work agr'..inst Nature's reluctance to release her carefully

hoarded fertility. They know that flood, lightning, hurrica"lo or d~routh nay snatch

the :p:r~za whon it is almost wi thin their hand, but they also 10l0W the deep s['"tisfac-
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tion of harvesting a bountiful crop, raising some fine animals or mru{ing a barren
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There is a profound sense of accomplishment in doing a job well 3Ud soeing the

rewards accULnllate in nater1nl things which can be felt, used and appreciated. The

city man nay have $1.000 in the bank and tho farmer $1,000 in a cow. ~ne noney in

the bank may be a safer investment, but tAO farmer has the greater ploasure ad~

rliring his pot--nnd trying to raiso a $1,000 c0.1f.

The farmer a..~d his ,dfe can have every convenience thoir city brother enjoys

so far as living comfort is concerned. A young couple just starting out a~y have to

do without some things, but that mUkes success all tho nore wort~ striving for.

Hours are longer, it is true, but a strollb nan ''lith a goe..1 in sight feols irri tated

when <tarkness cones. If labor leads to Rcllievor.lent nnd satisfaction, it becones a

g~e during ~nlich clocks and cRlendnrs are forgotten.

So it is that some people prefer to live in til0 city and sone country folks

wouldn't trade places with theu for gold. There are others, too. who feel that any

change would be for the better. We're all a bit queer, but isn't it good that we

don't all want the SD.t10 thing at the sane tine? See what nylon stockings did to

the wonenl

--R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experi~0nt Statio~, W~seca
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F..adishes to the Rescue

"If you think for one minute that lim going to break m~r back, wear the skin off

my knees and live on headache pills, just fussing and worrying over a couple of measJ.y

radishes that can be had at any roadside stand for a nickel, you can hurry up and for-

get it. All of the labor, the fertilizer, the spray material, the tools, the water,

gadgets and plants I've lavished on that tough, crusty, weed-infested patch of qtk~ck

grass would buy garden tru~~ from now until Bussia invites tourists to Moscow.

"All the worms, bugs, caterpillars, beetles, flies, leaf hoppers, centipedes,

and moths in southern Minnesota are hopefully sitting on their little tails waiting

for me to plant some seed for them. Then they'll rally by armies, crawling, creeping,

hopping, flying, sailing, and galloping to bite, gnnw, nibble, rend, tear, rmd devour

the tender plants as they come up. If they don't have teeth, they suck the snp and

poke the leaves full of holes. Do they ever attack weeds or quack grass? No, they

can pick out little useful plants before their own mothers would knO\'1 them.

"1 can just imagine every weed seed th~t ever matured, resting in that little

gare-en patch, \orai ting until I stir tho ground and \1ear blisters on my hands leveling

it off so they can get a head start on my garden stuff. They must float around in

the air hunting for gardens to drop in. Surely I haven't let so mc...."lY get away from

me in the past four yoars. Maybe the Indians planted them nnd they're just getting

around to grow.

"Then there are the b11'ds. Do they hop around and eat the big, bad bugs the'

\oray theyt re supposed to do? The robins eat the angleworms that help to ma'ce the soil

better. The blackbirds and blue jays hang around and wait until the strawberries nnd

raspberries are ripe to beat me out of my hard-earned fr.a.i t. Then when the corn is



almost ready to use, they tear open the shucks and mess up the ends of every ear.

Some folks say they're after the worms there, but they certainly spoil more corn than

cra\i'lers. It is a pleasure. though, to hear them sing and it's fun to watch them
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while I'm working. ~ey think tiley're helping a lot.

"Eesides. it would be a shame to let a fmi bugs and weeds chase me out of my own

garden patch. Those peas last fortil of July were certainly a treat and the new

potatoes with them didn't hurt the appetite either. It was fun to have tomatoes

before Harry did, and the sweet corn we froze beats the canned product all hollow.

I almost had the quack licked last fall. and it would be a crime to let it get

started again.

lilt is sort of fun planti:..lg the stuff. I guess there's something about spring

ond nice mellow dirt that appe:us to us all. If I don't do some gorden work. I'll

have to think up something else for exercise. l~aybe I'm getting fnt and lazy Md

should do something about my girlish figureo It seems sort of senseless to lie on

your back and wave your arms and legs the ,..ay the ""omon in some of the papers say we

should do. Golf is good exercise, but a set of clubs and the ground fees would cost

more than e~l the seeds and garden equipment I've ever bought. ~1ight as well be

doing something useful.

"Maybe if I I d buy a wheel hoe it would take some of t..'l1e disagreeable labor out

of it. That spro.yer I got lest summer is a dandy. a.."'ld it \iould be wasteful not to

use i to They s~ some of these new bug sprays '....ork wonders. Then there was that

special vuriety of tomatoes I wanted to try. Golly, wotLldnlt Harry and Joe crow if

they got ahead of ne this year? I'd never hear the last of it.

"Ha - ~:ha·~ did you do with the seed catalogue?

-- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast ~~eriment Station, Waseca
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Interior Decorations

It must be discouraging for lambs to try to get fat when their stomachs are fur

lined with millions of little worms all st~~ding on end with their heads buried in

every blood vessel, sucking up the red corpuscles "as fast as they are made. The poor

lambs can eat, drink, and die, but they're not likely to be merry or make their

owners any too happy ov~r tho net returns from the sheep project.

According to the book, stomach worms are carried over winter largely in the

interior of older sheep. When the ewes are turned out on grass, the worm eggs are

spread with the feces, hatch in a fe"". d.a\vs if the weather is warm and climb up on a

blade of grass.

Most of our lambs are ·here no"., or soon "lill be, and one of their first experi-

ments will be to chew up a lot of green grass. If the stomach worm larvae are on the

grass, they will go along down the gullet into stotlach No. 1 a..."ld are soon ready to

start feeding.

I've never been inside of a live sheep's stomach with a microscope. Probably

the light wouldn't be too good anyway, so I'll just make a guess that the egg cysts

wash off the grass before it comes up in cuds for rechewing. If they are rechowed,

a lot of poor infant worms must suffer an early death, but somehow a lot of them get

through stomachs No.2 and 3 into No.4 or the true stomach.

Ordinary carbohydr~tes, fats, and proteins, are digested in sheeps' stomachs,

but the little worms are tough babies who thrive on enzymes, bile, and pancreatic

juices which are strong enough to disintegrate tough fibre but only make the wormies
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grow faster. Soon they've bored tileir way through the stouach lining to soue capil-

lary where their heads can gulp in lamb blood and t:leir egg laying tails can \,lave

gaily at the passing paradee

When enough worms are assembled, the lambs \'1111 begin to look pained and peaked.

Their skin will be more of a faded. lavender color t..1.8,n a pink, heal thy, \{ool-growing

epidermis. The lambs will probably 6.ril1k a lot, perhaps trying to c.xm"n either the

worms or t.l],eir sorrows and man~r \'/ill give up the struggle, taldng their revenge on

the worms by dying \1ith them•

.. Usually the lambs don l t shm'/ much effect from worms until about July, but right

no\'/ is the time their stomachs are loading up unless the o\'mer takes steps. step

one is to treat the ewes before their l~~bs are born. Cooper sulphate or phenothia-

zine nre usually recommended. These poisons nre given in doses which experience has

shown are not quite strong enough to kill the sheep, but still enough to oako the

unsuspecting worms as sick as possible. A worm }dlled 1n Nk~OO can l t infect an April

pasture.

Step No.2 is to keep the lambs on clean pasture - where sheep didn l t leave

stomach worm eggs last fnll. Theoreticall~r, they nren l t supposed to live through our

cold wintors, but I suspect that some of them do. Steps 3, 4, 5, rold 6 are to move

the sheep to a clea.."l pasture about ever:r tw'o \1eeks n.ll SUI.:'lLler. This is often hard

to do, but oven if the land has to be used nore than once, it helps to nove every two

weeks and give the sun and rain n chance to clean things up a bit before the sheep

come back.

The last stop is to dose the lnrills if necessary. Some people nix phenothiazine

with the salt, hoping that the Innbs will cat enou~l to bother the wonJs. If trouble

is suspected, it nny be advisable to give cnch lnob a drench to reduce his internal

population. This ca'Yl ·ce repeated ever:,r 30 dnys, but it's hard. on the lnobs. Preven-

t10n is preferable to curo.

-- R. ~. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experinent Stntion, Waseca
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Grafts, Grafters, a ..1.d Grafting

Rubber trees, native to South America. do not yield as heavily as some of the

best clones from the South Pacific. There are str~ins that have good roots and ~~ere

are selections whose leaves and twigs are resistant to disease, so the rubber growers

worked out an unusual plan to capitalize on all this information.

First they grow little trees from cuttings of tile most thrifty roots ~~ey can

find. When these babies are well started, they whack off the tops a..'1d graft, in

place of them, a bud or cion from some tree or trees noted for their high yield of

latex. When the tree gets going again, it has a thrifty root, a high yielding sta~

and a top that will surely be Idlled by disease as soon as the youngster nears matur-

ity.

When the stem or trunk has reached sufficient height, the top is again removed

and a bud or cion substituted from one of the trees high~ resistant to disease.

Thus we h..'1.ve tJ:1.ree tree'; in one, root, trtUll-c, and canopy, eac.l], shmving genetic differ-

onces valuable to man, 'but all working as a uz:i t for his profi t and pleasure.

It would be interesting to know who first discovered and who perfected the art

of grafting. Its origin is lost in antiquity, but its usefulness to man is apparent

whenever we eat fruit, admire roses or gather nuts from trees of named varieties. It's

such a simple thing; just place the cambium layer of the cion or bud so that it comes

in contact with the similar area in the growing plant. prevent movement and keep it

from drying out until a callus has developed.

Of course, the wood to be joined must be compatible. Apple to apple or plum to
•

plum is fairly easy, but pine on maple wouldn't have a chance. Even \-Then the ,,,ork

is carefully done and everything seems O.K., tho grafts don't alwt\Vs grow.. For



instance, I could boast about putting a dozen cions on ~pple trees \ihere they all
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grew, but someone migr... '.; find out that live spent five years trying to graft hickor-

ies and walnuts with success ranging frOD 20 ?er cent to O.

Iv10st of our fruit trees are grafted during the winter in ctorage cellars. Young

seedlings are fall dug uno. stored. Then they are "vlOrked" during the winter, lined

out the following spring, and aftor a year or two to establish a good top, they nre

ready for sale. Once in a while the graft doesnlt grow and a shoot from the root

takes its place wi~~out being noticed. Then the purchaser doesnlt get the kind of

apple he asked for.

Another thing which has caused I!lisunderstanding is when an applo tree freezes

down to the root or is eaten off by rabbits. If the new shoot which cones up happens

to be from the root insteud of the gr~ft, of course the nursery i'l'hich sold the stock

is a crooked outfit and everyone is ~dviseu to st~y away fran then. Most nurseries

are anxious to correct a mistn.l:e the~r 111..'1.y have nncle, but the~, get tired of feeding

the f~merls livestock for hiD.

There ore so DmlY "~nds of grafts, it i'l'OuJ.d. take another page to nnr.le then.

If you're intere~tcd or if the kids \'lant SOl':lC fun, get a University :Bulletin* on

grafting, s...~arpen up a knife n..Tld try your l"Ltck. Itls a fascinating skill to nn.ster

and not too difficult for anyone who will follow sinple directions. Not every

attempt will be successful, but it 1 s f~Tl to have one tree with u dozen different

kinds of apples on it.

*Grafting, ~J Weir, ]L~tension Folder #132

- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southoast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Pains for Profit
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If the storJ of profitable hog production was summarized under four headings,

they might be listed as: 1. Disease and parasite prevention, 2. Proper nutrition,.

3. Sensible management, and 4. Productive breeding. Producers ~ disagree on the

relative importance of these factors ~~t certainly inattention to the first two will

make ineffective even the highest performance of three and four.

Most of us Imow a lot more about raising hogs than we use. In the rush of other

work, details are too often neglected and the results are unpleasant. It has been

•
reported on reliable authority that one-third of the pigs born alive, die before

they become hogs, and that about half of tho hogs marketed do not make a profit for

their owners. This is a terrific waste, and the ~~ on the sidelines naturally

thinks formers are a lot of >"Jeak sisters because they don't do better.

The man in the midclle of the barnyard has a different viewpoint. He knows what

should be done, but machinery breaks down, fields must be worked and plCUlted, cows

must be milked a,.."d he just can1 t do everything at once. He hasn 1t time or strength

for more than the most pressing jobs a..."a oareful hog management slips. Add to all

this the difficulty of getting concentrates to balance the ration and the pigs have

to get along the best they can, just as their owner does. Lots of information is

available on how to d~ things. What ~~e farmer needs is a short course on how to

get eve~rthing done at once when the sprir-g rush is on and the hired man hk~s left

to get married.

The surprising thing is the large number of farns where swine sanitation, nutri-

tion and management are carried out well. These Den, who have mnstered the first

three points, are in a position to benefit f~om broeding hogs with a hi&~er
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potential ability to use favorable environment. Our purebred breeders have made tre-

mendous improvements in st-line and no one will question that present desirability and

future achievements are ::ased on their good vlOrk. ]ut just as they a"1.de better hogs

from the original wild stock. there m~· be ax opportunity to tnke another step by

combining the good points found in popular breede.

Ten years ago the University of ~tlnnesota published a bulletin (Special 180)

showing the advantages of cross breeding which combined the good qualities of Durocs,

Polands, and Cheaters. Sinco then, they hk~ve gone a little further by crossing in

breeding and crossing again, a prograo whicll rou&~ follows the processes involved

in naking hybrid corn and perni ts Dare careful selection of the pnrticular characters

desired. As in hybrid corn, considerable success has been realizod.

The ain in breeding for production is to Genbine genes superior for the five

essential characters, which are:

1. Fertility - adequate nULlbers of pigs farrowed.

2. 1ivabili ty - a high percentage aliva nna thrifty ?-t weaniP.g.

3. Econony of gain - sone.hore around ZOO to 350 pounds of feed for 100 pounds

4. Rapid gains - litters averagi~~ 200 pounds or better at five months.

5. Desira-ble carcass, wi t..'l a hig..1. percentage in the five priDe cuts ane. a

good ratio of lenn to fat.

The Minnesota No. 1 hogs are a nOvl breed or rather a new conbination of old

breeds which denonstrate in their progeny unusual excellence in the characters nan-

tionod above. ~le No. 2 hogs are another conbination and selection of characters

fron old breeds which show considerablo promise. ~leir chief value will probably be

for crossing with gilts of pure or nixed broeding for producing connercial hogs.

Tho best of broeding cannot conponsate for failures in sanitation. nutrition,
and t1anagenent, but when theso are naintained at a high level. further profits nrc
possible \Ulen hogs are bred capable of using their inproved con~itions to the best
advantage. S1d.ll. care. and Vigilance on the part of the feeder are still required
to nake hogs profi table.

- 11. E. Hodgson, Superintenc.ent
. -Southea.st Experinent Station, l'l1:l.seca
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Beaten Pastures

We don't expect grass to {!.'row on a beaten path or a public highway. so it's no

wonder that grass is far from luxuriant in a beaten pasture. Just look around the

country anywhere during July and August and you'll see that. The only thing above

ground is fence posts, cattle and some weeds too bitter or tough for even hungry

animals to chew.

Of course, right now most pastures look pretty good. Bluegrass makes a big

effort to get going each spring and it often manages to push a few watery shoots up

an inch or two before they are bitten off. They look green and the pasture looks

good, but is it? Cattle are crazy for succulent, hi&l protein feed and they make a

big show of eating. but unless the grass is 4 inches high. they probably can't eat

enough of the stuff to make over 25 or 30 pounds of milk without using stored up

nutrients from their own bodies.

They tramp allover the fields, packing the ground and keeping the feed short.

When a big rain comes, it runs off iike water from a goose bacause there is no mulch

to hold it. Then when hot, dry weather comes there is no subsoil moisture to fall

back on. no shade for the roots and the plants ~J up while the cows dig for roots.

That's whon a beaten pasture looks beaten.

Pasture is our cheapest feed, but we don't get it for nothing, even in this land

of milk and hone,y. Now is the time to put money in the grass bank for summer use.

Cultivation, fertilizer and new seed will all help, but delayod grazing is perhaps

most important of all. To elaborate: disking, spring toothing or any other means

of tearing up the sod will let in moisture and encourage deeper rooting. Bluegrass

and white clover seem to appreciate rough treatmont of this sort.
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~ Even dragging will help by spreading the old manure piles more evenly. When

r commercial fertilizer is available it will usually pay to put on a few hundred pounds

per acre. It should contain some nitrogen, plenty of phosphorus and some potassium

if possible. Applications of barnyard manure on pasture will probably pay as well

as anywhere.

Some people like to spread some seed while renovating a pasture. Possibly some

swaet clover, timothy, alsike, red clover, brome and, on wet spots, red top or

phalaris will help to make a more prolific mixture of plants. There's not much use

to seed bluegrass or white clover. They will crowd out most everything else by self-

seeding if growing conditions are good.

But even the best of plants, soil,moisture and sunshine won't produce a lot of

forage if it is kept down short all of the time. It takes green leaves to manufac-

ture food for the roots and sond them doep at"bor t101'O ooiature. Rotational panng is

best, a hot wire or something dividing the pasture into at least 3 lots. This gives

lot 1 a chance to catch up while 2 and 3 are filling the milk pail, Our test show

that when grass is allowed to get 8 to 12 inches high beforo grazing, it producos

nearly twice as much digestible nutrients per acre per season as when it is nipped

short with only" inches of growth. ile didn't try keeping it bare as some pastures

are kept because the yields would be too small to measure.

Feed is scarce this year and the tenptation will be great to use grass just as

soon as it smells green. It cuts the chorel,pleases the cattle and looks nice to

sae the contented cows eoneuming the con~entrated sunshine, - but unless the acreage

is large or emergoncy pastures are provided, it is a poor "tl~ to encourage highest

production from pastures.

- R. E. Hodgson, Suporintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Chores Don't Pa.y

If you want to get something done, ask the busiest person you know. He'll have

the job out of the way before a less efficient man can finish telling why he hasn't

the time to do it. If you don't believe that, just look about a bit. All around

are people who have reached various stages of speeding up or slowing down their

abilities. It's another interesting thing to watCh.

Just notice on the farms about you. Some get the big jobs done and neglect the

little ones. Others reverse the process, while a few outstanding examples handle

both with equaJ. skill. Then we have a man who has time for everything, including

enjoyment of his work and pl~ as he goes along. What makes the difference?

Probably a lot of things are responsible, including heredi ty, environment,

training and the pressure under which the individual is accustomed to working, but

certainly a lot of it is due to organization. Perhaps Algernon can get the grain

planted, the corn husked and the fertilizer hauled, but he has no time to pick up

the loose boards, fasten the hinge on the barn door or dig a flower garden for the

kids.

On the other hand, Ichabod may get so interested in koeping everything spic and

span about the place that hets w~ behind with the field work, late with the milking

and never gets time to fix the tractor. We might say that Algernon uses his days

and Ichabod uses his minutes on the little jobs. It's largely a matter of planning,

followed by execution of the plan.

Take chores for instance. Every day relatively similar tasks must be performed.

Some men \'/ill ''lork ou t a standard routine and get ~ings all cleaned up on a. normal

d~ in s~ 2 hours. Another man'm~ use 4 hours to accomplish exactly the same job.



such as clc::ming b::u-ns and bedding stock, the actual income produced by both men
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would be the same. If the men are hired by the month, they ma;y receive the snme

wages, but the 2 hour man will eorn twice as much per hour as his slower brother.

Sam Engene at University Fo.rm ho.s made some studies of men doing chores. 11m

glad he hasnlt followed me around with a stop watch, because so often I find myself

making ~~o or three trips where a little head work would have made one trip do the

whole business. Sam shows how men make endless hikes, up and down the barn alley,

or from building to building, t~get a fork or find a basket, un~il their unnecessary

travel runs into hundreds of miles in a year. Sam points out that a little skull

practice would make the job faster and oasier.

It isnlt the fact that we keep busy or put in long hours which decides our effi-

ciancy. It l s What we get done that counts. We each have 24 hours every da;r. Henry

Ford used his minutes and hours to build a vast manufacturing plant that has meant

better traveling for all of us. He used head work to replace back and leg work.

Some of Us rush around like a fox terrier chasing a jack rabbit, squawking about

how busy \'10 are and all tired out from .our strenuous efforts. Others are like the

quiet old horse, who just keeps pushing on the collar, turning a furrow or moving a

load -- getting things done. Most of us are somewhere in be~'1een. Chores donlt

P8\V for the steps we take or the time \ie dawdle. They p~r for the work that I s done.

-- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Who Wants Fame and Fortune?

Farmers are fun.ny, just like everyone else. There m~ be one or two who will

argue that weeds in the corn field are a blessing to the crop and its owner. Never

theless. 1
'
11 string along with those who prefer to see corn have the whole field to

i tsel!, until somebo~ shows me in black and white that weeds and corn pa;r better

dividends than corn alone.

Assuming then. that the majority of' us want to keep our corn clean. what do we

do about it? We all put special care into seed bed preparation for corn - also fur-

nishing just lovely conditions for weeds to sprout. Then we wait and worry a spell

until the \'leeds and the corn get a nice start together. When thoy aro both about 4

inches high, we take an imitation of grandpa's spade, tie it in various places and

positions to a tractor \-lhieb is the modern representative of grandpa's ox and proceed

to dig ditches allover the field.

Some of the weods happen to stand where the spade hits them. and are thereby

transplanted. Some are covered by the dirt piled up along the banks. A careless

man can covor up a lot of corn, too, and that doesn't dig i t l S way back to sunlight

noarly as fast as the weods. Anyway, the aim is to kill morc weeds than corn.

After a decant period of waiting while the rain washes down the ditches and the

woeds recover. we try to cross the field with our assorted spades and pick axes.

tractor drawn. The furrowing process is ropeated, a few more weeds are killed and

for a day or so, the land shows black batween the rows. Thus our corn is "cultivated.'

Almost overy farmer will admit that the corn cultivator has distinct limitations

and disabilitios. Ho knows that when it hits a patch Of quack grass, it just pushes

up on the springs and rides on the points over the hard spot where it should be



digging its best. He knows that no cultivator shovel ever misses an opportunity to

cut a tender corn root but will skillfully dodge a rose bush or a sweet clover plant.

Who Wants Fame and Fortune? ~ Page 2 Wednesdny, May 8, 1946

He knows that the second and third cultivation will either be too shallow for cover-

ing weeds or else helll do a beautiful job of root pruning on the corn.

Ilm not arguing that we should let the weeds grow undisturbed, nor am I suggest-

ing that we should ~uit growing corn because the weeds have us licked. We've

improved on our motive power so that flies and heat won't stop the plow or binder.

Can I t we improve on our methods of killing weeds so that the job can be accomplished

with less effort and more success?

It's time someone invented a new corn cultivator which would thoroughly whiH

the top inch or two of soil, throwing the weed roots to the top for ~uick drying,

cutting the tough ones like dock, sweet clover, rose bushes and milk weeds, but with-

out cutting corn roots or leaving ditches for the water to follow in starting erosion

gullies. It's time farmers get up their spunk and demand better machinery -- yes,

and right now they could use a lot more of it.

I've been interested in these machines like the Rototiller which pulverize the

ground with teeth on a revolving cylinder. They take lots of power when ~1ey run

deeply as for plowing, but couldn't th8Y be adapted to the shallow cultivation of

corn and run even easier than the spades and shovels we now use to root up the

ground? If, as we are told, the sale purpose of cultivation is to kill weeds, some

boy or man should be bright enough to make a big improvement over present methods.

I hope this prospective weed killer makes a fortune. He'll deserve it.

-- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiement Station, Waseca
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What Have We Done

While the statesmen worry in Washington over the ideology of Germans and Japs,

perhaps some of us should do a bit of thinking about the evolution of ideas here at

home. 1ve' re trying to prove to foreigners that our way is the best. Are we taking

equal pains in our own house?

This is the time of year when thousands of boys and girls are graduating from

our high schools and Universities. After hearing their parents and friends discus-

sing the government and making their own observations, plus what they have learned

in school, \-/hat kind of Americans are they? Are they imbued with a sense of personal

responsibili ty for civic honesty or is their philosophy of the "grab and gimme" type?

''that have students learned in 12 years at school? Perha.ps some of them can

figure what 2 5/8 yards of cloth will cost at 3~ cents a yard. A lot of them can't.

I've tried itl Perhaps some of them can read intelligently and write intelligibly.

The percentage is not too high.

What have our boys and girls learned at home in their first 18 years? After all

the home training is ugual1y far" more impressive than the school experience. Father

and mothor, by their actions, their attitudes, their conversation and their ideals,

generally set the pace for the children. Talk won't do it but example will. Are the

kids sent to Sunday School while rna and pa stay home to read the funny paper?

After all, reading writing, and arithmetic are only tools. They won't do any-

thing by themselves, and if they aren't learned in school they can be acquired the

hard w~ in later life. It's the spirit, the outlook, a sense of balance, discrimin-

ation, tolerance, honesty and a belief in fair play that are far more important.
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Do our graduates, now rea~ for "Commencement" have these qualities? If so, there

is no need to worry overly much about the arithmetic.

Most of our soldiers in foreign lands have won the admiration and respect of

the inhabi tants, but some tried to emulate Hitler's Brown Shirts in their hoodlum

disregard for common decency. We raised those boys and we are responsible for their

actions. Parents, schools and churches can take the blame for our crowded jails,

ruined lives and our gangsters, both within and without the law.

We are telling the people of Japan and Germany that they should be democratic,

free and highly educated-- as we are. Are we? In the dealings of the U. N. councils,

are our skirts so clean as to be above reproach? Wouldn't it be a good idea to en-

courage a little missionary work here at home before we seek to lead the world into

our pattern of liVing?

Oh, we're all too busy with our work to take an interest in these things. We'll

spend hours pointing out defects in government, policies. regulations and people,

but minutes of personal effort to make them better are out of the question. The kids

hear it on all sides. "Politics are dirty_ I won't have a thing to do with them."

"I won't vote because I don't like the candidates." "Run for office? I should say

notl Nothing but kicks in it." "The whole system is rotten.'1

What have we individually done to help? What attitude have we given to children

our own and others? The responsibility belongs to each of us.

-- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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~~AT IS PATRIOTISM?

Uear Hemorial Day we always had a Civil War veteran give a talk to the school

kids on the subject of patriotism. Colonel White performed this duty for years. I

can't remomber much of what he said, perhaps because I always wondered how such a

quiet, studious old man could have ever led the famous cavalry charge which won his

promotion. .His beautiful sabers were always a fascination. A hundred times I imag-

ined myself on a white stallion mowing down the en~ny at the head of my trusty men

and somehow I always did the mowing. It never occurred to me that I myself might be

movled.

One of my high school jobs, which paid 50 cents a week, was to road three after-

noons after school to a frail blind gentleman named Captain Spaulding. His major

interest was in Ule battles and strategy of the Civil War. If I had only had the

intelligence to appreciate it, I had a fine opportunity to learn something. Instead,

I specialized in getting him to toll stories of the battlooand campaigns in which he

had had a part. There again, it was hard to imagine this feeble, helpless, 90 pounds

of skin, bones and white hair as n dashing artillery man swinging his battery into

position to rake the enemy with solid shot and shrapnel.

It scemed impossible then that another war could over take place. Surely mon

had learned their lesson. As Colonel White always pointed out Memorial Day was not

only an occasion to honor the gallant dead, it was even more important to remind the

living of the oocrificos that had made their opportunities possible, and to rededicate

themselves to tho firm resolve that war should novor happen again.

But now in 1946, after two moro destructive wars, wo arc still reminding our-

selves that it must never happen again. It's time we did sometbing about it. Is



be worked out, but fund.arJentally we Call' t have peace until the people of the world

u. N. tho solution? Certainly itls worth an honest trial. SODething effective Dust

t
,(hat is Patriotisn? - Page 2 Wedno9d~, M~ 29, 1946

are nore interested in the Golden Rule than in money, power or fnme.

Selfishness causes all w~r9. I'm not a pacificist and don't believe that I

should let someone burn ~ home rather than use force to prevent it, but it is ~

responsibility to try in every way possible to keep him fron wanting to burn it.

Good friends soldon have battles that are of any major importance. If neighboring

nations have t~~st, confidence ~~d respect for eaCh other, they cnn be friends.

It's easy to cuss out Congress, tho president nnd the state department. They

are a long wn::f awo:y and we donI t know all of their problems. Probably they reflect

rather accurately tho wishes of people as a mass. If we as individuals set our ains

hi~ler and keep our conduct what it should be, our government will reflect that too.

But our papers are full of oxar.lples to indicate that a large percentage of the .An.ori-

can people nre still out for what they can get--no matter how others are affected.

Labor is suspicious of na~~gemont and vice versa-- both willing to fi~lt at the drop

of a hat, but unwilling to try and work out a solution for mutual benefit. It always

goes back to individuals who w~~t more than they have earned.

lIn not nn econonist, a statesnan or a politician, but just one old nan trying

to hoe one row so that D~ children won't be ashar.led of ~le job. This Menorial Day

lIn honoring the nen who have given their all to preserve our liberty. Further, I

an renewing r:ry personal prooise to aid the observance of the Golden Rule in every way

I possibly can. That will nean L~ vote for the nen who seen to cone closest to that

ideal and re~on8ibility in all my own contacts to follow those precopts. The field

of battle is not the only place where Arlerican patriotiso counts.

- R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Exporinont Station, Waseca
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l2JE..-H Clubs

"l pledge my head to clearer thinking, my heart to greater loyalty, my hands to

larger service, r~ health to better living, for my home, my club, my community and

my country." Allover the state, boys and girls are repoating this formula and

learning to implement it in their 4-H clubs. Along wi th scouting, Fu..ture Farmers of

America, and similar organizations, the 4-H program is set up to teach youngsters

their responsibilities by actually doing things -- not just hearing about them.

Like all human affairs, the operation of the prograll1 is not perfect. It varies

all the way from the unfortunate lad who bedded his scrawny club pig with corn but

forgot shade and water to the almost equally unfortunate boy whose father selected

the calf, prescribed the ration and did much of the feeding, fitting, and showing in

the guise of "help." '!!here is a happy medium in help as in everything else~ Host

parents sec in 4-H club work an opportunity to teach the youngsters a host of valuable
I

lessons in self-re~iance, responsibility, business management, and the facts of life.

One lad knew all about sheep. He finally consented to feed a club lamb just to

help keop things going. Host any lamb would do, but if he wantod to go swimming, he

was surprised when Dad didn't feed it. HO.was also surprised when he stood at the

tail end of the line at the county fair. It was a big jolt to his conceit.

The next year he went at it more humbly. He did his best to pick a good lamb,

he fed it much more regularly and tried to dress it up for the show~ :Best of nll, he

was in a mood for learning, keeping his eyes and ears open all season to seo what

others did and how they did it. He bugan to ask intelligent questions and seemed to

realize that there was more to animcl husba,ndry than he over dreOI:led was possible. In

other words. he bogan to grow up.
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~at year he stood second in line -- from the other end which was gratifying, but

not entirely satisfactory. The third year he picked four lambs, choosing them care

fUlly and wi th good reason. "I'll use the best for a single and the others for a

trio" - two chances to win. He studied rations and mixed a good one. He was far

more diligent in feeding and caring for his pets. No one knew enough to satisfy his

search for information. It was a different boy '-/ho took home the blue ribbon he had

honestly earnod.

Thnt is 4-H club ''lark ns derJons tr[\,tod in countless homos. !t g1vas boys aml Cirls

a glimpse of tho intorests and rewards of farming as well as fumilinrity with the hard,

grinding work ro~irod. It furnishes parents a now bond of S~JPnthy ~~d interest with

the children, a gnr.1a "lhich 0.11 cn."1 l)l<"'..y according -tio their nbili ty, ''lith due recogni-

tion for nchiovo~ent. It helps youngsters to develop nontally and physically in a

hopeful, helpful environment. No wonder rur~l pnrAntr, ~~n, stron~ for it.
I

All of us enn. find plenty to crab about these days (or any day). The \'1orld can't

be run to suit evcrybo~ and we might just as wall amnit it. The trick of boing

happy is to emphasize the ple3.sont things and make the most of them, taking tho

rough spots ns a necessary payment for the privilege of living. In every life thoro

nre ups as \"fell as dO\'lns and one of tho "ups" for many parents is to see th0ir

children develop mentally as well as pr~sically.

Thero isn't anything mu~~ marc fun than to havo some kid explain all about n new

project or opportunity to which his eyos have just been open~d. His enthusiasm and

excitement are contagious as he tries to inform somo stody old man what a bright,

now wondorful world this is. There is a lot of kick in it, ospecially when the old

man has been trying, perhaps for two or throe yoars, to waken this youngster to that

particular vision.

~e 4-H clubs are a groat tool for helping to make USGful men ffild women of fumb-

ling boys and girls. Meanwhile, the club pledge will bear memorizing and using by

parents as well as the kids.

R. E. Hodgson, Superiontendent
Southeast Experiment Station. Waseca
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moking out income tax reports.

All the boys wore contented and tho farm was reasonably profitable.
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Meanwhile, Matt was laboring in the shop, up to his cnrs in dirt and gronso, re-

Once upon a time, three brothers set out to operate a farm. They all worked

together at every job as it came alone and talked over every business transaction

u.ntil all were ai:,Teed. belore makiug any changes in their general plan of procedure.

But now oach urother wanted to be tho big bosn, and it didn't take long to demon-

In time the boys accumulated a bank account of respectable size; so they decided

This division of duties was far more efficient than the provious plan. Each

strato ~1at this plan wouldn't work; so they decided to divide their enterprise into

depar-l;f.lonts. Frank was assignod the field work and all operations outside tho farm-

to buy a~ adjoining section and bngin farming in a big way.

Yal.'d 1tIOre his rosponsibili ty. Hatt was in charge of machinery and maintenance and

Bert was businoss manager, doing nIl the buying und soIling, keoping the books and

brother bocnmu a specialist in his field, studied hard, and the farm prospered amazing-

busy all of the time just ordering supplies and \1ri ting it down in n book. Who knew

ly ~~til Frank. while ridine tho tractor one dqy, bogan to wonder how Bert could keep

what he wrote in tho books, rulY1tI~Y? Mqybe Bert was cutting the pie unevenly. It

would be onsy to do. Ho handled nIl of the money nnd did no work. This would bear

pairing the tractor. It wns hot, and ho hnd mashed his finger opening up tho differ-

to town. Yesterday it hn.d 0. oquonk in tho clutch and he had told Uatt to fix it.

entinl case.' Then Bert cnma in. all drossed up and asked if his cnr was rendy to go



"ilhat do I get out of this job anyway?" Natt said to himself. "Fra.nk smashes

things in the field and I have to fix them. Bert gets a squeak and yells for Matt

j to do the dirty work. All Frank does is keep a tractor seat warm. All Bert does is

1
'1

Wednesday June 12, 1946
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ride a swivel chair and go to visit the bank president. '~at does that get me? It's

all work and no gravylll

Similarly, while Bert was on his way to town, he was thinking. "I'm a good busi-

ness man and make a profit on our operations because by hard work I have trained my-

self to take advantage of opportunities. I make the money by my skill and headaches

and then spli t even wi th Matt and FrM.k who just do common labor. II

Suspicion wld unrest, once created, grew worse and worse until Matt finally told

Bert to fix his own car and ]'rank to service his own tractor. ThenBert said,l1If you

think I l m not doing anything, just dig up your own fuel, feed, and parts and make

your own tax returns.

The two brothers sulked and refusod to do their part, but they still expected

Frank to do all of the field work and raise big crops. Without fuel or repairs,

hunting up his own supplies, doing his Olin fixing and his own book work, Frank soon

become disgusted. ~T.ny support his two brothers if they wouldn't do their share of

the work?

So a profitable cooperative split wide open, just because each member got to

feoling sorry for himself and suspicious of his partners. As individu~ls they a.ll

went broke and became bitter. \~o profited?

R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southoast Experiment Station, Waseca

l _
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See Something New

There are always a tho~sand interesting things to do and see for those who open

their minds to the unusual. Perhaps it's an old story to others. but the family life

of some mallard ducks has amused us no end. They've been arrnlnd here for years. but

the more we watch them, the more odd things they seem to think up for our entertain-

mente

The hens are all nesting_now, in various spots they have chosen for the big

event, so the drakes have formed a bachelor's club. Still they seem lonely for their

harem and keep a close eye on all oporations. One nest is deep in the center of

a big lilac bush. It' s nocessar~r to got right up close and. part tho leaves to see

her, but Augustus, the old mallard dr[~e, scorns to communicate with her by tolepathy

or by sounds we can't hear.

About 4 o'clock in ~le afternoon he usually takes off from somewhere near the

offico and flies way out beyond the lilac bush. Then he waddles back in the most

nonchalant manner, always t1ming his trip to pass tho lilacs just as Syringa, the

brown hen, finishes the elaborate covering of her nest nnd steps out for a drink and

a breath of air.

Usually thoy visit a while beforo starting to tilo wnter pan. At a safe distanco

from tho hidden nest, they pauso or idlo along, ducking their hends, nodding to each

other and apparently holding a most intoresting conversation, without n sound ~1nt

we can hoar. Is he asking about how til0 incubation goes? Has she been disturbed?

Is sho tired? Probably she's chocking up on tho bachelor's club to be sure the other

gals havo st~ed on their nestsnnd not gone gallivanting with Augustus. Eelieve it



after dark.

or not, I've never seen her go back to the lilac bush. Possibly she waits illltil

Big Gertie, another lady duck. shows evidence in size and color that her mallard

mother had an affair with that huge "lhi te Pekin drake ".lho roamed the yard last year.

Wednesd~ June 19, 1946ee Some thin New - Page 2

Gertie built her nest between the Wahoo bush and the foundation of the office. It

was a most elaborate effai:-, perhaps 6 inches high. made of twigs and grass, lined

with dOvln and most attractive. She may have had some help from the other gals, but

there were 19 eggs in it when she started setting.

One morning a side was broken out of the nset a~d 6 eggs had rolled out into the

cold, cold world. Possibly she decided 19 was too many. Perhaps a stray dog had

disturbed her in the night. WeIll never know. Mr. Sharp, the pup, enjoyed a break-

fast egg (slightly incubatod) eaCh morning for a~nost a week. ~/O d~s later.

Gertie had moved her nest to the other side of the Wahoo bush. It was all built up

again and every remaining egg was in place. How d.id. she do it?

Gertie is not as secretive as Syrinea. The other dOlf the bachelor's club in a

body oscorted her back to the scene of her labors. Young Mr. ~uackenbacker, who m~

also have a questionable trace of Pekin in his ancestry, even pickod up some stray

feathers and tried to cover tho eggs, apparontly in the hope that Gertie would stay

with the lonely hearts a while longer, but shQ seemed to l~ugh ~t his efforts.

Carefully stepping into V1e nest, she settled herself down gingerly, found

a good spot for each foot, tucked an outside egg well under her feathers and seemed

to soy, "'iell, goodbye. boys. I tIl seo you tomorr01v." As her male escorts left, she

picked up somo displaced twigG and carofully placed them around the edge of tho nest.

apparently Wi~l the intention of ma~ing n tight seal between feathers and rim. All

of this was done without moving hcr body. Next morning she was still motionless,

with her bill turned back under the feathers and only her watchful beady eyes indica-

til~ hcr alertness.

I wonder why \ve call thom "dumb ll animals?

- R. :m. Hodgson, Su.perintendent
Southeast ~Aporiment Station, Waseca

J
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Soils ~JQk~ Hen

Plants, [mimals and mer. 011 are comp1etoly dependent 011 what they eM get from

the soil. The good earth must supply every physicnl noed except air, sun, and possi-

bly water. Even these cnn be a.t least partially replaced in emergency Witil man-made

substitutes, but so far human ingenuity has been stumped by the problem of photo-

synthesis which is the main business of everJ grGon leaf.

The more ono studios geology. soils, chemistry, biology. and related subjects.

tho more impressive becomes the array of evidence th~t nature is completoly system-

o.tic and so well balanced that mon can do little to upset or change her scheme of

operation. God makes the rules. If m~l wants to revise thom, he can make a fool of

himself trying, but in the long run ho either learns to work with Nature or folls in

a pit of his own devising.

Take tho mntter of soil, for instance. Only a thin skin of tho earth is produc-

tive. It must hnve about the right combination of fino and coarse material. minerals,

vegetable natter. animal lifo. and wator if it is to raise tho crops we need. Nature

ha~ spent thousands of years grinding mountains to the proper fineness and preparing

them for our u~c. We can destroy thorn rather easily by poroitting them to wash away

or becomo unbalanced U~ough improper oare t but if we do - we don't eat.

~"e're just beginning to realize hO\'i important the soil is as the world begins to

get hungry. ~le discovery of vitamins is important, but the effect of trace elements

will prooably play an equally important role in ye8xs to come. It seems that the

right amount of fluorine helps to prevent tooth decay. Too much is poisonous. Other

things ma,y prove to be equally important. Han's physical being certainly depends

on what he eats and probably his mental processes are oqually affected. Worn-out
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produces worn-out men, susceptible to disease and unable to generate the neces-

Undoubtedly fertiliza.tion of soils is going to become far more common in the

ary mental and physical vigor for maximum production.

~ilS Make Een - Page 2

future, particularly here in the ~iiddle West, and eventually we may learn that nitro-

gen, phosphorus, and potassium are only a beginning. As go~ter can be prevented by

traces of iodine, perhaps other diseases or disabilities m~ be avoided by balancing

our rations more exactly. Do you suppose laziness and selfishness can. ever be elim-

inated by improved nutrition? It is well within the range of possibility that better

diets will help materially.

Nature prevents soil erosion by covering tho earth with grass and treos. Some

kind of plant has been developed which will livo under even the most extreme condi-

tions. Lichens grow on bare rocks, cactus, and sago brush on arid soils, sweet

clover on sands, and black spruce in muskeg over residual ice. Deavers dam up streams

vegetation chokes outlets, reeds grow in water courses and nature provides for im-

pounding wa'bor QtLd prevC3nting disasterous floods.

~en mnn comes ,'lith his plo\tl, lays bare tho soil, kills the beaver, ditches the

bogs and swa~s -- and wonders why his soil blows, wells run dry, and heavy rains

cause floods of terrific proportions. Eventually he issues bonds and, at big ex-

pense in money and labor, reseeds the dust bowl, builds dnms of concrete, ~~d per-

haps even plants a tree hero and thero. He may even go so far as to strip-crop his

hillsides, construct dikes. arrange for grass spillways, and try to hold nature's

moisture, to make her soil morc productive.

So it goes. around and around. When man abuses the soil too Violently, it be-

comes n desort and starvos him out. \\'hon tho earth gives up it I s bounty too casily,

men begin to think they are pretty smart, get careless with thoir soil bank account

and thon have to scrntcll to p~ for it. If mon could livo in peace and work intell-

igontly, thoro would be plenty for all. Will we ever learn?

-- R. E. Hodgson. SUperintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

l---. ~_-
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The Birth of a Nation
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,;hat shall we do to celebrate the nation's birthda,y? Shall we shoot a

firecrach:er? ,~1100P and holler a little bit to let off steam? Cedric forbidL It

might prove d.angerous. Q,uiet family picnics are perr.IUted in one l s own back yard,

but keep off the streets and highways~ Drl1nks, fools and reckless drivers have a

bettar avcrot;e survival after accidents than their innocent victims.

Of course, it is sensible to eliminate the firecracke:"s, the noise, fire-

works and general excitewent which old men rerllember as the most thrilling day of a

boy's year. Things are different now. Thrills can be had any day while sitting in

a safe cushioned seat.vars, murders, pirates, cops and robbers, Indian massacres,

rodeos and sex can all be experienced for a few cents a week. A firecracker, a

homemade wa,30n, stilts, a back yard circus or a trained animal show seem so pale

and insignificant in cOj~parison.

Boys of today have lost a lot of things which made the 4th of July a red

letter day to their grandfathers. ·.vhat have we 5iven them to replace this loss?

If we doni t give them something, they will make their own substitutes whi.ch may be

worse than the d.e.neers eliluinated.

Perhaps little Johnnie, shooting his cherished pack of noise rr~kers

didn't realize wh,y July 4th was celebrated, but he certainly "'::new it was a big day

and later he tied it up with the Declaration of Independence. There are indica-

tions tiwt boys of today regard Independence Day, l\,emorial Day and i17ashington l s
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~rthday as just a vacation from school or from routine work for a day.

'"no special significance and little incentive to patriotic fervor ..

'.·Jh8t can we do to make this national holiday serve the purpose for which

it was intended? It is certainly ~p to the ad~lts to set the pace and lead the '~ay.

·juould it be possible to make thi s a II Service Day, II 11I1hen each ci then would be ex-

pected to perform same special act or labor for the cOWffiQUity, state or national

welfare? Something of this kind might help to iwpress young and old with their

responsi bi'li ty for maintaining the ideals and tile principles which led to the found-

ing of this republic~

~,.ost cOIDll1Llnities h9.ve, from time to time, had. spasms of cooperetive ef-

fort. One memorable event was when 200 men, 60 teams and several tractors built a

needed road around Clear Lake. The ladies served lunch, of course" and the kids

made a racket, got in the way and fell in the water.

It was a big event in this small city. I spent the day loading gravel

i~ a nearby pit. My partner was a Greek restaurant owner. It was our first meet-

ing, b~t we have been friends ever since. All up and down the line, new friend-

ships were made, lllen learned that the bank president could swing as mean an axe as

his tenant farluer and blisters, tired backs, dirty faces, all helped to build a lot

of good will accompanied by a sense of comwunity accoruplishment.

The men of the church spent an evening improving the grounds around

their building. Perhaps the plantings 11I10~ld not have pleased a landscape artist,

b~t the fellowship engendered did the church lllore good than the shrub'bery. Thirty

men from e.ll walks of life met to plant a "m~icipal forest" as a memorial to the

veterans of ]orld War II. They set 3000 trees in 3 hours and each will have a

personal interest in that grove for years to come.



~~, ~oney cannot b~ the most valuable things in life. They come along with
\.

intelligent effort and a sense of personal responsibility. They have to be earned
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to be acquired and earned over and over again to be kept.

COu~unities and nations could get a lot of things done which are now im-

possible if a few good organizers would only direct cooper~tive effort into worth-

while projects. Perhaps community service could be made a substitute for fire crack-

ers so that even a safe and sane 4th of July would be a red letter day on lives as

well as on calendarsa

--R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast E.xperiruent Station, Waseca
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Visitor f s Day

It takes a smart farmer to keep track of all the new varieties of crops

that are being proll.oted these da,ys. A lot of them do it though, because our mail

is full of inquiries about what is available and requests for specific information

on r~st resistance, lodging and soil adaptations. ~fuen something good comes along,

--
it is amazing how qtli.ckly the news spreads.

I~ is a job though, to sort out the grain from the chaff of propaganda

and bally-ho intended to overcome sales resistance. A new variety of oats may be

rated as 30 per cent better than standard varieties and fig~es quoted to prove it.

Then the farlOOr has to ask, "ilill it do th~t for me?" Usually not. That's just too

good to be true. Sound values do not need superlatives and exaggerations to move

into the channels of trade.

For most of us, seeing helps to form a sound opinion better than the

printed page. That is why so many people like to come and see the new varieties

growing side by side under comparable conditions. We have Clinton, Forvic, Viclan~

Bonda and fuindo oats for instance, in replicated plots, planted the same day. The

same applies to wheat, barley and flax. They us~lly attract a lot of attention.

Forage crops are another interesting feature of the work done at this

station. Alfalfa varieties and mixtures offer suggestions for hay and pasture.

Corn and soybeans will ~etoo young to show much in July, but we'll have ~~other day

for them in September or October.

Of course, visitors are always welcome to come to the Station and look

things over. The whole outfit belongs to the people of ~innesota and it's a good
idea if they drop in oocasionally to see how their hired man is spending their
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~ ::::Y~~~canlt always gu.rantse to spend a da.v with each visitor, explaining

just what is being done and Why. Thatls the reason for inviting them to come at

o~e time when we can devote our full attention to their requirements.

NeIll have help too, from the subject matter specialists at Universi ty

Farm. Plant breeding is mostiy done there and the new things produced are tested

a~ the five branch stations. Wheat specialists, corn specialists, weed control

specialists, grass specialists. all will be represented to explain what they ~qve

done and are trying to do.

July 12th is the day chosen to show the crops at the Waseca Station. A

field tour will start at 1:30 p.m., but folks are welcome to come and look around

as much as they like. We won't spend much time for the Whole crowd on livestock

projects or some of the minor things such as trees and fruit but we can usually

find time to answer questions and most folks can find out what they want to know

just by looking.

We've put in our order for a nice day. Last year it rained cats and

dogs and drove us inside. Our roads become a sea of mud when they get wet, so we

will try and hove them all dry and smooth for your crnnfort this year.

",ie haven't facilities for handling a very big crowd, but we'll do our

best to make your trip interesting and instructive. If you can pick up a few ideas

which may be useful in your own farm ope"L'ations, weIll feel well satisfied.

Ne'll be seeing you, Frid~y, July 12th, at the Sumwer Visitorls Day.

Just drive under the railroad track beside highw~y 14 on the 11lJest city limits of

Naseca and you'll be in our yardl j'elll be waiting for youl

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station,lafleca
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Duck Family Robi~

O:BS~VE REI-sASE DA~E

Nednesday, July 17, 1946

A lady wrote to say she was interested in the doings of our ducks as re-

p~rted a month ago, so here is an account of their adventures and misadventures up

to date. ae're not in the duck business, but have a few mallards or part mallards

about because we like to see them fly around and laugh at their antics.

At last accounts, all the la~y ducks wore nesting, but our population

has not increased as rapidly as we expected. Sweet Syringa of the big lilac bush

came off. wi th 16 fuzzy little fluff balls. She was certainly proud of her numer-

ous family and led the parade on marches of many mUd~ymiles. We had a rai~y spell

about that time and Syringa thought her offspring should like water. Time and

again I got all wet, hunting stragglers and penning the tired wet babies in the

shelter of their bush.

But Syringa didn't fancy pens. She would fly out and go ,bathing with

the boys--having the whole bachelors' club to herself--and 'leave her orphans to

yeep. Perhaps she just couldn't nurse that many a~yway and got discouraged. Eleven.:

of them survived in spite of her and have now advanced from the mosquito fleet to

about LST size, racing through the grass in battle formation with their mouths open

to catch any unwary bugs, Syringa became a carefree playgirl again and I suspect

her o~helping Gertie with an egg or two.

Dirty Gertie had tough luck. Something kept disturbing her nest and

taking her eggs. In spite of her mOIl e to a new apartment and all the traps I set,

she finally Gave up and joined Syringa and the boys. Later she started a new nest

, , .....
:

..,
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rig1.'\i by the office door and plans to try again. Augustus, l'il'. Q,llackenbacker and

Lqzarus all gave noisy advice about the nest until we had to issue a cease and

desist order.

Cleopatra had a fine nest under a small lilac bush just across the road

f~cm the office window. She tended to her job faithfully and should have been suc-

cessful, but 3 eggs were duds and the 9 thet hatched must have been weak in spirit.

~hen her family got down to 3 they were given a~ay in the hope that closer confine-

ment and better feed would raise them toeating size.

Clementine, the last of the family, is a shy, unsociable sort who stole

her nest in a comfortable corner of the chici.,:en house. She started with just a

little straw on the floor. Perhaps she found the ceLlent uncoIllfortable or it might

have been her aspiration to rise in the world. At any rate, she kept adding to her

nest until it was well over a foot above where she started. How she raised the eg~

as she added the straw remains a mystery. She even tried to camouflage herself and

mana.ged to throw straw,on her bacl: so that one might stand within 3 feet of her in-

verted cavern without being aware of Clementine and her prospecti.ve dllcklings. De-

cending the cliff for her daily drink and exercise must have presented almost as

fillCh of a problem as getting back again•

.Ve had great hopes for Clementine but she sat and sat and sat- she even

tried setting--but nothing happened. At last a congressional investigation was or-

dered and a bad sitl1ation was uncovered. All 9 egss were rea~V for the black mar-

keto One after another they were busted on a distant post after which the buster

departed in haste. They were worse than the civet cat we caught a few weeks ago.

:lliat was the trouble with Clementine? It's hard t~ say, bllt possibly it

was her inate s~yness which prevented the sociability necessary for egg fertility.

Perhaps Syringa, Gertie end Cleopatra monopolized the bachelors' club before it was

so named and Clementine's labor of love had only a concrete foundation.

Ro E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Stationt:Vaseca
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Clear, Cold ~ater

Once in a while the radio sings a song about water - clear, cold water.

When the weather is hot, there is nothing better than the contents of the old oaken

bucket that hung in a well unless it is a tap in the kitchen the,t furnishes a hand-

ter supply of the same eQ~odity.

There is no air conditioning in the harvest field when the sweat runs

freely and the wind feels as though it came from an oven. It's Just as bad over a

hot cook stove in a stuffY kitchen. It takes a lot of salt and water then to keep

folks comfortable. Luckily, there are few times and places in this blessed part of

the country where human beings suffer for lack of water.

Probably if livestock followed human musical standards, they would have

as their theme song something about water - clear, cold water - during the summer

heat, and warm water when the sharp north wind makes an ice-filled tank most unin-

viting. It's the cheapest feed we have. Yet animals on many farms probably suffer

more from thirst than from hunger or an-yother discomfort. lItien take water to the

field and tip the jug frequently even when they're only riding on the seat of some

farm machine. Horses at hard work, hogs sweltering in the hot sun or cattle fight-

ing flies in the shade of a barbed wire fence luUSt long for it even more ardently.

Aside from humane reasons, it is good business to provide stock with

drinking faoilities. Milk is about 87 per cent water and a cow needs at least 3

pounds of water for each pound of milk she produceso A cow milking 60 pounds a day

uses 150 to 190 pounds of water. How would you like to take on that kind of a load

once a day? She should have a chance to drink what she wants when she -wants it,

the same as we do. If she can't, she'll just drink less and give less milk.
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simple arithmetic.

All kinds of meat ere hiGh in water too. Pork chops contain 52 per cent.

beef steak 61.9 per cent and lamb 53 per cent. The butcher can l t legally add water

to his 1lJ.eat but the farrHer can by furnishing lots of drinking water. He can't

change the percenta5e perhaps. but he can make more meat from the same feed if ani-

ma.ls are comfortable, content and well-watered. It 's thrir'ty to furnish all the

water animals will take except when they are overheated.

BQt lugging water is hard workt It's most discouraging to dr~g a couple

of buckets ~mich get heavier ~ith every step and then have an old sow tip over the

trough so she can lie in the mud puddle. Pipe, hose. a tank on wheels or even bar-

rels on e stone boat save a big load on the arms. One of the biggest advantages of

electric! ty is that it makes a .pressu.re water system more simple to maintain, but if

no juice is available, a gas engine will still do the job cheaper than human labor.

So it goes, ar9und and around. The farmer schemes to get an ample sup-

ply of water to his stock. the farm woman who is not fortunate enough to have a

~ater tap in the kitchen drea~ms of the day when she can quit lugging the necessary

flQid and the radio continues to sing. In July. especially, all Nature appreciates

clear. cold water in abundance.

--R. E. Hodgson. Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Jaseea
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Who is Bl1,nd?

There are bats used in baseball, cricket, lacrosse and tennis. There

are hard brick bats, handy for lots of purposes. and soft wool or cotton bats used

in quilts. Even a drunken spree may be called a bat. but if you want some interest-

iug action, just get a bat in a room filled ~lth women.

The bat the ladies get excited over is a mammal with Wings. The species

most common in this country is a tiny creature about the size of a mouse with soft

grey fur and beady little eyes ahead of big ears. It has sharp white teeth, about

as dangerous as pin points in a mouth which might possible stretch to a whole quar-

ter inch. Folded up, its wings look like dry skin with a couple of hooks on the

elbowB and ti~y feet on another joint. By these feet it hangs itself upside down

when not busy hunting food. When the wings are spread it looks almost as large as

a robin.

This doesn't sound like a'ferocious creature whose very presence will

set women to screaming and men to antics most peculiar as they try nobly to defend

their ladies from sudden death and destruction. Even at a church service if a bat

joins the congregation without a sound and simply hunts for an exit, the solemnity

of the occasion is destroyed and the meeting may break into a panic. Flies. mos·

qUitoes, even a bunble bee or a wasp may go unnoticed. but a bat sets nearly every

one on edge •

.,U&t kind of s. creature is this which creates such an uproar. and why

are most people so afraid of them? There is the old legend that a bat loves to get

in a lady's hair. iihat it wO'uld do there except try to get out is a mystery. Does

anyone know of a single authentic case where such a thing ever happened? Bats fly



blond or brunetteo -JVe're afraid of bats simply because of old fables and because

Nature I s most wonderful creations. They had radar perfected long before the human

speed through a room strung with wires or through the dense canopy of the forest,
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--H. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca

only for food or mates and neither is likely to be located in a shoulder bob, be it

Bats are said to make most affectionate pets. Certainly they are one of

In some sections of the south men put up sheds and do everything possi-

Bats are born alive, very small naked babies, 1, 2, and sometimes 3 at a

The reason they have such trouble getting out of a room is that they can-

lunch time comes, mother keeps right on hunting While little Pericles and Octavia

dren along, clinging to the fine soft fur which covers every adult body. When

er bats do not hire sitters. vVhen they spend the night out they take all the chil-

delicate sensitive wings. Little Benny Bat even hangs upside down like mama. Moth-

they emit a high frequency sound wave and by its echo, guide themselves in most re-

scientists ever heard of it. ~ith eyes blinded, a bat can fly unharmed at dizzy

but let their ears be plugged and they are helpless. The present theory is that

nurse contentedly at 30 miles per hour.

time. ~Vhen the mother is hung up to rest, the young are ~rapped to her breast in

not see well. Their radar tells them of solid walls on all sides and it takes a

we see them so seldom. They couldn't be dangerous to a~ything larger than a fly.

markable fashion on their leathery wings.

lot of exploring to find the one spot wl~re the absence of echo informs them of a

ble to attract bats. Their food is almost exclusively night flying insects and

1,000 bats can make a big hole in any mosquito population. They are entirely bene-

.mo is Blind?
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ficial animals, never do any d~ag8and.should have every encouragement.

way out. Just give them time and donlt scare them frantic. They I 11 soon find the

way out and continue with their bug catching. They're not interested in people,

but people should be interested in them.
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Hit '(:leeds Nm..

General Ike didn I t plan to hi t the Hazis when they \..ere all set for an attack

or't/here they \lere the strongest. No, he figuj,·ed out \'fhere their lines might be

weak, their gasoline IDlort or the men tired out. ~lat made his job easier.

In just the same way, a soart farmer hits his weeds when their defenses are

most vulnerable. Just suppose you were a weedo In the spring, moisture is plenti-

ful, cool days are usually numerous and the growth impulse is strong. A cultivator

tips you over, but a couple of roots a,re still in moist ground and the sun isn't too

hot, so you just grow a new set of roots and go right ahead with the business of seed

making.

If you happen to be a noxious weed, like Canada thistle, for instance, you have

a big fat store of food in your underground stems way down below tillage levels.

Mr. Usual Farmer sends Johnny out to hoe off your heads and you just laugh, sending

up 10 ne\1 ones to replace each one lost. You can \'leer out Johnny and the hoe and

have your patch of grain field all to yourself.

:But suppose you go ahead and make a fine tall stalk with pretty pink blossoms

which are duly fertilized and ready to mature seedo You have drawn heavily on that

underground food storage to make the big effort, fig~ring that after the seed is well

finished and scattered, there will be a long fall in \Jhich your leaves can make more

food to refill the storehouseo

:But IIr. Smart Farmer may be \V'aiting for just this moment to upset your plans.

He calls in all the help he can find, IIro Hower, I'ir. Disk, Hr. Plo"l and ijr. IIarrO\'l.

Of course lirs. Tractor is also invited to keep things mOVing. Then they have a party

in the thistle patch.
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The sun is hot, the soil is dry, your reserves are 10\1. Hr. Nower cuts the

big prickly stem and the spiny green leaves of which you were so proud~ That hurts

a lot more than losing a rosette in tile spring and may even cause your death. Then

perhe.ps lire Plo\'1 and Mr. Disk come to bury you \'/i thout benefit of flo\'lers or pall-

bearers. If you do struggle to make some more green leaves, they may hit you again

in September. It's tough on thistles.

Of course, your greatest protection is that lIr. Usual Farmer is hopping around

in August, trying to mnke hay, to finish tile threshing and get the shotes fed, but

Mr. Smart Farmer somehow works out a scheme to get everything done on time. He seeITB

to get a kick out of making life unbearable for weeds. He licked Aunt Creeping

Jenny to a frazzle and chased Ole Quackgrass into the fence corner. Now he's after

you.

Your only consolation, ~uss Canada, is that seed from the neighbors' thistles

will blow in and start a hundred new patches on Mr. FarmerJs fields next year. Even

if it takes a "Thole generation, you'll keep trying~ Perhaps lire Smart Farmer's son

Dubious will not be SO energetic, and when his pa leaves the farm in his hands,

you'll have your chance to make a big showing and return some seed to the neighbors.

Y~chines wear out and farmers die, but \'leeds go on forever.

--n~ E~ Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, i!a.seca
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Pastoral Parodies

Of course your cattle are luxuriating in luSh grass almost knee deep, so ten-

der and sweet it just tempts a cow to eat, regardless of her figure. You took neces-

sary precautions last spring to make sure that your pasture land would produ.ce the

most possible feed because concentrates were scarce and high in price. Your pasture

may be returning $15 to $ZO per acre in meat or milk. Some are even doing better

than that.

But look at vhat your neighbors are doinCl There's Phineas, with a lot of

acres, mending fences all the time because his COV/S don't like the rag;...eed-mullein

mixture he's grovling for them. Then there's Guy dovm the road. ,...hose pastures are

so bare even the grasshoppers can't find a spot to si t in the shad.e. He believes

that ohort grass is tender, so he insists that the cattle eat even the weeds riGht

down to the roots.

Of course his cows don't milk so well--flies are bad--and he has to feed some

hay and grain: but then, he'd rather haul it in and haul it out than let the cows

do their own harvesting and spreading. Guy isn't one of these lazy men ,tilO make the

cows do all their own work. He doesn't even require them to tramp clear to the barn

for a drink at noon. They have learned to do "Ii thouU

Nature has developed plants which will grow under almost any conditions. If

we want grass and clover, we have to make conditions more favorable for them than for

ragweed and docko ~le Ground has to be loosened up now and Ulen, fertility must be

ker-t at a high level, artd. above all, the Sbod ~lants MUat have a chance to grow a
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bi t before they are nipped off. A good pas ture has enough gro\/th to shac.e the roo ts

and make it more difficult for water to run off quickly.

Uotice a bare pasture in a hard, quick shower. The rain hits the dirt, makes

a spatter and then slides off into the low spots just as it does on concrete. inlere

foliage is heavy and thiele, the drops spatter on the leaves, cleaning them, then run

down the sterns and on into the ground before they can find a path to the gully or

slough. That helps make more grass.

It's easy to put an electric fence arou~d chunks of the pasture and let the

~attle graze on one while the other two or three are busy growing. If the pasture

iM I t more than ample, a fe\'1 acres of sudan grass, SO\'1Il about June 1, will make so

mu.-;h fee.d in hot, dry \'Ieather that the over\·/orl:ed blue grass \1ill have a che.nce to

rGcover and get set for a hea~J fall season. A little seed on the bare spots may

help, but usually all an old pasture requires is loosening up, manure, store fertil

. izer if needed, and above all, a chance to grow.

Of course, :your pasture is a COli'S paJ,'adise, \'/i th shade, \'/ater and clover so

deer the flies can I t find the feed of Hiss Segis Ormsby Forbes Johanna DeAol and her

~ist6rs. If so, it's your time to be happy about it and enjoy the f~~its of your

good management. You can also get considerable pleasure in watching the cows fill

up in an hour or less and then lie in the sl~~de contentedly chewing their cruds and

making milk for you instead of wearing themselves thin hunting for a stray blade of

grass which may have been missed in the first 37 trips over that particular square

foot of ground.

Good pastures, like good cows, are profitable; but they don't give you anythin~

You have to earn it and collect it. If your pasture isn't perfect, it may be time

for some notes on New Yearls Resolutions.

R~ E, Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeas·G. Experiment Sta'liiol1, lJaseca
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Remember Lot's Wife?

,,,
,
,
t,
,

If IIother forgets to :put a pinch of salt in the soup, the family all point

out her shortcomings in no uncertain terms. On the other hand, if she forgets the

first pinch and puts in a second, the wail arising from her abused boarders is ter-

rific. lTe hv~e become accustomed to just a certain degree of saltiness and object

to any change, ho,"ever slight.

And yet each individual differs in the desire for salt. On baked potatoes.

sweet corn and watermelon, I want twice as much as others may desire. Probably

\-li thin limits our needs determine our tastes. and, when we need more salt, the only

trouble we have in getting it is that on humid, ra.iny days "le may have to te>lce the

top off the salt cellar.

It has been well demonstrated that anim~ls, other th~n humans have a similar

range of likes in the matter of salt. The faster a cow makes milk, the more salt

she requires, and growing animals, fattening animals, working animals all need vary-

ing amo'lnts. Their trouble is that they have to depend on the boss for every bit of

salt they get, and sometimes he is careless of their welfare, comfort and satisfac-

tiona

One husbandman :puts salt in the feed and thinks that should suffice. That

may be good practice with poultry which need but little, but it is ~~ortsi~lted with

larger animalse Another fixes up a salt trough in the cattle yard and then feels

that his duty has been amply performed. Just notice sometime, how many salt

troughs are empty.

Anot.."'ler practice is to sticl: a block of salton a stake and let the stock

lick at their leisure~ ~lat's o.k. if the cows have the leisure. TheY're hard
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"lorking animals-especially "lhen the pasture is poor--and haven I t the time or ener-

gy to do a lot of licking during the few minutes they are in the yard to drink.

Fifty cows to one block means that some of the time heifers will be lacking on

licks. Sometimes, too, the blocks have hard spots that hurt sensitive tongues, so

Hiranda gets along on as little as possible.- which may not be 'best for her o\'rner.

The \"forst thing is to leave the stock caltless long enough for them to build

up a great craving and then dump a sack of loose salt where they can eat all they

\iant. Like a kid in a candy store, their enthusiasm may outvei~l their good judg-

ment. vitil similar results. Farmers ~10W this. and yet hardly a year goes by with-

out someone repoI'ting sick hogs or sick sheep "lhen the trouble is obviously too

much salt.

One man lost the top 16 lambs in a load of feeders because of mistaken kind-

ness one Sunday morning. Another told of killing 10 hogs [:l1d admitted sheepishly

that he kne\Y' better but had to relee,rn his lesson about every 15 years. CO\lS and

horses are less often killed but they can be made very sick, and fatal cases are

no t unkno\'rn.

Feeding salt is like so many other fal~a operations. It must be fed intelli-

gently all tile year round. A plentiful supply at all times before tile stock is

perfectly safe. They can supply their ovn needs if they have a chance, but it's

mighty poor policy to let the salt box get empty. It's just one of tile innumerable

details a farmer must watch all of the time if his business is to prosper.

Sodium is a most active metal vhich will burn even on water, and chlorine.

is a powerful poison, commonly used in dilute form as a bleaching agent and disin-

fectant. Combined in proper proportions, they make the salt needed for digestion,

but they are poverful chemicals and can be most dangerous. Remember vhat happened

to Lo t 's \'lifeJ

R. Ea Hodgsor, Superintendent
Sou theast E:.\J,Jcriment Station, Uaseca
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Cucumi s Setivus
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The garden season doesnlt really begin for me until a Cucumis sativus is

found, large enough for slicing. From the time the first blossom shows its orange

pAtals, until the long, fat beauty reaches proper size is an impatient wait, but the

reward is worth it. Of course welve been having Raphanus sativus, Daucus pusillus,

Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa for some time previous to the big eventc Pisum Sativun

and new Solanum tubero sum are standard for the Fourth of July, but it IS \-lhen the

Lycopersicon lycopersicum, Zea mays saccharata and cucuttns melo are prime that Papa

really puts on pounds.

Anything fresh from our Ovm hoe a..'1d sprayer is acceptable, appreciated Dnd

acclaimed, but naturally eaCh of us has a special yen for some specific and particu-

lar tid-bit uhich fancy or association has surrounded wi th a special aura of glamor-

ous infatuation. I1m fond of Lyco1'ersicon lycopersicum and eat them in the garden

or on the table. Sliced, stewed, s~eezed or salted; pickled, preserved, baked,

fried or stuffsc\: no matter \'lhat is d.one to t~1em, they Ire alvlays good.

Perhaps my choice is a George tlashington pie. (G. Hash pie for short) On

one slice of bread, pile as many slices as can be conveniently arranged.. Then drown

the mass in thick cream, sprinkle liberally with sugar, forget about calories and go

to work. Ha is horrified wi th my d.isregard for bay \-Iindows and prefers a couple of

sliceswith salt on a leaf of Lactuca sativa.

Another garden treat is Beta vulgaris. We like them as greens, pickles, or

diced, with plenty of butter and salt. Young and tender, they are most interesting,

s~ we try to make several successive plantings. Daucus pusillus too can be served
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in a wide variety of forms or combinations with other vegetables without detracting

from their original appeal. Ue have them more or less the year 'round, but for me

the greatest treat--yes, perhaps even more delectable that Citrullus vulgaris, is

slice Cucumis sativus.

They must be fixed just so if the apex of my gastronomic ecstasy is to be

achieved. Picked preferably in the morning, they are sliced about 1/8 inch thick,

i.mmersed in fairly strong salt \:rater and set a'vmy in the refrigerator. About 15

~inutes before serving, the brine is poured off and replaced with h&lf vinegar and

half water. Orisp, tender, juicy, they have a flavor that just suits my anximts

palate.

Probably the truth is that the whole thing is a matter of association.

Nother was very fond of garden sass and particularly the delectable Cucuuis sativus

prepared as above. Eecause she considered them a special treat, I was induced to

get in on a good thing. Now they always remind me of most pleasant experiences,

such as a hungry boy coming in from a hot field and snitching a lunch, or the plea-

sure Mother would eA~ress when I could find e~d bring to her the first slicer of the

current year.

It seemed to me that garden work in general was only plalmed to keep boys

away from the 8Wimming hole. Still, the next best thing to playing was eating, and

MO~ler's ingenuity was limitless when it came to feeding her numerous fmaily. Litt~

treats became major events UIlder her skillful management and they made a deep impres-

sion on her satellltes.

I canlt hoe her garden any more, but there seems to be a special satisfaction

in tending growing plants and enjoying the garden products because she would have

it so, and it seems to bring her closer. So you enjoy your particularly choice

morsels and 1 111 eat the sliced Oucumis sativus and we'll all be happyo

P. S. If you. donlt lenO\-l ,,{hat IJ..ve been talking about, look it up. 1'[e didJ

-- R. E. Hodgson, SUperintendent
Southea.st Experiment Station, ilaseca
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Back to Schoo.!

Why are we mortals so reluctant to do the things welre supposed or required

to do? Reading an informative book, going to church on Sun~ morning, getting at

the dishes. cutting those weeds. fixing fence, each one has his own pet aversion•

.Most of llS would far rather spend two hours thinking up excuses for putting off the

job a little longer than one hour of reasonably diligent labor getting the job done.

What odd contradictions we presentl I know men '-rho displ~ a frenzy of

energy on a fishing tr~Pt facing sunburn, blisters. and ~ number of hardships in

the hope of pulling a wee, scaly. bony piece of meat from the water. But the seme

man will groan loudly and procrastinate indefinitely when his spouse suggests that

the lawn should be mol-led or the garden cultivated.
,

When men are so unreasonable. it's no wonder that boys follow their example.

Lads who have been doing a man's work at manual labor in the hot sun are reluctant

to drop their tools and return to a comfortable seat in' an air-conditioned ~chool

room. The only thing "'hiob makes it bearable is the opportunity of pl~ing foot

ball and basketball. !!hey call the hard-running and bone-crushing sorimmage a game

and therefore fun, "'hile learning of the wisdom garnered by the wisest 1llen of the

ages through hard experi'ence in the game of life is study and therefore a bore.

If only Bome means could be ~ound to make algebra, history and English as

vitally alive and active as fOT\'1ard passes, end runs and line smashes, perhaps

b9Ys would reverse their attitudes. Perhaps school is made too easy. Boys are set '

in a 1'0\"1 and a teacher quizzes them on what they have read in the texto It the book

laid angle A equals angle B. it must be so e.nd tAe pupil is required to swallow it

whole, regurgitating the proper moms at appropriate ttmes.

, t



For some boys. learning is an adventure but it tak&S a skilled teacher with

an understanding heart to make MY subject live, breathe, fight and run in a olass

room. I had suoh a teacher onoe. :Boys headed for his leotures with light hearts and

high hopes. In broken EngliSh; he told us fasoinating stories--part faot and part

fiction. It was our job to sort it out and later tell him which was which. Nobody

dozed in that class and 30 years later I can almost tell those stories word for word.

.....

~

:Sack to Sohool
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Those classes were a game and therefore fun.

I'm not a teacher and have no good advioe for those who are filling a tough

job more competeo:tl;y than we the publio have any right to expect. lie hire,young,

inexperienced kids right out of college to acquaint our youngsters with the facts of

life, pa:y them the lO\'l6-St possible salaries on which they can live and then wonder

what 1s wrong. I don't know hO\'I to do it any better, but it has alwa:ys seemed to me

that teachering and preaohering should be the most highly paid professions in the

nation.

Only the wisest men and women, "Iho have met life and at least pe.rtially under-
I

stand it, Should ~de our youth to a fuller realization of their responsibilities

as well as their privileges in this \'1orlCl.-powerful na.tion. Politically, all men are

created equal, but to some are given 10' talents and to others only oneo Instead of

an assembly-line education, with faith that the average will be satisfactory, each

talent in each student should be tra.ined for fullest use.

:Bu.t as long as the PIlblic honors and pays a prize fighter more than the

Secretary of State or rates a college only by the success of their football team,,

we can expect great boxers. well-trained athletes, crooked congressmen and \'lOrld

confusion.

-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast ~eriment Station, Waseca
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I t Can Happen Again

La.st yea.r our corn couldnIt grO'Y1 oecause it ,,;3.S too wet, but this year our

old clay lake bottom shone when folks on lighter soil suffered from drouth. Perhaps

they had hog feed last year and we III have it this year. Things usually average up

if one can survive long enough for the whe.el to turn.
.

Variety didn I t seem to make much difference to us last yeax. Eaxly corn,

standard corn, late corn, it was all aoout the same kind of soup. We didn't even

haxves t our variety test. It didn t t tell us anything-except thatl're had had a "

wet year" and \'Ie suspected that already. i'le did have a good many acres of corn stalks

anel \'1e wondered what to do with them.

The oest way to use soft corn is usually to put it through cattle. Accord-

ingly we OO~lt some steers, divided them into three lots and tried to see what they

would do with the corn when served in various ways. One lot received a light feed

of ordinary corn silage with all the ground corn and coo meal they would eat. Lots

2 and 3 had ear corn silage. It was the plan to add oats or 08.rley to the ear corn

silage if the steers would take it, but when we upped the oats, they went down on

ear corn silage so we had to leave out the oats. All had oil meal and hay in addi-

tion.

Feed costs "were figured at $20.00 per ton for ground ear corn, $10.00 per

ton for ear corn silage and $5.00 for ordinary silage. On this basis the steers
,

paid for their feed and left us something ove"r $1500 to apply on labor and overhead.

They all did about the same, so apparently they will use corn in any formQ their

gains depending on the total digestible nutrients we can get into themo
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Some of the sidelights were interesting. Moisture in the corn and cob meal

was 36.8% after it had been frozen for some time. Ear corn silage was 63.7% mois

ture and the ordinary corn silage 70 ol 3%o The ear corn silage froze in chunks and

there was some waste. The ear corn in the crib also froze, but after going through

a hammer mill it was'readily eaten. There was certainly less labor in feeding the

ground ear corn-less bulk to lift around and move to the feed bunks. It ,",as easier

to water the cattle from a tank than to shovel in ice "lith a scoop.

Haking the ear corn silage "las relatively easy. iTe used a corn picker on

which the husking rolls ",ere idle and it snapped the green ears just as easily as

picking. We put these ,ears, husks and all, through the ensilage cutter and found

they kept as well as silage with th~ stalks in--but it certainly took a lot of acres

to fill a silo. We fi~~red our yield of snapped co~n at 2 tons per acre or less

than half what s\'1eet corn should do in an ordinary year.

The corn we cribbed was left in the field until it was frozen and it kept

all right as long as the weather remained cold. lie could have dried it, I suppose,

but the papers kept screaming about the enormous corn crop to be harvested last

year, and \'1e thought it "Iould be easy to buy hog feed. What a jolee that \-las!

Probably ear corn silage would be one way of keeping soft corn over for

summer feeding, and it might be cheaper than artificial ~ring, but from our exper-

ience it took more work for the same wages than frozen ear corn. The steers made a

return of more than $20.00 per head above feed cost, which wasn t t so bad, but we

took a licking on the corn cropt That rain last year seemed to take something out

of the soil. Some of it didn t t perform at all normally this year. We had spots

where barley only grew a foo thigh.

We're thankful for the prospect of a good corn crop this year, but if we

have soft corn again, we'll have some better idea of how to handle ito

-- R. Z. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast ~eriment Station, ilaseca
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wrote a most consoling letter. after the story \'laS published. I've kno,,! him for 30

years and thought he was possibly a bit on the hard-boiled side, but his sympatheti

the family doings.

First, to bring t.lte duel:: doings up to date, Gertie's 'second try went better

than the first in that she hatched six and got them well started. Then Peggy and

her family came to visit, bringing Dusty the Cocker -to look after Riclq, the fireball

two-year-old. Well, Dusty's e,ncestors "lere great hunters, and t\'10 trips across the.
yard ended Gertie's little troubles and developed her wings.

In July we were wondering \'Ihy Clementine's eges didn't hatch. A friend

accouchement. Probably the trouble is that she was a Great planner--given to eul tu

al oourses where she no doubt attended a Sanger leoture. Her planning for the

:Better Life induced her schemes for a deluxe apartment in the hen house. To her

mind. Gus and Laz were non-eugenic, unhygienic ~d just plain unnecessary nuisance!

Like all perfectionists, she found that she had negleoted some obtrusive reality."

I took this obviously fair and constructive communication out to Clementi

and explained to her the error of her ways. She only gave a derisive quaok and

flew awq, but since then I have seen her in the constant oompany of Lazaruse
I

h evnressed interest in the way things are going here at
several people ave .~

the farm with d.ogs, ducks. horses and kids. 'lhese matters are of littl,e moment

outside our m'1n back yard, but perhaps some few readers will get a chuckle aut of

News Bureau
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Aueu.st 23 1946
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Perhaps she has accepted the good advice and is seeking a ,new contract. She migjlt

be given another ohanoe. but Syringa's nine plump youngsters are nearly full grown

and probably both Clementine and Lazarus will soon find their way into the ovenC)

Like some of the rest of us. her sins of omission and commission will be expiated

by intense heat.

Mr. Sharp, the collie pup we acquired last Deoember, has used the summer for

growing.' Nother says he eats as much as a horse, but he I s put it all into growth

and is still so thin he looks half starved among the plump folks in this family.

Hefs so tall and so long and so clumsy, Bud says wetdbetter call him Big Stoop.

He f s so friendly he wags up to everybody. but the gals yell when he raps them wi th

his long ~ail. 'When he wags near a door, it threatens to crack the panels. Shorty

thinks his tail must be made of rope or wire beoause if it was fleSh and bone it

would get all black and blue from banging on things.

Sharp hasn t t shown any signs of a master mind yet. but he tries to be help-

!ul. When mother goes to the garden, he tags along, stepping on tomatoes, knocking

over the glads. whanglng her with his tail and fiercely keeping the sparrows from

attacking her. On the way to the house he insists on carrying a cucumber or a

carrot just to prove how necessary his services are in this family.

Sharp and Dusty--Mutt and Jeff--played incessantly when Dusty was here, and

Sharp learned to voice a deep, scary gruff bark when pedestrians entered the yard.

He may make a dog yet. At least he is ornamental.

:Bud's three colts by the Arabian Stallion, Iiotherfs loss of her Siamese cat,

Ricky's progress as a farmer, were all items of summer importance to us but require

more space than is available this t1me...

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station~ ilaseca

I
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Oross :Breeding

The main job at this Experimen.t Station is trying to understand. test and use

the principles of genetics in producing better corn, grain and livestock. First we

inbreed and then cross, not to get crabby individuals but to take advantage of hy-

brid vigor \'lhich usually results 1Ilhen unlike genes scramble among themselves for

dominanceo

Grain like oats, barley and \'1heat are natura).ly inbred. so 1Irhen \1e want to

cross them, it is a tecllnical job under a microscopeo Rye, corn and livestock are

naturally crossed, so we must handle them differently. In a corn field. pollen

blows around in great quanti ties and usually many grains light on each silk. It has

been shown that when a pollen grain from the stalk's own tas3el lights on a silk,

and pollen from some other tassel gets there at about the same time, they will both

start a grot-rth down the length of the silk to reach the ovum or egg on the cob.

Nature has arranged matters so that the stranger is more welcome and grows

faster, so that he does the fertilizing. Thus 98% of tha corn kernels in any field

get inheri tanoe from stalks other than the one on \'lhich they were born. In six-bit

wordsithe corn is heterozygous or mixed in inheritance. Eacll kernel of corn gets

half its inheritance from the parent stalk,so all kernels on- an ear may look alike,

but the other half comes from papa--and "'lho ImO\'1S l'lho he may bel Our ~ob is control

this random mixing.

In corn the tassel is male end the ear is female, so we may use either as

1I{e wish, but \'1e can't cross corn except in the field when the silks come out and

tassels Shed pollen. ~fuen the silks dry up, the job is allover for this year and

the inheritance of each kernel is fixed.
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In the scramble, genes from the fentale line up in rOllS on half chromosomes,

all paired off with genes from tile pollen parent on complementary half chromosomes.

Which half wUl decide whose character is to be most prominent in the new individual

thus formed? 4s in married life, sometimes it's one, sometimes the other. If one

character abl~s wins out, it is said to be dominant and the other recessivea A

black Poland China crossed \'Ii th a Chester Uhi te alw~s·gets white pigs. The \'1h1 te

color gene is dominant. Simple, isn't it?
,.

,.then we inbreed, we qoncentrate the inheritance, good or bad, until the

genes on both sides of tile chromosomes must be similar. If they are all reoessives,

they can1t hide behind any fat dominants, but must come out where we can get a look

at them. If they're bad we can throw them.aw~o If they're good, we look around

. for some 0 ther good genes to pair them \-Ii th in the hope that the new combination of

characters will be better than the rand?ID sample we had to start with.

Well, that's what we're doing with corn, pigs, Sheep and cattle. Oh yes,

with the ducks. too. Ue've had nearly 30 years on the corn and have found inbreds

which, when put together properly, will make 30% more yield than the origi~al par-

ents. Following a similar pattern, we've done the same thing with pigs and reached

about the same increase in productiVity in just 10 years. Sheep will take longer

and we started later, so they're just in the early stages. Cattle breed so slowly

that all \Ie ever hope to do is start.

Some datY' we may be planting all crossbred trees. lie now have hand-hybridi~d

tomatoes, flowers and fruits of various sorts. We're learning to use a most power-

f'ul tool in shaping Nature's products to our benefit and convenience. :But please

don't tell any of these "secrets" to the mosquitoes, flies ar weeds.. They're effic

ient enough right now to keep me on the jump.

--R. Eo Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, "aseca
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Look @}d See

Most of us humans, ",ith reasona.b1y normal eyes, are blind as bats. Oh, yes. we

can see a tree to dodge it (except sometimes when we're driving) or notice a girl to

whistle about, or discover all the things others are doing ",hich irritate us, but

that is mostly reflex seeing. We probably don't care what kind of tree it is or see

the leaves. It's just an object to avoid.

1fua.t a doleful world this is, anyway. ''1e ,orait to get old enough t0 1,'1ork, work

until we're old enough to retire and then we wait until it's time to die. We walk

endless miles over concrete sidewalks, climb innumerable stairs, eat tons of food,

some of which doesn't agree with us, and then we get stomach ulcers. We ride in cars.

trains, boats or airplanes, through "ralls of sign boards to get some place other than

",here we were, and then hurry bacl>:: again.

Most of our ''lork is dull routine. W'e haul the feed in from the fields, pile it

up, shovel it out to cows and pigs, then haul 1iThat is ~eft back to the fields to grow

another crop to do the whole thing over and over again. Oooking, washing, oleaning,

ironing, doing dishes-it's the same rut day after day, week after week, as long as

we are able to keep up the pace. Going to the office, answering letters, trying to

collect enough to pay the bills, pay the taxes, pay the insurance. pay the doctor.

dentist, grocer. clothier, repair man and installments on the car, gets monotonous.

In and out. with nothing left to sho", for our ",ork but a shorter breath and bigger

bulges.

It ahrays rains ,·,hen it's "ret and ,'re don't ,.,ant moisture; then we can't squeeze

out a drop when drought cuts the yield of corn and makes the la"m look like a moth

eaten carpet. In summer ",e 6"1elter in the heat and snee ze ",i th the pollen-loaded
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air. Then in winter ,ore need a feather Quilt to keep from freezing on the ,-ray to the

barn, only to find the pump frozen, the car behind a great snow drift and our best

cow come in with a dead calf. Probably on the '-lay to the phone to call the vet.

,,,e III slip on a :piece of hidden ice and break a leg. Who ever "Tants to live in such

a country, ~.,ay? The steel trust, the labor unions and the politicians are all

helping to hustle helpless Henr:r to the poor house.

Some people seem to take an unholy sati sfaction in seeing only the grim, the

drab, the tedious and tiresome things around them. They drag along to an early old

age, 'in th never a breath of adventure, an atom of interest or a spark of appreciation

for the ,",onderful ',rorld we are permitted to live in for a,,,hile. It's all an attitude

or frame of mind. Some are content to trot along bet"leen the ,.,heels in all the thick

dust, like a ooaoh dog; some are too inert to do more than ride. letting others do

the work, while some accept the responsibility of the driver's seat as compensation

for the view, the spirit of ~chievement, the excitement of a hot raoe or the mastery

of a diffioult task. W'e see only ,,,hat our minds find interesting or unusual, and

hOtoT oan we determine "That is interesting or unusual u1thout tra,ining and disciplining

our minds and eyes to weigh, value and discriminate among the people, events, circum-

stances and surroundings ,"Thlch form our habitat?

To wonder at the beauty of a sunset; gasp over the panorama of fall colors

spread before us; tingle \11 th the keen fresh air of an Ootober morning; throb ,,11th

the poignant s',,,eetness of a. song; ,rlnce at the tremendous :PO,,yer of the elements;

quiver ,11th the excitement of a ne"T discovery; glo,.y "lith the satisfaction of a kind-

ness done - these axe the things ,,,hich transform daily drudgery into a splendid game

and consumdng boredom.into a liVing flame of worthwhile effort.

We 11ve on a high level of enthusiasm and achievement or stagnate in our o,.m
mental muck according to our understanding and appreciation of the world we live in.
We see the good or the bad, the high or the 10'fT, the S\Ulshine or shado,,,s, just as we
train our eyes and minds to comprehend the things about us. \'ie have our o"m choice
of liVing on milk and honey or ste\'Ting in pickle juice. "Lift up mine eyes unto the
hills."

-It. E. Hodgson, SuPerintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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It's a Dogls Life

A good ,·rorking dog on a stock farm is about as helpful as another hand. Of

course, definitions of a "good" dog will differ all the w~ from the ubiquitous flea

hound who yaps his vapid way through a life of curiosity, frustration and hardship to

the pampered poodles of the show table whose only requirement is to pose prettily and

have the "points!' some fanciful judge has imagined might be attractive for that

particular breed.

There are almost as many kinds of dogs as there are varieties of men. so that by

careful search and proper discrimination almost every bo:,r or man can be properly

fi tted with a dog of kindred or complementary type and spirit. The range goes from

the tiny toothless toys that live on cushions and cream to Great Danes and st.

Bernards ,.,hich are just about as cuddly as a Percheron horse. In disposi tion, we

have everything trom the timid, tail~tucking type afraid of his shadow to the great

fighting heart which impels a toy terrier to charge a ton bull in defense of his

master. It isn't a matter of breed so much as of individual quality.

And so. ,11th care and diecrimination. man should be able to find a dog and every

dog find a man who can look at each other "ri th entire approbation and the general

feeling expressed by mama, "Is good." I oan't speak "lith authority from the stand.-

point of the canine, but it's a. great eX];l6rience for a. man to find just the right dog.

lIhen he does, that pu.p becomes a part of the family and no check could be sufficient

ly large to tempt a. sale.

Naturally, everyone will have his mm ideas concerning the requirements of a

"good" dog. I can only speak for myself'. ~.~y chief demand is for a dog that can

think. Oh, I kno,,, psychologists "rill protest that animals have only instinct and. re-
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-..:':Ml-lioraJi...t-o guide their actions, but you can't make converts to that belief among men

~Tho have had the privilege of close association with intelligent dogs and horses.

We will stoutly maintain that our pals ca~ reason from cause to effect and tell an

endless series of experiences to prove it.

A good dog can read his master's mind and often perforIns certain ,.rork ,'11 thout

being told, We could rattle the milk di shes as \'Ie pleased and carry pails to the

barn all day, \"i th Duke trotting along to boss the job or lying asleep on the porch,

but ,,,hen it was time to milk, he ''1ould head for the pasture. That "pasture" \',as 240

acres of trees, brush and grass. Did you ever try to find cows in such a mess, es-

pecially when they would hold their bells against the ground to keep them still?

The pasture enclosed the farmstead on three sides. Duke might start east, south

or ,,,est. He might start early, or he might go ",hen ,,,e headed for the barn. He seem-

ed to sense where the cows were and he'd always have them at the gate by the time ''18

finished dishing out the feed, That is, he would have them there barring accidents.

If some cow was in trouble, he'd come and get us. Call it instinct if you will. Itm

not particular '''hat you call it, but for my money, he Sh01:1ed as mch reasoning as we

did in knowing the cows must be milked. Few dogs I have kno\'m possess that much

"instinct,"

I mustn't get started telling dog stories. My yarns about Lassie, Major, Ted

and Duke ,,,auld last for a day at least. Then you would all \-,ant to tell the observe.-

tions made on your o"m pets and it ",auld be '-Torse than a bunch of old timers s,.,apping

horse yarns, Speaking of horses, a good smart horse can reason as quickly as a dog

if he knows what is wanted. There we go again. If we start horse stories, we'll

never get stopped. Those of you who have had good dogs and horses will likely agree

~lTith me, and. the others just haven't had experience enough to qualify•

...-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Get Up and Try Again

With a dull thud the lines came together. For the thirtieth time Roy puShed his

tired body into "Oekie" Svendson, his opponent. Roy tried his level best to get do"m

1011' and hook a Shoulder under Oekie' s middle so as to r~dse him off his feet and, if

possible, tip him over. Instead, he hit a hip and shoulder that seemed as hard and

immovable as old Pete, the plow horse.

Again Roy went d01lnl, with his face in the mud with big Oekie on top of him. It

seemed as though he had spent a lifetime getting up, hi ttlng hard and going down with

that hea~J weight fal~lng on his sore back and shoulders. The score was 0 to 0 and

the game ne.;u- the end. ;Both teams ~.,ere fighting for yards ~Ti th all of their energy

and ability. Jim calle<;l, lIS1gnals" and Roy managed to get his feet under him and

trot back to the huddle. It would never do to let the opposition know that, he was

about tired out.

The pla;y- was called bet",een guard and center. It ,.,as Roy 1s side of center and

he knew that he just had to upset Oakie before he got hi s huge hands on Jim ",hen he

dove through the line. How or neverJ The oall was snapped and Roy plunged again

against that dirty jersey, putting everything he had into a shove that again ended

'111 th his face in the mud. But the cro,'1d "ras yelling. Jim got through and was away

to a touchdo,m and glory. Roy scraped. the goo from hi s eyes and grinned from ear to

ear. They had done it and he had helpedJ

The newspapers gave Jim the credit and described him with all kinds of praise,

but the coach pe.tted Roy on the back and told him, "You did a good job. That Oakie

,,,as so big, I was a.fraid you couldn1t handle him, but you kept him busy on every

offensive play. It took guts to do that," and Roy '.ms supremely happy. It made all
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the hours of practice, the bumps BnQ. bruises, the rigorous training seem \rorth1:Thi1e

because of that one big achievement.

Allover the United States, boys are playing football. It's a rough, demanding

sport, but he-man stuff, no place for the "Teak in spirit. t40thers are worrying for

fear their sons "n:J.1 be permanently injured. Fathers may begrudge the time taken fo

practice and games. That's only n~tura1, but compared to the number of boys playing

serious damage is miraculously 10"T. Trained coachl;' s see that their boys are in con-

dition and do not push them beyond their endurance. It's not as dangerous as drivin

a car, and it does, teach lessons \..rorth many times the effort for, those who 1:T1l1 lear

Oooperation and team play are an essential part of football. The back field

gets the publicity, but they ",ould be helpless \11 thout the line men ,,,ho take the

pounding, open the holes and keep on trying "Then they are almost licked. It takes

real courage to get up and charge again and again at a,larger, stronger opponent who

doesn't sho", the slig;htest effect from all that effort. It helps to make American

men of American boys.

The spirit of good sportmanship, of give and take, the ability to keep on try-ir:

and to use every conceivable advantage ,:,ithin the rules he.s made men ,..rho ",ere ready

to tackle the hard jobs and require only a little time to accompliSh the impossible.

Life isn't all a pink tea in a drawing room. Everyone gets knocked about, frustrate

abused and kicked in the back-Mat least from his o,m vie"Tpoint. It takes the old

team get-up-and-go to come back "nth a grin and keep on trying when the game,gets

tough. Men "rho do things are on the playing field in spirtt, if ~ot in body. The

whiners and complainers were probably too tired to go to the game.

But all of us like to have a fair chance for achievement. 'l:Te will only ",ark
like the boys play football if our efforts are appreciated or ,.,e can earn a touch
dO"Tn when \'16 play over our heads. If the state is all and the individual nothing,
if the skillful, we1l,trained, conscientious player doesn't get a greater reward tha
the lazy lout who merely criticizes the efforts 9f others, there is no incentive for
t~Jing to do our best., A communistic ideology levels every individual to equal re...
"rard and drags the best dO"Tn even "rith the worst. It eliminates all competition and
it isn't good football.

~-R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca
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Nature ~'lastes EothiM

!Te1s burned a stack of flax: stra"T this fall and that led to an argument among

the barnyard orators while an assorted group were waiting for the women to finiSh

shop!ling on Saturday night. Pat started it out, and the cro,1d quickly gre\'T.

"Sure and ~re 111 be havinl the county agent pu.1lin' your hair, He1s, because ye

burned that straw. Hels been preachinl all summer that welre 1ackin l the humus, and

everything animal or veGet~~b1e mst be p1o"Ted under to feed the bacteria or ",e I11 be-

come like the Sahara desert. Mineral fertilizer alone wonlt do the trick, he says."

"''lish lId kno,m that before the match got to it, II Hele replied. "I ld have donat-

ed the stra':T pile and all it. contained to the 4-H Club or even to the county agent

himself if he Id haul it a",ay. Then I'd have had my name in the paper as a benefactor

of society instead of getting Pat all hot rold bothered about the starving bacteria.

l~ext time I have a bonfire, II11 pllt an ad in the paper. II

lIOou1d be Pat ,-,anted the stra~"T,1I piped UpRI:tnS, ,-,ho thought it might be fun to

get these t~"TO old friends into a che,'1ing match.

Henry, another neighbor, had been listening to the palaver and hastened to pllt

in hi s oar before the ~:Taters beoame troubled. "Burned that straw to get rid of ''That

was in it, didn't ya, Nels? Seems I recolleot seeing more or less of a snow storm

over that ,-ray the afternoon you threshed. ''lere you trying to melt the sno\-,?"

:He1s chuckled, "Of course, that's ''Thy I burned it. Ilve been planning a ,.,eed

campaign on that forty for years. In fact, that t s "Thy I bought it. i'!hen the o\mer

lived in Ohicago, he didnlt care ",hether he SUpl)lied thistle seed for a tOvrnship or

only a section or so, but one of his thistle ~eeds blew over the fence and lit in

Pat's west pasture, so I had to buy the field. No", I'll be held responsible for all
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the seed it has ever set blmdng, in addition to st?xving my 11ve stock, "!Tecking

the Farm Bureau and threatening the county agent with a t,·ro-bi tted axe."

Henry tried again. "Thought old Conover wouldn't sell. Did he die or something

that you finally got the weed patch? Heard he was asking $2.50 for it at one time."

"Time is what did it," Hans put in. "Oonover rented it for good money once, but

he had to take less and lese to get a floa.ter who ~TOuld scratch his dirt land. Fin-

ally his last renter starved to death and he had to sell to save p~Ting taxes. Nels

just let it fall in his pocket. l1

"''!ant I shOUld stuff it in ;rour pocket? II ~rels '''as g09d-M.tured. but Hans just

had the unhappy faoul ty of rubbing ever:rone the wrong way. 1l1'That ,,,ould you do ,·Ti th

it? Raise thistle seed for canaries?"
starving

~Getting back to these Ibacteria, II Henry interrupted, "you could have piled that

stra,,] some,,,here and left it to rot, seed and all. Then it would have spread. safely. II

"It "rould take years to be sure a~l the seed ''1as dead., Birds might spread it

from the stack. I couldn't ~lltivate where the stack stood. It would have to be

turned and moved to make good compo st. "!ho' s p~Ting for the labor at $1 an hour and.

up-thebacteria? \i'ho's running this farm any\·r8.y. the county agent?"

"Nels had plent~r of good reasons for burnin' the stack, boys. In fact he, prac-

tically begged me for permission to commit the crime before he touched her off. He

can feed his bacteria with some of that potent gold dust his so-called dairy cows

produce. so don't sit up nights worrying about them. Hans. Besides. he didn't waste,

anything. He just changed flax straw and thistle seed into carbon dioxide and ashes.

He has the minerals. but the carbon dio~ide is in the air and \rlll help to make orop

or grow trees or weeds for whoever grabs it first."

Pat started up as he saw Katy a:pproaching "ri th her arms full of bundles. "lTels
is doing us all a big fl:l;vor if he kills the ,·reeds on that forty. 1£ he lcil1s them,
the,t is."

Peace uas restored, but Nels made up his mind that he'd clean up that forty or
bust a gallUS, just to sho,,, Pat he could do it.

--R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station, Waseoa
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The succulent leaves of garden lettuce are one of our early spring garden treats.

There ar,e only a few ways to use leaf lettuce, but this is one vegetable that is en

Joyed even though it appears on the, table day after day.
• • • • • .' *

After washing the lettuce thoroughly, tear it into bite-size pieces for ~BY

eating. Torn lettuce seems to make a more pleasing salad than lettuce cut with a ,

shears or knife. One of the simplest dressings is vinegar diluted with half water,

aspri~e of salt and pepper and sugar to taste. It there' 8 plenty of cream on hand,

either sweet or sour, use this instead of water to dilute the vinegar. In either caso

add the dressing Just before the lettuoe is taken to the table. Toss lightly so all
"

lettuce leaves are well coated. Any other vegetables whiCh are tasty raw may be

to ssed in with the salad to give bulk or contrast in texture and navor.
• • • • • • *

Leaf lettuce grown in sunshine and served fresh from the home garden i8 a vsl'il-

able source of many vitamins, especially A and O.
* • • • • • •

The first green onions have a place on the table for which no other vegetable

can compete successfully. Ordinarily, they are served whole after washing, with the

outBide skin removed and the tops clipped off. :But there I s no special point in leav-'

ing on a large amount of stem if it will not be eaten, because the stem oan be used as
a seasoning and for color in salads and hot dishes. Many people, though, like to eat
the stems, and, of course, this is the best way to get the full value from the onion.

• * * * * * •
If the garden has an ample supply of onions to warrant any use besides serving

raw, they can be cooked. Tie the onions in bunches and cook unti 1 they are tender.
Serve with melted butter, with toast if desired.

• * • * * * •
Green onions can also be used to make asparagus go further. Tie the bunches of

the two vegetables together and cook in sal ted water., Or cook separately and combine
for semngc Add salt, pepper and butter tor seasonine:.

• * • • • • •
COOPERATIVE ElTEIIIOII 10111 II ADICILTURE AlO ROlE BOIIOIICI, UIIIVERSITY OF 1IIIIIESOrA, AGRICULTURAL EXTEIISIOII OIVISIOII AII0 .IITED STATES DEPARTIEIT OF
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!(!he success of garden crops like peas. lettuce. onions and radishes depends con-

slderably on early planting. Peas planted in mid-April mar yield twice as much a8

those planted on ~ 15. All members of. the cabbage family can be planted ear~y" ,in

cluding radishes. turnips, kohlrabi, cabbage, cauliflower and broccoli. Onions, spln-

achand leaf lettuce are resistant to cold,too. Head lettuce must be set out early

90 heads will form before hot weather.
* * * * * * *

During wet springs a lot of people are tempted to plant cool season vegetables

by the calendar, regardless of condition of the soil. If you're too intent on being

early, you may ruin soil texture b~' working in the garden when itts too wet. Apply

the old test before you start gardening: squeeze a handfUl of Boil tightly in your

hand.' If the soil is gummy or cements in a tight ball, the ground is too wet. !Ihe

so11 w111 crumble and break into fine particles when 1t is just right.
* * * * * * *

Don't be afraid to spade deep. ~en do a thorough job of preparing the soil,

digging out all quack grass roots and removing all trash and rocks., The iron rake is

a mighty hand1 tool to use in preparing the soil.

* • * • * * *
You can't put all the blame on the seed if you find bare spots here and there

when your vegetables come up. Perhaps your seedbed wasn It fine enough for the small

Beeded crops to germinate properly. The smaller the seed, the finer the seedbed must

be.
• • * * • • •

If you want a handy gardening manual, get the newly revised WHome Vegetable

Garden." lilxtens10n ~ullet1n 174. Your oounty agent will have a copy for you.
' * * • • * * •

COOPEIATiYE EIfEIIIOI 10RI II AIIICUlTURE AID ROlE ECOIOIICI, UIIVERSITY OF IIIIESOTA, AGRICULTURAL EmlSIOI DIVISIOI AID UIITED STATES DEPARTIEIT IF
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If you own your own garden plot, it's hard to think of a more satisfactory way

to use it than to start an asparagns bed. After the bed onoe gets to produoing, the,
. .

crop comes up year after year, with far less attention than 1s reQ.uired to produce

othervegetables. A planting should last from 10 to a:> years. Furthermore, it 1 S

ready to pick before any vegetable planted from seed.
• • • • • • •

Plant aspar~s along one side of the garden by Mar 1•. Use one""1ear old roots

of ..•. Mary Washington variety, which can be purchased from a nursery_ Or you oan grow

plants yourself \V' seeding 00\-'. When you are ready to Bet out the plants. plow or spade

a deep furrow and scatter Bome well-rotted manure in th~ bottom~ Cover with a little

dirt and set the crowns so they are 6 to 8 inches deep.. Cover wi th about 2 inohes of

dirt and fill in the trench by cultivat~on after the sprouts have grown above the

ground 1evel.
* 11& • * * * *

Alw81s keep the asparagus bed clean-oultivated. Unless the tops are diseased,

they can be left standing over winter· to oatoh and hold the snow. Early in spring

they should be removed or disked into the ground.
* * • * • • •

Dontt start harvesting the asparagus until the spring of the third year. Use a

sharp knife to out the stalks below groundo July 1 is the time to stop cutting the

sprout.. in order to allow suffioient top growth to store up food for the next crop.
• • • • * • •

If you have more asparagua than you can eat frebh from ~~e garden, oan or freeze
aome for next wintero Use & p~es~ur~ oockp,r to oan a£yara~~so D1~eotio~s and time
table for canniug aspar~<7US ~.:i:··3 gi.'t..:n in rr.~tensbn Fcl(;.,~r 1C':>, "Heme Oan~.ing Fruits
and 'V'egeta'::'l.es." Get a. <.;opy from ~'our oouuty hvUle de,",(mst:radon agent or agricul
tural agent$

• 11& • • * • •
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Don't be in a hurry 1;0 set out your tomato plants. They're very tender and cant,t

stand any frost. Wait until the ground warms up - about Memorial Day. Then use

vigorous young p~ants.
III III III III III III III

If your garden space is smal1.. there are many ways to get the most out of it.,

One way is to keep your land producing all the time by planting a succession of crops

through the season. When a quick-maturing crop such as lettuce or radish has had i te

d~, replant the rows wi th root crops or a late crop like cabbage.
III III III III III III III

Staggering your plantings so you'll have early and late varieties will prevent

a glut all at once of more than you can eat of one vegetable. Plant the early var-

ieUes for summer eating, and when these crops have been harvested, you can use the

same space for later varieties that make good eating in late summer and early fall.·.
III III III III III III III

Planting of leaf lettuce and radish made DOW will extend the eating season for

these vegetablese
III III III III III III III

•
Since chard and New Zealand spinach can be cut till late fall., just a few plante

will provide the family wi th greene all summer. Dark leafy greens like chard are good

Bources of calcium.
III III * III

III III III

III III III III III* III

In case you don't want to take up space in your early garden with fiowers, put

some flowers in as succession crops so you'll have them for cutting late in the summer.

Put the plante in after the radishes and lettuce are gone. Marigolds, zinnias, cosmos

morning bride, petunias, nasturtiums. phlox, portulaca and moss roses are all good

annuals to plant~

COOPERATIVE EXTEISIOIl WORK III AlRICULTURE AIlD HDIE ECONOIlICS, UIlIVERSITY OF IIIIlNESOTA, AGRICULTUIAL EXTEIlSIOI DIVISIOI AIlD UIITED STATES DEPAITIIEIT OF
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Fruits.

1. " Prune fruit trees before growth starts. Due to considerable reported winter

injury on certain apple varieties, the pruning should be lighter than usual. Re

move only dead branches or branohes that crOSB each other. This should be fol

lowed by a light summer pruning after the extent of winter damage is known.
I

20 Delay the uncovering of strawberries as late as possible. Examine the plants

under the straw at frequent intervalso As long as the leaves are green, the

straw Should remain on.. As soon as the leaves start to turn yellow, loosen the

straw from over the rows and put in the picking aisles. The plants will pushup

through a light covering of strawo If the straw is left on as late as possible~

the strawberry bloom will be delayed and the blossoms may escape late spring

frosto

3. Raspberry canes will need some support to keep the fruits out of the dirto If

the plants are being grown in hills, tie the canes to stakeso If they are in a

hedge row, put posts a rod apart and stretch a wire on either side of the row.

Tie this wire together by cross ties at frequent intervals to keep the cans up-

right.. If the canes were not pruned last summer, cut out all the old canes that

bore fruit last year and thin out the new caneso Remember t~at raspberries need

clean cultivation between the rows to keep the weeds and sucker plants down.

4. Prune all fruit trees when they are plantede This is needed to compensate for

root lasso Select those branches tllat form a wide angle with the main stem for

scaffold or framework branches.. Eliminate all narrow crotches and remove all

branches from between the scaffold branchese It may also be necessary to shorten

the leader and scaffold branches selected.

Cooperative Extension work in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Minne
sota, Agricultural Extension Service and U. S.. Department of Agriculture Cooperat
ing, Pa;ul Ea Miller, Directoro Published in furtherance of Agricultural Extension
Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914.
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5. Strawberries and raspberries should be planted as soon as the ground is in proper

condition for planting.. Plant strawberries so the crown is just level with the

soil line. Be sure to plant only state-inspected, mosaic-free raspberry plants.'

In planting raspberry plants. prune them back to within three to four inches of

the ground,

VegetableI'!

1. Plant peas earlyo They must mature before hot weather for best quality ..

2. ~ Dontt plant more of a vegetable than your family needs~ It is neither necessary

nor advisable always to plant all of the seeds in a seed packet B.t one time.

3. Try something new in your vegetable garden this year. Broccoli, 'cauliflower,

and Ohinese cabbage are suggestionso

4. start tomato seeds indoors this month. Seeds started by April 15 should produce

good plants for setting into the garden by June 1.

5. A few minutes spent in spacing the seeds in the row may save hours of time later

in thinningo

60 A side-dressing of fertilizer on either side of the vegetable row is more effic-

ient than broadcast application. About 1 pound of a complete, 4-12-4 fertilizer

is recommended for 25 feet of rowo For a broadcast application, use 2 to 3 poundf

for each 1.000 square feeto

7. Transplant cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower, and head lettuce plants in the evening

or on a cloudy dayo Recent experiments have shown that the removal of the lower

leaves on these transplants is unnecessary and may even delay maturityo

Ornamentals

1. Remove the winter cover from tender roses this month. This should be a gradual

process, first removing the straw covering and la.ter the dirt from around the basf

2. Plant only hardy varieties of trees and shrubs Q The term "hardy" in many nursery

catalogues holds little meaning under Minnesota conditions. The Forsythias, Rose

of Sharon, Flowering Q,uince; and Azaleas are poor risks in most parts of Mlnnesot~
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3. Delay pruning spring flowering shrubs until after they bloom. Summer-blooming

&1rubs such as HYdrangeas and Hybrid Tea roses should be pruned before growth

starts.

4. The Morden Pink Lythrum is hardy" summer blooming perennial that deserves a spot

in every gaxdeno

5. Har~ annuals such as sweet alyssum, snapdragons, larkspur and calendulas can be

seeded directly in the garden this month.

6. Ornamental shrubs are often planted too close togethere To allow ample room

for development, allow 6 feet between large shrubs, 4 feet between medium

shrubs and 2 to 3 feet between small shrubsQ
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FIVE NE\1 FRUITS
DEVELOPED AT U

Five new fruits, developed by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, are being introduc~d this year after long and extensive tesUng.

They will make valuable additions to Minnesota home gardens, according to County

Agent _ --------_.
The new Minnesota fruits are the Oriole apple, the Golden spice pear, Orient

cherry and Redglow and South Dakota plums. Breeding and testing of new fruits have

been conducted at the University 1s Fruit Breeding Farm near Excelsior•
•

The number of new varieties of fruits, vegetables, and ornamental plants

developed by the University now totals 122, W. H. Alderman, chief of the division

of horticulture, announced. Three new varieties of potatoes, two chrysanthemums,

and four roses, all developed by the horticulture division were announced earlier

this year.

Some of the early introductions have been displaced by improved varieties

developed later, but at least 90 are still being grown and are of recognized horti-

cul tural importance. Two of these, the Latham raspberry and the Red Lake currant J

have become the leading varieties of their kind grown in North America.

The new apple, Oriole (Minn. #714), is a large summer apple, splashed with

red over an orange-yellow ground. It is juicy and is excellent in quality for eat-

ing fresh and for use in sauce and pies. The tree is hardy, with a tendency to

annual cropping.

(more)

Cooperative Extension Work in Agricul ture and Home Economics, University of Ninnesota,
Agricultural Extension Service and U. S. Department of Agriculture Cooperating, Paul
E. Miller, Director. Published in furtherance of Agricultural Extension Acts of
May 8 and June 3), 1914.
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Golden spice (Minn~ #4) is a small yellow pear, very good for sauce or

spiced pickles. The tree is vigorous, hardy and very productive. Mid-September

is the season of ripening.

Orient (Minn, #63), a self-fertile bush cherry developed from a strain of

the Nanking cherry, will make an interesting addition to the home garden both for

its fruit and its ornamental qualities. It will often begin to fruit the second

year after planting. The bright red fruits, a little more than half an inch in

diameter, ripen in early July, They are especially good for jelly.

Redglow (Minn. #101) is a large midseason plum, attractively colored a

rich dark red with heavy bloom. The fruit is sweet-flavored and is good for eating

fresh and for jelly. Foliage is good but susceptible to leaf spot.

South Dakota (South Dakota #27) is a medium-sized plum colored bright red

over a yellow ground. The pleasantly sweet flavor makes it good for eating fresh

or for jelly, The tree is of the native plum type and is very hardy, vigorous and

productive,

Stock of the new varieties is limited as yet but is available from some

Minnesota nurseries.

-jb-
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FIVE NEF FRUITS DEVELOPED BY U

Immediate Release

';1~"
,"",J.,

Five new fruits, which will make valuable additions to Minnesota home gardens,

are being introduced this year by the University of Minnesota !'igricultural Experit'

ment Station, W. H. J.lderman, chief of the division of horticulture, announced

today.

The new fruits are Oriole apple, Golden spice pear, Orient cherry and Redglow

and South Dakota plums. Breeding and testing of the new lruits have been conducted

at the University's Frui.t Breeding Farm near Excelsior.

Again the University horticulture division has stepped in to provide fruits

for Minnesota - and the Midwest - by developing varieties adapted to this climate.

The new varieties of fruits, vegetables and ornamental plants developed by

the University Agricultural Experiment Station have now reached a total of 122,

Alderman said. Three new varieties of potatoes, two chrysanthemums, and four

roses, all developed by the horticulture division, were announced earlier this

year.

Though some of the early Minnesota introductions have been displaced by

improved varieties developed later, at least 90 are still of recognized horticul-

tural importance. Two of the Minnesota-developed fruits, the Latham raspberry

and the Red Lake currant, have become-the l€ading varieties of their kind grovffi

in North America.

Oriole (Minn. #714), the new apple, is red splashed over an orange-yellow

ground. A summer apple, it is juicy and excellent in qllality for eating fresh

and for use in sauce and pies. The tree is hardy, lvith a tendency to annual crop~·

ping.

Golden spice (Minn. #4) is a small yellow pear, very good for sauce or

spiced pickles. The tree is Vigorous, hardy and very productive. Mid-September

(MORE)
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is the season of ripening.

Orient (Minn. #63), a self-fertile bush cherry developed from a strain of

the Nanking cherry, can be planted in the garden both for its fruit and its orna

mental quality. It will often begin to bear the second year after planting.

The bright red fruits, a little more than half an inch in diameter, ripen in early

July. They are especially good for jelly.

Redglow (~1inn. #101), a large midseason plum, is attractively colored a rich

dark red vnth heavy bloom. The fruit is sweet-flavored and is good for eating

fresh and for jelly. Foliage is good but susceptible to leaf spot.

South Dakota (South Dakota #27) is a medium-sized plum colored bright red

over a yel101lv ground. The pleasantly sweet flavor makes it good for eating fresh

or for jelly. The tree is of the native plum type and is very hardy, vigorous

and productive.

Stock of the new varieties is limited as yet but is available from some Minne

sota nurseries.

A-7l65-JB
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"REQUIEM" TO BE PRESENTED M.~.RCH 8

Immediate Release

fEB 24 KEC'O

The "Requiem" by Gabriel Faurb will be presented by the School of Agriculture

Community chorus of 200 voices, under the direction of Ralph E. ~i1liams, on

Tuesday, March 8, at 8:15 p.m. The concert will be given in the auditorium of the,

administration building on the st. Paul Campus of the University of Minnesota as

a part of a special Parents' Day program at the School of Agriculture.

The chorus consists of five THin City choral groups: the School of Agriculture

chorus, st. Paul Campus Staff Singers, Central Lutheran Singers, St. Anthony Park

Congregational Choir (Miss Arlys Denzel, director), and the Joyce Memorial Church

Choir (Mrs. Peter Tkach, director).

Hiss Lorraine King, Minneapolis harpist, '1:1ill appear both as soloist and accom-

panist of the "Requiem." Thomas W; Larimore, instructor in the School of Jlgricul-

ture, will be organist and LaVerne Ludtke, student from Good Thunder, Minnesota,

will be pianist.

'Ihe concert is open to the public without charge.

A-7l7l-JB
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Lowr,y Nelson, rural sociology head,

Uni.versity Farm News
University of Minnesota
st. Paull, Minnesota
M&.rch 8, 1949

U FARM MEN ON FARM FORUM

Two Un'versity of llinnesota agricultural

1949 Farm Fa"

discussion on farm

will head a panel IlRural

panels are set

Nelson is also

Immediate Release

lists vdll appear on the
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Housing, Educationo" Both

Other committee members from

ral economics dj.vision chief, and
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MARKET GARDENERS TO HELR HORTICULTURE CHIEF I,

William H. Alderman, University of Minnesota horticulture division chief, will

address the 300 members of the Minneapolis Market Gardeners association at their

annual spring meeting Saturday (March 12).

TviO other Univvrsity Farm men will also appear on the speaking program. p.

R. McMiller, soils professor, vdll tal~~ertilizers in irrigation. Robert

Nylund, assistant horticulture professor, vnll discuss chemical weed control.

Alderman will speak on horticulture.

During the morning, a farm machinery "fair" 'Vnll be staged at the municipal

market. Some 30 companies vnll exhibit gardening equipment, according to M. F.

Lane, association president.

The speaking program vdll be held in tho municipal market administration

building, starting at 1:15 p.m.
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ANNUAL HORTICULTURE SHORT COURSE MARCH 2)-24

Immediate Release

,

Tho horticulture short course which attracts hundreds of interested gardeners

each spring will be held M~rch 23 and 24 on the Univorsity of Minnesotats st e Paul

campus.

Prominent speakers on this ye2rt s program will include H. B. Tukey, head of

the department of horticulture at Michigan state College, East Lansing; Charles

Walkoff, vegetable broeder at the Dominion Experimental Farm, Morden, Manitoba,

C~nada; and G. W. Longenecker, professor in the department of horticulture, Uni-

versity of vlisconsin, Madison... Mombers of the University Farm staff, as viell as

local fruit growers and gardeners, ~~ll also have a part in the short course.

According to T. M. Currence, professor of the division of horticulture and

chairman of the committee on arrangements, this year's progrru~ will be divided-.
into the usual sections on vegetable grovdng, fruit grovdng and ornamental horti-

culture. In addition, recent developments in horticulture ~~ll be featured Wed-

nesday morning (March 23). The first of the sections on fruit grovdng and vego-

table gardening have been schedul~d fo~ Wednesday afternoon. Ornanental horti-

culture v~ll be discussed all day Thursday, tind fruit growing will be considered

in a separate session Thursday morningo

Meetings are free and open to the public, Currence said.

A-7184-JB
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SHORT COURSE FOR G.~DENERS

I

Immediate Release

Recent developments in gardening will be featured at the opening

session of the 28th annual horticulture short course to be held on the

University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus March 23 and 24.

Wednesday morning's program, which begins at 9:30, will include

discussions on the use and vPlue of chemicals in weeding strawberries

and vegetables; keeping lawns free of weeds the eAsy way; new ideas on

grow1ng cut flowers; and methods of increasing yields of tomatoes.

H. B. Tukey, professor and head of the department of horticulture at

~ichigan St8te college, will speak at the first morning's session on

the use of hormones in orchard production.

Gardening problems will be considered in separate sections on

vegetable gro"'ihg and fruit grm'Jing Wednesday afternoon. Thursday IS

program will be given over to orn2mentCll horticulture, with a separate

morning sess ion devoted to fruit growinf;'.

Out-of-state spe2kers will include Tukcy, G. W. Longenecker,

professor in the department of h&rt~ulture, University of 1,'!isconsin;

end Charles Walkoff, vegetable breeder at the Dominion Experimental

Fa,rm, :ilorden, Canada. ll;embers of the University Farm stClff, a.s well... -'"
a,s local fruit growers and gardeners, 1~Till also hl"ve 8 prominent p8.rt

in the short course.

Representatives of the fruit And vegetable industry in Minnesota

will .slso hold meetings during the short course. Wednesday evening

they will take steps toward orgnnizing a I'dinnesota Horticultural
council patterned after the one in Michigan. The ~innesota Berry
Growers' counc il has scheduled its 8,nnup.l meeting for ThursdE'.y noon.

The short course is open to the public without charge, according
to T. ~. Currence, professor of horticulture and chairman of the
committee on arrangements.

A-7206-JB
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DWN1F V2GETABLES DISCUSSED

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
For Release: WEDNESDAY, 3 PM

MARCH 23
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Development of dwarf vegetables to satisfy the needs of prairie

gardens ~s well as city gardens where space is limited was described

VV'ec1nesdpy e.fternoon (Mprch 23) by Charles Walkof; vegetable breeder

et the Dominion Experimental Farm, Morden, Canada.

Spe&king to gardeners attending the annual Horticulture Short

course on the University of Minnesotc: t s St. Paul campus, rialkof de-

clared thc:t the stAndard-type vegetable has not given satisfRctory

results on the prairies. To be successful in the Canadian prairie

garden, he seid, a vegeteble vAriety must have such plnnt characteris

tics ps early fruit ripening, sturdy and compact plant growth for

wind resistance and tolerance of temperpture extremes and drouth con-

ditions.

Dwarf vegetables have now been developed to meet those needs.

Dwarf bush tomatoes, such as Morden crossbreds and F'arthest North, wm

set end m8ture fruit earlier and longer than the ordinary tomato,

their compactness provides resistanqe to. winds and the restricted

foliage cover economizes on soil moistur~ end hence provides drouth

tolerance, according to Walkof •

At p separete session on fruit growing, W. H. Alderman, chief

of the University horticulture division, recommended th2t apple growers

consider an improved type of mulching culture. Adding more mulch

material in the orchard, he said, would conserve badly-needed moisture

end add to the fertility of the soil.

Sessions on ornamental horticulture eod fruit growing will con

clude the short course tomorrow (Thursday).

A-7209-JB
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12 NOON, MARCH 24
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

University Farm News
University of Minnesota
St. Ppul 1, Minnesota
Mprch 22, 1949

HORTICULTUitE SHORT COURSE HIGHLIGHTS - THURSDAY

Reseerch-consciou8 Michigan fruit growers h8ve under"Tri tten a pro

gram of intensive reseF'rch in their problems, fruit grower's attending

the Horticulture Short course at University Fprm were told this (Thunr

daY) morning by H. B. Tukey, head of the department of horticulture

et Michigan State college.

A technical research center for the horticultural industry has been

set up at Michigan state college, Tukey said, and experimental green~

houses pre now being erected. He pointed out also that Michigan fruit

growers now recognize thp.t their responsibility extends from the be

ginning of production to providing the consumer with the kind of pro-

duct he 1TTE'nts in the wPy he wants it.

In a special session on ornamental horticulture, n. A. Phillips,
University instructor in horticulture, listed begonias pnd browallia
among the plants thpt will do best on the north side of buildings and
under trees. Browallia specios~ major, sometimes c~lled amethyst,
is one of the most floriferous of plants thpt grow in deep shade, he
said. It has a purplish flower resembling 8 miniature petunia.

* * * * A-?210-JB
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *For Release: THURSDAY, 4 PM
* ~~ * * * *M~gH*2~ * * * * *

Pruning of trees and shrubs is an annual job, not one you cen ne-
glect for five years 8nd then expect to catch up. The only way to
keep shrubs rejuvenated is by annual pruning.

That word of "rprning WPS Given by E. M. Hunt, secret8ry of the
Minnesota State Horticulturel Society, at the closing session of the
annual Horticulture Short course Thursday afternoon {M8rch 24).

In a discussion on landscaping the home grounds, G. W. Longenecker,
professor of the depertment of horticulture of the University of
Wisconsin, declared that cereful hQme grounds planning is more essen
tial thpn ever because people are becoming increasingly conscious of
the value of the outdoors as desirable space for living. The style
of home grounds planting, he said, has peen influenced by the demand
for outdoor liVing terraces, outdoor cooking facilities, space for
flowers and for efficient service areas.

A... ?211-JB
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S't. Paul 1 MinDesota
.August 10i 1949 FOR IMMEDIATE BJIlLJlASl

The School of Agriculture on 'the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota

will open for its fall term on Mondq, Oct. J, according to an announcement received

todq from J. O. Christianson, superintendent.

The following young people from county have already

made definite arraDg8Dlents for attending the School of Agriculture for the fall

term:

Others in the county are in the procese of arrang1ng their enrollment at the

School. There are sUll dormitory rooms available, Chris'Uanson said.

The St. Paul School of Agricul'ture is open to tarm boys or girl s 1'7 years of

age, or over. Most of the students attending have bad high school training.

Girls interested in becoming practical nurses in rural communities will find

opportuni'y for such training in a new Home Management and Practical Nursing course,

scheduled to begin Oct. J in conjunction with the: regular school. This course ie

being offered jointly by the University School of Nursing and the School of Agriculture.

Young men who plan on farming as a career will find courses in general taming,

farm mechanics, horUculture, livestock production and crop production of value and

interest.

Inquiries about the School lD!q be directed to J. O. Christianson, supe rint endem ,

Univereity larm, St. Paull.
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I BOB HODGSON IS FARII TALKS
I

IBy R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
, Southeast Bxperiment Station

University of Minnesota
Waseca, IHnnesota

HAVE A HOBBY

One man's labor may be another manls pleasure. For example, my job is to raise

crops 2.nd livestock. I like the job, but just the same it is work that l~eeps my

nose to the grindstone and occupies my days to overflo\dn~. It has to be done

about so. Perhaps that's why it's a job. It has to be doneo

Now Bill., viho ,ror:~s in ,:m office, Gets his c,Te~;te3t ;Jleasure out of growing

thin:;s c He loves to putter in his garden and his flor;ers are allnost personal friends.

Sometimes 110 almost envies me and thin~s how much fun it would be to spend all of

his clays mulching tulips ,me. pickin:; roses. 'Jell, I r11 bet if he had 600 acres of

garden and had to mal:e his livin::; o.t it, he would consider it a job.

I lmovr of foresters VIho put in long days year after year, working to improve,

extend or use to good aclvanto.se our timber resources. That's their job, But for

me, plantinG a few trees and watching them grow, lear~ing to lmclerstand a little of

their language) )icking the parts th?t are fun and being under no com)ulsion to do

anythinG except when and as the SlJiri t naves me, it's a hobby"

I can just hear someone snort~ rijumping fishhooks! With all the work I have

to do, don't talk about hobbiesl IIy time is to valuable to spend it fooling with

something that doesn r t pay ~ Anytime I find the hours hanging heavy on my hands,

Ifll start vreavinG daisy chains, but ri:;ht now I'm too busy." That fellow needs a

hobby and needs it badly. He hasntt, lc;::rned hOlT to relax.

Host of us l:now ·that vocations are Good business. ",-0 look forward to our two

weeks and plan all the things V'Te will do. A vacation is only a change of occupation

or pace. It's a chance to r,et out of the usual rut and do something different--not

because vre have to, but juat because He want to. A hobb~r is an ever-handy vacation,
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~
....~where odd hours or minutes that can be spared are put to some use ,mich to us is

~ llTI.portnnt.

'.7ith hobbies handy we don't need to wait for that far-off two weeks. H!e can

get out of our rut, stimulate new ideas and do something constructive whenever the

steam pressure begins to get loy[ or ordinary bumps begin to look like mountains.

A hobby may be anything one does, just for the fun of it and because it satisfies

his need for R chanGe. Some people learn a foreign language, some play an instru-

ment, some build miniature railway systems, some tinker in a shop, some grow flower~

some do handicraft with leather, metal, wood or plastics.

I\'Iy hobby might not appeal to you, and yours m~y look foolish to me. No matter,

hobbies are strictly for fun, for interest and for chanGe. They are miniature

vacations, where one may escape the hwndrum routine and for a few minutes or a f~v

hours chan::;e thouC;ht and muscle pattorns into new and ex.citinG fields 1[;here imagina-

tion can hold full sway and res?onsibility is for;otten.

Those who have no in~erosts e;:cept their ':Tor!;: are to be IJi tied. They have

never 18arned to playaI' to enjoy tho abundance of entertainment 1~hich may be had

for the asldnc;. So often I have seen men retired or stopped by ill health, who just

can1t enduro the loss of their accustomed activities. They have no outlet for their

mental energy, and idleness may be harder to beQr than physical pain.

I knevr a football pleyer 17;ho learned to tat vrhile confined to bed for three

months. Stamp collecting, knot tying, bird study, tree study, geneaologiesj corres-

pondance, a thousand things may be classed as hobbies and serve a useful purpose.

It isn't what one does, but how and~. It's a tough job to st2rt a n~v hobby

when one is crippled or ill. All of us should have sev3ral interests in addition

to our vTork, both for their current value and as a standby in case trouble hits us.

It's just as bnportant to le~rn to ylay as it is to learn good work habits.
Self-entertainment can be c~\rried to a harraful extreme, but the opposite is far
more common. Few people are good CO:·.l~)a'lY for themselves, because they have not
learned to play; they haye no hobbies, no urGe to l':c>rn more about SO)~le subject .just
because it fascinates them, no ability to forzet their trouhles while teachin~ their
mind and hands some new skill. Self pity may be diverted into unexpected str~ngth
by venturing to inv8sti[;2te some unexplored discipline. The world stands waiting
for our eyes to open. Have a hobby.
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BOB HODGSON'S FARM TALKS

By R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
Southeast Experiment Station

University of Hinnesota
~Taseca, Minnesota

THE FIRST STEP IS HARD

Grandma and Grandpa did considerable baby sitting during school vacation, The

old man was frequently late to work, Ma was behind with her perpetual cleaning and

the cats got mL~imum attention because Stretch was the hub of interest around which

all activities seemed to revolve. He was going to be a year old in three days and

hadn't walked yetI It was a race to beat the deadline.

Everyone wanted to ,vitness that first step alone and it just about v~ecked the

domestic economy. After every meal, he would be tested to see whether the new trick

was ready to I/hatch. lI He would walle anywhere with a finger for support. He would

stand alone and pat-a-cake or reach to be tabm up, but take a stop? I\To, sid Not

even the wildest flizht of imagination could call his teetering a step,

On hands and Imees he could travel like a bUlldozer, leaving a trail of dis-

order behind him. He even had a trick of walking on his hands and feet lil~e a mon-

key with the seat of his overalls stuck up in the air. HOVl he found a path through

all of the toys, magazines and bric-a-brac that he found to scatter was a mystery.

It kept Na and Grandma both busy picking up after him and Grandpa minced his way

from room to room like Eliza crossing the ice_,

Sing and Su, the cats, thoroughly approved of the new disorder ~ They could tjp,

tumble and scatter to their hearts t content, and the baby would be blamed unless the

miscreants were actually caught in the act. Porhaps they couldn't understand why no

e one took the fly swatter to the baby when he tried to climb the Christmas tree, OF

shut him up in the basement when he got too rough,. Still they thought it was fine

to have so small objects on the floor to play with.

Stretch liked his playmates. He loved to feel their fur, but \'Then he got too
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enthusiastic, the pins in their paws created a lot of respect for the dj.gnity of

cats. They would pley sa:01es and ro,np, chase the ball he rolled to them and enter-

tain hin uith their antics.

Er. Sharp lra3 a different story. Stretch wanted to pull his fur and Sharpie

just ached to be friends, but ~hen he licked the baby's face, Grandma objected ..

Dnen the big collie rubbed up against the little fellov, somebody rolled over and

got stepped on. Sharpie could even Imock the baby over with a most friendly tail-

waGging ceremony and failed to understand why it was not appreciated.

The vocabulary of our Y01illS hopeful was ample and varied, but even his PlOther

could distinGuish only four words. Mom-me indicated anythinG he wanted or liked,

from pablum to Papa. Dad-de VlaS an occasional accor.lplishment, not yet definitely

associated with anythinG in particular. Bob-be, the mune of the little girl next

door was another sample of his oratory, vh1ich occasionally fitted tho occasion.

His mos t useful expletive vms "Hill, :).vcmyrittl n "Hail Hitler ll salute when a new

admirer joined his circle of subjects.

But he vfOuldn't "mlk. He 1d rei~ch from the tip of Grandma's finger tmmrd

Grandpa's outstretched hands and, if he could Got a grip, ~ould walk across in big

boy style, but if tha t las t inch vras too much, he'd s jJTI~ly fold up nne. mnke it on

all fours. All sorts of intricate devices ~ere arranGcd to encourage the big

achievement. Grandma's theory Tms that he needed something in his hands to give hill.

confidence. Grandpa thouGht it could be done unconsciously uhcm he had his mind on

somethin; else_

It vms hard to leave horne to ansvmr the telephone and push a pencil ':Then such

an important event was imminent. How could Grandpa settle dovm to work ,rhen those

underhanded, fifth-column women miGht pull off the big stunt while he was anay?

He didn't trust them a little bit. He Tranted to be on hand personally when it hap

pened.
":Jhy was that first step so important? Because it meant thC'.t the boy had pro

gressed to man's special privilege of walkinG upri Ghtl He has many "First Steps"
to meet and conquer in the coming years and we'll bo just as interested in each as
it comes alonG. '"!hat a lot of experiences, good and bnd, he has a.head of him. VIe'll.
be ~nc0u:r.aGing h~ all of the way, but for a fow d2ys, we vrore jm~t enjoying a baby
aGaln. ,as anythlnc; more attractivG ever invented?·,e lived over azain the years
when our aTTn babies were taking their .first stops--and we had fun doing it,
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LADIES PARADE

,
,

; By R. E. Hodgson, Superinte~dent ,
r Southeast Experiment Statlon r
r University of Einnesota r

'Waseca, 1Unnesota ,

It's a good idea to look them over carefully, for the annual harvest is

of corpulent ladies as they file past.
It's interesting to watch the procession .

. h " .ves one of his deep bass
Some are young and skittish, ready to jump If S arple,l

1 it requires a little effort to keep pace,
barks. Others are sho'wing their a&;G a:1C

The majority are big
especially if they get out of the be~ten path L~to loose snow.

1
. 11 . t t follo'.'.r~n,'( the leader in the hope tha t she will lead

and strone, p aC2C y In en on ~ _ .

them to a choice bite of grass or a cache of spilled oats somewhere about the yard,

. 1 They can act so dumb at times that their human chef
Sheep are funny anlna s. _

and housekeeper gets exasperated almost to the point of Drofanity, In other ways

they arc remarl;ably smart. Leave the gra:1ary door open 10 ninutes and the whole

flock Will make a mess of the grain cleaning operations, but it's almost beyond a

man's ability to move them when they see no rcason to respond,

approaching and our returns Will depend to a large extent on the health, condition

and ability of these ~~s, They represent om- best efforts in breedL~g, feeding,

selection and management for all the years past. If we've done everything right and

no unUsual trOUble develops, those 80 eWes shOUld present us With 120 lambs next

month. If they Wean them and raise them, we'll take the cOmpln'lents as good mana-

gars, If everything goes haj'!vire, 11e'll have a lot of extra work and worry,

course, the blame Will all be placed on "bad lUck,"

All fall these eWes have lived a life of "Eat, sleep and exercise." Aft

crops Were in, they ranged far and Wide, Picking SUch ample liv:in" from fence

t.;
cornfields and roadsides that they spurned our feed bun" Offer2"nrzs.

~ Since the [;came, they have accepted our mMu althouJh vre have put the sUage haIr a mUe i 0



permitted to draw rations. Looks don't seem to count.

Some of the ewes may refuse to mvn their lambs without special training. Some
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they don't seem to
solemnly hunting for tidbits.

them. That may sound cruel, but

days, re~ardless of temperature, they
On pleasant b

ty when they are not hidden in groasy 1'rool.

The owes ·vrere drenched for worms la8t fall, they are free from ticks and have

Now we'll ~et the wool out of the way, and some morning
uhad their feet trimmed.

that older youngsters don't crowd or rob their smaller companions.

are so complacent that any hunr;ry lmnb can grab a lunch even thouCh little Ichabod

goes hungry, but in most cases, only the lambs that sound ri[;ht end smell right art

loaded out for market. Somebody must store the feed and dole it out in optimum

in a couple of 'l'feel:s we'll hear a little blat and there will be our first pair of

big husky twins to welcome. Then both the sheep and the caretaker vfill go on an in-

quantities as a balanced ration. The health of the prospective mothers must be

wife, a doctor, a nurse to wait on the patients and a playground supervisor to see

d I t from, '''hl'C11 all nutriment flows with far less difficul-and the lambs fin t1e spou s yo.

ewes may need help when their babies are born, so the man in the barn becomes a mid-

fully watched, to fend off trouble before it happens, if possible. Then some of the

tensive schedule of day and night cooperation until the little fellows are well

started.
There is a lot of work and skill between these ewes and a crop of fat lambs

For some of the ewes, this will be a brand new experience. For others, ittl
old story. For the careta]-::er, it follows a familiar pattern, but there are alwt
new situations and peculiar circwnstances ,vhich demand his best efforts and oft
more l:nowledge than he C8n find in the books. It's always intensely interestif
~ee h~\r well h~s year-long efforts will be rewarded. That's why the IILadies I /

lS wa cched so wtently. Is everything vrell vii th each individual? They ignor!
spectators as they pass, but nov! and then one of them ans'wers Vii th a conversl
"Yaa. 1I .

fewer colds and are much more content in the lambing pens.

Next week weIll be shearing
h f the time to warm

they will have to be shut up mue 0
mind it. Beginning March 1st

that with their wool off they stay dryer, have
the barn for the lambs, and we find

They are easier to ha~

•

Ladies Parad~

_ll~·~
,~,/. . .em walk after it.

l.6lilit. a Y

~file through the grove and yard,
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BREAKING DORliIA~rcY

Out in our yard there are some sticks ':Jrapped in aluminum foil. They attract a

lot of attention, because they are unusual and 'ire get a lot of kidding about forget-

tint:; to ta~:e dOUTl our Christ,:las decoraUons. They do lool~ pretty snappy at tha t.

~erhaps -.7e should v,Tap some of the larger trees just to look pretty, but in the C2se

of the sticks, there is a reason behind it, and thereby hangs a talel

The TJrapped sticks are shoots from the roots of English walnut trGes which have

winter-killed. The seed for these particular trees CClme from the mount2ins of Russia

where the te~i1perature often drops to hoo belovl in winter. The;}' were hardy there and

a missionary sent back a lot of seed in the hope that they would live and :Jroduce

here in the northern states.

They are being tested under all sorts of conditions, but so far as I 101ow, none

have been successful this far north. The trees grow fast, sometimes h to 6 feet in

a year. Ours Here planted in 1937 and have been growing ever since. Several times

they have reached heights of 8 to 10 feet and have made good solid 2-inch trunks.

We thOl1Sht they should soon decide to bear a fine crop of nuts--and then the bark

would beGin to rot, the trees would die and ne:', sprouts yrould come up from the roots.

-Ie talk a lot about plants which are rr-:Tinter hardy" in ;'IinnGsota, but there are

apparently severetl kinds of winter h2rdiness and Vie don f t kno';; too much about the

reasons 'Thy some species live and SODle die. Apparently, pl~in resistance to cold is

not enouGh. Dr. Brierley has been doing some ..rork rd.th raspberries and stravrberries

ar,d finds that both "Till stand a lot of freezing and even live v;hen froz8n in the ice

if they are completely dormC'nt -i."hen the freezing takes place.

Nature has SOlile marvelous provisions for taking cere of her plants. '''fhen the

days begin to get shorter, a woody vTedge grows at the base of each leaf of deciduous
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they !1re no longer allowed to receive sap. Then they are gener-

, ,

ally pushed off, to lessen the danger of breakage when snow loads the tree, How does

a plant kno1"r when to get ready for Yiinter and just how to do it?

~llien the leaves are no longer working, the season's new-made wood is drained,

the sap mostly stored in the roots and the process we call "hardening" takes place.

In general, this work is all done in ample time before the cold becomes intense

enough to do much damage. However, each species follows a pattern and a tree moved

to a region of early fall may rely on habit and be too poky about gettinG ready for

the coming winter. If so, an early freeze may burst the cells filled with thin sap

and the cells will be killed. We call it vdnter killing.

Then sometimes Tfe have a"January thaw." -;,-e like it for many reasons, but some-

times our trees and shrubs get the idea that spring is here and br'3ak their vrinter

dormancy. Some of our old native trees like boxelders and cottonwoods don't get

impatient or else they can quickly "bacl~ up" into dormancy again if the temporatura

drops to danGerous levels, but raspberries, strawberries and many of the trees get

fooled at times. They get caught in "grOWing condition" when we have a cold snap and

the damage is done although on trees it may not show much for anothor yeClr. Then we

say they are not "winter hardy."

Bright winter sunshine may warm up the b~rk on the Bouth side of an apple tree
enough to break its dormancy. Then freeZing brea!;:s the sap-filled cells and we have
"sun scald." Some orchardists paint the trunks white to refled the sun or provide
shade for the trunks in winter as a preventive.

All of these things have happened to our jmglish walnuts. Our cold weather
doesn't S2em to hurt them, but they cannot stand our 1varm spells, alternated with
cold snaps. Probably our best bet 110uld be to dig them out and plant hackberries or
oaks which have learned the ways of the North. That miGht be sensible, but it would
not be so much fun as an attempt to train th0se ~nigrants to live with us.

Aluminum or aluminum paj.nt reflects the sun's rays and keeps a bUilding cooler
in s~mmer. TIaspberries and stranberries survive if they are covored to shade them
from 'winter's sun. ':,ill such protection be of benefit to the tender trunks of our
English vmlnuts? One way to find out is to try it. Several sprouts from each tree
yrere left unurapped for comparison.

It may talco severel yen,rs and a few additionAl rolls of alulninum foil to prove
th2.t our theory is good or bad. :~eamrhile, ';'Te're having an interesting time t~ying
it cmel the 1'l!'apped sticks are decorative. If 17e ever do rcdse any nuts on those
trees, it 1.-rill be a lot of satisfaction. ' ljean~'rhile, we' 11 eat black walnuts vrhich
have learned to tal:e care of themselves.

---------------------
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GREEN GRASS HAY

With all of the present emphasis on larger acreages of legumes to replace corn

and improve our soil, there is naturally more interest in getting the greatest value

out of hay crops. It seems rather futile to spend a lot of cash and energy growing

fine fields of alfalfa and then throning away the best part of it.

Careful tests at the Beltsville Station have shown that when hay is field-cured,

there is a big loss of feed. TI1ey give the followinG figures for three YffiYS of stor-

ing alfalfa. Considerin[S the dry matter as lO~ when the crop is cut, when it is

stored as silage 80% of the dry matter is fed. VThen stored as hay and artificially

dried to finish, 83% of the dry matter is fod, whilo in, field-curing only 74% of the

potential feeding value gets to the cowSc

Protein is the most valuable part of alfalfa for feeding purposes. Firntcutt~

alfalfa handled as silage got 84% of the original protein to the cows, according to

the Beltsville Station. As flue-cured hay, 75% of the protein was fed and when field

cured only 67% of the protein raised reached the manger. Then we go out and buy oil

meal to make up for what we lost from tho hay fieldA No wonder folks are betting

interested in grass silage and hay drying.

We have had little trouble making grass silage vlithout any added preservative

as long as the moisture was about ric;ht--60 to 68%. V[e have also found it excellent

feed ana. the cows have reported approval via the mille pails and cream cans.

But even with good silaGe \1e probablY need to feed some hay and we have been

e trying to learn how to make it 'V.'i th tho least loss and the groatest Ilmanger appeal ll

to the cows. There are advocates of field baling and those who put flues in the hay

marl to dry hay, but for various reasons it seemed best on this particular farm to use

~a field chopper. It is only one of several possible methods which may be equally
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good under other conditions.

~ ~Ve fOlli~d the first year that the finer we chopped hay, the drier it must be to

keep well, Probably it makes no difference to the cows whether it is chopped or not.

If it tastes and smells good, they gulp it dovm as fast as we can throw it to them.

We never have noticed any sore mouths from feeding chopped hay, regardless of the

length of cut, but we learned to take two knives out of the chopper to leave the hay

longer, so it would be easier to store. Conditions vary but we believe we can put up

long hay with reasonable safety even if it has 20 to 22% moisture. Long-cut hay we

try to get down to 18% and fine-chopped hay must be even dryer than that.

VVhen the air is unusually dry and the sun is bright, we can get hay dry in the

field, but vrhen we chop it, the air is filled with a cloud of dust. Thatls the pow-

dered leaves vnlich we're losing in addition to the curing loss reported by Beltsvilla

They malce good fertilizer, but weld like to put it through the cows first. It's the

best part of the hay from the standpoint of nutrition.

So VTe have been cutting our alfalfa, letting it wilt until the top leaves are

almost dry and then picking it up 11ith the field chopper. At this stage the material

has from 35 to 40% moisture, '."Thich is too dry for silnge and too wet for hay. Y[e

have made "doughnut" stacks of about 10 tons eoch, 'with a hollow cEmter, and pushed

in air or hot air to finish the drying,

If we pile up 26,00C#of alfalfa ~~th 35% moisture, we need to pump out over two
tons of "wator before it will be dry enough to keep. Welve been able to do this with
a propeller type fan and a five-horse motor at a cost of ~2.00 to $2 0 60 a ton. If
WG use heated air the cost is about the same but it goes a lot faster and we think

the hay is even better. At just what point it is most economical to balance heRt
and power ~~th more time for the drying process we haven't yet discovered,

We triad drying some hay by the load. A tunnel in the center of the wagon was
covered with about a ton of chopped wet hay. A big dryer put in lots of heat D.nd air,
and with third cutting alfalfa we could dry a load in 45 rninutes. That was some of
the best hdy we have ever seen. About an hour after it was cut it was dry and in the
barn. It came out just as green and leafy as it went in. The cost was about the
same.

::[e have tried dryinG hay in v~'rious ways--not all of them by a long ways-and
we are convinced that it pays to blow air tlu'ough it to finish the curing, Perhaps
we'll learn better ways of doing it as we gain exporienc80

L _
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Out in the grove there is a tap, tap, tap, as some enterprisi.ng woodpecker I '-'

digs for his dinner. I wander ov~r close enough to spot a little Downy pounding

aw~y at a great oak tree. He loosens bits of bark and then tears them aw~y with

furious jerks of his head. Often he pauses to peer carefully around for possible

enemi es, the W~y hi s mamrw taught him. The brothArs who didn't heed Hammy I s warn-

1ng died long ago.

He looks at me curiously, but he knows I can't fly, jump far or move fast and

so resumeR his wod:. I wonder ,·'hA.t he does think of me? Does he credi t me for

the suet he ate last 1"inter, or does he regard ne as a big bad ",'olf, possibly dan-

gArous if I come a~r closer? I "Tish I could talk to him. If I could get up there,

I'd help him dig, but probably he'd not appreciate ~y assistance. He'd laugh to

see me try whittling an oak tree with my nose, even if it is as long as his.

His claws clutch the rough bark in a firm grip rLS he pounds a1"A.y at the tough

wood. What a beating his head must take as he bangs it recklessly at the hard sur-

face! It must jolt his snine from beak to tail feA.thers Avery tinA he hits, but

he taps faster than I can count. Does he ever break the point on his chisel bill?

Does it ever get sore from long and continued use1 H"w does he know that a big

fat borer is rif~t there under the bark, waiting either to be eA.ten or eat our tree?

I can't hear him or smell him, but, then, little Dow~y probably figures I'm big

but pretty dumb.

At last he uncovers his quarry and a spiny tongue reaches in, hooks the evil-

looking borer, pulls him from his woody retreat and pops him into a waiting mouth.
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A gulp and he's gone. No more will he spread destruction in that oLlk tree, nor will

~hiS progeny desolate the forest. That's a good job done and I give the craftsman a

big hand as he sails away among the bare branches in search of more tree enemies •

•Vhy does a woodpecker peck? He ~;ets most of his food from egg masses or pupat-

ing insects on or near the surface, vrith far less vlOrk than is required for the deep-

seated borers. 'llhat instinct makes him dig out the tough ones? 1J'ihy does he hunt up

a sounding board when the spring fever hits him and th8n pound away until he's

dizzy? It looks like a hard life, from my point of view. Even with the best of

tools, I'd hate to depend on a few gnarly old oaks for my li'ring.

I can It answer th3se questions or a thousand more 'which flood my mind whenever

I stop to watch and admire the vray in which Nature provides the countless checks and

balances which keep this tiny spot in the universe green and fertile for the pleasure

and profit of man. It's all spread out for our entertainment and enlightenment, but

we blunder along, rarely stopping long enough to see or try to understand the Power

which directs the innunierable and intricate processes,

The wild things destroy that they may live, but even the predators seldom kill

more thal1 they can eat, reg::.rdless of abundance. Only man seems intent on mass des-

truction, not only of his natural resources, but of himself. He has learned to

make the soil prog.uce abundantly, so he piles up surpluses while some go hungry and

nisuses the land which gives him lifeQ

Every living thing on the earth has work to do and a function to perform. Only

man holds up idleness as a desirable end to be achieved and hard labor as a burden

to be borne by the unfortunate, He thinks of himself as having more intelligence

than all other forms of life on this planet and then proceeds to demonstrate his

lack of that commodity by abusing his privileges and ignoring his greatest opport
unitieso

I donlt know the ansvrers, but that little Downy '~roodpecker was put in our grove
to protect the trees, Summer and winter he does his job well, hammering away with
his hard little head at tasks which seem beyond his strength o If his task is im
portant, perhaps mine is, too, and it's my job to work at it to the best of my
knowledge and ability. I'd like to be his equal in honest endeavor.
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WATCH 'EH EAT

The hog barn and the shoep barn ~~ busy places these d~ys. Dozons of pl~vful,

husky.lronbs race baCk and forth in their ondl~ss ga~e~ and well over 100 little pigs

battle and parade as thAy investi~ate ev~ry square inch of their surroundinp,s. A

pair of boots is test ~d for edi bil! ty, ~V3n th(lU~h th",? havl a mA.n in th'lm. At :wery

pause the strange objocts arc surrounded by little, pink, rubbp-ry nos~s, rooting and

smelling before sharp teeth try an oxporimentA.l nibble.

Every singl,'3 one of these youn{~sters demand rID adequl1,to supnly of '~arM ~ilk

about every t~o hours or oftener if the pan~s of hung,r are arous~d by hearing some-

one olse ~zzling. Eat, p11'l..V nnd sleep i s trv~ir cO'"'lplet~ rou.ttn~, "1 th sp'lcial

emphasis on the eat. If the source of nutriment is not presented promptly Rnd con-

veniently at the instant ....hen demand is firl'lt noticAd, th~r8 niH b~ loud wA-ilin~

from disconsolate infA-nts.

Fortunatel~T, we havo nump-rous help~rs who put in 168 hours a ~~p.k, minist~ring

to the needs of the newcomers. EV'1ry lamb IUld pir;I'1t h'1s ::l, ni p!>l~ ~11 his o""n '1.nd

when someone shouts, "Let'a eat", there is 11. mA-d d~sh for dinner baskets. Host of

the sows and e~es are particular housek88PQrs ~ho object most str~nuously when

strangers invite theMselves to lunch. If th'l ~rong lnmb s~izos ~n unoccupied

spigot, the old lady will kick A-nd bunt hiM with fire in h~r ~ye.

How these new moth~rs know their particular offspring is something of a mystery.

Apparently, the e~res c~n't tell Susie fron Ic~bod by si~ht, but t~ey r~cognize their

voices and make A- final chock with ~ sniff to be sure no wolf in sh0ep's clothing

is invading the rostaurnnt••Ul sh8ep SM'lll IlUko to mf) but, of course, I n<3V8r

gave birth to one. That may mnke thl1 diff i1rcmce.
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Sows v~ry ~ lot. either in their ability to count or perhaps it is just their

natural generosity. Some of them ~ill mnke it hot for any neighbors the boys h~ve

invited in for dinner, ~hilo oth,rs sn,om to ~loat over their ~ell filled coffee pbts

~nd seem to op~rato on the "more the merrier" plan. I'd h~te to tflke the punishment

those pigs dish out to the p~tient moth1rs. .A d.ozen 40-pound pigs s~rm about to

eflt up an em~ciflted sow ~ho hf1.s taken 100 pounds off of hAl' Ol"'n back to ISbrA the

youngsters such a good start.

Animal kids soon learn the tricks of the trade. Sometimes fl hungry lamb or

pig. who is ill fed f1.t home for some reason, will try to pinch a bite here flnd

there from the gener~l ~bundance. While thA ewes are eating, a sne~y lamb will

grab a furtive squirt or two before tho donor can turn around to chflse him aw~v.

This kind of lamb is alw~vs snenky and flpolo~~tic ~nd unless he Can be connected

wi th a regular and plentiful Bup,)ly of 1",1 s own, he' 11 prob~bly n.l\"'1.Ys be fl. runt.

It is usu~lly difficuH to mak" an.v e1"c acc8pt ~ Inmb other thAn her o"'n.

Then there arC! tho bu11ies A-nd sT'm.rt I\lecs "ho ~re big ".nd strong, so thGY

ste~l from less efficient or youngor neighbors. This is more connon in the hog b~n.

Th3Y S8em to regn.rd snitching f1.S n gf1.me and usually turn out to be unusul\lly attract-

ive in appefl,rance. They seom to rely on thnir good looks, boldn~ss and brassY man-

ners for a ~elcornq at a~{ cafet~rifl--nnd oft~n g~t qm~v mith it. It's strqngp. ~~v a

thin, skinny p,10 ~re"l is n.l"'1'1.YS fl,n outc~st ,'1.nd R big, bold bluff~r g'1ts th'3 crAam.

So we ~ll ep.t~ We pour the fAed into th~ ewes A-nd sows so thAy cqn mRke lots

of milk for the s1."nrming b"l.bies. Thr3n the bfl,bies grow up .<1.nd feed U!h It's beAn go-

ing on for n. long time. qlw'1.Ys the sqrne "l.nd yet "l.lw"l.Ys diff~ront. ~here are fe~

people who gAt no pleA-sure from ~n.tching the antics of young nnimals and this is

especially true of tho Cqrot'1.ker nho soos--or should soe--much more than th'1 casual
observer. If the caretfl.ker h'1.sn't lonrnod to see whl\t is going on, he has no busi
ness working with livestock.

Of cour se it's hr>,rd work. An.v jab worth whi Ie usunlly has hard work closely
connected with it. Carrying feod nnd lug~ing mater, cleaning, beddin~, sorting,
moving and f1.1w~vs ufl.tchinG, 1."ntching for signs of trouble, then figuring out some
means of correcting it. It means long hours, '1.ll-night vigils, hours of trl1.mping
through snow. rain or mud. It m,~es impossible deMnnda at times on the best of skill
and experience and yet there is 11. deep satisfl\ction. a cOMpensating pleasure for
those vrho like animnls to stnnd ,1.nd no.mire n fi no crop of hOtl.l thy, hus!W. youngsters,
the result of nell-directed effort. It's 1''1,'\1 fun to ""a~ch 'em ont.
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PRUNE TRZ~S lJO\iV

The best time to triJ!l troes is when your knife is shC'rp and the need is noted.

HOTiever, there is perhaps some advantage in doing the job while the trees are dorman~

as there may be less loss of sap. flBleeding" seldom hurts a tree materially, but

many of us hate to see the sap dripping. ~{e feel sorry for the treeo

There are only two re~sons for pruning. One is to shape the tree to suit our

fancy and the other is to remove excess groT~h so that sunlight can get into the

center of the crovm. Years ago apple growers were urged to prune heaVily to make

trees bear heavier crops~ That idea has pretty well been disproved and now the

trimming of older trees is pretty much confined to taking out water sprouts, removing

interfering branches and heC'ding beck if the tree gets too high.

There is nothing mysterious or highly technical about tr~'iling trees. Young-

sters are apt to ple.y tricks like makinG two trunks instcC'd of one or shooting a

limb out at some odd place which gives the tree an unbalanced appearance. Then it's

time to snip off the offender, the sooner the better. V{ounds of one inch or less are

quickly henled cmd do the tree no hr>rm. Larger cuts may offer a home to wood rotting

fungi and on VCtlu.'"'blc trees such areas should bo VTC1.ter proofed ,6th something until

the tree can cover the ,\,{Ound v!i th bark.

Paint will do the job, though linseed oil is not too good for trees. Asphalt

preparations are often used, or bett8r Y8t, speci?l p~ints made for the purpose. The

larger the cut, the more need there is for protection. Th~t's a good reason for

shaping troes when they are smallo L little snipping done often is more fun and 13ss

1<.1.bor than taking off big mis tn.kes 1a tel'.

Cuts should be made smoothly, close to the tree, so as to avoid lenving stubs
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lich may die and, rottin~, give a means of access to fungi L~to the heart wood. The',.

,~
only live part of a limb is the thin layer between the bark 2nd the wood where all

growth occurs. The bark is like human skin, provided as protection for the "business

ccnter ll of the tree. 'ilhen Lois wes little, she ran tho Imvn mower into a small tree

and broke the berk. Later she gave it lIf;i.rst aid" 'iUth mercurochrome and adhesive

tape. At least she had the right idea and the tree recovered.

Sometimes a tree gets lopsided because of wind, shade or possibly just because

it is cantankerous. Limbs always reach for morc light, 2nd if the excess shade can

bo elllJinated, that nay do tho trick. 30mctllles the ho~vy side can be checked by

snipping terminal tyrigs, giving that sido a job of recovery before it can start reac~

ing, while the light sido catches up. This is the usual method of shaping evergreen~

Try to imagine what tho little tree will look like 10 years from nOVYe Pro-

bably the lower limbs will all come off, at least to head height. Plan a leader

going as nearly straight up as possible with well spaced and uniformly arranged side

branches. If you want to turn a limb west, snip the buds or twigs c,;oing east So as

to give the west growth the advantage,

Training trees in tho way they should go is Good fun. It's just like training

a horse or a dog. Encourage it here, discourage it there and remove objectional

habits or limbs as soon as they become apparent. Trees are much easier to train be-

cause they hold still and lot you e::pel'imont to your heart's con tent, Some people

who have only a few ye;:lrd trees to play 1JIuth make notes of vrhat is done each year rod
then chock the next spring to see how it worked out o Of course, there are pamphlets
and books on pruning, but they make it sound tedious and technical.

If your neighbor, admiring your skill and ability as a tree pruner, asks your
assistance in shaping his tender sC1.:/lings, vralk carefully around the tree three time~

looking as vuse as possiblo c It holps to say, "Hum" 2nd IITsch, Tsch ll a few times,
and rubbing the chin is reCOIlli'1lCndod o Than tnke out the obviously offending branches,
snip off the water spuuts and tell hi.'11, ''V(e'll try that much for this year. It may
need another haircut in 1951". Then, if you get interested, you can read up on
pruning before tho next session occurs.

'Of course there is much more to pruning than is covored by these brief sugges
tions, but after all it is 9Cf;s common sense and 10% tree loreo Nature will patiently
cover up most of our mistnkes and vrith a bit of practice and a little reading on the
subject, there is a whole field of interest and fun waiting for the man vdth a saw
and shears.
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ing on a stove. The manure pack is 3 or 4 feet deep qnd it heats just enough to

keep the ~urface about 80°. It takAS ~ lot of strrv7 to keep it clean, perhaps twice

grown heavy overcoats to l:een their baclts l"'Rrm and their bellies F\.re practically ly-

can scare up. That's wh,.v we didn't wA,nt nn.v posts between the outside walls.

as much as we used in the stanchions, but thRt I'lrl,kel'l more fertilizer to Make more

load of roughage they hnve just accumulated. ~hey look so comfortable and contented

Sometimes they're hard fu'dodge TIith big machinery. It is also a good rea~on for

eating, they take a long drin~ at the vater cup and then stretch out with a sigh of

We clean the cows' bedroom once a yeRr ~ithout fR11. The pack gets about 5

feet deep and it would make quit~ a hill in two year!'!. When thresh1.ng is done and

the fields Rre c~eared. we go in with a tractor loader and as many spreaders as we

as they doze, but their busy j~~s keep erinding h~v and silage into milk and butter

o
No matter if the temperature in the b!>rn gets down to 20 below. They have

001.15 ARE C01TT:E1JTED

I have never been a cow, tif>,d i.n a stanchion, st",nding and sleeping on a cold

satisfaction on the warm, dry rlanure pack for the serious business of re-chewing the

pretty much as they please.

Most of our cows are of considerable size and corpulence. ~7hP,n they tire of

more plainly. Their actions teU me they I\npro"q of n SYSt8T.1 ,,·here they can do

and often a wet floor, but the situ~tion never looked attr~ctive to me.

cow words, but actions speak louder and often
never'1earned to undE'lrstnnd, very r.1any
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Cows Are Contented

having a ceiling at ler-tSt 12 or 13 fe'1t high '\nd a door big enough to adni t the

Jlltractor loader. Digging out that solid pack by hnnd would be a big job for Samson

and Hercules together.

When it's milking time, Art comes out and holleTs, IlUeyJIl ~he cows in milk

understand him p8rfectly and rtTGble do\"n to the Routh end of the feeding area. Some-

ttmes a lazy Lucy is f~st asle8p and has to be stirred up. She m~v groan a bit

about having her r~st disturbed, but she'll g~t up and join the elect beyond the

chain gate. In a little while she'll be back again with a bit of grain as a reward

for her contribution of milk, ready to do it allover again.

It always makes me laugh to see those big old ladies scr[~ble up on the table

to be milked. They seem to feel that it (';ives them a little extra importance, like

being elected dog catcher or something, and they are jealous of their position in

line. Some are particular which runwn.,v they enter. Others will duck into either

opening unless some matron high~r in thB social ord.er stands guard to protect her

rights and privileg8s. The young heif~rs ar8 usually crowded out until IA.st, but

I I ve nev'~r seen a cow t',hich maR not fully trained to folIo"', tre system after three

times through. Usually they need a little encour~gement the first time throupp--

sometimes not aven that.

It's easier on the milker, too. He doesn't hav~ to Min back A.nd forth along a

whole row of cows, lugging a heavy mn.chj.ne or pai 1 of mill{. He can 0.rain th~ whole

herd without mo~ring out of his 6 x 16 foot I1'Torking ar0a ,,'hAre a f"ll1'T steps will take

him wherever he is n9~dBd. The milkers aro moved back n.nd forth across tho six-foot

alley.

Sitting on a stool beside a quiet co~ to milk by hand is r~ther restful

aftAr a da,.v of acti~Tity in th~ field--if thrJrl) A.ron't too marw cows--but putting on

milkers with cows at floor level involv"ls about th0 flA.l"10 motions that physical ~d-

uCation instructors use as cA.listhenics. Threo hours a d~v of such eXl)rcise would

tire a fullback. iVhAn the cows g·,t up on a table, thq work is all at elbo'7' height,
which eliminates squatting and nost of th'3 bending. One mA.n vrith two Ringle units
Can milk 20 to 24 cows an hour wi thout h\lrr:rin<~, and th'3 V"ork is no 1"101"0 di sap,ree
able tha.n feeding steers or pigs. rfi.lking certainly "ain I t ",hat it used to bell.
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If you're producing eggs for hatching this spring, feed the hens properly and

take care of the eggs for best hatchability. Make sure the h~n's ration has suffi

cient riboflavin, vitamin D. manganese and vitamin :B12• Gather eggs at least three

times a day and keep them in a clean, cool room. Hendle the eggs gently and set them

as often as possible.

* lie lit lie * * • *
Lots of fires are started this time of year from using the wrong socket in pig

brooder lamps, says Extension Specialist H. G. Zavoral. He recommends the porcelain

kind. :Be sure the brooder is substantially built and that the sow canlt chew the

electric cord.

* III lie * lie ICc * III

Rough haired calves that stand around all humped up may be needing vitamin A.

Feed them grass silage or high quality hay. Or, if you don't have that, give them

cod liver oil at the rate of 2 tablespoons a day for a lOO-pound calf.

Calves smacking their lips and drooling. but aot eating, may have diphtheria.

Separate them immediately and call a veterinarian. Donlt use the same bucket to feed

other animals you use for sick calves.
lie * III lie ... lie ... ...

It's time to get maple syrup equipment ready. Marvin Smith, extension forester,

recommends round. smooth metal spouts "Tith an even taper that are strong enough to

support a bucket of sap sa-fely. Start tapping early - \-Then the days get above .320 F

and the nights are still frosty. The early runs of sap are the s,,~etest.

-rr-

e~-=--::-.---:;::--;---:-----:-:--:--:-~-:---:-::-----:-::--:- _
Cooperative Extension Work in agriCUlture and Home Economics, University of Minne
sota, Agricul~ural Extension Service and U. S. Department of Agriculture Cooperat
ing, Paul E. ~,il1er, Director. Published in furtherance of AgriCUltural Extension
Acts of May 8 and June .30 I 1914.
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TIE DOm~ THE SOIL

•

Nature built the fertility of her prairie soils by generation after goneration

of crass and leg~mes. ~1hite men destroyed the native sod to grow corn and grain, de

pletin0 the organic matter and the minerals which had accumulated so slowly. Now it~

time to replace what we have used by repeating Nature's program-grass and legumes.

But people like to eat, and before any individual farmer can raise more grass

and legumes, he must figure some way to make it pay. That means a wise choicc of

seed, proper methods of planting and income-producing utilization. 1Vhat are the best

grasses and legumes to grow?

In the }lidwest it is hard to find anything to beat alfalfa as a combination soil-

improver and income-producer. It utilizes the minerals of the subsoil, punctures

impervious clay and hard pan, furnishes most of its Ovvn nitrogen when properly in-

noculated, gives a high yield and is most desirable for hay, silage or pasture.

Sweet clover may be even a little better as a soil-improver, but it is coarser, hard-

er to handle and is cenerall~r less palatable,

Thon of course we have the clovers. Mammoth red, medium red, Dutch white and

alsike are not so deep rooted and generally do not make as groat a yield as alfalfa,

but they are casier to start on some land and play a close second to alfalfa for

feed. Some of the new legumes have received widespread publicity, but on this farm

at least, they have proven undependable. Ladino has lived over winter only when kept

well covered all winter with snow. That doesn't happen very often. Birdsfoot tre-

foil grew well in the garden, setting seed and spreading rapidly, but so far it has

not e3rned a place in our pasture or hay land. It is still under trial and may yet

surprise us. It lives but the yield is negligible. In other areas where alfalfa is

less thrifty, Birdsfoo't trefoi.l mi:?:ht be useful.
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When it comes to the grasses, Good old-fashioned timothy has a place wall de-

served by dependable performance, hardiness and ease of growing. Brame is useful in

many places but it gets sad bound if not stirred up occasionally and except in com

bination with a good legume soon exhausts the nitrogen unless fertilized. The spr~

ing habits and heavy roots of brome arc most efficient in loosening the top soil,

forming a dense sod and protecting tho Garth from rain and washinz. We haven't founc

it hard to kill with proper tillage.

In dryer areas, crested wheat grass stands the drouth, but where adequate moistr

ure is available, it cannot compete ~~th timothy and bromo for yield. We haven't

found a strain of orchard 2rass hardy in our fields, and the fescues, like crested

wheat, have beon shy in tonna~8. Good old bluegrass comes in without seeding wher-

ever it has a chance and makes a stronG bid for elbow room. When ivell stirred, fer-

tilized and given a chance to grow some lG~ves before it is cropped, bluegrass makes

fine pasture in the spring and fall. It can make good yields under proper manage-

ment and will persist in spite of continued abuse.

Th8re are many others worth mentioning, but after trying some 60 plots of grassgo
and legmnes from nIl over the world, '\'T8 found nothing better than the old fnmiliar
plants. Our greatest opportunity for f2,ttening our income and our acres is in better
use of the things we already have.

'?e believe in mixtures. Not all plants will start alike and if the alfalfa is
killed for any roason, possibly clovor vdll come anJ~ay. The Grasses arc put in,
just as Nature used thom, to protect tho precious soil from sun, rain and wind.
Grass vdll stand more grief than tho leGumes and mako somo kind of crop.

So our pet mixture is 8 pounds of c.lfalfn, 2 pounds of ,qlside or red clover, 4
po~mds of timothy and 2 pounds of brom8. The brome can bo mixed with gr~in if seed
inc is troublesome , but tho other vr.rietios, in our sys tOJ:l of mana~3ei:lOnt, arc scat
tered on top of thG Ground and rolled. Thoy can't stc:\nd deep cover. .;e try to get
the seedbed just as firm and hard as possible before seedinG tho grass and legumes.
Then if ire can't Get the Ground rollod, we just leave tho tiny s00ds for the first
rain to cover. The harrorr is apt to bO too deep.

Each opor2.tor must fir~uro for hirnsclf what 'will best suit his particular con
ditions$ :70 're alvra~rs an.xious to lo<'.rn of a better mixture or a botter method, and
we'll !ceep on tryinG new thinr.:s on 8. small scalo, but the main seoding for hny,
silage and pas~uro ·will be the old dopcm(~2:ble combin~tion. Somet:Lncs Vie pep it up
at plantin~ with 200 pounds of 8-21.\.-12 or something of thl?t sort, but c;ood years and
bad) our stock has never gone hunsry and our soil is beginnin~ to show its apprecia
tion.
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PUSSY WILLOWS

•

Isn't it odd how young lads not normally interested in our native trees and

shrubs will hike long distances, wade through snow, water or mud, climb impossible

fences and brave the raw spring vdnds to collect twigs for some fair damsel of their

choice? The Girls "Oh" and I1Ahl1 over the delicate beauty and soft fur of the tiny

kitties and the boys swell vfith the normal pride of good providers.. It's a sure

sign of the season, akin to marbles, catch and spring fever.

There are some 170 listed species of the Salix or willow family and, according

to Rosendahl and Butters, 80 species are found in North America. On top of that,

most of these species cross more or less readily so that even the best taxonomists

hesitate to name, vdth positive assurance, many of the specimens fOlli1d along our

streams and in our woodlands.

In spite of this uncertaintJr and confusion among trained botanists, almost any

boy can lead the way directly to a Good stand of Salix discolor, with complete con-

fidence in his personal ability to find the earliest spring pussy vdllows. The name

I1discolor ll , according to the quoted authority, comes from the contrast between the

upper and under side of the leaves, but the kids do not even need to wait for the

leaves to come out. A stand of pussy willows is a part of their inventory of assets,

It isn't very common for boys or girls to show interest in pussy 1villows beyond

the "pick me when I'm prettyll stage. As the beautiful grey catkins mature, their

"fur ll gets lon,ger, more scraggly, and long, yellow round-headed "pins l1 seem to form a

rough overcoat. About that time the sticks are thr01t'm in the trash can. Their servire

as spring decorations is completed. Apple blossoms, tulips, the more showy blossoms

become centers of attraction and pussy willows are forgotten until next spring.

(MORE)
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Curiosity may lead a few youngsters to watch what happens to the catkins whic]

are left on the bushes or small trees. Some of them have the long yellow ttpins tl

which prove to be loaded with fine grains ot yellow dust or pussy willow pollen.

Provision must be made to transport a sUitable grain of pollen to the pistil of evel

flO'ITer of all the higher forms of plant life. Some are blorm by the wind, and a pir

forest or a corn field may be dusty with the mi;ht,ymites, hunting for opportunities.

Insects are used by many species to transport pollen from flower to flower. A bit c

nectar is offered as bait so that bees and butterflies will take the trouble to visi

every blossom. The bees pack their thigh baskets with loads of surplus to use as

protein feed for their young and, in the process, spill or brush off the speck need-

ed to start a new apple or a clover seed.

Some pollen is carried by water and many plants have their own special arrange

ments to fertilize themselves without outside aid. Oats and wheat flowers rub pol~

across the stigma of the pistil before they open. Alfalfa and sweet clover have a

spring trip mechanism which explodes at the touch of a bee, showerin~ the waiting

pistil with yellow dust. It's fun to touch ripe alfalfa flowers with a pencil and

watch the excitement.

vVhile most pollen is yellov~ there are other colors, ranGing from white to

almost black. The grains vary in size, some being 10 times as large as others.- The

shapes arc almost as varied as the illustrations in an algebra book. Some have wing

the better to move in air. Some resemble balloons--inflated spheres which will float

for consid~rablc periods of time as even a gentle breeze moves them. High winds may

carry pollen almost up to the stratosphere.

Pollen varies in chemical composition but tests about 20% protein, 30% carbo
hydrates and 5% fat. Each fresh pollen grain is a living thing, containing half the
chromosomes characteristic of its species, but it soon dies unless it can find a
waiting stiGma of its mID kind. What marvelous precision is required to insure the
propagation of each particular plant according to its own peculiar requirements!

Pussy willows are prized as early spring decorations, but for those who like
to follow the story all the way, their performance leads through whole realms of
science, from mathematics to genetics. Those little twigs demonstrate a part of the
most fascinating stor;>r ever written.
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vmo PLANTETH THIS GARDEN?

•

When tho home economics teacher married the budding county agent, they decided

to raiso a gordon. Back of their rented mansion "with its coal-consuming cook stove,

its sl~ blue walls, mustard coloroQ floors, red woodwork and Chic Sales plumbing lay

a small area of black soil, ready plowed. Nothing to do but scatter some seed and

harvest the cropl

The "Agricultural ExperV' had had n little reluctant garden experience, I10stly

hoeing potatoes vihen his mother got iJ.head of the swimming hole, so he voted "no

potc.toos ll in the; proposed project. He assumed the't the fcninine member of the new

team vlould mana~;o and direct the scenario, lOQving him in a supporting role for the

strong-arm stuff ane, the consuming an[;le. After all, her mother was a top-notch

gardener of vrel1.-eornod roputation end )roven proness. Surely the clcmghter YlOuld i1+

herit this Groen thumb along with all of the tricks of the trade,

At the grocery store, they <;aily chose brirhtly illustrated seed packets and

found an April evening free from meetings, office work, expected callers and all the

other trivia vrhich occupy the time of a public servant. The larger membGr of the

pair c01.cld hitch and drive a six-horse team, oporRte almost any farm machine or plana

and raise farm crops, but in this case there was no power and no machinery. So the

first evening vrns spent in discussion and plans. Next day a rake, hoe and a five-

pointed "cultivator"vmro purchased, That seomed to be about all the machinery justi·

fied by the land area involved. Apparently this was a return to the primitive, and

human labor would supply the required power.

11. spnn of horses, a dist, a fielc~ cultivator nnd a harrovv coulc~ have put the

'8"oil in shape in half a day, despite the quack crass, but Vii th hand tools it became

an end1.~rcmce test. A tired back :)ec3rJe chronic as blisters hardened to calluses,but
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t last one end of the patch 'ilaS r32.dy. While "Pa" continued to till the soil, '~'[a"

made rOGdy to put in the seed.

"How do you plant radishes?" came a query from the south 40. Pa had read the

directions on the packalSe out of sheer curiosit;y. He thou~ht th,.,t this was an

attempt to show.up his ignorance or elsa conversation for the purpose of breaking

the monotony of labor. Surely she knm1 all about planting g~rden seedsl This was

just a raspberryl

"Drop a seed every inch, cover thorn 'with half em inch of finely pulverized soil

and firm it gently," he told her. Hehl Hehl He'd give her directions according to

Hoyle. He wasn't caught unprepared that timd 'i'iipinr: the dew from his fev3red broll')

he continued the argument with the stubborn quack grass for half em hour.

Finally, needing another breathinG spBll, he strolled over to view the progress

of the planting. Down on her knees, his pride and joy was actually picking up one

seed at a time, carefully estimating distancos, placing it exactly, covcrin:: and

patting the site where each individual lay buried. She didn't hav8 one row done~

Being young [md inexperienced in the devious ':mys of women, as well as on most

other subjects, the vice president in chHrge of soil preparation just howled. "That'E

the way you told me to do it," the b1eeling president protested. "HO'I,[ would you do

it?" Laughing, hubby seized the p<:,.ctnge and walked down the rO'.v, shaking out seed

as he Trent. "There, th:tt OUGht to do it. Haven't Jrou ever planted radishes before?"

But that vms a mistake. The plc.nting dep8rtment depRrted for the house and fran

that point on the gardeninG was a lonely job, with no more fun and kidding Rbout it.

In fact a complete lack of interest in the plantinc and cultivation of gnrden sass
has characterized her attitude on the 30 g,rdens which have succeeded that first
attempt. In the thirty-first sho 17as persuaded to plant a few rows and they grew
nicely.

How was a compprative stranger to know that the home econonics teacher had
stayed inside doing the housework so thnt her mother woulc. have more time to work in
the garden she loved? How was he to know that she was as ignorant 2.S he on the sub
ject of gardening? How wns he to know thnther natural love of the soil and growing
things had boon stifled !'Ind p!lrched until it was prC'.ctic~lly extinct?

Tho moral of this story is th2t laughter in the "Wrong place can damage a garden
more than all the bugs nature provides. Spraying vdll control the insects, but
good sense unfortunately can't be plITchascd in cwns.
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FfernIER':; Hl\.VE FREE FroD

At least a lot of people soem to thinl<: that the products of the soil will load

their tablos by some magic of manipulation if they can only attain to the status of

"five acres and independence. ll Most of this is wishful thinking by people who

imagine the grass grows greener som~lhere else but would never be content to leave

the city with its restaurants and delicatessen shops.

Last year I wrote a story on ItSubsistence Farming" and got a rise out of at

least one party who had tried ito TI1e letter tickled me so much that I would like tc

share it vdth others. Quoting--

l~'{ost of the articles on "Five acres C'nd Indopendcmce" give another point of

view--just plant a nickol's vrorth of c~rrot seed and get a terrific number of carrots

or set a lot of nickel eggs and Get '::;2.00 hens, etc. Since we've been living in the

country, YTe'VO had innumerable poople envying us our easy life, our "froe" food, our

cheap livin~ and our independence from bosses.

'''\'lhen we were away during the 'Vvar working in a vvar pltmt, about half our acquajn

tancos 'Vrcre planning to save their money for a chicken farm. SometimGs when friends

start telling us how much they envy us, if ,ve think they are reallY. getting serious,

we try to make them understand whut they vrould be up against if they quit good jobs

in the city to start farming. If the people aro not close fri8nds, we just change

•
the topic of conversation. To tell the truth, we've heard all this so often it bores

"It seems to me you'd be doing all thes;; oity dreamors a great service if you

would enlarge on your subject end Cet it published in a national magazino like

Saturday Evening Post or Collier's. I.Iaybe you could mal{o a best soller out of it,

like Tho EGG and I. n
(lIOR23)
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~
, ~ell, thank you, Mrs. H., for the compliment, but most city people are not

~likelY to do more than engage in pleasant dreaming. :{hen they get right cown to

planning details, it begins to look complicated. It's easier just to dream. Dreams

can be so beautiful when they are undisturbed by hard facts and cold realitieso It

takes a lot of intestinal fortitude to make a change from city to farm and a lot mon

to make a go of the new program.

It can be done. One of my friends traded his city business for a farm and has

made a big success of it. He alw~s wanted to be a good farmer and he is, but he

had capital, mechanical skill) a good back, the will to use it and a background~

included years of careful study of farm papers, bulletins and books. He's a good

manager who didn't expect a bed of roses without any thorns.

Farmers close to the source of supply should eat well, al1d most of them do.

With a good garden, a deep freeze, a vegetable cellar, a handy hen house, beef and

pork on the hoof, there are plenty of table decorations available. Buy anyone who

thinks this all "just happens" and that the food is free has another think coming.

Gardens donlt grow by themselves or by the waving of a fairy wand. When it comes

time to butcher, it may be a question of which is needed most right at the moment--

some fresh beef or $200.

Every job worth doing takes mveat, skill and perseverance. There are headaches

all along the way, decisions to make, risks to take and losses to be expected. Only

in dreams is farm life all joy pnd comfort. Only in dreams is city life a contin~

pay checle of huge proportions attached to a 40-hour week of pleasant Visiting at

factory or shope The less we know about the other fellow's job, the easier it look~

so therels no wonder the hnrried city householder looks at his grocery bill and

dreams of life on a chicken ranch. In tho same way, a farmer, weary after 18 hours

~ on a jouncing, roaring dusty tractor dreams of ~ job as bank cashier, where the houm

are from 9 to 3, with time for a leisl~e]y lunch.

Let's keep our dreams. They are pleasant and perhaps harmless but there should
be a clear understanding that the realities are tough, even in the neighboring
pasture wherG the grass looks so green-from a distance.
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EVELYN IS TRAVELS

•

Evelyn is a turtle who began her unusual career by going straight from the 5

and dime store to the University instead of vice versa. She stayed at Comstock Hall.

the girls' dormitory, and for the sa!~e of ~ropriety chose a name, which is usually

apnlied to those of feminine persuasion. To this day her sex is a matter of academk

speculation.

During her college days she l"{as companion to two girls and tno Gold fish. The

latter were ignorant sissies who failed to graduate because they kicked the bucket--

or the gold fish bowl--before the diplomas were handed out. Evelyn kept her mistress

in good form by the exercise she got, catching flies, digging worms and collecting

pupa from ant hills to supply her little shell-backed friend.

After graduation, Evelyn accompanied her mistress to the ancestral halls vnlere

the air was free of street car rumblinGS and Grandpa could assist in the search for

fresh food. True, a worm provided a two-days' supply of groceries, and three flies

made a meal, but the attempt to provide these in a fresh and ap1?etizin;; condition at

precisely the intervals demanded created an over,owering sympathy for Jenny and

Christopher Wren who were feeding their fledglings just outside the window.

Then Ricky came to visit. Here was an active youn~ lad, much interested in the

scientific aspects of nutrition, who readily assl~ed the duties of turtle herdsman.

He and his charge became so attached to each other that when he left for his home in

DaJ~on, OhiO, Evelyn went along to soe the world and test the provender in distant

climes. There they resided in peace and plenty for a time, until Evelyn grew rest

less and decided sh3 would like to visit the fabulous Sunshine State of California.

She took with her the whole family, of course. There was Pa to drive the car,
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• Ha to manage the expedition, Ricky to prevent starvation with his tfWhen do we eat tr

routine, Evelyn in a pan of water end Dusty, accompanied by her half-grovvu, awb~ard,

inquisitive, energetic and partially trained son, Darley. The odd spaces in the car

not filled with these animated travelers were packed and jammed with boxes, parcels,

blankets, clothing, ca~eras, hats, feedin7, dishes, playthings and suitcases, all

stowed l~th an engineer's careful attention to snug, rattle proof space utilization.

So began the trek, but at frequent intervals it was necessary to pause along

the road to walk the dogs, water the stock or secure ice cream cones. As travel was

resumed after about the third stop, Ricky discovered that his friend Evelyn was

missing from her pan. This disaster was conveyed to the driver in no uncertain

terms. "Oh, she'll be all right," Pa answered, anxious to cover at least one state

before nightfall. "She's in the car somewhere. We'll find her next time we stop.n

But Ricky would not be consoled. IISuppose she got out to walk around back there at

the last filling stationl I want my Evelynl"

On the covered wagon sped, but the wailing in the back seat was disconcerting.

Those who passed looked uncertainly at this car. 'Were they kidnappers, tearing a

little lad from his fond mother's arms? Soon the dogs joined in the anthem, 8nd,

pointin~ their noses to the dome light, expressed their doleful sympathy in heart-

rendinG unison. Thus it was that other travelers observed a car by the roadside

with a heap of luggage beside it as Dick, slir;htly irritated, dug deep to find a

•

wandering Evelyn in the most obscure corner.

After this happened a second time, Ricky was instructed to hold his pal, with
or without the pan, to prevent her futher wanderings. This kept the boy busy and
they reached Min.'1esota with no more than the usual dog and children delays. INhen
the trip continued, Grandma hunted up a small fish bowl which was tucked tightly irto
a corner. The curved glass sides defied even the best efforts of the restless
Evelyn to seek further adventure among the caves and tunnels provided by the jumbled
goods and chattels.

This story has a happy ending. Evelyn safely reached California ~~th her en
touraGe, where a comfortable home has been provided and she basks in the sun or dips
under the cool water to devour her meals, a happy and contented turtle of small size
but many travels and experiences~
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TI1E SPIRIT OF HOSPITALITY

Two of us dropped in for a visit one day and Irene, discovering the fact, in-

vited us to join the family for the noon meal. Ive made the usual protestations of

not wanting to bother her, but were overridden by a direct corrunand, "You be here at

12: 00 0' clock--or else." We were hoping she would twist our arms and force us to

come, because she has such an interesting family.

At 12 sharp we came to dinner and if you over saw trouble and aggravation,

Irene had it. The juice had been off since 10 o'clock--and she h2d only an electric

stove. The painter had come to redecorate her kitchen so she had had to leave the

battleground to him. Add all of this to the labor of cpring for six small children

and most women would have been ready to throw in the sponge at the prospect of feed-

ing a family of 10. No, two of the boys Viere at school, so it was only eight.

TIe tried to ease the situation by sugcestinG that in view of the circumstances

perhaps it YIould be easier for her if 'ue wont to a restaurant this time and took a

rain check on the dinner. But we misjudged her metal. l~nat's the matter, Bob?

Don't you like my cookin'?" Well, of course, but--"Don, you SG8 what's the matter

with the current. Bob, you burp the baby and as soon as the stove gets hot, we'll

have something to eat."

Orders like that are generally obeyed. Don dep!1rted ("md I found a chair.

Irene laid the baby over my shoulder Gnd I forgot all about dinner. Kathleen was

about four months old, fresh from her bath and Btout as swe8t as they come. Black

eyes, black curly hair and a complexion showing perfect health. She grabbed an ear

and made passes at my nose. Is there anything nicer than a baby?

I was a little rusty but hadn't forgotten how. 1;"'{e had fun" Them l'Iary, her



older sister, wanted me to see her dolls and book, Tommy demanded an interest in his

guns and cowboy outfit, while two-year-old Billy wanted to be in on all the excite

ment. It was just like home, back a few years when the kids worried because I only

had uvo knees to hold them all. It was the best half hour I'd had for years and it

seemed to go like a flash. All too soon Irene called us to the table.

I canlt remember what we had to eat. It was adequate in quantity Dnd excellent

in quality, but I've eaten hundreds, yes, thousands of good meals. The thing which

makes that experience remarkable vms the hospitality, the good will, the chance to

be a part of a splendid family for awhile that sticks in my memory as one of the

most pleas~nt experiences. There was no fussing And fuming because everything had

gone hayNire. "Here's the W8Y it is, but if 3vsryone pitches in, we III come out

fine," was the attitude. One woman with a lot of common sense m~de a gala occasion

out of what might have b'30n frustration or defeat.

No matter what we eat, from a ThanksgivinC feast to turkey hash 10 days later,

it is only food, good for nothins but to stoke the personal furnace and keep the

machine running. It's how we eat it that is all important~ The finest fare, served

with reluctance and a sour puss, may put a man in the dumps for the day, while the

simplest meal, accompanied by warm, friendly generosity, good will Rnd a smile for

flavor can send him out strong to meet Ci.ny kind of advorsitYt

Perhaps the others at that table had fo~gotten the incident. For Irene it

was probably just tho regular run of daily bumps, to be met as a matter of course

and treated as lightly as possiblo. For mc, it will always be a pleasant memory in

a special frame, little Kathloen contentodly exploring on my shoulder, the friendly

chatter of the older kids end a woman laughing her way through an aggravating

situation.

The ;~?iri t of Hcspitality Pago 2
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WA TCH THINGS GROW

If a man grows to a height of 10 feet or weighs 700 pounds, folks will travel

miles and pay hard money to see the unusual sight. But every day, right beside our

noses, greater miracles than this are being performed which attract a minimum of

attention because we have not learned to see and appreciate them.

Natura knew all about atoms, long before man reached a stage of civilization

where he leprned to blov! himself up. 'Ne look at a great factory with its belching

smoke and roaring machinery and consider it a major achievement, which it is--for

mere men. We may get the idea we're prettysmart, until we notice that Nature has

been operating factories far more intricate than ours for the past million years or

so, achieving results we cannot duplicate, with no noise, no dirty smoke, not a

particle of waste and an efficiency beyond our wildest dreams. Men are just a

tolerated incident or interlude.

A month ago this horse chestnut tree was only a little dead-looking gray stick.

Now, in just 30 days, 'Nithout any rnunan even noticing or hearing about it, there

have miraculously appeared 14 inches of new wood ond a whole set of compounc. leaves.

It is completely fitted with a transportation system our best experts could envy,

storage depots, chemical laboratories, raw material supply tracks, factories and

assembly lines,

The power W1'1.S furnished by sunli::;ht--something ,:r8 haven It le1?rned to use effac-

tivcly as yet. Instead of foulin'"'; the air viith soot, ~'hture Is factory uses the

e carbon dioxide which would be lethel to all animal life if allowed to accumulate,

picking the molecules out of the air, adding a few atoms broken off of water

molecules to make formaldehyde, sugar, starch, cellulose, lignin and a hundred varia-
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~
'~tions of carbon compounds.

This we can see if we look, but enother miracle has taken place underground.

In the dense clay soil, so hard it needs a pick axe to loosen it, strong woody roots

have pushed their way, foot after foot, ~Qth crooks and turns to give better holding

power so as to anchor the tree against tons of pressure exerted by expected wind

storms. It seems incredible that in this hard, dark and damp environment, fine,

threadlike root he.irs can grow, penetrating betvveen the soil particles, absorbing

by the clever use of osmosis, moisture and minerals through their delicate membranes.

Who manages this elaborate establishment? ~~o decides how many leaves are need-

ed and specifies the shape, the arrangement, the size, thickness and component parts?

Who issues the orders that this bit of manufactured material shall become bark, this

a part of the strong woody stem and this shall be consigned to a life underground

as part of the root system? ~Vho designs the intricate tubes, pumps and channels

which collect water and soil salts from underground and distribute the life-giving

fluid to every living cell, countless millions of them, in precisely the quantity

needed for maximum utility?

Who tells each part of the complex organism how and where to make buds for next

year, supplies the specifications for each complete packaGe, tucks all of the

multiple parts into just the right size and shape, thon covers them neatly with a

moisture-proof v.Ta·'pinb for the deop frecze?

Who sends word to overy cell, spreading the information that winter is coming,

sUGgesting that gro~~h cease, that sap be concentrated, new wood be hardened and

roots stop collecting water? Who drains the elaborate plumbing of the tree to pre
vent bursting the pipes? Who tells the tree when to st8rt business in the spring,
just how to begin, what to do first and organizes the s~~erls program?

I consider it difficult to run a farm, plant the seed, kill the weeds and har
ve~ the crop. All of that is just child's p12y compared with growing a tree. I

.. Can operate a big tractor and heavy machinery, but in 20 years I couldn't grow one

.., blade of grass.
The greatest miracle of ell is happening all around us. Dormancy has been cast

off and every livinG plant is performing procigies of skill and organization, each
~ft~r t~e pattern of its ovm craft. Amid the fuming and fussing of our daily
lrrltatlons, let us pause a moment in reverent avrc and wonder at the Power v"hich
paints our spring world a verdant green.
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MEMORIES OF TH7, G. A. R.

As n small boy, Memorial Day mGant to me Grand Army of the Republic. It vms

thon we paid special tribute to the men who had held our country together 1vhen con-

tinued unity soemed impossible. It was then Mother told us how her father was a

llst8tion ll on the underground railroad, passing runaway s18ves north to tho Canadian

line.
It seems incredible now. Southorners considered the abolitionists thieves and

robbers, helping valuable property to escape from kind ond considerate ovmers. The

deeply religious Northerners risked their property, life and liberty to aid misera~

and distressed human beings to escape their bonds and reach a country where they

could live as free men. It must have been exciting at times. .As a girl of 10,

Mother remembered the time she went to the haymow to h~~t 8C~S and ran into a half-

starved, half-naked group or "package" of wild-eyed, terrorized black people, wait-

ing to be transported to the next Station.

These stories cast a spell of glaIllour over the patriarchs ·who were honored on

~1emoripl Day. They were the mon who had rizhted this creat ~TonZ by their personal

valor. Svory year, tw. ifuite, slim, straight, every inch the Colonel of Cavalry, in

spite of 70 years, came to tell tho assembled school children the reasons why their

country needed and demanded their forvid, continued patriotism. How I admired his

collection of sabers in the glass case. How carefully he kept them polishedl

Then thero was Capln Hawes. He sat in the sun on his porch across from the

4It school house where a boy could soe him from the school window. His long white hair

and spreading beard, reaching almost to his waist, brought awe and admiration from a

young lad. Sometimes after school if a fellow went ovor and sat on the porch, the

lonely old man would tell of his experiences. After the war, he carried "dispatches"



in the manner of the Pony Express.

IiG told of getting lost on the prairie ,mel. in the morning finding a beautiful

valley with a wooded stream through it~ Nhen finally discharged, he returned to

this Minnesota valley and took a claim there~ Ho was the first postmaster and the

town was named for his daughter, Luverne~

Another veteran of note was Cap'n Spaulding, a tiny wisp of a ~an, blinded

while directinG his battery of canon during one of the many furious engagements in

which he took part. Ono winter he paid me to read to him ~fter school three times

() week. I should Imovr every detail of every battle in the vmr of the rebellion, but

little of it sank in. I liked far better to hear him relate his part in the big

events which were so vivid to him o

On Memorial D,W there was always a parade of the "Boys in Blue" followed by

ceremonies and oratory which improssed me more for their solemnity and volume than

their patriotic significancc~ We didn't understand it all, but we did gather the

main facts and it gave US a sense of belonging to a great country which could pro

duce such heroes when they were noeded c

We boys were all convinced thot thoro would never be another war. Such things

were all a part of "history,tl which stopped short when our text books were published.

We wished that we might have lived in those brave days when big changes took place

and thero were more important things to do thnn eo to school, do chores and ride

our horses just for fun. Nothing big would over happen in our timel

I have seldom missed a Ilemori0l Day parade ~nd exorcises, from thAt day to thi&

Tho "Boys in Blue" are all gone now nnd younger faces arc seen in thG color guard

and firing squad. BiG things have happened in my time, in spite of which the daily

routine seoms to be mostly an endless succession of chores and unexciting work. I

wonder whether today's kids will remember the Memorial Day ball game as we remember

ed the HBoys in Blue."

Memories of the G. A. R. Page 2
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WHAT DO YOU SEE?

It is a well knovm fact that two people seeing an accident may honestly make

very different reports of it. The things we see most clearly are the points which

interest us directly. This is probably because, being interested, we have thought

about them, understand them more or less completely, know rmat to look for and

quickly catch anything out of the ordinary.

Next in order are the things we have trained our eyes to seo. A cattle judge

will note at a glance irregularities or points of excellence which would pass un-

noticed by one less carefully trained. A hundred Duroc shotes looked pretty much

like peas in a pod to me, but my brother spotted several individuals and a week later

came back and picked out those same pigs. They made a picture in his mind and only

a blur in mine.

:!ost any boy can watch the traffic stream ~ast and name the make of each err,

in many cases giving evon the typo and the model, but he might have no idea 1Thore

to look or even on what animal he mi~ht find a bog spavin or a ringbone. I can see

unsoundness in a horse but have to memorize my license number to recognize even my

ovm car. Itls all a matter of trainin~ the eyes to see. A horse is alive and in-

teresting. A car is just a piece of machinery (say I).

Fortunately, we can train our eyes to soe the things which interest us. ~hen

Ilm trying to get a bunch of boys to SOG the difference betwoen a box elder ~md a

basswood, it is useless to say, "This is a box elder. This is a basswood." It

would bring tho reply, liSa 'Nha t? Let I s find a cocklo burr to put in Hank I s hair."

It's better to put it this way: "What treG has buds in pairs because it is a maple,

has compound leaves like an ash, a very soft wood, grows fast almost anywhere and

b _
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somctilTlOS has long reddish buzs thnt covor the tree <>.nd make it unpopular? 1I

IIWhnt tree hns hcC'rt-shnped leaves; big, bri;;ht red buds, not in p<>irs; soft,

valuable wood which is strong, white and odorless; r'. smooth grey bnrk on the young

er gro....rth, with tough innor fibers which makes excellent rope of good strength as

long as it stays wet?" A search for these chnracteristics calls attention to things

the boys have never looked for and they begin to get acquainted with trees.

Some folks go into a home ~nu see a comfortable living room, attr~ctive,

pleasnnt, convenient and orderly. Others are only able to gloat over a bit of dust,

discovered on top of the window casing. ~e see just what we look for.

All of us have our good qualities and then a fow poculiarities which make our

particular porsonality a bit different than the general run. Those who devote their

best efforts to training and developing the good, useful qualities, earn ratings

all the way from "averr>.ge" to "saint". Tho rest of us who concontrr,te on our

cantankerous idiosyncrasies fill descriptions ru.rming from "peculiar," through

II nuts" to "public enemy No. 1. 11

TIc have the same choice in seloctinG our compnnions and frionds. Any kind are

available, but we generally pick those who see thinGS on about our level. Differ

ences in school training are not too important in choosins friends. Even income is

of secondary importance. TIe like to associete with those whose interests and

attitudes are similar to what vre oursolves have developed.

Believing all of this, I'm particularly anxious to stir up the natural

curiosity in youngsters. If they wonder why the wind blows, vmy one seed makes an

oak and another a thistle, why proteins are needed in a good ration, why one steer

grows faster than another, thoy are well on the way to a life of interesting,

~ satisfying experience. Curiosity is tho first step toward training eyes and minds

to see the vrorld of wonders in which we live. It's a fascinating, satisfying road

to travel, ~~th lots of good company. We soc just what we look for.
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HIDDEN IN THE CREAM CAN
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liost of us got our start on milk -- one kind or another -- and then as soon as

we "grew up," replaced this item of diet with coffee, tea, cocktails or fire water.

Why1

We all pump air into our lungs to absorb its available oxygen. Engineers de-

dien elaborate ventilatinG systems to provide pure, dust-free, washed atmosphere,

even in densely populated office buildinGs. Then we pay good money for the where-

withal to pollute the atmosphere until the smoke is so thick it would almost float

a boat. Why?

Mother used to make wonderful pies and cakes with lard as shortening. She

made tender, flaky pie crust and we always figured lard was digestible. At least

the kids grew and we all did more work than is fashionable in these days when we

buy shortening in tin cans at twice the price of lard. Why?

~nen we kids came home from school with an empty void from chin to toes, Mo-

ther would break up a loaf of hot bread fresh from the oven, cover it liberally with

butter and dole it out in copious quantities. Now homemade bread is rore indeed and

butter is something the GovcrnInent buys to store in caves g Why?

We Clre told that these chan::;cs arc: due to advertisi:1g. Housewives have been

told so many times to run fast to tile nearest store and buy this or that, that

they believe it. They follow instructions automatically as they push the little

e buggies around their favorite supermarket. They buy the soap that's "kind to hands'~

the "coffee delicious ll
, the mellow brew that's "the life of the party", the bread

that's "alwclYs fresh" and the lard substitute with secret directions printed on the
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~ I'm not criticising the firms who advertise. They sell their products by

some of the most clever merchandising the world has ever knovm. That's their busin-

ess and how well they do itl They have built up fabulous incomes because they were

smart enough to hire ArthlIT, BinG or Cedric to boost their products. There is no

compulsion to buy their wares or listen to their fairy tales. They dress up their

sales appeal in "Lover come back to me" sob stories or ear-shattering, bone-smash-

inc;, t;Ul1 and dac;ber "Adventures" vrhich seom to appeal to a vast number of listeners

and people buy t 11eir soap, sap or sarsa?arilla. Apparently Bama would buy arsenic

for breakfast food if her favorite radio character advised 'it.

Meanwhile farmers have placidly gone their way, depending on their products to

sell themselves in this highly competitive age. The only reco~~~endation for lard

is quality and price. Cream, milk, butter and cheese have been recognized as top

foods in nutritive value and vitamin content for ages untold, and dairymen thought

everyone knew it. Now they wake up to the fact that it takes more than quality,

usefulness, availability and price to sell milk in competition with tobacco. Some

genius will have to fix up a soul-rending continued story which will end with "Now

what did Sir Launcelot do vrhen Queon Guinevere knocked on his door?" "Drink six

quarts of milk, eat a pound of cheose, always spread your bread with fresh cream-

ery butter and we'll tell you at this time tomorrow!"

It's hard to believe that dairy products need advertising, but that situation

is becoming more and more evident. It vrill be tough going to make farmers kick in

to a war fund to hire e)~erts to sell their product. Some of them vall refuse to

part with their pennies, expecting to ride on tho backs of more enterprising and

modern-minded dairymen,. There will be endless see-sawing over means and methods·,

but it seems inevitable that present and future dairy products will be in the sur-

plus columns unless Arthur advises Grandma to drink more milk.
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SPRING SHONERS

It was way back in Mcu'ch 1933 that those vreekly "Farm Talks fl were begun and

they have been available to editors of Minnesota publications ever since. Some

editors have used them regularly as "filler" and some have filed thorn in the waste

basket. They are sent on request by the Division of Publications at University Fa~

St. Paul. Our Branch Experiment Station here at Waseca is billed for mimeographing

and postage and tho copy is prepared in odd moments as part of the chores,.

Occasionally there are indications that someone reads these rambling comments

on farm life. By ear has been chewed for h::ving a picture taken with a pipe in my

hand, for misguided philosophy and inaccurate quotations. Then once in a while

someone says they got a chuckle out of a story because it brought to mind a similar

experience. If I have been able to make fClrm life more interesting or satisfying

for anyone, my purpose has been accomplished. We all have different points of view

and I can only record things as I see them, fully understanding that others m~y have

contrary opinions.

Some time ago there came a most unusu.'ll request. "Once you wrote a story about

a spring shower in the corn field. I wish you would print it over again." Now was

wasn't that something? It must have been an unusual yarn to be remembered. Hastily

I pawed through the dusty records of pencil pushing and found that "Spring Showers"

ivnS prepared for June 10, 1936. I am immensely flattered by the request. Since it

is the only request of its kind and since the story zoes way back beyond this age

of mechanized farming, here it i8:-

Black clouds begin to roll up in the west durinG the middle of a hot, hazy,

humid afternoon. The boys in the field glance up from the monotonous succession of

"'T!l~n corn plants marching under their plows and encourage the
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,~ small corn plants marching under their plows and oncourage the horses to step a

, little faster, so that the end of the round may be renched before the rain arrives.

An ominous stillness indicates that nature is holding her breath before the big bill~

The trace chains, swinging against the singletree, sound like hammers.

The clouds roll up,:higher and higher, driven by terrific winds, and a puff

of cold air causes a chi~l of foreboding to drivers now urging their te~~s to hurry.

In a neighboring field, a driver reaches the end of a round and heads homeward at a

trot. Off to the west and south, grey streaks indicate that rain is falling and

stray drops spatter on the backs of dusty shirts.

Just a few more rods to the end of the row when the sky splits with a flash

and a roar, dumping a deluge of water on men, horses and corn. Dust becomes mud

and sticks to cultivator wheels and shovels. It is almost too thick to see when

the fence is reached, and the old mares turn for home a mite too soon, rooting out

the last hill of corn .. They'senso that their dny's vrork is ended, ~.nd with heads

high they step off like a span of colts aiming for the barn.

All of a sudden the rain stops, the sun burns the clouds from overhead and

chases them off to the east and north. Ruts are rivers and the earth fairly steams.

In the yard, with the horses put away, the wet shirts feol comfortable in the

heat. Every green thing has straightened up, turgid with the welcome moisture. The

cattle and sheep scatter out over their pastures, gathering the wet grass in great

mouthfuls. Chickens come from more or less well-chosen shelters and chuckle as they

scratch for the bugs coming out to see what it is all about. Birds fill the air with

"Thank yous ll for the sun after the rein.

One can almost hear things grow, and thore is a certain odor from Sad after a

rain that is almost as welcome to a f~rmer as the smell of frying beefsteak. The

~ air is clenn"washed. Plants, insects and animals feel an exhilaration which must be

expressed by activity. Only I rum idle--daydreaming, until Ilother comes to the door

and brings me back to eorth w'ith tho conunonplace, "Did you get wet?1l
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GRASS SI1l\.GE

Most of us think of silage as chopped up corn stalks with fairly mature ears,

pickled, preserved and canned for winter cow feed. This past year I have talked

with folks who have made silage from alfalfa, grass, sorghum, sweet clover, oats and

weeds, or most anything that grows and looks succulent. Reports generally have beEn

favorable~ Of course, itls obvious that one cannot get more nutritive value out of

a silo than is put in, but even the oats and weeds man said his cows ate the stuff

and did better than he expected.

With all of the newspaper propaganda urging less corn and more grass and

legume crops, there is a lot of interest in the possibility of putting alfalfa,

clover, brome and timothy into wet storage for winter feed. Some folks have been

doing it for years, but it's fairly new for most of us. It's tough making decent

hay when it rains every morning and usually when we get a patch of first cutting

alfalfa down, that's when the clouds drip the easiest.

In June we usually have more pasture than the COTTS can chew. Then in Imgust

the ~~rld dries up and even alfalfa grows so slowly the grasshoppers can keep it

mowed. It doesn't do to let it stand in the field because it gets woody and tough

after blossoming, so we cut it young and tender, can it and dole it out when the

weatherman canlt squeeze <,mother drop out of "corn weather" skies.

Last year we put about 180 tons of "hay" in the silo. It was mostly alfalfa

but there was also brame, red clover, alsike, some timothY and sweet clover in it.

e We fed some out when pastures were poor and refilled to the top when corn was

ready. It didn't seem to make much difference what we put before the cows. As
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•
~ long as the quantity was a~ple, they ate corn or legumes with equal gusto. The

milk production didnlt give us any definite indication as to which they preferred.

This year we plan to go all the way and fill to the top with whatever green

stuff we can find in June.· Unless pastures are unusually bad, there won't be much

room for corn•. With a field chopper it makes little difference in labor cost

whether we make hay or silage; so when it rains, we'll can tho feed and in agreeable

weather, weill dry it •.

The critical thing in making good silage from hay crops is to have the moisture

just right. (At least that is our present belief.) If the water content gets

below 60%, the material is likely to heat and make a sort of brown hay or rot into

m~nure with consequent loss in feeding value. With more than 70% moisture it is

too soupy and may ferment too far,.making a big stink and a very laxative feed hard

to dig out in January. If wet material (70% or more) is the only thing available,

good silage may still be obtained by adding molasses or corn 9nd cob meal. We don~

think a preservc-.tive is necessary between 60 and 68% moisture.

A lot of people ask, "HOlt; long should we let it dry between mowing and chop-

ping?" That's just like asking, "How wide is the river?"

It all dependsl Last year it was so dry that standing alfalfa showed 60% mois-

ture, just right to chop, so the chopper followed the mower. ~vo yeD~s ago we cut

in the afternoon and had to wait until 10 AJJ. the next day before it was wilted

sufficiently to suit us. In rainy weather it might never get dry enough, so then

it's time to raid tho corn crib, put ear corn through a coarse screen on the hammer

mill and add about 250 pounds to each ton of silage. We haven't tried that, but

numerous good authorities tell me it works.

If I waited until I knew all about grass silage before writing a story about
it, old age would catch up with me. We have used it successfully for two years and
I've given the facts as I see them at present. By this time next year, I hope to
know more but never expect to "know it all" about any subject. The only one who
never fell off a horse is the lad who never got on, and perhaps the only man who
knows all about grass silage is the one who never tried it.
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MINNESOTA

Almost everyone has found some excuse this spring to cuss the weather. Too

much water, too much snow, too much cold, too much wind, not enough sunshine. The

papers have been filled with disasters, floods, troubles and dire predictions of

calamities yet to come because of the late spring. My warmest sympathy goes to

those who have had the misfortune to see their land under water, their buildings,

furniture and livestock damaged by rivers on the rampage or wind in too much of a

hurry.

Those of us who live on higher ground and could hide from the wind behind

trees have had ample opportunity to stew over our spring planting. Those who man-

aged to get the grain in the ground early worried because it was out in the field--

perhaps rotting in the ground. The rest of us lay awake nights wondering what kind

of crop small grain might make if planted near the middle of May. If this is a

sample of government regulation, I don't want any more of it.

As this is written (May 12) we have most of our grain and garden in. It's the

first time I ever planted cucumbers and melons before radishes, but this time they

all went in together. Now it's fixing to rain again, which will be good for the

garden but we did want to finish working the corn ground. Oh, well, I guess we'll

just take the weather as it comes.

It has been a discouraging spring to most of us and perhaps it was intended to

~ teach us a lesson. ~e've been boasting of the bumper crops WE raise and wondering

vmat to do with the surplus. It may be we'll have a chance to use some "surplus"

before the crop of 1952 is ready to harvest. We can't expect every year to get
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just what we want most. By and large, over the years Minnesota has treated us

most graciously. We're so accustomed to having everything in the way of roil,

climate and recreational facilities that it may take a year of bumps to make us

appreciate it.

Some time ago I saw a short description of Minnesota, written by Howard

Everett. I don1t know the man, nor do I remember who sent me the clipping, but we

have kept a copy and I read it from time to time. This may be an appropriate occa~

sian to remind others of some of the good things about our state. viipe the mud (or

dust) out of your eyes and read his eulogy.

MINNESOTA
By HOWard Everett

God made Minnesota the Garden of Eden of America and placed it in the wonder-

land of the North. He gave it fertile soil that man might subsist with ease; then

blessed it with ten thousand lakes and surrounded these with trees. He called it

the home of laughing waters and proclaimed the Mississippi the father of its spark-

ling streams.

He sweetened its balmy air with the music of song birds and honey bees and pro-

mounced it the playground of eternal peace and prosperity.

He gave it the beauties of wildwood and graced it with the innocence of wild

life. He taught the sunshine to romp with the shadows through the forest, and the

fragrance of its flowers and fields of clover to mingle with the perfillue of its p~

He filled its lakes with fish, its forests with game, its plains with fowl, and

unto these he gave the romance of the Red Man.

He made it grow fruit, vegetables, corn and fields of waving grain. Over it He

placed a carpet of luxuriant grasses and underneath He planted a store of untold min-

eral wealth.

He took the scenic beauties of Switzerland and a Colorado and combined them
with the fertile soil of an Iowa and the fascinating climate of a California. To
these He added all things else which contribute to the health, happiness and com
fort of life, and when He had finished, He called it "Minnesota".
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IS YOUH SUIL .,3ALi i';CED?

The papers tell about a man villo crossed ~JiClg2ra jhver ju,st above the falls,

v'ialkinc on a tight rope • "hat was an interestinG: and rossioly a profitable stunt

f or him , ',]Quld be suicide f or me. J:.fter tb e circus left town, VIe kids alwa: r s tried

to be tiLht rope YJalkers but invari::lbl:r I landed on !:J.y neck. I jU:3t didn't have

the balance to do the jab.

Someti:les I tLink our soil is i;1 about the S&Ele shape. .uy· centuries of

improvement, Nature collected all of the necessary ingredients for perfect production

in our prairie and vfOodland areas. She moved tllings around by ·,lind,uy water and

by wandc"ing animals. Did you ever stop to think hOH N;:ture uses her atoms and

molecules over and over again? h b~ffalo miGht eat Grass from an area rich in

cobalt and then go off and die in an area v,here cobalt was deficie:1t. ODe buffalo

couldn't move much mineral, 'out millions of them must 11a,-e been quite a factor in

distributing fertility.

Then, too, t~\e land ViaS covered with grass or tres. The good earth was

never left bare to wash and leach out the Y:linETals. Humus was built up ljY countless

generations of growtt and deca.y on the scTfacE.:, 'with ·Ildigccrs ll such as gopl1f;rs,

prairie dogs and angle '"orE1S constantlv '1Jixini'c~, aer2ting c'.nd cultivatin;::. 'lhe

result was a gold mine of fortiIi ty for those who have grmm and shipped away big
crops of wheat, oats 2nd corn. liu,'1l3.ns ,.vith their It superior intelligence", have
largely torn down in a hundred yeETs what iJatur'3 buD t wi th c~ges of e:Cfort.

e Nov, '"E; are trying to ship in 0. little phospl'l2te, ~otash 2,nd nitrog8n to

replace ','ihat we have sold. {ie scatter [i fe-,i pa::,;s of concentrated mim:ral nm" and

then to takE. the [lace of buffalo bone sand ploi" unde' a fe" corn stJ.lks instead of
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"~ five-ton crops of blue joint or buffalo grass. Worst of all, we turn the plant

residues under and expose the raw bare earth for long periods of time, which is con-

trary to Nature I s methods.

In order to be fertile, land must team with enormous active populations of

unseen animal and plant organisms which tear dovm the tissues of dead plants and

animals, thus preparing the atoms for reuse by livin~ crops and livestock. In the

process, minerals arc dissolved and put L~to ch~lical form to sustain our boasted

yiolds. Chemical fertilizers alone vall not maintain soil fertility. We must also

be careful to feed our unseen helpers vath generous servings of th0 organic materials

on which their lives, thei!' numbars and their activity depend.

There are two excellent ways to destroy cood soil. 10 Leave it bare or clean

cultivated during gr01\"inc weather. 2. Burn or remove all plant m:;tcrial c'md plot;";

under as little organic matter as possible.

Hank told me about his alfalfa field where first cutting stems were 5 to 7 feet

long. He was so insistent that I went to see the marv31 rnd it was perfectly true.

That ['lfalfa beat anything I have ever seon anywhere. It YlaS tough to cut and aJmost

impossible to dry in the field, but what a yield! It was on "new" land, just

broken from the original sad. A few years later, in spite of chemical fertilizers,

that same field raised only ":lormal" crops. Tihat had it lost?

Undoubtedly our soils are b:Jing depleted of nitrogen, phosphate and potash.

Those we can at least prrtil'.lly rcpln.co with chemical fertilizers and legumos. We

know that in ccrtl'.in arcas, sulphur, zinc, cobalt and other "trace eloments" are

essential either to get cood yields or to feed animals properly that are grovm in

such areas. It is well recognized th~t tho h0alth, activity, initiative, size and

strength of humo.n )opul<~tions de:?end on land fertility o.nd the "complete balance ll of

e their food supply.

Wo can't blame all of our troubles on Congress. If we are to raise the kind of
Americans which made this country great, we must feed them properly. That begins
vdth rtcompletcrt food grOl'm on soil thllt is correctly balA.nced in all respects.
Farmers must walk the tight rope And keep their soil in top productive condition to
do the job properly.
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i'. BOOU 3rT' ~;O BUST

Way back in the dim and distant pc.st v[hen :rou and I '.vero young, j\~2.ggie, the s\.,cccss

of our J'.lly 4th celebrc:tion W2..3 largely measured by the noise W0 "'{c:rc cble to enjoy.

\-{e 2h1;;Y3 tried to got dowIil. tmm in time to see the ;,]ornin;; s,:.luk firc:d from the

huge Civil Wc:.r cannon on the court house l~\m.

There was sometl1ing funny &bout th8.t sdutc. The men always hoerd it and could

describe the exci tir.g d2tccils, but try as vrE; would, Vie boys e.lways scuned to miss

out on it. Even when a determined ~;roup of lads spent the night in a hD.y stack

or in the barn loft saES to w2,ke at the " crack of davm", 'dS couldn't get to town

E:arly cn::mgh to 38(3 tl:c ceremonies. I can't rcmsmb"T just when it finally dawned

on vs that the morning se.lute was in the same box Vii th the; left-handled monkey

\"irench Dnd the 2e-inch sky bOiks.

~i:lilc; we never SJ.YJ thc:~t morning sc.lutc f ired, v:...; had lots of fun tryir.g. The

..."" night fi vee of us took our blank",t s up in tIl(; h;c.y niO\!, lye didn I t get much sleep.

The 'Joys from town decided that 20 hor,;(;s, all chc/iing hay, lJ12dc. morc r2ch.t tl1an

a t:rist r,1il1. 1: inall~T, e.fter Vv-C clozcc~ off, one borse must have got a bit of dust

in her nose and blew it out vlith 2 t(;r:ciiic sncrt. Thr:t didn't m2kt.. my hutr sto.nd

on. end, but the screan Kenny used to n:li(;v~: bi::: fc<e:lins;s certc:inJ.ybrought out the

duck 'jumps. He didn't kno.'i a Lcrsc ceuld 'olavT a bUGle like that end h8 thoucht

sure the Indians "Nere upon us.

1:.,\'",--n 'when added years should ho.ve c~ll'b'.:d l!1y juvenile dssirc to 112)(0 sOlT.ething

go bang on the 4th of July, the notion pcrs:istc.d. rE.::rhaps it's not CO;i1plE.,Lely

eradic:cti.d YGtl
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We had grubbed out some oak stumps and found them too tough to work up into

As the 4th approached, the idea grow in my head that if two of these

flat-topped hunks of gnarly wood could be placed face to face with a stick of dyn~

between, it might split them up into saw size nnd in addition provide entertainment

for all who vd.tnessed the process. Accardi.ngly, 'with chisol and hammer, n hollow

was made to accommodate explosive and fuse and then vdth great effort and somo care,

D. 300-pound stump was set squnrely on top.

If I should ever rcpo::tt this experiment, I would put a 4-inch mud cap over the

charge and betweon tho stumps to exclude all air. Ilm afraid the charge wasn't

enclosed air tight, but in those days my knowledge of dynnmite and its possibilities

was even more limited thnn it is today. It soemed that the weight of the top stump

should give adequnte compression and I rcmember wiping the perspiration from my brow

after the big load was safely in place. I wasn't quite sure what might happen if we

dropped thnt woight on top of the stick and cap.

All of the family wore invited to see Pop's 4th of July celebration. Ma was
perfectly sure, as usual, that he was completoly crazy and would probably blow him
self <'nd the whole family to l:ingdom come. The kids were eager to see this experi
ment ::>-lthough they cared little whether the stumps wore) splito They just w;:>nted to
hear a big bang.

Ua covered her eyes when Pop boldly advanced to light the fuse. The first two
matches blew out in the wind so it required some time to get a fizz. Of course, Ua
was sure thd tho ting 'would go off before her fool husband got his hoad out of the
way and probably had her f1ffieral trousseau nIl planned to tho last dotail bofore he
turned avray. The kids danced and yellod, "Run, Daddy, runl l1 but of course, the brave
fuse lighter moved with stately delivert'.tion. (He he.d cut 0. long fuse on purpose."

At last all were lined up at vrl1at Pop considered a safe distanco (it wasn't)
Cl.nd tho tension mounted <'s thcw waited for the big explosion. Seconds soem like
hours undGr such' circumstC'.nces ::,-nd the kids '1"0]:'0 inclinod to think it was a lIfizzer".
Thon it Trent off, lNith ['.bout .ClS much noise e.s [l good penny salute J

No, Hortense, it didn't split either stump. Th0 ono on the ground was entirely
uninjured. Tho top stump lit in [I. big elm tr.:;e, its downymrd course cndin~ some
20 feat above the grass, where it remo.ined for many years, until the elm was blown
over in a big wind. How high that stump went, I don't know, but some of tho top

a branches in the big elm showed their efforts to stop it and tho elm was nt least
• 100 feet from the scene of the shooting_ Just ~mothor experiment th!"t gn.ve negctive

results.
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LONGHORNS, SHORTHORNS, NO EOHNS

It would be interesting to know how cattle ever acquired horns in the first

plClce. ilhy don't horns ::;rm[ on horses, skunks or gOl,hers? ;:,vcry fOrI:l of life

must have some means of defense. The horse can run, the skunk C2n smell and thc;

gopher can hide. Since cows are Gnly modorCltcly efficient at all three of these

activities, they probr:bly decided thc::.t horns would 1)8 something new, something

different 2nd something useful vvhe:', they h2d to discour2.ge all of the other anine-ls

vrhich craved fresh beef.

Like people who follow the belief that "If a littlo is good, a lot will be

better", the early forms of the cow family carried the born idea to 6xtremos.

Some of the skeletons of prehistoric cc::ttl8 show horns of such size one might

imagine the head almost outvieiGh2d the whole back end. The Texas lonGhorns,

descended from early Spanish c2.ttlc, cfte:1 ha.d 8. span of 6 fl:;Cct fro;:l tip to tip.

1arly English cattle had big horns, too, until someone di3covcred that this part of

the animal ViaS no good to cat 2.nd rJccided to do soncthi:1g a bout it.

I.hen skilled bnglish breeders beg&n improving their domestic animals, they

selected cattle wi'.h more moderate heed weapons and gave them the ti tlc of

"Shorthorns." The sprG:::cl was wbittled down frmn a 6-foot spcoo to 2 fcot or less,

which made then easier to handle in lx.Tn or pasture. Preference was given to

ornamental headgear of stylish sot and curvE:., ba.rd, flint.' ::3Ubst,mc8 2nd evsn colors

'which 'would be beautiful when polished. The. Scots produced the Ayrshire breed

which is espccic:.lly noted for be~utiful horns.

In the wild st2.te, horns were undoubtedly a big c.dvant2go 'to cattl,). Tlk
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~ buffalo thnt roamed our plains were well equipped with' short, sharp weapons and woe

to e.ny wolf th<-,t tried to steal a calf 'when Mama vms within hooking distance. But

in bp,rn ~nd feed lot,. cattle nre carefully protected from predatory enomies--because

the boss and his family want to do all the beef eating. The only good reason I have

ever heard for horns on modern cnttle is that they won't bunch quite so closely in

fly time and thus do less dttmnge by stepping on each other.

!.Inny good cnttle broeders won't agree with this. Some consider the horn shnpe,

size and texture n good indication of the qualities inherited by the boarer.

Especially among older men who crunc from the British Islos, the more sugcostion that

horns are an unnecessary nuisanco is rnnk herosy. Other men hnve other idons and a

hundred years aGo prOGressive Scots built br~eds such ns tho Aberdeen AnGUS and

Galloways without any horns.

The polled or hornloss chrractor is dominant. Pure polled by pure hornod is

always polled in the first generation, but vThon two cmimnls, each carrying some of

the polled character and some of tho hornod charactor,~re mated, tho offspring may
show either hornGd or polled depending on the chanco segregation of the chromosomes.
Thus when a polled animrl is found in any breed, it is possible, by concontrrting its
inheritance through inbreeding to produce ~ strain or breed of polled ~nimals.

Red polled cattle, D popular dual purpose brood, along vdth the beefy Angus and
Gallovmy are all without horns and anllk~ls cnnnot be registered if they have even a
trace of horny matorial on their heads. Other broods of both beef ~nd dairy cattle
are generally horned, but th~t doesn't mean thoy will continue to bo that way. With
in every registry association, evon among tho horn-loving Ayrshire breedors, there
are enthusiasts who search for and propagate tho hornloss typos. Thus we nON have
Polled Holsteins, Polled Jorsoys, Poll::;d Horofords and even Polled Shorthorns.

The Shorthorn breed is split evon morc 17ays than the others. Wo have Shorth~

both polled and horned, YThich Dre bred strictly for b::;of. Thon rm h[1.vo r,~ilking

Shorthorns, both polled and horned which, like the Red Polls, aro selectod for their
production of both boof ;->nd mill<:. Storthorns can bo red, 'white, roan or any com
bination of thoso colors. Thus an in::;J~::;rioncod obsorvor mi~ht have trouble decid
ing whother a rod polled cow VIith a good udder \'ms Hed Poll or a rod polled Eilking
Shorthorn. It may seem a bit complicated to thJ novice, but it's a serious matter
to cnttlo men and nlmost [lny fnncicr stnnds ror.dy to fic;ht :'.nd bleed for tho breod
of his choice\)

e .Thus t:1. Shorthorn. ?~n be. hornlo~s, and "IIilking Shorthorn bull" is corrJct
tormlnology. One fmulJ.ar vnth pedlgrocs cnn usually toll at a glance whether tho
anL~al registered is intended for boef or for milk nnd boef. He can also toll
whether it is polled or horned. Cattle broedinG is strictly rogulated and recorded.
l~atings arc skillfully mnde to produce efficient progeny. Only tho human family is
allowed to run wild.
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I'll agree that Asparagus is an odd subject- and I'll even concede the point

that late July is an unusual time even to think of one of our earliest garden crops,

, but this plant seemsto be so misunderstood that a few suggestions may be at least

of minor interest to folks who like to g row and eDt the tender green shoots. These

are only the observations of an amateur, but vre have had all of the stuff we could

use forthe last 25 years or more, so they are based entirely on rumor.

The books say that asparagus probably originated in Africa and has been used

as a food for over 2000 years. I'll take their word for that, since I wasn't

around ,:,h8n it got started. It belongs to the popular lily family which includes

Easter lilies, tulips and onions auong some 2000 species, well known in garden and

woodland. There are even many varieties of asparagus, adapted to various uses or

climatic conditions. In the Midwest, t1-}e most popular variety is Mary .. ashington,

which is more resistant to rust tham the older lI;fartha Jiashington.

But all of this is incidental. We are especially interested in getting a

plentiful yield of big, fat, juicy stalks as early as possible in the spring.

The means to this end is precisely the same as for growing a big crop of corn.

Keep the soil as mellow and rich a s you possibly canand protect hhe plants from

weeds. Like corn, asparagus requires lots ofvl'ater, but always remember th2t a

good soaking onCE a week does far [i,ore good than a daily sprinkle.

There is no mystery about asparagus. It's just like any other fleshy-

rooted crop. It has no trUE leave>s, but the fine branches serve the same purpose.
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They take the carbon d10xide from the ,dr, mix it wi th sap from the roots and store

the plant food underground, ready lor spring usc. If the t op:s have done well this

sunrrner, there is likely to be big 2ating no::t sp:cinS. "ithout topG, the roots

will starve.

That's why it is necessary to s top cutting by the middle of Juno aid let the

stuff grow up to brush. Ours bets 6 feet ;ligh and v,e think it is rather ornament-

a1 with its pretty red fall berries. A. profes[,ional would prooe-bly use only male

p12.nts which have no berries to start new patches wherever ths birds drop them,

but i,e h2.ve;n't been so particular.

Vihen frost has killed the tops, Vole cut them down and cover the po.tch with a

heavy cOc,ting of s table manure. That protects t he roots from alt6rnate freezing

and thawing and it's ready vlith some additionc:l fertility when it's needed. 1'•.s

soon as the ground thaws out in thE sprint.', -NO disk the row to loosen the ground

so as to let in air and W2.ter and also togive weeds a set-back.

Then cOr.'tes the cutting. \'8 use 3 lmifc or Ec bla.de 'liith a V in th"c end 2.:n.d

cut the tips t'iW inc!1ss under the ground surf;:-.c C • The shoots (Jl'8 most tender when

growth is not over 4 inches c:.'Jovo ground and deep cutting bives us ,mother inch or

two. Th:.~n, too, the fc.tt2r they c;rc:, the better. Let thr.; spiLdly ones bO ahead and

wake tops. They VJO~1t t bother tLe new shoots cor:,ing up and a tbin shoot is an indi-

cation that the roots arc not too strong ilDd need nourishment.

Asparagus is usually started from r00tf'. lie set 100 some 30 yu'..rs ago and

have nev(Jr moved them. Fut the.. roots In a trench about 18 inches deep, but don't

cover them with more ti12n an inch or tViO of dirt until they start to grow. As the

ne.i Erovr::h ;;ets up, kcoep filling :i,E around them, so that the roots will eventually

be a foot ;:md & hall b.::;low t:,c sur fi.'cc. ;\)o cut tine: sb.ould be done for thE; first

year or trw, until tile shoots ceniC) up fat and juicy. ,;henever they get thin, itt s

e a sign that the pl8.nts c.rc oi'f-balC:":nce cmd need mora tops or ;,orc f",rtility.

i~sparat:us and pieplant Dr·c; tx: triO '38.s1.·jst crOts tc ;groVi in the g.:rden and they

will feed you 'NE.ll f or a lilinimum of C2re and sp<:.ce. Jig, hc;:~ltlly tops mean big
_h021thy roots and that ;r;ec,ns good. catinc.
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BETTER SAVE vrA TER

The Bible tells about sO\'ling the wind and reaping tho whirlwind. How true,

how true& Man has certainly messed up Nature's rrater system vrith his big ideas for

quick drninage, widespread irrigation and wasteful industrial usc. About the only

defense we have in many instances is thG shopvvorn excuse--"It seemed like a good

idea at the time.1!

TIG have put in miles of ditches, tiled the lowlands, straiGhtened streams,

dredged them deeper and urged the 'water to "got away and leave us alone." We have

destroyed our forests, stripped our soil of cover and depleted the organic matter

which made "newl! land hold water like a sponge. We have pumped water from under-

ground supplies which seemed limitless, until it b8comes necessary to go deeper and

deeper to find the quantities needed. No wonder the papers are now filled vdth

stories of tremendous floods when water is all dumped at once, followed by drouths

vb. ich are almost as painful.

We justify our reckless misuse of timber resources b.Y the statement that this

wqs the only way to open the vrilderncss to settlement, and excuse our mistakes on

the basis of necessity. Perhaps our water conservation program--or the lack of it--

can be hung on the same nail. We wanted the sloughs for more corn, we wanted the

hills for more com, we wanted the timber arens in southern Minnesota for more corn

and we Got it. We got so much corn that the city folks have to pay taxes to buy it

and build storage for it. (So do we.)

Novv our water problems arc becoming serious LI.nd vre'll have to put on huge pro-

jects at enormous expense to undo SOIne of t he things we have done so thoU[;htlessly,
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though not cheaply. It will take skillful engineering and enormous appropriations

to prevent future floods in the Red River Valley, but the folks who live thore hope

they will never have to ropeat their experience of this spring. Uncontrollod water

anyvTherc can be just as disasterous as wind or fire.

We will havG to give morc thought, too, to holding rainfall on the land and

getting it down to supply the subsoil, foed the springs (ever notice how many have

dried up?) and replenish the great underground reservoirs from which our pumps draw

water for farm and city needs. Surprisingly, these underground sources are not inex-

haustable.

Hovt will we do it? Mor\3 grass land will help. Hore organic matter in the

soil vdll help. lflore trees will help. Dams, holding areas and farm ponds will helpr

Less wasteful use of ground water will help, but we'll have to devise a careful,

longtime plan and a 11 work together to avoid the extremes of flood and famine.

Nature moves mowly, but her actionsnre definite and irresistible. If the

present inhabitants of the good earth do not prove ,rortl~ custodians of her trust,

she vrill starve them out relentleDsly nnd then patiently rebuild her resources in

her arm time and after her ovm methods. It has been done beforo and can be done

again. If we smv tho vvind, we ,~ll roap tho whirlvdnd.

Fortunately, we still have time and we have boen givm tho necessary means to

correct some of our mistakes. It wnn't be all fun, and it will mean more labor than

profit perhnps, but it can be dono. We've been too prosperous for our oym good.

Read the Bible, read history, look 2.I'ound. Easy stroet always loads to trouble.

Hard work, thrift, cooperation, tough going and personal integrity lead to accom-

plishment and satisfaction. Our wator troubles are only one exmnple of what happens

when a nation values ease and riches above social rcsDonsibility.

in the desert to make man out of Egypt.s slaves.

It took 40 years
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IN THE HFJ.T OF TH:S Df,Y

Minnesota weather is highly unpredictable, but sommvhore during a 12--month

period, we're pretty sure to find some cold, some blizzards, some heat and some

humidity. Our climate is noted for its variety. Just now our snow banks are all

molted, ~d men movnng aw~ hay up under the roof of the barn or struggling to got

tho grain safely binned are apt to find tho dew of perspiration on their fevered

brows.

YIo humans arc luclr;>r that we have such an efficient cooling system. Some of

our farm animals are not so fortunato. The dog G2SPS for air, getting some rolief

by causing a breoze to evaporate moisture from his lolling wet tongue. Pigs hunt

desperately for a wallow to wet their skins for the same purpose. Probably they

suffer more than any other farm animals. Cows try to find some shp.de and if that is

impossible, lie perfectly still evcn though they are hungry, because every movement

they make generates more heat in feverish bodies.

Our cattlo originated in northern Europe and they had little need for means of

keeping cool. In India, another race of cattle dev310ped in a hot humid climate and

the Brahman broeds (there arc m~ny of thom) arc nIl provided with sweat glands and

an abundance of loose hido hanginG from dewlap ~.nd bolly which acts as a radiator.

Consequently, the Brahman cattle can graze comfortably in weather which sends our

Europoan cattle into heat prostration.

In Hinncsota we soldom see Brahmn.n cattle m:cept in rodeos where they are used

because they have tho energy to fieht, even on hot days. In the South, they are

becoming more and more common, particularly in crosses with our domestic cattle,
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a do have heat--some of the time. Would this heat rosistanco be of any part.icule.r'. value in Hinnesota? 'We'll have to try it to find out.

Host of the Brahmans imported to tho U. S. aro of tho boef breeds. Thore are

severnl of them, 'where thG bulls grow to vraigh 2000 to 2500 pounds. VJhcn handled

quietly, they aro no more dangerous than domestic c."..ttlc but if they aro "spooked

up" they oarn their rodeo reputntion. In nttempting to make n better breed of dairy

cattle for the South, tho U. S. Department of Agriculture imported some S~hiani-

mals which are a dairy breed about tho size of Guern~cys. These are being crossed

vdth Jerseys to make a cow which will be suitable for a milk supply in Florida and

Louisiana where our European dairy animals are pretty much of a flop.

Present indications are that the crossbreds may go a long way toward solving

the problems of the South. Vihat would they do in Minnesota? Could they stand our

cold weather? Would they do better than our common breeds whon pasturos get short

and the sun foels like a rod hot furnace? The: only way to find out is to try it.

That's why we are doing a little crossing to seG what happons. We couldn't

get a pure Sindhi.bull, but tho Gover!1!!lent Station at B 1tsville lonnod us a Sindhi

Jersoy crossbred and w0 have mntod hL'll to some of our probrad lIilking Shorthorns.

Ho's not very large, weighing perhaps 1200 pounds as a two-year old. Ho's almost

black, vory sleek and proud of his hump. He's no hc~rder t a handle than a Shorthorn

bull and they're noted for their good disposition.

We had 13 calves from him last wintor. They wore born and raised in a cold

barn, along with tho Milking Shorthorn calves. Doors were opon ~~y and night except

in the worst weather, but the calves just grew a littlo mora hair and didn't seom to

mind it at all. Some of them look nlmost like Shorthorns. Some are brindled and

streal@d like rodeo stocke All are growing nicely.

e We intend to fc~ out all of tho mnle calvos pnd put them through a slaughter

test to get some iden of meat quality along with foeding efficiency. The femnles

will all be milked for at least ono lactation, to soe what the crossing does to that

kind of production. We'll also watch them closely on hot days to sec whether tho
1/4 Brahman breeding is of any benefit ch1rinc; the hoat of the d<lY.
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Mazie Mullein preened her velvet skirts, touched up her yellow hair and was

all set for another day under the hot August sun. IWay down by her feet she saw a

limp and lonely blade of blue grass, struggling to keep alive. "Hi, Bluey, howls the

weather down there? We have a nice cool breeze up here where I am."

Poor Bluey had had a hard summer. Last spring she started out with great

hopes, and with the help of her cousins had crowded Mazie and her sisters rather

severely, but when the spring rains quit, Bluey, with her shallow-tangled roots al...

most on top of the soil, just dried up to a fibre. It wouldn't have been so bad,

except for the cows. They loved the taste of Bluey and her relatives, so they ate

every bite they could find, nippinc her clear dm~ to the roots and leaving no shade

or protection from the drying wind and burning sun.

Mazie Uullein, on the other hand, had the advantage of a deep tap root with

many branches which went clear dmvn into the cool subsoil where a little moisture wa

still available. She had another big advantage in that the cows didn't fancy her

fuzzy leaves and left her strictly alone. That's how it happened, when the hot dry

weather of August came around, that Mazie was nearly 6 feet tall and busy making a

million seeds in her yellow blossoms, while poor, dried-up, exhausted Bluey was

crouching in the dust, trying to hide from the hungry cows searchinz for anything

edible,!

Mazie was arrogant and proud of her height, her big velvety leaves, her stron,

stem and her hundreds of yellow blossoms clustered around the top of it. She wasn't

too polite to her nei~hbors and often said unkind things to little Dluey. She also

made cutting remarks about other neighbors.
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"Yes, it's nice up here in the cool breeze," Mazie continued. "I can see

clear across the pasture. You and your friends, the clovers, must be an inferior
take

sort of plant to lose all of your energy when it gets hot and dry. You just can't/,

adversity, while I thrive on it. I see Whitey Clover over t here, all dried up--what

there is of him. I wonder whether he made any seed before he passed out."

"Yes, I macle s orne seed," spoke vThitey, who had heard her remark. "You'll see

us going strong next spring again. You w'Ouldn't be S) big, either, if a COVl came

along and a te you clear dovm to ·the roots. every time you put out a green leaf. It's

Quizzie Quack I'm feeling sorry for. She grows such nice straight stemsvben she has

a chance, but tho cmvs eat her, too, and no one comes to stir her roots so she can

gravy deeper. I'm afraid she won't be "Wi..th us 'very much longer. lit

Mazie shook her leaves md nodded her head. "Some of us know how t a protect

ourselves from cows. There's Ambrosia Rngwecd over there. She's keeping green and

making so much seed that her pollen fills tho air. I don't mind the ra~Teed family,

but that Stinky Frenchweed is a brat. He just takes over and nothing can grow vith

him. If the cows start eating him I mn't feel badly--but their ovmer will. I heard

the man say they wouldn't take cream from coW's that ate StinkY-Teed."

"I feel sorry for the cows, oven if they do bite me," Bluey replied. "They'ro

desperate .for something to eat. They oven ate up Curly this morning. II

111'11 say they did," Curly Dock chimed in. "Usually we can Get by, but a

hungry cow is something we can't avoid. All mf my nice green leaves end big seed

head gone into the dairy businessl I do wish it would rain. Then they'd oat Bluey

and 'Whitey and leave me alone. If Just then R big Holstein pushed Mazie over and

nipped off Bluey. That ended the conversation.

How the pasture weeds to pI' eVGnt seeding andThe moral of this story is:e
don't graze so close that grass roots will haye no cover.
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FENCING IS EXPElJSIVE

Almost any old timer vdll tell you that the ~uality of cedar shingles and ced

ar posts is not 'what it used to be in the "good old days." 1'11 not try to tell why,

but I do Imow of 'white cedar posts still standin: after 30 years of holding 'l"r.lre. In

contrast, just a few years aGo we put in half a mile of cedar with 4-· and '. )-inch

tops. It looked like a good fence- so good in fact, the povlcrs that be decided to

eliminate it by widening the road. So we had to pull our half mile of'white cedar

posts--160 of them--and found only half a dozen worth putting in the ground again.

In three years the "modern" vh i te cedar posts had rotted over half their diameter.

The next time we bought posts, we ordered big fellows-- 6-inch tops. Labor

is the main expense in fence building and I wanted one that vrould last at least 10

years. The posts wore heavy to handle and expensive to ship. It didn't take very

many to load a truck. Then I got to talking to the fence post expert of the Lake

States Forest Experiment Station, Prof. John Neetzel~ and he laughed at me.

"You Ire just digging biG holes and planting a lot of unnecessary wood," John

told me. "A 2- or 3-inch stick of tamarac, pine or even popple or willow vrill be

stronger and last longer than your 6-inch vb ito cedar posts if you treat it properly

before you set it. The old troatment vras creosote which penetratos best when used

hot and cold alternating, under a vacuum. The new treatment-one of them--is penta-

chlorophenol mixed iuth ordinary kerosene.

rot, regardless of wood."

Just soak the posts cold and they'll not

Thatts how we got to treating posts. We borrowed some tanks from Art and

mixed up our penta. We found that cedar was slow to take the oil. On the big posts

we made a club vdth iron Doints and Dlln~hp.d t,hp. n()Rt.~ f'nll nf' hn'n~ <;tn +.ht=> "'1'>"+.<>
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,e would penetrate better. Then i..l1 48 hours they took on enough dope'to do the job.

Tamarac took a better treatment in 24 hourso

John can tell me just haw long these posts are expectedto stand in the fence

line, but I 1m from Missouri. I 'want to see whether a . 2-inch treated post can out--
last a 6-inch white cedar. That 1S why we have all s arts and sizes of posts in the

fence we put up last summer. Big and small, cedar, tamarac, Jack Pine and balsam,

creosote-treated, penta-treated, untreated, each post is numbered and its kind and

treatment recorded. We'll be watching that pasture fence rather closely for the next

10 years.

In another place we have set 10 posts of each'variet:T of native 'V'fOod we couJd

secure. These are in comparison vJi. th cement and steel posts. Every spring 'I'd th a

lever and scale, a .. lOG-pound side pull is put on each post, just 4 feet above

ground level. Some steel posts wouldn't take even the first year's test. Some

untreated cottonwood and soft maple went in three years. Black locust, catalpa and

split white oak are s till O.K.

Recently this test has been expanded to include what we have commonly

considered the poorer post \'Dods, with treatments of various kinds. Many people,

driving past, think we have erected rome kind of a tank trap over along the railroad

track.

Our best timber is largely gone and it's Rard ~o find tree reproduction in

southern Minnesota. Steel posts have their distinct limitations. Concrete posts

are expensive and usually 'won 't stand a bump by the tractor wheel. We should be

grm'l'ing posts right now for 1975.
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~'lli..ER-l CAN YOU SPi\RE SOME SYMPATHY?

Sharpie the pup--or to use more ibrmal le.nguage-Mr. Sharp, our canine yard

master, soems to be a hard luck specialist. With his long, shapely nose and broad

white I' u.ff he meets the public as a dog of special beauty and much distinction, but

"Nobody Imows the trouble he's seen."

His first woe was a cat catastrophe. Sharpie just wantedm play with the

kittens, but'V'TOT,J Tho fury that lit on him resembled an atom with toeth and claws.
- .

It too~ a lot of time and patience to rostore the semblance of tranquility, an armed

noutrality--or perhaps it couJd bettor be called a cold war instead of a hot one.

Now, up in the 9O-pound diVision, Sharpie merits some rasPJ ct from mere l::'O-pound

cats. They generally leave him alone. On the other hand, Sharpie remembers hmv har

it can be to let go of an infuriated mother foline and he tries to bo civil as long

as they stay out of his fur and food.

The second major mish~ in tho history of our hero came during adolescence.

He was just getting old enough to appreciate the captivating charms inherent in the

feminine sox. A fair young setter from beyond the trrcks a ttracted his attention

and he trotted down the road to call on her. He vm.s only a grGen country pup and

couJd hardly be e:xp:;ctod to realize that this road was a ~ved highway in constant US(

by all and sundry.

Ucst of the cars must have dodged tho ignorant young collic. Host people wi1:

slG'r dOlm or at least try to avoid hurting an [\nimnl on the highway, but a small

percentage have a sadistic urge to shorr their paYlor and importance by causing fellow

animals all possible pain and misery. They enjoy hoarinG a turtle crunch, have a

1-I"T\T'I~r 1 "",,,,1-1 ; of' +.nmr ,,"'rt n; t. ~ vrmt.l'T'A!':nmn !':nl1iT'T'r11 n,... knock thp. fen.thors from a
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pheasant.

The neighbor boys called up to tell us our pup was hurt--probably killed--and

was in their yard where they had dragged him from the road. We brought him home

and for a week had no idea he would survive. Mother rigged a harness so he could

stand up a while each day and eventually he could get up the cellar stairs along.

His right leg never did entirely heal nnd slowed him up on rabbit chases and fence

jumping. Still he was highly ornamental, capable of s caring the new paper boy va th

a big bass bark when he ran out to see that the news was properly delivered. SharPe

was most efficient at carrying a cucumber or an ear of corn .from the garden, and if

a bold bad burglar had rome to s teal the hidden treasure or something, he wo uld have

had a royal vrclcome from a dog '1Nho had only good will for mon, womon and children.

In tho latest episode, Sharpie tried to jump a high pasture fence. Bud was

catching a horse to ride and Sharpie felt sure he could never do it 2lone. The pup

raced back and forth along the fence and finally made the leap. It wasn It high

enough and a leg caught in the top wire. He only had to hang until Bud could run

over t 0 lift him out, but tho leg had t a be in a cast for two Treeks.

stumpy got along pretty well with his wire leg (it was his good ono, too).

He followed to the barn and cried ·when hc couldn It help chase the sheep to the

pasture. Finally, the cast was removed and deep sores developed where the leg had

been tightly bound. The pads of his foot sloughed off, but he got around on three

legs and looked after his people and his property. He even protected Pop from a

vicious young cottontail ~ich might have attacked him.

Sharp is using the left log again, but he has n peculiar gait. At a walk, it

goes through the usual motions. At a trot, it just gets in a stop now and then.

At a run, the bum pin floats out behind like a rudder. It's surprising how he gets

e around. He follovved tho kids eight miles on a horseback jaunt, stood inspection

and bluffed out every farm dog they passed. We wonder That and when his next calam:ity

will be upon us.
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CROSSBRED CORN FILlS CROSSBRED HOGS.
The other day a friend got around to telling me all about the waste ~nd

destruction in the pork-producing business caused by the present use of inbred and

crossbred hogs. He didn't present any facts or figures but quoted statements by

others and gave it as his OvVTI opinion that the economic loss to hog growers was

obvious. Hebby so, mobby so. I didn't change his views--and he didn't change mine.

Tjme will tell which of us is right.

It was only a few ;}rears ago that '1:10 ymrc coine; throuS;h the sarno sort of thing

with corn. We persuadod farmers here and there to let us grow sarno corn plots in

their field and then invited the best corn growers in the area to furnish a little

seed from t.heir pet selection for the purpose of compa.rison. We planted all the

varietios side qy side, the land o\~er cultivated them and we tried to get yields

and moisturcs as accurately as possible.

I romember one old timerwho came to every "demonstration" for several years,

always carrying an armful of calico dent ears. Thoy looked like cordwood alongside

our hybrids and he would expound his philosophy that a corn wagon would fill up

quicker from his biG ears th2n from our nubbins. tt last we persuaded him to plant

a few rows of crossbred corn on one side of his ovm field. He was afraid it might

contaminate his land, but took a chanco just to show us up. In two yoars, he chang-

ed to crossbred corn. Tho bi~ cars lookod bottor in the wa:on but it was bushels of

shelled corn per acre that fed his hogs.

It was found that by inbrccdin~ a'1d crossing, seed could bo produced which

would incroe.se yields about 15 to 2~. NoYl we have tried the same process on hogs

and convinced ourselves, at least, that crossbred hogs make possible the same in-

crease as with the corn. We've tried it in a limited way with sheep and reached
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exactly tho same conclusion. Cows como next. Tho U.S.DcA. says it works thore"

too o

This isn't discrediting the enormous amount of good work which has produced

our fine varieties of corn or our pure br00ds of livestock. All of the good

qualities of the cross-breds come from the purebred parent stock. It's just another

way of using the inheritance in our pure breeds which has made them good. It takes

tho best of this and tho best of that and puts them together to make a still better

combination. Vic will still need purebred breoders to produce" test and scll the

necessary seed stock.

Farmers grabbod the crossbred corn for ono reason. It did tho job they

wanted done and it made money for them. NmT a groat many are tryinG crossbred live-

stock. Theytre cautious" as thoy need to be if thoy arc Goine to pay the mortgage

and buy a new pall' of overalls occasionally. Not all of them have bean successful,

Cross-brooding doesn't control 170rms and diseas0 or replace the need for adequate

quantities of balanced feed. It's no foolproof "G at rich quick" scheme. No one

knows all of the answers as yet.

TLme will tell whether the new methods of breeding commorcial milk, egg and

meat animals arc good or bad. Some farmers are already convinced that they are good

and proudly show results of crossbred chickens" hogs and sheep. Others, like my

friend, aro dead set against it. If the new livestock is more profitable than tho

old, it vrill be accepted as readily and completely as crossbred corn. If it develops

faults which arc oxponslvc, it will be discarded" as it should be. Arguing won't

settle the matter, but facts and fiGures from ftlrmcrs' record booles will c;ive the

final answer. Time will tell.
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GI\RDEN GANBIES.
Vmen wo open the gaily painted packages and drop queerly shaped, dead-looking

seeds into the cold, damp earth each spring, about all wo can do is hope that Nature

will be kind to them. Of course, we ex~ect a thrifty green shoot to emerge wherevor

a seed takes up its residcmcG in the soil, but just the same, it IS sort of a surpr:ire

some morning to find a row of radishes, carrots or rutabagas lifting their smiling

heads above the black earth~

That's a good start, but then thero arc th:J woeds, millions of them, all

intent on chokinG out our pride o.nd joy or raising hoe blistors and baclmches. VIe

put up n biG fight and whittle away at the intrudors, cutting out little black paths

betvroen tho rows and risking housomaid's knee to finger out the remaining parasites.

Thon when the woeds are at last under reasonable control, tho bugs and dis-

eases all rally 'round to plab~o, poster and persecute our tender seedlings. Another

battle ensues in which we pinch, pick and spray persistently, buying everything the

enterprising salesman rcco~nends and pouring it all indiscriminately over everything

we have left in the truck patch. RaisinG a garden takes a great combination of

faith, works and water.

But now w~lro in September, tho pay-off monthA Vrhat a gastronomic gambol for

an over-developed appetite! wnat an unfortunate season to be on a dietl Red, ripe

tomatoes by the bushel; an occasional mess of Into-planted sVfGet corn; now potatoes

have lost thoir glamor but they're still swoet, tasty and filling, Cabbage, crisp

e and tendor, is abundant, so V1e rollout tho kraut barrel. Summer squash is primo;

cucunlbcrs are a drug on tho market but we still bring in tho choicest slicers,
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dills and gherkins, begging Ha to put up a fow qunrts more for pickles.

n long winter.

It will be n

Helons are getting ripe and a frosh, goldon-flr)shod little nugget of SYfOet-

ness with a dnb offuc cream to fill tho seed cavity makes a dolicious bedtime snack.

It's n shame to waste good food, but even a big family can't possibly koep evon .nth

tho prodignl procession of provender. It's a glorious time to bo alive and possess

a good appetite!

'I:;e're thankful for both. As Bobby Burns put it so nptly, "Somo hac meat
•

they cannot OD.t,' And somo "lOuld oat that "\m.nt it-But wo hae meat and we can eat--

80 let tho Lord be Thankit~lI

Yos, this is tho timo of yco.r to m':pcct n I'Jrofusion of good thinr;s froM the

garden, but just wishinG for them didn't produce any desirable results. Just faith

that thoy would grow didn't raise a single b~cto We hnd to learn the rules of the

gamo, work harder than tho woeds, study the job carefully to do the right thing at

the right tbno, map out a plan of managemont and plant tho bost soed obtainablo.

Only when we have done our part to tho bost of our ability will the Lord provide.

We have to earn our garden treats one way or another, but we're thankful to

live in a world where such big returns on the investment are made possibleQ
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DO YOU SEE WHAT YOU SEE?

To move a long vmy in a hurry, lId uso an airplanoo For ordinary travel, a

car or railway soems a~TJlost indisponsable. For pleasuro, I'll take a spiritod horse,

but '"Then I want to sec thinGS, thero' s nothing to beat the old formula of putting one

foot ahead of the other. We dontt need to go far to soo a lot if wG're looking for

the interesting things around uSo

I·lore miles don't describe travel at all. I lmeyr a man who wont to Norway on

a visit to his relatives and the only thinGS ho noticed wore his indiGestion ~nd the

uncomfortablo, lumpy bGds ho had to sleep on. Tho finest scenery and the most U11US-

ual experiences won't make any impression on n blank pioce of nm1S print, but focused

through the lens of a c~~era on sensitive film, tho results may be fascinating.

Y;G each have a lens but most of us haven't lenrnod to focus it, or else the

film is clouded. 'de have to prepare oursGlvos to get the greDtest fun out of any

experience. The film of pGrsistence must be coated with a mixture of curiosity,

approciation aDd understanding. A muasure of information improves the results pro-

portionatGly, but that vdll como with incre2sing skill in the uso of the lens.

If you and I took a Sunday afternoon walk tOGot'1CI', and each wrote a report

of what happened, the stories Trould probably be quite difforent. Nnturally, each

would see the things .-rhieh VTere most interostinc. I miGht list the v2rious kinds of

trees encountered and you miC';ht specialize on birds or insects. Noither of us would

oven approach n cOlllpleto account of tho livinb thin:~s and their nctivitiGs ·which VTO

encountered.

Since you aren t t here, I'll whistle to Sharp and soe what adventures we can

find. Just outside the gntc he takes a long sniff at a small hole behind a tuft of



gopher hole? Perhaps the wise guy was ri~ht, tho digger must start at the other endL•
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grass and announces that a gopher is at horneo ~~at becomes of the dirt from a

It's too hot to dig, so Sharpio marks tho spot for future reference and ,,'lith his

long nose reads the record of all the wild things "~1ich have passed this W~T.

Here's a big fuzzy caterpillar hiking along as though he might bo late to the

ball grunGe What instinct makes hL~ (or her) hurry so fast? Does ho m10w wh8re he's

going or llhat he expects to find thoro? "I%r..t's his mune? ',!hat kind of leaves does

he 1iko best? 'What -rdll ho look like next sprinG if ho' s lucky and lives to become

a butterfly? Has some pr.rasitic insect nlroadJ-- laid her eggs in his body so thnt

after he Goes to all the trouble of findinG a hiding place and spinning a fine cocoon

the egg will hatch <::nd eat him while he rosts as a pupa? I don't ImoW" tho answer,

but it 'would be fun to find out.

Here on the new plowing is a dusty spot where bird tracks crisscross in all

directions. What kind of birds wore they? Pheasants, perhaps, but why all tho

activity in this particular spot? "Illiere are they nov,..? Vrhat are they doing? 1'.1'8

they watching us from the new alfalfa seeding?--It looks mostly like a weed patch

now. How will it winter? WIll we be putting up hay here next summer?

See the new pocket gopher mounds. Wo can almost follow tho intricate under-

ground tunnels from tho shape and location of the piles of dirt. It's too bad we

can rt got along peaceably, but gopher mOlmds aro hard on sickles and if you don't

mind, Mr. Gopher, we want our alfalfa to keop its roots. We'll have to declare war

on you. You chose the wrong place to do your diggirlg.

Yes, tho pheasnnts 1'JOre watching us. Sharp:i,e has come too cloSG and they take

wing. 11a and hor flock of nO("lrl:y~ grOi'ffi youngsters sail Gracefully ahead of us and

finally land to disappear COMpletely in the groen lako of grass. Go your way,

• neighbors. We won't bothor you, but bett:.~r be: wary next month 'when some bold, brave

hunter will be trying to blow you to bits. Wo 'd like to have you stay {md eat weed

seeds all winter.

Thore's the dinner bell, Sharpie, Good thing we didn't got far from homel



service as a pace setter and dlrection finder. A flock of neighbor kids thought this

using tho reins to indicate gee and hmv as Pop wove back and forth through the trees.

e Soon the halter rope was romoved and the colt followed tho leader 'I'vith Shorty bring

ing up the reare i.7hen Pop vrore out, Ma took his place and even Iva was pressed into
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a horseo

Bud had Teco and Tid-bit with hi.l!l, but Torchy and Tardy 'were rUl1..Yling in the

Out in the ynrd, Pop was instructod to lead the colt while Shorty followed,

Shorty is all Grmm up now--she's past 21--but she still likes horses. Last

fall we planned an historioal pageant and one scene called for 60 mounted Indians

t.o represont the 1862 objections to tho actions and presence of white sottlers, Tvm

Next day she rigged up a pair of long lines and a bridle. She got a back pad

pasture. Thoy were just past their second birthday, full of ambition but green as

weeks before D-day, Shorty was invited by the Horse Club to be an Indian-and bring

grass so far as bits and saddle were concerned. Shorty got Tardy into a stall

safely, but Torchy svrung her head to chase a fly and met Shortyl s face instead. liS

soon as the colt was tied up, Shorty called on Doc and had her nose straightened and

set after a lovely nosebleed.

get her foot under that of Tardy and acquired a limp for a day, Then Tardy broke

her halter m1d seemed to object to bainG tied in a stall or elscwhereo Dad rigged a

from an old driving harness and put it on the colts. In the process sho managed to

Tardy reared back, she sat dovm most uncor:".fortably. ';[e thought after a fow trials

rope from a now halter thrOUGh the manger to a front fetlock and the noxt time Miss

that she vms cured, but next day she tried it aGain and almost sat on Shortyl

\

•
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t
~ was some Dort of parade~ so they joinod the procession and it made a fairly res

pectable safari~

Vlhen Torchy learned to go alone and turn in response to the lines~ she was

saddled, bridled and led until she was used to the flopping stirrups~ the strange

load on her back and the taking of orders. Thon Pop held the halter, Shorty mounted

and tho leadinc; continued. Soon the halter rope was dropped again and in a little

while Shorty and Tardy were on their ovm.

From here on in it iI'TaS just a case of teacher and pupil working together to

master onG lesson D.fter another.~.ihen ono colt got tired, the equipment was changed

to the other and the lessons went on. Sometimes the colts resented the continued

directions and cut up a little bit, but there ~ere no more broken noses or pinched

toes. Did the teacher learn a few lessons, too?

My dad always used to say that in order to teach a dog or horse~ it was neces-

sary to know more and think faster than they did. Shorty did a good job of training

and so Pop had to admit she might h~ve some hidden store of intelligence after allo

Then she reminded him that heredity played a large part in such matters and she

didn't see how it was possible. So tho banter went back and forth, but Ma and Pa

wore pretty proud of tho job she dido

Two days before the pageant, Torchy was introduced to tho highway, cars,

trucks~ trains and city streets q She had confidence in her rider and made no

particular fuss. By this time she had lem~ncd to nGck rein and toke a walk, trot or

canter more or less at command. She wasn't finished~ but Shorty rode 1~ith tho

Indians afternoon and evenine with nIl of the whoopinG, hollerin2; and racing back

D.nd forth o Ho one would believe that her mount was caught up from the pasture only

14 days before.

4It Then came September and Shorty turned her teaching attention from horses to

kids. They present much the same problems nnd I'll bot she "broke" them to neck

rein before the school year was over.
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PETERS HALL SPEADRS CITE USUReR BENE:rITS

RBlLEA SE TImRSDAY,
AUGUS! ~l, 1950

Benefits to consumers as well as farmers from investments in agricultural

research and education were cited by two Illinois men who spoke Wednesday evening
,

at dedication ceremonies for Peters hall, new animal and poultry husbandry build-

ings on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota.

The men were L. E. Card, head of the animal science department at the

University of Illinois college of agriculture, Urbana. and Charles E. Snyder, editor

of the Drovers Journal, Chicago, and editorial director of the Corn Belt Dailies.

Snyder stated that "If every tax dollar levied upon the American people had

yielded the dividends of tax dollars going into agricultural research and education.

there could be no just complaint of the tax rates. Whatever the American farmer does,

he does better because of this service, whether he realizes it or not ••• I •

Card declared that the increased efficiency which the research accomplish-

ments of poultry science have made possible 'helped poultrymen to contribute to the

welfare of all people. In the long run, the ultimate consumer gains the greatest

benefit from the results of agricultural research."

Tribute was paid to the work of the late W. H. Peters, long-time chief of

the division of animal husbandry at the University of Minnesota, in whose honor the

new building has been named.

Also on the dedication program was J. L. Morrill, president of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, who spoke in behalf of that institution. C. H. Bailey, dean at the

U. of M. department of agriculture. presided at the affair.
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TREES NEED WATER.
As a vdndbreak planter, I should win the horsehair corn popper as a booby prizeo

By this time I should have learned how to plant trees, but some "New Ideas" came

along which were not adapted to the seasons we have had. How many trees would have

groi'm "if" they had been planted according to standard procedures, I will never know!

The land we used ,",ras in grain in 1948 and seeded d01m to alfalfa. VTe could

(and should) have worked it up thorouGhly before planting trees, but the regular

green rows looked so nice that we decided only to work the planting strips a couple

of feet nide and let the grain "shelter ll the new trees. We thought it ,rould cut

dmm the drying ~inds until the little trees Got started.

The crain looked fine and it did shield the trees, but it also took a lot of

moisture and 1948 was a dry year here. We couldnlt use a corn cultivator on the

tree rows, hoeing didn't get done, what rain we had followed the worked strips down

hill and gullied out some of the seedlings when it was supposed to enter the soil

and nourish them. We had about 50% survival mnong the spruce and pines.

Last spring we bought some more trees to fill the gaps. The first bundle had

heated for somo reason and the roots were dry and hot. No use setting out that

stuff. We reported the shipment in poor condition and the company replaced them as

well as they could, but too late for the best tree planting season.

Our subsoil last spring was the driest I have ever seen it. It was hard to dig

post h~les because the powdered earth wouldn't stick in the auger. Then we had very

light rainfall in JI.pril, Hay and June, so the trees just couldn't stir up any

enthusiasm about a proGram of expansion. There were cracks in the ground big enough

to hold my arm up to the elbowo

On top of that, the alfalfa we had planted in 1948 made a great crop. The
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'e legume roots 'went way deep for Tinter nnd seemed to find it, but they also used

everything available nenr the surface and the trees got drier than the hny we made.

The alfnlfn shielded the trees from hot vdnds (if there were any this year) but they

covered the tree rows and smothered the seedlings in a mass of green stems. Vfuen

the rains came in July, it vms too late.

We tried to mulch some of the survivors on the side hill, but time and the

stravmtack butt were not sufficient to cover all of them.

Now i""hat to dol One thing would be to vrork it all up and start fresh, but I

have a great ndmiration for the trees that have survived. Perhaps the best bet will

be to dig the 200 or 300 that nre left, heel them in and replant after the ground is

vrorked next spring. I sm", another windbreak planting this fall Tv-here the spruce and

pine hadn't done any better than ours and they had supposedly been -;iven clean

cultivation. Misery loves company, so I felt a little better.

Henmrhile the lilacs, hackberries and caragnnas have survived nearly 95% in

spite of the competition o There we tdll just lenve the alfnlfa to Grow, die and

mulch the ground. 2ven the hentucl~ coffee tree seed we planted last spring sent

up some shoots 'r,rhich kept going in spite of the drouth. lJext sprin~ or the year

after, VTe want to put in a row of cottommod and I '11 tal~e a chance on their being

nble to compete vdth the alfalfa~ It's just the conifers that nre hard to start,

and perhaps I just didn't pick the right year for the job. Let me knmr when le have

n wet spring coming ~p and that vdll be the time to plant evergreens.

None of this has dried up my enthusiasm for a v7indbreak. We'll keep on trying,

and some day you may come nround and admire the results. It's worth some effort to

start a stand of trees vhich may last for 100 yearso
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Probably every season has been peculiar, ever since Adam wondered whether the

apple crop vms wormy, but 1950 should set a record of some sort. It has certainly

brought out More plain and fancy ~orrying than usual, ever since spring forgot to

start, summer wont AWOL and Jack Frost nipped the bean blossoms in Augusto

In spite of all that, the good earth made a pretty fair crop for most of those

who treated her right. Back in the "Good old dE.ys," we used to think that 40 bushels

of oats 'was "Fair to middlin' ." Now we think it's a total failure if it goes less

than 60, and we don't mention it in public unless the tally stretches to 100 bushels

or moreo I can remember· when 50 bushels of corn was a good crop and we expected to

pick out the soft ears as we cribbed it.

lIaybe we're just gettinG biggety notions about our ability as farmers. We've

had several exceptionally good years and perhaps this season is like the one des-

cribed by a dry-lrmd farmer, "Tle've had the first nornal crop in 20 years." Possibly

we needed 'a little ndvorsity to mal~e us appreciate the good things 'Vlhen they come.1I

OUr crops were nothing to boast of compared vnth some we have had, but hay was

plentiful and the grain bU3heled out better than we thought it would. 'Te had hogs,

sheep and cattle to use the poor end of the corn right awayo Some of the fellows WOO

haven't wanted to be "tied dorm" with livestock must have wished they had some. It's

another argument for balanced farming which still has a lot of advantages.

~ A lot of ingenuity has been used in storing corn, Silos offered the best bet,

but one can hardly put a quarter section of corn in the silo. We tried a stunt last

"wet corn" year 'which I haven't seen dusted off this year, We snapped the ears and

made "ear silage." A silo vvill hold i:l lot of acres that way and the feed is just
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about as good for beef or dairy as dry shelled corn. I don't kIlO""" hoy; it ·:ould

work for hogs, but it micht be O.K. if it could be kept from freezine too much.

Yes, vTe've had a pretty good year on the farm front. Hany of our worries have

been about things that never hnppened, as is usually the case. The Korean mess .vas

hard to take, but seemed very necessary. Let I shope it ..Till shoYr that ne mean

business and are still willing to stake wealth and lives for the freedom of common

men, no matter nhat their race or color. It may prevent a bigger war.

VIe have much to be thankful for as usunl. We're still in the land of plenty.

7e still have a voice in our Government (unless we're too lazy or indifferent to

vote). VTe have muddled through another year and have an opportunity to do a l"Thole

lot better in the year to come. VTe've all had our troubles, of course, but nerve

survived and are still fit for another round.

God has been so good to us in this country thnt there is danger we will begin

to think we are smart enough to do it all by ourselves. "Pride cometh before des

truction and a haughty spirit before a fall." We should be humbly thankful for full

barns and well-stored bins, resolving to try and carry our share of the partnership

a little better than we did last ycaro It1s a big responsibility to be a partner

lrith God in the oper~tion of a garden, D. farm., D. business or a familyo

I like to read over Riley's poem about the frost on the pumpkinS., even though

we only '~o'" onc hill for jack-o-lanterns and seldom shock corn any more. He has

the right idea. The Thanksgivine season makes us VTant to share our abundance and

happiness ..,ith everyone who needs help, either in this country or abroad.
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'We have had the nleasure of visits this SUlJ1.mer from men from several foreign

countries who have come to the U. So to get ideas and learn for themselves just what

makes the wheels go around in this land of surpluses, Somet:iJnes I have had a chance

to question them a little and often get a big kick out of the replies.

Put yourself in their place. Probably from the time they landed they have been

constantly bombarded with, 'IVre do it this way here," and "This is the right way to do

it." They have been shorm big buildings, big machinery, big farms, big crops, big

livestock--yes, and big mouths until they must get sick of our boasting and braggin~

17e took a man out to sec a corn picker in action, but the operator Vias just

starting and a lot of adjustment ~as necessary. The visitors were very polite, but

one of them ventured to say, rr.Toll, it's a comfort to see somcthin~ that doesn't

'work perfec·~ly. They sometimes have troubles here, too."

Our foreign visitors are too courteous to e~~rcss all of their reactions. I

was tryinG to explain corn production to three men from the Netherlands and the sub-

ject of cultivators came up. I'm sort of rabid on that subject and said, "The

shovels we use for cultivatin~ corn are archaic, obsolete and inexcusable. They cut

the roots and invite erosion. lI Stc.rtled, the three visitors looked at each other

and then began to laubh. '~Ve've been thinking that for a long time, but you're the

first one in this country v{ho has admitted it, so we said nothinG." I YfOndered how

many other items they had seen that madothe same impression.

The visitors we have had have all been keen, well trained, widely read students

of agriculture. l!ost of t~em·talked better English than we do. The men from Siam

giggled and laughed to see the C~lS climb up on a platform to be milked. The man

from Switzerland had an interpreter vdth him, although he could understand almost
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everything we said. He wanted to buy some hogs to ship back to his farm in the Alps.

Since his return there, he has sent a most decorative Swiss pipe for my collection.

Ue h~ve had men from India, Holland,.China, Egypt, Switzerland, De~~ark, Turkey,

Sweden,. Spain, Guatemala and En~land.

I have asked some of these mSh about their country and how they do things ther~

It is surprising the detailed information they have about their native lands. One

Chinese made talks at several meetinGs around here and the statistics he could

rattle off sounded like a machine gun. It made me wonder how well I could do lmder

similar circumstances. Suppose you or I went to China ;:tnd ....rere as·ked to tell about

the UcS.A. How much actual information could we give?

Oh, of course, Vie could tell· about the Grand Canyon, mention the Red TIiver

Valley, guess that the Mississippi River ran south, etc., but could we tell which

states had the largest population of beef cattle and how many? Could we describe

the successive steps in settling OlIT country, eiving dates, numbers of immigrants

and racial backgrounds? Could we an~rer a rapid fire of questions about our politi-

cal history, educational programs and industrial developments as I have seen these

visitors do for their respective lands?

We're alvmys ready to boast. Perhaps that's nothinG to be ashamed of, but some-

times I feel very humble before these people who have come to us to learno They will

learn all right, but we may be too busy telline how big and smart TIe are to listen

to the information they could give us. I'm thoroughly convinced that we Americans

don't know it all by a long shot, but most of us seem to think that our chief

mission in life is to tell others that OlIT TIay is the best way,

It would be interesting to know what impressions these visitors carry home with

them. Do they see and feel the honest good will beneath all of our big talk? Do

~ they see enough of the well done jobs to offset the laziness, the sloppy indifference

and the fuzzy thinking that some of us have shown them? Oh, they admire America's

bigness and her power machinery, but do we send them home with an appreciation of

democracy and a neighborly feeling toward the people they have met? They are certa:ln
that we don't know it all. Are we?
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LL'T VITNl'ER cmm

This is a good time of the year to live on a farm. Of course I think that

every month, but in late November there are special attractions. The TIorry about

soft corn is over. It.'s in the silo or in the crib for better or for worse and no

more decisions need to be made just now,

Harvest is completed and TIe have everything tucked away somewhere, vmiting for

hungry mouths to eat it up "idle the snow covers the fields. We've done all the

fall plowing-or at least we've turned all the land we're going to turn until spring,

so the tractors can rest. The gas tanks won't need filling so often now, which is

a relief. There isn't much of anything more we CRn do in the field except spread

more manure occasionally when the weather lets us.

In the barn, things have settled dovm to winter routine. Feeder hogs and

cattle are in their yards, just waiting for the "corn crib cross" to become fully

effective so they can be on their way to the bank. liost. of the cows have freshened

and for the next three months it will be a daily repetition of "put in the feed and

drain the crank case." It takes physical effort, of course, but it's no special

strain in most cases.

Barns are pacl~ed with hay ci.I.d bedding and there's no need yet to fuss about

whether the feed will hold out. It looks like such a mountain, it seems impossible

that all of it can ever be stuffed into the feed bunks. There is always some tinker

e ing to do but no great rush, and it's too early to think much about getting ready

for spring. It's time for a sort of mental vacation.

Somo people enjoy routine, but for me it is drudgery, I have to invent some-

thing to make it interosting, so letts see what can be found to keep the head busy
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..- 'While the hands do their regular stuff. It might be a good time to study animal

psychology.

It's a well accepted fact that people are queer (you and I excepted, of course)

but if we give them a chance and watch their reactions, animals have just as many

idiosyncrasies. (Had to look up that one.) For example, cows have their social

order vorywell organized. Is the boss cow the best fighter? I used to think that

pm-reI' or horns Viere the deciding factors, but now I'm not so certain.

Animals seom to vary in intellectual ability as do their human caretakers, Of

course, we haven't selected them for intelligenco. ~e don't want them smarter than

we are if TlC can help it, but sometines tho boss COYT gives us a lot of competition.

She doesn't do a lot of fighting necessarily, but seems to issue orders in some way.

Put in a stranger and they have to push and tussle a bit, but thore's more to it

than that.

Probably there are different kinds of leadership. Some bullies may rule by

force, but I have seen cases where an old cow, certainly too feeble to lick the best

of the young matrons, still rules the barnyard and receives a lot of respect fram

her younger companions. Is it because they trust her judgment, based on experience?

Sheep are much like cattle in their social alignment. ~{e had ODe old ewe that

was an isolationist. She wouldn't run vvith the flock if she could help it, but

would travel alone. She learned how to open our garden gate and at daylight would

call her lambs to como and get a special feed of lettuce and cabbage. She always had

two of the best lambs in the flock and almost every sheep now on the place is dee-

cended from her.

Pi::;s are quite different, but they do show differonces to one viho watches them

closely, Some are smart, some are vdld, some are dumb Doras. They can be easily

~ trained to save the caretaker endless steps and most of them vvill be as neat as a

good housekeeper if they are given a chance, Watching animal antics makes the

November chores more interesting.
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THE STAJES SHOW WEAR

"I"wish I knew how to fix those stair treads," Ma sputtered the other day.

"I've used stain and varnish till I~m tired, but you can't cover up the fact that

they Ire showing wear. 1t

Obligingly, I laid down the paper and gave full attention to the stairs, To

me they looked just the same as usual.. I could see no difference between now and

yesterday or last week or last yeare Yes, they did look a little thinner in the

middle than they did in 1921 when we moved into this house. A lot of traffic had

gone up and down that path in nearly 30 years.

Bud was just a baby when we moved in. Peggy was big enough, to go up or down

alone on hands and knees, so the first coat of varnish lasted a long time. Then the

two younger ~irJ.s had to learn about stairs and gates were arraneed to prevent falls

until they were old enough to be careful. Even then there were sundry tumbles and

tears but nothing serious It

It wasn 1t long until the kids were taking the stairs in high, and the real wear

began. Racing, chasing, jumping, the four gave the stairvray a real beating--as is

the way with healthy kids. Ma once installed rubber treads, but they couldn 1t take

it. The baby pulled one loose, someone took a tumble and we went back to the bare

wood again.

Mumps, measles, whooping cough-all four went through them and Ma wore an inch

off her feet and some wood off the stairs, lugging meals upstairs, answering the

-never-ending calls, most of which might have been interpreted, "I'm lonesome•. Come up

and talk to me." Then as the cr~w felt better, Ea would run up a hundred times to

settle arguments, chase the kids back to bed or stop the fun when it became riotouS.
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4It Sometimes it was a problem to get the kids in bed without being too severe.

Ma invented a "Chug-wug Barch," or read it in some book. The kids lined up and, to

the music of the piano, marched around the house three times, singing the Chug-vrog

song and then marched up the stairs to bed. v~nat ingenuity they displayed in find-

ing the longest and most intricate ~ays to extend the donnstairs marchl I can still

see the four, s tamping their feet and singing, nChug-wug, to bed Vle go."

Then they grew older and sometimes came up the stairs softly, with shoes in

hand, trying to avoid that squeaky tread, but Mother invariably heard them, and,

though she didntt alwa:l''S can. out, would relax and sleep, "With all the children

safely in." Sometimes she would think it was less worrisome when the kids were

little, even when Bud papered the bottom step vdth well-licked 3-cent stamps from

Dadts desk.

One night, Dad, half asleep, ~ade a v~ong turn in the dark and crashed to the

first landing, Ua woke in a hurry. 'f\Vhat's that? Who fell? Gracious goodness,

what a rac1::etl" Pa, fully avmke now, VTaS sprawled on his back with numerous spots

beGinning to feel the violent impact. He was in no position at the moment to approo-

iate the full humor of the situation. "Aw, go back to sleep. I just fell down

these dang stairs." That's why a niGht light vms ins taIled in the upper hall"

Yes, those stairs show nicks and Imocks. They show the honest wear of hard us~

but they have stood up well through all the years, vlith hours of anxiety and days of

noisy fun. They have done their duty well and their scars are badges of honor for

faithful service. Now the grandchildren are creeping or running up and down those

same stairs when they come to visit o It seems like old times to hear the racket and

the house seems big and empty when they go a'way.

"Well, what are we going to do with those stairs?" Dad comes back from the past

e with a jolt. lIa is living strictly in the present.

"Oh, I dunno. Varnish 'em again, I suppose." Dad seeks the easy out,

"You menA This house could fall to pieces and you'd never notice itJ A lot of
help you are." - and },1a proceeds Ylith her new plans for fixing the stairs, just as
she intended to do from the first,
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OUR DAm BRFlJJ

We have all used the familiar words, "Give us this day our daily bread," and I

used to think that meant a request for at least two loaves, cellophane wrapped and

ready sliced, delivered fresh each day. If that plea was granted, literally, can

you inagine what a roar of protest would go up allover the country?

I magine almost everyone 'VTOuld kick like a COYl with a sore udder. The bakers,

of course, would clain their business 'VIas ruined. The recipients of this gratuity

would unanimously der.w.nd Mother brand, a thicker slice, a thinner slico, a change

in size or a different '.'trap. Some would vTant i'lhite bread, S011e TJOuld insist on whole

'V{heat, while others would clamor for rye and n p01md of choese to GO uith it. It I S

hard to ina:;iJ."1e any croup of people being satisfied for long ..lith a dole.

Haw ouch better it is to give each livinG organism a chance to earn its daily

bread by performinG some useful service. That soens to be the law of survival. The

plants and creatures best able to meet the J2bor, tho hardships and the strug01es of

existence are revmrded with life for their alloted span. The weaklings, the unfit,

the lazy and the improvident just pass out of the picture and leave earth, air,

water and sunshine to those better able to cope ,,-rith their environment.

The blue grass vvhich can't ep.dUre closo grazing, shade, drouth and competition

gives way to ....reods which are les s attractive but more hardy. "'Tild animaJs must hide,

fight or run in addition to the daily task of finding sufficient food to sustain

themselves. The birds that spend their ''Tinters in the north country must const~mtly

~ search for food, endurinG the blizzards, sleet storns and deep snow in the hope of

sur.uner days to come. Hobod;)T r::ivGS them their daily bread. They only have a hunting

license, sharp eyes, 11 durable constitution and a lot of inforr.~tion, instinct and
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acquired skill ill meeting the daily requirements.

But isn't it interesting to note that life on this old globe continues? Each

individual organism has developed some special ability which permits it to survive

sooewhere. From microbes to mammals, the daily bread is provided if the required
). -

duty or service can be performed. The bird who sits on a bare limb and expects

insects to arrive in adequate quantities wi.11 soon be feeding the insects. Nature

has no patience rdth laziness or inefficiency. All she gives is the opportunity to

work for daily bread.

l~anJ TT1th his brain, his erect posture and opposing thuob has been able to

shape his environment more than any other livinG organism. With the aid of machin
a small proportion of the population can produce ample food for all. ~ith skill,
ery,/ingenuity and~ 'VTork he has learned to keep himself more comfortable and

secure than any other creature. The possibilities along this line seem limited only

by ~is ability to live at peace and keep in condition by continued effort.

There is a tendency, in these days of air conditioning and television, for thore

of us who live under conditions of bodily comfort and food surpluses, to lean back

and take it easy. We want our daily bread delivered without effort on our part.

"The Yrorld owes us a living." VIe don't take an active interest in government, in

public service, in conservation, because our immediate needs are adequately met. We

have today I s bread; why worry about next week or the other fellow?

Where grass can't survive, the weeds take over. The unfit are always crowded

out by the fit. The lazy people, satisfied with their abundance, will be supplanted

by those who are energetically striving to better themselves.' Perhaps we had better

pray, "Give us the wisdom to see and the energy to do what is needed to provide

peace and plenty for all the people of this world."
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THE SNOW SHOVEL SAWTE

Out in the machine shed, the great fabrications of bars, levers and cast iron

are quiet now, all tucked away for their winter rest. The only trouble is that

worn parts do not recuperate without a lot of wrenches and repairs applied ydth

human effort when it's so much more fun to watch the television or run to tovm on

some prolonged "errand."

Still, the machines in the shed seem more comfortable, somehow, than the lonesome

rake or hay loader left out in the shnde of a barbed-wire fence, partielly hiding

under a snow drift, but freczin~ and thawinG with each chance of weather. I always

feel sorry for such equipment. ~fter faithful service in the fields, it seems un-

kind to leave the lonesome disk out in the weather. If its usefulness is past, it
I

deserves decent scrapping so thnt its strenGth may be used aGain in new, brightly

painted machinery from the dealer's floor,

All summer we have greased the tractors every morning before they begen their

dqy of toil. Noir it is time to apy>ly the grease gun and fill the gas tank on the

snow shovel, ready to open paths in the soft, white fluffy stuff which packs so hard

and gets so heavy right \'There paths must be made for winter travel. Cedric !.dams

says that men over 40 shouldn't shovel snow, but how else can we get the walks open?

Perhaps aome men can wish the job off on their wives, but mine ohjects if more than

brooming is requiredo

lIn guessing a lot of snow will be moved by men over 40. We've rigged up a
•

homemade outfit for the tractor Tn1ich does a fine job on the roads, but so far

havon't been able to afford one of these garden tractor rotaries, suitable for WanG

and paths. They look nice nnd sound nice in the ads, but, unfortunately, Hother
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points out that a fat man in an easy chair readin::; tractor ads '\'lill never move any

anon, She insists that only elborT grease applied to a snow shovel vrill let her get

out to the barrel where she stores the cat sand.

In vain I quote Cedric .Adams. Her heart is r:lade of stone and she isntt

worried about any leakage in mine. "Better Vlork off that last piece of pie or I'll

have to put another Vl in your pants. There's nothing the matter vrith you that a

sharp stick won't cure." So I am driven out into the cold and cruel world to dig

through the drifts 17ith the old "J1.rmstrong" snow plorI.

YThatls the use of shoveling snow anyway? It \lill just make room for oore.

llaybe ltd better go rcnind LIa of the ti..-ne VIe had a blizzard on Saturday night. Next

oorningrre couldn't Get out of the yardvTith horse or car and instead of.~oing to

church, I dUG a six-foot drift aYmy from the garage. Boy" 17as that a job~. Then

Freda came along and told me that lId be punished for '"fOrking on Sundayl I was!

Next morning th3re was a seven-foot drift, snoothly coverinG OJr forr.ler excavations I

Probably !La would remind me of the time I didn't shovel, but took the family

to church with horse and cutter. v'fe got out all right, but when we caTJe home,

Old Uaud got stuck belly deep in the snow, the cutter tipped over, dumping Na and

the babies into a four-foot drift. Of course, I was busy trying to help the horse

and Ha still remembers her winter vmlk through that drift. Too bad I didn't have

time and footing to watch her. She was hot on one end, anyhowe

That's why ,'Ie planted the hedge to s top the snow. It hasn't drifted so

ba~ since, but it doesn't keep all of the snow off the walk. Haybe we could run

a heating pipe out here to warn the sidewa.lk. No, then I'd have to shovel more.
coal. Oh, well, that job is done for another day--I hope. ITonder what Ija has on

the stove for lunch?
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A CHRIS'ItTAS QUESTION

There is an old legend to the effect that on Christmas Eve, at the stroke of

midnight, all of the animals !n t he stable lmeel in adoration and for a ffJIN minutes

are given the pqwer of speech. This may come from the old country custom of visit-

ing the barn on Christmas Eve, speaking to each ani:r.lal by name and giving the!!l an

affectionate pat or an extra bit of feed or straw', to let them know that they are

appreciated durin~ this happy season of the year. Custom from legend or legend

froD custon, it would be difficult to decide uhich CaDe first.

Just suppose for a noment that the leGend is literally true. .'lould you like to

go dovm to your barn and hear what your COY1S, pigs, chickens and sheep think of

their m-mer or caretaker? I hope all of the rcnarks '\'lould be fit to print, although

perhaps if they learned the words fro:r.J. their human companions, i t Di~ht be necessary

to censor the conversation. We don't alwa~rs set them a good example.

"If that old skinflint VTould giva us seme decent feed once in a T1hile," tlisty,

the two-year-old Guernsey might remark, "we could put enough nilk in his pail to

pay for it. This hay is like dry ,",illo"'-l brush and the ~ain VTas ground so long ago

it's stale and musty. Girls" I think we should organize a strike. Everyone else

is doing it. The lazy old sourpuss doesn't know enough to appreciate a ~ood COV1

.,hen he sees one."

"You're right, Histy, so absolutely right," comes from dovm the line whore

Queen is stanchioned. "Furthermore, he doesnlt knOV7 how to treat a ladyl Did you

seo hin bounce that pitchfork off my hip just because I crOivded in and stepped on

his foot? How could I miss anything that size? I thought it was a plat:Borm. I III

vote to strike."
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Far down the line, near the door where the cold draughts hit her first, stands

sway-backed old Rosy, a cow' of many winters. "Take it easy, you young fire eaters.

'\Tho t 11 get hurt most if you strike? Did you ever ~ all day 'without a milking? I

did once when the boss "Tas sicle. i1e Vfent hungry and thirsty that day, too, and it's

no pleasant experience. Batter be thnnJcfu1 for what you have, rather than hunt for

more trouble."

That nieht be the '\'lays Cffi7S Vlould talk-just like people, and then a~ain it

might be very different. Suppose we were without the power of speech except for a

faw minutes once a yearl VIhat a lot of yak-yak we would be spared. ,If we had

81$9 hours to plan for ten ninutes conversation, VTe might think things over carefully

and decide that most of our chatter was hardly worth the effort. It least, we

would make fewer mistakes and malicious gossip would do far less damage.

\lhat would you say in your allotted time? ""[ould you spend those precious

minutes howling about all the calamities you had experienced or imagined during the

year? Ylou1d you spend that important interval repeating some vdld story you had

heard just because it gave you a oomentary feeling of L~portance to hold the stage

with your shocking reva1ations? "-lould you":aste that rare opportunity ..rith a de-

tailed account of your neighbors' faults and shortcomings? Vfuat pearls of wisdom

might be recorded if we thought more and spoke less.

I like the old custom of includin;-; fnrIJ aninn1s and winter birds in the
ChristnAS celebration. It isn't hard for a good husbandnan to understend this
feeling of kinship rdth the cattle, sheep nnd horses v,hich have ,forked every day
vrith him, perhaps for many years. They becor,le almost a pnrt of the family and it is
only fair that they be included in the p,cneral r,ood will and open-hearted joy which
comes with the Christmas season.

It is my guess that animals that receive a special word and a pat on Christmas
Eve will have little to complain of in their treatnent the rest of the year. That
sort of sentiment lasts a long time. Christnas should last a long time with all of
us" I know of one man ".,ho started building his Christmas decorations on July 4th!
That's the spirit which vri1l sprea4 the gospel of "Peace on Earth, Good \'li11 to Hen"
over a whole year II -

In these days, when world peace appears so hopeless, we must renew our faith,
grit our teeth with determination and exert every effort to make it come true. It
must beGin in the home, sprep,d to the neighborhood, infect the co~~ity and sway
the'state. 1lho can tell what limits may be reached by a kind word, a thoughtful
act, a soft answer, a bit of unselfish service 'or a Christmas wish? To all of you,
I wi.sh a Herry Christmas-deep inside, where it counts mosto
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DOWN Trr:: HATOR

It'rom eggs. 2. Oross mD.I'l:in~s on an engraving. 3. An opening in a decl: leading to

the hold. 4. The cover for s~me. 5. ~~. similar hole or opening in the floor of a
'~, A1V

uarehouse or building. 6.' A sluice ~ate. It seems to rno I have heard the TIoI'd

used in still another u~v, but perh~ps this could be covered by lio. 6.

At any rate, "Down the hatch" implies that cargo (or somethine) has been

stoTIed out of sight, tucl:ed arr:J.V, put to bed, s?1alloT7ed up or otherwise caused to

di sappear.

The year 1950 is just slipping out of reach. ~e don't know where it has gone,

so let's say it l~s gone "Down the hatch". All we have left to show that it came

and went is anothor year's exrerience, including heada~ces, pleasures, soft corn,

good crops, another TI0I, hif~er taxes, a lot of new babies and SOMe vacant chairs

left by ola friends.

Li1:e every year, it was peculiar. iTe '\'Tere dry in the sprinG, wet when we're

normall:.' dr-I and dry again in the fall. The summer weather was delic:htfully cool

but hardly hot enough for corn. Farners got grey hair '\'Torrying about soft corn and

then ~ belated SU~ler in October dried it up splendidly and in General there TIas

not much to cry about. The potato growers had a bumper year and found so nan.v spuds

in their fields that thousands of tons TIere fed to stoCk, plowed bacl: for fertili~

or just left to rot.

A lot of people built nan ho~sas at fabulous cost3 and uent into debt up to

their ears. It eased the housing shortaGe a little but it was a gamble. If in

flation continuee, th~ have made a good investment and cnn p~v their debts with



ent dollars. If the government back bone stiffens after election and widespread

controls are enforced, the debts m~v not be so easY to liquidate. Who knows what

1951 will bring?

The \'1Orld seems to have moved closer to Socialism or Communism. Great Bri tain

1s financing her great experiment in public ownership wi th American dollc.rs and

that means the United States has to tax returns from free enterprise to the point

Where risk investment becomes too dubious to be attractive. Vny take chances on a

10s8 when even though the enterprise succeeds, there can be no compensating profit?

Bewspapers and pol! ticians have scraa.med for econoIJY--a.lwa,ys on the part of

"Big business" or "Wall Street." "Economize ~here and everywhere--except on my

pet projects" has been the slogan. Just how rrlll we get our steel, automobiles or

war equipment without "Big business? n The small busihess man tr1 th $5,000 to invest

can never buy a.n iron mine, build an open hearth furnace or tool up to make tanks

and planes. Isn't government the biggest business of all these ~vs? nhy not

restrict it a little?

So the year has come and gone, with its merry-go-rounds, tilt-a-whirls,

heels and roller coasters in private and public affairs. Each of us has had

e pleasures, some thrills and some disappointments. It all adds up

as usua.l, and reach the end of another year

rea~r and \7illin~ to kick and gripe, but not

austeritY--at hone, \"There it \"Till burt.

own the hatCh." Fore\7ell-and m~v the lessons learned bear

~~ill soon be here whether we welcome it or not. With Faith,

~;r guideposts, may ne resolve to do our part a little better

~erience.
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the title in 1939. "All the mista!;es of 1938 have bee"'(\.

~g about thOI!l All the hopes, anbitions I and

ushered in by a plan .for arranging the .faro layout. "I'm lazy

a maze o.f new principlcs lThich seem more coni'usinZ the more they

that tre are all a ycar older and chafe under it. others

on the vray Somm.,here_but l'There?"

te, I've done an unusual thing today by looking over the old

It records 1mat has been accomplished while the clean new

ey increase their years."

t book and set dorm the items on '<!lich it seems important to

t economic questions Which are upsetting all our apple carts just

to try and pick up s_ enthusiasm. I .find Sane o.f them were

able and pleasant. In 1936, things se""ed to be e;oine; better.

an new calendar on the "all doeon't seem to give me the lift it

contrast nith the old book used last yearI Histakes, blots,

"'s written in 1934. "Any .f.rmer nbo stops working .for a minute

the more I can organize the .farm to run by routine, the better..

hanged a bit. I'm still lazy. In 1938-"The .f:lrst o.f the )'tBr

ts appearance is disreputable. Yet the old book is more

"'-" a story about spending a uinter day in the .f'rm shop. That,

e possihilitics ahead look so grim. Probably I'm getting old and

as a natural concomitant te hunan e"perience and try to increase
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e opportunities of 1939 are ahead of us and deJ.la~cl our full energy, skill and applic

ation." It must have been a farly cood Jrear because the 1940 story was devoted to

"Inventories." Sone of the iteas listed in the "2eal Values" column 'were:

1000 birds to sing all summer

A good home to live in

50 friends and neiGhbors

Health

1 wife, 4 children

100.00

1,000.00

10,000.00

50,000.00

1,000,000.00

I think now that the only change I'd make is to double the values to allow for the

5~ent dollars we are us in:; and allow a good bit more for the grandchildren.

War seemed inevitable in 1941. r'Ffhen all the world seems mad to destroy, it

takes an optimist to wish you a Happy trevf Year. We may face terrible t:i..111es in the

coming year. It is fortunate that YTe calmot see into the future or, scared by the

vision, TIe miGht eive up vdthout a struggle." In 1942-'ITJhile 'iTO' are in hot water

or bumpin~ over the roller coaster of fortune, why not Cet all of the enjoyment

possible out of the ride? Imaginins all of the terrible things which may happen

won't ease the load a bit, ~Jorry, fret ffi1d impatience may encourage collar galls

but they 'i"lon't do the plorTing." In 19L,.), I told about a Herr Year's hike with the

Boy Scounts.

The 1944 iter:l ran "There aJ.~e 12 uhole r.lonths ahead of us, all unused, Ylith each

day munbered for our convenience. NOYf is the time to plan for their vlise and

efficient expenditure~" "Skal" ,vas the title in 1945. "The optimists hope miehtily

that the war vdll be over before 19L~, that the C,E.D., the X.Y.Z. or sonething,

will find agreeable jobs for all returning service men and that the nheels of

industryYdll continue to hum at full speed ahead. They hope that Con[,Tess ....Till

e solve all of their problems, reduce taJ~es and win the peace effectively." V/hat a

waste of w'ishing that last item proved to be'
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"Happy NevT Year" ushered in 19Lf6. "The Ylar is over and this is the beginning

of a year of Peace. We had a biG time dUl'in3 the hostilities. Lveryone pitched

in, naking war munitions or usinC; then, Tlithol,.t regard to cost, waste, or what "las

going to happen later. Nm'T we're beginning to take stock of what He have left when

the bands quit playing." Cheer \7aS the theme in 1947. "Happiness is a funny thing.

It doesn.t cost a cent and can't be purchased with money. Some people seem to have

it all the time and others seldom get even a taste. It can't be demanded, it can't

be forced, it can't be shut out or in--Happiness is a state of mind. It is the

interest we e3.rn on the investment of our appreciation of life and the interesting

things about us."

In 1948, it was "Another Chance." "This may be the year vrhen the U.N. begins

to function and world government begins to replace the bickering and brawling of

little states quarreling over po,"fer and plunder. l:Je may even re~ch the point where

different religious factions will quit fi~hting each other and devote their efforts

to chasinG real devils back where they belong."

So much for lool:inC bac~(rlarcl. The situation hasn't chanGed much. \"Te manaGed

to mudc1le throu[h year after ~rear and nOTT 'rre Ire starting 1951. '.,ie still need faith,

hope and charity along Tlith hard iior!c~ careful plannin:; and practical ::;ood Trill to

find happiness in this troubled TTOr1d. The road ahead is full of danger. :Ie vri11

all get hurt, but VTe "Till muddle through aGain and hope that from all this conflict

and destruction, some good metal TTill be salvaged from the dross. We must believe

that somehow mankind is proGressing, slowly and painfully toward a happier Tror1d

where all men can live in peace and plenty. '7ith this firm conviction, I nish you

a Happy New Year.
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ANOTHER CAT TALE

Purr-Singh, our papa cat, has used up another of his nine lives. Just how many

he has lost already is questionable, but he can't have too many left in reserve. His

next to the last escape occurred after Pop let him out in the evening (against stand

ing orders) and he spent the night bra'\'1ling with barn cats of inferior social status

aI1d stray toms in search of adventureo

Singh is now a yearlinc; of fair size, some ability and ample energy. He has

been observed chasing a JTcllow Tom from the sheep barn clear out into the alfalfa

field, so that his pugilistic ~roucss has ~ivcn him some basis for the idea that he

rules this roost, but on this particular night he must have met a warrior of more

weight and skill. He meekly dragged his weary feet to the door next morning and spent

three days in l~als cat hospital, refusing food and licking his wounds (where he could

reach them).

He had a deep hole on top of his head where his opponent apparently tried to

excavate his skull to see what brains there might be in any cat so bold as to challenge

his authority. l:a thought he might have met a mink or a woodchuck. It was unthink-

able that her hero should be lickedl Finally, Lee, who is retained as consulting

veterinarian on l1a's cat project, shot Sin6h full of penicillin, and the cat recovered.

His most recent bout with oblivion was apparently caused by something he ate

while prmvling the premises in search of adventure. For days he lay around, refusing

to eat or drinl: until his sides Y;ere Gaunt and his e-:pression so vroebegone that !!a

was sure his days were numbered. P.t last she y>ersuaded Pa to take her dorm to see

-Lee who prescribed some aureomycin and ":.1rediGested food to build up his strength. \'Tas

it the visit to the vet uhich made such a renarkable change? He was hardly home and

the prescription swal]owed when his fever left him and in a f(!f.il hours he VIas inquiring,
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e ''\That happened to that fish I snellecl arolmu hore ~resterdaJ-'?" Hair he's about ready

for further adventure.

Purr-Singh and SUarl have a 1ittl'3 son, the only survivor of their first litter

which was only two to begin with. 'ihen Stretch was here, he called him "The Tiny" and

so the little sprout has been named. Stretch understood that handling was not desir-

able for The Tiny, so he would bring his toys and pile them in the box for the

kitten's entertrinment o Then the little boy vrould sit beside the little cat, show him

pictures and "read" his books to an audience which often nent to sleep.. The Tiny sean-

ed to enjoy it, and Grandma appreciated the eA~erience. She would lead Grandpa up to

the door to hear the chatter and geel: around the corner to see the picture.

I.:ost tom cats hC'.ve a habit of ::illin3 leittcms Ylhen anG. if they find them. Singh
was v/atched pretty closely for SOLle til'1e after bein~: introc1.uced to the new arrival.
At first he Tlas just indifferent. He sniffed at the baby, turned up his nose and
stalked awa:;r_ Later yrhen Tiny YiaS ai)le to scamper about the floor, Sin:;h could ignore
him no lon:;er. The little rascal rrould pOlillce on Papa's tail and ,ut in a lot of
effort trjrinc to hold it d01m_ 'IIe rrould climb over Sin:;h and had no res:?ect for the
diGllity or decorum of a massive, masculine feline.

ITho could help liking such an active little busybody? fin~h finally gave in,
and rre have seen him with an "arm" arolmd the baby's neck to hold him still, 1mile
Papa ...·lashed his face Hith a rough red tongue •. ,oie've never seen the old boy rou::;h 'va th
the little fellow. Tiny doesn't seem to realize the difference betYreen Pa and I.1a and
so~etimes starts hunting for a lunch basl:et on the TJI'On ~' cat. '.ilhen he can stand it
no longer, Singh will Get up and stalk array stiff legged, as much as to say, '":Jhocan
tolerate such a nuisance?" Suan is more patient, but sometimes she gets fed up and
bats the little pest away or pins him dOTm with a ferocious growl.

The cats like our hot air registers, the old-fashioned kind that occupy vertical
openines just above the floor. Suan sits up vdth her belly acainst the warm iron,

for all the nor1d like a fat man bac~cinG up to a fireplace. Sometimes Sin6h comes in
from out· of doors fee1in~ a bit chilly and he sits alongside .!a, dozing away and
dreaming, no doubt, of his adventures and e 'ploits with r,ophers or barn cats. Little
Tiny plays around for a uhile and fuen he squeezes in between them and sits up, too,
in perfect content, warm on three sides.

Cats are a nuisance (sez Pa). Cats are interesting, lovable, intelliGent
animals, providing a never-endinG entertainment and ::>leasure (sez lIa). Dogs have more
personality. They can be useful (sez Pa). Big brutes lilee Sharpie track up the
kitchen, scratch the floor and leave Ion:; hair on every~hin~·they touch. They eat as
much as a horse (sez r;a). These sentll1ents, with variations, are often repeated, and

a yet it is not uncor.unon to see Sin~h in Pa' 3 lap as he reads and it's lIa 'l>7ho worries
.. when ~harpie isn't on hand to eat at 6:00 P.li. She's nursed hi-Til throu:;h many

misadventures. So peace and hal~ony )revail anc 17e ~ll live toeether in contentment.
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ENJOY THE YiINTER VTONDERIAND
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People who have never lived in the ITorth Country usually have conniption fits

if anyone even suggests that the land of ice and snow has attractions and advantages

which make it likeable and livable. Oh, of course, we cousins of the Eskimos crab at

times when the car gets stuck in deep snow, the roads are sheets of glare ice or the

battery can't operate the starter at 250 belO'\v, but on the uhole, Vie prefer to stay

in the up~er tier of states~ It has some advanta~es.

For farmers, the lone cold ranters nean a rest frao the 10n6 hours of riding a

saddle-sore tractor Geat. ~':ork in a pleasant barn TTith [;Ood livestock is an interest~

ing contrast nith t:Ie S'lUIr1er of field operations, and the pay chec!:s keep coming as

the milk is marketed, the steers lay on fat, the wool grows longer or the pigs make

use of the corn crib cross 0 Some foll~s put in their time listenin:; to hen music and

amuse themselves picking eggs for nhich city fo11(s vall pay hard money.

The land gets a good rest where it is frozen hard most of the winter. Erosian

stops with the advent of Jack Frost and a lot of insects, diseases and pests are

eliminated or at least reduced in number by the low temperatures. The alternate

freezing and thawing in spring and fall is very beneficial, flocculatin~ the tiny

particles of clay into larger masses Tnlich help aeration.

SnOVT brin~s do'\'m some nitrO[;Q:l from the air a.nd leaves it for plants to use. After

a rou:.;h 1"anter it is cor.unon to hear a far:!"1er say, "The Ground works up nice this

year." Lan']. that worl~s 'Hell in the s,rin::; has a Good start on a top cro). Fall plow-

ing ....lith the fields bare over y,"inter woulcl be soil suicide in the south. Here it is

e a recommended practice-at least for the :?re3ent. -,.-e may learn better S01:1e day.

It takes a ~ood thermometer to l~eep up Tlith the temperature chanc;es 'vlhich occur

along that invisible line which supposedly separates us from our Canadian nei~hbors.
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In J~ or AUGUst the mercury may Get u~ above 1100 and, if left in the sun, may

b1cnv the top off a 1200 instrument. Then in the ,Tinter, the red streak is fairly

worn out scootL~~ back a~d forth be~1een 300 above and 300 below. There is just one

thing which is absolutely certain about our we.:l.ther~ It will change shortly.

That makes it nice, in a 1'lay. If ue have a blizzard, we're plumb certain it

can't last long. A cold snap is always followed by milder days and deep snow always

melts. There are all kinds of weather to choose from and when a spell of ideal,

made-to-order, just-to-suit-us days come along, we're in a position to enjoy them

to the fullest extent.'7e know they won't last long and they're rare enough to be

appreciated.

In some ways, kids are smarter than their parents, because they don't know so

many things which ain't so. They tal:e the weather as it comes and enjoy it.

Sl:ating, sliding, sId.ing, snow shoein::;, bobsleds, sleighbells, snow men, ice fishing,

ice boating and snoriball fi6hts are all pretty much exclusive perquisites of North

Country children, younG and old. ''-!atch the little folks lauGh with delight as they

roll in the feathery uhite mattress rold tussle-just for the joy of liVing. See the

ruddy glO\V' of health in red cheeI:s as the kids come in to Get warm and dryl

Of course, it isn't all fun. ThinGS seldom come that "ray on this earth. Snowy

wraps make puddles on the floor and wet wool has an odor all its arlll when coats,

mittens, scarves, ski pants, sweaters, stocking caps, wool sox, ~1eat shirts and

overshoes are hung to dry. Hothers get a lot of exercise from putting <?n and taking

off, zip~ing and unzipping-sometimes in a hurry and sometimes too late. Pa

grumbles a bit (JJl er the necessity for wielding a snow shovel or puttin[; chains on

the car.

The North Country isn't perfect we'll admit that, but in the opinion of many,

it comes closer to it than any other area. The quick changes keep its people alert,

active, energetic (the kids at least) and adaptable. to whatever may came. For crops,

1ivestocIc, scenery, work, play and vrholesor:l(~ living, it offers opportunities in a .

profusion seldom found elsewhere. ~!e live in the North Country because we like it.
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FOR YOU TO DO

Once upon a time there lived a man (it might have been a vroman) who was a

routinist. He was "sot" in his ways. Every morning he got up at e:~a~tly the same

time, shaved, washed his face, dressed and ate breakfast by the clock. He got to

work on time, did the same jobs he did yesterda~r, quit when the clock indicated his

hours were up and followed the regular path to home, supper, the evening paper and

bed.

Any deviation from this pattern caused worry, irritation, frustration, vexation,

indignation, exasperation, resentment, distress and stomach ulcers. He lived many

years and was content as long as his self-imposed routine was undisturbed, but

other people sometimes wondered how much fun he ever had.

Eost of our livos must be run on rails where we repeat the same actions over

and over until habits are formed and the required physical motions are performed

easily and l'lith a minimum of mental effort or direction. ~'!hich sleeve of your coat

do you put on first? I:ost of us have to stop and think about it. Of course, this

"unconscious operation" leaves our mind free for thincs of greater importance-if

we use it for that purpose. If we don't keep the rest of our mind alert by constant

use, it objects violently when something upsets our routine.

A boy may run and jump over a fence for no apparent reason exce!Jt an abundance

of energy, the lvish to do somethinG different and to prove that he can do it.

Thirty years later, the man still may be able to jump the fence, but before he does,

he will stop to consider: A. He might catch a toe and GO flat on his face.
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B. He tlight sprain an ankle or brea~: something. C. He mi3ht clear the hurdle,

but the seat of his pants could stic!: to the fence, causing Cl.cute embarrassment.

The result of such calculations ~sually leads the man to walk around or climb over.

That's ~ood judGffient.

Physically and nentally, fe learn to avoid risks, dodge the unusual, stick to

the beaten path, unless some pressure or necessity forces us to try a n~1 jump.

That's [ood sense for most of us. Our bodies get old and stiff, bones are more

brittle and recovery is slower, but lihen we let our minds follow the same pattern,

we're ready to be laid on the shelf. ~e can keep our minds reasonably young and

active by forcing them to try nevi thinzs, hunt for hurdles to leap and nm'T fields

to e:cplore. I knew a man who had had little formal schoolin~ but much self-training.

He started to learn Greek--just to see whether he cOlud do it. His birth

certificate indicated that he YiaS 60 years old, but his mind VTas still young and

active.

1:e
'
re never old mentally until \"[e stop explorinG, inquiring, huntinG for new

e:cperiences. Some think, "Oh, if I could only travel. HO\'V'much I could learn."

That is only wishful thin!~inC;. None of us have ever exhausted the possibilities

for adventure and learnins in our arm bac~. yard. If ue can't or "lOn't learn about

the many interesting things close at hand, hoVi can we expect a chan~e of scenery to

open our minds and fire our enthusiasm? ::any people VlO do "travel" see and

experience little beyond the strange food and uncomfortable beds. Those who look

for mental hurdles to try can find them in profusion on every hand.
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THLT FUZZY WHITE STUFF

BrIer Rabbit Got to the office before I dido The door ,vas closed, so he left

his paw print calling card on the stoop and loped away toward the brush pile 'There

he had a snug home under the snow bank. vifi th his relatives he must have had a big

night of ito They seemed to have played hop scotch all around the mulberry tree and

every building on the placeQ

Rabbits seem to delight in nffiT-fallen snow, but it is sometimes a pain in the

neck for their tw~footed friends. It's pretty, and lIve admired the trees ,vith

frosty limbs and the laden spruce, bravely trying to hold up their Yreighted arms.

NerT snow is like clean sheets or Ha' s floor after she finishes scrubbing, It's a

shame to track it up, but sometLmes those delicate, fluffy flakes can be most ann~

The last day of last year waa warm, but there was a hard south Trind and the

almost melting snorT just couldn't resist the temptation to go traveling. It rolled

merrilJr along until it found a sheltered spot and then settled dOYin to rest. That

night the temperature dropped to near zero and the wet pacl:ed snow froze like ice.

Some drifts TTere hard enough to carry old Pete and Joe, i'rho weigh' over a ton each,

but our carefully opened roads and paths were plugged tight and had to be opened all'

over again.

With a snOVT shovel, I celebrated Nffi'T YearJs Day cutting chunks out of the frozen

drift covering the office walk. It would have made good material for a snow house,

liut somehow the poetic beauty of the countryside was lost in the sweat _driPPing from

my bro" as I chopped and dug dmm to the cement walk. l.n hour of that converted me

again to the value of mechanical power and I climbed on the tractor•. The boys have

made a plow which tosses loose anCWT like chaff, but this was solid and it took
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another hour to cut through the one big drift by the garage. That opened the way

and I thought it would be easy to Get the car out for an evening meeting.

It was cold, but the car started readily and went sailing alonG my opened road

as though it was July, out by the barn there was a little drift and I hit it hard

to be sure to get throueh. Zip we cleared it--but turning onto the icy road ahead,

the car slipped and slid into the snorT bank. It wasn't in bad, but all efforts to

rock it loose p~oved futile, so, gropinG in the dark, I hunted up a scoop shovel and

started digging. The car wasn't hun~ up on the differential. It was just leaning

against the snow banI:.

Final~, all the concrete had been dug loose and I uas sure it would go. Sure,

it went about five feet and acain slicl over into the sno\'( bank. All of the digging

had to be repeated. tfter the ·third repeat performance, it began to be tiresome.

Back I went to the shed and started up the tractor again, only to find that the

lights wouldn't work. We almost never use it after dark. Feeling my way in the

dark yrith the huge machine, I tried to dodge a drift-and there I was-stuck with tl'B

tractor. Time out for more shoveling, much backing and starting. Finally, it came.

loose, the car was moved to the center of the road, the tractor put back in the shed

and Pop continued his trip to tOTm, minus considerable Good-natured enthusiasm but
plus a sweaty collar and a tired back.

Next day ",Te plo.red out the rest of the roads. Old Pete and Joe waded deep, haul
ing endless scoops of snow, but some of the drifts were too hard for scoop or plmr.
The crawler tractor helped to loosen the stuff, but finally we hitched a disk on
behind the cat aJld Horked it up in lajrers, like a plow'ed field. The ronda were
opened at last, but the ploVl had throvm a great nindrOYT of chunks over the walks
again, Hare shovelinG ~ Then it beGan to snOVlJ

Illl acree that snow is pretty to look at, ,[hen the moon is full and the rabbits
are dashing about on their endless travels. For an old man, it looks just lovely
from inside a windoW" in a well heated house ....·rhen he doesn't have to go anywrere.
Every farmer livin[" in the north country has had e'qJeriences similar to mine and this
isn't the first time the car has refused to cooperate with my good intentions. Sn~T

can be asgravating.
Still it can be run, too 0 VIhile I "Tas leaning on the shovel to catch my Wind,

Jerry came through on horsebackc He had a rope on the saddle horn, pulling a toboge gan ~'d th tTT<; small riders. He rolled them off over a big drift and they had to run
to catch up. When I was a kid-but nOTT I am an old man, moving snOVT.

I like to live in Hinnesota. The snow is beautiful and it covers our fields
vdth a most useful protection. 1iIhy should I kick because it provides occasional
exercise beyond the ~inimum requirements? We don't get anything for free in this
world.
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rr IS TIBE TO SCRUB

Once upon a time an unsuspecting little pig ate a couple of worm eggs-and now

millions of hogs plRy host to an endless succession of parasites vlho use their foed,

suck their blood, punch holes in their intestines and plug the path of the digestive

machinery. Disease germs of rmny kinds follow their own specialized biological

processes to achieve the same end, all fighting for a chance to pick on our porkers,

as a nice warm home in vlhich to colonize and reproduce.

If the pigs die and the farmer goes broke, that is of no more consequence to the

worms and diseases than the life of a Chinese soldier is to a Russian Communist.

Uhen allo~ed to run wild, pigs 1rander over large areas and the parasites have a hard

time keeping up_ When svTine are confined in cramped quarters or even run on the same

pasture year after year, the situation is made to order for the 1rorms and germs.

,That chance does the pig have?

He can only survive if his Oi'ffier is a little bit smarter than the parasites.

Once they get into the pig they are difficult to dislodge, but if by good management

the vice-president in charge of mvine can keep the worms and diseases fram reaching

the new generation of hogs each year, the parasites sort of peter out for lack of a

happy home.

We don't know all of the tricks byvmich parasites have learned to reach little

pigs, but we do know some of their methods. If vie could take neW' born pigs avray

fram their mothers and raise them in strictly sanitary surroundings, the problem

-Would be SimPle~ but most of us prefer to dodge the job of feeding the squirmy little

fellOV1S every tvro hours and wish that job off on their mothers. If Barna has bugs,

the youngsters uill be likely to find them. Natural curiosity prompts all young
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tit aniI:lals to explore their surroundinGs i':ith the greatest of care and anything hidden

in floor cracks or dirt is discovered and nibbled as the rubbery little

snouts dig into every crevice and sniff each board of their pen.

That is why most hog raisers consider it nece"sary to scrub pens and houses ruth

soap and "Inter to renove the dirt ['ond then follow y,ri th boiling water and lye to make

the pens as sterile as possible. In uar:.! Tleather, even nama gets a good bath. In

cold TTeather, she is brushed as thorou~hly as possible to Get most of the bugs.

Then if she is trained to GO outside for elimination, the babies 17ill have a minimum

chance of finding anythin3 harmful during their first fev Treeks of existence in this

cold and cruel "forld.

Of course, this program has to be followed all the ye~r through. L chance to

play on infected ground or even a Tralk through muddy or dusty \7orm-infested lanes

favors the parasites. Lfter hOGS have used ~n unpaved lot or pasture, a nen crop of

pigs should not be allOTTed on that area for at least t~o years. That should be time

enough to discourage the parasites. They don't thrive on sunshine, rain and ~rm1ing

crops. Pork is their only pride and joyo

~n al~ of men and boys, exmed Idth brooms, boots, pitchforks and shovels, is
cleaning hQuse in° the pig department these days. lIarch 1st is the traditional date
for sprinr; farrmof, althOUGh nm-radays one may find ncrT pigs most any time of the ;}e are
Some men :,lan to hit the hiGh :.UQlst and Se::>ter.loer mar!·:et, some farrarT late and feed
to heavy ueights to rit the early s:->ring demand. It all depends on their plan of
manadcment. Still there Trill be a lot'of little pigs--hundreds of thousands of
tham--arrivinG uithjn the next 30 days, and their human housekee,ers are hustling to
get everythin~ shiny clean fu~d comfortable for the nev babies.

L nm7born pig doesnft have too secure a lease on life until he is dry, warm and
full of l'!lilk, Then ho is on his .....ra:/ to fill the demand for pork cho,s if he is kept
full of feed for five or six months and can be protected from the diseases and
parasites "Thich are ahrays Yraiting to attack him. It sounds easy to r;rmoT hogs, but,
as in" every other job nith a pay chec~c attached, the rmmrd must fi.rst be eC'.rned by
skill" mqlerience and mostly plain hard .....TOrk o

Ue try to practice mane sanitntion but sometimes slip sommThere, rye don't
always Imow YThen or harr it hftppened, but Tre have had hogs raised on scrubbed concrete
that become loaded Yrith worms. Our efforts to do the job exactly right 2re notCIt aluays entirely successful, but 1°;0 keep on trying and hope th2,t gradually ne can mn
our battle'Tdth the pig posts. Thirty yeRrS ago a shote that vTeighed 200 pounds at
eight months vms considered i'TOll raj_sed. Fifteen Jrears ago VTe expected him to do the
job in six months. Now VTC are aimin~ at five months fror.1 birth to bacon factory.
Better feeding, sanitation and breedinG ~~ve m~do possible a faster turnover in the
swine department.
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WHl.T VTOULD LINCOLN DO?

Few men in public office have taken the criticism" insults" sarcasm and invec-

tive that was poured out on !.braham Lincoln during his term of office as President

of the United Stateso In the Lincoln Uuseum at Washington, D.C., there are news-

papers" pictures and letters of the time which malign his character, ridicule his

appearance and sneer at his baclq~round and training.

Yet today, in the liGht of history" Lincoln is recognized as one of the greatest

human benefactors of all time. He VTould be the last to claim any such distinction,

and :~t people allover the earth have came to recoenize in him the qualities,

ideals and attributes which made this nation stronG, virile and respected. In

England" Canada and the republics south of us, Lincoln is held in the hiGhest esteem.

Every school boy learns of his sincerit,r and devotion to the cause of human liberty

and justice for al10

t> If" by some miracle, f.braham Lincoln in person should appear in "l'Tashington

today, almost everyone would be happy to have him take over as head of our govern-

mente Our prestige in this war-torn world would go up immeasurablyo Honest people

everywhere would feel ,that here was a man who could be trusted implicitly to stand

for a square deal; one who could not be moved by the hope of selfish gain or glory;

one who would root out red influence in his official family; one who would consider

carefully before he spoke and then bacl~ his words with action.

Ue would all rejoice in having Lincoln as our leader--for a little while~and

hen the fun would start~ Hundreds of superfluous employees YTould be bitter over

the loss of soft jobs. Dleryone uith sympathetic leanings toward the Kremlin Would
J

begin to pull every ?ossib1e trick from the bag, crying, as they do nov;, "Crucify
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this oppressor of the people, this goblin in human form." Business men who want to

build a goYernment dam, make profits from the machinery o.f war or get 5% for their

favor in high places would accuse him of every !<:ind of graft and trickery,

Communities which have stirred up support for a new post office, a government hospi-

tal, a new bend in the river or a community bomb shelter would call him a traitor

and a scoundrel.

I'm glad Lincoln can't come back to see what a mess we have made of the united

nation he struggled so hard to preserve. He Ylouldn't be particularly. surprised to

hear his opponents rant and rave--human nature hasnlt changed much--but he might

feel sad to think that with all our inventive genius in mechanical gadgets and labor-

saving devices, so little time, effort and money had been spent on the fundamentals

and essentials of human welfare, socially and spiritually. He might be disgusted at

the way l1e have lost the freedom he labored so mightily to maintain.

It takes a strong man to have power and still remain humble and considerate,

It takes a brave man to risk his power and prestige by taking the unpopular side of

a question, just because he knoVffl it is so~d and right. _ It takes an honorable man

to resist the insidious pressure from friends and supporters to favor pet projects

and special enterprises. It takes a just man to speak as strongly for groups with

fml votes as for those vmose influence runs into the millions. It takes a patient

man to l:eep his head and reply calmly ymen his best intentions are t'\7iisted and warlBi

by deliberate misrepresentation into vdld and fantastic deviations from the truth.

Lincoln had all of these qualities and he needed them. He carried his load,

tremendous ~10ugh it was, and I'm Glad he doesn't have to travel that road again~

We of a later generation are reapinG the whirlwind 'ile have 'sol'm and will leave tears,

tares and tribulation to succeeding generations as w:e1l. It would be next to impos

sible to elect Lincoln to high office today. We haven't been looking for that kind

of leadership. Pressure groups uant-men in office who will do as they are told and
the rest of us sit idly by, too busy, too lazy, too indifferent, to soil our hands
with politics or political questions. Irm glad Lincoln isn't here in 1951 to grieve
over the state of t~e nation he helped to build.
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TRY SOHETHING NEi1

It makes me gasp Tlhen a farmer tells me he intends to erow some neTT variet~r of

grain as his main crop. To be sure" we at the ~periment Station have tested it for

at least three years at five locations before it was put on our recommended list,

and iTe think it is good. But nho knOTTS just what it nill do on the nortlwrest quarter

of the south east quarter of Section 10? It may not be adapted there.

On the other hand;, it seems to m~ just as unreasonable when I find an old hard

shell who Tfill ne"ler try anything nCiT. He usually takes the attitude, ''1That worked

vrell for pappy is good enouGh for his son." Somewhere betrreen these tyro is the care-

ful manager YTho sticks to the tried and true but is ahTays experimenting a .little on
/

the side to try and find sorething better. He doesn't put all of his e':igs in an un-

tried basket which may have a neak handle but searches the papers and his OTm mind

for me~~s of naking hard tasks easier, lone jobs shorter or aGr0peration more profit

able.
That's ..../hat makes farm1.~g a game rather than a drill routine of drudGery. Sure,

the '
the feed must be hauled in and/barn must be cleaned, the cows must be milked and the

pigs watered, but if one is on the lookout for ideas, they pop up, sometimes in the

most unexpected places. One of the disagreeable tasks we have had is keeping the

kerosene lamps going under the hog Tmterers in winter. They soot up or blowout and

in extremely cold \'leather don't seem adequate to keep the cups frOM freezing.

Lt the National BarroVT Show' last fall, vThile looking over the equipment offered,

_ a salesman mentioned that he knei"l of a man who was using bottled gas to Yiarm the

winter i"later. He couldn't tell me more than that and vie couldn't Get much informa-

tion locally, but since this is an EJ~erinent Station, we decided to try it.

iTe hool~ed up five vTaterers to one pressure control, since these are expensive
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tit items. Ue plugged most of the holes in old Gas stove burners and used them because

so far "Ire have been unable to bu~r burners made for the job. ;[hen these specialized

burners become available, they should be superior in gas economy and operation t~

our homemade affairs, but we're getting along after considerable trial and error.

Last vlinter it cost us about 65 cents a day for l-:crosene to heat the ...-rater.

This would be less L~ mild weather. ~e often had thin ice in the cups when the

tCI!l.perature got below -15. Someti.mes the la,"I1pS blew' out and the whole business

froze solid. Bottled gas costs us ':>6,50 for 100 pounds and ".fe figure so far tha t

the cost is around 8) cents a day. The boys figure that is money ~ell spent because

they dodGe a dirty, disagreeable job and this ~~nter the care of the 1rater heating

equipment is just about nothing at all.

The I'rater in the supply tanh: stays bet17een 40 and 50°. If it stands in the

cups aTThile it r.;ets up to 700 or a little more. I thought that Has too I'rarm, but

apparently the piGS have ideas all their OTm B.nd they see:n to lilee th8 ne..-r arrange-

mente 1.'[0 have 20 cilts in each lot. The mlterers used lafit I'rinter hel~ 70 Gallons
and' needed to be filled four times a TTeek s This year the vraterers hold 77 gallons
and, believe it or not, they have to be filled nine to ten tirrles a Treek. Even then

they sometir.les ru."1 dr~r for a ferr hours.

I don't knOTT yet uhether ths gilts ~ill pay for hot tea at all hours, but my

experience has always been that uater was the cheapest feed and the more ~e could

get the stock to drink, the better,. If that is true, our gilts should do I';ell. ~7e

estimate that they drank about 1.2 gallons per pig per day last winter and this year

they are drinking around 3t gallons. Lf ~ater is good for them, that ought to beat a

pail of nater poured in an icy trough b~r a big margin.

We still have many questions to anmrer, but the i.mproved watering system has
made the hog chores more interesting this vTinter. Tr~ring to decide the 'relative
advantages of the neVT method has relieved the monotony of a routine job. Some day
....re may learn hoYT to raise pigs.

'The same principal holds true in all farm operations. That's the fun of the
game, to try an unlmorm plant in the vegetable garden, a snaIl act-eage of a nen crop,
a nerr ...reed killer, a non nay of hnndling the seed bed preparation, a different metrod
of feodine or handling feed. It's a challenge to ingenulty and constructive think
ing. The kind and variety of farm "gadgets" is proof that hundreds of men get fun
from TTOrking out nerT ideas. Those Tlho think farmers are "sot in their vrays" haven't
visited many farms lately.
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The most lonesome place I know of is a big cit1. It has advanta~s, of course,

and lots of people woul1.n't be happy anywhere else, but I'm a country hick by.in-

heritance, by training, by preference--an1 I'm prou1 of it. I'm never lonesome in

barD¥ard, field or woo1.1ani-there i s alw~s so much to see and. to 10. Instead of

the city's hur17ing massel of people, the country is full of folks, individuals,

friends, neignbor~familiar surroun~ings, peace and good. nature.

When I do have to visit the nearby small town, it is almost like a family re-

union. Almost everyone from first ~raders to grandpappy ~ves a cheery nRi, :Bob"

when they pass and. I woulJ.n' t trade that comra1.ery for all the bip; stores, the

artificial entertainment, the noise and the ~'ealth of the metropolis. Isn't it

fortunate that we're not all of one pattern in our l1'r:es ant disliked

The OusinessIr.en in our town congregate for morning coffee ani afternoon coffee,

in small groups which provid.e relaxation through a bit of horsepl~, a new story,

an elaborate gag on one of their number or a coromittee meeting to ma1(e plans for

clw:1ber of commerce progt"!Ulls or other projects. It's friendly give ani take, neigh-

borl~ fun, a lot of laughs-and they live longer and happier because of it. That's

part of the advantage of living in a country town--not too big.

I Beldom get to enjoy the coffee parties, which is unloubteily gooi for II17

figure--wnat there 1s left of it-but the spirit is eviient when errand.s take me to

main street. The other day Ma reminded me I'd either better get a haircut or bu¥

Bome ribbons to tie it up. This time I happened to stop at Jerry's ani founi him at

elsure since trade was "slow as a coB. iay in January, ,.

Seated in the chair, Jerr,y gave me a new puzzle to pl81 with while he wiel1ed

the clippers. I suppose he fOun~ it uBe~ll to distract children ani others who might

(ROlE)
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~fuile I was studying

lIGimme a. nickel to hock

JII1 car." The nickel dashed. out to the street, to satisfy the parking meter before

Al got arouni to it.

Then Carl came in. He was famlliar ",i th the puzzle ani both complimented me en

a good try--but pointed out that I waS not ~oing to make it. Each took pains to

point out certain moves I might beva made--but that woul~'t have solvei it either.

They took considerable pains to lead me astray and were much more successful than I

was. Of course, it was perfectly plain and simple. Any child could have done it

(they 'said). but they had me baffled~

Ed came back and with the car safe. Jerry demand.ed his nick~l. This brought

on a long argument. What nickel' Who owed whom? Remember in 1934, the dime I

loaned you? Fifty cents worth of tun over a parking nickel. Then Carl asked me to

describe exactly what part of a sadd.le was properly calle~ the pommel. Apparently

he and Jerry differed on the subject. Jerry brought out horse books and. cataloglles.

Pencils were used. to illustrate parts of a saddle. It ievelope~ that a cup of coffee

had been wagered over the exact terminol~gy. D1d it include the horn' How much of

the horn? Did it go clear riO\fll to the swell? ''Iere the bucking rolls a part of the

pommel' Was the front eni of the fork included? Did a racing salidle have a part
which might be called a pommel?

It was evident that this was a serious matter an~ I hesitatoi to act as judge.
Flnally. ~ opinion was offered, but I hali no evidenCA aimissible in court to prove
~ contention. Neither had they. Finally, Jerry suggested that we step across the
road to Carl's refreshment shop and debate further over a cup of coffee. He sai1
Carl had planned that all along but was just too shy to invite us. '1ithout waiting
for a reply, we hurried to tho lunch counter.

Three steaming cups of excellent coffee were soon before us. I supposed that
since Carl owned the place it would be on the house, but it w~s explained to him by
the ladies in waiting thRt hs'j have to pay if he wanted to entertain his uncouth
friends in a genteel eni respectable environment. So he had to fork over 15 cents.
"I want it distinctly understood that I'm not concedin~ anything in regard. to that
saddle and I'in not paying any bets. This is all ione from the kindness ani. generosit,
of ~ heart," Carl protested.

Well. the long hair was shortened, though I didn't notice it and I ha~ an hour

•
f laughing until my sides ached.. t came home ready to' go to work an'" this is the
esult. The boys gaye me a good time anli furnished me with material for another

story. BO I'm serving notice that if an~ when they see this in the paper, I'll stand
treat for the coffee. ----

P.s. ~ebster says, "Pommel--a knob, as at the front of a .ad~le or on the hilt
of a sword. A knob, bOBS. knot or globular ornament as on A. pinnacle. The butt of a
firearm." Just what I said 1t wasl
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OUR CAlUl"E !mLPERS

Sometimes I re~d the oOKp1Aint of some sheep owner or ~rdener who w~nts to

rid tho world of all dogs, just becAuse of nn unfortunate oxperience with one or

~ore of them. Th~t IS not surprising. It IS only humAn Mture to resent ~nything

which upsets our plpns or c~uses us unnecoss~ry loss.

On the other h~nd, there A:~e those who gush over some sleepy poodle IUld want

to stRrt a welfare center for nll dogs, ignorin~ the f~ct that there are children

who need a little lovo, affection nnd assistance more than the p~mpercd pooches do.

It ta~es all kinds of people to m~~e ~ world--and it tA~es all kin~s of dogs, too.

Some sociologists s~ there 1s no such thing as R bad boy. Similarly, ~ost

dogs will behave if their human companions donlt spoil them. Kids and dogs both

need trnining; firm, continuous, just 9nd sp.nsible with ~ lot of affection thrown

in to show them th~t life is worth living. Be~ting ~ boy or R dog seliom, if ever,

does any good. Both are anxious to please if they only understand what is wanted,

MistRkes in trA.inine &..,,\)<:e somo bAd men--and some bnd dogs.

tie Ive had killers get in our floc l ,: of sheep ani litter h1\.ve tried to pAtch up

the reIDRins. It rr~kes ~ny sheep owner see red, but when we observe how dogs ~ro

sometimes tre~tei, we cqnlt feel th~t they nrc Itlw~ys to blp\me. I have shot killer

dogs without compunction ~nd miF!:ht h'we tql~en A crRcl<: A.t their owners if thoy had

been hRndy, but still I h~ve ~ very hi~h r~spect for our c~nine frien~s. Some

very intolli~nt rups h~vc ~cc3pt~d oc as thoir p~rticul~r p~l pnd I h~ve bAp.n hon

~ ored by their loy~lty ~nd qffAction. I could tell ~og stories for hours on end.

Of course, there are ~egroes of intcllieence, ability qnd loyalty Qoong dogs

~8 there ~re ~ong humltns. We've had some pups of clp\ssic ~ppe1r~nce ~nd pedigree
(MO~)
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which didn't fit into our particu1~r fpmi1y. Then we h~ve h~d o~e or two which

'ltcOuld think ~nd no psycho1o~ist c~ convince ne otherwise. Am~ who has ~ dog

like that would just about fl.S soon sell O"1e of the chll·1ren ~s to let the pup {!.O.

In h~ndling stoc~, a go01 do~ beets a r.an ~11 hollow, but an i1l-tr~ined mutt ki-

yi-ing around a. y~r1 is A. plRin nuis~nce.

It is ~ treat to watch.R good dog worl{, with hunters or with stock. Some of

the denonstr~.tions I have seen ,qt f~irs malte rnc think th~t we hum!'tns don't have

much to boast of in the wPy of br~ins. A little ~order Collie at the Freeborn

Oounty F~ir last f',ll took R sCrlred flock of sheep just where they were supposed to

go And did it more with brain wo~~ thRn foot work. I'll bet five men couldn't have

done that job anywhere no~rly ~s well.

Then she took h~lf A. dozen duo~s in And out between boys st~ding in line,

finnlly putting the~ back in their coop out in the center of the tr~ck. Would ~

oere ffian ~ttempt such a difficult feat? I've spent hours trying to drive ducks or

chickens into a door with which thoy were fqcilinr. Duc~s ~ni driver were worn out

when the job was finished. The dog woved the birds so e'tsily, the ducks seetled to

be trained, but in t~lking with the owner lnter, he cl~imed she hRd never worked

with ducks before.
I didn't train old Lassie. She trninod me. As soon ~s she understood wh~t I

wante1 done, she plF\nned her c"l.1T'p"lign ~nd cArried it out whilo I gaped in Amazoment
at her understMding. She worl{ed out Iln effecU,re Il'.eth01 for mMlldng e"..ch cl~ss

of livestoc'~ 'lni sor.sUmes (wen inv'isen specbl techniques for trouhlesome individ.
uals. She seemed to study her ch~rgcs, psychonn~lyze them to discover their weak
spots and then cqpit~lize on her few pdvnnt~ges until eVAry ani~~l on the plnce-
except the old r~m--seemei to sense her thought w~vcs and ~9rche1 off li~e ~ well
tr~in8d soliior when s~c b~~~ed ~ co~:~nd.

She knew th~t biting w~s ~~~inst the rules when driving sheep. Hors8s, pi~s,

cattle she would nip when th~y neede1 correction, but sheep could only be sc~red or
struck with her chest. She trie1 nll her tactics on th~ bi~ r~m ~ut the old boy
just st~ped his foot ~ni invitet her to co~e push hiw nround.. He wns five times
Lassie's weight. His h~r1 he~d hpd been tostei in m~ny b~tterin~ bAttles. His
neck ~scles werA 1cvolopcd like the le~s of S~ndow tne strong m~n. '~~t could a
sm~ll dog do with such a brute?

She would tease him to ch~rge her, thon ~eep just phRPd of hirn--but traveling
in the diroction she w~nte1 him to go. ~fuen he tired of that game she woul1 drive
the rest of the flodt ~w~ and le~ve hi~ lonesoce qn1 ~efi~nt. ~fuen he we~ried of

~8norting, st~ping ~ni blowing with no A.1miring audience, wh~t coul1 he 10 but
follow his hareo?

Dogs ~re just like won. The ~~jority ~re miidlin' good, a few arc eligible
for the rank of goni~8 nnd ~ few ~ just ~s fnr in the other direction. T~ should
we expect ~ore frow dogs thnn we ~o from people?
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tfELCOV~ TO SPRING

As this is written (Feb. 7) there is no question th~t old m.~ winter is with

us in all his ~ngnificnnce. This story is intended for Mqrch 21 ~d by that tice

I hope th~t the buds will be swelling, possibly ~ few h~rdy robins will be back

and spring will be peekin~ ~round the corner.

Scientists tell us there is ovidence which indicqtes th~t teffiper~tures in the

northern hemisphere ~re grA1.ually getting wproer. Ce~tain1y the corn belt h~s

moved north ~t least 400 I4"llles r\urin~ rry lifetime. Part of thp.t is due to the

breeding of e~rlier v~rieties, but it does seem ~s thou~ it mieht be ~tting waIme~

Some years we haven't hl'l1 r::u.ch snow nn1. our colri wflPther was internittent. '1e've

h~d nice weqther until Iptc fpll, JAnUAry th~ws; ?ebru~ry th~ws ~nr\ sOl!1eti~es nice

d~s in March m~de us itchy to ~t the field work stqrted.

Then came the winter of 1950-1951. It's the kind of winter we old timers have

boasted about, telling the youngsters how we went to bed in roo~s so cold snow

wouldn't melt, how we hi~ed miles to school through the deep snow and drove teams

right over fence tops. We told tnll tqles in which we indicqte1 t~~t boys and girls

in the nGood Old DoVs" were hardy, tough and made of whang leq,ther, impervious to

icy blasts.

I have told about putting down silngc when it was 370 below, tipping over in

bob sleds, hunting rabbits in the winter woods and ohopping holee in the ice to

let the stock drink. It all sounnei very rom~ntic, r thought, until this old-time

winter c~e nlong ani we hnrdy rrinnesot~-raiBed snow birds found ourselves shiverini.

shiver for shiver, with the tender buis born in milder yenrs. Now we'll have to

think up a new line of chatter.
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It is still evident that if we want to live in Y.innesot~ we CRn expect cold

eather when the ~ gets weak ann watery, but there hAve been a lot of good things

about it. We've ~d a good snow covor to protect our soil and we certainly need the

moisture. Our subsoil is extremely dry in this area and with compA.ratively 11ttle

frost in the ground I:lUch of this snow shoul'\ €!O down where the corn CM use it next

August. Alfalfa, clover and wintnr wheat shouli cOJ:'JO throu~ in fine shape Rni our

trees h~ve been spared the January thaw which sometimes fools them into thinkln~

spring is here and then kills them with a quiCk freeze before thoy can regain

dormancy.

So far, we have been spared, here at least, any severe, three-d81 blizzards

whioh tie up traffic almost as effectively as when all tho switchmen on tho railroads

get sick at the same time. ~fe 've h-n stel'idy cold w<:ll'ither which lsn I t as likely to

produce colds and ill hoalth as altern~to snow and slush. 'fe hnven't had sleet

storms which toar down wiros and mako driving almost impossible. There are lots of

good things which may be said for tho past winter.

Now that spring is almost hero, how it will be apprecintedJ ''1ouldn't it be

~onotonous to have perfect we~ther all of the time? I'll bet we would find just as

much to complain of as we do when it's 22° belowJ What would we tAlk about? Aren't

we rather proud to write our friends in California and FloridA, telling them how

cold it is nnd implying that wo ~re obviously a hardy rnce that enjoys the snow and

ico in contrast with the panty WRists who inhnbit the J:'Jilder climes' The Chamber of

Co~erce in Bemidji feels rather hurt when AnJ V.inn~sota we~thcr station reports a

lower tempornture than thoy can show.

And now it's Almost sprin~! Little ri~9 ~i l~mbs will find ~ sunny spot,

sheltered from the wind where they c~n stretch, sleep qni ~row•. Some of us who

should be busy will pause, A1o~ with the stoCk, to so'lk up '1 little sunshine, and

it will take will power to keep goin~ when our inclination is to rest an1. enjoy the

warmth and life which are preparing everything for the busy pl~nting season aheaa.

Yes, the "Theatre of Seasone" 1s a good place to live. 'fe hl1ve v~r1ety in our
weather, wh~cll puts spring 1n our heels. There is alwD¥s sooethin,!l': to onjoy and
appreciate 1f we're looking for it.
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PLANT :rna BEAUTY

It was about 1920 when I ca~e home from a Boy Scout hike with two little wild

crab apple seedlings, dug up in a cow p~sture beside Lnke Se~atah. Both of them

stRrted to make trees of themselves at once. The next sprin~, we started a little

arboretum and I told a couple of boys to move the apples to a new lo~tion. Thoy

misunderstood me ani we had to move them a~a1n. Three moves~-but they still ~rew.

Now I wish they were up clos~r to the buildin~s. 3ig trees try to hi~e them,

but folks drive in sometimes when they are in blossom to ask what they Rre. Is

there aD¥thing more gorgeous than I'ln ~pple tree in full bloom' These partieull'lr

trees have rose-colored pct~ls, god for about a week each spring they almost take

our breath aWa¥.

I hl'lve read about a m/Ul ','iho has a hobby of growing ornamental apple trees and

he claims to have some 119 varietios, as I remember it. ~oulin't that bo a sight to

behold' Well, we hope to be pretty, too, some of these days. We have a number of

selected thornapples, some FlMle crabs, some Red Silver crabs and last year set out

19 Rosy Bloom crab appl,es, ·'1hen they all get in bloom, come up Rod. smell us sometilm.'

There are more coming ~on~, too. '~ plROted seed from those first two wild

crabs and have Bome babies well stl'lrte~. Lnst fall we plRnte~ a hAndful of Siberian

crab apples and hope for results from them. We have also gr~fted some Red Silver

twigs on a couple of scedlin~s tho birds plRnton, so we expect to look real nice when

they all got to work.'

First thin~ in the sprinf the Uay D~y trees blOOM. They Rre a species of plum,

with no fruit that I hP..V8 over seen, but early in rAy they look like a bride standing

down by tho gate. Then the others come ,ltlon~. The Dolgo crRb make 8 " well-sh~ped

large tree and they haven't missed blooming since they were 6 feet high. Their
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e bright red apples are About the size of a quartt:r anti ere very useful for J~.JI'j ~nd.

pickles. The Flame crab is brei for bloom. The pet~ls are pure white Rnd. the bri~t

red apples, about as big as cherries, hang on WAy into December.

'/.bile the fruit frop these ornamental apple trees is not particular~ valuable

to the grower, they do~ind. ready acceptance by our biri friends. Even when frozen,

the birds use them for fruit salad and early winter r~tions. They eat worms and all,

so tha t sprayin~ is rarely necessary on these ornamentals.

It may seem funny to grow trees just for a week of beauty each year, but elms

are popular and all they're ~ooi for is shado and wood. Not very ~ood wood ~t that,

unless it is Rock elm~ Orn~enta1 npples do not take up so much room, furnish just

as goo t shado, are just as easy to ~row ani the neighbors will all want to seo them

in their spring ~lory. I find it easier to ~row flowers on trees than in the garden

where the hoe and the sprayer need lots of elbow ~rease.

A good tree t"lkes no Dore rooD Rnti is no hqrder to ;z.row thnn a weed. If one

or two bl~ck walnuts will fit in the far~steBd, ~t ~afto1 tre8s like Thomas or

Ohio with bi~~er, better-flavored nuts thqn Are CODmon or wili see1lines. \ Mountain

Ash makes a nice smnll tree and the red b~rries ~re fall ornaments RS well as bird

feed. A Russian Olivo spref"ts its porfune for h~lf a mile, furnishes ~m interesting

contrast with its gray leaves anon~ the green and also makes winter food for birds.

~urseries can supply interestin~ and useful trees at small cost, but to me
there is a lot of :tUn in growing tees from soed or finiing thee in the woo·ta and
moving thae to a plac3 where I can watch tha~ ~row. I take ~ sort of fatherly
interest in their struggle to eet up in the world, lend ~ helpin~ hand now qnd then
ani perhRps guide them in the way I thlru~ they shouli FO, with the ~ld of prunln~

shears.

So~e of those little Rosy BlOOD cr~bs wo set out lost yoar h~d ~ cluster or
two of ~lossoms the snme ye~r thoy were pla~todJ Thoy 808eo1 to be s~ylng "ThRnk
you" for a gooi home and promising to do better when thAir linbs hot strong enough
to hold up the load.

Trees pay for their space Rnd c~ro in eaqy W3ys, but to me they qre a never
ending source of internst and plcnsure. "lrttchin~ how thoy n:eet their problems,
how they fight for sun and water, how they prop~gAte by intricato menns and how
they alw~B stand ready to serve us is Dore fun than CAtching a three~ounco carp.
When all our orn~~entals ~t into Action, they will loo~ nice, they will snell nice,
because they pre nice. (That's no soap, either.) Oo~e over 8ometi~e and help us
enjoy them.
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FURSt FURROWS AND FINANCES

One huntirei years ago, the Territory of Minnesotn was mostly a wilierness of

trees, prairies, lakes ani sloughs. There were a few settlements along the rivers,

and. trappers hai ilworkecl ll some of the area for furs, but there wasn't a white inh~bi-

tant in what is now Waseca County. Still the legislature, ~eting in St. Paul, dc-

cicleti to set up a State University where young men and women couli.lcarn Latin ancl

become "eduoated".

It was pretty slow going for the first 30 years but since it got uncler way,

expansion has been so rapiQ ani 80 extensive that some people vonier where it will

stop. It affects the lives (an~ taxes) of almost every in~vi~ual in the state and.

s~il1 d.emancls for service keep piling up. The teaching of Latin, literature and.

philosophy is only a small 18rt of the job ·ione by the University. 1951 model.

Digging out facts, methois and. processes for better liVing 801 greater efficiency

18 now considered. as much a part of University proced.ure as teaching the thousands

of stu1ents who seek information about hundred.s of different subjects.

The Department of Agriculture started wi th one "Professor of Philosophy," and

a "farm" in S. E. Minneapolis. In 1882, that property was soli ant\ 152 acres pur

chased "way out in the country" for a University Farm. lifty years ago, on my first

visit to that farm, it was reachoi by a cinder path win~ing up through a half mile

of wooded pasture from the Como car line. There was a big barn, a lar~ farm house

which boarded ~ost of the employees an1 four or five buildings for 1ormitories ~d

~ class rooms.

Now the University Department of .\gricu1ture is spread out allover the state.

County agents ani home agents and. extension subject matter specialists are a part of

(MORE)
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·~it. The Sohool of Fbrestry, the Vet~rinary, .\grieulture and Rome Economics Colleges,

are a part of it. The research workers on soils, crops, diseases, nutrition, 1airy,

beef, swine, sheep, poultry, insects and biochemistry are part of it, 50 are the

Fruit Breeding Farm at Zumbro Heights, the Forestry Experiment 5t~tions at Itasca

Park nnd Cloquet. The BrRnch Stations at ¥.orris, Crookston, Gran1 Rapiis, Duluth and

Waseca with crop testing, soil testing, corn borer studies, potato breeding, forage

crops studies and dozens of other projects ere scattered over the whole state but

all are a part of the Department of .\grieulture. ThRt's just one of the many depart-

ments which together make up the University.

With both state and te1eral money, it takes over a million dollars a year

to operate the Department of Agriculture. Tha~'s a lot of cash, even in these days

of inflation. With everyone asking the legislature for more ani more fiMncial help,

they must decide where the funis available can be investe1. with the greatest prospect

of return to the state. That is no easy job And~ tilOOS they must wonder w~ the

Department of l~riculture ani the whole Universi ty must keep on builUng, growing and.

asking for more support.

One answer .is that the men and women of Minnesota demand it. tihen their young

people go to tho University for training, they want the best teachers, the best

laboratories, the best equipment that can be provide1.. When the Mesabi iron mines

run out, we will lose that great industry unless the University can show the owners

an economical means of using ttlconite or low grade ore.

Farmers want new, 1.1sease-resistant varieties of grain, more efficient cattle,

higher production all along the line. How coul1 fewer ani fewer workers produce

ever-increasing quantities of fo01, except for the discoveries ani technical assist-

ance of men highly trained in their respective fields. The requests for assistance,

the big challenge of eroding soil, the demands for help as this or that new problem

-SUCh as corn borers comes along, are all complimentary to the Department of Agricul-

ture. But everything we get in this world has a cost of Bome kind. If we want the
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.-best in educ~tion. the best in bread and meat, the best in transportation ~~ shelte~

we must be prepared to put part of our income back into research to keep production

. at a high level.

Farmers might s!:l¥, "Keep up the Department of >\griculture, but Cllt somewhere

elso--business, mines or engineering." Oity dwellers may think that the Department

of Agriculture is t~o big. Cut d~wn a bit. The fact is that the University has

grown a.s the people of Minnesota detlanded help. It's not one man's institution.

It has expanded to meet the needs of the state and about the only practical w3¥ to

whittle it down is to st~rt contracting instG~d of expanding the agricu.lturnl

production, tho mining, the forestr,y, the business, the transportation, the medical

CAre and most everything elso that I:it'.kes Minne sota n. more comfortable, convenient

and happy place to live in than it was 100 years ogo.

In the P'lst century, Minnesota has grown from q g~ngling infant to a big,

husky, r:lall-size state. Tho University has hR.d. 1\ big part in making this growth

possible and has naturally ~rown along with it. It belongs to the people of

Minnesota and they must decide how much University they want and. ~hat it is to do

in the future.
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Appointment of Louise A.' Stedman, Orono, M~ine, as director of the School of

Home Economics at the University of }linnesota was approved today (MArch 9) by the

Board of Bagent.. Sho 1& now professor and head of the depq.rtment of home economics

at the University of Maine.

Her a.ppointment to the directorship of the University of Minnesotq, School ot

Home Economics 1s effective July 1, President J. L. Morrill announced. She succeeds

WYlle B. McNeal, who retired July 1, 1950. Since that time Ella J. Rose, professor

.t home economic~ hae been acting director.

Mies Stedman holds b~chelorls and master's degrees in home economics from the

Univorsity of Iowa. She received her doctor ot phllosoph¥ degree from Purdue

Universi ty.

Beforo Joining the University of Maine home economics sta.ff in 1944, She held a

fellowship at Purdue University and had taught home economics at T~st Junior High

School and Roosevelt High School in De8 Moines, Iowa, and at Dawson Oonsolidated

High School, Dawson, Iowa. For sever'il years she served as 1ts81stant .tate super-

visor of home economics in Mnine.

Active in many national profeB8ion~1 groups, MiBS Stedman has also held otfices

in state home economics a8soci~tions in Iowa and M~inc. She is chairman of tbe

JllA.8tern regional group of home oconomics t'\dministrAtors of rese~cb in the Associa-

tion of Land Grant Colleges and Univorsities and is a member of'tho executive commit-

tee of the Oouncil on Instruction for the same a8soci~tion. She is also vice

chairman of the department of colleges and universitie8 in the American Home

1C0nomics Association.

A-8275-JmT
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ISo they CIlt down the old pine tree and hauled it away to the mill, II goes a

song we used to sing. Yes, the pine was cut. the oak was CIlt. the maple was Ctlt and

even the ragged old bo:mlder was r\u~ out to make room for more oorn stalks. The

forests produced by centuries of Nature's processes have been hacked and burned by

"civilized" white men in some 75 years of timber wasting.

Ilm not at 'l1l opposed to cutting down trees. They mature and a.ge, as do all

of Nature I s animate progeny, anl\ they serve their greAtest use if cut before

deterioration sets in. But Nature insists tha.t her precious soil must be covered

and protected. If those who enjoy the benefits of Her bounty do not learn to undor-

stand and maintain the fertility She has provided, She will squeeze the unfortunate

inhabitants by starvation--or othervise--until their mismanagement is eliminated

and Nature can reSllme Her pltm of soil building undisturbed.

Trees pl~ an 1mport~t role in Nature's econoBf. and I'm convinced that if our

reckless destruction of the "Giant Grass" proceeds unchecked, the logical conclusion

will be a desert where once a thoughtless people lived among surpluses of milk and

honey. It m81 take 100 years to grow a tree--and 60 seconds to cut it down with a

modern chain saw. Trees must be eu.t, but who is doing the planting to maintain the

species am. provide timber for the 21st century!

We're beginning to open our eyes. The last legislature made provi.ion for

state nurseries to grow seedlings fo~ farm woodlots and windbreaks. This session

s tr,ylng to devise plans for more extensive reforestetion, which seems to me most

wise and sensible. But we can't leave such an important Job entirely to the legis

lators and the foresters. The,y can point out the neod and provide the expert advioe

(MORE)
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e and managoment. but a million men, women and children, including you and me. will be

needed to push the job and plant every tree we can find a place for.

Perhaps the greatest need is for interost and.understanding. Ever,y boy or girl

who oan be helped to appreciate the fUn and the satisfaction of watching trees grow

or find the fascination of learning about the uses, adaptations an~ abilities of

their tree neighbors is a potential tree planter. Every farm family which starts

a well-planned windbreak is performing a service to the land and the nation which

will partially repay the debt we all owe to the soil for our meat and potato,se

But tree planting is by no means limited to returns for future generations.

The immediate pleasure and entertainment in tree growing is usually ample reward for

the land and labor involved in such a worthwhile hobby. Getting acquainted with such

a variety of friends and coming to understand their special abilities an~ habits pro-

viles A. deep satisfaction. Watching the struggle en·i, comp~tition for sun ant

moisture. learing their methots of getting the job done. their means of survival

during the long winter--there are a hundred ways trees pay their planters if the

planters want to stuty, comprehen'l ani enjoy them.

Trees can "\leo be profitable financially, not only to the gran·i,ch1l1ren of the

planters but to the planters themselves--within 10 to 20 years. The value of wini-

breaks and living snow catchers has been well temonstrA.ted during the past winter.

Cottonwooi trees will grow from cuttings to post size in 10 years ant when treated

are reported to last longer than cedar. They will beat ateel posts for cattle wire

because they do not beni. Many varieties of trees can be use~ to control soil

erosion ani grow posts in a comparatively short time.

Another tree project offering a qUick return to the PLanter 1s the growing of
Christmas trees. Illinois has some figures on income from such lani use, ani they
show net profits comparable to a.nnual farm crops. The trees a.re planted thickly and
thinned B,Ystematically as they grow. B.Y planting an acre or more each spring, there
is An annual income after about five years from trees of varying size and from
branches prunei for ,iecorations. Unter this plan, enou~h trees are left to make a
full stan~ of timber aftar the thinning has been completei.

We noe·1. a million tree planters in Y.innesota. this year. With each one helping
a little, weIll keep Minnesota green. Will you be one of them?
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NUTS FOR YOU

It is hardly probable that the growing of nuts as a field. crop will ever reach

commercial proportions in Minnesota. Of course, that is a risky prediction because

who knows what improvements can be .malie in winter hardiness, yield and quality?

Let's say, at the present time, it doesn't appear likely. The South has great ad-

vantages in the l~nger seasons, milder winters and, in most cases, cheaper land.

Labor, too, is often less expensive in the south and it's a slow job to pick up nuts

from wild. trees.

"There are cracking plants in the south which ~ blnck walnuts by the carload

and can use over 100,000 poun~s a month. It would be a big job just collecting, hul-

ling and marketing BUch quantities, but of course it would be done if it paid good.

wages. In conmercial nut orchards they often spread. nets und.er the trees and. shAke

them by tractor power. 'or best benring the trees are at least 50 feet apart so that

they will spread out and not get as tall as timber plantings. In almost all cases,

the trees have been grafted and varieties are marketed separately for best returns.

Most of the nuts grown in Minm Bota w111 prebably be for home use, though there

should be a limited market for black walnuts to people who are not too la~ to crack

their ow. There may be a few families yet who gather walnuts in the fall and spend

their w1nter evenings cracking and picking, to sell the meats for add.itional income.

I have no 1dea how much could be earned per hour at such work, but it might pa,y

Black walnut s can be grown in Minne sota.

better than watching television.

e South of the Twin Oities they are

native, and I have seen trees much farther north and bl ard of them in Grand Rapids

and Orookston. In ~f1nona and Houston counties they are an important timber tree.
(RORE)
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The wood is very valuable for cabinet work and the butts are often dug and used for

aaneer because f'}f the beautiful grain.

Walnut seed should be plMt ed in the fA-U, before the nuts dry out.

Hickory is a nA.ti ve southern Minnesota tree, but the shagbark hickory (ovA.ta),

whose nuts are edible, is prett)" much conf1!led to the southeastern corner -of the

state except where someone h~s h~d the p~tience to grow them. The more common bitte~

nut hickory was used b)" the Indians, but the tl1ste is too bitter to suit most of us.

'l'he southern hickory or shellbark (laciniosa) is A. lnrgAr'tree and has a large. nut

of excellent flavor. Peter Gideon plRnted a few near Lake Y,innetonkR over 80 ye~rs

ago. The nuts seldom get ripe, but seed has been obtained and some progen-r are gro~

Hickory is ver)" slow to start. Some of our seedlings took three )"ears to come

up and five or six more seasons tl) get 12 inches above the groun1.. When the)" do get

started, the1 move right along, some adding 8 to 10 inches a yel1r in height. It is

moet interesting to watch the spring buds. They swell up beyond all reason, getting

as large as a big thumb. ~fhen the)" burst, the whole summer's growth unfolds in a few
dqs and. all the rest of the season is spent hardening the wood and preparing buds
for the next growing season.

Butternuts grow wild over a larger area than the black walnuts, ani I have seen
them in cut-ovor timber up near Grand. Rapids. Some people prefer the nuts abov.e all
others, but the tree is rt'\t~r short lived and perhaps less attractive in appet'lrance
than the walnut. Hazel nuts grow wild over most of the eastern part of the state
and filberts will grow in some locations.

That is just about the limit of our present choice for growing nuts. Experi
ments are under wq with hgl1sh walnuts and there are two or three plantings of
chestnuts, SODe of which produce e1.ible seed in favorable years~ Chinese chestnuts
are being tried and, if hardy vF!rieties are foun1., the)" may be useful in the future.
Efforts are being r~d.e to select sweet acorn oaks And possibly lome of these will be
tough enough for Minnesota conditions. Pecan trees c~ be grown here, but I have
never heard of an-r nuts which ripened. Pecan x hicko17 crosses may some dqy add
variety to our winter diet.

For most of UB, black walnut offers the best bet for home use. ~ild seedlings
vary greatq in tree size and. shape as well as in the kind and. qwmtity of nuts
grown. Like apples, the)" often bear best in alternate years. Because they are so
uncertain, where only a few trees are to be planted, it pa)"s to set out grafted trees

then protect them from rabbits ani stock until thew are of sufficient size to
ake care of themselves. An investment of $2 or $2.50 for a grafted transplant is

small cost for a tree that will make heavy crops of large, easily cracked nuts for
40 years or more. ThOmA.S and. Ohio are the two old standbys, though~ new nt-Ulled
varieties are being tried A.Di tested. Some dq I h~pe we can do some nut breeding
work in Minnesota. It should pay huge dividendi in better eating.
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''lILL Y(')U PLANT SOFT comn

I
J

You know just as much about what the weRther is g~lng to be frClm here to Cctober

a8 I do. That i_ an unkn&wn factor ever,y fArmer faces with each successive season,

knowing it can make or break him. !Ie must "'epend en the law of aVerEl~8 in planning

his work so as to JCe.ke re~sonable allowance for wet or iry 1eRrs. Some people call

it gAmbling, some call it a "calcullited risk" , but the weather is al-81s a wild. card

in the deck,

We talk about corn catur1t1 liS lO5-~ or lao..day-juet as a matte~ of con-

venience, It does give some basis for comparison becau8e all of the vl'lrleties under

test are grown in the same field nnd in replicated plots. whioh is supposed or in

tended to equalize 80il differences as far as possible. The mathematics involved in

comparing plots in several loc~tions goes conslderab11 beyoni fourth grade arithmetic

and It lil not sure that I understnni it except in Fl. genara.l way. I'll leave thAt to

the experts. M¥ Job is to pick the seed which promises to give me the most' dr,

abelled corn next winter, ~t's what promotes pig pulchritude.

We do know that a corn vl\riety which w111 be down to 25~ moisture by SeptemberaJ

on one t)'po of soll may show la~ or 3~ moisture on other land, even though all were

planted the sace forenoon. .The nunbor of 1a18 from 8ee~ to maturity may be affected

by the hours of li~t. the intensit1 of tho sunshine, the distribution and amount of

rainfall as well as the texture ~~ fertility of the 80il. The "dRys" marKe~ on the

tage is an Fl.ttempt to avera~ Rli of these thin~B Rni set some sort of standari for

ecomparison. It %!leans thPt seed labeled 120 days will be later than corn marked.

110 iays.

IYe17 farmer must know his own land if he is to !!lake a wise choice of the var1et,

• I. ;. (MOD)
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which .ill give him the best not t-eturn. I lalow of one operator ,.,ho hart Boil of

leveral types and he told me that he foun'" it best to grow lA-te corn on the high

greund, early corn on the low ground anri in between on the si1e hills. He had tried

different branis and maturities in a small wq until he foun'" the ones which 11d the

best Job under the conditions prevailing on his particular farc.

It is only nP.tural tor farmers to like big ears of corn. For lever"l ye~rs when

we were comparing our new h¥brids wi th the best corn grown ln varlous counties.

Albert would come to, our field da.Ys with an armMo! cord wood. He grow a calico

dent with perfectly enormous OArs and ~e delighted to hold them up beside the small

~brid. ears and guess how many of each it would take to fill a wagon box. 'Ie all had

a lot of fun about it, and it took us several years to persuade hlm to plant some

h¥brid. J'1~ly he put in 5 acres. uAwB1' back trom the house where it wouldn't

bother him," and that was the lA.st of his celico dent. The h1brid produced more feed

per acre ani thRt r s what fattened his stock.

Big ears may be a si~ of low yle11., ThA,t may sound fuM1, but we're finding

that, for maxlmum returns. the rate of planting should be a1justed to the available

fertility and. big ears JIlB1 indlCA.te that there were not enough stalks on the acre to

get top ,blds. If ears average about t pound when crib dry, the rate of planting was

pretty close to right.

That brings us back to maturity again. Late corn may have larger ears than
early corn and when picked, the late stuff fl11s the wagon faster than the early. It
looks like a lot of feed--until it's dried. Then the 100 bushel yield ~ shrink
until the truck can only find 85 bushels to t~e from sheller to scale while the crib
of small ripe ears may pleaso the ownE)r with a go ad-sized overrun. Elevator operatcre
don It pq ver,y well for water in corn.

Last fall a lot of fait. were doing both plain and fancy worrying about soft
corn. That last burst of goo1 weather took most of it over the hump, but there is
Btill plenty of wet corn this spring to bother both shippers and feeders. When warm
weather comes, high-moisture corn will spoil in e. hurry, Of course, it can be ted
and if it t S not too bad, 1t can be sold, but there is alwB¥s a loss.

Still Itll bet a hot dol that a whole lot of folks will be planting late corne again, hoping the. t this year will be favorable and. the. t the big ears will get ripe.
Apparently t they like to worry and f1~re thA.t a few ext~ bushels in a good year
offset the loft corn in a poor season. It's their corn RUd no skln off ~ knuckles,
but we Ire planUng ear17 corn tairly thick, aiming at small ears, full maturity and
less worry next September,
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STUDY ON HOME ECONJMICS GRAIlJATES PUBLISHED

What is the average home economics graduate doing six years after she has

finished college? After six yea,rs' experience, what does she think of the home

economics education curriculum?

Those are only two of many questions answered in a study recently completed b.Y

Dr. ~lla J. Rose, acting director of the University of Minnesota ~chool of Home

Economics. The survey was made of a representative group of 181 young women six

years after their graduation from the home economics education curriculum of the

University of Minnesota.

Purpose of the investigation was to get informatinn which wouLd enable the

University to make its home economics education curriculum more appropriate to the

needs ~f its students. In addition, Dr. Rose felt that information describing

strengths and weaknesses of home economics teachers would be valuable in suggesting

characteristics of high school graduates who should be encouraged to enter teaching.

Only one out of three of the alumnae were still teaching six years after gradua-

tion, the study showed. Of these one-third had married but had continued to teach.

Five were teaching at the college level, but the majority continued to teach in

secondary schools, chiefly home economics \iith one or more additional subjects.

Almost half of the alumnae were devoting their entire time to homemaking~ .

Marriage was given as the chief reason for leaving the teaching profession, al
though low salaries and unsatisfactory community conditions were also cited.

The southern half of Minnesota supplied most of the home economics students in
the group and dreY{ most of the teachers. Only.5 per cent of the group took teaching
positions in cities of 100,000 or over, although a thirdof them came from larger
cities. Most of the graduates returned to teach in towns of less than 2,000 popula-
tion in the same parts of the state from which they had originally come.

The survey revealed that more than 90 per cent of the group had found it neces
sary to work for remuneration either before coming to college or while students.

Most of the home economics education students felt that their undergraduate
curriculum had generally been adequate, although a few omissions were mentioned.

The findings of Dr. Rose's study are reported in a bulletin, A Study of
Graduates of the University of Minnesota Home Economics Education Curriculum, to be
released on April 10 by the Bureau of hducational Research, College of Education,
University of MinnesNta.

A-8304-JBN
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WHITE MAN CRAZY

As this is written (April 11) the ground is white with new snow which covers

the dirty old drifts. The radio carries stories of homes flooded, livestock maroo~

feed destroyed and rivers on the rampage. BY the time you see it, I hope that the

roads will be dried off am passable again, the grain all seeded and the new corn

coming up. How we would welcome some hot sunshine today\

But perhaps while you're reading this, there will be rain pouring down outside.

We need it, because while most of our melting snow went down into the unfrozen

.ground, the deep subsoil is still dry and there are scant reserves of moisture for

August's expected drouth. If it isn't raining today, it probably will be in the

near future.

Have you ever gone out in a corn field during a hard spring rain? It's worth

watching. The pounding rain drops puddle the clay and make it almost impervious to

water. If it can't go down, it must run off and you'll see it, hunting for a stream.

Little runs and rills keep joining forces if they can get together, making ever

larger streams as they gather speed and power from the pressures behind. They hurry

down even the gentle slopes and meet in the sag between.

The shallow moving water picks up fine particles of clay as it goes along. The

tiny rivers can move grains of sam. Ls they grow, their energy increases so that

pebbles, small s tones am finally large boulders can be rolled along. These prOVide

cutting tools and the racing water cuts deep gashes and gullies wherever the volume

is great enough. If spread out over a flat meadow, its power is lost and its load of

silt deposited.

Pure clay and gravel provide the best medium for rapid runoff and quick cutting.

Soil well stocked with humus, roots and vegetable refuse offers many obstructions to
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a quick get away, and because the straw, roots, manure or cornstalks make the soil

more spongy, it takes the water more easily. Consequently there is less volume and

less speed in the part that gets away.

J.ll this is nothing new. It's as old as time but we have tried to ignore it

and hope that it wouldn't be serious in our time. J-·n article published in the

Agricultural Limestone Institute of hUgust 8, 1950, was sent me by E. P. Muller of

Mankato. It states the case better than I can put it. The Indian had the right

idea. It seems an Oklahoma farm paper published two pictures shmving a dilapidated

and deserted farm house and a field badly washed and gullied. The paper offered

prizes for the best essay suggested by the pictures. h Cherokee Indian won top

honors with the f ollordngl

"Both pictures show white man crazy. Make big tepee. Plow hill. Water wash.

Wind blow soil. Grass all gone, squaw all gone, papoose, too. No chuckaway. No

pig, no corn, no hay, no cow, no pony.

"Indian no plow ground. Keep grass. Buffalo eat grass, Indian eat buffalo.

Hidemake tepee, moccasins, too.

"Indian make no terrace, no build dam. All time eat. No hunt job, no hitch

hike, no ask relief.

"Great Spirit make grass. Indian no waste anything. White man much crazy."

That's the whole story in a nut shell. If we use the fertile land and our

other natural resources with intelligence, moderation and understanding, they will

support us for many generations to come. If we get greedy and abuse the privileges

with which we have been entrusted, a relentless Nature will starve us out, rebuild

our soil after a few thousand years and perhaps try the Indians again or at least

another race of men who may by that time have accumulated more sense than the present

incumbents.

There are important lessons to be learned by visiting a corn field during a
heavy rain. The story is enacted every time the clouds open their gates over un
protected soil. v~e can also get the contrast by visiting an area in sod where the
water has trouble getting through and generally comes out almost clear enough to
drink. It doesn't require a Ph.D. degree to see and understand wl1a.t is happening
but it's more comfortable to sit in an easy chair before a television set.
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ARE .IE WORTHY OF THEIR TRUST?

'~hen the Pilgrims landed in a new continent, their lot was hara but their faith

and integrity were great. They built well and earned the respect now generally

accorded them. Washington's anmy at Valley Forge endured terrific physical hard-

ships, but their faith in a new government where all men should be considered the

equal of kings before the law gave them the courage to endure.

Years later, when it seemed that this new nation might be split over the

question of liberty for men brought to these shores against their will, hmericans

again fought and died for the ideal of freedom and equality for all. Their faith in

this principle as something of greater value than peace, property, ·persona1 comfort

or even life itself sustained them on the battle field and in the difficult years of

reconstruction which followed.

Again the call to the colors found men ready to respond and we took the

Philippine Islands. ~ie can always be proud of what followed, This oppressed people

were educated, trained in self government and then given their independence as a

priceless possession which we enjoyed and felt that they too deserved. Such

generosity and devotion to the ideal of freedom for men and nations is unique in the

world's history. ~t helps to atone for some of the mistakes and errors of which the

United ~ates has too often been guilty.

In 1911 and again more recently, we spent blood and wealth freely in what we

believed to be a crusade for the preservation of the ideal of freedom for common men.

Young men subjected themselves to the rigors of the battlefield and the dangers of

the deep to keep the world free for democracy. Their part was well done and we are

proud of them, but we cant t be so proud of our own actions here at home, '.,e have

permitted the cankers of greed and intolerance to flourish under our own stars and
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.e stripes even while making such enormous sacrifices to check them elsewhere •

Much of the good we accomplished by force of arms was thrown away at Yalta

through incompetence, deception or, if we want to be charitable, call it misunder-

standing. "e have trusted the representatives of other nations even when we knew

that they had no respect for truth and that their ideals were similar to those which

we had just subdued at such cost. ~Ie have permitted their paid puppets to hold

positions of trust and responsibility in our government, even \men their affiliations

were known with reasonable certainty.

lIe have been guilty of moral decay, not only in high places but throughout our

whole governmental setup. This only reflects the careless indifference of the public

to problems outside the immediate orbit of individual endeavor. \'Ie have ignored or

excused inefficiency, graft and corruption because the men and women who were willing

to send their sons to war lacked the fortitude to undertake a housecleaning at horne.

We have fought for our ideals and principles on the battlefield but dodged our

responsibility as citizens.

On this Memorial Day, we pause (some of us) to pay honor to our men who have

given their lives that our ideals of freedom and representative government might be

preserved. Such honor becomes a mockery when those who stand with bared heads while

the stars and stripes go by are too lazy to vote, too indifferent to fight for hone~

and decency, too selfish to spend part of their effort preserving on all levels the

ideals, the integrity and the faith which our flag has always represented.

Perhaps these dead have died in vain. Perhaps history will record that this
great experiment in democracy, this attempt to give eyery man freedom and justice
before the law, failed miserably because when individual and national prosperity be
came too great, when living became too soft and too easy, the individuals who enjoyed
this hard-earned liberty were no longer capable of understanding and preserving the
ideals to which they gave only lip service.

If government "Of the people, by the people ani for the people" is to be a
reality in the future; if our flag and our nation are to mean what they meant to
Lincoln; if this country is to lead the world to the goal of peace and freedom fore everyone, then every man or woman who enjoys the fruit of such ideals must pay with

, personal sacrifice and effort the cost of such privileges. Money will never buy it.
Taxes will never pay for it. Good government must ,be the personal responsibility of
every individual who wishes to preserve and enjoy it.
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ANTIBIOSIS

Suppose we pick up a teaspoonful of good fertile soil and look at it carefully.

Unless an angleworm or a grasshopper larvae is perched in it, we can see only some

brown or black specks of varying size, perhaps a few grains of sand and a stray root

or two. It's just dirt and we toss it aside as uninteresting. That's just because

we don't know any better.

L trained pathologist can take our teaspoonful of dirt and under a microscope

he may find all sorts of things which he can identify by families as algae, fungi,

bacteria, protozoa or nematodes. In one day, a single individual of some of these

groups can start raising a family and if conditions are good, may be able to have a

million offspring before the sun sets. Our teaspoonful of fertile soil may contain

many million or even billion organisms, each a separate plant or animal, each capable

of reproducing in fantastic numbers--and each one needing food, air, moisture and a

suitable temperature. Most important of all, is food.

Many of these microscopic organisms eat decaying vegetable matter, tearing it

down, digesting it, changing the composition so that the elements can again be used

by plants. These tiny individuals live, eat and die in unbelievable numbers, swel-

ling their population when the weather is good, perishing in masses when conditions

are bad. Sane of the soil organisms are particular about their food and eat only

certain other inhabitants of the soil.

Some of our unseen plants and animals have no direct effect upon crops and some

•

can kill the plants we want to grow. Some change the acidity of the s oil. Some

secrete poisons, some get into plant roots as flax wilt does, and then our crops are

diseased, the yield is poor and we wonder what is the matter. There is constant

warfare between the micro-organisms as they struggle for food, moisture and air.
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They kill each other in vast numbers and the armies win out which find the best

conditions for feeding and multiplying.

Most of the soil organisms are on our side. In fact, without their aid we

couldn't grow trees, crops or grass at all. soil entirely free of these invisible

assistants is dead, lifeless and unproductive. ~iithout these unseen helpers, the

harmful organisms can build up such strength that susceptible crops cannot grow.

Flax wilt, muskmelon wilt, cabbage yellows are examples, and some attack wheat, oats,

barley and corn. They are hard to kill. Even cooking or steaming the soil will not

kill some families. The only way we em raise crops is to feed am encourage the

helpful ones which have the time, the power and the urge to clean house and rid the

soil of the injurious families. Fertile soil is clean and wholesome because these

teeming armies of beneficial organisms are thriving and active.

Now we have learned to grow some of these useful organisms in colonies and use
them to combat other diseases. Penicillin and" a long list of similar "drugs" are
only preparations made from certain molds which have lived in the soil, perhaps since
time began. 1':e are using them every day in our fields and now they prove equally
valuable in the hospital, the medicine cabinet and to make runt pigs grow faster.
They're not new, We have just become aware of their value and how to use them.

Some day we may be growing these useful organisms in such quantities that we
can add them to our soils to prevent losses from plant diseases. 6.t present, this
is too expensive and 60 we're confined to encouraging their natural growth and in
creasing their numbers by making their environment as comfortable and happy as
possible. First, we must feed them. Barnyard manure, plant residues such as straw,
leaves, corn stalks and especially grass roots supply them with the munitions of war.
~ny kind of dead vegetable or animal matter is meat and potatoes to them. They can't
fight out battles without constant supplies of new material to work on.

The other favorable conditions we can.provide come more or less naturally with
an ample supply of food. Plenty of humus in the soil makes it more spongy so that
it lets moisture go down to the subsoil. It also holds more of the water where it
can beused quickly. Plenty of humus helps to aerate the soil so that the beneficial
organisms won't smother. Rotation of crops gives the molds a chance to kill disease
organisms before they have another chance to work on their favorite hosts. Above
all, grass crops and legumes encourage the unseen helpers to multiply and clean up
our deadly enemies.

It all adds up to good farming, just what we've always known should be done.
This just helps us to know why it is so important. ~iho knows how many other
mysteries are still hidden in that teaspoonful of soil?

This is based on an article in Minnesota Farm and Home science, Oct., 1950,
by Dr. J. J. Christensen of the University of Minnesota.
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IT'S FENCE POST TIME

Some people see only the ruts and chuckholes as they speed along our highways.

Others take time to note an attractive farmstead, a fine herd of cattle, or a nice

grove of trees. A few will admire a good pasture., a well-tilled field, an even stan

of new grain shooting up or a farm laid out on contours. Those of us who have the

responsibility of keeping our stock where they belong may even see the fences we pass.

A plank fence, all painted white, catches the eye from a distance and marks its

owner as one who probably has an ample supply of cash or credit and uses some of it

to make his home a thing of beauty. Plank fences are perhaps ideal for most purposes

but present prices for lumber make their general use prohibitive. Then there are

straight, tight, woven wire fences, a pleasure to behold with a barbed wire or two on

top to cut the cost and discourage stock from riding them down. Such fences are ex-

pensive to put up but, if they will serve for 20 years, the annual cost may be

reasonable.

At the other extreme, we see a few rusty, broken wires, stapled here and there

to tired, Zigzag posts of every size, shape and condition of decrepitude. These

fences only serve as a marker to show the pasture's inhabitants the bounderies of

their domain and challenge them to reach the greener grass just beyond. ~uch fences

require endless patching and time-consuming round-ups of stray animals.

One thing common to every fence, be it of high or low degree, is a series of

posts to hold the wire more or less erect. Steel posts are common now. They cost a

little more than wooden posts as a rule, but they are comparatively easy to drive,

e easy to pull if the fence must be moved. They are the ultimate in uniformity and if

left undisturbed, may stand for 20 years. So far, so good, but if an inquisitive cow

leans hard against such a post while reaching for an elusive buttercup just beyond
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to straighten properly.•
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Wooden posts don't bend as easily as steel posts and are generally more desir-

able for stock fences. The trouble is to get posts which will last. ~le have white

cedar posts which are still standing after 30 years, but the white cedar we have

purchased in the last 10 years do not have such lasting qualities except for occasion-

al posts. Split white oak posts of heart wood have fairly good durability but do

not have the straightness and uniformity which make a fence most attractive. Black

locust posts are strong, last 20 years or more and are easy to grow--except that the

borers kill them, often before they reach post size.

As post timber becomes more scarce and the price goes up due to higher and

higher costs of labor and transportation, farmers will be driven to use steel posts--

or use locally grown stuff of inferior species. ~t least we used to call cottonYlood,

tamarack, maple or basswood inferior material for posts, but now it is possible to

make them last up to 25 years by treatment.

Painting posts with creosote is probably a waste of time. Soaking will do some

better, but to get a real job, the preservative should be used in a hot and a cold

soak, pref~rab1y under va~uum. This practically eliminates this as a farm job, but

when properly done by a processing plant, such posts rate as A-1. Several other

materials may be more practical as post preservers for farm use, but pentachloro-

phenol--ca1led penta-is perhaps the most popular at present.

The preservative is simply a poison that keeps bacteria from rotting the wood
at ground level ~here conditions are most favorable for their growth. In order to
be effective, the dope must penetrate the wood deeply--a~comp1ete job all the way
through is best. Wood is more or less receptive to penta, depending on the species
of tree which made it. ifuite cedar is. highly resistant and needs a 48-hour treatment
or more. Tamarack posts 3 inches in diameter will generally soak clear through in

24 hours. One can tell how good the job is by splitting a post and taking a look.

-Ie can grow our own posts quickly and cheaply with fast-growing trees, then by
treating make thE:lIl last like the very best varieties. Now that we have mechanical
post hole diggers and mechanical drivers to do the hard work--better fences are

~ possible. Of course, for cattle, electric fences are still cheaper and more easily
moved. Farmers won't be licked by their fencing problems--and the tired old barbed
wire invitation to adventure is on the way out.

This is based on reports by J. R. Neetzel of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station, University Farm, st. Paull. Hels the fence post expert.
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PEEK-A-BOO IN THE CORN FIELD

It must be lonesome for the little corn plants, countless millions of which are

just peeking above the soil to see what is going on in this big world. True, there

are usually three or four of them huddled together, and three feet and two inches

away perhaps they can spy similar hills in the orderly ranks which mark the shaky

trails left by the corn planter. The rows indicate the ability of the driver to

follow a straight line. How few can do itl

The tender spiral of corn leaves has pushed aside the heavy clods and at last

reached the sunlight, which causes them to spread their arms and turn green as

countless generat~ons of corn plants have done before them, but it must be a fright-

ening experience. Do they worry about the wire worms waiting to gnaw their roots or

eat the heart out of the mother kernel? Can they hear the cutworm inching along in

search of some green fodder to chew? Do they visit with the helpful angleworm who

carries mineral-loaded clay to the surface in exchange for bits of old straw as he

constantly wanders through the soil?

Suppose a pheasant hears a grub worm wiggling its way up close to the young corn

roots, with a summer's feed in prospect. Suppose the pheasant digs a hole to find "l

the grub and happens to uncover a kernel of corn. Can you blame the bird for balanc-

ing grub chops with corn fritters? The bird just wants double wages when he has to

excavate as well as pick for a liVing. i£ter all, he had a hard winterl

Such dangers beset the little corn plant from all directions. If he survives

the underground herbivore and the predatory birds, mice, rabbits, gophers, gray

~ gophers, pocket gophers, grasshoppers, aphids and ear worms, there are a host of

disease organisms with fearful names such as gibberella and diplodia waiting to pounce
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on tender roots and sappy stalks. A careless cultivator shovel may cut needed roots,

toss out a whole hill after weeks of hard growing or cover it with dirt which has the

same effect. h stray cow may come along and destroy months of honest effort. Even

if the youngster endures or escapes these ever-present hazards, the corn borers will

get him, "If he don't watch out."

L plant can't run and can't fight. It must just grow as fast as possible, hop-

ing to keep ahead of enemies or overwhelm them by sheer force of numbers. iwith all

of these strenuous experiences and possible calamities to worry about, when the soil

is cold and the weak sun fails to lend encouragement, there must be a lot of scared

and lonesome plants in the big field when darkness settles down and the whole world

goes black. I wonder what they dream about, and do they shiver in their cold wet beds?

Who ever heard of a corn plant giving up without a good struggle to survive?

Perhaps they have courage and optimism in their sap and, instead of dreading the

dangers which may destroy, they hurry to put out m0re leaves, anticipating the clear

hot days to come when they get big enough to nod to their neighbors and whisper all

the latest gossip as the welcome breeze sends ripples and waves hurrying up the hill.

Perhaps they dream of the fat golden ears that will eventually hang in such profusion

as each stalk comes to the end of the road, with its job well done.

We who watch so carefully as the corn grows and develops realize that our own

income and welfare depend to a large extent upon its thrift and ability to meet the

hardships as they come. We help as best we can, but we couldn't make much of a crop

with timid, lazy or despondent corn stalks. We have small regard for the suckers,

barren stalks or the nubbin producers. We won't grow a variety of corn ~hich quits

when the going gets tough.

The plants we admire are those which work the hardest and, in spite of troubles
~which test their toughness, go on to set long rows of deep, oily kernel~ which are
.., sound and mature when the season's work is completed. ~e, the caretakers of the corn

plants, have dangers and discouragements to meet also. Will we produce good ears or
nubbins?
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OFF THE BEES KNEES

Near the office door we have a bee tree. Where the inhabitants find room to

store sufficient honey for winter food, I have no idea, but they do it. Their

entrance into the old oak is about head high, 80 we can occasionally put an ear to

their door during the cold weather and check on the low, sleepy hum which tells us

all is well.

Last winter several hundred bees must have eaten all the honey in their parti

cular "room" and faced starvation. At any rate they flew out and their dead bodies

littered the clean snow. We feared that our friends were in trouble, but when the

first warm days arrived, the air by the bee tree was crowded with jet planes, taking

part in an aerial field meet. Apparently, the bees forget how their home appears

from the outside and they have to look it over so that each separate distinguishing

feature will be perfectly familiar from every possible angle.

But what I started to write about was pollen. Bees are so interesting that they

always get me off on the wrong wing. I don't know whether Nature regards bees as

"causel! or "effect", but without them, the plant life on this old planet would change

in a hurry, because bees (and other insects) are one of the principal means of moving

pollen from where it is produced to where it is needed. That's a big job and most

important to city folks as well as farmers.

Pollen consists of the male reproductive cells from flowering plants. It is

usually a dust-like material, the individual cells too small to see unaided, but the

nmnbers so fantastic that it can be collected by the pound. The pollen grains cover

a wide range in size, from 1/3000 up to 1/100 of an inch. "In shape, the grains may

be globular, ellipsoidal, po1yhedral, in the form of a dumbbell or have the shape of

a wickerwork basket. The outer coat may be banded, ribbed or checkered am beset
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with sharp teeth, spines, pric1cles or knobs." Y
"Some pollen grains are provided with wings for Wind transportation. Others are

light and apparently full of gases.-The color ranges from white through all the

col&rs of the spectrum to almost black." 21 Most wonderful of all, each pollen grain

carries 1/2 of the accumulated inheritance of all its ancestors.

Nature prodUces pollen grains in lavish disregard for econauy. For example, a

peony might have 174 stamens with each anther carrying an estimated 21,000 pollen

grains-and except for the plant breeders, peony pollen is entirely wasted. The air

in a corn field is thick with pollen when the tassels are maturing, to be sure that

the required graina will fallon each of the 800 to 1200 individual silks from every

potential ear. Fran earliest spring until well along in the summer, the air is full

of pollen, am insects are dusty with its innumerable kinds and varieties, all

searching for a waiting ovule from a similar species.

Pollen is a high protein food for insects. Pollen and honey are to a bee what

alfalfa and corn are to a cow. lfuen egg laying and larva feeding begin in the spr1nr.

worker bees search frantically for pollen to make bee bread for the youngsters. We

see them coming hane with their leg baskets packed with pellets and mow that in the

process of collecting it, they unintentionally may have carried the tiny cells to a

hundred receptive stigmas. It is ons of Nature's moet effective means of cross-

fertilization. She willingly pays a million perfect pollen grains to make possible

one apple.

What instinct instructs the bees from one swarm to concentrate on apple blossans
today or this week and all switch to basswood together? It is eas,y to see why this
is important, because apple pollen won't fertilize basswood blossoms, but how do the
bees know it? How can a pollen grain from our front door walnut tree find its way to
a minute spot on the S4th twig on the 3200 limb of another walnut a quarter mile
away?

ItI s just one of Nature IS infinite variety of plans, methods, means and proces
ses whichshould stimulate our interest, arouse our admiration and confirm our faith
in the God who arranged such a wohderful world for us to enjoy.

Y A.B.C. of Beekeeping.

Y U.S.D.A. News Bulletin
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MAKE HAY - RAIN OR SHINE

Know the best way to make it rain in Minnesota? Just get a nice cutting of

alfalfa hay about dry enough to store and water pours down out of a clear skyL At

least it seems that way. We always knew that rain didn't help make the cut forage

aqy more attractive, and it certainly didn't improve its feeding value. However, we

couldn't control the weather, so our patient cows had to take whatever the elements

left.
Now the government research workers have tested the stuff before and after

bleaching, to prove that it was even worse than we suspected. Field-cured hay that

has been out in the rain has lost half of its protein. We grow the crop and go to

all the work of storing it, but throwaway half the feeding valueL That's almost

like hauling a load of ground feed to the cow barn am then throwing every other

scoopful down the well. No womer everyone these days is trying to figure out some

way to save this lost feedl

Some day we may learn better methods, but, at present, grass silage and flue-

cured hay s eero to be the most popular means of ge:tting most of the high-priced

part of the forage crop into the cow. Of course, good pasture comes first in

efficiency and lowest in cost, but in Minnesota the grazing isn't so good from

September to June, so we who wait on the cows have to do a lot of work they'd rather

do for themselves if possible. Grass silage comes as close to pasture as we have

been able to think up so far. It can be used as the only roughage, but most of us

think the cows do better if they have some dry material along with it, so we feed

hay, too.

e . Making silage is essentially a canning process. vJe have all sorts of "cans"

used. There are upright silos, pit silos, trench silos and silage piles in every

possible variation and cOOlbination imaginable. In other words, the "can" is
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relatively unimportant and may be made to fit almost any situation. It's the feed in

4Ite grass silage that counts, and here it is generally agreed that three things are

important'

1. Cut the forage at the right time. It may not necessarily be at the stage
of highest total weight, but catch it as near the most palatable stage as possible.
i.sk the cows when that is.

2. Keep out the air. Generally, the finer it is cut, the easier it is to
pack tightly. In piles there will be some loss on the edges. The closer it comes
to Ma's airtight canning, the less the feed loss will be. If air gets to the wet,
green material, it will rot or bum instead of stopping at the "pickle" stage.

3. Be sure the moisture is between 60 and 7rJ1,.
one might imagine. Simple squeeze testers can be made
hang of it. A wet load can be offset by a drier loadt
about right.

That's not as difficult as
until exPerience gives the
but the average should be

If the silage is too wet, the juice will run off and waste some feed. It may
also get too sour, lose palatability and freeze into a solid mass. If it is too dry,
it will rot or burn. Of course, ideal conditions seldom come just when we want them,
so if the grass must be put up too wet, molasses or ground corn and cob meal can be
added as preservative. Sometimes drier stuff can be mixed in to soak up the extra
juice.

Books have been written about hay drying and there is still much to learn
about the job. We have stored hay at 16% moisture one hour after it was cut. That
makes good hay, but the cost of load drying is heavy and a lot of equipment is needsd..
It takes power or fuel or both to drive water out of hay, so we try to let the sun
do part of it. v{e try to let it wilt until it's limp, but not until the leaves are
dry enough to shatter. Then we pile it up and finish the job with power machinery.

Here again three things are worth watching. 1. Eight feet is about the
maximum distance air can be economically pushed through chopped hay. If it is very
wet, this is too much. The finer the chop, the tighter it packs. Cut as long as
possible for drying.

2. Lir will follow the easiest road out.
arranged so that resistance to the fan pressure
pile. We tried a lot of tricks we thought were
any of them.

The material to be dried must be
is about equal in all parts of the
smart but didn't fool the air with

3. Water in the hay must be evaporated and pushed out of t he way. The drier
the air, the more moisture it vdll pick up. The more air there is going through the
hay, the faster the moisture will be carried away. The amount of hay to be dried in
one batch must be adjusted to the amount of air the fan will push tp~ough against
pressure. Heated air will do the job faster and we think there should be furnace·
capacity sufficient to raise the outside temperature 30°.

We've had lots of fun trying to save the protein we grow in the alfalfa field
And get it to the cow in a fonn she will enjoy. Ten years from now our present
~thods will probably look mighty crude, but we are fair~ well satisfied that we're

getting better feed from grass silage and flue-cured hay.
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We have a diploma, and surely some business man will be anxious to have our

inferred was a certificate showing that we were "educated" and now ready to save the

The build-up over graduation may lead some young people to regard a diploma as

are proud of them.

It reminds some of us of an occasion in the dim aOO distant past when we

that the road ahead might not be paved with rose petals, but we were more worried

world fran all of its ills by applying our skill, information and wisdan to the many

future will be most happy.. Not only their parents, but all interested spectators

Bless theml I congratulate these young people on their accomplishment and hope their

which we tried not to yawn too obviously and finally receiYed the diploma which we

marched down the aisle to slow music, sat through a speech of good advice, during

gowns and all with ceremonies, rituals and dignity appropriate to the occasion.

This month another crop of boys and girls are \I graduatingII , some with caps and

eVidence that they are now "educatedll and consequently qualified to answer all

happily ever after. Perhaps it's a good thing for a person to feel that way once or

twice in a lifetime. It's a grand and glorious feeling. Of course, there may be

some minor difficulties about immediate finances, love affairs and the fact that Dad

is reluctant to have us use the car as much as we think proper, but state bUdgets,

United Nations, the war and politics are all capable of easy solution. We have the

.swers all prepared, in-case we are asked.

services and pay well for our ability. We don I t expect to be president of the concem
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ust at first-it will take a little while to learn all of the angles, but we can

easily visualize the board of directors listening in amazement as we explain our

sure-fire plans for doubling sales and putting production on a sound and efficient

basis. surely a diploma entitles the graduate to a managerial position and a good

pay check.

. We once employed a graduate with ideas somewhat along these lines. I can stUl

remember the blank stare on his face when I told him, "You I ve finished a certain

course of study. Now forget that you ever went to school. Here's a job to be done

and we have spent 20 years working out certain ways of doing it. Do it our way until

you are perfectly familiar ,lith it. In a year or so, if you see ways of doing it

better, we'll talk it over.." It was a hard jolt, but he took it and made good. A

college graduate, fresh from the halls of learning, applied for a job and I set him

to washing windows. He washed them well-and. now, 20 years later, he l s behind a

desk, capable of carrying managerial responsibUity.

It may be a rude shock to the fresh new diploma-holders when they discover how

skeptical the world in general can be toward such evidences of "education." Hard
headed business men don~t hold a diploma against a prospective employee. They want

the men and women who have had the discipline of setting out on a course and finish
ing the work required, but they have seen too many "half-baked" graduates. Education

is a life-long process of mental growth which fonnal school training is designed md

intended to help, but it is not absolutely essential. i. diploma simply indicates

that the bearer has been exposed to certain infonnation am experiences. .whether the

inoculation "took" will be decided by the results.

. Education has been defined in hurxireds of scholarly phrases. To me, it means
good balance, a continual search for new infoI'mation, coupled with the ability to
use the acquired knowledge for personal happiness and the good of others. The three
people I have intimately known who seemed to have the best "education" from my view
point were a college professor, a business man and a common, ordimry wife am mother.
None of them could boast a high school diploma, but they seemed to have a purpose and
enjoy life as they found it. Even at ripe old age they were learning new skiJls,
broadening their vision, hunting for truth, am, with all of their self-improvement,
living lives of cheerful, helpful tolerance and understanding.

So that is my wish for all of the new graduates. They have the big world befo%8
hem am they will 800n find that their best efforts and intentions won't change it
ch. But they can direct their own personal lives, earning happiness and satis

faction from finding new worlds to conquer through good reading and experience, doing
their humble daily tasks the very best they know how and giting freely of their
strength, wisdom am ability in the service of others. By 1991, we'll know whether
our new graduates are "educated."
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THIS IS MINEI

Mr. Sharp is a big collie dog, responsible for picking up things the boss care

lessly drops and protecting him from cottontail rabbits and squirrels who might

scare him. Sharpie pays little attention to cars but gives a warning bark when

strangers appear on foot. He nearly scared the new paper boy into paralysis until

Jim discovered that all Sharpie wanted was to help carry the paper bag.

The pup seems to consider he l s helping whenever he can carry something. He'll

escort JIa to the garden and stomp allover flowers am tomatoes in the hope that she

will give him a cucumber, an ear of corn or even a flower to carry back to the house.

He watches for Pa to drop a glove or hand him a folded paper. If none of these is

forthcoming, he nips a corner of his coat or the slack in his overalls and tries to

assist in the general progress. The fact that he tri~s the old man occasionally

doesn't discourage his wish to be helpful.

In order to enjoy his work to the fullest extent, he drops ms load, looks it

over carefully for sigr.s that it may try to escape, then seizes it again and runs in

a wide circle, just to show what marvelous tasks he could perform if necessity re-

quired. One day Pop gave him a folded newspaper. There was a high wind. lIr. Sharp

laid it down-but that's another story.

Ua fusses a bit about how much the horse-sized canine requires in the way of

food. She claims it warps her food budget out of all proportion, to which Pa replies

with pointed remarks about the hamburger, fresh fish and other delicacies purchased

for the cat which is Ma's special department, It's just fussing, because Mr. Sharp,

e Suan-and Fa-all carry the evidenoe of her proficiency in providing palatable

•

provender in positive abundance. Ribs don't shoW on any of us.

In spite of our corpulence, Ma worries if arr:r of us go orf feed. That almost
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Jiiver happens to Pa, and Ma kids him about h~ bulging waistline-or what used to be

~s waistline-but sometimes Mr. Sharp has other duties which interfere with the

process of consuming his daily meal. He eats a few bites, escorts Pa on a round of

the hog house, the sheep barn and other places of interest and then dashes back for

another snack-and perhaps a chance to finish the eat's breakfast-before resuming

his job as supervisor. Perhaps there are other reasons which our limited powers of

observation have failed to discover.

One day a couple of dogs from the neighbor's house came to look the place over

and possibly discover some cached bones or a rabbit too unwary to start fast for the

brush pile. This is not unusual. vie have canine visitors in considerable numbers

and sometimes with embarrassing frequency. These particular pups came to the back

door and discovered Sharpie's meal alone and unguarded. Eureka1 They dove in with

great gusto. Then some sixth sense warned Sharpie that all was not well and he

loped to the house on a tour of investigation.

The strays gobbled until the last possible minute, then took to their heels in
a hurry as the big collie, weighing twice as much as both intruders put together,
came dashing up with great fangs bared and the authority of ownership to enforce his
claims. Then ensued a remarkable game. The strays separated. 'Ihen Sharpie chased
one, the other ate and vice versa. Finally, in desperation, he just stood over the
pan of food and glared. The strays sat down at a respectful distance and licked
their chops.

Dogs are sometimes so human in their reactions that they amuse us by acting like
people we know~ Do they always act like their closest associates? Here was Sharpie
with a pan of food he didn't want, but still he objected even more strenuously to
letting the hungry pups have it. He couldn't chase both at once and he couldn't
leave to do his own work. The problem of international relations in Korea could be
no more complex. We could almost hear his brain working.

Finally the solution occurred to himl He took a few gulps and then licked the
pan clean. He wasn't hungry, but no strays could come in and consume his groceriesL
With a great air of superior indifference, he flounced his tail at the visiting
proletariat and trotted off about his business.

In some ways our sympathies were with Mr. Sharp. He was only protecting his own
property and has eminent legal authority to justify his actions. If he had allowed
the strays to eat his food, they might have made the practice a regular routine. On
the other hand, it makes us wonder what kind of an example ne humans have set for .eun-or are our a ctions and generosities dictated by the same instincts and feelings
as those which govern the four-footed animals? There were hungry people in India!
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~e Internal Situation

several people have expressed interest in the ws:y things are going here at

the farm with dogs, ducks. horses and kids. ~lese matters are of little moment

outside our m'1n back yard, but perhaps some few readers will get a chuckle out of

the family doings.

First. to bring t.~e duclt: doings up to date, Gertie's 'second try went better

than the first in that she hatched six and got them well started. Then Peggy and

her family came to vieit, bringing Dusty ~le Cocker ~o look after Ricky, ~le fireball

two-year-old. Well, Dusty's lil-nCestors "rere great hunters. and t\.,ro trips across the

yard ended Gertie's little troubles and developed her wings_

In July we were wondering why ClementinG I s eg~s didn' t hatch. A friend

wrote a most consoling letter after the story was published. I've know him for 30

years and thought he was possibly a bit on the hard-boiled side, but his sympathetic

letter revealed the soul of a poet. I quote ---

"\!e too are concerned about Clementine and her elaborate but unrewarded

accouchement. Probably the trouble is that she was a Great Planner--given to cultur-

al oourses where she no doubt attended a ,Sanger lecture. Her planning for the

Better Life induced her schemes for a deluxe apartment in the hen house. To her

mind, Gus and Laz were non-eugenic, unhygienic and just plain unnecessary nuisances.

Like all perfectionists, she found that she had neglected some obtrusive reality."

I took this obviously fair and constructive conmmnication out to Clementine

and explained to her the error of her ws:ys. She only gave a derisive quack and

flew "8l', but since then, I have seen her in the constant company' of Lazarus.
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Sheep are funny aniTIals. They can act so dumb at times that their human chef

especially if they get out of the beaten path into loose snow, The majority are big

Itls a good idea to look them over carefully, for the annual harvest is

man's ability to move them when they see no reason to respond.

flock will make a mess of the grain cleaning operations, but it's almost beyond a

they are remarl::ably smart, Leave the g;ranary door open 10 minutes and the whole

and housekeeper gets exasperated almost to the point of profanity~ In other ways

barks. Others are showing their age and it requires a little effort to keep pace,

It's interesting to watch the procession of corpulent ladies as they file past,

Some are young and skittish, ready to jump if Sharpie 2ives one of his deep bass

them to a choice bite of grass or a cache of spilled oats somewhere about the yard.

and strong, placidly intent on folloTIing the leader in the hope that she will lead

approaching and our returns will depend to a large extent on the health, condition

and ability of these ewes '. They represent our best efforts in breeding, feeding,

selection and management for all the years past. If we've done everything right and

no unusual trouble develops, those 80 ewes should present us with 120 lambs next

month. If they wean them and raise them, we'll take the complbuents as good mana- ,/

gers.. If everything goes ha~~ire, we'll have a lot of extra work and worry, but' of

course, the blame 'will all be placed on "bad luck .."

All fail these ewes have lived a life of "Eat, sleep and exercise. t1 After the

crops were in, they ranged far and wide, picking such ample living from fence rows,

cornfields and roadsides that they spurned our feed bunk offerings. Since the snow

came, they have accepted our menu although we have put the silage half a mile away



ent dollars. If the government back bone stiffens after election and widespread

controls are enforced, the debts m~v not be so easy to liquidate. Who knows what

1951 will bring?

The \'1Orld seems to have moved closer to Socialism or Communism. Great :Britain

is financing her great experiment in public ownership wi th Alnerican dolltU's and

that means the United States has to tax returns from free enterprise to the point

where risk investment becomes too dubious to be attractive. Why take chances on a

loss when even though the enterprise succeeds, there can be no compensating profit?

Newspapers and politicians have scraamed for econony--alwa-.vs on the part of

":Big business" or "Wall Street." "Economize arvwhere and everywhere--except on my

pet projects" has been the slogan. Just how v-dll we get our steel, automobiles or

war equipment without ":Big business? n The small busihess man m. th $5,000 to invest

can never buy a.n iron mine, build. an open hearth furnace or tool up to make tanks

and planes. Isn't government the biggest business of all these d~vs? Why not

restrict it a little?

'- So the year has come and gone, with its merry-go-rounds, tilt-a-whirls,

ferris ~heel8 and roller coasters in private and public affairs. Each of us has had

Borne 'bumPs, bune pleasures, some thrills and some disappointments. It a.ll adds up

to experience•. Wave muddled through, as usual, and reach the end of another year

with 150 million P~ulation, all of us rea~v and uillins to kick and gripe, but not

too many anxious t03tart a program of austeritY-at home, where it will hurt.

Thus 1950 goes 1DoVTn the hatch." Fnreuell-and m~v the lessons learned bear

fruit in 1951, whi will soon be here whether we welcome it or not. With Faith,

Hope and Charity our guideposts, may ue resolve to do our part a 11ttle better

• because of our JJ t experience.
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A BULL IS STRONG

Fern's Dairyman 2nd was a white Milking Shorthorn bull with a fine spread of

horn and about 2200 pounds of bologna behind them. One day he was out in his exer-

cise lot, where the sun got hot and flies pestiferous. For some reason, no one had

taken the time to put him back in the barn as was the custom and the lack of atten-

tion irked him.

The fence consisted of fir two by sixes, five high, spiked to big posts set

8 feet apart. It looked strong and it was strong, but when the old boy got tired

of waiting, he just put his head down and walked through them as calm and unconcerned

as though they were store cord. I happened to be going past the yard and saw the

whole thing.

1. loose bull sometimes makes trouble, so I started for the barn door to let

him in, but he got there first. The fact that it was shut didn't seem to occur

to him. vie thought it was a good stout door, but he just walked through like the

cartoon pictures, leaving a large hole decorated with splintered wood where the

door had been. He ambled on into his stal1--and I shut the gate.

He was a good-natured old fellow fortunately. One day I was working with

the sheep when I heard Shorty calling. I went to find her and my heart tried to

climb out for air. She had come through the horse barn and was in the middle of

the shed where we had a half dozen old sows, a couple of colts and this old bull

running loose. j.s I opened the gate, the four-year old girl in her bright red coat

_-,s picking her way through this assembly of livestock. She went around the sows

and the colts dashed out, but the big bull stood squarely in her way, his huge head

down to inspect this insect approaching him. I didn't dare move, it might start
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something, but the tiny girl looked up at him without a trace of fear. "Get out

er my way, you big bull;" and he moved aside.

Vihen I Vias a boy plowing corn on a hot day, a couple of the ;'ni~us bulls in our

pasture got to fighting and one pushed the other throutsh the fence. I tied my

team at the e'1d of the row 8.nd Vlent after him with the little switch used for uncov-

ering corn. He was on the prod, bellowing and pawing, but I gave him a 'whack and

he started back to the pasture. I intended to open the gate and let him through,

but 'when he caine to the fencc--good barb 'Hire on stout posts--he just 'Halked through

it, zing, zb[;--the two center ilirts snapping ".hen he hit them Witil his chest. I

looked ~t my little stick and felt foolish.

One rainy day I decided that the head of our ht;rd should have his toe nails

trimmed. This time it was a four-year-old weighing about a ton. Grant led him out

with a bull staff and we arranged a he&vy rope in two balf hitches. Tv/a of the

men pulled on the rope and he lay down as he was supposed to. So far, so good, but

to be sure, another hel.f.ler bulldogged him by the horns and Grant sat on his head.

He waf, cluiet so there seemed no need of tying his feet and I Vit..mt to work with the

On the sc;cond foot, I must have cut a little too deep. He jumped up like a

cat on a hot griddle, scattering men in all directions and ,~1irled around to look

me in the eye. I had about the same sensation I had when it dawned on :ilG that,

with a sp&de, I had chopp8d in two a stick of dynamite that h<:<d a cap in it. The

boys on machine gun ridge in Kor(;a couldn't have been more scarod. But nothinG

happcr:Gd, so Grant recovered the bullstaf'f, we laid hj.m down again and finished the

job--very carefully.

Such cxpericnc8s lead me to have a greut r0spect for bulls. One can hardly
imHginc how quickly such a mOUl1tain of meat can move Hhen thE; occasion reouires and
the potential pOVll:r in those ;;reat muscles js almost beyond belief. They '''mind''
the flimsy fences from habit more than necessity. The ~bility of a m<.:m to control
such an animal might be compared to the engineer driving a huge locomotive. The

_tronge;,.t arm would ~e o~ no avail. The corltrol must COTile: through skill and will
Wow€r. :.fhcn the 8DglnG ,lumps th~~ track or a bull gets ugly, a man has little chance.

J"s J lean over the ft::nce and scratch the ears of our presc:nt "Lord of the
cattle yf;.rd, tl it j.s interuiting to speculo.te what he could do to me--if he wanted
to.
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FOUR UFi~ PROFESSORS RETIRE

Immediate Release

Four professors on the st. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota whose

services to the institution total 130 years will be among retiring staff members who

will be honored on two occasions Monday, June 18.

C. H. Bailey, dean of the University's Department of Agriculture, announced

today the retirement of W. Mo Sandstrom, professor of agricultural biochemistry;

C. L. McNelly, associate professor and supervisor of county agent work in north-

western Minnesota; J. B. McNulty, assistant professor and extension economist; and

J. B. Torrance, assistant professor of agricultural engineering.

They will be honored at a st. Paul cronpus retirement luncheon on Monday noon

and will receive certificates of merit at 2:50 p.m. the same day in Coffman Memorial

Union on the Minneapolis campus.

Sandstrom, of 1523 Branston, St. Paul, retired with the rank of professor

emeritus on March 31. He joined the University staff in 1920 as a teaching assistant.

hfter serving as insturctor, assistant professor and associate professor, he became

a full professor in 1941.

McNelly and McNulty will both retire June 30. McNelly, while retiring as

county agent supervisor, however, has accepted an appointment which will keep him

on the state extension service staff for six months as program co-ordinator.

McNelly, a resident of ~noka, joined the University staff in 1917 as a county-

agent-at-large. Before becoming supervisor, he also served as county agent in Dodge

and Fillmore counties.

McNulty, of 2124 Coma ~v., st. paul, began his association with the University
in 1921 as agricultural agent in iunona cOtmty. He bec~e extension economist in
1934.

Torrance, of 3744 Portland hV., Minneapolis, will retire June 15. He became a
staff member in 1916 and was named to his present post in 1919.

Other retiring workers in the University Department of ~.griculture who will be
honored Monday are Lrthur Schiller, poultry worker, wiest Central School and station,
Morris; Henry Felt, carpenter, Cloquet Forestry Experiment Station; ~lbin J. Strom,
1329 Van Buren j"ve., St. Paul, laborer; and V!alter iihite, 196 :Minnehaha J.ve.,
St. Paul, laborer.

A-8396-RR
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,- :BOB HOJGSON'S FARM TALkS -1
t

1 B,y R. E. Hodgson, Superintendent
t Sout~east Experiment Station
I University of Minnesota
I Waseca, Mtnnesota

O:B~RVE YOUR PASTURE

Last spring we figll1'ad we were all Bet with plenty of pasture, a.rranged for rota

tion grazing. We intended to put up the possible June excess as 81la~ to piece out

in August if we had a hot dry summer. Our plans looked good--on paper.

:But, "The best laid plans" of cows and men often go h~lre because the weather

never seems to follow "normal" patterns. That ls, it doesn't alw~s do what we have

been led to expect. The only invariable rule is that itt s not apt to be just what we

ha.ve pla.'"lned. Sometimes it even forgets to rain on the day of the SundA1 Sebool

picnio.

We had lots of pa.sture re~dy for the cows. Then the 18te winter snow descended

into the unfrozen ground, heavy spring rains added to the subsoil moisture, the temp-

erature was cool--and our hay crops set out to show us just what ml'l.sses of forage

they could produce. when candi.tions were favorable. As one of the boys put it, "There

are 35 cows which h.'1tre been chewing on one a.lfalfa plant for 2 months and they CAn

hardly keep even with it". That may be ~ slight exaggeration, but it 1s a fact that

12 acres of alf'a.lf~-a18ike-t1mothy-bromepA.sture made more feed than 35 cows could

eat in over a month. We clipped another 12 acres and put the cows in there when 1t
/

was ready, but we could have ~de h~ on the first ppsture.

Mennwhile we were swamped with h~--~1 rain. With over 150 acres planned for

h?y and pasture, we found that we had almost 150 /'tcres of hay to put up--fUld that

the heaviest crop ever. We filled the~ilo, 16 x 50 and didn't make a dent in the

h~ crop. ~'1e put 40 tons in the h~maker and 10 tons in a donut stack and dried it,

.thst hardly showed where we hEld been working. We piled up a couple of stacks of

long hB¥'witb the Jayht\wk-- 'tnt st111 the crop was growing almost faster than we

J
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could cut it.

'en CAJlle the rain and we were caught-...like so tne.n1 others--with our hq down.

An 8stlmated 70 tons or so bleached out to nothing in the windrow. It was the 6th

ot Ju17 before we got the entire first crop cut--all except the odds and ends. In

between flood. and sprinkles. wo piled up wh~t we could. Some of 1t vae not docent

teed but we had to get it otf. so ve picked it up vith the Chopper and made stacks

near the cow barn, using the grain elevator to pUt it on the stack. We'll let the

cows pick it over and then use 1t for bedding. It'. too valuable as fertiliser to

We made pilei at long h~ 60 feet by 12, 20 teet high with the Je,-hawk and when

we ran out of Un roots, tried a new stunt of topping them with chopped. h~. The

chopped material seems to shed rain like a duck af'terit set.tles a.nd~ haven't had

dJ trouble from wind blowing it otf when we made donut stacks 1n the yard. We f ll

find out how good the idea. is, before spring. We've had bright ideas before that

looked hot until we tried them. I don't know 1mat we'11do with our second a.nd. third

crop. A lot of the latter w111 wrely be plowed under. As one of the boys remarked.

"We won't hA.ve room on the field for staCks".

Last spring alfalfa was soIling at 75 cents to a dollar a bale. Now I've seen

1t advertised ~t 20 cents a bAle--and it costs 12 cents just to bale lt. The Govern-

ment economists hadn't had ti~e to dp1an" the h~ crop. !he weather just took over

--8.8 usuAl. We're bothered right now in thie particular orea, with a surplus of

roughage--but while it'. a burden at the time, there wl11 be no need for hungr,y cattle

next Winter. I can't forget the dUst bowl years when COWl starved b1 the tb.oU8ands~

Just twice in 32 1e~rs we have run out of hay on this farm" If you want to find
out just how -much of the s tuff a cow can consume. start bwlng he, for a herd of
cattle. We couldn't seem to p1tch it off fast enough to f111 them up. and I scoured
the country looking for odd hay stacks we could haul. It we,sn't only the cost of the
roughage. it was the labor of hunting and hauling that got our goat. We didn't have
to iJu1 mucl:t-Just to piece out until pastures were rea~. but II\Y le8l0n was well
1.e<1--1 hope. Just because we have a surplus now, we 're not cutting down our acre-
s. We'll aUll plan to keep i of the plowed ground in hB¥ crop. Just a8 sure as
alfalfll. outfields blue grass. we have some d17 years coming when hay and pasture w11l

. again be a:Dpre-cia.ted.
In 8plt~ or all tals abundance--look around. There are still plent1 ot exercise

l..,t". w~~h, :~"Jnel3 art)und them ~ntlE:d pastuNs. 1'hose acres are lOafing.
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BO:S HODGSON IS FABM TALks .

'By R. E. Hod~80n, Superintendent'
t Southe~st Experiment Station I

University of Minnesota t

Waseca, Minnesota '

tim'LL DO IT SOMEDAY

When papp,y came to Minnesota from Il11nois--long before I was born--he was told

that even the southern tier of counties was too near the North Pole to grow corn,

fruit trees or any but the hardiest grass and grain. That sounds ridiculous now,

wi tih our 100 bushel corn crops and the wide VAriety of apples and plums which we can

mature clear up to the Oarmdi/Ul border--and beyond. Haralson, ::Beacon, Minjon, Fire

side, Prairie Spy, Victory, and Oriole apples hadn't been "invented" yet.

Looking back at the progress made in fruit growing during the past 50 years we

can see that I:1arvelous things ha.ve been accomplished. Looking ahead..-what more do

we need? Haven't weren-ched the end of our tether? We can't change Minnesota c11-

mate, so why W'i.ste time trying to grow bananas in a snow drift? Just about all of

the possible new discoveries have been made!

We've always had people who talked that w~. and some of them were foolish enough

to print such st~tements. Then we have always had some folks who wouldn't accept

arrJ "finished" trleB.s and they keep fooling rtround trying this, testing that, eXploring.

seeking samething new, perhaps just for the fun of it. I'll stick m.Y neck out where

it can easily be used as a door mAt and guess at a few of the things which may be

coming in the next 50 years.

By that time I imagine we will be growing a lot more food on tr~es than we do

now. ~ plow, harrow and plant e~ch year with the resulting erosion when annual

crops can be harvested from a reasonably permanent stand of trees? Of course, we

Will have apples, pe~rs. cherries, grapes and small fruits far more productive and

a.active than those now on the mrtrket. . Perha.ps we will 111so be growing delicious

peaches, apricots, persimmons and perhaps some n~w fruits yet unknown. We may be

, growing a lot of our feed tor cattle and hogs on trees instead of depending so co~-

J
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p.ly on the corn orop.

In another 50 years we should make good progress toward producing fruit trees

which Inherit resistance to disease. We have done wonders with breeding corn and

small grb.In for such qualities. Wb1 not duplicate those results with fruit trees--

yes and animals? Perhaps we will learn to control insects by addlngsome toxic

substance to the plant sap or select varieties which do not attract insects.

We may add to the variety of our menu by growing more nuts--larger and better

than anything yet seen. A ver,y small amount of selection and hybridiZing has been

done--jnst enough to show what wonders are possible when we attack the problem with

trained men and ample money.

But the explorator,y wO%k is discouraging at times. We received several hundred

seedling apricots of h~rdy stock and set them out for trial. We put a wire ~ard

around each tree and for several years they did. nicely. t'lhen just about old enough

to bear, we had a winter with deep snow. The rabbits sat on the snow banks and had

regul~r p~rties where Rprlcot bark was the main course on the menu. As the snow went

higher, they ate higher on the trees. Then some field Dice found that inside the wire

guards they were safe, so they started a housing project beside many of the young

troes and ate the bark from tree guard. top to grO'Wld. line.

In spite of such help, some of the trees bloomed ~nd set a heavy crop in 1949.

That was a dr,y ye~r, remember? When the fruit ~as ripe, it was so d.ry and juiceless

that it tasted like straw. This yeap is wet and we're hoping for some more samples

to tr,y. Anyway, we know that apricot trees will grow here. Now we only need to find

one with superior fruit nnd graft that to other seedlings. In a few years we expect

to be eating apricots as freely as we now eat apples. It's obvious that it can be

done, itts just a question of when we will do it.

We talk abou.t a lumber shortage--when we know that hybrids have been made which .
Will~tgrOW their parent tree species by 50 per cent. What would this do on a mil]bn
aor I f our comparatively idle forest land: One thing seems a certainty to me .. We
won run out of work until we run out of ingenuitYe If we could only quit fighting
~ong ourselves long enough to put our money and energy into something worth While, .
it would be far more fun to create than to destroy.
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'STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN

We live 'by the side of the rOAd. In this case, the road is owned by the North

western Railway OompaD1. ~ Just beyond the railroad. property is public highway No. 14.

Trains go b1 at frequent intervals, with a great roar, preceeded by a screeching

waU to warn aD1 who might be using the crossing.

From uidnight on, there is almost constantly a great racket as switCh engines

puff and snort while sorting nnd arranging freight cars for trains east and west.

About 3 a.m. a stock train pauses for lunch while hogs squeal, calvos bawl and lights

flicker as brakemen signal to the engineer. It makes quite a racket and one might

think that sleep would bb difficult.

Years ago, when "Whistling Bob" came home from his run in the early morning there

would be the two long qnd two short blasts for the crossing and then as he passed,

a couple of low chuckling toots for the lady who lived across from us, warning

Mama that she'd soon have help in eating breakfast. Whistling :Bob isn't with us

any more, And I imagine he is happy, raising beautiful flowers beside the golden

streots.

Yes, the trains make a lot of noise and the trucks rumbling p~st on the pavement

add their bit to the racket, but familiarity dulls our ears to the S01Ulds and we

seldom noUce them. When the kids were young, Ma used to say that the baby could

yell bloodf murder and Pa would snore peacefully on, but if a sheep gave a cry of

f!'lght from the distant bArn, Pa would be on the way for the shotgun in ono big j·~ln:?

Dc[<'e in the sheep fold demand quick action.

~ railroad worker would almost unconsciously sort and arrange in his 'mind the

noises from the railtoad a.nd know that all was well. A sheep owner learns to under-
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sttllt and classify the noisos from the pasture or glance over a flock, spotting the

unuSual or trouble spots, ",hich an untrained person 'ATould never see or hear. A

good mochanic can listen to tho roar of a tractor and detect the tiny click of a

loose ta.ppet or the hiss of aleaq cylinder. Our subconscious mind 'Shuts out what

doesn't concern us, but gives the alert signal when a~thing out of the ordinary

occurs.

We're fortunate that we can learn to accomod~teourselvesto our surroundings

80 completely, but the danger lies in allowing the subconscious to take all the

responsibitity. It shuts out too much unless we put up a real battle to !teep our

mi-nds open and receptive to what is going on. The easy way is to make a rut and

follow the path af routine. Doing the accustomed things requires a minimum of effort,

because our hands. eyes and bodies, make the necessar,y motions almost without consctus

direction..
I

That's why we Diss so much that is interesting and enlightening. T1e grow acres

of alfalf~ without ever examining a !lower. watching the pistil and stAmens explode

when they are tripped or notice .that the center leaflet of each leaf is set out on

a little stem all of its own. We see the general picture but miss the detail~

because ",e don r t ",ant to di sturb our minds enough to think. My own experience leads

me to believe that thinking, going into the difficultdetalls, seeing each component

part as it fits into the whole, is about the hardest job we have. It is also the

easiest to dodge. As we grow older, the unusual grows less attractive and we become

more ~dept at dodging.

Following a rut, or habit patterns, is the ensy way to get along, but we do miss
so maD¥ thrills, so much adventure, so many possible pleasures, just because we are
too lazy to stop, look ~nd listen. _~yone can become an explorer in any field of
human endea.vor by stopping to inquiro why, how and what--and then digging up as many
of the answers as possible. It takes work, to be sure, but SO does everything that's
worth doing or that leads to real pleasure and satisfaction. The entertainuent we
provide for ourselves is the most lasting and pays the greatest dividends. Therets
no such thing as idle tiDe or boredom if we stop, look and listen.e
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BALANCE DO'!!lS IT

Hog cholera seruo is an acc~pted remedy or preventive for that dreaded disease,

but it wouldn't help a mite townrd repairing A. broken leg~ We canklll mustard or

clover with 2,4-D but it won't eliminate quack grass. Every f~~ oper~tor DUst know

what is wrong and Choose the proper remedy for that ~~rticular condition if he is

to make a succa BS of farming.

We're apt to use shot~ methods to save the trouble of finding out ex~ctly what

ails us. Neighbor Bill fed his sick hogs some stuff the salesman said would cure

them, and it did, so we buy a batch and start feeding it, too. If our pigs are

SUffering from pneumonia and Bill's had enteritus, the results ~y not be to our

liking. We have to dig into the facts and find out the cause before we can decide

on the retledy.

One of the most commonly abused ideas on Minnesota farms is that a dab of ferti-

llzer from a sack will make our corn yield as well as Bi1l l s. Surely, if our land

is starved ·for phosphate And we add phosphate fertilizer in the required ~~_o_un__t~, it--_....._-~
may help to bal~nce the ration and the corn will do better but if moisture is the

limiting factor or, if nitrogen is short, all the phosphate in a fertilizer f~ctor,y

won I t make the corn yieId an a11iti on81 bushel.

Nature demMds a b~lance in "ill dept".rtments "ind she will get th'\t bnlmce one w~y

or another in the long run. A pig cnn live on corn and WAter, but "'8 Imow such a

ration is low in protein and Mr. Pig will just wqste the surplus c~rbohy~rate, using

only. enough to balance the available protein. In the same W~t corn must take a

bal*llrd r~tlon of nutrients from the soil. The amount usable for plant growth

will be limited by any element which is lacking or insufficient for maximum efficienc7i ..
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~trick of getting big yields in either crops or livestock is to keep everything

in balance. It's like wnlk1ng 9. tight rope.

Dumping expensive fertilizer on a field without knowing what is needed IDa1 be a

costly experiment. Th~ safest way is to have the soil tested by the soils department

or some other reliable source of such information. Another way. less accurate and

, yet desirable in some cases is to ~r,y small areas with this or that to let the crop

tell the story of what is lacking.

Oommercial fertilizer may not be the thing most needed to increase the fertility

of a certain field. If soil moisture is lacking. the addition of more ple~t food

mB¥ even cut yields. The soil ma¥ be out of condition. Raw cl1q is a poor medium

in which to grow a crop. It needs humus or partly decayed vegetable matter to hold

moisture like a sponge, to provide better aeration and keep the soil loose. HUmus

1s also required to feed the innumerable plant and animal populations necessary to

make fbe soil fertile.

There is even a group of people who maintain that if the soil 1s ade~tely

supplied With ~umus, commercial fertilizers and even insecticides are unnecessary.

They publish a magazine called Organic Farming which is interesting reading for those

who like to pursue ne1t' ideas. The philosophy of Organic Farming is based on the

importance of ma.inta.ining a high level of vegetable ~d animal matter in the so11.

They stress the value of earth worms, have worked out. detailed plans for compo sting

~este m~terial most effectively and report some amazing results.

I'll go along with them most of the w~ on their theories of so11 improvement but
I still feal that corr~ercial fertilizers are proper. useful and prnfitable when used
as needed in the required amounts. Perhaps I haven't been tully converted. I'll
also a.gree that a thrifty. healthy plant, growing in a good soil en~i:ronment will
be injured less by insects and diseRses than one which is fighting a nip and tuck
battle to balance the things it needs with the things it can get. However, I'll
still figure to do some spraying when, as and if it is needed.

Surely it is obvious that balance is the important requirement in securing high
Y:l:es. Any one factor which is neglected may pull down the whole structure.. If
p te is short. then add phosphate, but why .b'U;Y phosphate if potash or humus is
the ·tem which limits production? It pays to knC\f' what is wrong before starting to
treat it. "
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Somebody up above must have'forgotten to close the faucet last spring. First

it came down as snow and people with tired backs and worn out snow shovels made uncom

pllmentar,y remarks about Minnesota weather. The ground hardly froze at all Under the

heavy snow cover. I dug down through a drift to plant an early chArry troe and the

hole in the. ground filled brim full of wa.ter. A neighbor who firmJv. believes that

potatoes should be planted on Good Friday t put them in, under the snow.

We drove over by Mankato to see the floods. A lot of the melting snow went doVlXl.

into the unfrozen ground, but there was some run off and folks living on low ground

took a terrible beating. One thing we noticed. On a steep side hill, whore there

was a good stand of trees, the snow was still in place. If every acre unsuited to

plow crops was planted to trees,' the snow would go more slowly and have time to soak
, ,

into the sUbsoil where it would do a lot of good instead. of going whoosh into swollen

rivers and creeks. We can cut the timber and take tbe floods or grow more timber and

cut the noods.

'tlhen the snow.was all gone, '110 pu.t away the shovels and vatted for summer. \1e

did have some nice weather--just enough to show whA.t Minnesota can do when Nature

smiles on us--and then the clouds gA.thered and the rain descendod in big gobs and

little ehowers, with no inclination to rest except tor a. day now and then to encourage

more hay cutting. \'1eeds. grew faster than corn in some fields and tractors got stuck:

in the mud with aggravating frequency and a depressing inclination to dig still deeper

in the mire instead of climbing out where they might bouseful. A lot of tolks began

t~pathize'wtth Noah and wish for ~Ark.

For the first time in fears, our subsoil was soaked. Trees got a big drink



Yh_glvel thom a better chance to, compete with the lnrr,ae3l"8bl.e\ bugs which P~1 on

thelll. but did. lOU notice what 1t did to the gra.ss? Never have I seen such a hq crop.

Atrip over into Wisconsin shOwed a continuous succession ot har fields and estimates

on lome of them placed the first cu.tting at 3 ton. per acre' That t S green gold to

the cattle and abeep men.

Ot course. there are alwqs a tew thorns accompaD71ng eve17 rose. and eVG170ne

ba4. a hoctic time trying to cure and. store thia bounteous hal crop. I.otis of it spoUeil

in the tield and prices went down and down. I heard of one man offering alfalfa at

26 cents a bale. 0nl1 en alphabotical bureau in WaShington could claim farm prosperity

at that price.

Yes, tllere was a surplus of hfl¥, but those of us who have tried to feed tho floor

'boards from the ha¥ mow and heard hUIlgl7 cattle bawling tor teed, '8~ apt to smUe

when we lee that kind ot a hat crop.

. Those who were tixec\ to put up some clover silage thia year had a hand in the

cookie Jar. Conditions were generallyldeal for that, and the greon stuff has been

pUed up, in and. out of evel'1 conceivable cont!liner. Weill know a lot more about

grass eilage b1 next spring. It looks like an ea., and sure method of using the first

cutting to 'good advantage. Of course. when we get a bonan~a crop the 8110s aran' t

large enQUgb and the cattl~ numerous enough to use it all.

!he les80n I've le~ned this 1e~r. 18 t~e tremendous capacit1 ot our land to

produce hq. tt seems 81111 to ta).k about1rrlgat1014 when we've Just been throUgh

floods and a foul' toot h.:V crop, but wouldnft that hR¥ loOk nice in a ,d1'1161lr1

S\1.ppose we could grow 4 to 6 tone nn acre when other people were short and nlt.t\lta

801d at 75 cents to a dollar a baleJ :It would Boon p~ for a lot of pipe Rnd power.

, 1v01'11ea1" more people are putting in pumpB and sprinklers. I naver thought
we would come to 1t in Minnesota, but haVing an abundAnco ot water just when it 18

, needed, makes the dlf'1'ere~co bot",een crop a.nd no crop in some years, and thAt's when
,.~.lul,lltlc1al rain would Pat dividends. I'm not selling pipe, nor even ndvoct\t1ng

I ita but after looking ~t what plent1 of water did to our ~ crop--well, it' •
..at g to thltik about.

,
I
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News Release
University of Minnesota
University Farm, St. Paul
August 10, 1951

Alumni and friends of the School of Agriculture of the University of Minne-

sota will again have headquarters at the Minnesota State Fair, Victor Dose,

alumni secretary of the School, announced today. The headquarters will be in

the southwest corner of the new Agriculture-Horticulture building, where they

have been the last two years.

All former students, alumni and friends of the School are invi~ed to

make use of the headquarters while attending the 1951 State Fair. The head-

quarters will be open all day and at 4:JO each afternoon "open house" will be

held so all "Aggies" am friends attending the Fair may come lack for a special

get-together.

Farm boys, 17 years of age or over, who are high school graduates or

eighth grade graduates and are interested in further agricultural training, or

girls interested in homemaking, practical nursing, business or music may inQ!lire

at the headquarters during the Fair and obtain information about the School.

Girls may want to inquire about the new course in home management and practical

nursing that is being given jointly by the School of Agriculture and the School

of Nursing at the University of Minnesota. The fall term opens Monday,

October 8.

The annual State Fair alumni meeting will be held at 4:00 o'clock Tlmrsday

afternoon, August JO, at the headquarters.

-1-
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PIG T1l.IIS

Things are pretty quiet around the old farmstead since the kids grew up and

flew the coop. Ma am I sort of rattle around in the house a bit. sometimes but

perhaps it's a good thing to have it quiet now and then. Kids are strenuous, and

we're getting older so that we're not sure wa could take what used to be a matter

of daily routine.

We have lots of company and never think of getting lonely. Sharpie, the

pu~ almost t~kes the place of a youngst~r. He wants to get in where i~s cool and

out to see what Pop is doing, so the screen door hinges don't get rusty and Ma can

make remarks about the flies getting in. He eats as much as a growing boy, so from

these standpoints he takes the place of a family.

Then SuAnn, the cat, has 4 babies and Ma has to help take care of them, which

keeps her almost as busy as when her own babies demanded attention. The difference

is that we can go off and leave them for a few hours now and them without hunting up

a baby sitter or worrying for fear something might happene~

But this summer our cook stove had a real workout wben the 3 married wanderers

returned to the old home nest for a while, bringing all the new additions to the

family. We put the leaves back in the table to accomodate 10 and the old high chair

and baby buggy saw heavy duty with 3 little girls under a year old. It seemed that

every time I came in the house one or more babies were being fed or changed. or
course, there were 3 mothers to take care of it, but Ma managed the cooking and

_helped· the gals with the little folks whenever she could edge in. bhe worked hard,

but I've never soen her happier.

It seemed like old times to find the living room floor covered with toys and
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babies. One had to step carefully to avoid tipping over a castle built with Bud's

e old blocks, catch the ball thrown with all of Stretch' stlio-year-old enthusiasm,

dodge a col]~on with Judy taking her first steps or Barbie's scrambling attempts

at four-point locomotion. Linda was too young to get into the melee but she could

sit up and laugh at all the antics.

Ricky, the seven year old, spent IIlost of his time "helping" with the work

around the farm, hauling feed to the hogs,and filling their barrels With water from

tho hose. He spent an hour reaching through the fence ahd pulling the curl out of

the pigts tails. Then he would watch to see how long it took them to get the cur~

back. ii/hy does a pig's tail curl? Who curled it? Does their mama curl thoir tails?

The questions came in endless chatter.

Toward evening, when his legs grew weary, he would curl up in Grandma' a lap

for a story, but after the tail-pulling exercise Grandma took one whiff and then

applied a liberal amount of soap am water, changed his clothes am set his shoes

outside. Rick couldn't understand why such actions were necessary. He hadn't fallen

in the mud and his clothes had dried after the hose squirted the wrong wayt

It was grand fun for all of us anc:i we thoroughly enjoyed every strenuous
.

minute of it, but wh8n the goodbyes had been said and the tippable and breakable

bric-a-brac returned to accustomed places, the house seemed mighty quiet. Sharpie

aoo SuAnn settled down for a long rest--and so did Grandpa and Grandma. Now we're

looking forward to the next visit with keen anticipation.
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WE WENT TO THE Fi.IR

If a man from Mars could drop in for a visit at the state Fair, he might be

interested in Machinery Hill or admire the sleek livestock in the barns, but he

would surely be astonished at the heterogeneous conglomeration of non-combustible
\

material whioh the earth people stuff into their gizzards IT~ere are streams of

humanity moving in both directions on each walk. Kids run and yell when they get

away from Mama or whole families seek a shady spot and sit to rest aching feet.
/

But a large percentage of them are eating, drinking pop or burning weeds by forced

draft.

They did about the same thing 50 years ago when I spent my first week at the

fairgrounds "helping" Dad scrub and feed his Chester'Whites. In those days there

was less variety, but the principle was the same. Old timers will remember the \

noisy cider mills which roared their invitation to drink "pure apple jUice". Once

in a while the spieler varied his loud praise of the product by putting an apple

through the grinder. WE: always suspected he used 2 apples to a barrel, just as the

lemonade men made a 10 gallon jar with 2 lemons. By the end of the 'Week they had a

respectable accumulation of lemon skins in their big jars--which were, of course,

open to all the dust stirred up by the feet of humans and livestock.

i.nother standby was "red hots" or hamburger sandwiches. There was always

a huge mound of chopped meat on the counter which Vias duly appreciated by the swarms

of flies. The cook behind the greasy hot plate would rearrange them occasionally

by waving a paper "shoo flyll, but in general they had to take their own chances of

atting cooked. Along toward the end of the week the "red hots" Viere often pretty

"highU and Dad advised us not to eat them. VIe always figured that digestive

disturbances were part of the fair program and were seldom disappointed.
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I • i~s I remanber it, we could get all sorts of gum and candy, ice cream sodas,

root beer, cider, lemonade, watermelon, popcorn, peanuts and red hots. Money was

scarce but prices were low and most of us could buy enough to keep our jaws bUSy

and our stomachs churning. Fundamentally; we have about the same things today, but

what em infinite variety of names, shapes and containers are l;sed to mke them more

sanitary and attractive 1 Last year I made a list of the things I saw being consumed

while watching the passing cr~ld for about 10 milmtes. It is by no means a complete

list of the edibles offered but it may give some idea of what a man from Mars would

note.

For soft drinks, there was pop of many flavors. StraWberry pop, raspberry

pop, lime pop, lemon pop, grape pop, orange pop, .black cherry pop, pineapple pop

and popsickles. There was also root beer, 7 up, Coca Cola, Pepsicola, Dr. Pepper,

Rockola, Squirt, 'Vvbistle am ginger ale.. In the eating department there were the

old standbys. hamburgers, hot dogs, popcorn, peanuts; ice cream in cones, sand-

wiches, Eskimo pie and Dairy treat. There were potato chips, cotton candy, honey

candy and caramel apples. Some of the new concoctions, to me at least, were pronto

pups, drumsticks, cheerios, rocky mountain snowballs and fiddle sticks.

The crowds moved past, munching, crunching and lunching. It's so normal

we hardly notice it, but when one stops to watch and consider, it becomes more and

more humorous. I found a bench and while cooling my hot dogs after a 6 hour canter

on Me.chinery Hill, watched the passing show. J.ll kinds of folks ambled past the

reviewing stand. Weary mamas with tired and sometimes crabby children, kept reason

ably tractable for a few minutes with aome novel tid-bit to tickle their·tr'ste. Men

hurrying to get somewhere else, gals and their swains with locked arms or'clasped

hands, neWlyweds, old timers, and more kids in the endless procession.

What would a man from Mars think of us? Vlould he guess at the indiVidual
'-'problems, successes and failures Which make each of us what we are, or would he think
"his was like an aimless ant hill, a scurrying mass of humanity, all seeking some

new gastronomic adventure for better or for worse? I got up and joined the multitude,
looking for an unoccupied seat· at some counter where food was served. Eating is
not the only reason for attending the State Fair, but it helps.
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1..., asked a man by t~e door if we might look around and he said" "Ugh," or something

which we interpreted as yes, and:£tepped inside. There was a big building full of

machinery, all going with speed and determination like a threshing machine. The

raw cotton from the suction pipe was piling up in a big high bin and was fed out in

a wide ribbon to an enclosed machine. Vie peeked in and saw the rows of needle-like

affairs on rollers Whirling past others held station~. That must be~bitneyts

invention. A~Nay, the trash was shooting out of a big pipe in one direction, the

seeds were pouring into a bin below and the white" clean" fluffy fiber was hurring

through other machines into a baler.

The baler was a huge press which all fell to pieces when the boys finished

tying a bale. Then they put it together again, placed the wires for the next bale,

lined it with some old sacking am 6pened the chute to let in some more cotton.

Ever so often a big plunger would come dmm and squeeze the II snow drift ll into the

bottom of the box. It took quite a while to get it full. Then the boys tied the

wires, jerked a lever and the box fell to pieces again, leaving a bale about Si2

times the size of a bale of hay. The boys tipped it over, tore out a hunk which

was probably a sample fOr grading, weighed the bale am marked it with a lot of

numbers.

That's about all there was to it, except that out behind there must have been

ten acres of such bales all standing on end in the open waiting for the next move.

Wbile we were inside, the line of wagons had moved up a few notches and more had

come to wait their turn. Snores indicated that a load of cotton might not make too

bad a place to spend an hour or so.

I wouldn't like to pick cotton. I wouldn't care to live where there was no

danger of rain. I'd not like to spend hours of waiting, even in a cotton wagon.

Also the ginning looked like hot, hard work. I'm satisfied that we have no use for

~ns in Minnesota.
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ONE OVERSTUFFED Gl.IIDENER

After Ilk1.ny years of cereful research in growing, harvesting ani sampling

garden products, I have reached a number of conclusions. Usually, just about the

time I figure my vast intellect has mastered the methods Nature demands for complete

cooperation in producin~ something, she proves my folly by changing the season or

vaI"'Jing some other factor, so that my pet theories blow up right in my face.

These garden conclusions too may prove fallible but they are here presented

in the hope that other gardeners will corroborate my observations from their own

experience. If they are generally accepted, some future genuis may v~ite a book

on the SUbject, giving the technical details here omitted for the sake of brevity.

My findings are as follows.

1. Gardeners carrying a spare tire around the belt line find it more .

difficult to pick strawberries or pull weeds from the carrot row than those who

wear less padding. Of courso, my memory of the concave years may be clouded by

antiquity, but it does seem reasonable that a convex pumpkin would be harder to bend

than a string bean. Someh~{ the respiratory system is affected and breathing

. becomes more difficult as my finger tips approach the ground.

2. It is unwise to attempt the sampling of all garden products in the time

planned for the regular hoeing exercises. It resembles a fourth grade arithmetic

problem and can easily be proved by· algebra without resorting to trigonometry or

calculus. It may be stated thus.

e' a. Mr. Bob notices many large 'weeds in the garden and estimates it will

require two hours to eliminate them. He shapens the hoe to razor edge. He

appro~ches a weed and whacks it down With vigor am determination.
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e b. h luscious tomato appears deep in the foliage of an adjacent plant'.

Shade-ripened, it must possess a speoial supply of numerous vitamins~nd may vary

in flavor from the sun-ripened specimens. The comparison is made on the spot, but

no important differences are noted and a few more sprigs of pussley weeds are

rearranged by the hoe.

c. By merest accident, a small melon appears, adjacent to the path of

progress. This is a new variety and has given considerable satisfaction when,
chilled and served with ice cream, but this particular individual, so ripe and so

convenient, leads an inquisitive scientist to ponder howit would taste when fresh

picked from its sunny habitat. Some time later, the gardener wipes off his chin

with a rhubarb leaf (or a "hankie if he has one) and again attacks the weeds.

d. The sun is hot and precautions must be taken to avoid sunstroke, so

the ambitious and energetic hoer repairs to the orchard near by where shade is

abundant. Delicious, rosy cheeked ~ples and brightly colored plums of many

varieties are also abundant and the search for fundamental scientific lore contin~

by comparing sundry specimens for flavor and maturity. Finally, the fruit loses

its immediate appeal and the s till sharp hoe is carefully carried back to the sun-

.drenched garden--via the grape arbor Where the big bunches hang in profusion,

waiting for bird or Inan, It would be a shame to let a bird become ill from over-

eating, so man removes as much temptation as possible, Lt last he reaches the

garden and with an occasional polite, "Excuse mell , resumes the labor of hoeing.

The original question was, "How long will it take Bob to clear the weeds from

the garden?1I It is easy to figure that in view of a, b, c, and d, it will take

him at least a week to do two hours work. Simple algebra, and let x equal what-

ever you please. Furthermore, cven after all this vigorous exercise in the fresh

open air, it seems even more difficult to bend over than at the beginning of the

experiment.

This leads to conclusion No.3. A spare tire is a nuisance, but golly what
fun it has been acquiring it--especially in the garden when its products invite
consumptionl Let!s let the carrot weeding go for another day. Perhaps Ma will do

. it because !'m too busy!
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NO GIN IN MINN.

The books report that Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin ''Way back before

the Civil ~{ar. I cantt Bee that it would be very hard to invent. It's just a lot

of steel needles or teeth that pull the lint away from the seed. It looks simple,

but the machinery that goes with it was right interesting to us Yankees from Minne-

_sota.

We found the gin down in Texas. In case you're not familiar with Texas, it's

quite a piece down our south road, where waitresses put a cup of good hot coffee

before prospective customers and then present the menu. You can recognize a Texan

because when he takes your money and rings it up in his cash register, he always

has a frierrlly smile and says, II Hurry back".

Bud and I had been dodging oil wells along the Texas pavement when we came

to a town. In sorne parts of Texas, that takes a lot of traveling. This particular

town seemed to be dozing in the fall sunshine--or at least most of the people in

sight seemed to be very un-busy, but near a rambling sheet iron structure there were

about 40 wagons with big boxes, such as we might use to haul ear corn. SomG of the

wagons had mules or small horses attached, but most were tractor drawn.

This might be something to see, so we ambled over to look around. The wagons

were full of white fluffy stuff which we identified as cotton without asking

embarrassing questions. It didn't look much like the grain bags that cost us a dalJar

each.

:e One of the wagons was being unloaded by a big flexible pipe that came out of

the building. As a man moved it around over the surface of the load, it picked up

the cotton. Bolls, trash, fiber and all disappeared up the pipe by suction. We
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LETS 00 HUNTEJG

Most men seem to be born with an urge to sally forth into the wilds and

return With game of aome sort, which their ~ives must ~dm1re (&nd clean and cook).

"hether the game wears fins, feathers or fur; whether it be a 4-ounce trout or an

llOG-pound Kodiak bear, the princij,.;le is the same. The mighty hunter has \-Jon

from Nature some of her bounty through his skill, stamina, and sUferior power (plus

the most modern death-dealing equipment)~

There are certain rules of the game, though they are not eh'ays observed. A

sportsman won't shoot a 6i tting Cluck (especially if he knows a game \-'arden may

be \o:c,tching him). The duck must be on the "dng, which requires more skill on the

part of the hunter. Others set themselves a variety of obstacles to make success

more difficult and therefore more desirable. Archery enthusiasts limit their

we~pons to bow and arrow as being more s~orting than high-powered fire arms. It

is harder to hit a squirrel's eye with a rifle bullet than to bring him down

with a scatter gun.

Some men measure t~eir hunting pleasure by the ~oodcraft they can learn,

so as to ouh'it Nature's \-lild children. It tE'kes skill to find and approach a

deer which is constantly alert to d.anger. It is more exciting to scale the snowy

crags of a great mountain to shoot a ""ary mountain goat than to kill a iJheasant

made tame by a sur.uner's fee6.ing in one's own backya.rd. There are men, ho-wever,

1Nho ignore all animal rights to life and liberty, taking their "gnme ll in any ~'ay

they can, gloating over the bloody broken bodies and the act of killing.

There are all kmdi of thrills to be had by hunters. A dog lover may get his

biggest kick out of training or 1I'orking a highly intelligent hunting comJianion,

l'
• ", ~'l •
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and the big Fleasure is watching the matching of wits between the wild creetures

and the domesticated canine. The killing of game is merely incidental. All kinds

of hunters are found in fields and woods. Most of them are considerate of others

end want to abide by all reasonable rules and regulations. The few who go on a

hog-wild killing spree make farmers see red.

On ~ 12th birthnay, Dad bought me a 22 rifle and instructed me in its use.

I never achieved his class as a marksman by any stretch of the imagination but,

like most boys, I had a lot of exercise and some success in hunting rabbits,

sCiuirrels and partridge in our ,,'oods pc sture. The game 1I'as so i)lentiful in those

<iays one could h:;·.rdly miss all of i t. ~t least that lI'GS the vay my brothers

eX:f;lained it.

I can't remember that I ever got any pleasure from killing. It was the

hunt, the tram~ through the WOOQS, the matching of my blundering woodcraft against

the real masters of thct art \o,hich maQe the hunt a }Jleasure. Often I came home

empty handed so far as game \<:&s concerned, but thrilled with some ne".' glimpse of

Naturels ways or a fresh discovery of something which might have been regular

procedure for the 1'< st ten thousand ye~rs.

~s I grew older, more and more hu~ting trips were made without a gun. ~hat

was the use of lugging that big hunk of iron around? It was easier traveling with-

out it. btill more recently I have reverted to carrying things, but now it is a

cemera insteClli of a gun. There is the same excitement and thrill as in a IIgun hunt",

but success means bringing back a well-exposed negative instead of a dead animal.

I am just as lIJell re",;c.rded, and the subject of my hunt remains to pose again and

again. If I .l"0ssess the woodcraft Gnd patience, the objects of my hunting may be

"shot" a dozen tiL1es with a J?ermanent record to sho".' that I hit (or missed) the
bull's eye.

:Best of all, in my kind of hunti'lg, there are no "Seasons", no game limits, and
very few if any land olcners will object to an invc.sion of their property by a hunter
armed only \-'i th a camera. For those "'ho like to take a dog along for COID:fJany. there
is generally no objection unless he is allo~'ed to run wild during the nesting seaocn.
In CaLlera hunting there ere no wounded survivors to suffer in silence until death
ends their misery. Even the hunter is relatively safe from hunting accidents.

So you hunt your way, and 1 111 hunt mine, with no decision as to which is
best. lIm satisfied that Illl g;etjust as much fun out of it as VO'L' do
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~~~TED: 1000 T~TERS

1 111 give ~lOO for exclusive rights to snip cion wood from one of your honey

locust trees iL it meets the following specifications: 1. The pods must be s~eet

so that they are relished by cattle and sheep even when dry. 2. The seed pods

must be reasonably free from any bitter tEste. 3. The tree ~ust bear heavy crops

of POQS regularly. 4. It must be hardy in southern Hinnesota.

There is such a tree growing in the state. I am sure of it. The big job is

to find it. Of course, if the tree W5S free from thorns it 'Would be even more

desirable, but that isn't absolutely necessary. How 'Would I get ~ ~oney bE.ck?

lId gro'Vl a 'VJhole flock of seedlings and graft them to the s\,leet-podded v£riety.

They should sell like hot cakes to hungry h&rvest h~nds.

\l/hy should anyone 'V'ant to gro'Vl these grafted honey locust trees? Because they

will raise feed for livestock, practically frFe of charge. Honey locust leaves

are lacy and do not shade the ground so as to hinder the growth of grass. In fact,

grass often grows better under honeylocust trees. Flanted in a pasture, they would

not reduce the feed from graZing and 'When their pods fall, the stock would have

aadi tional feed ,,·'hich would be as good or better than corn for fattening the animals.

There are honeylocust varieties which have poas with 33% sugar and more protein

than alfalfa. In some southern states they make fantastic yields of top-quality

stock feed.

lIve tried to grow these selected southern varieties here in Hinnesota, but

so far have not been successful. They just canlt tclte our winters. One graft made

four years ago is still alive and if it keeps coming, it ~ight solve the problem.

It's in a poor location and has grown very slowly. That may explain why it has

kept alive. One ne~ selection, sUF~osed to be more h&rdy than the old ones. was
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set out last spring. It might survive, but I haven't much hope. The best bet ~ould

be to find a native tree ~ith sweet pods.

How can one tell whether the pods are s~eet? Taste them. Take a bite from

a ri~e seed pod and chew it Q~. Most of the pods I have tasted are slightly sweet

just at first but later show a bitter teste. If you find one that tastes like

more, thct may be it. Sweet pods are sometimes ground into flour and used as a

mixture for bread and pastry. I haven't tried any, but those who have are most

enthusiastic. I read of one baker who is growing several acres of the trees, just

for this pu~~ose.

rosuibly some folks do not recognize honey lOcust trees. They grow tall and

straight, \~i th gracefully drooping branches. The lerves are compound. That is,

the leaves are branched, with little lec_flets growing on both sides of the stems.

host honey locusts have thorns. built so~ething like a spear head. There is a cen-

tral thorn, 2 to 8 inches long, with usuully t~o small branch thorns sticking out

at right angles to the main stem. Some old trunks are almost a solid mass of such

thorns, ~hile other trees are comI)letely thornless. The most ¢ertein identificaticn

is the twisted brown bean pods an inch or more ~ide and from 10 to 14 inches long.

Inside, the bro1Nn seeds, about the si ze of small beans. ere in a r01N all packed

in a gluey, jelly-li~e substance that tastes like c~mdy.

The black locust is another tree entirely, ~ith thorns in pairs, usually less

than an inch long. The seed pods are about the size of garden pea pods and the

seeds about the size of redish seed. 1 111 give $100 for a black locust, too, if

one can be found that is immune to the attack of borers. Their pods are of no value

so far as I know, but the wood makes wonaerful posts.

I'm just sure that these superior trees are growing, somewhere up in this
north country, ~aiting for some in~uisitive person to find them. It would be a
tremendous job for one person to find and taste the pods from a thousand trees,
but a thousand tasters, on the lookout for something srecial, could test 10,000
trees without a bit of trouble. It ~ould be ~uite a feather in the caps of those
of us who like tress and are interested in finding the new and unusual s~ecimens

among them, if these specially valuable specimens can be located. One tree can
be expanded into a million by grafting. Is it worth a try?
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WHAT ARE ~B DOING?

a recent letter from a Veteran's Instructor states that our summer field day

~as a complete dud so far as he and his students ~ere concerned. They drove around

the farm and sa~ some crops and livestock, but no one told them ~hat ~e ~ere trying

to find out or what happened.

Our July lOth Visitor's Day ~as supposed to deal particularly ~ith grain and

forage crops. ~ehad signs telling ~hat varieties ~ere being gro~n in each plot

and each field. 1hen ~e handed out booklets giving the yields of each variety at

each Branch Station. In the afternoon ~e had a little conference in the yard where

anyone could ask questions if there was anything further they wanted to know. Appar-

ently this ~as inadequate. \'ie'll have to get busy and dream up some other ~ay to

let our visitors kno~ what ~e are trying to do.

ferhaps in these weekly stories I can talk a little more about research. although

to many folks that may sould like a dry subject. At least there is nothing secret

about it and it won't go off like an atom bomb. For example, ~e're trying to learn

ho~ to raise pork ~hich can be plentiful, reasonably priced and better meet the

demands of the housewife who b~'s for her family. She objects to excessive fat in

the meat she buys. She wants lean meat for the taste and for the protein it will

afford in her menu. Of course, we know thut some fat is necessary to make the lean

meat tender and tasty, but big gobs of grease are not relished at the table.

Farmers have to get paid for feed and labor or they can't raise hogs. Losses

of little pigs. disease and the low price of lard all ride on the back of the lean

meat sold and raise the price the butcher has to get to pay tho packer. to pay the

farmer. If we can cut hog losses, grow leaner meat and use less feed in doing it,
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the housewife can get what she wants at lower cost, so every director of the house-

hold budget and every pork eater should be interested in our hog research.

welre not trying to grow pretty pigs which will win the judgels approval when

scrubbed and talcumed for the show ring. ~e want animated machines for turning feed

into lean meat economically. ~e try to fix the characters we want by inbreeding,

which simply sorts out the genes, good and bad, so that we can see them. Then if we

are clever enough, we can concentrate the good inheritance and discard that which is

undesirable.

But continued inbreeding weakens the pigts constitution so that he has a hard

time to resist all of the diseases and parasites which lie in wait for him. That

makes inbrod pigs expensive to raise. However, by crossing inbred lines we can get

back the "hybrid vigor" which is so important, and still retain the good inheritance

we have isolated and concentrated by inbreeding. If everything goes according to

Hoyle, our crossbred pigs should be more vigorous and more efficient feed converters

than the pure breeds we started with.

This spring we had over 400 pigs in our trial lots. Each individual pig is

weighed at birth, at 56 days and every 28 days thereafter until it weighs 200 pounds

or reaches an age of 154 days. Their rations are weighed and measured, so we can tell

just how many pounds of feed it takes to make 100 pounds of pig for each individual.
Then we can select our breeding stock from the inbred lines which have shown the most
"umpf" when crossed together. Simple, isn1t it? Itls simple, but it takes a lot of
work and a pile of record keeping.

~e rate our pigs on performance by five measuring sticks. 1. Frolificacy. If
they don't have good-sized litters of live pigs, the costs go up. 2. Survival. A
dead pig pays no bills for the farmer, but in the long run, the consumer must pay for
such losses. 3. Fast gains. ~e dontt want to feed those pigs any longer than nec
essary, because the consumer must pay for that feed. 4. Economical gains. Some p~
will make 100 pounds of pork on less than 300 pounds of feed plUS pasture. Others
may reCluire 600 or 700 pounds to make the same amount of salable product. Fart of
this efficiency is the balancing of rations, good h~alth and skill on the part of
the f8eder, but part of it is inherited. we want the b8st. 5. ~uality. ~elre

aiming at lean meat at the lowest price and welre trying to br8ed stock that ~ill

make the best percentage of the highest-priced cuts--ham, shoulder, belly, loin and
Boston butts •

If each pig was born with a tag--or better, if all parent hogs had a tag--that
would tell just what their progeny would do in the feed lot and we could pick them
Cluickly. :But human eyes are fallible, environment changes all of the time and mea
surements are sometimos ineffective. we must grow and cut up thousands of pigs in
our attempts to put leaner and cheaper meat on your table.
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nOats varieties have been changing with such startling speed in the last fow

years that a fellow just gets familiar with a new name when he finds it is out of

date and he should be growing something different." That's the 'Wa::! some farmers

look at it. Then sometimes something goes ~rong with their oat crop and they

wonder why somebody hasn't made a new variety which is immune to the new disease.

Ne'W varieties have been made, b.Y the dozen, but it's generally a slow job and

never easy or foolproof. There are threo "'ays by 'Which new varieties can be made

available to farmers in lviinnesota. ,.... Something 'Which looks good or seems to

ans",er the need may be found elsewhere. introduced, tested and increased. That's

fairly quiCk and easy.

The second means of getting new varieties is by selection. For example, a

keen-eyed farmer sa'" one unrusted :plant in a field of rusted barley. He increased

the seed and it became "LII or Kindred barley. Every year ",e grow sugar beets on

land so badly infested \,ii th the disease called tap root tip rot (say it fast) that

ordinary seedlings \IIill be completely killed. By years of selecting the most resis-

tant plants. a strain has been developed which will survive on moderately infested

ground. A lot of acres \IIould be out of the sugar beet business except for~ed

from these ~lants which have bUilt up the ability to survive in spite.of the disease.

Gopher is a good exam~le of a selected oats variety.

The third Llethod of getting new varieties is the he.rdest and takes the most

time. but it is the one most cow~only used today by all experiment stations because

selection is uncertain and because the problem usually calls for the addition of

some desirable qUality to varieties which are satisfactory in other respects. Most

of our modern oats are resistant to the common forms of stem rust, but a new race
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~-~ of ~st has been discovered to ~hich none of our present varieties seem to offer
\

" any opposition.

~he job, then. is to take one of our good varieties like Bonda. Clinton or

ShelQy and try to add the peculiar qualities, ~hatever they may be, which will make

them able to ignore this new threat to our most common grain crop. First, it is

necessary to find some kind of oats. somewhere. which has such resistance. This

took some hunting. but finally it was determined that two varieties, Landhafer and

Santa Fe, which are not at all adapted here, seemed to have a high degree of resis-

tance to crown rust and to the new races of stem rust which may threaten our ~dnnesota

fields. If that one character could be picked out and added to some of our best

oats varieties without upsetting their other good qualities. it might make the new

variety which is needed.

Genetic studies had to be made to find out how this particular character of

rust resistance is transmitted. Fortunately, in this case it was not linked or

hooked up with some other undesirable trait which would be hard to eliminate. Then

plantings were m~e so that the varieties to be crossed would flower at the same

time, crosses were maue under binoculars in a very tedious and delicate operation

and there were hopes that the new variety was started.

A few crossed seeds W€L'€ obtained as the result of all this work. The oats

grown from them looked all alike, but each seed was saved and planted in spaced rows.

Then differences began to show up. There were all sorts of combinations, many

good and some which could be discarded at once. From such crosses. 465 separate

selections were grown in 1950. If some genius could come along and say, "This is

it". it would be easy. r.he big job now is to test and decide which one or two of all

these prospective varieties shows the best combination of desirable characters under

all conditions. ~hen that is accorrplished. the selected strain must be tested and
com~ared with our present standard varieties, to see if it is really better than what
we have at present. If after five years of testing. it does seem to have resistance
to the new races of rust and still equals Bonda. Clinton. Ajax and others in resis
tance to smut and other diseases, if it stands up as well, yields as well, does not
shatter or show weakness anywhere else, it may be named and increased for general dis
tribution. Most new varieties don't just happen. They have to be made by a long.
hard procoss of trial and testing by men especially trained for the job.
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I HAVE :BEEn SMG

Complaints reached me that one~ the children playing near the raspberry patch

had been stung by a bee. Later. Feggy was picking berries and claimed that a bee

just came along and jabbed her. That is not bee nature. A worker in search of nec-

tar seldom stings unless ~rovoked beyond endurance.

f~ solved the mystery. She squatted down to pick some low hangers and there

was a hornet's nest, as big as her head, ~ithin two feet of her nose. She left the

Vicinity and hunted up the old man with a demand that he remove this menace to peace-

ful pursuits. He had to go and look over the situation. in the process of which he

was stabbed in the jaw. The boys wanted to know how ~ times he had been hit.

A yellow jacket is a hornet of the genus Vespa, classified as one of the social

wasps, although most people do not care for their society. Unlike bees, the workers

and drones both die in the fall and only young queens sleep through the cold weather

and start new colonies in the spring. The queens have to rustle grub and do all the

housework themselves until~y can raise some helpers. A queen bee can't even feed

herself, but she and her children are Usually blamed whenever some insect builds a

fire in human flesh.

wasps are highly beneficial insects. They destroy flies, caterpillars and

other injurious insects and do little or no damage as long as they are undisturbed.

They are peace loving, but will fight viciously for their homes and children. So

will I--and the nest in the raspberry patch had to be destroyed with a blow torch.

~~ stood a long ways away because she h~d no confidence in Pop's ability to burn all

of the jet planes as they emerged from the hangar.

Once we were on a canoe trip U:,P on the border lakes and my two companions found
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a side hill blueberry patch where they could lie in comfort and gather in tho

luscious fruit with minimum effort. I soon tired of the sport and went about explor

ing the island. One discovery was a huge hornet1s nest, about a half bushel in

size. The nest was hung on a small branch and all travel in and out was through

a small hole in the bottom. It occurred to me that it would be fun to roll that

well-filled hornet's nest down the hill and watch the boys scramble.

r cut a peg and whittled it to the approximate size of the opening. eautiously

I cropt up wi thin reach, but just as I was about to jab 1 t home an incoming member

of the colony disturbed my aim and I jabbed too hard, tearing off a section of the

paper wall. In a few seconds the air was humming with armed and i rri tated dofenders

and. it scerned best to abandon my project of cutting off the branch.

~hon hornets see a human being dashing madly away and waving his arms wildly

in the air, they at once decide that he is an enemy and attack accordingly. On the

other hand, they see no object in wasting stings on an old log, so I played log,

with my hEad a couple of feet from the damaged nest and swarms of potential misery

like a personal black cloud above me. Some oven lit, but didn1t sit down. After

some time they gave up the chase and set to work repairing their house, Which was

interesting to watch for a time, but the boys were ready to go, so I inched away

in slow motion u~il a safe distance was reached.

Generally, I get along with hornets peacefully. I leave them alone to do their

beneficial job and they respect ~ neutrality. That gang in the raspberry bushes

must have been on the prod and gave me the first sting I received in a long while.

Oh. well. I had it coming for my past sins.
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Sor.letimes I've rather envied the members of the bear family. In thE. fall, they

put on a thick layer of fat and when cold weather arrives, they just curl up and

sleep until spring. Perhaps hibernation should be described as suspended ani~ation

instead of sleep. Having never tried it, I can't r8port on the attractiveness of

such a progren, but it sounds like an easy nethod of neeting tho fuel bill.

I have. gone pa.rt ...../ay.· II ve put on the layer of fat--that' s easy--and ahmys

seem to do By best sleeping when it's time to get up. Thon the telephone rings,

someone pounds on the doorbell, Ma gets excited about breakfast not being eaten or

I think up SOlae job "Ii/hich must be done today if th~ earth is to continuo tunming on

its axis o You see, I've nCV0r been given a good opportunity to tI1r follmiing the

bear
t
s example. ~iho 'would haul out the ashes froLl the oil burner if I slept for

three months?

J.ninals can put themselves to bed and wild plants do lik8\dse vl:jry successfully,

but we avaricious humans vlant to enjoy unusual yields from our cultivated fruit

producers and often sacrifice hardiness to get it. The penalty is winter protection

which we Jaust provide or suffer the consequences. It's time to pull up the covers

and tuck away our berries and bushes, so that the birds may be well fed next summer.

Winter killing is seldom due to the cold weather alone. Plants harden off jf

given time, drain their plurllbing, shed their leaves and batten davin the bUds, roady

for Jack Frost and his frigid fingers. They get along fine until we get a January

thaw or its equivalent. Bright sunshine and ~ild tenperatures ring the doorbell for

the plants and they wake up, thinking wf;.'re having an early spring. he plan our
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aetivitieo by the calendar, but plants operate by thermostats, set to start sprlllg

_ work when the sun says "Go".

Wheft we get one of tho:;,e spoIls when the snov, shovel is idle m d the air is

bnlmy, SOQe of our cultivated plants ar0 fooled into thinking spring is here and they

etart tho pumps. Sap gets into the pipes on the south side of a tree or sonetines

even to the budl'J, ~nd they wake up. Then the old north wind looks at the calendar

and decid,~s he has another Iilonth or two to make folks smver, ro the teI:lperature

drops suddenly and the filled pipes freeze. That bursts the cells and kills then.

;. l,..ng time later WE;; nay notice llsun scaldedll areas in tree trunks, or our berries

nay take all GUElIner to reAover.

So if Fa wants fruit ne~t spring, he'd better get up and get busy. L layer of

loose mulch ove~ frOZen Dtrawberries lilay keep them fran thawing until spring is well

on the way. They're safe in cold storage. It's nore of a job to cut out all the

dead raspberry canes whieh hore fruit this season and whittle the new shoots down

to the strongest on6~ in liwited nw~bcrs. Of course, this should have been done a

couple of months ago, hut thore didn't seeEl to bo tiLle for it then.

Most raspberr~r varieties seem to be more tender on the tips, and that's where
next :rear's crop will come !roI.l. If they fro~z,e, a host of now shoots will come up,
but the old canes Yfon't beal', so we have learned (the hard way) that if we want frUit,
we RUst bend the canes down and thrmv enoueh dirt on the tips to hold them down over
wintor. Covered in thi= way, they're not likoly to start operations until we let
them up next spring. It'o not as hard as it sounds after one gets at it.

Then we ahould do the grapes. If we want big bunches we should prune each vine
back to a lil:lited nurJber of buds on this year's lifOOd. The mess v;e cut off can be
hauled away or burned. It seens like rough treatnent, but they seen to thrive on it.
Then tho "remains" al'e laid down and dirt thrown over then. lie have used straw for
cover, but sometimeI!' miec eamp beside the grape vines and the books all S2.y that dirt
is better.

The aspal"agua tOp8 are dead by noVl, so He whack thom down and put then on the
compost pile•. leaving as oany red berries on them as possible. ~ve don't vvant the
seed to fa13. and ~tart new plants in the bed. The seedlings may not be as good as
the selected root~ we planted. vVhen the tops arc off, we give the bed a heavy coat
of manure. Next epring we'll disk that into the ground and then watch tho stuff grmvJ

un-
So we gro.dually make the rounds. Laying down, tucking in roses, clematis,

the tender thing3 which we hope will pay for the extra care. It's not much fun
less we can keep our minds set on the past feasts and future cOIJpliments on our
garden and fl~'ers. Meanwhile, there's no chance for us to hibernate.

all
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BOYS BECOME MEN

lItnd they lived happy ever c::.fter" is usually the end of the story. I'd like

-[,0 begin there, but first it is necessnry to give a little of the b2.ckground, so

ycu'll know who "theyll are.

Thirty years ago, a small city in southern Minnesota had a Boy Scout Troop. It

iJaS just an ordinary gang of boys until a prominent business man got interestod, and

then the sparks began to fly. He ran the boys and their leaders to tho verge of dis-

traction with his motto, "Results, not Excuscs ll • They dug in and passed tests r2.ther

than face his disapproval--and they loved it. i~ one time the troop had an active

fJl(mbcrship of over 120 in a city where onl;)' the Ch2mbLr of Commerce claimed a popula-

tion of 5,000. Examinations were stiff and merit bodges wore tough to g0t, but the

troop began to accumulate a number of Eagle Scouts. The businoss man got a bigger

kick out of his Eagles than he did from his business profits--which irore ample.

The "Spark plug' has gone to his rew2rd, but the momentum he genurated is still

carrying on. The Eagles arc not the only Scouts with success stories by any means,

but they make a convenient group to use as an illustr2tion. Some tro getting grey

on top but at the annual lILquilla Bcmquctr' they c:re all kids again and they are alYVay~

Scouts. It is interesting to note what some of these small tovm boys have done and

that is what this story is about.

Doctor, laivyer, merchant, chicf--they are 211 represented in this group of Eagle

Scouts. The individual exploits of ;nany would make interesting reeding and another

book could relate the successes of those who didn't quite reach Eagle rank, but let's

look at the Eagles. One is a pharmacist, Bnother an official in the Veteran's Ldmin-

istration. His brother is a Soil Conscrv~tion supervisor for tho U.S.D.i.. after spenc

ing some years in Haiti growing Cryptostcgia for rubber extr2ction when it seemed to



East and is now active in boys' work at a large social service center. One is a

be needed most. One colored boy served a long term c.s a Scout executive in the•
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heating engineer, now serving in Uncle Sam's na~J. Several of the younger members

are in the army or in college.

One of the Eagl~5 is a chemical engineer. Most of them are college gr~duates

or have taken special training after leaving high school. Lt least three have become
certified public accountants and hold positions of considerable responsibility. Two
have served in the F.B.I. One young man who grew up in Minnesota worked his way
from private to major during the war and is still employed by the U.S. in Germany,
the land of his birth, where he heads a division of the Intelligence group for the
occupation forces. One of the Eagle Scouts developed into a Methodist minister and
another is minister of music in the largest CongregRtional Church in the U.S~ Just
to show that the troop is not ono-sided, a scout who completed his Eagle rank require
ments shortly after leaving the city is en Episcopal rector and another member who
didn't quite finish up for Eagle is a Catholic priest.

L scientist with a Ph. D. degree is doing rGs8[:rch work in Colorado for one of
the largest sugar companies in tho U.S. This doughty Scot often visits a Swedish
friend doing similar work nearby for rival sugar company. Both are Eagle Scouts from
this little troop. One Eagle, with his father, operates a considerable dairy business.
Others own and operate a bottling company, a dry cluaning business, a service station,
a super market and a gunstock factory.

Out on the West coast a leading executive and designer in one of the large air
craft factories and tWiO skilled employees in other plants are Eagle Scouts from the
old home to~n. The proprietor of an accounting firm in South Dakota and a brother
who is an athletic coach and Scoutmaster in another Minnesota towvu are members of
the gang. Of course, one operates a garage and car sales agency, three are executives
in manufacturing plants, two are expert electricians, two are sheet motal workers, two
are advertising executives and one runs an electrical appliance 2nd television store.

There is an Eagle Scout from this troop on the front lines in Korea, a major with
the U.S. forces in Iran, a doctor with the rank of captain in Lustria. L former naval
air pilot is physical education director at Ketchikan; ~.laska. One is an expert cable
splicer for the Bell Telephone Co. His brother and four other Eagles are farmers.
Llsc listed are a tool and die machinist, a game and wild life specialist, two post
office employees, a civil engineer who builds bridges, an M.D. specialiZing in psychi
atry and teaching at the University and the navig2tor of a B29 who did not return from
the limr.

One Eagle Scout spent two years in Liberia, .~frica, on a rubber plantation, two
years as a forest pathologist, five ye2rs in Peru starting a forestry experiment
station for the U.S.D.L. and is now director of a cooperative exporiment station in
Guatemala. His brother, with a Ph. D. in forostry, is assistant chief of the depart
ment in one of our hrgor univorsitics. J".noth",r forester is chief of the Southern
States Forestry Experiment St2tion for the U.S.D.L., one of the most responsible
positions in the National Forest Service.

This list could go much further and be expanded into a whole book of success
stories. It just illustrates what can happen, even in a small city when experienced
men and. willing boys combine c:bility and enthusiasm under the Scout promise, liOn my
honor, I will do my best-."
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FLING OUT THE FEED

Farming is pretty much of a routine job. We spent all summer growing feed and

hauling it to storage~ then labor all winter dishing it out to hungry livestock.

Come spring, we start it allover again. It vlOuld be very simple except that some

where during the operation we have to accumulate enough cash to make our payment on

the mortgage. It means that each farmer must match his skill, experience and mana-

gerial ability against the weather, insects, disease and prices which never stand

tied. That makes it interesting.

In Grandpappy's day we did it all with horse pOTIer and elbovi grease. Now we

do the heavy jobs with fuel oil and electricity. Pitchforks and shovels are follow-

ing the horse, hoe and scythe into museum exhibits instead of being hand tools in

daily use. Modern machinery is oxpensive but not as high in price as human labor,

so that every effort is made to save time and heavy work in farm operations. Grand-

pappy may have b8en a top man in his day but he'd b8 completely at a loss to under-

stand 1951 farming.

Let's just review some of the 1951 ideas animal hudbandmen use in setting the

table for their numerous boarders. Instead of climbing a long ladder, worrying

frozen silage into a chute and then lifting it all once or twice more before it

reaches the cmi, Mr. Easyway just thrmvs a switch and the feed comes tumbling down.

hn electric motor turns a big arm eqUipped with disks or knives, the silage is

scraped off and moved to the centor of the silo where a vacuum cleaner picks it up

and tosses it down the chute. Another type of unloader tak8s the chopped grass or

corn stalks from the bottom of the 200-ton pile and puts it in the feed cart. Handy,

eh?



But distributing silage from a feed cart requires a strong shovel and an able

back1 so some folks have fixed up a conveyor which catches the silage under the chute

and moves a continuous load to the far end of a long feed bunk whero it stops auto-
•
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matically until the cattle h~vo finished their meal and the process needs to be repeat·

ode Other managers consider all this machinery unnecessary and store hay and n~(

silage in self-feeding containers whore the cows can eat it right out of the can.

It isn't oven necessary to throw the switch. Isn't it strange what ingenuity (plus

power) can do to save tired backs?

Sometimes supplies of hay and silage cannot be located close enough to feed bunks

to make a conveyor system practical. Wagons are then loaded (by elevator or tractor-

operated fork) and driven along side of a feed bunk while a power take-off delivers

a strGam of feed into the bunks. Othors usc an overhead track and a cart with a

hopper bottom. lillother device is a cext which uses the sides of the feed bunk as

tracks for the flanged wheels. bny of these systems boat carrying 30 to 50 heavy

baskets of feed through a mob of milling steers as I used to do it.

There have been changes, too, in heg feeding. Carrying corn in baskets is
obsolete. Some feeders havo a cement floor beside the corn crib and self-feeder built
in so that the pigs can oat up 1000 bushels of corn with no handling at all. ~~nother

device is a portable corn crib holding 500 bushels or more which can be moved to the
feed yards and filled only at long intervals. Even brood sm1S are carried through
the gestation period with solf-feeders on modern hog farms. Vie're learning to let the
animals do as much of the )~ork as possible.

Feeding is not the only place where mechanical power has replaced human labor.
Dairy barns are now cleaned by pushing a switch, or in other cases, the bedding and
manure are dug out once a yoar with a big tractor loader. Wben Pappy was a boy it
was forked on and fork8d off with blist8red palms and aching backs as a natural obli
gato.

One might think that the modern farm would be a place of continued and unending
leisure, with all of the work done Qy levers and switches. It is true that much of
the heavy drudgery can be eliminated, but the acres of crops and animal units per man
have been increased to use the greeter efficiency, and the family farm still demands
long hours in all kinds of weather. Tod2Y, a farmer must not only undcrst2nd his land
and animals, he must be something of a mechanic, run engineor, an electrician and a
bookkeeper. The fork and shovel h8vc b0en repleced by the socket wrench and the
welding torch. If you think all of the rnachincry on a modern farm operates without
care and guidance--well, just try it for a spell!
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11M A COLLECTOR

Most children have the impulse to collect things such as shells, pretty stones,

birdls eggs or what have you--and some of us never grow up. Ma will cheerfully

orate at some ]a ngth about all the junk Pa cherishes. Pa says she has no sentiment.

Ma says, "He has a mania for dust collectors,lI and then the argument beings to warm

up.

One of the things Pa collects is pipes. Oh, I know that smoking is a wicked

habit. Was it Mc~~ffyls reader which carried the following tender sentiment?

Tobacco is a filthy weed

They say that Satan sows the seed.

It drains our pockets, scents our clothes

And makes a chimney of our nose!

iihich is all perfectly true and the evidence is admitted, yet a soall army of

people are employed to grow, process and distribute the woeful weed and a much

greater number pay handsomely for the fun of burning it up. Sounds sort of silly,

doesn It it? People are funny.

~w special interest is the incinerators in which people do this burning--the

ir.cense pots, I call themo Others have a right to call them what they wisho Long

before Sir Walter Raleigh introduced the custom in 3ngland--that was roughly 350

years ago--the Indians, who owned this country before we stole it from them, were

~ burning the weed in a variety of ways. I have one pipe which may be 500 years old,

w~h differs little in desi~n from some of our modern models.

It's the story that m~~es them interesting. One of row former Boy Scouts was
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stationed in Haiti during the war and he found some relics of an ancient civilization.

~ This particular pipe is of clay with a face outlined on it, much like some of the

elaborately carved briars or meerschaums one sees advertised today. Of course, the

artist who fashioned it left no record except his handiwork, but the features are

Mongolian. Since history tells us that the Spaniards killed off the Indians of Haiti

because they made poor slaves, relics showing Indian handicraft are generally supposed

to represent a culture which preceded ColULwus' discovery in 1492.

Another pipe was carved from a walrus tusk by the Eskimos of St. Lawrence Island,

far north of the Aleutian Islands. I can't believe they grew the weed up there, and

the pipe was probably made to sell rather than to smoke, but it is interesting.

Another ivory pipe of more conventional design is from Tiensien, China. A delicately

carved ivory cigaret holder is from India.

The Turks made smoking a fine art and some of their equipment is ~ost elaborate.

The pipe from Constantinople is a beautiful blue vase with a large porcelain cup for

the comJustion chaLwor and two flexible tubes, each about 3 feet long. I'm guessing

that this was intended for man and wife because a little cork on a chain dangles from

one side and evidently if Fa became peevish beCWlse Ma bought a new hat, he could get

even by corking off her side.

Many of the Eastern peoples preferred a water pipe for their heavy smoking. The
Turkish pipe is of this type, wh0re tho smoke is drawn through water or wine to wash
and cool it beforo it is puffed. Thore are pipes from India, Egypt, Syria and China
which follow this principle. Vater pipes are known by a variety of names such as
Hooka in India and Iran, Narghile in Turkey or Egypt or hubble-bubble in this COth~try

because of the delightful (7) song procluced by the bubbles of smoke. I find that such
pipes require considerable attention and a lot of suction to operate effectively.
Most Americcns prefer a milder tobacco and t~~e it unwashed.

About 1865 a small hotel was built in Waseca. Finally this old building burned
and when an excavation was being made for a new building, two pipes were found, 6i
feet below the old foundation line. Old timers say this was a rough town back in the
days when horse thieves made it a rendezvous. It would be interesting to know the
story behind those pipes.

A long stor,y could be told about Indian pipes, the kinds of stone used, the
methods of making, their kinnikinic and their ceremonies. Like most hobbies, it pr~

vides endless oppor'l;unity to leern wore facts, accU.i:lUlate artifacts and use the im
aginationo
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WE hUST HAVE A TREE

Shorty insists that a proper Christmas tree must be exactly tall enough so that

the shining star on the tip top twig will just touch the ceiling. I can't remember

when she acquired this idea, but now that she is a school ma'am and has to fly clear

from Washington to Minnesota for Christmas, Pop nmst be sure that the tree is just

right.

Years ago he planted many spruce so that the selection of a Christmas tree is

no longer a search through the piles of wild trees on a vacant lot, but it invclvos

wading through the deep snow to find a suitable specimen which can be spared from

tho windbreak. Before the kids all scattered, this job of getting a tree was a

Ccm?any affair with Shorty given the honor of striking the first blow with the axe--

which didn't hurt the tree ouch, but brought a shower of snow down upon her.

It \'las lots of fun when we all bundled up and set forth wi th much equipment and ,

big ambition to bring in the fragrant spruce. Soon everyone had been helped to fall

down a number of times in the deep snow and by the time the crowd reached home with

their trophy, the afternoon was well spent and it was hard to decide which seemed

best, the warm house, dry clothes or the smell of things ~~ was b~cing for supper.

The kids will retlember those trips.

But last year they were all gone until the day before Christmas and Pa had to do

the job all by himself. He picked a nice tree which was about 15 feet tall but crowd-

ed in a clump of brothers and sisters and made preparations to fell ito The snow

was hip deep ~long the trees and thore was no one to lau~1 when he fell down in it.

He had to trim sooe branches and dig a hole to gpt at the butt, so that his breath

was coming in short P&ltS, even before he was ready to start cutting?
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At last all was cleared aw~, and Itneeling beside his victim. Pa struck it a

mighty blow. I wonder how oany tons of snow the branches of that tree wore holding

over Pal shead J Of course, he expected a shower, but had no idea that such a load

would be precipitated in one spot. Most of it seened to be hunting for the area

between jacket and neck, where it could melt at lei sure and trickle lilto co ld wet

fingers down hi s spine. ~loof I

At last Pa climbed out, shook the branches overhead and kicked the snow away

until the axe could be found. Finally the tree toppled fron its base, but how could

it be freed frou the standing trel3S which her.:.u:ied it in so closely that it could not

fall? It took some contriving and much stucbling around ia the deep snow to roll

it up over its neighbors into the cpen. Then it had to be dragged across the field

and over the fence up to the baclt door. Pa was poopedl

Next day the huge tree was squeezed through tho door into the kitchen where

the ico on each neodle melted and t~de a ness. Then furniture was pushed back and

it was worried into the front roon, a stand attached and at long last it stood in

tho corner, spreading its dark green arms to hold the colored lights and filling

the house with the spicy tang of our northern woodland. Ma cleaned up tho mess

while Pa tested li&~ts and stnll1g then among the branches. The star just missed

the ceiling by 1/16 of an inch. All was well.

Thon the kids cane, tinsel was hung, mysterious packages were piled around its

base and Pa felt well paid for his hard work by the general acclamation and admira-

tion of the multitude. It was another nice Christnns to add to the long list of

such enjoyable occasions.

Now it is tine to get another tree. Of course, one could be ordered and de-

liYered at the door with no effort en all, but thore is sentioent and satisfaction

in getting in a hooegrown tree that coopletely fills the corner. Shorty is expected

houo &~d tho other kids will cOwe ~nth a few little sprouts for spice~ Oh, yes.

the treo this year oUst be extra fino--and the tip of the shining star oust just

reach the ceiling.
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~OO1S hUST lIE USED

One can toll a lot about a can's craftsuanship by observ~ng the cquipncnt he

uscs. ~ skilled oechanic ~1ll usually have a coo~lete sot of good tools, all in

excellent condition and conveniently arranged for imediate use. Iiie saws, planes,

chisels or thread cutters ~ill be sharp and properly set. He ~onlt use a ~rench for

a haoocr or pliers for a ~rench. He gets the job done because he has the correct

iopleuont for the required operation and he knows how to use it.

There arc exceptions to the rule, of course. 5000 oen are so good they can get

along with aluost no e\luipoent except their ingenuity, and others devote all of their

efforts to keeping up a fine set of wrenches or saws Which they do not possess the

ability to use. It takes all kinde of people to oake 1.50 oil110n Aoericans.

The worbJan, his skill, knowledge, energy and interest in the work is of first

ioportance. If he has the guoption. he'll get things done sooehow. With good tools,

helll do it better and faster. At the other extreoe, we find oen who have every

facility for oaking a success except the will to work or an interest in what they are

doing. The point Ito trying to oake is that toole, equipoent, uachines, factories,

faros and Governoont won't work by theoselves. ~hey are only useful when they are

intelligently used and operated.

None of us f.lake full use of the equipoont we have. For faroers, land is one of

tho principal tools of production. Is it lIkept sharp" by intelligent fertHi zation,

proper regard to the organic content eJld titlely, effective cultivation? Is it IIkept

clean" by the use of a good rotation, a sound prograo of weed control and tillage

fitted to the contours and soil type? Few of us could score 100% on all counts.

Land is a tool we all use in eve~y kind of weather. So~e land is better, SOlle is not

SO good, but poor land well cared for oay be oore productive than good land which has
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been abused.
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tit Organization is a tool used by every farmer, every factory, every business and

every household. In SOLIe cases it is no more effective than rusty, worn-out pliers

in a garage. In others it does the job like a sharp, well-set saw cuts a white pine

board. J3ig operations OB¥ be over orga.nized so that "channels" and "procedure" becooo

more 10portant than productive work. Our Government bureaus are an outstanding example

It's like using a 24-inch pipe wrench on a ~uarter-inch nut. Other operations have

"just growed" by following ruts without long-title planning or serious atteopts to

streaL~line the daily routine.

Each of us is provided with a head and a brain. Here there is a wide variation

in quality and capacity fran a dime store file to a precision milling nachine. As

indiViduals, we have no choice in the kint of brains we inherit, but we do have full

responsibility for the way we use that tool. Some nen train thenselves to be brick-

layers and sooe to L~age big business affairs, but none of us use to the fullest

extent our capacity to think and to do constructive work. We get so far and then

becooe satisfied with our acconplishnents, preferring to Ilge t by" with what we have

and "take it easy" rather than drive the old IIthink tank" into new fields, new interest!

and new capacities.

The private, first class, may not have the ability to beeone an Eisenhower, but
if he works as hard as Ike does to learn, to understand, to explore the possibilities
of his mind and to see how things balance out in this old world, he can become the
best Ffc. in the whole darn army. It isn't our station in life which counts, but how
we fill our particular job. Some folks are easily satisfied and quit growing mentally
at an early age, while others keep on expanding, making their brains work on new
patterns as long as their phlfsical machinery oakes it possible.

Good tools will accomplish nothing unless they are used. It is our job to use
the tools we have with as much skill as we can develop. Even our Government is a
tool which should be useful to each of us. It is intended to serve, to act as a
referee, to see that all get an equal opportunity to produce to their highest capacity.
A. corn binder neglected raay rust a"tJay and be thrown out as junk. But Government is
like cancer cells. If neglected, cancer becomes a malignant growth the.t destroys the
organism which feeds it. So Government, if neglected and ignored by the citizens it
is designed to serve, can kill the freedom of individuals to use their talents to the
fullest extent. It can remove the incentive which makes hard and continuous work worth
while. It can stifle ambition, eliminate fair competition and destroy the reward for
those ~ho risk a ne~ venture. The end is the same as that of the rusty machinery.
Junk \ And still some people are too lazy to vote I.
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hold their annual Christoas assembly at 8 p.m. Thursda¥, December 20, in Coffey hall

on the Catlpus.

They will hear Christmas greetings from C.H. Bailey, dean of the University

Department of Agriculture.

A Christmas play will be presented by a student east under the direction of

George D. Goodrich. The School of Agriculture choir, under the direction of Ralph

E. Williaos, will sinb severa! Christmas sougs.

Vocal solos will be sung by Patricia Lalim, School student from I~ynard. and .

Jane Roberts, School instructor. Ivar Gle~;inb' director of the School band, will

play a violin solo. Thomas Larimore, School instructor, and MYrna Norton, Univereit1

College and School of Agriculture student from Fairmont, will playa duet for piano

and organ, Lari~ore will also play an organ prelude.
A-8636-rr

SHEBBUBN£ COUNTY GIRL 1~IRS C.luvrP STORY COUTEST

Polly Nystrom, Elk River, Sherburne county, won first place in the 1951 4-H

newspaper story contest among 4-H'ers who attended the 17th annual state 4-H conser-

vation camp at Itasca State Park, September 13-16.

Var,y Jo Bobgs, Aitkin, Aitkin county, was second and James App, Fairmont,

Martin county, took third place, Leonard Harkness, state 4-H club leader at the

University of Minnesota, announced today.

The three winners had their stories published in newspapers in Sherburne,

Aitkin and ~~rtin counties.

The conservation CaDp 1s held each year through funds donated by Charles L.
Horn, president, Federal Cartridbe corporation, Minneapolis. This year the camp
was attended by 100 4-H meobers from allover the state who received trips because
of their conservation activities.

.Ar-8637-rhjl _
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How nany "New Years" do you suppose there have been since this big hunk of

rock began spinning in space? Rocent discoveries h2ve led sarile scientists to an-

nounce that life r.1ight have existed on this planet two billion yoars ago. I won't

argue wi th them, because I can only rer,loraber back about half of one of the 20 nil-

lion centuries and that isn't very long as tine flies. If all the New Year's days

were added up and divided by 365, there would be a total of over 54 nillion years

of New Years:' Perhaps r.1y pencil slipped, but anYVi2Y this old Imrld has started a

lot of New Years.

But this 1952 nu."1ber is sOLlething very spo cialo VJhat happened a billion cr

oven a nillion Y02rs ago is of acadooic interest to anthropologists and geologists.

What happened in 1900 or even in 1951 is history. Vie can I t do anything about it.

But hero is 1952, a brand neTI year and we're in it right novi. Our food, clothing,

shelter and political future are natters of iru.ledi2te concern. ~w want to eat

today and hope to e~t tonorrmio This is our year and our day. It's the biggest

thing that ever happened to us.

vIe can't do r.1Uch about the r,listakes vie nade in 1951 except to recognize our

errors 2nd resolve not to r8pc2t th(;m. The tine we Yi2.sted, the opportunitios we

nissed, the friends v{ho are no longer with us are gone, finished, Kaput. Thero is

no use crying over the fool things -Ne did or benoaning what we didn't do. Let's

put all of our energy, plus what skill and 6:l1.-porience we have gained, into [.laking

this year and particularly today our contribution to the inprovenont and bettcrnent

or the human race. That starts with doing our prc.;sent job n little better than

ever before, perforning a helpful service we IJight have skipped last yeer, or giving
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sOGoone a pc:t on the back and a word of 8ncouragbmont.

I wonder whether the plants and animals which first appeared upon this globe,

~ Iway brck in the dU1 shadmis of antiquity, spent a large part of their time fighting

oach other. Probably so, because it SeCJ:1S to be the 1mi' that tho fit survive cmd

the unfit pass out of the picture o Some of the battles were of the tooth and claw

variety whero two bucks fought for tho right to sire the next crop of young, or Den

haL~Jercd each other with clubs or swords. In general, the best fighter won, some-

tinGs with bravm and sor.K:tiLlcs with brains.

~ie're still all hot and bothered with these struggles between those who have

and thoso who have not certain advantages or imagined privileges which seen desir-

able c One nation after 2nother has rison to the top of the heap end then twnbled

dovm the hill when they couldn't stand prosperity. Just at present, our country has

nen of skill who have boen most successful in devising nachinus both for production

and for blowing the II cnenyll to bits. Because of this, we have d8cided that it is

our turn to be top nan in the gar:1o of liKing on the hill." \;e think we can lick the

rest of the world if they want to dispute our position.

Cllllbing a hill develops muscle. Sitting still on top of it, eating the fat

of the land in comparative easo and comfort, is likely to induce fatty degeneration

of the liver or sonething. Then another nation, toughened by the upward struggle,
is able to topple Huopty Dunpty fron his position of prominence and the process is
repeated. vie I re not ready for the push-off yet (I hope), but the signs are abundcmt
that deterioration is setting in. vfe 1 re taking our prosperity for granted c:nd free
don as a ne.tural right which everyone owes us.

If we could only devote to better goverm~ent SODe of the brains which have de
vised nachines to oxpand production, we might last for quite a while. Not that we
need more government, but sur~ly there Dust be sone vi'ay by which people end nations
can live at peace, putting our blood and treasure into more useful living rather
than pouring it dOvin the rat hole of wert s destruction..

iVe have come to glorify the li1achine 2.8 such, or rather the purpose for which it
wes nade. Government at all levels is so bound in red tape, protocol, precedent and
procedure that the desired product is forgotten in the complicated means by which it
must bo achieved. It is wore essential to have nine carbon copies than to ascertain
whether the naterial is worth recording. Reports in proper form are more important
than the acconplishr1ent reported. The public cuployec who deviates fron established
procedure by one job or title is either kicked into line or kicked out. So long as
he adheres strictly to the specified routine, he nay rest in oaso, develop a hobby
or tc:ko on a few extracurricular activities. nesponsibility rests entirely with the
head nan who is so busy reading reports he is lost in a sea of paper work c The news
is filled with scandals arising from such [l systene

Here's a New Year of opportunity--a now day to begin setting our own· house in
o~der. I do not wish you ~ year o~ ease or even of co[~ort 2nd prosperity. I do
w1ah you the personal happ1ness wh1ch can be achieved by useful service.
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I don't know ho~ the ancient Egyptians cleaned their seed grain. but I'll bet

they did it somehow. Perhaps Ma and the kids picked it over by hando Labor must

have been cheap or Pharoah couldn't have built the pyramidso Labor was cheap, too,

when a boy I knew very well was reqUired to use his one-tenth horsepower after school

and on Saturdays to turn a fanning mill so Pa and the neighbors could plant clean

seed.

Our modern machlne~ for cleaning grain does a remarkable job. Electric power

keeps up a steady motion \'l~lich the boy could never achieve after the first hour, am

it turns the mill even more cheaply than he did at board and clothes rateso Stand-

ard machines start off with a coarse screen which skims eff the straw, unthreshed

heads, crickets and stuck-together kernels. The rest of the material is scattered

on another scre8n, carefully selected for size, which is su?posed to let through for

discard all dust, weed seed and shrunken kernels. Then there is usually a fan to

blowout light stuff and the remainder should be plump, clean seed, ready for the

drille Sometimes it works that wayo

:But sometimes there are weed. seeds as wide or as long as the kernels of grain.

They may be heavy enough to defy the air blast, so other machines have been invented

to do specialized jobso One is a series of disks with indentations of various size

and shape. As the grain moves past, these pockets pick up weed seeds of odd size ~

shape and boost them over a divider into a bucket to be ground for feed or thrown

aw~o It's surprising what such a machine can do when conditions are just right.

It will take wheat out of oats almost perfectlyo
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But some seeds cannot be separated by size and there isnot enough difference in

weight to do it Wair al~ne. Tiny seeds of legumes and grasses are especially hard

to clean. In suCh cases, after running them over a standard machine, a gravity clean-

er is used. This is a tilted platform arranged to move a little w~ and them come

back with a snap. The heavier seed is thrown farther than the light, and it is un-

cam~ to watch the streams separate and go to different outlets. SometimRs tho

germination oan be greatly improved on a certaia lot by eliminating the immature

seeds in this mannerCl

Another machine will pick up the seeds by suction and the air can be set so exact-

ly that seed can be separated with almost unbelievable acauracy. Almost any kind of

cleaning job can be doae by modern machine~J, but the cost of all the different

machines makes them prohibitive except for plants where extremely lar~ quantities

can be handledo

In order to plant corn accurately, with exactly 2-3-or4 kernels at each drop. the
seed must be graded most carefully. DaQ used to shell off the tips and butts by hand,
and because he selected each ear for uniform kernel size, he c~1ld get a reasonably
good check. How, when hybrid seed is handled in quantities of thousands of bushels,
the grading is done by machinery. A series of sieves with openings graduated to
1!64th of an inch (mors or less, dependi.ig on the accuracy desired) is agitated while
the corn dancos over them. 3vcr,y kernel must turn on edge to get through and is thus
gradad for thickness. ~1en another set of sieves sepalates them for width and finally
they are sorted according to length. If the quantity of corn one man plants wore run
over such a machine, he would have so many sizes he w)uld have to change planter
plates almost every round, but frow the huge plants of today one can buy any quantity
of kernels of an exact width, length and thiclcness o

Big machines are made practical by big volumes of seed and cheap power. Thus
the cleoning of seed and processing of seed corn has moved from the smaller farms to
custom plants or to seed growers who make a business of raising, cleaning and selling
such cropse None of this changes the inhorited productive ability of the seed, but
it does insure more accurate planting and with proper checks on germination, makes it
possible to use less seed because it can be placed accurately and is sure to grow if
weather and soil conditions are suitable.

It may seem strange to spend so much time and care cleaning seed which is to be
planted On land where a million weed seeds are waiting in each acre for a chance to
grow and reproduce. ~·!o have made some progress in gettine; rid of them, too, but no
matter how many weed seeds we have in the soil, there is no excuse for planting mo=e
along with our seed crain.
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HENRY MOVES IN

No one knows where he cane from. Jeannie found a gray kitten in the yard) so

she and Kathy played with hiQ until they returned to the city. Then he found a warn

spot beside the drying seed corn, where he kept an eye on rodent marauders in return

for bread and milk handouts. He gr0w rapidly and bec8me ~ prospective Babe Ruth in

the One Old Cat league.

This fall another epidemic of cat distemper hit us. Suan, vaccinated and

"booster shot," wc:s only a little ill but her kittGns McVfuo and Mdlhat ywre terribly

sick. 'ile had planned to keep McWhat, and he was vaccinated. McWho was the first to

go off feed and we thought sure she would go, but with Ma's nursing 2nd the help of

aureonycin, she j-;)ade a Iiiraculous rE-covery. Then McV'ihat came down with the dise2.se

and our house cat popul2tion was reducod to two. Because McVVho had such a fever,

and because she was black, she was renaI:lE3d Sindr. -- ,,',t l02.st that l s the name for

this week. live'll keep trying until soncthing sticks.

Vfhen the corn WC'S just about dry, the gray stray took sick. For days he crouch(

notionless, neither eating nor drinking except for occasional sips of water. ligain

Ma took over as nurso--and she pulled hiQ through! In a week he began to eat and thl

there seemed to be no lL':lit to his e.p)etite. When the corn dryer W2S shut down, thh

bce.utiful cat could not be turned out in the bitter w02ther, especially after a sick.
spell--so we again have three cats. ~t present, the now addition is known as Henry

VIII. The logic leading up to this choice is too devious for corrrplete comprehension

by a mere male. Henry is still under a YGar old and his present conquosts have been

limited to nGwbers of the mouse sorority. Still, I did see Ma look at Henry apprais

ingly and wonder out loud whether McWho would be cOr.lfortable vdth the name i.nne

Boleyn 1 j
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The introduction of Henry to the current inhabitants in our menagerie brought

about certain cor.lplicntions. Ls an "outside cat", Sharpie had considered hin an

overgrown squirrel and whenever the big collie came in sight, Henry had scooted up

the nearest tree. Naturally when they IJet on the cellar stairs, Henry determined to

sell his life as dearly as possible and the poor pup retreated in confusion until

such tine as he could meet Henry in private and settle the matter of who was boss.

For several days Ma shut Henry in when the dog was out or vice vorsa. Now they have

reached a stage of armed neutrality, especially when Ma is on hand to suppress any

aggression by virtue of higher authority.

Suan, the nature Sianes0, resented 2ny intrusion of h6r domain and objected to
any affection shown the stranger. Ma was shocked at the language the bId tabby used
whenever Henry put on a disp18y of royal strutting. He made no inpression at all.
Since her catty reL12rks were in Siamese, I didn't learn any n0W words, but her intent
was unnistakable. Henry sported the e1uivalent of a black eye and several times Ma
had to pull them apart when the fur flew furiously. Suan slept on top of the warm
air pipes in the basement. Henry slq±. on the work bench and Sharpie occupied his
couch on the floor, but sometimes they changed locations and Ma would have to get up
and settle midnight argUI:lents.

Sindr, being just a youngster (though she is larger than her mother) accepted
Henry graciously and offered to play with hin. They seemed to be getting along fam
ously until she got rough and then Henry taught her a lesson in the respect due roy
alty. Ma had to pull him away with his mouth full of fur. Th8 fracas sounded like
a cage full of lions. Now Sindr gets up full speed when she goes past His Majesty,
just making a pass at him as she races for the safety of Mals lap.

Things are quieting down gradually. Henry hops up in Mat s lap when it's unoccu
pied and purrs contentedly, though he resents too much handling. Lt first he would
lay back his ears with a ferocious snerl and even attack with teeth and claw~ at timef
Mats arms were well sprinkled with scratches and merthiolate for the first week, but
he has now pretty vrell learned that it doesn't pay to play rough. He comes promptly
even from a tree top when she calls and genorally minds when She speaks to him.

He's a fine looking young cat, with tho prruJise of considerable size. His fur
is very thick and soft, a deep grey with dark streaks in it. He sits on a chair by
the window to watch the birds at the suet outside or sprawls his full regal length
on the piano bench. He seems to feel that the old llDivine Right of Kings" "Was made
to order for him and is generelly satisfied with the royal table, the respect of his
associ~tes and the service of his hlliJan attendants. He feels supremely confident of
his ability to take C2re of any emorgency which may arise.

So peace reigns again e.mong Ma's livestock. Even Pa is reasonably content with
the new order--but Shorty is CODing hpme on vacatimn and bringing her Scottie--T. V.
Wiggles. The little dog will find Sharpie, Henry, Suan and Sindr a unit in resenting
an interloper. I f801 sorry for that poor pooch.
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IT'S Ni..TURE'S VU.Y
TO LET IT LIJ

Go out in the woods in an area where the soil 'has not been cultivated or dis-

turbed for 25 years or longer. Take a spade or trowel, push away the leaves and

duff fron tho good dirt and then dig out a BaI:lple~ Well--J.e t' s see, this is January.

Perhaps if you live up here by the hardy Canadians, this exploration had better be

postponed until Lpril or May. 1'1l be too busy then to write about it.

I' El II just supposing" now, sitting in a warn rOOD while the wind whistles futilel

past the window. Let's just imagine we are outdoors on one of those lazy spring

days when we should be naking garden or something, but just can't settle down to

routine work when there is so nuch going on around us that simply demands investi-

gation. i.ll right, .£9!! we can stert digging 1

Unless the earthVl'O exa:line is Vi"ater logged, it will be full of holus and porous.

We can feel sure that rain falling on last yearts leaves, would find its W2Y gently

dovm through the duff and druwn out the angle worns by filling their burrows. The

soil looks capable of soakine up water like a sponge--and it is. Notice the struc-

t~re of the material. If itts dry enough, it vdll crunillle up like dry bread, but

thero won't be any hard lunps or nuch dust. We cantt see QCJny animals or plants

grovdng, but a Qicroscope could discover billions in every square inch. The soil is

"alive ll •

Now letts go over in a field. Not your field, of course - you use a good rota-

tion - but over on the John Shortsighted place where the land has been cropped and

robbed until it won't grow much but weeds. If it is dry enough it will be in hard

l'llt-:lps or dust. It vvill be packed tightly, with few anglmvorQ holos, and probably

show a much lighter color than the woods soil. If it is squeezed or packed when wet
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e it will be as hnrd as a brick when it is dry. Therels little "spring" or life in it.

Nature always tries to keep her precious soil covered. Leave her alone for a

year.' and she will hide her breast under some kind of vegetction unless the soil is

pure sand, poisonod with salt, or too dry to grow a crop. Such land will take longer

but shelll do it. If wetre ~Jart, we will learn her lesson and expose the earth as

little as possible. We will also work vegetable natter into it in sufficient quanti-

ties to free the ninute plant and anirml life which makes soil productive.

1 group of people in this country have become so enthusiastic over the miracles

performed by keeping a high organic content in their gardens or fields that they feel

it is Naturets way and the only way to health and prosperity. They have a publica-

tion called Organic Farming, which I read with interest. Some of then maintain that

if plant refuse is properly processed and used in adequate quantities, there will

never be need for inorganic fertilizers and that plants ,~ll be so healthy that weeds

and insects can't conpete with then. Insecticides, weed killers and chemicals of all

kinds, they hold to be poisonous.

I believe they are right in w:dntaining that a high orgC'.nic content will pro
ducs healthy plants of unusual productive ability. Observation shows that land in so
crops 1vhere some r.1atorial is always left to break the puddling effect of rain drops,
to feed the soil micro-organisms and prevent w2shing, is more alivo and in better
condition than land which is frl;quontly plowod and exposed to the clements much of
the t iJ'7l0 •

Perhaps I havenlt been cOlJplet8ly converted. 11m not convinced that fertilizers
and insecticides are harmful. They can be rllOst helpful if properly used, but it seen
obvious that those who think ahead a fow years must realize that adding a few hWldred
pounds of fertilizer each year will not alone lJaintain a high and sustained producti
vity. Unless stops are taken to keep the soil alive, it will eventually burn cut.

LlnJo.st everyone has soen fields where a heavy shot of nitrogon procl.uced a wonder
ful crop. in honest follow-up usually shows th2t the next year the same anount of
nitrogen doesn't have so much effect, and in successive years the stimulation seems
to run down. i. complete fortilizer nay h;:;lp for a tiJilO to maintain production, but
eventually the soil gets sticky, it puddles and the rain has trouble getting down to
the subsoil. If it is on a slope, it begins to wash.

Vio're just supposing, so 1 111 stick r,iy neck out 8nd predict that if we are to
feed our grow"ing population, we'll have to Watch our soil condition far J:10re carefull'
than in the pcst& It will involve a greater percentage of sad crops, less plowing ~
and cultivatlon plus turning under green manure and every plant residue we can find.
We 111 have to change our ideas somewhat about clean fields and seed beds, leaving
something to break the fall of the r3.in wherever possible. We'll have to cherish
the unseen but most irnportant plant nnd anir;12.1 helpers which keep our soil alive.
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MELT IS ML.DE TO ORDER

For over 500 years, skillful men have been moulding and modeling domestic animal

to fit the rual or fancied needs of producers and conSllilors. Sometliaes these demands

are far apart 2nd sometimes they ne2rly coincide. The ups and dovms of the business

r.~ke a long story.

Suppose we consider the last 200 years and limit our observations to beef c2ttle

in the U.S.L. Even then we can only touch the highlights. When white men came to

the upper Midwest they found Indians and bison which they called buffalo. These were

the wild cattle of the plains and served the Indians for food, clothing and shelter.

V/bite men killed hundreds of thousands of these aniT:lals, sometimes for the hides or

even as "sport" to see the groat animals die. BecDuse their cattle were killed, the

Indians faced starvetion, which probably had more to do with "winning the West" than

did our soldiers.

Blufalo were built for survival in the most severe weather. They grew heavy,

shaggy hair with dense undercoats, Which made their pelts valuable to Indians and

whites alike. The meat from older aniJ71als was tough and stringy, because the buffalo

were built for travel, with most of the weight in the front end and less in the area

which we consider desirable, the loin and round. Their wild instinct was so deeply

imbedded that domostic2tion was next to impossible. Even after years of quiet exist-

en~e in parks, a buffalo is nev~r safe to handle.

White Iacn,in their gro2t "wisdom," killod off the native cattle and then had to

replace them with sODething which could change the range grass into meat and leather,

so the "Longhorns" were brought in. These were mostly descendants of cattle brought

over by the early Spanish explorers and w~re just a little less wild than the buffalo.
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~ They, too, were built for survival. Driven up from Texas and Mexico in gr~nt herds,

they learned to live in spite of sparse winter feed ana. raging blizzards. Many died

in ospecially severe wintors, but some were able to stand the punishment and keep up

the supply of hides and moat (such as it was). In California for many years, the

chief vatLue of a "cow" w~cs the leather she wore on her back.

~s the west became more thickly populatod, people demanded additional meat and

lenther. Cows becane too valuable to let them run wild. Range meant feed, and choic

areas were defended at gun point. Meadows were fenced, alfalfa was seeded Lnd irri-

gated, hay was cut for winter rations 2nd the railroads brought in cottonseed oil

c2.kG. Longhorns were hard to handle in "captivity," but they were roplaced mainly

because it took from three to five yeers to grow 1000 pounds of cow in addition to

the horns. Capitalizing on the work of English and Scottish breeders, improved bulls
wero imported in great nWJbors to this country so th2t Shorthorn, Lngus and H0reford
cattle became the meat-making animals where the buffalo once roamed.

None of these Llore modern boef makers can stend the extrome hardship which their
wild predecessors might endure with fair survival, but they don't have to. Those cat
tIe have men to wait on them b8cause they C2n be traded for dollars-lots of dollars.
They will be fed and pampered if necessary because every calf dropped is a promisory
note. Because of bett0r C2re, botter breeding and better feed, they make better meat
i. greater proportion of their dressed woight is found south of the ribs, where the
high-priced cuts cODe fran. Their le2n muscle is intor12rded with feLt on finished
animals which nakes the meat tender, succulent and savory. ~bove all, they can reach
a weight of 1000 pounds in 18 months. It's a better product made faster and stockmen
will continue to turn it out as long as city dwellers are willing (and able) to pay
for it 2

i.ll along this main tr2il, there have been interesting side paths. How the Scot
developed the Shorthorn and ~ngus breeds would fill several books. The Herefords com
from England and tho white faces h2ve proved themselves the bust rustlers for the ope
range, where a Minn~sota man can't see anything growing. The black, polled Aberdeen
i.ngus cattle are generally conceded priority on the finest carcasses from heavy corn
rc~ions in the feed lot and Shorthorns claio the most versatility and speedy growth.
Breeders have made them bigger, s~aller, longer legged and shorter. They have shaped
the horns 2cnd taken them off. Now at last a concerted attempt is being m2de to mea
sure and select for feed efficiency.

Lll sorts of fads and fancies have been tried. Colors have received lots of atOC
tion although their chief value is in the breeder's imagination•••ttempts have been
male to increase again the hardiness of Hostern cilttle by a cro·as with the neClrly ·wile
long-haired Highland breed. It didn't pay. In Canada the attempt continues to cross
Galloway cattle with the old wild bison to produce meat anioals hardy enough to popu
late tl18 open ranges. Most of the first crosses are sterile but sone IlCataloli hybridf
are now rated as a now broed.

In the South, btJef t;ypes of Brahnan or Zebu cattle have been introduced 2nd croos
with standard breeds. ThE-SO animals cC'.n bettor sta.nd the summer heat, a.re resistant t
insects and the crossbreds havG remarkable Vigor. From such crosses, some new .uneric2
breeds of beef cattle have been developed. Of these the Santa Gertrudis is the best
known. Several others are in the process of standardization. So the need for moat 8n(

leat~er le~ds stockmen on a const2nt quest for more efficient and effective means of
m-~~t,~~·~~t.~:~,.?~~F.~V:.~.'~_~t.~lGll:-Cl;j 8;·':J~~1_? r,-J"t- in !'e.g,~ity ~_~ e~T8~ mo~e corr'irlic;:tt,~n t.h~T1
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',lE ATE DRIED APPLES

Mothar used to keep a sack of dried apples in the "attic" next to the boyt s

room, and one morning I discovered them. The first one tasted good and so I filled

a pocket with the fruit and munched aW8¥ at them on the long walk to school. All

morning, whenever the teacher had he r eyes elsewhere, ~ ja\'ls were busy. :By the

time recess came, one boy "las uncomfortably full of dried apples, and so the remain-

hoard was shared with a chum,

Dried apples swell as they twte up water--as I discovered in due tioe. A DBr9

bellyache became an expected explosion. Ever since that day I have had great s~-

pathy \-l1th a bloated cow or sheep. I know just what 1t feels like. Perhaps giving

away those dried apples saved my life. SUrely another pound of internal pressure

would have burst the buttons on my jacket. I stuck it out in school all day and

the ''lalk home brought partial recovery, but it \-las a hard way to gain exper ience.

In this modern age of electric e~uipment and rapid transportation we sometimes

forget to be thankful for all of the good things we have and spend our tiL1e worrying

over the disasters we imagine are about to happen. SOIDe of the younger housewives

can hardly realize the problems involved in feeding a family without the storage

facilities of a refrigerator. vfuen the weekly or monthly trip to town didn't bring

home much in the way of fresh fruit or vegetables, well, we couldn't keep them a~-

way.

We had to grow and process our own or go without. Potatoes, salt pork, codfish

and dried beef were standard fare because they could be kept on the pantry shelf.

)liilk and butter had to be ltept cool in a tank by froquent changes of water, and

e small boys ''lere handy to work the pur;1P handle several times a day when the water

needad changing" Sometimes the milk got sour. Sometimes in hot weather the butter
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became liquid, but folks in town were no better off unless they could afford to b~

ice.

Lil~ other farm women, Mother canned as much winter food as possible. Even that

was difficult when the source of heat was corn cobs picked up in the feed lots after

the hogs were through gnawing them. She would sun-dry sweet corn and apples, which

was no soall task. The drying material had to be covered with mosquito netting

against the flies and rushed in or out with sudden changes of weather. A few rainy

days might spoil a whole batch after all the hard work involved in preparing it.

Weld feel mighty sorry for ourselves if we. had to do it that way now.

With an electric refrigerator and a deep freezer, farm families can come pretty

close to being self sufficient if they want to. Of course, our modern grocery store--

only a few minutes away by car--~arries a year-round supply ~f everything desired,

but it does take money to buy it. Right now, when dollars come easy, we donlt worry

too IIII.lch \-Then they go easy, but if hard times come again, some of us may have to cut

down our trips to town to save gas and spend our precious dollars for salt, sugar,

spice and a little white flour to piece ~ut the corn meal.

No matter what happens, farm families are in the best possible position to eat

well. A good garden, along with the products of tho feed lot (afid I don't mean corn

cobs). can prOVide most of the essentials for good meals in farm homes. Then, too,

our methods and facilities for canning, drying and preserving have made tremendous

adv£ncement since Mother's day. She had no pressure cooker, no time tables and in-

structions for each type of produce to be processed. She had to rely on her memory,

observation and experience to mwte her food preservation the success which we e~oyed.

We think our present methods of freezing, canning, drying and cooking are the

last word in scientific achievement. Certainly they are a long step ahead to be
accomplished in one generation. No one would have believed 50 years ago that farms
would have electricity and gas buggie s.

This leads me to wonder what it may be like when another 50 yea.rs of mechanic al
eontrivances have been invented and scientists, perhaps yet unborn, apply their skill
and training to the ·,:>roblems of feeding the increasing numbers of people. It may be
that we will live on pills and concentrates so that storage and preparation will no
longer be a problem. I have no wish to live that long. I'm just old fashioned enough
to enjoy a thick, luscious sirloin steak and French fries. It will keep the pill
makers busy to equal the present pleasure in @Ood farm living.
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People who live on the farm have the privilege of being closer t~ Nature than

those who camp beside paved streets. Perhaps some who live on the farm wouldn't

agree that this was a privilege and some who prefer the city wouldn't know what I

was talking about. I can only speak from one point of view.

It has been m1 go~d fortune to have enjoyed a long sample of farm living and a

few years of city liVing for contra~,~Which served to settle ~ conviction that
•• 'l•.

growing plants and animals--animate things--offered more interest than numbers,

papers, selling or routine shop work. It's a good thing everyone doesn 1 t feel that

W~t because we can1t all be farmers.

Nature is generally friendly if we meet her with friendship and good will. It

i B a pleasure to hear the morning greeting of hungry 11vestock. I know they are more

interested in breakfast than in the man who dishes it out, but I'm welcomed anyhow.

I like to have a calf cautiously approach this strange two-legged critter and nibble

at my overalls to see whether they are edible. A bunch of fat little pigs rooting

at illW shoes with their hard rubber noses is a lot more interesting than to have them

afraid of me. t:lhile we keep these animals for the work they can do, still they're

fellow creatures and friendship is fun.

Not all of the friendly animals are in the barns and yards. Squirrels make a

big fuss about stealing a few ears of corn from our cribs and pay for their provisions

by trying to act just like people. Perhaps I shouldn't accuse them of stealing the

corn, as long as they pay for it. Each one seems to consider the crib his property,

and while it is ~bvious that there is more corn than all the sqUirrels can possibly

eat, it is squirrel habit to want the whole hoard for himself and he furiously resents

every other bushy tail in the grove, publishing the long list of his misdeeds and
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offenses with raucos chatter. Isn't that just like people?

Pheasants lurk along the fence rows, waiting for me to retreat before they become

told enough to cluster u~ around the hog feeders, salvaging stray bits ~f grain the

hogs have wasted. As winter progresses, they become more accustomed to my presence

and come closer, impatient because their breakfast is delayed. The drab, meek !ittle

hens think ~~re 6f food than of danger, but the gorgeously painted cocks, with the

sun reflected from the shining pattern of their bright-uolored feathers, hang back

and advise caution while they strut arrogantly on top of a snow drift.

Out in t~e field, a huge jack rabbit leaps from the cup-like shelter he has

fashioned in the snow and seems almost to fly as he thumps his way to a safe distance

and then stops to look back and decide what has startled him, That old jack and his

ancestors have eaten our soybeans for 30 years and more, but we won't bother him unles

his progeny get too numerous. We feel more kindly toward him than toward his cotton-

tail cousins who live under the brushpile and leave the cra~-quilt patterns of their

curious nocturnal adventures. Peter O. eats our little trees.

Even at the house we have friends. The downy and hairy woodpeckers, chickadees

and nuthatches shack away at the frozen suet until we think their heads should ache

and their bills be blunted. We don't want to make them lazy and dependant on handouts

for a living, but if the hunting is poor, they can always dig out a bit of fat to keef

up their strength and spirit for the job of ridding our trees of insect eggs and pupae

Flashy, smart alec blue jays seldom deign to pick at the suet, but they look fer crumb

or popcorn remnants. They can't crack the hickory nuts we put out to draw the squir

rels up clnse where we can watch their antics, but the selfish jays can't bear to see

the sqUirrels enjoy such fancy fare, so the gaudy blue bullies haul the nuts away and

hide them.

We all live together on the farm. It's more fun to be friends, se we give and take

in good humor most of the time. There is enough for all if we each do our part.

~ Everyone has work to do and he does it, \n1y can't people live that way?
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PLEASE TELL US HO\'/

At Lionls Club the ~ther evening, one of our l~cal business men mentioned that

he had never been through a local factory. Three others who could be heard above

the dinner clatter admitted that they had never visited the special p~ints of inte~

est and industry in this very small city. r believe that is characteristic of most

of us. ~le drive thousands of miles and spend large sums of money and time to visit

the Grand Canyon or "See Hew Yorku but ignore the interesting things right under our

noses.

In this particular case, at least two businesses have grown up during the past

20 years, which are nationally known and advertised. They are operated by local bo~s

who put their ideas to work. \"Te Imow them, we knew their fathers and we have a vag'1re

idea that something is going on, but never take the time or energy to visit the plant

and get a better picture of its cperation. They are too close and too familiar to

arouse our curiosity.

In addition to the two big plants, there are several small operations which gen-

erally escape notice. Few people know how the local creamery makes butter. One locw

boy turns out ducl~ calls by the thousand, another ma~es gun stocks and ships them ~

over the U. S., we have a sizable printing plant, a rural electric plant with a most

interesting history, a small plant to process and use second-grade hardwood lumber

from local trees, a concrete tile plant. feed mills, poultry feeding and processing--

thatfs cnly a start. All of these have worked out exact standards and methods of

operation which should be of interest to any wide-awake person living in the same

~ community. Yet any owner-operator-manager will tell you that the vast majority of

their visitors are from out of town.

Our particular job is to manage a Branch Experiment Station which is owned and
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operated by the University of Minnesota. This is the property of Minnesota people,

~ set up and supported by them, to answer questions concerning agricultural production.

Our buildings are just outside the city limits and for 35 years we have grown consid-

erable numbers of livestock and thousands of crop plots as part cf our researen pro-

gram. Yet the information local residents do not have concerning their Experiment

Station is amusing,

A stranger asking directions t6 reach the Experiment Station is likely to be

met with a blank staro. The II state Farm" is just ".,est of town. One man who had

lived here several years was moving to take another job and said he wished there was

time to see the cattle at the "Poor Farm" before he left. So far as the neighbors

are concerned, it is some kind of farm run by the state. liQy, what and Wherefore

are of too little interest to warrant an hourts investigation. We could use their

tax money to raise fur-linod angleworms and they wouldn't care.

Ilm not blaming my friends in town. They are busy--too busy to see more inte~

esting things going on even closer to them. I can't imagine that the ladies of the

Tuesday Study Club would derive any great benefit from hearing a dissertation on

breeding wheat for disease resistance or the economy of gains in crossbred hogs.

Still it would seem that some general acquaintance with local operations might be

almost as edifying as a discussion of food problems in Malaya. Most men in town have

only a vague idea of where the city sewage goes or why it backs up when it rains.

Itt s my fault that folks do not lmow more about this Experiment Station. For
over 20 years I've written a story each week, intended to acquaint the pUblic with
how and why this farm is serving them. Somehow I have failed to m~ce the big things
interesting and a lot more inquiry is received concerning our cat operations than our
adventures in the corn experimental plots--which cost over $15,000 yearly. Reading
is even more selective than radio or television. rIVe been wem~ on the commercials J

Each year we have a "Visitors Day, II when we hold open house for anyone who cams
to learn what processes, practi~es or living tools of production we have been able
to devise or test. 1-1e have a fi"ne attendnnce--frcm over 50 miles away--but I'm not
satisfied that we are giving them an adequate picture of what goes on. Can anyone
tell me how to demonstrate and report cur attempts to make food more abundant, so
that it can compete with the daily accounts of death and destruction for public inter
est? It probably can be done, but how?
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SUI.J3 THE DECKS

All I Imow of nautical terminoll'l@Y has been acquired from printed pagos. One

might thirut that with the ocean waves slapping across the decks every now and thon,

they would be kept in a fairly sanitary condition. but in the stories. seamen wear

bell bottom pants so that they are easy to pull up out of the way fer the daily

chore of swabbing the deck. On special occasions it is "holystoned" \-lith an abra-

sive and elbow grease.

Probably I know as much about seamanship as most sailors l~w about hogs. The

Navy would probably be surprised to learn that \'Te flswab the decks" on all of our

hog equipment at least twice a year and spend a lot of energy in bet,-reen, trying to

koep things sanitary. A "dirty shipll is bad for health and morale in the house, ':

the hog barn or on a 1n ttle cruiser. Just now we are llholystoningtT in the hog barn

so that evorything will be apic and apan when the expected babies arrive.

TJc can I t see wom eggs or disease germs in our daily chores, but we have learIted

to suspect that they are always present, and experience has taught us that hog

troubles are easier to prevent than to correct after sick or unthrifty pigs begin

to show up. "Bugs" thrive in dirt and so the first rule is to keep everything

clean. A sailor @i~1t share the prevalent oplnicn that hogs are dirty animals

which thrive in @ud holos and filth. It is true that hogs will go to almost any

extreme to cool their feverish bodies on a hot day, but if given a chance, they

like to l-;:eep clean. It IS our job to give them that opportunity.

First we scrape the floors, the walls, the feed pans, the hurdles, everything

where "dirt" has accumulated. l~ext \'Te turn on the hose and scrub everything with

broom and brush. It looks pretty good when we get through, "but some eggs of round

worms, thorn-headed worms, whip worms, kidney worms, pin wor~s, etc. may be hiding
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in the cracks. Lurking, wi th them J:af' be' the Ilmakings" ('Jf mange. Hce, naore, scours

e and \Jho knows what else. As a final treatment we try to "burn ll these possible

trouble m~{ers by sloshing boiling water containing a liberal amount of lye ever

everything the pig babies may touch.

If we can get the time, we may whitewash the inside of the hog houses this

year. This helps their appearance for a while and it might seal in some of the ..

"bugs. II but we put our main reliance on the scrubbing and the hot lye water. It I s

a big job to go over 20 portable houses, the farrowing house, feeders, waterers

and all the other equipment, but if we don't do the job thoroughly. we're asking

for irouble. It's a big job to t~{e care of sick pigs. too. It hurts to bury dead

porkers because we're burying profits along with them. ~en if we're able to find

some dope which will save the majority. they have had a set back, weaning weights

will be low and it will take extra feed to make even socond rate hogs of them,

Each year we try to profit by our previous mistakes and plan to do everything

just right this time. Last spring things seemed to work out better than ever be-

fore. Most of the sews were generous in the size of their families and our lesses

were comparatively small. Thrifty pigs made most satisfactory gains. It's fun to

raise pigs when things go right. They take less feed, far less work, worry is

eliminated, doctor bills are small and visitors say, "What nice pigs yl'lu have. II

~nlen things go haywire in the pig department we sweat and stew all summer and

get disgusted ever,y time we look at the inhabitants of the pens, l'fuat did we d.

wrong? ~'las it the feed? Was it a break in our sanitation program? ':Tas it anything

we could have controlled if we had been smart enough? Now, after a fairly success-

ful year, we ask ourselves, t1;'fuat did we do right? Can we do it againT ~~ did we

have 'good luck'1"

We'll keep on wondering until the results are in for 1952. ~etve tried to

feed right, we'll "swab the deck lt with vim and enthusiasm. From there on it l s up

to the pigs to tell us whether we are right or wrong for this year. How are yours

doing:
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AG SCHOOL TRACK MEET HOMECOMING FEBRUARY 2

SPECIAL

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The pOth annual Indoor Track and Field Meet and Midwinter Homecoming

of the University of Minnesota School of Agriculture at university Farm will be

held on the St. Paul Campus Saturday, February 2, it has been announced by J. O.

Christianson, superintendent of the school.

The day's activities will begin at 11:50 a.m. with a convocation program

in Coffey Hall. Speaker will be John M. Larson, St. Paul, a member of the class

of 1923 and President of The School of Agriculture Alumni association.

The track and field meet will be held in the school gymnasium beginning

at 1:30 p.m. Men and women of the school will compete in their respective divisions

for group and individual honors. Events will include swimming and foot races, rope

climbing, jumping, shot put, rope vault, archery and nail drive.

Awards willbe presented by Superintendent Christianson.

In the evening, there will be two basketball games, with a men's and

women's team of students each opposing a team of graduates. A dance will follow at 9

p.m.

In announcing the annual event, Superintendent Christianson invited all

former stud.ents and alumni to attend.

rr
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usefulness of the bUilding as a hog hatchery. :Babies LlUSt be ltopt dry and out of a

e draught.

High ceilings encourage air to circlo up and cooe do~rn cold on the pig nost.

Big windows are fino when the sun shines; in fact, they often make the pen too hot-

and then when tho sun goes down, they usually let out too much heat. Sunshine in

lviarch is seldoLl consistant enou§b to do much good and a pig sun porch has oa.ny ad-

vantages over a lot of window area. I like low ceilings, pens tight on three sides

and saue insulation from a cold out side wall.

Elaborate schemes have been devised for keeping floors ~arm and dry. Hot water

pipes in the ~t. hollow block underlays, hot air flues under the nesting area--

they all cost money and in many cases are too hard to regulate. I-ve soon pigs kept

on a hot floor whioh died like flies when they ran outdoors into the cold oold wet.

Pneumonia ~t them in a hurry. They weren't hardoned to the cold at all. Floors

heated just euough to keep thee dry seeD to work well, but they'ro expensive.

Pig brooders had a big run for awhile and somo very elaborate contraptions wore
deVised, but often the pig~ failed to appreciate the f0aturos described so enthusi
astically in the ~/lvertiscoents. ~'re have tried several und discarded theu... Heat
lamps hung in a pr.otected corner soem to please the pigs Dare than any boxed-~~

affair, beoause they oan pick and choose the desired te~peraturo by their position
under the laopo Their nost is kept wam and dry 1n the corner and they can co~o back
to get a hoat treatr.lOnt whenever they fool tho urge. Teoperature in the rest of the
pen is not so important.

Some sort of heat to take off the chill and daopness at tiDes is almost a ne
cessity in a farro\'ling house, but it can be very sioplo and ineXPensive. ~Te have
takon out our guard. rails and so far we havon't becorae enthusie·etic over farrowing
oratoso Strong, healthy pi;;s will find the hot spot corner in a hurry and do a
pretty good job of st83i:ng out from under foot. It ~8 the draggy "squealertt who is
alw83s getting into trouble.

Thero is some danger of firo froo tho use of heat 1aopst but good COL1Oon sense
w111 make thea about as safe a.s a coal stove. The wiring should be heavy onough to
carry the load and it L~ neod to bo on more than one cirCUit. but ever,yono should
knO\'! that. The loops [just be safoly suspended--we 111m theo about 20 inches above
the nost in cold weather rold 30 iuches as the pigs get oldor. They should be bi~

and closo enough to oakc the nest fool real wam but not hot. A little exporicent
1ng at first will be tino well spent. So far, they ltavo worked well for us.

UndOUbtedly furthor improvements will be oade in providing heat for pigs, parti
cularly in providing greater safety frou fire, but tho SaDe old requirooents prevail.
1. Strollg, heal thy pit;s. 2. No draughts. 3. A wam dry spot where they can.
sleep in safety and comfort after a big weal. Elaborate quarters with fancy trim
I:lings and lots of gadgets arc mainly designed to plense tho owners. Tho pigs ask
only for comfort.
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SD WHAT I FOUND

Hiking up to the hog house. I open the door qUietly and peek in. Everything

seems no~. Some of the sows are snoring, soce ar coving about in their pens,

looldng for a stray kernel of oats whioh ~ have escaped their earlier explorations.

One gilt is lying perfectly still but with one ear coc1ted over a. bright eye. She's

pla~r1ng poSSutl, and if a pig has ica.bination. perhaps she is hidden in the jungle,

ready to fight or run. depending on what creature is approaching.

Down the line 8 bit farther. a deep voice sounds off with a 1-2-3 and 4, like

the a~ sing-song, only it's in pig language. ugh. ugh, ugh. It doesn't have ~

thing to do with keeping step. but it's pure music to the babies lined up alongside

the acple black bosom and they pull togpthcr on the down beat. Their little hind

legs are braced to ensure a better hold and their front legs seek support on any-

thing available--somctioes on Mama, sooetiwes on the floor, often On a brother or

sister pumping a lower, sOt~times waving wildly in mid-air or defending the owner's

position with tiD¥ blows at greedy companions.

It's an old, old story. Pig 11 tters have been born and fed for thousands and

thousands of generations. I have watched them for over 50 years, since the first

time I was old enough to toddle out to the barn. Still, there is always a thrill in

watching a new litter of pigs and the first spring arrivals are always the most

exciting. PrObably it has something to do wLth spring fever. Itt s a good sign that

winter is well on the way out and warm s'WUl¥ days are just ahead. "10 had to wait

aanle last year, but spring may be earlier in 1952.

I'm aot the only one affected. ~then the crew ~thers in the shop to plan the

day's endoavors, Shorty ~ come in and amwunce, "There I s a pair of lambs over in

the barn." Of course he ma.l::es it most matter-of-fact, just as he would say, "Itle
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pretty cold out," but it is really exciting news, Often the whole crew leaves in

a body to see this new evidence of spring, If other duties interfere, everyone of

them will drop in to see the new babies so~etioe during the day.

Perhaps it affects faro folk the same as "I saw the first robin lt gives a. 11ft

to the city dweller. Of course, we have that cheerful discover,y to oWte. too, but

there I s something about the advent of the "first born" which mItes it a big day for

the livestock raiser. It is the first indication of the co~ing crop, the first re-

turns for his planning, care and labor.

A considerable part of the herdsman 1 s effort is directed toward the production

of healt~, thrifty youngsters with good inheritance. He also wants a satisfactor,y

percentage of increase. It begins way back with the selection of his breeding stocke

Usually he chooses what he consiJers to be the choicest fe~los in his herd or flock

and then soeks an unrelated si~e of outstanding conforcation, bold appearance and

inheritance which he thinks will "nick" well with what he has been trying to build

up over the years. He plans ahead to have the laubs or pigs arrive as early as he

can care for them. Early !iJarch is a. favorite JilTA (I be11eve that is air lingo tor

Estimated Time of Arrival.)

All thrOUgh the gestation period, the ewes or sows are car3:f'ully fed a balanced

ration which he hopes will include every protein, mineral and vitamin needed for

the well being of the prospoCtive additions to his 11vestoc!t business. ~'leight and

condition of the brood matrons are watched as carefully as that of a ~ovic actress

and regulated to a no~al gain by controlling the amount of feed. Exercise is care
fully planned because fat and logy mothers tlaY have trouble at parturition and the
youngsters, too, may be dull and duopy. 11ater is an ioportant item in the herd.
tlB.Ilagement and eve-q effort is t1adc to encourage a lot of drinking. Host modern
farms provide sooe kind of heated water fountain so that the ladies of the harem
may sip whenever they please.

All of this planning and care adds up to hard worJt and watcbtul waiting. The
results can't be measured until the l1ew crop is in. :"1111 the "Harvest" be good or
bad? Have uistakes been oade7 ffas the manageLient and feed been right? A good crop
of pigs or lambs means money in the owner's pocket. No wonder he is anxious as the
ti~e approaches. It isn't surprising that he tries to be around when the babies
arrive, to help them if necessary and stands in awe and admiration whon strong,
thrifty barn babios are "ouch eager" over thor ne\"l found milk supply.

\'1hat if we all studiod, worked sndplanned over our res.p0nsib1l1 ties as oi tizens
as carefultly and thoroughly as we labor over our livestock' ~e might have better
governmcn •
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LITTLE wms E.A.T IVY

Little laobs--and lacbs not so little--will eat poison ivy, clover, young troes,

roso bushes, oULleal, dirt and other things "too nUL1erous to oention," as the auction

ads express it. And yet, shoep are Dost fastidious in their choice of food. A

11alk of alfalfa, once undor foot, will not be eaton except in case of extreme

hunger. Instinct seeElS to tell tho "duob ll anioals that hay once dropped is con-

taDinatod. Or is it just sheep cussedness?
to

Like Dost humans, sheop seem sODotiL!os/inherit oore cuBsedncss than sonso.

Thoy wUl pullout a long pieco of ~ froD tho racl:, nip off an cnd and drop the

rest. They waste up to 50% of long hay if given a chance. They will go out in tho,

pasture and drink stinl~ water froD the slough rather than walk a city block to their

carefully cleaned drilliting fountain. Docs the slough water answer SODO need? I

wish I could better understand sheop lan~go.

Anir:,als DUst be warned by radar--or sODe other phonoDonon of Nature not yet

discovorod--as to what they should or shouldn't oat. I have soon nonth-old laobs,

lot out for the first tinc, drop to their knees in the ba~ard mld start eating

dirt just as fast as they could broak off churU~s and chow thOD up. I didn't think

that the dirt froD a horse exerciso lot was sanitsr,y, but the lanbs didn't care a

baby blat about rq opinion. Tl10y had 14'1.d s~lt and 't,hat is supposed to be a complote

Dinoral Dlxture in open boxes in their pen. ~~ did they eat dirty dirt?

llpOcially in the spring, ffilioals seeu to crave sooe kind of tonic. Horses

will peel tho bark froD l2-inch cottonwoods--if they can't find any smaller stuff--

and Dost any kind of brush will be oaten except tho astringents like oak. As soon

a.s their spring craving is satisfied, trees are rolatively safe fron horses unless

tboy a.re tied to one! in which caso barlt rOllOval is an atlUsonont rather th...'1Il 0.
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hunger. Pigs just revel in a. spring rooting party. They eat grubs and quack grass

~ roots as well as soil. Even cattle crave a certain OL10unt of dirt. A group of 20

steers ate 1500 pounds of dry earth in 100 dalls froD "free ~'1oice" boxes when they

were on full feed.

After the "spring tonic" dor.-.a.nds are r.'-lOt, horses, COW'S p.nd hogs are rather selee>-

tive in thoir grazing unless starved into eating the less palatable plants. They

want a varioty if possiblo and prefer to tlix their grasses ond legunes to suit then

solves. They uay lteep one part of the pasture gnowed to the roots while in other

patches or areas tho snue forage plonts gro~1 to ooturity without being grazed. Yoar

after yoal'--even after wOrlting the ground and reseoding--they nnJ<:e tho sarole p..'ttterns.

They try to toll DO why, but Ilo not so very bright and can't understand their lingo.

Shoep arc oither less particular in their tastes or else they enjoy experinentin~

At any rate, they will eat plant species avoided by other stocl~. Mustard, sow thistk.
prickly lettuce, dandelions mld such are salads to an old ewe, to be eaton along with
clover and grass. If other feed is short, sheop will oat alnost anything, evon to
young Canada thistles, pig ~reed, curly dock, sne..rtwoed or burdock leaves. Poison
ivy doesn't hurt thon a bit and if they get into the garden, onion tops seou just
as tasty as lottuce, strawberrios and Bweet corn. Our flocl~ is all desconded frou
Old Lady :!ashtub, a sr.:n.rt ewo that learned to open the garden gate.

Sheep are often kept to i~~rovo a pasturo or clenn up a far~stcad. If confined
and kept on short rations, they will cat aL,ost every woed to the ground ani nibble
every leaf and twig up to 6 feot high$ They soon loam to stand on thoir hind feet
and push a little tree over. Applo trees arc favorite fodder. The young and tender
weods arc DOst palatable, \'/hon they get old cnd tough or if sheop have boen confined
to a sDall area for SODe tiue, the woolies will start searching for greener pastures-
and then tho O\tnor is apt to go wild.

Cluosy as they appear, Dost any ewe can hop over a 3-foot fence if she figures
it's worth tho effort, and any nuwbor of theo can do 4 foot. They cnn squeeze thro\Jgh
under or around oponings incredibly sr.mll, as tmyone can testify \'/ho has tried to
confine theD against their willo Uith a little sheep psychology, hO\"/over, they are
easy to handle. They want to roaD, explore, oxpcrincnt and nibble where the shoots
are suort and succulont~ ilith proper nanagcuont they will koep a yard as slick as
a park, but they are death on flowers. shrubs and young trees. They con even kill
100-yea~old oak~but that's another story.

For allyone \-tho likes sheep, a sr:Jall flock will altlCot live, the year around on
what Dight otherwise be wasted, Of courso, if they arE.. starved into eating tough
old weods, it will take a long tine to I.lQ.lte lanbs ready to top the oarket o Sheep
arc also liable to violont fluctuations in price. Right now it would 003t real ~oney

to start a flock, but I have eaten fat lac.bs worth on~ $1.50 cach.

I like sheep and I like beos in spite of the old saying that a man who will
associate with shoep wust be half crazy ar.d one who will fool with bees 1s at least
three-quarters off the beau. I don't know whether oental aberrations arc necessary,
but perhaps they helpe Most aI).Ything is illtoresting \'/h011 we get well onough acqua.i.ut
ad to try to undorstand what tney are tellinb us.
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The man who se barnyard is si tuatod on a sandy side hill t1ay have sooe trouble

keeping dirt around the foundation of his barn, but i donlt feel sorry for hiD at

all. l~ syopathy is all for tho fellow whose barn is set in the Diddle of a flat

old lwte bed, where water lingers long and oixes with terra flroa to oake that thUk,

gooey, stic~t viscious otzc, that o~xture of hogwash, adhesive sludge and oush, ~t

deceptive quagpire of Ducilaginous Duck which goes under the CODeon nane of mud.

Ilve "done Ume ll in a sandy sido hill barnyard and appreciate the problens of

gul~ washing, but oost of my life has been spont in barnyards which were all gooed

up every spring. On one occasion the top 3 inches were slus~ with snow water, but

below that there was ice. Dad took a 2-yea~old colt out of his box stall to water

him at the tank4 The big Percheron filled up with cold water and it seeDed to touch

his frisky button. He began to kick and jump around playfully and Dad has sone

diffimllty hanging on to his end of the halter rope.

Suddenly the powerful animal started off across the big souP.1 lot. Dad wouldnlt

let go,. even when his feet slid out in front of him and he sat down in the cold,

cold slush. The colt turned his head sidewise, but kept going and Dad, with his legs

spread out ahead of him, left a cloar, wide trail as he skidded over the ice. He

hUllg on until the accumulated DUck for~ed an effective brake. Then he got up and

led the chastened colt back to his stall. ~~ brother and I, who had watched the

whole thing from the barn door, went over in the hog house to laugh. Dad was in no

condition or frane of nind to appreciate our leVity.

~'Te Ive all had fun~ experiences with mud. They were side-spli tting--when they

happened to so~eone elso. It's queer how much difference it naloos, who gets mired.
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Me. was helping De talte SODe pictures of colts in the pasture and we CaLle 'taok on a.

well pacltod, fairly dry path to\'1ard tho barn. One of the colts made a run pa.st us

and Va thought his intention was to run over her. She stepped off the path on what

appeared to be dry groWld but it was !'lnly a crust and she went down over her ankles

in foul-SDolling muck. Honestly, I tried not to la.ugh but she said, III could beat

IOU up for what your're thinking."

Most of what happens in a muddy barnyard is not hUt1orous. It's no fun to wade

out through slilJe 3 buckles deep to retrlnd old Kate that it IS Dilking tiDe and she

should coDe in the ban1. It's a nasty job to wash tho udders of cows after a trip

thrOUgh a Duddy lane. It's plain hard work to lug feed or water when each heavy

boot goes down nearly half knee deep and then has to be pulled loose by oain strength

and awkwardness. Itls a tiresoDe job just to lug around the foot wear necessary

for navigating the Dire, and if a boot leaks, it's even worse.

''Ie used to think that muddy barnyards were an Wlavoidable evil cOl1J."1ectod with
the job of faming. to be endured as patiently as possible ...,ith tho hope that future
sunshine would remedy the situation. LiJte the roof that couldn!t be mended while it
was raining and didn't need it when the sun shone, we just wade the best of it. Then
came the age of concrete, and today alT.:i.ost every rmd-bound faroer eagerly looks for
ward to the tioo when he can finance SOLle paving in the barnyard.

Those of us who grew up in the DUd are in the best posi ti on to appreciate the
luxury of a concrete-covered cow yard or a feeding floor for the pigs. I seldom
step up on the paving without a thought of thaWtfulness for its solid reassurance.
To' be sure it costs, but so does everythingelse except fresh air and Governnent
advice. SometiLlcs even those are expensive. It has paid to put concrete on our
highw~s and it pays to pave our barnyards. As the advertlseI.1ents put it--"we P8¥
for it, \'1hotl1er we have it or not."

Of course, it would be nice to have concrete walks, roadways and big yards on
every flat fal'Llstead, but unless funds are oore plentiful than on Dost farDs, a
completo job is out ot the question. Oinders or gravel are fairly satisfactory for
paths 1IThere traffic is light, but at least a sLlall paved yard, heavy enough to
pernit tractor cleaning, will keep cows and caretakers from ouch of the slopo The
dirt yards will drain better a~d dry uore quickly if they are not traoped up when
wet. Stoclt will do better with a dry SUltny spot to rest. and as a real labor saver,
a hard-surfaced yard ranks with the r:,ilking t'lachine and the autoI:18.tic barn cleaner.

Farmng is not only a business, it's a way of 11vil1g. It can be pure drudgery
or it can be an interesting game with pleasure and satisfaction for the whole faL11~.

A neat, well planted farostead, with walks, drives and at least sone of the barn
yard out of the DUd, helps a lot toward Daking the difference.
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KEEP PIGS Cm.OORTABLE

Dad usod to farrow his pigs in a riclrety old shed 12 feet wide and 10 pens

long. For some reason it had been built on stilts and was about 2 feet above the

ground. It had one row of small, dusty windows on the south side, a slightly lew~

roof and the well weatherod siding was cracked and docrepit. In the center was a

pot-bellied stove and a cot, because in farrowing time Pop lived with his pets.

Thore was plenty of ventilation in his housc--no electric fans were nccdod--

but it was dry. He beddod deeply, dried tho new-born pigs in a baskot by the fire

and fed slop in pans. March usually brings SOtle cold weather in HiIll1.0sota, but

Dad raised a lot of fine purebred Chester WhiteSt shipping breeding stock to ovory

state in the Union. Wo weuldn't call it ouch of a hog house in theso d~s--and it

was not rated highly at that tineo I can rCDeobor his s£Wing, liTho old shack isn't

worth a coat of paint~n

Our oajor recreation for one winter was the planning of a new hog house. It

was a family affair. Lines, sizes, ditlen81o~. and arrangenents were discussed and

redrawn until the less interested Doobers of the clan were fed up with it. An

upper row of windows was designed to load the rfoa.rch sun directly to the back row of

pons and a lower row f~ooded the south pens with li~1t~ The floor and walls wore

to be of ooncrote. This was to be a Lmstorpieoo.

One evening I trudged hoeo froD school and hurried out to sec tho now arrivals

in their spic and span quarterse Pop and tho pigs wore both gone--back to the

riokotj' old shed. This lool:od like heresy to .. small boy, but Dad said he couldnft

~ afford to use the new barn. "Too oany piGS dio thero. It's too draUghty and too

datlp.1f Sinoe that tir.1e, I have beon in a great~ hoghouses, from porcine pala.cal

to pig pup tents. Those two factors seem to dotermine, Dore than any others, tho
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AG SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT, ALUMNI ACTIVITIES SCHEDULED

SPECIAL to weeklies

Immediate Release

Events in connection with the 6Jrd annual commencement and alumni reunion of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota School of Agriculture, St. Paul, will be held March 14, 16, 17 and 19.

The observance will get under way at 8 p.m. Friday evening, March 14, with the senior

class play, liThe Insect Comedy," in the auditorium of Coffey hall on the St. Paul campus.

Special reunions will be held Sund~ March 16, from 1 to 6 p.m. by the following classes:

1891, 1892, 1896, 1897, 1901, 1902, 1906, 1907, 1911, 1912, 1916, 1917, 1921, 1922, 1926,

1927, 1931, 1932, 1941, 1942.

John Larson and Victor Dose, both of St. Paul, who are president and secretary, respec-

tively, of the School of Agriculture Alumni Association, urge all alumni and former students

of the School to attend the festivities. Alumni headquarters will be in Pendergast Hall on

the St. Paul campus.

Speakers slated for meetings during the week include Dr. J.L. Morrill, president of the

University of Minnesota, who will address the annual alumni banquet March 17; Dr. Malcolm

Willey, vice president, academic administration, of the University, who will speak at gradu-

ation exercises March 19; and Dr. Hugo Thompson, professor of philosophy and religion,

Macalester college, who will give the commencement sermon March 16.

The commencement sermon will be given at 8 p.m. March 16 in the auditorium of Coffey

hall on the St. Paul campus. The annual Alumni Association business meeting will be held

at l.p.m. in room 107 of the agricultural engineering building. The alumni banquet and

program is scheduled for the School of Agriculture dining hall at 6:30 p.m. the same d~.

There will be a reception on March 19 for ~,mbers of the graduating class and their
parents by Dr. and Mrs. C.H. Bailey and Dr. and Mrs. J.O. Christianson. Dr. Bailey is dean
~f ·theUiliyereity Department of Agriculture, and-Dr. Christianson is superintendent of the
School of:,Agriculture. The reception will be held in the fireplace room of the home economics
building.

Graduation exercises will get under w~ at 8 p.m. in the Coffey hall auditorium. Diplomas
will be presented to graduates by Dean Bailey. Presiding over the capping ceremony for young
women who have completed the course in Practical Nursing and Home Management offered Jointly
by the School of Agriculture and the School of Nursing of the University of Minnesota will be
Miss Katharine J. Densford, director, and Miss Eugenia Taylor, instructor, in the School of
Nursing.

-rr-
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~~ GRO~ COTTOlrJOODS

In making a oollection of poplar varieties for the arboretum. I needed some
.

honest to goodness old fashioned cottonwood trees.

Beside the road. about a mile from home there was a row of big cottonwoods.

about 2 feet in diaLleter and with lots of sprouts coming uP. so one sunny spring

da¥ I perched beside the largest and snipped a few shoots into appropriate lengths.

I wanted about 40, from pencil to thumb size. and about 16 inches long. ¥~ pile was

growing and I was intent on the operation when a voice startled me.

11 Hey , Bob. "That do you think you're doing?" the old-timer who lived down the

road a piece had valked over to satisfy his curiosity. He S8,t do1tTn on the ditch

bank an1 I told him my plans. "11e1l. it \.,as 50 years ago I stuok those trees in

there." That made my cuttings more interesting than ever.

The t1.'rigs were tied in bundles and. soalted for a day or so. Then they "rere

slipped into slits made with a sp~de at an angle of about 450 • If we had set them

straight up and down, the spade might have left an air pocket at the bottom and ~e

cuttings could have dried out. We put the twigs deep enough so that only 3 inches

or a couple of buds stuck out abf)ve the surface and then we tramped the soil firmly

around them. As I remomber it, all but one or two started right out to mclte trees

f)f themsslve s.

All of this hap)ened in 1929. Fifteen years later, the best of the trees had

a diameter of 12 inohes. They haven't grown so nst since then, because they are

planted 6 x 6 feet. which is too crowded for maximum development. Still they are

e tall. straight trees and could serve many useful purposes around the farm. I have

never thought that a poplar fence post would last long enough to finish tamping it

in. but the foresters tell me that when properly treated, they will be serviceable
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We Grow Cottonwoods

for 20 years or more •

lfuat will we do for fence posts and poles when our present trees are gone?

The best have already been cut. Perhaps sooeone could make a good business out of

growing and treating fence posts and building £ences. A modern hole digger or post

pounder is pretty expensive for an individual farm, but most farmers wouldbo glad

to p~ for a fencing job and a man with equipment could do it cheaper than cculd

the farm operator.

If cottonwood posts, when treated, will last better than untreated white cedar,

it would be quick and easy to grow a good supply of posts, A new hybrid poplar

(there are many of them) called Populus robusta is a growing fool. Some tiny slips,

some not much larger than a lcnitting needle when put in the garden, were 6 to 8 feet

high in two years. ~le pruned them of side branches and !:loved them to a'v'lindbreak.

Now \'latch theD shoo~ up in the air! Meanwhile the branches we pruned off were again

put in a garden row and we have wore trees than ever ready to transplant this sprirg.

Apparently this could go on indefinitely. It comes close to eating cake and still

having the cake left.

There are ma~ species of the poplar family well adapted in Minnesota. Some
will grow straight up with sL~l~ branches carefully wrapped around the truru~ like a
Lombardy al~ some will try to spread out over a city block, Lombardies have been
used for landscaping for years, but they are so subject to disoase that they live
only a few years. Boleana has aluost as coopact a habit of growth and lasts a lot
longer. Then there arc silver leafed poplar, Norway, Russian, Carolina and balsau
poplar. ~rembling and big-toothed aspen I:lake fast enough gro\"th to be as practical a
crop as pulp wood. I couldn't t~ke a guess as to how ID8,~ varieties of poplar can
be grown here and I won't even try to naoe thou. Male selections don't have the
II cotton" which SOLle folks find objectionable. I have never been able to start aspen
from twig cuttings, but they come fine from roots.

Early settlers planted cottonwood trees because they grow rapidly and were tough
enough to take drouth or flood. ~hen, too, they wero so easy to start. ~vell one
tree will supply cuttings enough to plant a forest in a few years' timo. ~hcre is
probably no tree in Minnesota which will e qual the cottonwood or the new Robusta
selection for the amount of wood produced per year per acre.

As a lawn tree, cottonwood is not desirable. It is about in the class with
boxelder, soft maple, and bass\'lOod, which grow fast but are dangerous at maturity
because of size aud susoeptibility to wind damage. Out in the open, they mako trees
in a hurry.

After 29 years, our collection of poplars looked pretty good. Then a big storm
sewer went thrOUgh last fall and half of them wero destroyed. Such is the price of
progross--but welre replwlting, to hold the drain down.
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TREES NEED A HAIRCUT

Back 1n the d~s beforo barber poles, barber shops and professional barbers,

whon. hair got too long it ''la,S whacked offwi,th a sharp 1~1fe. Tho results nny not

have boon particularly ornamental. but they served the purpose. Later, ''Then shears

becOLlo available, Pa or Ma ntr1L.1tledll the kids in the spring, whether they needed

1t or not. They d1dn 1 t add the "sT-lal1 i' which oade barber shop jobs so desirable

yeRrs ago, but the kids generally took care of themselves in that respect, when

wintor bathing was considerod dangerous to health.

~rees, like kiis, need an occasional ~~ir cut. A trained tree-barber can do a

"professionDl" job, but since it is seldom practi cnb10 to take our trees to a

"troe-triLu.1ing shop" and because professional tree-trit.1L1ers like to eat three times

a da¥, the cost of expert services is often too high for Too, Dick and Harry, with

from ono to six trees each. Still, tho trees, especially the little onos, neod

buidanco and correction if thoy are to serve their purpose most offoctive~. ~ven

large acreages of Unbcr are benefited by pruni.1g, and this is s0L1otir.1CS undertaken

by luoboroen. How would you l11'::e to start whittling on a thOUS0l1d acres of pine

or spruce?

There is nothing nwsterious and little tlmt is difficult in pruning trees. A

cOurplete greenhorn \>li th an average amount of cor:J:"lon sense can do a job \.,hich will

serve the purpose, and his skill will develop with experience. Just think how you

want tho tree to look when it grows up and snip off the limbs. which are out of

place, too thick or ingrowing. Cut clean and flush with the trunk and in n year

~ small wounds will heal cODp1ote1y. vfuen big aQputations are necessary, a dab of

paint, shellac or most illlything cnn be applied which will keep out wood-rotting

twlgi until the bark can covor the area and protect it.
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The Dost oaDman question asked is, 11l:1hen ron I prune T:IY trees?" The standard

e allSW0r is, lIlfuen your J:nifo is sharp," Snippii'lg off Hubs. especially snall one~

will not hurt a tree oatorinlly if done on any day of any week, There may be a

little Ilbleoding" which is Naturels way of protecting a \-round, if cuts are ma.de dur-

lng tho r:onths \'/hen sap is running, If cuts are n.s.de \-1hilo the tree is doroant.

you wonlt see this evidence of inju~ and so ~ou won1t worry about it, A big job.

with lots of sawing, night better be done before the troe starts its factory in tho

spring o~ after frost calls for a shut-down. If possible, a major oporation is best

spread over t\'lO or three years, but if th.'1t isn't pro.ctical. do the job whenover

you @at tho urge and the tools are handy.

EmIT L1any unfortunate trees ono can see-if you look at ther.1. Too of ton an app:b
tree 11mb gets turned up--by the wind p,:.rh.9.l1s, and then tries to outgrow the leader.
That r.lakes a double trunl:: and s~)oils the looks of the tree. It "IOn I t hurt it other
wise in bOst cases, but we all \.,rant our tro·.::s to be beautiful as \\011 as useful.
~'U1.other cor:U.Jon sight is threo or four 11L:bs all cor.:iing froLl the trunk at ono place
wh1ch may cause weak crotches aud brea!r::age just ,;rhon a liob is loaded \-rith fruit,
leaves or flowers. ~~cn the tree is young it is easy to select woll spaced branches,
heading out for a scaffold, and snip off the extras.

If you wuut a small lir:lb to grow ri ght or left, up or down, in or out. look for
a bud headod in the right direction and snip the t\'liG back to \'ri thin a quarter inch
of that bud. It then becoI:'los the t err.1inal bud and Nature gives this priority on
sap. Tho tcroil1al bud usually r.mlm snore gro",th than any lato ral bud nnd s1 nce
you have chosen ono aiued in the direction you have selected, it should send a t"ng
about whore you want it.

Troes, like children, noed training. Salle need noro if it than others. but with
treos thero is the consolation that if our efforts do not lleot with success. it is
simple to ,,,h:.,,ck dO\m the culprit and stv.rt Dnother tree in its phl.CeD It isnlt
practical to do that with children. Trees arc fun and when one gets sta.rted on a
traiaing prograLl, the interest grOlt1S as results becoLlo a~jparcnt. It r.my oven lead
to 60r.10 study of tree hab! ts and oethods of growth, Many people rlavo boon astoni
shed to lc<:,.rn that each species has Lk,:,.bits and chttrr,ctori sties peculiar to that
fanily and that each i:.1dividual diffors enough so thnt trees ron alnost be regarded
as personalities.

Tho forester often fails to B:lO the troes bocause of tho forest. A ba.ckyard tree
enthusiast can watch his pets closoly and train his oyes to roe what they are doin~

\'Ihon a l1r:tb starts in tho \-Trong ;?luce or gets to rubbing on its noighbor, the troe
trainer oan say"l{aughty. naughty" Dnd nip such nefarious prncticos in the bud.
mth ono or two trees in tho private 'rorest", each can havo attention throughout
the growing eason. ifhen wnny trees dOhkl.nd attention, tho cutting Dust be done in
a hurried once-over and it LW.y be rou@l.or on the treo.

Pruning trees, liJtc DoSt of our efforts to secure Nature I s cooperr.'.tion in our
privato ventures, requires about 90% cor.mOll aonse nnd 10% will to study ani under
stand tho principlos involved.
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t.'E Hi:.V3 TH:21 I TOH

He,va you ever watched rO.ce horses just before the starter yells, liGon? They know
I

what it's all about when they're hitched or saddled and see the other horses coDe

out on the track. They have racing blood in their veins fron na~ ancestors proved

in countless fornor contests. How iI.l'patient they are with all the foroalities and

preparations J They can't understand the delay or tho noed for "rniting until all

tho other horses get lined up for a fair start. They ~~vc a job to do E~d they're

anxious to got at it.

Farners nave sooething of the S·~le: fooling when the sun begins to get warD and

it's tine to be in the field. Horo and there a spot of ground lool~s dry on top ani

at the first indication that there night be a few acres in workable condition, it is

a tonptation to crawt up tho tractor and try a little disking or plowing. They

have a big job to do, with about so nany long hours of dragging nachinory back and

forth to prepare the ground and got in tho sood. Tho lnter the start, the nore

rush thero will be to got planted in tiwe.

SeldoD if ever does anyone got all of the fall work done. Snow CODes or the

ground freezes before all plowing is coepleted and the corn stalks turnod under.

If the spring is late, it r:ay bo necessary to disk and plFUlt without taking tiee to

plow for grain. In SOGe years, that turns out all right. In nost cases, on our

land, fl111 plowing would have b;.::m better, but plowing takos til:1C and tine is never

noro valuable than when it's tino to plant.

In goneral, ovary dey's delay in planting r:,eans a cut in the potential yield.

4Il This D[~ not anount to Guch ur to around April 15th in this locality, but after

that it bocooos noro and oore sorious. tfuon wo c~n't start rolling until ~pril 25th,

as sOr.1otiLlos happei.1.s, it 1 8 no "londor a farLler gets tho itchJ .:.'JJy delay, nny broak~.
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down is a oajor disaster. Every hour counts ~nd big power units which will haul

Dore than Oile Dachino arc truly a:Dpreciatod--cxcopt tho.t they pack tho soft ground

so hQrd as to leave tracks all SUDOer. It would be wondor~ll if SODGOne could de-

vise a uethod or O8chino so that one could push a button and prepare all of the

ground at once. Then push a second button and got all the grain planted.

Years ago when sweaty horses pulled tho dislts, drags and drills, we used to so1--

plant wheat, thon oats, barley and flax last. SODetiscs thore was quite a spread

in tir:le frem first to last as tho horses were soft and had to be l113lowed ll • Uow

that we appreciate oarly p1antLlg Dore fully, the advice is. "Plant everything

first. II That looks n1ce on paper, but a tractor oo,n only trnve1 so fast and the

disk1ag, dragginb, dril1bg and cultipaclt:ing operations each 'lake about so f.1any

hours per acre no uattcr how tho operator sweats. Va h~vo larger nachincs today

ruld tiro1ess power, but we also have Dore acres and less ho1p than wo did a gonera-

tion ab~. I can't see that the fam oanager is under any less prossure now than

thon.

In spite of the urge to got Going, we kno\'! it is a r:-dst,:,.kc to start too soon.
If our hoavy clay is worked when it is a little too wot, it will puddle and pack Ur
to lur:.ps. ':!hen these dry, they 2I'0 liko brick and just o.bout as productive eo fnr
as crops are concerned. Tractor'wheels leave h2rd. p:.1.cked paths "'Thoro roots he'we
trouble getting air and water has trouble going down to re~ch the subsoil. so it
just ~~s away or oakes pig wallows. If it runs away, it invites the fino parti
cles of soil to go with it and they usually accopt tho invitation.

\ie canlt start too soon and \'10 canlt hurry the job too lJUch except to have evory
thing ready so that no hour will be wastod when the going is good. FrOD there on
it is pretty nuch an ondurance contest with hours x acres = tho job yet to be done.
However, thero is one long-tine objective which Day help considerably. If we can
i:lcreaso the hur.1US content of our soil sufficiently, \"e CDn nake it nore porous.
That will serve several iuportant purposes. 1. vlator can got down to tho subsoil
fjUCn f.lOre reD.dily. 2. The €lurfact;) will dry nore quickly because of bettor drain
age. 3. The soil will not be so easily conpacted, or puddled, nor will it take
on that.brick-11kv structure when dry. 4. Thore will bo loss run-off \iith tho
consoquent erosion.

The higher the hur~s content of our soils, the earlior we can start field work
and the easier it will be to get a good seed bed. Add to this tho advantagos to
the crop frou a high hw~us content of the soil and it totals up aSW311 worth while.
We can't do it all in one season or two, but WO had bettor head in that direction
instead of recklessly depleting the huwus Nature had built up before the white
wanls plow cane to disturb her age-long soil-building progran.
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Last fall we got the garden all cleaned up, trash reooved and put on the usual

heavy coating of OMura tc foed the soil organisns, add hur.1US and increase the 00 is-

ture-holding capacity of the soil~ That oanure is an inspiration for garden crops

1,le should have turned it under, but Jack FrCist chnnged the Lellow ground to rock

before we got there with a plow, so we'll have to wait until it's thawed out again.

That's not so good.

If we only had SOOO way of getting everything done' when and as \\0 know its hould

be done, weld be a lot bettor furners thDn we are. Aloost over,y day we have to

chooso what seeDS Dost iwportant and hope that there will be tine tooorrow for the

things we didn't get done today. Then when tODorrow coues, we have to decide all

over again. ito can't noglect tho field work for the garden. •That ms to be "Jorked

t

in at odd tiDes and those odd tiDGS seoo to elude us.

Every yoar, when the gaily illustrated cataloguos cone in the oail, we get big

ideas. This year, we are going to oake a garden plnn Ilnd have everything just so--

a thing of beauty as well as utility--which will be tho envy of our friends and an

oxauple to tho general public. Then tho so[',son gets late and in tho rush of sp ring

work tho garden gets crowded out tine after tino until sane afternoon wo find or

trutO a couple of hours to throw in sono seod, helter-skelter about as tho packages
season

cone to hand--and that's our garden for thi'. We'll do it right next tine.

Cultivation follows about the 8<.'1l:1e pattern. SODetiI:les there is an hour or two

after tho rogular doyls work is done, but it soon Gets too dark to distinguish car-

rots froo "teeds and w0 havo to quit. Then, too, our nosqui toes never soen to have

anything elso to do, so they all cone to help push the wheel hoe and it takes tine
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to slap theD down and describe their activities or ancestry in adequate torms. Woods

~ and bugs devoto their full tiDe and couplete enerGY to growth and propagation in our

garden, 80 that bofore Dy odd-hour efforts reach the last row of sweet corn, the

weods arc abain t aking ~ver tho spinach and strawberries, the woms are eating all

the loaves froe the currant bushes or tho thrips arc thriving on the glads.

Sonctinas I can hiro a boy to holp. That works fino if I can stay with hiD,

but if I could put in that I,luch tiLiO, I could do tho job alone. If I could have

tho SaDe boy all su~~er it eight be possible to teach hiD which were weods and how

to eliminate thOLI. If I havo to describe each operation in detail, hunt up the

oquipoont for hirl, fix tho spr~or and load it, show hie what to do and how to do ~,

DW ti~e is gone and little is accooplished.

Sooctioos it anazes 00 how greon a boy can be when ho isnlt interested in his
job--and fow boys like Gardon worlt. They prefer to be part of a gang, where chatter
helps to pass tho tiDe and individual effort or the laclt of it is not so conspicuous.
A couple of boys set to pull and hoo weeds froo tho strawberry bod stayed i~ that
vicini ty as long as the rod borrio s hold out and then carefully hood up a row of
cherished tree seedlinGs in tho other cornor of the garden. They r.lade no noticeable
reduction in tho wood population of the berry bod nnd wore unablo to explain how
their attention had wandored so far froD tho assigned t~sk. It just seeDed like a
good idea at the tino.

A boy was told to hoc tho four potato rows. Tho plants were large and tho
woeds soall, so it seoDed snfe to leave hiD alone. Other duties kept 00 froo return
ing to the gardon before noon when I found that the lad had cut sooo of the weeds
in the potatoes and sat out tho tost of the Dorning waiting for further instructions,
with a whole garden full of weeds growing up all around hiD. If he had done a thor
ough job on the potatoos, it WOUlWllt have soeDed quite so bad.

Most garden0rs arc boastful if their poas and parsley do \'1011 and all of Us aID

adopt at arranging alibis for our failures. yourll notico that I have LW 1952 alibi
all arranged, as noted abovo. \'1e used to have a neighbor, llWhistling :Bob. II who
would always report, "rtr cabbage would hD.ve been bigger than that if your shoop
hadn l t helped eat theru before they finished growii.1g." How ouny trips I Dado to be
sure tho yard gate \-taS closed, just before goiHg to bed 1

It seeDS perfoctly certain that our &~rdon this year won't be as good as it
should bo, but going wi thout would be Uo."1.thinkablo 1 The rewQrds for stirring the
good earth arc too satisfying to 1.11ss, oven though it is a struggle to got it
scratchedl I'll have to cut tho tino devoted to SODO other activity.

Harols an ideal I'd far rather fuss with gardon sass and Dash Dosquitocs than
push a poncil over reaDS of paper grinding out those wooldy stories. Supposo I take
a vacation fror.l spinning theso yarns a11d go kill bugs on tho begonin.s. Think how
mch wood pulp and newsprint would bc saved J Think hO\'l Duch tiDC your readers would
save 1 Thin!t: how ouch t ioo your linotype opera tors would save 1 ~le could all have
better gardens J
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T.~ A DEEP BREATH

Go outsido this Dorning and inhale to full capacity. Exhale slowly. Ropent

five tiues. Then begin to look aroUl1d. Old Man Winter's back is broken once noro

ru1d spring is hore.

It's a grand and glorious feeling whon the fresh, I.1oist ~:"dr begins to II snell

green" again. Cows le&~ longingly on the pasture gate and gaze fondly at tho frosh-

ly painted pastures whore succulent grass blades are bravely ren.ching for tho \'101-

CODO sunlight. Little pigs find a sheltored cozy corner and stretch out to absorb

a bit of Vitanin D bot\'1oQn attacks on their gaunt nothers. They little ren.l1ze

how soon they will be separated fron tho supply of warn milk and ~vo to D&to hogs

of thor.1solves on corn, tankage and pasture.

Open tho barn door ~nd lot the shoep out. The old ewes scatter in a hurry,

looking for a spring tonic in anythL1g green. They ignoru their lar.1bs which forD

c gn,ng like kids at recess tracing bncl>:: and forth in soue "Follow the leade r" gru:'.Q,

jULlping high in tho air and cOL1in~ down on sti ff legs to hoar their li ttle foet

thud on the hard ground. Soon thoy will bo hungry and then thoro will be a terrific

racket as thoy roali zo that Mana is los t. How they will blat I

It t s fun to watch the dUL1b clucks 1 Lit tle Bill yell s, 1I I ttl hungry 111 Ma h oars

hiD and between bites grur.1blcs, IIC01.:e and Got it." Bill cries, "1'/horo arc you?1l

Ma answors, "Ov",r here. II Bill rushes around. trying several convenient udders and

€,'Ots buttod for his attcI:1pts at grand larceny. The pant;s of hunger arc cxcrutio.tingl

III·in I'D lost J II D starvingl Your poor littlo boy is nbout to perishl" Ma is busy,

ruld vdth her Llouth full of ",mtcry, S,loct grass, OUI.1bles, 1I~1hat arc you scroa.r:dng

about? CODe and holp yourself. Youlll have to loarn soonor or later to hunt no up
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't!hon you "mnt lunch. II Mul tiply this by 60 /lIld you havo n regular charivari J

4t' Lawbs and ewes don't seOD to recognize cnch othor by si~;ht. They go by sound

and suell entirely, so Eill and his Dother call and nnswor uiltil ho gets close enough

to usc his nose, and then ho goes to work in a Dost enthusiastic Danner. She turns

to sniff at his ruup so as to check up on this anioated PUL~ and if ho registers,

she peruits luo to proceed. Most ewes are pretty particular which laob doos the

L1illdng. but souetio0s when tho ewes are busy eating, predatory Innbs or those \·,hose

oilIt: supply is scant will ron up and down the Ibe f sna.tching a bi te here end thoro

as opportunity offers. Tho little fellows figure any udder will do and SODO learn

to be export snitchers.

Of course, there is lots of work to be dono, but ta.ke a oinute or 'two to loolt
aro\U~d. The lilac buds are all swelled up fat, ready to open up and spread their
now leaves to the 11£)1 co [,",0 sun. Cottonwood buds arc casting off tho Il ehells" which
protected thew fron winter icc, and if ono is gently openod with a shingle nail,
the little loavos prepared last fall can all be soen in the tiGhtly wrapped paclmgo.
If you hD.J/pcn to have a sycnDore or a hickory tree, they! re still asleep. ':lhon the
hickory does start, the buds get as bigas a uan's thunb before they burst and then
the wholo soason's expansion is acco~plished in a rush. Each species has its own
privnto plDl'l for getting the job done.

Sone of the spring birds ~ro back. Fran a fonce post n neadowlark is singing
over nr.d ovor his version of grond opem. A kildeer is shouting his narlO in answor
to roll c0.11. A fnt robin is hopping happily through the grass, cocking his hoad
wi th a grave air of "!isdon as llO listens for an anbitious nngleworn nunching his
way throuf;h the danp mrtkl.. Suddenly ho t1.'1.ko s a grn.b and the wo I'Ll S t ro t cho s to un
believablo lengths as tho robin tugs Gnd pulls to dr~g hin fron his hnppy hone.
Suddenly he lots go, and lvlr. Robin sits dOl:1l1 on :1.is tail foe-thors, with his di{:,uity
slightly disturbed, but paid for wi th a 10:lg, t"ristb.g hunk of Dont, which he inhales,
spaghetti-wise.

It's gr0Qt to be alive when the long, dull season of dornru1cy is ovor and every
thing cor.,es to lifo ngcij.1t It 1 s an old stor~rt but D.lw~ws nO'17 with thrills and ex
citowent for those who can appreciate vnd enjoy it. People are affected in differont
vmys. Sor.iotiLies it goos to tho head. and the "spring fever ll patient does all s arts
of fool things, just beCause ho is bubbling over with fresh sap. If wo ~~i confine
the effects to our hools, we get a new bounce in our step and ~~ urgo to get at the
spring work without delay. Thero are yards to cloan, fonces to repair, a b~rdon to
wako, planting to bo done, storo windowB to take off--(1 thousand things all screan
ing to be done at once. Lot I s got at' co J

This story of spring "bustinG out all over" \'1aS ",ritton SOi.1e tiDe before tho dato
of publication. If there is a sleet storn outsido while youlre roading this--wo11,
the old Linn uade a poor bUoss. '.J(;111 110pO itls Inte ro,ther than early.
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POUNCE ON PAR/\SI TES

·e

Feed is expensive, labor is expensive and sheep are expensive--along with

taxes, gasoline and mink coats. It takes careful figuring and good management to

make enougp margin on farm animals so that the results will interest the Internal

Revenue Department. So far, no way has been devised to make money on livestock

if the owner attempts to feed both the critters he wants and the parasites which

steal hi s corn and hay second hand.

Parasites are external, interna\ eternal. They may affect all kinds of liv

ing animal life from horses to corn borers, but to narrow it down to one page, let's

ste,rt on sheep parasites. ','lebster says a parasite is "a living organism that lives

on or in another organism from which it gets its nourishment. 1I That must include

all of us, because 'We humans feast on plants and animals after they have gone to the

troubl~ of growing and getting fat. Perhaps it doesn't m~ce too much difference

to a sheep whether I eat him or the stomaoh worms, but it makes a big difference to

me.

The external parasites of sheep are not too numerous. Ticks and mange are

the most common. The ticks are smart. They play house under a heavy coat of wool

all winter and in the spring, before shearing, hop off into tlw lambs where they

eat and propogate for another year--un1ess they get too thick and the lamb dies.

Then the poor homeless ticks are hungry and destitute until another sheep comes

along. ~fuile waiting for blessed events in the sheep barn, I used ~o spend the

midnight hours popping ticks on lambs with a pair of pliers. Then we got a dipping

tank and we haven't seen any ticks since. Fortunately, mange has never bothered

our sheep.

;'le doni t "lorry so much about the internal parasites because \We can't see them.
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They whi tUe awa:y on the inside and by the time we become alarmed, the lamb is USl-

ally too far gone fo r help to be of moo value. However, experience is astern tea

cher and after losing a lot of sheep, we're ready to believe that we'd better "take

steps" to prevent parasites before we see evidence of their ",ork. A tapeworm might

be justified if it would thin down a certain fat pencil pusher I know of, but we

like to see our sheep sleek and rotund Six varieties of tapeworm affect sheep and

if they show in the droppings, better get a veterinarian to treat them. The drug

Kamala gets them, but it's tricky stuff to use. Then there are liver flukes, the

"bugs" which produce nodular disease and the bot fly larvae which eet the sheep

crazy with grub in the head. Most of these except for nodular parasites are not

too troublesome in ~annesota.

The white thread-like blood suckers which thrive in the sheep's abomasum are
the ones whioh have driven hundreds of stockmen out of the sheep business. That
word abomasum 1s just thrown in to sound technical. I got it out of a boo~. It
means the fourth or true stomac~ of any cud-chewing animal, ~ay, that's where
the stomach worms live and attach themselves to the walls, sometimes achieving the
effect of a fur-lined stomach, only each hair sucks blood. Perhaps that was the
first "mink coat ll scandal. l'ie tried for years to control them by changing pastures
or keeping the woolies in dry lots but didn't seem to get to first hase. Now the
Station at Michigan has done some tedious testing and we know more stomach worm
secrets than the parasites suspect.

It has been found that as warm weather comes along in the spring, the stomach
worms in the old ewes begin to lay eggs. Lambs and ewes pick them up somehow, even
in the barn or dry lot and are well loaded by the time they reach pasture. This ex
plains why we never had much luck controlling them as long as we kept the sheep in
the old lots during the spring and summer months. Do they eat manure, bedding, lick
them up from feed bunks? I don't know how, but it happens. ~'lorms, so far as is
known, never live over winter in the pasture, up here where the cold winds blow.
They only live over in the old sheep.

''fe used to drench ewes and lambs every 30 days during the summer. This did al
most as much to retard gains as did the stomach worms. Some lambs will build up a
resistance to t~em and live over. They rarely bother an older sheep too much. The
method we follow now is much more simple and practical. Best of all, it seems to
work much better than the old routine, but it must be done at the proper time.

It start s when the sheep are brought in from pasture in the fall. ~1hen cold
weather comes, ever,y sheep is given a phenothiazine drench, mixed according to manu
facturer's directions. That kills most of the stomach and nodular worms, but prob
ably not all of' them. Three weeks before going on summer pasture, .../e give all adul t
sheep another drench of the same kind. That will hold down pasture infection.

~lliile on summer pasture, the sheep have free access to salt mixed about 14 to
1 with phenothiazine. Ready mixed loose salt or blocks may be purchased. No other
salt is fed. This should take care of the majority of the stomach worms. If some

• lambs should show symptoms, they can have an individual drench, but this we E:re
,., tr,ying to avoid. Clean drinking water available at all times, well drained pastures,

and ample feed are also important,
That's all there is to it. Our experience so far has been good and we have

hopes that internal parasites will be infernal parasites no longer.
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GBAFTIHG I S FUN

•

The kind of graft we generally read about in the daily papers may produce a

fast buck, but in the long run it always leads to trouble and disgrace. Grafting

when it is done with plants is an interesting ho~by which leads to pleasure and

satisfaction for all concerned. It isn't a "Get rich quick" scheme even for comm-

ercial nurserymen, but the older a grafted tree becomes, the more interesting and

worthwhile it is.

Folks who have room for only one or two apple trees can easily have a whole

orchard, with sun~er, fall and winter apples of several varieties by raising Beacon

on one limb, Wealtqy on another and Minjon, Prairie Spy, Fireside and Haralson on

others. The number is limited only by patience and the imagination. It's nothing

new. Grafting is almost as old as agriculture, but folks are generally too busy

raising ulcers to learn the simple principles of working with growing things.

Grafting is the process of taking a bud or bit of wood from a desired variety

and growing it on another tree where it is wanted. Fruit trees, roses and a great

variety of other plants generally purchased from nurseries are already grafted.

Itls a regular part of commercial nursery practice. Of course, you won't have much

luck grafting apples on oclt trees. The stock (a growing tree) and the cion (wood

from the tree you want) must be of the same species or family. Even then, some

tltake ll more easily than others.

Grafting is generally done when the stock is about ready to~art spring house-

keeping while the cion is still asleep or dormant. There are many, many ways and

means of grafting, but to illustrate, wetll stick to apples and spring topworkln~

All growth in trees occurs in the cambium layer, that thin, light-colored material

between the bark and the wood. The cambium gro\',s out and becomes bark. The other
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side grows in and makes a new l~er of wood each year to add to the trunk or limb.

.' You can see these yearly additions as "annual rings" in any cross section of a

woody plant. It tells the age of the tree.

In any kind of grafting, the important thing is to get the cambium of the cion

in good contact with the cambium of the stock, Then the sap can go right on into

the cion or bud, the wound will heal and new growth continue, In a few years, the

scar may hardly sho\-l, but all the fru! t born on the new wood will be similar to

that of the tree from which the cion was obtained. It is obvious that some means

must be devised to keep the cion from drying out before new bark is grown to protect

the wound. Mel ted grafting wax is usually used as "bark". It is also important

that the cion be held firmly in place. If it wiggles, the new "pipe connections"

on the sap line are constantly broken.

Apples are easy to graft and furnish good material to start on. Then if you
want to be a real artist and try something fancy, try grafting nut trees. The prin
ciples involved are just the same. but it seems to be more difficult to get a new
connection established. About 60% of the nut grafts we have made did not "taketl.
The cion dries up in spite of the wax and the job has to be tried again next year.
Probably the state of spring activity and the weather have a lot to do with it.
Some years we have good "luck", and sometimes our attempts are a complete failure.

The advantages of choice nut trees make the grafting worth while. Most of our
seedling black walnuts are small. hard to crack and the meats are hard to separate,
If we can stick on some wood from selected varieties such as Thomas, Ohio or Meyers,
we get larger nuts ,nth thinner shells and an internal structure which permits the
meats to be removed in quarters or halves. There are even differences in flavor.
~any named varieties of black walnut are available, but some are not hardy in Minne
sota. Thomas is the best-known old standby. but it is not as completely hardy as
are most seedlings. Meyers seems to be one of the best of the newer varieties.

We can also grow hickory nuts in Minnesota. The shagbarks grow wild in the
southeastern counties, and when planted seem to do well almost anywhere. They ~re

very slow to start but after they get up 6 or 8 feet, seem to do a lot better. The
bitternut hickory is found much more commonly. Its nuts are not edible but certain
varieties which are crosses between bitternut and shagbark can be grafted on this
native stock successfully. The crosses are good to eat, but, if still better nuts
are wanted, true shagbarks can be grafted again to the crossbred wood. There are
even a fe\-! trees of Kingnut or southern hickory growing in the state, wi th nuts as
large as black walnut s.

Bulletins on grafting can be had from county agents or from the Bulletin Room
at University Farm, St. Paul. The Northern Nut Growers' Association (J. C. McDaniel,
secretary, University of Illinois, Urbana. Illinois) is a group of enthusiasts who
are always searching for new and better varieties and stUdying better nuts. A lot
of people enjoy being nuts about nuts.
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WE \1AS ROBBED

When the umpire makes an unpopular decision at a baseball game, the crowd gen-

erally tells him in no uncertain terms what they think of his failing eyesight. poor

judgment and general debtlity. tfuen a farmer decides to turn his cows out in a

woodland pasture. to nip off every seedling sprout as soon as it gets a leaf made,

the trees just die. Ferhaps future generations will complain as vigprouslyas the

baseball fans. Of course it's the farmer's pasture and he can do as he likes, but

he should know just what he is doing.

Everywhere we go we see new clearing being done. Trees are cut, stumps are

grubbed and eventually a few more acres are added to the corn field. This is prob-

ably the best procedure on good level crop land, but why can't we keep a few trees

for museum specimens on the rough hillsides and land of low productive ability?

It's hard to find many young trees coming on in this area, and as I drive about, a

new planting is something to ~arvel at.

We have some woods left, but mostly the best trees have been cut, grass has

taken over an open spot here and there and when cows get short of feed, they browse

on whatever green material they can find which is reasonably edible. This means

tl~t no new trees are coming on and conditions are unfavorable for even the larger

trees to survive. It is questionable whether the grazing or the tramping do the

most damage.

Once we had a thick stand of trees, mostly oak, on a few acres near our build-

ings. jie wanted to "dress them up" a bit so we pruned the lower limbs, scattered

some grass seed and let the sheep in to keep the weeds down. Every spring we took

out the dead trees and soon had a fair pasture--at leasti t gre\'l a 11 ttle grass in

early spring. We planted more trees to take the place of those which died and tried
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to protect them from the sheep, but most of them couldn't make a go of it. About

40 big trees, 50 to 75 years old, were dying each year.

Finally an epidemic of stomach ...lOrma led us to keep the sheep out of the grove.

i'Te used a mower twice a year to cut the weeds and grudged the time spent in doing

the sheep's job. It took some time 'for us to reali ze what wa.s happening, but even-

tually it dawned on us that the big trees were no longer dying. Youngsters we set

out grew surprisingly well and soon our "woods" began to thicken up again. Certain-

ly, there was a big change and we think this is what happened: when the grass was

grazed short, a light rain was all absorbed by the spongy sod. A hard rain with no

impediment ran off. The trees died for lack of moisture. ~1ith the present heavy

mulch of leaves, clipped grass and~eeds, more moisture goes down into the soil and

the trees survive.

Cows like shade and a few trees in a pasture are very nice, but where trees are
fairly thic~, the feed for stock is negligible and the damage from tramping and
browsing is ruinous to the trees. If even a part of the woodland could be fenced
off, new trees would get going and in a few years they would take over. Then the
mature and deformed trees could be cut, leaving good timber to grow. In a surpris
ingly short time, the woodland would be worth far more than the little pasture it
would have furnished. bvery farm needs a supply of posts, poles and perhaps fire
wood as the llew stand is thinned so that the best trees can grow straight and tall
There isn't much chance that lumber will ever get much cheaper.

A survey shows that in most of Minnesota, the acreage of unpastured woodland
is increasing, which means that more people have come to understand the principles
of good management. The Lake States Forest Experiment Station studied the census
figures and reports that ungrazed woodland increased around 40% from 1935 to 1950.
This is fairly consistent, they say, for all of Minnesota except the prairie regions
of the southwest, and the upper Minnesota River Valley where the reverse is true.
This improvement in timber growing must be back away from the roads I travel. I
haven't seen it.

A young friend of mine has some land of "marginal utili ty·l. The steep hillside
might be worked. but it would be nip and tuck whether the crop would pay for the
work required to produce it. I think he \'las smart to use these acres the "lazy
man's \'lB¥." He has planted trees on this area and expects to harvest several crops
from it. In eight or 10 years, he should be selling Christmas trees as the planta
tion needs thinning. Next, he will have a crop of posts to cut, and when these are
taken out, enough trees will be left fOr a full stand of timber. His plan will re
quire some hard work in planting and so~e cultivation for a year or two, after which
he can sit in an easy chair and watch his trees increase in value. By doing a few
acres each year, the load is not too heavy and his hillside will eventually be mom
valuable than a life insurance policy.

The Government is encouraging tree planting by PB¥ing part of the cost through
P.g.A. The state is encouraging more trees by supplying small seedlings at cost
through County Extension offices. Every care of "marginal" cropland capable of
growing trees should be put to work, but young trees and hungr,y stock cannot be
kept successfully in the same pasture lot.
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THE BUGS EAT ON

Every bug in our garden was probably created for some specific purpose, but I'm

not so very bright and can't figure out all of the reasons. Most of them seem to be

mainly useful for keeping the old man in hot water trying to shoo them away. Perhaps

they are intended to keep me from getting even more fat and lazy than I am at present.

It is said that a few fleas are good for a dog!

It takes a lot of bugs to feed our bird helpers. Every nestling can eat its

weight in bugs every day, so the book states, and our woods are full of nestlings,

It must take a lot of fuel to stoke the transportation system, too. Our wrens carry

a bug a minute when under a full head of steam. How many bugs are required for

operation per wren mile? Do catbirds measure their energy requirements as so many

cutworms per wing flap or by ounces of bugs per trip? Wind direction, velocity and

distance traveled would also be factors to consider.

What doctor specifies the formula for baby robins? Do the mothers feed by

weight, by worm or by the Inch? I wish they would spend less energy on angleworms

and concentrate on currant worms, caterpillars and those green, juicy specimens

which make our cabbage heads resemble Swiss cheese. The martins specialize on in

sects which are air borne. Do they know how many gnats and mosquitoes make a pound?

What allowance is made for wings, legs and antennae, or are they lumped off as rough

age? It is obvious that many important agricultural questions remain unanswered.

BirdS are not our only allies in curbing the bug population. Some bugs eat

other bugs, and small fish grow big enough to feed large fish on an almost exclusive

bug diet. I wish some chamber of commerece would tell me how to invite all bug-

eating bugs to hold a convention in our garden. They could have a banquet three

times a day without depleting our supply of provender. Perhaps we could train some

-
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minnows or flying fish to help with the job. We'd be glad to provide bath tubs at

appropriate intervals, with either salt or fresh water.

Then, of course, there are the modern chemical aids. In the ads they sound 60

easy and efficient, so we buy this can, that package, a duster, a sprinkler and a

pressure spray. They look nice in their bright-colored labels, all lined up neatly

on a shelf--but the bugs continue to eat our garden sass. Careful reading of the

printed matter discloses that they must be applied to the leaves, the stems Or the

ground to damage any unwelcome inhabitants.

So that's the rUb--applicatlon. We're soon lost in a maze of chemicals, equip

ment and bugs. First, we're supposed to know what we're trying to kill. We ask the

bugs but they're not telling. They're too busy eating. So we make a guess. Is this

a Tarnished Plant Bug, a Leaf-Footed Plant Bug, Eggplant Lacebug, Harlequin Bug, Say

Stinkbug or a Pumpkin Bug? Is this a Leaf Hopper, a Thrip, a Flea Beetle or an Im

bricated Snout Beetle? Most of them won't hold still to be identified. They just

jump to a fresh leaf and start making like a cow.

Some bugs bite, some pump juice, some labor in the open and some of the borers

should be paying dues to John L. Lewis. Each type has to be approached from a diff

erent angle. It requires finesse. Powder from this box won't hurt bug A at all.

The stuff in that can may kill cucumbers as well as beetles, but it wontt hurt cabb-

ages. It must not be too strong or too weak. For some blood suckers, the under side

of the leaf must be covered. Dust does best here, use stickem with this liquid--lt's

all very confusing to me--but the bugs eat on.

After much head scratching, endless pencil calculations and hours of deep study

and eye strain, a campaign is mapped out on paper. This should do it! We mix for

mulas with reckless abandon, lug water, push plungers, pump dusters, spray, spatter

and sprinkle, then sit back exhausted, confidant that all bothersome bugs have met

their comeuppance. Then it rains, our precious chemicals are washed off and the bugs

proceed with their accustomed routine.
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JUNE H6S HER WHIMS

In spite of Weather Bureau predictions, long-range forecasts and volumes of

amateur attempts, few things are more uncertain than the weather. My experience has

been relatively brief, but I can never remember any year in which one could say,

"This is just exactly like 1926"--or any other specimen season. Each individual

farmer must match his wits against the unknown every time he undertakes to make a

crop.
Of course, we're fairly certain in this latitude that December will be colder

than July--and the radio advice "Fair and Warmer" is likely to be true over a general

area but may not apply specifically to the 40 acres wetre trying to get cultivated.

Tractors may be wallowing in mild while half a mile away the earth is dusty. In a

dry season, the mud is ~ost welcome, in wet seasons the fellow who escapes is greatly

pleased, but both take what comes and make the best of it.

All weather is capricious, but June wins the gold plated cutworm for exhibiting

the characteristics commonly credited to the feminine gender. The~ day can start

with a clear sky, balmy breeze and temperature most agreeable to those who labor in

the sun. Then all of a sudden she frowns! Dark thunderclouds roll up to blot out

the whole stratosphere. From bright sunshine, the world seems to be enclosed in a

twilight of dark and ominous foreboding, with touches of green and yellow in the

clouds which serve to make them look even more angry.

Jagged lightning puts on a pyrotechnic display and the war drums of the heavens

throb and roll as though the finger of the Lord in all His majesty was pointed at a

poor sinner sitting on a tractor out in the corn field. The air seems to set, like

jelly, with no movement to relieve the tension or cool a sweaty back while over head
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the vast formations of clouds race and roil, indicating wind of hurricane force. The

whole display seems to be closing in on the corn field and its human occupant like

a giant fist about to squeeze him to pulp.

Then a cold wind comes with a rush and he shivers. Dust blinds his eyes but soon

he can see the rain approaching, a mile away and coming fast. The driver urges the

mechanical monster beneath his feet to greater speed, in the attempt to reach shelter

before the rain hits, but the machine 1s a thing of rubber and steel with no fear,

no hope, no interest 1n tide or tempest. It growls along as its gears and pistons

dictate, having no part in the elation with which the driver reaches the shed just as

the first muddy drops reach him.

That's June when she frowns. Her anger comes sUddenly and passes quickly, with

no resentment and all differences washed clean. It clears the air for her smile,

and when June smiles, it holds all the tender devotion of a mother smiling at the

infant in her arms. When June smiles, the flower buds open with the beauty of a

happy bride and the air i& thick with fragrance, romantic fervor and the fecundity

of heading grain. Corn leaves whisper secrets which travel across the fields in

ripples. The whole earth seems to be smiling in unison. Every living thing is

growing, expanding, reaching, laughing, just to be alive at such a time. June Is

like a lovely lady when she smiles.

Farming isn't all fun. Neither is any job which pays eating money. But for

those of us who enjoy the out of doore, who find Nature's moods and manners a never

ending Source of interest and adventure, who appreciate the miracle of resurrection,

growth and reproduction, the growing of crops and livestock offers a way of living

that is hard to beat. !he weather 15 still unpredictable. Matching wits, experience

land, equipment and skilled labor against all she may hand out, with her bounty as

the prize, is a game that demands our best but pays off in satisfaction.
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ANTS WILL BE THERE

•,,
*

One man said he could never understand how ants achieved such a reputation for

industry when they all seemed to have ample time to attend every picnic he had ever

heard of. That's his idea. An ant's eye view of the situation would probably be

that it took a lot of hard work to locate every potato salad outing and considerable

intestinal fortitute to consume some of the provender provided.

It's an old American Custom--perhaps in other countries, too, to eat outside

occasionally when the weather is fine. That's why June is the month of picnics. It's

especially prolific in organization picnics. The Farm Bureau, Church, Lions, breed-

ers associations, schools and everybody else seems to have an annual picnic in June.

It's a good idea which I favor in general, even though I lack the industry of the

ant family and have to miss a few. The one I particularly don't want to miss is the

annual picnic of the Waseca County Horse Thief Detectives. For short, this organiza

tion is generally known by friends, neighbors and members as the "Horse Thieves."

A few years ago Shorty invited some of her girl friends to spend the weekend

here at the ranch. They seemed to have a lot of fun, but when one of the fathers read

in the paper that the Horse Thieves held a picnic here during the girl's stay, he be

came considerably concerned over the kind of company his daughter was keeping. When

she got home she kept him worried for a little while and then told him that, so far

as the records go, none of the present members had ever stolen a horse or anything

else and that their ability even to ride a horse w~s questionable in many cases.

Most orgainzation picnics follow fairly stereotyped patterns. The kids run

~ races and the men play ball. Next day, the kids are ready for another picnic, but

the men grunt and groan with every movement of protesting muscles. The women gossip,

chase ants or get in the fun, too. A big meal with lots of ice cream is the central
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feature of the day and everyone goes home well stuffed and generally happy except

for little Henry who fell down and skinned his nose.

The lIHorse Thief" picnic follows precedent in the matter of eats. Every family

brings twice what they can consume. It is all spread out on a table and the guests

file past, loading their plates to capacity as many times as they can empty them.

Then the ice cream freezers are opened and the kids have a field day deciding who

can handle the greatest number of Dixie cups or cones. They also have pop ad lib,

until their distended bellies are as taut as a drum head. Then they play awhile and

come back for more.

~t the "Horse Thief" picnic, cars are kept in the background, conceded a place

as a means of conveyance, but of minor interest compared to the horse show. Members

of the Historical Society and membere of the Horse Club (most of them are also Horse

Thieves) are specially invited and after the three minute business meeting at which

the old officers are all re-elected, the company adjourns to the pasture for horse

games and stunts under saddle. Potato races, musical chairs, figure eights and ra-

lay races afford a suggestion of the fun our grandfathers had at similar doings.

One stunt a year ago created a lot of fun. Our local editor and undertaker had

never had too much to do with horses. A big pair of Percherons as brought in, the

contestants were blindfolded and required to harness the puzzled steeds. The blind-

folds would not have been needed. The harness and the "harnessees·I were both com-

pletely demoralized. Then a couple of old timers were blindfolded and a stop watch

•

started. It would have been over quickly except that the former contestants had

hopelessly tangled the gear and, in trying to make it reach or fit, had practically

taken it to pieces. The patient horses were big and the harness heavy. It would hav,

made a good movie.

The "Horse Thief" picnic is an attempt to capture yesterday's spirit of communit)
fun and fellowship. The. pioneers had small opportunity for amusement and relaxation.
but they made the most of such occasions. They made their own entertainment instead
of buying it, and didn't worry at all about the ants which attended.
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One need not travel far nor listen long to hear members of the human race tell

of their personal woes or public tribulations. It seems to be a part of our nature

to crab, gripe, find faUlt, pout and chafe because the world is not operated to suit

us. Most of our friendS and neighbors are lIqueertt or worse, and we infer that our

views, abilities, understanding and actions are just about the only "normal" specimens

to be discovered in a day's journey.

Anyone can find something to scowl about. Each of us has ups and downs, dis

appointments, h••ts, sleights, misunderstandings, losses and aggravations. It's easy

to hold a magnifying glass in front of all these trOUbles and bumps because they are

close to us. A kick in the shins hurts worse than an earthquake in a neighboring

state, because, while we feel sorry for the victims of the disaster---our shins really

hurt, they are turning black and blue, they are swelling 1 Boy, call the doctor

quickly! No matter how busy he is, we want help right now! Let Jim's broken arm and

Bill's appendix wait. Our shins are sore and it's the biggest thing in our world at

this partioular moment.

So we get the habit of enlarging our aches and troubles •. We love to tell others

how abused we are. Sometimes it is not too satisfactory when they can't listen s~

pathetically because they are so anxious to interrupt with a tale of their own in

significant, trifling and petty peeves or punishments. No other person's burdens can

possibly be as heavy as those we bear so nobly~ Why must I, personally, be picked

for "all the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune"? That.'s one kind of human na-

tit ture. Listen and chuckle to yourself, but don't laugh out loud. Just bend a sy~

pathetic ear--and try not to top the story with one more gruesome!

On the other hand, we fortunately have characters among us who go to the opposite
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extreme. They sublimate their own distress by singing the exaggerated praise of the

world and all it contains. They cheer every good deed with a loud voice and invent

excuses for all the misery, ill will and selfishness which surround them. Kick one

of them in the shins and he may chp his hands for thankfulness that you didn't

choose to kick in his teeth. Such persons are much more rare than the grouches, but

they, too, get tiresome after a while. They're nuts, just like the rest of us.

Somewhere between is a happy medium which can be achieved by self discipline

and training. These people admit the daily difficulties which beset all of us, but

they have enough balance and understanding to distinguish between petty irritations

which will soon pass and the more potent happenings which may lead to danger. They

do not carry a sad personal story on the tip of their tongue, but are always ready

to speak out on serious matterS whenever it can do any possible good.

There are so many pleasant and good thihgs around us, if we look for them, that

the daily worries and vexations are insignificant by comparison. The big majority

of us escape the devastation of flol'd, earthquake, fire and tornado--and then worry

because we are slowly losing our hair! We have the privilege of changing our method

of government when we don't like it, and then raise a big fuss over a parking ticket!

We have the best food supply any people can ask for, but kick like a misanthropic mul

if our abundant meals are not salted exactly to our personal taste:

We take our blessings for granted, as though we had earned them by personal
effort and enjoyed them by divine right. We expect our family to love us, even thoug"
we act like a porcupine on a reducing diet and want our friends to appreciate us even
though we make no effort to earn their respect. We think that the boss should pay
more for our indispensable services, without questioning whether we are earning our
present salary.

How often do we thank the multitude of men and women who serve us? We expect
electric current to be always available in any quantity, at the flip of a switch. We
take for granted the labor of hundreds of men who keep that power coming to us, in
spite of floods, storms and accidents. The postoffice employees, the highway build
ers and maintenance men, the railroaders, the makers of steel, clothing, packing hous
employees and countless others--laboring to serve us. We pay a few dollars toward
the cost, but what if we had to do all of these things for ourselves?

Then there is the whole world of Nature, which provides food, beauty, entertain
ment, recreation and as much pleasure as our ingrown nature can learn to absorb. We
take all of this for granted except for worrying about the weather or fussing about
the weeds in Our garden. As Art Linkletter says, ."People are funny."
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OUR HAIR IS COlVJ3ED

Visitor's DBf has been an annual event at this Station for many yea,..

Visitors are always welcome at any time. of course. but once a year. when the grain is

just about ripe. we issue a special invitation, tr,y to ~t the tin cans buried, the

lawn mowed and attempt to show the people of southern l"dnnosota what goes on at their

Experiment Station,

We're planning to try something a little different this year. Our neigh

boring county agents have agreed to come and help us for the day, which will make it

possible to explain more in detail the meaning of all the stakes, rows, plots and

tests. We also intend to enlarge the scope of our usual Field Da¥ to include the

work with livestock, forage crops, soybeans and corn. Of course, the corn and beans

wonlt show muoh this e~rly. but if anyone oares to look them over, we'll tr,y to

arrange a guide,

It would reqUire a long wallt to see all of the farm. and if July 8th is hot,

~ke it was before our rainy summer of 1951, a tour of the Station would be tiring,

so welre planning to run a "bus service". You can hook a ride until something looks
interesting

/ then hop off, look it over and catch the next "bus" to another stop. l,ien from the

Central Station and oounty agents will be at each stop to help each visitor tind and

understand the things in which he may be interested. Last year folks were invited to

llive their own cars where they wished but we bad traffic jams and some strangers

had trouble finding what they were looking for.

At this time of the year, the small grain tests will make the best showing

~'and we have most of the usual and some unusual varieties growing under comparable

conditions. If we count each rod row as a "plot", the plots are several thousand in

number. but each has its special purpose. Oats, "rheat, barley, flax and forage crop
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variety tests and methods of seeding can be examined, We're even growing some Piper

sudan for foundation seed production.

The next stop will be at the Dairy Unit where one type of loose housing and

milking parlor may bring out discussion of good and bad features, Milking Shorthorn

cattle are being both inbred and crossed with a Sindhi x Jersey bull. to see what

happens. The Sindhi is a dairy breed of Brahman cattle from India,

Our new Southern Minnesota School of Agriculture is taking form now and

some of our guests may want to see the building and learn what facilities will be

available when the School gets under way--posslb1y by January 1, 1953.

After passing pastures and field's of foundation seed grain, the IIbus" will

hal t at "P1€,ville" where some 350 spring pigs are malting hogs of themselves in test

lots where careful records are kept of feed consumed and the consequent rates of

gain. Most of the pigs are the result of crossing various inbred lines in several

ways which mB¥ be of interest to hog growers. Some of the pigs were taken from their

mothers at three ~eeks of age and raised on the new-fangled sow replacer, In other

pens are pigs grown in the good old-fashioned '!flay. Each seems to have some advantages

Just beyond the pig lots, sheep are doing their best to keep the alfalfa

from going to waste, The crossbreds have white, open faces and the purebred Shrops

have bro'!fTn faces and 11'''001 to the nose". The crossbreds have made more lamb and wool

per ewe than the Shropshires, so the purebred flock will be merged with the crossing

experiment after this year. Those who like the woo1ies ma:y look them over and those

who object to the racket may take the next lIbuslt that oomes along baok to the Station,

The field trips will begin at 10:00 A.M. and run to 12:30. In the after
noon, aoout 1'30, it m~ be possible to find some shade in the grove and there will
be a short program. Next year, if the new School is finished, there will be an
auditorium for the afternoon meeting. This, then, will be our last Visitor's Day
gathering in the grove. Let's hope that the sun shines, ~'lelve put in our order for
a good d81, but sometimes our expectations dontt hatch.

In previous years, we have always been short of guides on Field Day, but
with 15 county agents who have volunteered to help out, and the proposed "bus ll serv
ice, we hope that our part of the program will be more useful than in the past. The
high-speed transportation system we are proposing to use must be seen to be appre
ciated. All the family is most welcome,
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The "tired business man" si tt1ng in the front ro,,, at a burlesque ShO\'l is a

favorite subject for many cartoons and quips. The "business man" is usually pictured

as a fat, dumpy little ouss with bug eyes, gazing intently at the front line of the

chorus and explaining to his companion that he's tr,ylng to seleot a new seoretar,yt

The farmer is usually indicated in cartoons by oversize, overpatched, over

dirty overalls, a tattered straw pile on his head, a useless type of pitch fork to

lean on and a wisp of ~ in his mouth. Chin whiskers, a sly, ratty expression and

big hairy ears are further identification. Often a cow or a pig is indicated, peeking

in s~ curiosity at the well dressed tourist. The "Farmerll may be piotured as s~ing,

"\18l"'al, I don't jlst know how fur it be to the next taO\m. I never been there".

Of course, the cartoonist is trying to put humor in his drawing by over-

emphasizing some supposed oharacteristic, but I sometimes wonder whether he has gone

so far that these "types" are completely reversed. So far as looks are conoerned, I

doubt if anyone could tell rural from urban men at a gathering such as the Farm Forum

held in Ninneapolis last spring. Some "business menll may go to the strip tease shows

to ogle the girls--I wouldn't know--but about this time of year a lot of tired farmers

are doing a gpod job of staring, studying and choosing, They're right in the front

line, too, but they're not looking at legs.

Uhen the grain is ripe and the corn plants tasseled, farmers keep a keen

eye on the crops in their own fields and those of their neighbors. They're not

l~oking for a IIseoretar,y". but they are making mental comparisons of standing ability,

~ disease resistanoe, height, quality and probable yield. There are so many new vari-

eties of crops on the market that the claims for each are confusing. Way last winter

Bill made his deoision and picked the oats, beans and corn which he thought would do
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best under his particular conditions, but now he's observing the results in the field

~ whioh are the final test. If Jim's crop looks better, on similar ~and. Bill will

perhaps tr,y some of Jim's variety next year to see what it will do.

Experiment Stations publish each year a list of recommended varieties, This
advice is based on many careful tests at several locations over at least three years.
It is neianer ~ess work nor sales propaganda. but it doesnlt alw~s tell Bill which
will do him the most good. Ever,y farm. every field is a different problem in manage
ment and selection. Bill doesn't care whether Bonda or Clinton oats were best in
Iowa or Missouri. He wants to find the one which will grow the Qost and the best feed
on hls own eouth.40.• so he l s watching carefully the r6sults in his own f10lds and
thOse of his neighbors.

Bill and his brother farmers are the jUdge and jury on every new variety of
grain or corn devised by experiment stations or seadsmen. A plant breeder m~ labor
for years to make something which has spocial merit and he offers it as the last word
in efficiency, It will be tried. because it is new and because Bill is alw~s hunting
for something better, but unless it proves more useful in his own operations, it goes
into the discard. The records are full of examples,

~llien Gopher oats f~rst came out. they were not met with fayor in some local
ities. Fbr a year or so it was a standing joke that Gopher oats cou~d not safely be
mentioned in southwestern Minnesota. But in roost years and on most farms it did. well,
In a few years, a majority of the oats grown in Minnesota was Gopher. Then an epide
mic of orown rust. which had uever before done much of any damage, hit Gopher and it
faded from the picture in a hurry, It was replaced by Vicland and Tama which were
resistant to rust. until a new root rot came along and everyone had to make another
change.

At present there are a dozen or more varieties of oats in common use. This
1s a healthw condition and I hope we uever again are caught with just one all-popular
genetic type, Other troubles will crop up, but they are not likely to hit all kinds
at once, and weill still have feed on our farms. Then, too, a number of varieties
permit a choice to fit particular conditione.

It was fun last spring to hear the various comments about oat· varieties.
One man reported that Mndo was the on1..y variety he had ever gro"rn vlhich just sui ted
him. The next man I talked to had a long list of faults to find \'lith ill1ndo. while
Clinton was a variety exactly suited to his land. One claimed that Andrew was hard
to thresh, The next man didn't like it because it shattered in the fieldJ Several
said their chickens wouldn't touch Andrew as long as a single kernel of Bonda could
be found. Others were sure that Andrew was the best all-round, high-yielding, thin
hulled variety they had ever grown. The same sort of story could be told about any
of our crop varieties.

I'm glad to hear these reports. It indicates that the farmers are actually
in the front ro,'1, stUdying. w8.tch1ng, learning by observing what happens in their O\<Tn

fielde, They are more critical, more precise in their demands, more keenly aware of
their own needs and possibilities than ever before. That will keep plant breeders on
their toes, Crop Improvement people alert and active and prevent seedsmen from getting
in a rut. As for the business man--he I s too busy making out GoveJmment forms and
reading reams of fine print regulations to have time for any other entertainment.
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Up here in the countr,y where winters are cold, summers are hot and livestock

is common, it has been the general practice to house our animals in the fall and wait

on them like visiting royalty until the spring grass is ready to be nipped. ~fuen

Pappy was a lad, we stored as much hay as possible overhead in the barn where it would

be "handy." .Anyone who has dug half a ton of long hay out of a well packed mow on a

frosty morning ItnowS just how handy it was.

We seemed to think that it was necessar,y to dish out each kind of feed twice

a day, weighing or estimating each cow's portion exactly so as to keep up her milk

flow or build up her curves. We carried untold tons of hay and silage, toting it by

basket, by fork, by feed cart, doing all of the work so that bossie could stand still

and rest while we labored. He handled it over and over. from storage to CO\"/ and then

began the task of cleaning the barn.

The bedding service was even more cumbersome. He stacked the straw outside

and come winter it was almost a daily chore to shovel snm-/ to reach the stac~, dig

down through frozen crust to reach the straw, dig out the tightly packed stuff which

stUck together like tangled twine until it was time to toss a fork full on the wagon.

Then it all fell to pieces and blew away. ifter getting a load of straw, it had to be

pitched off into the barn and then lugged to each stall in copious quantities to give

her cowship a clean bed. Next day it had to be done again. COIDe snow, blow or sleet.

The worse the weather, the more bedding was needed.

It may have been the hign cost of hired help or perhaps the scarcity of that• commodity which has induced farm managers to mend their methods. It finally dawned on

us. the harried and harassed cow tenders, that animals could walk to wherever their

feed was deposited. That led to dumping the hay where it was handiest for us, not the
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cow. Then some lazy lout tried feeding hay once a day and silage once a day, because

it tooit less time. The CO\'lS, in general, didn't seem to notice the differenceS 1'e've

been doing it ever since.

Cows \'ti11 walk to feed, wherever it is, but tl;ley \'ron't curry their own

bedding-Mat least it hasnlt been done, so far as I 1010\/. ~l1th hay stored at ground

level to save olimbing or in self-feeders to save still more handling, some men found

their old hay mows empty, t1hy not store the straw overhead where it would be out of

the l'1eather and eliminate the daily ha,uling? 'lell. ,.,hy not? It has become a common

practice, 3aled straw is packed away, close to where it is needed, or the old-

faah10ned folks who still use a separator can blow the stuff into a hay mow instead

of a stack, and there it is--all ready to use,

A combine leaves most of the chaff in the field and the chaff is most absorb-

ant. Also, it requires gas and elbow grease to bale and juggle the stuff from field

to barn, 110\"1 a fe\'1 folks have come up \·Ti th another labor-saving wrinkle. They \'l1ndrol

the grain, picle it up wi th a field chopper, feed it to the separator with pOHer

machinery aud 'blo\"! the chopped stra"l into the barn. N01l1 if \"1e could just devi se some

means of inducing it to walk across the floor to the trap door, we'd have that problem

!loked, :'1e t 11 just use our forks to lean on,

With h~ self fed, silage han!led with machinery, barn cleaners, tractor
loaders and CO\"18 trained to bring their milk to the bucket and get up on a stool so
it drains easier. the dairy farm "Ain't what she used to be. 1I It is strange ho", much
our heads can save ·oUr ba.olt:s, 'onoe'we1ro forced to stlart·.thinld.-.g•. Now .if we c6uld
only figure some way to freeze our co"'s on Friday evening and thaw them 110nday morning
we could go on a 40-hour ,.,eek like the rest of the folles.

'.li th all of the modern conveniences, a farmer has trouble finding odd jobs
to keep him busy, If you're in doubt about it, ask any city feller \'Tho has· only
farmed from a safe distance. I read in a "letter to the paper ll just the other day,
IIAnyone ",ho can drive a car can handle a tractor and any \-loman or child can drive a
car! A farmer no longer needs any strength, slcill or jUd.gment. He just ai ts ancl lets
machiuery do the \-lork." .

That might be so if somoone else would koep the machines in repair, grease
and all them. keep cows from getting sick and have it rain only on demand. Oh, yes,
it would also be nice to have some one else pay the bills! Machinery is expensive,
I've heard. So far, the cows have made no charge for \talking to the hay rack. That
may be coming.
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A lady who lived in this community for nearly 80 years t9ld me about the

ti.meD.er fathor grew 12 aol'O' of -wbeat. His neighbors agreed he' must 'roe "totOhodlt

because no one could ever hope to cut and thresh such a vast field. He did it, using

all the help he could hire, including women and children to cut the grain with cradles

and sickles, tie it by hand, shock and thresh it.

I haven't found a, record of the first threshing machine in this count1. but

it was probably similar to others used in the early days. From four to eight horses

were hitched to long poles and driven endless miles around a small circular path. The

poles they pulled turned a large gear, which in turn activated a tumbling rod over

which the horses stepped on every round. The tumbling rod turned the cylinder of the

"maohine." This outfit was a great achievement in mechanical ingenuity but it had

some drawbacks.

The speed of the cylinder depended upon the speed of the horses and they

soon tired of tramping an endless circle without getting anywhere. A boy was usually

stationed in the center of the circle to encourage them. ~1hen his whip oracked, the

horses would speed up with a jerk. making the cylinder whizz. Then they would lag

again and the cylinder speed would be hardly enough to beat the seed from the heads

of grain. A steady driver and well trained teams were highly prized.

Feeding a horse power thresher reqUired ~ artist. Usually a boy cut bands

for him and shoved over the loose bundle. The feeder's job was to keep a steady flow

of material moving into the cylinder. A whole bundle would slug the machine, slow

down the motion and the heads would get through unthreshed. A gap between bundles

would let it "run away" and the fan would blow over the precious grain. It took a

quick hand, a skillful roll of the bundle and tireless arms to be a good feeder.
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The threshed grain went through a sieve. dropped through an, air blast which

removed the ohaff and oame out in a half-bushel measure on the ground, The chaff and

straw were spewed from the rear of the machine and had to be moved away with forks to

be stored in barn or stack, It was a slow process and all hard work, but because it

took a big crew, it gave folks a chance to visit. Threshing time was a social event

as well as a season of hard labor.

:fuen steam engines replaced horse power, fields became larger, but the prin-

ciples were similar. The engineer was a man of great importance and farm boys marveled

at his ability to control his iron monster. Some of thom almost decided to give up

their plans for riding the range in favor of overalls, black and stiff with grease.

It took skill to operate those cantankerous steam outfits. They became SO large that

bridges would not hold them and maneuvering those tons of metal over a bog or through

a creek reqUired both judgment and ingenuity.

The change from horsepower to combine has seemed gradual, but as time goes

it has been almost an explosion, Many who still live can well remember hauling straw

to fuel the steam boiler, The quantities reqUired were simply enormous. Then came

wood and coal as a source of heat. Separators also underwent remarkable changes as

more and more "convlllniences ll were added. Steam gave much more and steadier power,

Band-cutting boys ...rere replaced \'1i th steel knives which chopped the twine ""hich .

replaced the wisps of twisted straw. Feeders with conveyor belts took the bundles to

the cylinder and long-\v'ing feeders were designed for stack threshing to save labor.

Someone got tired of lifting the threshed grain from ground to sack to
wagon box to storage bin and invented elevators on the separator and at the granary.
The automatic weigher prevented disputes over the daf's accomplishments. Perhaps the
greatest boon of all was the blower which pumped the straw into a huge pile, to make
a fine bonfire some fall evenillg.

The evolution of harvesting methods is a long story of men who strove might
ily to replace human muscle and sweat with metal and mechanical power. ~'lho can forsee
the next step in this process? Ve thiw{ we ~~ve reached the peak of efficienqy with
our combines. That's what Grandpa thought when he first used a horsepower thresherQe
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CATS A.CCUMULATE

When the neighbors moved away, we seemed to inherit their cat. At least he

decided that under the circumstances it would be expedient to exchange the honor of

his company for "security", furnace heat and the regular services of a maid, exper-

ienced cook and dish washer. He even hummed dulcet fragments of cat opera at times

and permitted the "servants" to scratch his ears.

But he demanded due respect. Effusive familiarity was resented and he did not

hesitate to use the pins in his padded paws or the needle points between his power-

ful jaws on any human who upset his dignity or resisted his will. The "slavery"

who served his meals was generally well decorated with sundry lacerations and per

forations as a reward for her attempts to influence his activities. She called him

"Henry VIII" because he was always looking for trouble---and usually found it.

Henry occasionally went on a bender. It seemed to be an obsession with him that

he could go out with the boys and treat them with the same domineering arrogance

which seemed so successful with Suan, the lady Siamese, and Mr. Sharp, the 90-pound

Collie. Around the house, Mr. Sharp treated Henry with studied indifference, but

when they met out in the open~ with no legal restraint available, Henry took refuge

in a tree rather than meet the resentment of the huge dog.

At intervals, Henry would seem to "feel his oats" and go out in search of

adventure. On such occasions he sometimes stayed out all night and in the morning

would be found on the back porch, the picture of abject misery---sadder, but apparent

ly l'.\Ci wiser. Once his head was raw and bleeding with a considerable area of hair

~ missing. Once his leg was so badly chewed that infection set in and he had to en

dure hot packs and various forms of medication with stoic fortitude and only minor

resistance. He couldn't seem to learnthat the old Tom who came to visit the barn
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cat settlement had been trained in a hard school and was more than able to defend

his right to sUP'tvise the harem.

This collection of potential tennis racket strings at the barn has prospered in

the past year. The disease of distemper and the feet of the horses used to keep it

down to a reasonable level, but with horses out in the pasture nights and in the

field during the day, that danger has been averted and for some reason distemper

seems to be dormant. The last cat count was 13 with two suspected litters of kittens

omitted from the inventory. They know the sound of Shorty's truck. At least they

wait in the barn door while .a dozen cars and trucks drive in every morning, but

when Shorty is coming, the whole cat tribe races out to meet him. It's a sight to

watch the welcoming committee escort him to the feed pan where he pours out a gallon

of skim milk for their breakfast.

Henry is far too snooty to associate with these inferior felines, although they

include possible ancestors and close relatives, but he does find "slumming" an amus-

ing pastime when he feels in the mood for entertainment. We're not just sure whether

his battle wounds are received from various visiting Toms, or whether the cat clan

gang up on him to express their opinion of his snobbishness. At any rate, he comes

home to be patched up. When his hair is grown out and his legs are all usable, he

is ready for another skirmish with the enemy.

Hunting is not a regular part of Henry's life. He seems to enjoy sitting in

side the window, growling at the wrens, bluejays and sparrows which congregate in

the adjacent honeysuckle bushes, but we have never seen him bring in a field mouse,
watch for a gopher or stalk a cat bird. That seems to be beneath his dignity---or
perhaps he's saving all of his energy for the next military engagement. He's just
a plain grey cat, but he seems to feel that his mere presence is sufficient reward
for all of the services which are his natural due.

In general, Suan ignores Henry. She won't eat from his dish nor sleep near
his chosen perch. If he bothers her, she slaps him down in no uncertain terms. The
two cats have learned that peace is the best policy while in the house, but it is
at best an armed neutrality and each seems to be saying, "Just wait until I get you
alone sometime. It They seem to have no "esprit de corps", and now Henry is not even
tolerated in the basement since Suan found her latest family of five kittens. Still
it's hard to explain why three of them are grey with darker stripes. Should we
name them Henry IX, Henrietta and Hank?
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IT'S COLD OUTSIDE

A baseball player is supposed to improve with practice, He should become so

familiar with the game that he can estimate just where the ball is going and be

there in ample time to receive it. Then he gets too old to move with the necessary

agility and goes to writing life inusrance or operating a restaurant.

It doesn't seem to work that way on these weekly stories. I got started 'way

back in March of 1933 and haven't missed a week since, but it doesntt seem to come

any easier even with practice. Subjects are always hard to think up. I've told

about almost everything I ever did except my first love affair ( at the age of six).

One can spend hours of indecision trying to discover an unused subject or one which

can be suitably rehashed. Such spare hours are not available, so I've adopted the

practice of doing the most distressing labor all at one time and then taking an

aspirin to forget it.

Last winter, on a day when the wind cried because it couldn't get in the house

and blow snow down my neck, the long list of dates confronted me. Some were filled

in rather easily, but others just wouldn't suggest anything. Finally, in desperation,

I put down, "It's Cold OUtside," for August sixth and wondered what could be written

about that when i~turn arrived. Now it's here and the $64 question is still un

answered. This has to be written some time ahead of pUblication, so I don't know

whether you're sweltering in front of an electric fan or hugging the furnace.

As a general thing, girls are more commonly hugged than furnaces in August in

this latitUde, but the way the weather man has mixed things up the past year or so,

one can never tell what may happen. As Bill put it, "OUr one week of summer in 1951

went pretty fast." It's usually too dry or too wet, too cold or too hot, too windy

or too something to suit everybody, What is "normal" weather? In this country the

only certainty seems to be that we'll have a change soon. Forrest Immer used to
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tell about the western South Dakota man who harvested an especially bountiful crop

e because of the heaviest rainfall in a long time. He boasted, "That's the first

normal crop we've had in 20 years." What is "normal"? Maybe it will be cold out-

side when you read this.

Sometimes subjects are suggested by folks who follow my pencil to see what the

latest brain storm may be. Mrs. D. met me on the street. "When are we going to have

another cat story? I like those best, becuase I love cats." That prompted last

week's story about Henry, but this is another week. Hank was telling about his

early experiences with a threshing machine and that was used up two weeks ago. My

"think motor" is still too cold to turn over freely.

How I'd hate to undertake a daily column! It's easy to see how Cedric Adams

fusses about it while shaving. My "Thoughts While Shaving" usually are concerned

with the day's line-up of work. A peek at the weather indicates changes will have

to be made in the planned program. We had everything set to put up hay, but cloudy

skies show that we can't do anything at that unless it clears up. We don't want to

start any big jobs because if the sun does come out, we'll have to drop everything

and head for the hay field. What small jobs can keep the crew usefully employed

until the weather makes up its mind?

Should we haul manure? It would take and hour to put on the tractor loader and
by that time the sun may be shining. Should we start the plows? If it's going to
be cloudy all forenoon that would be good 9 but sun or rain might stop that operation
before it got well started. It's a long way to the field. Clean up the seed house?
Better save that for a rainy day job. Grade roads--tha~ will use two men. Patch the
yard fence--two more. Lots of jobs need doing but it's hard to pick the ones that
just fit the circumstances.

The 20 or more boys on the corn crew work by the hour. If it rains 9 they don't
get paid 9 but the month men cost over $20 an hour. How can they do that much work
while we wait,to see what the weather will decide to do? It's a pr~lem of manige
ment and that s what I'm paid to do. Those are my thoughts while snaving and I m
not smart enough to get It all settled in three minutes. The weekly stories have
to be forgotten until the crews go home and the more i~ortant jobs cleaned up. Then
to sit down and write a story about "It's Cold Outside! t

Even a clean sheet of paper and a sharp pencil don't get far without interrup
tions. Write a line--answer the telephone. write another line--someone brings in
a strange bug or weed which is making trouble. We look it up, answer a long aistance
call ana Howard wants to know if I ordered that paint. Back ~o the grindstone for a

~ few minutes and Shorty wants me to look at a sick Dig. We visit Pigville stop to
~ discuss the lamb crop and Ma calls to remind me it·s time to eat. '

So it goes 9 and I haven't even thought of anything to write about the subject,
"It's Cold Outside." Guess we'll have to call it a day and quit. I just can't seem
to think of anything to write about that subject in August.
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When the first cucumber is big enough for slicing, the garden season is de

finitely here, so far as this digger of dirt is concerned. To be sure, we have had

radishes, onions, lettuce, peas, beans, beets, potatoes, carrots, asparagus, pie-

plant, strawberries, raspberries and similar unimportant incidentals, but the first

big, fat, crisp, luscious cucumber seems even more important than the first melon or

the first tomato. Of course, the relative value of each item in the garden's pro-

duce is a matter of personal taste.

My taste runs to cucumbers, sliced in cold salt water and then dipped in vine

gar. early in the season I squander cash whenever a nice fresh specimen is seen in

the grocer's display, but these imported hot house samples lack the pristine fresh-

ness and delicate savor of the delectable fruit from our own vines. I like to eat,

that's obvious. There isn't anything growing in the garden rows which doesn't

appeal to my appetite---with the possible exception of boiled turnips, but for sOlne

reason, possibly a boyhood complex, slicec cucumbers are the favorite.

They don't grow without labor and due concern for their welfare. 'Way back

last April I put in the first cucumber seed. The middle of May came the second

planting and late in June, the!hiI£. Some of the early hills were burned up by an

application of fertilizer. I must have been over-enthusiastic in my attempts to

hurry them along. Anyway, after pouring a cupful of water containing Ammonium Ni-

trate around the plants, they turned to hay. It got nearly everyone of the tomato

~ plants too, and I'm off fertilizer that comes in bags, even though I know no one was

to blame but the mixer who guessed big instead of using a scale.

Sad experience in previous years has taught me that DDT is not the thing to use
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for killing cucumber beetles, so I avoid early spraying by putting a screen-covered

box over each hill. The boxes are a foot square and eight inches high and when the

plant leaves push on the screen, it's time to remove the box. By that time the

plants are big enough to stand some bug eating and don't need so much care. Of

course, even then the bugs try to defeat my efforts, but the right kind of spray

will fix them.
When the boxes have been removed I like to put a bushel or two of well rotted

manure around each hill. That keeps the roots cool, discourages some of the weeds

and the compost seems to have a beneficial effect on the plants. Ma says it's just

because I'm too lazy to hoe. Maybe so, but the task of transporting and spreading

that compost must offset any possible saving in hoe work. It makes a good subject

to argue about, anyway.

Then the vines begin to run. Usually we plan to have sweet corn next to the
melon patch so that the vines can explore the shady lanes. When the corn is done,
the vines can have that area for their own amusement, and how they do travel~ The
first blossom is an event, but often the first blossoms do not set fruit. Soon,
however, I'll see a tiny fruit starting and it is anxiously watched. Usually there
are two or three "firsts" close enough together to make a good race of it. Santa
Anita and Churchill Downs have nothing on a good cucumber race. We can tie ribbons
on a stake beside our favorite and sometimes the heavy betting runs up into the
millions--or even as high as four cents cash money!·

It's a tedious time waiting, through the gherkin stage, the sweet pickle stage,
the dill size and finally, it's big enough to slice~ It's a triumph to bear the
fruit of our labors to the kitchen sink, peel it carefully with a gadget purchased
from a county fair spieler and slice it with another trophy of fair days. Finally
it is served, with due ceremony--and the garden season is here for another year.
From now on we will have cucumbers regularly--until snow flies, I hope--pieced out
with sweet corn, melons, tomatoes, grapes, apples, plums, squash, cabbage and other
items too numerouS to mention. It's a good time to live next to a garden.

In the spring a little hoeing--in the fall a lot of eating! Isn't it lucky it
doesn't come the other way around? If the weeding and planting came after the eat
ing, I'd never be able to bend over. Besides, what would be the use of hoeing the
garden after all the good things had been consumed? It's like most everything else
in life, we have to labor for our reward, but what a reward it is! Anticipation
lends zest to the spring work and realization makes the fall table a consumers'
delight. What more could one ask? Hurrah for cucumber time~
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Years ago, a young man named Frank applied for a job as tractor operator. The

details he listed in the way of experience and training for this particular job

might have made Henry Ford envious. They only served to make me dubious--and curious.

Why would a man of such ability be looking for a job? We needed a man, so he was

hired on trial.

A few days later he was doing some light belt work and the tractor was off key,

so I trotted over to see what was wrong. He proudly explained that the job he was

doing only required half the power developed by the tractor, so he had disconnected

two spark plugs, which would effect a big saving in gas. He seemed hurt that I fai1-

ed to appreciate his efforts at economy.

Frank\ ideas of efficiency didn't match mine at all, so we soon agreed to part,

but sometimes when I drive along the road about this time of year and see pastures

gnawed to the roots, I'm reminded of the tractor expert and his idle spark plugs.

Those cow gymnasiums are only firing on one of two cylinders when they should be hitt-

ing on all six. In most cases there are not too many animals for the acres. There

are just too many for the power on the belt.

It isn't hard to find these loafing pastures. Almost any 2o-mile drive will

disclose a few. They are bare to the ground except for a few inedible weeds, and

disconsolate stock wander back and forth all day long, seeding some stray blade of

grass which might have escaped earlier explorations. To make meat or milk, animals

must have more food than is required for breathing, walking and worrying. How they

find enough to keep alive is often a mystery.

Let's just compare a pasture with a six cylinder motor. There is obviously

grass in the field because the roots are showing and from a distance it looks green

(though that may be ragweed) which indicates that plants are growing. Plants and



Growth is the governor. It takes green leaves to grow strong roots and strong

roots to find water and nutrients for green leaves. If the leaves are never allowed

to get over an inch long, the governor can't open up when the load gets heavy. If

the pasture is all kept short from early spring on, the governor sticks. This can

be remedied by timing. Alternate grazing and undisturbed growing will put the

Vfuat arecolor show that two cylinders are working and the motor is turning over.

the other four cylinders doing? Check and see why they are not working.
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timer in good condition and open the governor. That will let four cylinders operate

and double the possible load. It certainly doubles the feed per acre. Ask anyone

who has given it a fair trial.

A motor is sluggish if the cylinders are filled with carbon and the oil is full

of sludge. Likewise, a pasture cannot grow grass where weeds and brush occupy space

and use moisture. Even long, coarse grass is too tough and unpalatable to give top

returns as feed. A mower run over the field when it is ready to lay by for a rest

will give the grass an even start and increase materially the feed available for the
next grazing. In four-inch tender grass a cow should be able to fill up in forty
five minutes and then quit tramping around.

The last cylinder of our pasture motor may refuse to fire unless the carburetor
is adjusted. Fuel (plant nutrients) may be too lean for best operation or it may
have a poor octane rating (out of balance.) To get the very best use of pasture
land it may need renovation, reseeding, and the application of fertilizer. Then it
will really hum and the owner will have to increase his herd or put up some grass
silage from the same acres on which his cows were formerly losing weight on a two
cylinder operation.

It is also a good idea on many farms to keep some spare fuel on hand. A field
of sudan grass to graze when other pastures need a longer rest than usual during
hot, dry weather is good pasture insurance. The sudan is not needed nearly as much
when a pasture is really hitting on all six, but strange to note is the fact that
men who make their pastures work on all six are most apt to have some sudan in re
serve. They are pasture conscious and want to make a profit from their livestock.
The fellow who gets only one-third what he should from his pastures often is least
able to afford it.

It's none of my business how the men along the highway operate their pastures.
If they want to take out all of the spark plugs, I won't argue with them, but I
don't fancy the job they have of making their farms pay. Oh, they may creep along
at 10 or 15 miles an hour, but in these days it takes 50 or 60 to keep from being
run over.



Tiny is a small shetland pony which Eric's dad purchased to teach his son horse
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TINY TIM TRAVELS

have not kept her from getting fat because everyone wants to pet and feed her.

There was big excitement in the whole neighborhood when word got around that

Tiny had a baby. If Eric had charged admission, he could have bought another horse!

A black and white midget, weighing only 24 pounds that could kick and run, was a

curiosity which every adult wanted to see, taking the kids along only as an excuse.

Eric's ma could easily carry the little fellow and was quite elated to report that

she could "carry a horse back to the barn." Since the little mare was called Tiny,

Tim seemed a natural name for the colt.

Tim grew up. In two years he was too big to carry and had learned to use his

heels when grown-ups tried to tease him. Eric's dac: didn't have barn room for Lady,

April, Tiny, and Tim too, so Tim was offered as a prize at the horse show. Any boy

under twelve could put his name in the box and the third one drawn got the pony.

His new owner was so excited he had to have one of his several small brothers help

lead Tim away. I understand that in Tim's new family there are five youngsters not

too heavy for his back.

The rest of this story is hearsay. It was told to me as fact, but I won't

guarantee any part of it. I haven't looked it up because it's too good a yarn to

spoil by mere details. However, I believe it to be at least approximately true.

~ Tim's new owners had no place for the pony so he was bedded down for the night

in a garage. He didn't like this strange barn and probably he was lonesome for

Mammy and the gals. The big riding horses sometimes picked on Tim and Tiny, but he
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learneG to look cross and scare them or, if that didn't work, he could dodge their

teeth and heels. At any rate, he missed their company and showed his resentment by

pawing and kicking at the walls of the garage.

I never learned whether he did any damage to the garage, but he kept the whole

family and neighborhood awake with the racket and early in the morning it was deter-

mined that Tim must be taken to wider spaces and more familiar surroundings on a

farm. Arrangements were made, but how was the pony to be transported? Pa thought

he could ride comfortably in the back seat of the family car, so he was duly loaded

and the journey begun.

Tim had ridden in cars before, but he didn't like it. He was probably irritable
from his sleepless night and resentful of his cramped surroundings. He tried a few
experimental kicks, but the door held. He pawed the floor boards, but that didn't
do any good. The car sped on.

The little horse became more and more disgusted with life in general and his
present situation in particular. They were out in the country when he decided to
climb over into the front seat and see what was going on. Several times he was push
ed back, so at last he made a great effort and over he came, right into Mats lap.

Ma liked the pony and had visions of many happy hours for her children, but
she was hardly prepared to hold a vigorous two-year-old colt in her arms. She tried,
but he didn't seem to be comfortable and cont~nued to twist and struggle until finally
a foot hit the wind shiel(.: and b:roke it. Ma screamed for help. Pa, dodging flying
feet, shattered glass and squirming horse, tried to help hold everything ~ogether,

but in the excitement lost control of the car and ran off into the ditch.

That's as far as the story went, and no information about the rest of the trip
to the farm has been received, but I did hear that it took a big tractor to rescue
the car and that numerous repairs were needed. I hope they were able to laugh about
it. I also hope that Tim is content in his new home and that the five kids have a
lot of fun trying to teach Tim proper mannerS.

I'm perfectly sure that Tim will educate the youngsters with his best course
in horse psychology. The kids will learn how to handle him and respect his rights
because he will enforce with teeth and heels the law as he SeeS it. No one will get
hurt more than a few bumps. The kids will falloff many times before they learn to
stick on t but they will finally arrive at a good understanding of what they can and
cannot do. A horse makes a wonderful teacher for a boy or girl. Meanwhile Eric
needs a larger pony and Tiny will become the property of his younger brother Jan.
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visor at the University of Minnesota, announced today.

A delegation of northeastern Minnesota 4-H club members and leaders will leave

on a friendship mission to Canada August 4, H.A. Pflwghoeft, district 4-H club super-
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4-HtERS TO CANADA

Twelve northeastern Minnesota counties have been invited to send two delegates

each to be guests of the Canadian Lakehead Exhibition in POrt Arthur on August 4,5

and 6. The counties include Pine, South St. Louis, North St. Louis, Carlton, Cass,

Crow Wing, Beltrami, Aitkin, Morrison, Itasca, Lake and Hubbard.

Accompanying the group of 24 club members will be Pflughoeft and Mrs. Pflughoeft;

Robert Harton, 4-H club agent 1n South St. Louis county, Duluth, and Mrs. Horton;

Erwin Wamhoff, Pine county agricultural agent, Hinckley, and Mrs. Wamhoff.

The delegation will leave from Bemidji August 4. While in Canada they will be
taken 0 a tour of the farming section around Fort William and Port Arthur, will
attend he Lakehead Exhipition in Port Arthur and be entertained by the directors of
the E °ti n a~luncn6on at Kakaceka Falls and at an evening banquet.
~ A-8961~jbn

.~~~MUUATES SELECTED FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

Eighteen high school seniors in Minnesota have been selected for Sears-Roebuck

Foundation freshman scholarships for 1952-53 in the College of Agriculture, Forestry,

Home Economics and Veterinary Medicine of the University of Minnesota.

Three girls have been recommended by the college scholarship committee for home

economics scholarships of $200 each"and 15 boys for the Sears-Roebuck Foundation

agricultural freshman scholarships of $150 each.

A-8962-jbn

Girls who will receive the $200 awards are Kathleen Nelson, Westbrook; Lou Ella
Robb, Wadena; Kathryn Stinar, Lakefield. ~ _ .....

Boys who will receive the $150 scholarships are: Bruce Brainard, Detroit Lakes;
Larry Foley, Kelliher; Leon Hanstad, Fergus Falls; Edward Hartog, Hills; James
Haugen, Appleton; Milton Jellum, Starbuck; Donald Kieffer and George Morgan, Olivia;
Roland Line, Cromwell; Jack Morris, Kilkenny; Donald Porter, Northome; Donald Sharper
4l43-10th Ave. S., Minneapolis; Thomas Twiss, Savage; Kenneth Werner, New Ulm, Fred
Becvar, Pine City.
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The annual State Fair alumni meeting will be held at 4:00 o'clock I

tion about the School at the alumni headquarters. Girls may want to inquire about

Alumni and friends of the School of Agriculture of ',the University ·of Minna-

the course in practical nursing and home management that is being given jointly

secretary of the School, announced today. The headquarters will be in the southwest

Young men and young women from the rural communities may obtain informa-

sota will again have headquarters at the Minnesota State Fair, Victor Dose, alumni

All former students, alumni and frimds of the School are invit ed to make

corner of the new Agriculture-Horticulture building, where they have been the last

courses in the many agricultural fields. The fall term opens Monday, October 6.

use of the headquarters while attending the 19.52 State lair. The headquarters will

be open all day and at 4;00 each afternoon "open house" will be held so all "Aggies"

by the School of Agriculture and the School of Nursing at the University of

Minnesota. The young men planning to farm will want information on the vocational

Thursday afternoon, August 28, at the headquarters.

1'0



close to us.

rect our evils when we get tired of them.

led us in pleasant places.
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The larger blessings affect more people. Are we duly thankful for the wonders
(MORE.)

366 days each year, being thankful that our parents had the foresight to arrange it

that way. We who have had the good fortune to harvest abundant crops in 1952 should

Those of us who are conscious of our blessings take time Otr~ to be thankful

Of course we can all find plenty to cry about. Our country isn't perfect--and

try to crowd in a few extra days of thankful, thoughtful gratitude that our path has

Those of US who are privileged to live in the u.S.A. should put in at least

have selfishness and greed, indifference and discrimination which are naturally ref-

responsibilities which seem heavy because they are so close to us. Nevertheless, I

won't be as long as citizens are too indifferent to vote. In our own back yard we

leeted at county, state and national levels.\;e all have our troubles, burdens and

haven't heard of any lilovement by responsible Americans to move out of the United

all unite in humble gratitude for the good that we enjoy. It would be possible to

make a long list of the material benefits for which I am thankful, but perhaps they

every d~. Still it is a good idea to l~ve a special occasion, once a year, when we

States of their own volition. Vdth all its faults, the U.S.A. is still the most

favored nation on earth. Ije, the people, still have the power and the right to cor-

would not fit anyone else. Often the things we value most are intangible successes

or the achievements which we cannot even describe to others. Home, family, friends,

health, food, clothing--these are personal reasons to be thankful, but they can some

times change almost over night. In reality, they seem big just because they are so

I.
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let us be thankful--page 2

of Nature, that intricate system of checks and balances which keeps our old world in

operation in spite of misguided efforts to upset everything and blow ourselves to

smithereens? Are we thankful for the land 'which continues to feed us in spite of

fads, fancies and mismanagement?

Allover Minnesota we have a wonderful crop of corn. To be sure, part of it

is because we prepared t he ground, planted good seed arrl destroyed some of the weeds,

but we didn't have one thing to do with the sun, rain, wind and temperature, without

which our efforts would have been futile. The better we did our part, the better we

cared for our soil, the more carefully we selected the seed, the better our reward.

When we work ~. Nature, we sometimes hit the jack pot. ~ihen we work against her,

it's like a flea trying to push an elephant out of the path. Someone is likely to

get hurt am the odds favor the elephant.

Are we thankful for the privilege of working in such a wonderful world? We

mess it up a little with our foolish disregard of what we know to be right, but the

latent fertility of our soil and climate is always ready to forgive our mistakes.

Plants and animals, from the lowly moulds and microorganisms of the earth to our

prize-winning livestock, are always ready to cooperate if we do our part of the job.

Sometimes larger plans, whose purpose we do not comprehend, interfere with our little

plans and programs, but if anyone can look at the corn we have this year and not be

thankful--there's something wrong in his head.

Are we thankful for the privilege of hard work? The most miserable people I
have ever known are those who "have it easy.'! Work is a remedy for most of our men
tal ills. It keeps our bodies fit, our appetites active, our minds alert and our .
hands busy. Intelligently directed work gives us goals to achieve, success to strive
for, a sense of accomplishment for effort expended. There is real pleasure to be had
from digging into a hard job and seeing it through to completion. IViany of our present
national ills and personal tragedies, in my estimation, can be traced to short hours,
half-hearted effort, idle leisure and the universal search for soft living and the
easy way.

We people in Minnesota have a great heritage, enormous opportunity for real
service and I hope we still have the will and the stamina to use them properly. Let
us all take the time to attend the church of our choice and spend a little time in
humble thankfulness for our many blessings. Along with this may we be filled with a
new strength to do our part well, putting our best mental and physical effort into
every task, no natter how humble or how great. May we give everything we have in the
calm assurance that strength increases by use, that each of us has a part to play in
the great plan and that unselfish service brings the greatest ultimate reward.

~r4}~~*.I;'f*~f-



curious humans to get acquainted.

Leaves are deceptive. They have a general pattern for each species, but too

often amateurs place too much confidence in the leaf shape. From the same tree it is
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almost any pattern of leaf. But when the days get shorter, the tree gr~{s a corky

The best time to identify trees is after they have gone to bed for the winter.

I'd hate to have an investigating committee disturbing my slumbers, but trees don't

seem to mind. After a summer of hard work, they shut up shop, fire the surplus help

usually possible to get two leaves which look very unlike and a mulberry may have

(leaves) and stoke the fires to wait for spring sunshine. That's a good time for

layer of material between the twig and the petiole of the leaf. That's a hint that

these busy factories are no longer needed.

Some leaves take the hint at once and sail away on the first breeze. Some loe

down and the ground seems far away, so they hang on as long as possible. Scarlet

Oak leaves are scaredy cats and sometimes hang on all winter, dead and brown, but

persistent. At last even they, too, go down to earth to form a mulch and eventually

may return to the tree as their chemical elements are released for re-use. But every

leaf, when it parts from the parent twig, leaves a scar. The scars are of many types

shapes, sizes and designs, often more accurate as identifying characteristics than

the forgotten leaves they represent.

Before the tree factory shuts down in the fall, its most important duty is to

prepare for spring. Some start early and some late, but every plant which lives over

winter must provide some means of replacing its leaves. On practically every species

of deciduous trees, a bud forms just above the leaf scar. On most species there is

also a terminal bud at the tip of the tWig. This one has lots of pep and is intended
(MORE)
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to start fast and do a lot more work than most of the others. A terminal bud on a

Shagbark hickory may be almost as large as a small marble.

Then there are other buds, small and inconspicuous, sometimes hidden under the

bark, which form the national guard. Suppose spring comes, the buds all start and

then we have a freeze which bursts their plumbing systeml When that happens, Mr.

Tree calls on the reserves and all sorts of irregular buds break out with leaves and

the tree is said to "recover". It had the buds there all the time.

Buds are of all sizes, shapes and colors, as distinctive as the leaf scars.

They may be hairy or smooth. Some are sticky, some fragrant, some long and slim,

some short and fat, some plain, some frilled, some SO small as to be hardly seen.

Bitter hickory buds are long, slim and bright yellow. Basswood buds are almost round

and green or cherry red. Slippery elm buds are fat, with brown or rusty hair on them.

Some buds are all set to explode into leaves, .twigs and branches when the weather sayE

go. Others are designated as flower buds, and on an apple tree, it is relatively

easy to tell which is which. Some buds are "mixed" and can perform either or both

functions.

There are still other ways in Which buds label the trees. On ash and maple
trees, they will always be in pairs on opposite sides of the twig. Most of the other
trees prefer a zigzag arrangement. Sometimes the twigs zig and. zag with them. Some
times the buds seem to pop up wherever it looks like a good idea. Some buds are
tucked in tight. Some stick out like a sore thumb or have the general appearance of
a wart on a nose.

This is a wonderful time to look at trees carefully. Study the buds and the
leaf scars. See how the pattern fits trees of similar species. They are more inter
esting than a picture pUZZle and far more lasting because they will soon become old
friends. The trees won't even wake up if one takes a couple of buds for examinatioDo
A microscope helps to see the future leaves, twigs and flowers all packed into a
miniature brief case and insulated more or less from blizzards. In some ways they
are all alike and yet infinitely different.

A big tree won't miss a few buds on side branches, but please don't take the
tip top one from a small tree. That is the prize progeny, the leader. Next spring
it vall shoot straight up and we'll say the tree has brown six inches, two feet 0r

five feet as the case may be. If you break it off, the tree will have to promote
another bud to leader, and it may make a crooked or deformed trunk from which the tree

~ will never recover. At best, it will shorten the year's achievements.

In some cases, fruits and flowers are required for exact identification of
trees, but for ordinary purposes, just watch how they go to bed. Buds and leaf scars
furnish the clues in this "Who dunnit".

'* i~ * oJ, * * *



sition with the orifice and the olfactory ner'ves can distinguish the sweet-sour odor

ear pressed close to the opening can detect the busy hum of a thousand ladies as they

The eye level knot· hole in our old oak tree is barren and deserted now, but an
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discuss domestic affairs. A turn of the head puts the nasal protuberance in juxtapo-

.'

of propolis, wax and honey. It means that our bee-tree bees have gone to bed for the

winter.

Going to bed, for a bee, does not mean an innerspring mattress or deep slumber.

It just means that the bees stay at home and wait for the spring activities to com-

mence~ Each bee has a winter as well as a summer job. When a bee feels that she can

no longer keep up the pace, she wand.ers away from the swarm. An adult bee seldom

dies in the hive except from disease, accident or starvation. So the old workers witl

worn-out wings have largely been lost in the fall rush. That leaves a swarm of young

and vigorous workers to winter on stores collected by their older sisters. The first

Were escorted to the front porch by a committee of their half sisters and invited to

There is no room for drones in winter bee quarters. When the flow of nectar

began to feel the effect of approaching fall, any fat, lazy males left in the hive

(MORE)

duty of these workers is to feed, warm and protect the queen mother who may be from

the vrorkers lay a few drone eggs and then die with no females to take their places.

si.x months to four years old. liiithout a queen, the swarm soon becomes disorganized,

try their wings. Since a drone is unable to collect nectar, but must live off the

labor of the ladies, an invitation to lIGit out and stay out" is the equivalent of a

death sentence. So far, no organization has founded a home for unwanted drones. A.t

least no such announcement has been seen on my desk and if there were such an insti-

tutuion, I'd surely be on their list of prospects.



bees business--page 2

IId like to have an x-ray view of the interior of our old oak tree. It is 63

inches around at knot hole level (1 just went out and measured it) which would give

a diameter of about 20 inches. I'd guess that the bark was at least 2 inches thick

on each side, leaving 16 inches of wood. It must take at least 4 inches of wood all

around to hold that big tonnage of leafy top in a high Wind, so that the bees can't

have more than 8 inches of space. Probably 6 inches would be more like it. How far

up and down they go, I have no idea. It is unlikely that the hollow heart would be

more than 3 feet long, but it could be more.

No periscope or ruler is needed to know the general interior plan. The combs

will hang from whatever attachment can be found. They will be about 1/8 of an inch

thick, with hexagonal cells cleverly fitted together so that the maximum brood rea~

ing space can be supported by the least possible amount of wax. The cell walls will

be from .003 to .004 of an inch ~n thickness and 25 cells will measure close to one

square inch in area. Bees are too clever to insist on precise measurements when it

interferes with efficiency. Apparently they measure the possible width of the comb

and then divide it in such a way that the greatest number of cells will fit exactly.

It seems to work something like the II justification" on a linotype. Odd corners may

have irregular cells and, to fill in, some cells may be an inch deep instead of the

standard 7/16. These IIfreaks" are only used for honey storage. Brood is reared in

cells of standard size. Drone cells are II specials", four to the inch. ~~orker cells

are five per inch. Queen cells may be as large as a peanut shell.

l'can't:.soe hon the bees can find room in our tree for enough honey to keep
them over winter. It will take about 25 pounds to do the job. The colder it gets]
the more tightly the bees will cluster around the queen. Then the cluster must keep
moving as stores are consumed. The bees must generate heat by eating and if they eat
too much they get dysentery. If they consume the honey in one section and find it
too cold to move to the other end, they may starve, even with supplies in the cellar.
I'd like to hslp them by wrapping a blanket around the tree, bu my II help" would
probably do more damage than good.

I'll just let Nature take its course with our friends in the bee tree and
hope to enjoy their company again next spring. If the old oak blows down before 1
do, perhaps I'll have a chance to see how much room they have. That will be another
question answered.



whether there is any use of trying to play the game with our utmost effort and on the

not honestly earned th3m. Perhaps our own pet plans have g one haywire and we wonder

Sometimes we begin to feel that this old world is in pretty much of a mess and

that our part in it is unimportant, drab and hardly worth the effort. Vie see men who

are apparently enjoying the fruits of success "h'hen we can easily guess that they have
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square. ~ihat 's the use?

We all have these pessimistic periods, I suppose. It simply indicates that

our batteries are low and need recharging. There are many ways of making contact

with the Power which keeps us going and my sympathies are extended to anyone who does

not know and use one or more of them. Even a single day on "Crabapple ridge" is

exhausting.

One way to regain our proper perspective on life, labor, love ani loss is to

go out on a clear winter night, 'When the familiar sights and sounds are absent and

look.up at the canopy of stars. They are amazing in their brilliance and seem so

near, like candles, or better yet, campfires, trying to iVarm the cold earth. It is

hard to imagine that some of the light we see has been traveling thousands of years tc

reach us. It is hard to realize that some of them are suns, far larger and hotter

than the big red ball which made us so uncomfortable only a few months ago. It is

interesting to speculate Whether any of the objects which only reflect the light of a

sun, are inhabited like our particular planet and if so, what those people are like.

As the feeling of mystery and unbelievable distance fills our thoughts, our

own importance as an indiVidual becomes smaller and smaller. In comparison with this

fiery display, we are less than a speck of dust; our whole earth is just one pin point

in an ocean of fantastic and enormous power all hung in space so vast than we cannot
(MORE)
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comprehend it. If this has been going on for a million years, perhaps our sore thumb

of today is not so important after all. Our personal troubles won't seriously affect

anyone of those starsl

Since man first looked up, the stars have caused him to wonder. Way back in

the dawn of civilization, these same stars, in the same relative positions, looked

down on men and their attempts to find contentment and happiness. Abraham saw those

stars, just as we see them. The Greeks wrote stories about them and named some of

the groups which they imagined as bears, bulls, &irds and men. Sailors have long

used them as guides across the trackless ocean, and the north star, which seems to be

the center of this glittering display, has not moved appreciably in any period of

time which we are able to think of. How long will the big dipper point to the north

star? How long must Orion wrestle with the bull?

In all of this display, there is order. Think of these immense objects, spin-

ning at incredible speed and racing through space at terrific velocity for millions of

years and yet all following a predetermined path so that none collide. vmat holds

our earth at just the right distance from the sun so that we have enough but not too

much heat? \~bat power ordains that we tip just enough to provide summer and winter

weather? vfho decides whether we stick to the earth by gravity or fly off into space?

At the fair, a skilled juggler can toss six balls at a time so that they go up
and down on a regular path. We honor a pitcher who can throw a baseball 60 feet an:!
make it go just where he wants it. Thousands of boys spend years of time learning to
drop a ball through an iron hoop. Yet here above us are so many balls that only
astronomers have attempted to count them, burning hot or frigid cold, of all sizes,
whizzing about for innumerable centuries, but all under far better control than that
exercized by the juggler, the pitcher or the basket ball playert

The PeTHel' which orders each star in its orbit, which regulates the seasons arrl
enables a kernel of corn to multiply itself a thousand times or a single cell to gy"OVof

into a champion bull, must have a plan, even for the individual men and women who
come and go upon this earth. We can't understand the Power or the plan, and yet
these constant stars, all obeying His will, are evidence of its existence. Even we
imperfect mortals must have a place in the plan, a job to do, a service to perform.
Perhaps we are being tested to see whether we can be trusted with a larger sphere of
activity. Can we stand adversity? Can we keep our balance in prosperity? Vie can
only do our best.
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The best time to identify trees is after they have gone to bed for the winter.

I'd hate to have an investigating committee disturbing my slumbers, but trees don't

seem to mind. After a summer of hard work, they shut up shop, fire the surplus help

(leaves) and stoke the fires to wait for spring sunshine. That's a good time for

curious humans to get acquainted.

Leaves are deceptive. They have a general pattern for each species, but too

often amateurs place too much confidence in the leaf shape. From the same tree it is

usually possible to get two leaves ,lhich look very unlike and a mulberry may have

almost any pattern of leaf. But when the days get shorter, the tree grows a corky

layer of material between the twig and the petiole of the leaf. That's a hint that

these busy factories are no longer needed.

Some leaves take the hint at once and sail away on the first breeze. Some 100"

dovin and the ground seems far away, so they hang on as long as possible. Scarlet

Oak leaves are scaredy cats and sometimes hang on all winter, dead and brmm, but

persistent. At last even they, too, go dovm to earth to form a mulch and eventually

may return to the tree as their chemical elements are released for re-use. But eve~

leaf, when it parts from the parent twig, leaves a scar. The scars are of many typef

shapes, sizes and designs, often more accurate as identifying characteristics than

the forgotten leaves they represent.

Before the tree factory shuts down in the fall, its most important duty is to

prepare for spring. Some start early and some late, but every plant which lives over

winter must provide some means of replacing its leaves. On practically every species

of deciduous trees, a bud forms just above the leaf scar. On most species there is

also a terminal bud at the tip of the twig. This one has lots of pep and is intended
(MORE)
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to start fast and do a lot more work than most of the others. A terminal bud on a

Shagbark hickory may be almost as large as a small marble.

Then there are other buds, small and inconspicuous, sometimes hidden under the

bark, which form the national guard~ Suppose spring comes, the buds all start and

then we have a freeze which bursts their plumbing systemL ~{hen that happens, Mr.

Tree calls on the reserves and all sorts of irregular buds break out with leaves and

the tree is said to "recover". It had the buds there all the time.

Buds are of all sizes, shapes and colors, as distinctive as the leaf scars.

They may be hairy or smooth. Some are sticky, some fragrant, some long and slim,

some short and fat, some plain, some frilled, some so small as to be hardly seen.

Bitter hickory buds are long, slim and bright yellow. Basswood buds are almost round

and green or cherry red. Slippery elm buds are fat, with brown or rusty hair on them,

Some buds are all set to explode into leaves, twigs and branches when the weather sayf

go. Others are designated as flower buds, and on an apple tree, it is relatively

eas)? to tell which is which. Some buds are "mixedll and can perform either or both

functions.

There are still other ways in which buds label the trees. On ash and maple
trees, they will always be in pairs on opposite sides of the twig. Most of the other
trees prefer a zigzag arrangement. Sometimes the twigs zig and zag with them. Some
times the buds seem to pop up wherever it looks like a good idea. Some buds are
tucked in tight. Some stick out like a sore thumb or have the general appearance of
a wart on a nose.

This is a wonderful time to look at trees carefully. Study the buds and the
leaf scars. See how the pattern fits trees of similar species. They are more inter
esting than a picture puzzle and far more lasting because they will soon become old
friends. The trees won't even wake up if one takes a couple of buds for examinatioi.1o
A microscope helps to see the future leaves, twigs and flowers all packed into a
miniature brief case and insulated more or less from blizzards. In some ways they
are all alike and yet infinitely different.

A big tree won't miss a few buds on side branches, but please don't take the
tip top one from a small tree. That is the prize progeny, the leader. Next spring
it will shoot straight up and we'll say the tree has grown six inches, two feet or
five feet as the case may be. If you break it off, the tree will have to promote
another bud to leader, and it may make a crooked or deformed trunk from which the tree
will never recover. At best, it will shorten the year's achievements.

In some cases, fruits and flowers are required for exact identification of
trees, but for ordinary purposes, just watch how th~ go to bed. Buds and leaf scars
furnish the clues in this "Who dunnit" •
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Sometimes we begin to feel that this old world is in pretty much of a mess and

that our part in it is uni.mportant, drab and hardly worth the effort. lIe see men who

are apparently enjoying the fruits of success when we can easily guess that they have

not honestly earned tl:em. Perhaps our own pet plans have g one haywire and we wonder

whether there is any use of trying to play the game with our utmost effort and on the

square. V~hat f s the use?

We all have these pessimistic periods, I suppose. It simply indicates that

our batteries are low and need recharging. There are many ways of making contact

with the Power which keeps us going and my sympathies are extended to anyone who does

not know and use one or more of them. Even a single day on "Crabapple ridge ll is

exhausting.

One way to regain our proper perspective on life, labor, love ani loss is to

go out on a clear winter night, when the familiar sights and sounds a re absent and

look up at the canopy of stars. They are amazing in their brilliance and seem so

near, like candles, or better yet, campfires, trying to warm the cold earth. It is

hard to imagine that some of the light we see has been traveling thousarrls of years tc

reach us. It is hard to realize that some of them are suns, far larger and hotter

than the big red ball which made us so uncomfortable only a few months ago. It is

interesting to speculate whether any of the objects which only reflect the light of a

sun, are inhabited like our particular planet and if so, what those people are like.

As the feeling of mystery and unbelievable distance fills our thoughts, our

own importance as an individual becomes smaller and smaller. In comparison with this

fiery display, we are less than a speck of dust; our Whole earth is just one pin point

in an ocean of fantastic and enormous power all hung in space so vast than we cannot
(MORE)
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~ comprehend it. If this has been going on for a million years, perhaps our sore thumb

of today is not so important after all. Our personal troubles won't seriously affect

anyone of those starsl

Since man first looked up, the stars have caused him to wonder. VJay back in

the dawn of civilization, these same stars, in the same relative positions, looked

down on men and their attempts to find contentment am happiness. Abraham saw those

stars, just as we see them. The Greeks wrote stories about them and named some of

the groups which they imagined as bears, bUlls, birds and men. Sailors have long

used them as guides across the trackless ocean, and the north star, which seems to be

the center of this glittering display, has not moved appreciably in any period of

time which we are able to think of. How long will the big dipper point to the north

star? How long must Orion wrestle with the bull?

In all of this display, there is order. Think of these immense objects, spin-

ning at incredible speed and racing through space at terrific velocity for millions of

years and yet all following a predetermined path so that none collide. vlhat holds

our earth at just the right distance from the sun so that we have enough but not too

much heat? ~~hat power ordains that we tip just enough to provide summer and winter

weather? vvho decides whether we stick to the earth by gravity or fly off into space?

At the fair, a skilled juggler can toss six balls at a time so that they go up
and down on a regular path. We honor a pitcher who can throw a baseball 60 feet an:!
make it go just where he wants it. Thousands of boys spend years of time learning to
drop a ball through an iron hoop. Yet here above us are so many balls that only
astronomers have attempted to count them, burning hot or frigid cold, of all sizes,
whiZzing about for innumerable centuries, but all under far better control than that
exercized by the juggler, the pitcher or the basket ball playerl

The Power which orders each star in its orbit, which regulates the seasons Rrr:l
enables a kernel of corn to mUltiply itself a thousand times or a single cell to grow
into a champion bull, must have a plan, even for the individual men and women who
come and go upon this earth. We can't understand the Power or the plan, and yet
these constant stars, all obeying His Will, are eVidence of its existence. Eveni,e
imperfect mortals must have a place in the plan, a job to do, a service to perform

oPerhaps we are being tested to see Whether we can be trusted with a larger sphere of
activity. Can we stand adversity? Can we keep our balance in prosperity? We canonly do our best.
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The eye level knot' hole in our old oak tree is barren and deserted now, but an

ear pressed close to the opening can detect the busy hum of a thousand ladies as they

discuss domestic affairs, A turn of the head puts the nasal protuberance in juxtapo-

sition with the orifice and the olfactory nerves can distinguish the sweet-sour odor

of propolis, wax and honey. It means that our bee-tree bees have gone to bed for the

winter.

Going to bed, for a bee, does not mean an innerspring mattress or deep slumber.

It just means that the bees stay at home and wait for the spring activities to com-

mence~ Each bee has a winter as well as a summer job. When a bee feels that she can

no longer keep up the pace, she wanders away from the swarm. An adult bee seldom

dies in the hive except from disease, accident or starvation. So the old workers wit!

worn-out wings have largely been lost in the fall rush. That leaves a swarm of young

and vigorous workers to winter on stores collected by their older sisters. The first

duty of these workers is to feed, warm and protect the queen mother who may be from

si.x months to four years old. v[ithout a queen, the swarm soon becomes disorganized,

the workers lay a few drone eggs and then die with no females to take their places.

There is no room for drones in winter bee quarters. When the flow of nectar

began to feel the effect of approaching fall, any fat, lazy males left in the hive

were escorted to the front porch by a committee of their half sisters and invited to

try their wings. Since a drone is unable to collect nectar, but must live off the

labor of the ladies, an invitation to IIGit out and stay outll is the equivalent of a

death sentence. So far, no organization has founded a home for unwanted drones. At

least no such announcement has been seen on my desk and if there were such an insti

tutuion, I'd surely be on their list of prospects.
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It d like to have an x-ray view of the interior of our old oak tree. It is 63

inches around at knot hole level (I just went out and measured it) which would give

a diameter of about 20 inches. lId guess that the bark was at least 2 inches thick

on each side, leaving 16 inches of wood. It must take at least 4 inches of wood all

around to hold that big tonnage of leafy top in a high wind, so that the bees can't

have more than 8 inches of space. Probably 6 inches would be more like it. How far

up and down they go, I have no idea. It is unlikely that the hollow heart would be

more than 3 feet long, but it could be more.

No periscope or ruler is needed to know the general interior plan. The combs

will hang from whatever attachment can be found. They will be about 1/8 of an inch

thick, With hexagonal cells cleverly fitted together so that the maximum brood rear-

ing space can be supported by the least possible amount of wax. The cell walls will

be from .003 to .004 of an inch in thickness and 25 cells will measure close to one

square inch in area. Bees are too clever to insist on precise measurements when it

interferes with efficiency. Apparently they measure the possible width of the comb

and then divide it in such a way that the greatest number of cells will fit exactlY.

It seems to work something like the "justificationll on a linotype. Odd corners may

have irregular cells and, to fill in, some cells may be an inch deep instead of the

standard 7/16. These "freaksll are only used for honey storage. Brood is reared in

cells of standard size. Drone cells are" specials II , four to the inch. ~~orker cells

are five per inch. Queen cells may be as large as a peanut shell.

I' can'ti.sce hart the bees can find room in our tree for enough honey to keep'
them over winter. It will take about 25 pounds to do the job. The colder it gets,
the more tightly the bees will cluster around the queen. Then the cluster must keep
moving as stores are consumed. The bees must generate heat by eating and if they eat
too much they get dysentery. If they consume the honey in one section and find it
too cold to move to the other end, they may starve, even with supplies in the cellar.
I'd like to help them by wrapping a blanket around the tree, bu my "help" would
probably do more damage than good.

Pll just let Nature take its course with our friends in the bee tree and
hope to enjoy their company again next spring. If the old oak blows down before I
do, perhaps I'll have a chance to see how much room they have. That will be another
question answered.
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LET US BE THANKFUL

Those of us who are privileged t 0 live in the U.S. A. should put in at least

366 days each year, being thankful that our parents had the foresight to arrange it

that way. We who have had the good. fortune to harvest abundant crops in 1952 should

try to crowd in a few extra days of thankful, thoughtful gratitude that our path has

led us in pleasant places.

Of course we can all find plenty to cry about. Our country isn't perfect--and

wonlt be as long as citizens are too indifferent to vote. In our own back yard we

have selfishness and greed, indifference and discrimination which are naturally ref-

leeted at county, state and national levels. i.e all have our troubles, burdens and

responsibilities which seem heavy because they are so close to us. Nevertheless, I

haven't heard of any movement by responsible Americans to move out of the United

States of their own volition. -vYith all it3 faults, the U.S.A. is still the most

favored nation on earth. \.e, the people, still have the power and the right to cor-

rect our evils 'when we get tired of them.

Those of us who are conscious of our blessings take time out to be thankful

every day. Still it is a good idea to have a special occasion, once a year, when we

all unite in humble gratitude for the good that we enjoy. It would be possible to

make a long list of the material benefits for which I am thankful, but perhaps they

would not fit anyone else. Often the things we value most are intangible successes

or the achievements which we cannot even describe to others. Home, family, friends,

health, food, clothing--these are personal reasons to be thankful, but they can some

times change almost over night. In reality, they seem big just because they are so

close to us.

The larger blessings affect more people. Are we duly thankful f or the wonders
(MORE)
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of Nature, that intricate system of checks and balances which keeps our old world in

operation in spite of misguided efforts to upset everything and blow ourselves to

smithereens? Are Vie thankful for the land which continues to feed us in spite of

fads, fancies and mismanagement?

Allover Minnesota we have a wonderful crop of corn. To be sure, part of it

is becaus e we prepared t he ground, planted good seed am destroyed some of the weeds,

but we didn't have one thing to do with the sun, rain, wind and temperature, without

which our efforts would have been futile. The better we did our part, the better we

cared for our soil, the more carefully we selected the seed, the better our reward.

'When we work ~. Nature, we sometimes hit the jack pot. \ihen we work against her,

it's like a flea trying to push an elephant out of the path. Someone is likely to

get hurt am the odds favor the elephant.

Are we thankful for the privilege of working in such a wonderful world? We

mess it up a little with our foolish disregard of what we know to be right, but the

latent fertility of our soil and climate is always ready to forgive our mistakes.

Plants and animals, from the lowly moulds and microorganisms of the earth to our

prize-winning livestock, are always ready to cooperate if we do our part of the job.

Sometimes larger plans, whose purpose we do not comprehend, interfere with our little

plans and programs, but :if anyone can look at the corn vIe have this year and not be

thankful--there's something wrong in his head.

Are we thankful for the privilege of hard work? The most miserable people I
have ever known are those who "have it easy.'! Work is a remedy for most of our men
tal ills. It keeps our bodies fit, our appetites active, our minds alert and our .
hands busy. Intelligently directed work gives us goals to achieve, success to strive
for, a sense of accomplishment for effort expended. There is real pleasure to be had
from digging into a hard job and seeing it through to completion. Man;}T of our present
national ills and personal tragedies, in my estimation, can be traced to short hours,
half-hearted effort, idle leisure and the universal search for soft living and the
easy way.

We people in Minnesota have a great heritage, enormous opportunity for real
service and I hope we still have the will and the stamina to use them properly. Let
us all take the time to attend the church of our choice and spend a little time in
humble thankfulness for our many blessings. Along with this may we be filled with a
new strength to do our part well, putting our best mental and physical effort into
every task, no natter how humble or how great. May we give everything we have in the
calm assurance that strength increases by use, that each of us has a part to play in
the great plan and that unselfish service brings the greatest ultimate reward.

~~~~~t****



In these days of rush, rattle, speed and confusion, there is seldom time or

opportunity to relax, be still and listen to the voices of Nature. Some people have
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THE WOODS 1-..Hb STILL

groym so accustomed to noise that its very absence is annoying. City people who

slumber undisturbed by street cars, honking horns and the clatter of cro~ded streets

sometimes find it hard to rest in a country home where everything is CJl.liet. They are

irritated by the early songs of friendly birds, aggravated by the tepping of a wood-

peckel' or the scampering treaJ of a squirrel on the roof. It all depends on the kind

of noise to which we have become accustomed.

It is hard to imagine a complete lack of sound, but a solitary hike in winter

woods can come close to it. It is an experience all of us should have at far more

frequent intervals. No human chatter; no radio; no man-made machinery with belts,

pulleys and stinking exhaust fumes. Just the trees ,nth their stout trunks and sturdy

branches, waiting with infinite patience for the sun to announce that it is time to go

to work again.

Sometimes Jack Frost puts in a busy night and decorates the landscape for our

entertainment. Every blade of er2ss, every twig, eve~J graceful branch and bush is

trim;ned in ermine such as no king has ever possessed. If tho sun peeks through the

clouds, its reflection shmls that the white robe is dotted ..lith sequines vihich sparkle

like new engagement diamonds. Dirt, decay, scars and the ugly reminders of man's

occupancy are all charitably covered from vie-., by the pure white frosting, so evenly

e applied.

Just stand still and look. First there is the big overall picture of trees,

shrubs, fences and their general arrangement. Look more closely. See how even the
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tiniest object has a part to play in the symphony. Each barb on the wire fence has

e its special crystals of ice, so that it is smoothed and rounded. Surely they would

not be able to cut or tear, either man or beast. See how each staple, holding the

wire to the fence, has individual decorations of intricate design and amazing beauty,

transforming them from prosaic bits of metal to fairy castles whose largest room could

be filled with a mustard seed.

Around the staunch trunk of the tree beside us is wrapped an arm-thick rope

of cotton. One might imagine that the grape vine had lovingly embraced its needed

support and that the circling fluff was a candy staircase, 'where forest elves could

mount to the tree tops as we humans,like to climb high and look out over the land

scape. There is no indication whatever of the life and death struggle between the

giant oak and the encroaching vine. The opponents are resting now, storing up

strength for the bitter battle next summer.

Now it becomes evident that we are not alone. i~s we came stumbling and

stick-cracking through the '\doods, all of the little people "froze." Perfectly still,

their remarkable protective covering made them invisible to our untrained eyes ani

they fooled us into thinking that we alone were admiring this vdnter wonderland.

Since we have stood still for a polite interval and made no aGgressive move, the more

bold inhabitants of this fairy city decide they must be about their business. If this

intruder does have ill intentions, they trust their skill, speed and woodcraft will be

so far superior to his clumsy bumbling as to leave a comfortable margin of safety.

The squirrel overhead insultingly kicks down a handful of snow to show his

disdain for people who need ladders, then races away through the tree tops, to come

down another highway and resume his search for that acorn he buried last fall. It

must be somewhere in this area. Like a movie, the shadow under that tuft of grass

expands into a cottontail which hops away, busy with the endless amusement of rabbits,

making such a maze of tangled trails that enemies will give up in confusion while the

track maker sits scornfully in plain sight, dreaming of the dancing party to be held

by the brush pile ·when the moon is full again.
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\.hen we feel that our burdens are heavy and the t the fate of' the world rests

on our success or failure, it is a splendid tonic to 60 out into the i\'inter woods

alone. A busy life goes on here, all unheeded by human companions because we are

running so fast there is no time to stop, look and listen. In the woodland there is

endless, irresistible energy by which each unit of the composite strives to accomplish

its appointed schedule of service. There is comedy, tragody, success and failure on

every side, if we ,vill but wait and learn to understand it.

IWe can trudge home Yiith cold feet but a warm heart and rested mind. All of

God's children have work to do and responsibilities to bear. The struggle for

survival is universal. There are dangerous barbs, unseen pitfalls am smothering

vines. Indj~iduals come and go, but life goes on somehow, according to plan and with

a definite end in view. If we do our best, we nay help that plan to fruition.

Bunnies, squirrels and blue jays have their problems, too. Ilhy should we worry?

They don't.
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COvvS STILL KICK

Dad had no 1.OVe for dairy C~fS. His first interest was horses. Next came

hogs and then the black shiny herd of Aberdeen l.ngus. Of course, he liked butter,

cream and with a mess of kids around, milk was a necessity, so he kept from two to four

cows--of uncertain oreeding but showing some Jersey blood--to supply the table. It

was the duty of the youngest boy to do the milking, and Ray seldom put as much energy

into any farm job as he did when instructing his little brother in the science and art

of extracting the lacteal fluid from the "dairy herd."

Since I was the end of tLe line and had no younger brother to instruct, the

job of milking stuck to me for a long time. In ·winter it wasr't so bad. Feed, open

the door, shut the stanchions and pull a pail or so of milk. It wasn't uncomfortable

in the warm barn of a winter's evening by lantern light. 1,s I look back, it wasn I t

too bad at any time, but boys hate to be tied dOVTn and it seemed that every time I

had something special to do, those pestiferous cows interfered. Dad wasn't too par-

ticular as to hours for milking, but we had to get it done-or else~

In summer we seldom put the cows in because it might mean the extra work of

cleaning the barn. ~ith bucket and stool we would approach the prospective milk

supply, using soothing words to calm their tendency to high tail for the pasture.

Sometimes we took a chance and didn 1 t even close the pasture gate. More than one

milking was interrupted by a gay chase out to the slough and back. Often the cows

were smarter than the boy.

~~-e weren't familiar with germs in those days. They were seldom mentioned in

\ilallace's Farmer or the local newspaper. Even the doctor didn't worry about them.

Undoubtedly quite a few got in the pail when yards were dusty--or muddy.iie brushed
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e off the cow's udder when it was real bad, but shucks, wasn't the milk going to be

strained anyhow? Just the nature of the job inferred that some things besides milk

would get into the pail.

After straining, the milk was poured into large shallOW pans for the cream

to rise. In hot weather, the pans were put into a tank of cold water (pumped by boy

power). The wooden taru< had no cover but it was in a clean shed, so not very much

dust got into it. In winter, the pans were carried down cellar. Each morning the

milk was It skimmedtt and the residue carried out to the pig barrel or the older calves.

}10ther made butter in a dash8r churn or, if the supply was larger, in a barrel churn.

Both were .. run· by. ·.boy·: power if he could be captured. Butter beyond our own needs

was sold in five-pound crockery jars at 40 to 50 cents per jar, delivered at the

homes of special customers.

I donI t know how larger da.iries were operated at that time, but the practices

we followed were usual in southvlestern Minnesota 50 years ago. Butter and chickens

were a minor source of farm j.ncome, but they helped a little and furnished something

useful for the women and children to dOe In fact, most of the dairy herds I knew up

to 10 or 15 years ago were generally limited in size to what the women and children

could care for. ~vnen cream separators became common it took a big burden off tired

shoulders because the setting pans and their care were eliminated. Old timers were

skeptical about milking machines but where the men had to milk, even occasionally,

they soon overcame all objections. Dairy herds were increased and creameries

organized.

But changes didn't stop there for very long. The country became germ con

scious and city people demanded clean milk and sweet butter. Pasteurization killed

the germs and organizations such as Land 0' Lakes led the battle for barn-to-market

sanitation. Dirty milk and cream were refused at the creamery~ \\hat an uproar that

created. The newest wrinkle is combine milking where the juice is piped from cow to

can with no exposure to dusty air, and it isn't even seen by the Den who do the milk

ing. Milking parlors,&s clean as a kitchen, udders clipped and bathed in warm water
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4It and detergent before each milking, and the careful testing of cattle for hidden

disease are now a part of the farm dairy.

The result has been to crowd out the small sideline dairy herds. Most farm

families buy their butter and [:Bny get milk and cream from town. A few cows of

questionable production are no longer a farm asset. They do not justify the invest

ment in milking machines, standard milk houses, cooling equipment and milk cans.

It takes a herd of 25 to 30 good cows to earn dividends on such an outlay. Herds of

50 or 60 can be managed with little more milk-handling expense than is required for

six or ten and tile overhead doesn't eat up the income. Like so many other production

processes, dairying is becoming highly specialized. Dairy products may not be

cheaper, but they are cleaner, safer, handier and more readily available.

They still COl:le from cows and the cows still kick sometimes when they don't

want to be milked. That's about the only thing which hasn't changed on the dairy

farm.
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hour they VTent over and over the maze of trails, trying to discover why and where

their noses had led them astray. Meanwhile, rabbit No. 2 sat under the lilac bush

and r'll bet she was laughing at their clrnnsy attempts to find her.

The big dog was ready to give up, but his small companion began to circle

soon turned again, all eager to catch this nenr-by meat supjJly. Finally it seemed to

over about the same area. I lost sight of No.1, but No. 2 came and sat under the

job of circling, making figure eights and geometric patterns in a purposeful manner

They hurried along the hot trail, thEn turned as a stronger scent came to them and

or pattern because he kert on the ,job at a steady pace. Usually, they hop a little

Soon a couple of ambitious dogs came sniffing into the prepared puzzle.

These complex track patterns are not accidental. Cottontails, at least, do

Every country boy has tried to follow a rabbit track in the snmVe It starts

it on purpose. I've seen it done. Outside the window I saw a rabbit zig-zagging

ar01md the yard. He seernodto be crazy, but there was evidently some intended purpose

way and sit up to look and listen. Then I saw another bunny, doing the sti.'1le fancy

to indicate that at least a hundred rabbits have spent the night de.ncing in our yard.

tracks go in every direction.. Lspecially after a moonlight snow party, tracks seem

off so plainly and it is easy to trot along beside the trail for some distance, but

then another bunny leaves his track across, beside or on top of the or:.e being followed.

That may be studied out, but soon all the rabbit relatives seem to rally round and
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No. 1 popped up from a <my clump of grass and high tailed for the .brush pile. He

had a good head start and reached safety with ease, timing his speed so that both dogs

ran their best and yipped their loudest but reached the brush pile two jumps behind

their quarry. The dogs ran around and over the brush pile for awhile, but finally

gave up ani roamed fart·her afield. Then rabbit .No. 2, under the lilac bush, stretched,

yawned and went about her business with the utmost self-satisfaction.

~lst a month ago, the scenario was repeated. I didn't see it all, but a

couple of highly bred beagle hounds were racing back and forth through the grove. It

was obvious that game was near, but they just couldn't decide what had happened to the

trail. This time Sharpie, mlr big collie, saw the intruders and dashed out to tell

them that this was his d.omain and strangers were not welcome. Of course, if the

beagles had stood their ground, Sharpie would have put on the brakes, but they were

green pups and scampered for home.

Sharpie stopped to read the telegraph and put his message of victory and con

quest on the vdre. Then a cottontail hopped off to the brush pile in a leisurely

manner. She had been sitting in the grass right before me, but completely camouflaged

by her protective coloring. Probably she was disgusted with Sharpie for spoiling her

sport. 1 1 m guessing that she had a pal or a mate and that they had again prepared

their pUZZle of rabbit tracks to entertain stray dogs. Where did the expressi. on "Dumb

bunny" originate? Our rabbits all know that Sharpie has a bum leg and can't run fast

enough to stop quickly. They generally ignore him, but a strange dog needs to be

confused for the entertainment of our rabbit population.

I know that at reading signs I'm not as clever on the trail as a beagle. My

nose may be almost as prominent as Sharpies t but it is unable to detect things that

read like a book to him. If the "Dumb bunnies" can fool the dogs, it ' s no wonder I'm

completely baffled. Still it's fun to try and read the story our four-footed friends

leave in the new fallen snow. It doesn't take much skill to tell that a pheasant

walked here, a squirrel dug up a buried nut in this spot or that a pair of stray dogs,

_ne large, one small, paid us a visit during the ni.ght.

- - ~- -------------~
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T11e cat leaves a dainty, clean-cut trail. Field mice make lacy patterns as

they LO calling. Big round clumps of packed snow mean that a horse went by. A small

cloven hoof is likely a sheep, but here's one a little larger, sharper, different.

Could it mean that a deer has come to visit us? I once followed a trail for several

miles and found a calf instead of the deer I hoped for.

Our animal friends all leave their tracks and so do we human inhabitants of

this earth. The marks we leave .lith our feet are distinctive and Sherlock Holmes

could tell all about us from a glance at one footprint, but we all leave more

important tracks, too. It is the record of what we have done with each successive

24 hours allotted to us. Is it wasted in idleness, half-hearted effort, or foolishly

frittered away without aim or purpose? Even the rabbits had purpose in their

wanderings. Lre we doing our best? Our tracks will tell.

-- - - - - ------------------

Tracks lid11 Tell-page 3
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LET'S LOOK AT CHRISTMAS

view of Christmas.

decorations to stimulate his customers into remembering all of their friends and rela-
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gifts can be purchased to best adv:ontage from his counters. I'm highly in favor of

Then there is the picture as the sales people see it from behind the counter.
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Sometimes there is a suggestion, however, that it might be desirable to let

tives with gifts appropriate to yule tide custom. He suggests of course, that these

The proprietor of a store sees it from another angle. He puts up elaborate

at least, 'without the colored liehts, the festooned streets, the attractive store win-

these actiVities, because our Christmas season would be dull and drab, on the outside

A. small boy heard his parents mention Christmas. "Mama, is that the time

ping, no business establishment or Chamber of Commerce could go to so much expense.

daws and the loaded counters. If there was no prospective profit in Christmas shop.

They must get thoroughly fed up With masses of people crowding past, tense, anxious,

Thanksgiving dinners settle and finish the turkey before we get too far into the Santa

when we bring a tree in the house and little boys get the tummy ache?" That's one

Claus business. That may not be a view of Christmas. It may be only a squint.

Junior bust the toys, pawing everything in sight and clamoring for attention beyond

impatient, careless, sometimes rude, messing up carefully arranged displays, letting

human capacity to serve. There are bright moments, of course, but I'm guessing that

many a man and woman goes home when the doors finally close, to soak aching feet and

express a deep thankfulness that the Christmas rush is over for another year.

Of course, Christmas is planned, on the st~face at least, for the children.

There is always a new crop of youngsters to gaze in ffi/e at the mechanical toys, the
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lovely dolls, machine guns, pearl-handled revolvers and jet planes. The youngest get

e a thrill from talking to Santa--until they discover, all too soon, that his promises

are unfulfilled and his whiskers come off. An eight-ye2r-old is likely to be deeply

cynical.

Then the churches observe Christmas with beautiful pageantry and elaborate

programs, arranged and coached by hurried and harassed elders who "couldn't get out of

itll and a reluctant cast who are rushed at school, pushed at home and pulled every

which "laY.
Then there is the Christmas of older people, who have seen many such occasions

come and go. They have lost (I hope) the cynicism of youth, the sense of harried

futility which so often comes with middle age and with a broader, more tolerant and

deeper understanding have come again to view the Christmas season with something of

the small child t s sense of wonder and happiness.

Deny it as you will, point out the commercialism, the crowding and shoving,

the snarling urge to get somethi.ng for nothing; the Spirit of Chri.stmas still survives

and, for a short time at least, brines all of us a bit closer to the Christian ideals

which we profess as a nation and practice too little as individuals. The pure joy of

a little girl with her new dolly is something the mother will remember long after her

midnight toil in making the clothing is forgotten. The feeling of satisfaction which

comes with lending a helping hand or doing some extra service without hope of fee or

reward is compensation of the highest order.

~ben the rush is over, the last preparation made and we sit beside our home

tree to watch the children 'with their gifts, we feel just a little different than at

any other time of the year. The effort has been 'lfOrthvfhile. Vie have made someone

happy because we were Willing to give of ourselves and we are content. The Spirit

of Christmas is with us.

We need that spirit in these times of change and confusion. he can't compre

hend what it is all about or where we are headed. The world seems to 'be intent on

destroying the codes and standards to which we are accustomed. It is like the mob in

a department store. Sometimes we can't see rhyme or reason to it, but if we do our

part, patiently and unselfishly, we may be able to achieve an inner peace ani content

as we do beside the gaily lighted tree. May I wish you all a Marry Christmas.

*i~-~~~-** *
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If Vie scan the page which each of us has written during the past 12 months,

it is probably not too satisfactory. Some of us will have very feH entries to make.

vidual tasks and routines that we fail to appreciate the change and ferment which

moulds the teeming millions of the human race toward an unknown destiny.

called Earth has whizzed through space vlhile follo'Vdng a steady plan of change end

historical period in our experience. .i.s time goes, it was only another click on the

development too vast for our comprehension. We are all so busy with our little indi-

astonished at the "Crazy Lmericans. 1I

point on Nov. J and cooled back to normal again so quickly that the whole world was

remember the fuss, furor ffi1d fever of the political contest which reached the boiling

register, one of the millions upon millions of years, during wruch this small planet

YOlmg people will mark 1952 as the year they entered the first grade, gradu-

occupations and happy homes.

how the next attack vfould come; the frustration of their plans and hopes for peaceful

To those of us who have just lived through 1952, it was the most important

historian to record. It was pretty important while it was here. The boys in Korea

ated from high school or accepted the pleasant bonds of matrimony. Older people will

Today 1952 fades away, dies, becomes a memory--just another date for the

will remember the heat, cold, mud end dust; the constant uncertainty as to when and
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vie have left undone the things we should have done. Perhaps we made few mistakes

e because we were satisfied to draw within our shell and ignore the opportunities around

us. I:e have lived in the confines of our own small room, trusting that its v18lls

would protect us from contamination from the wants and needs of the world around us.

---------------------_._- _._.-----------------------,
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Look, It's Gone--page 2

Some of us have covered the page, but there are many blots, and errors are

~ numerous. Perhaps it isn't a page to be proud of, but we do have the satisfaction

that we tried as best we kney, how, to meet the responsibilities which we felt Yfere

ours. If we have hurt others it yJas unintentional, and we can truthfully say that we

have tried to treat those around us as brotlE rs regardless of skin color or economic

status. Each of us is liable for his ovm page for each successive year and must

answer to the great judGe for the returns we have made on the talents He has

entrusted to,us.

Never before in history has there been a year just like 1952 and never will

it be repeated. The things we didn't get done are opportunities lost forever. Some

n/and exoandeQ physically some of us have qrown .
of us have grovi menta.ny, W1.tll tl. .11.'t'tle' more expcr1.ence ana a 11.t tIe more understan-

ding to show for the past 366 days. Some of us have passed the peak of our power and

are on the down grade, beginning to fade from the picture. ~.e can't prevent the

deterioration of our physical equipment. That 'Hears out the same as any mechanical

contrivance, no matter how well designed, but we can l:eep our mental alertness by

constant use and a youthful eagernens.foz' new experiences and new fields of exploration.

NOIir that the year 1952 is dead and gone, its mistakes, its aches and pains,

as w~ll as its satisfactions, happiness and successes, are cone vdth it. There is no

use crying over what might have been or time to worry over the things which didn't

come out the way we wished. A new year, a new page is ahead of us, and it will take

all of our energy, all of our ability and all the know-how vlhich we have accumulated,

to make the next record an improvement over the one before.

There are new opportunities ahead and, if we can profit by the lessons of

1952, a chance to make this a better year than any ""Thich preceded it. We can find

plenty of neighbors who need a lift or kindly interest. There will be new occasions

when a good word will be appreciated and plenty of times when silence will be golden.

There are still new things to see in our own back yard, a multitude of interesting

fields to explore and examine, new "discoveries" to be made.

I feel sorry for the man or woman whose horizons are limited by daily routine.

It is fine to specialize all the job at hand, but we all need change of pace, change of

interests, for relaxation. ilhen age or ill health makes present patterns impossible,

adjustment is much easier if there are other fields, perhaps less physically strenuous,

in which one can find absorbing interest. Let's say goodbye to 1952 with no regret.

There are new challenges ahead.
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